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ABSTRACT 

Seasonally snow covered alpine areas playa larger role in the hydrologic cycle than their area 

would indicate. Their ecosystems may be sensitive indicators of climatic and aunospheric change. 

Assessing the hydrologic and bio-geochemical responses of these areas to changes in inputs of water, 

chemicals and energy should be based on a detailed understanding of watershed processes. This disser

tation discusses the development and testing of a model capable of predicting watershed hydrologic 

and hydrochemical responses to these changes. The model computes integrated water and chemical 

balances for watersheds with unlimited numbers of terrestrial, stream, and lake subunits, each of which 

may have a unique, variable snow-covered area. Model capabilities include 1) tracking of chemical 

inputs from precipitation, dry deposition, snowmelt, mineral weathering, baseflow or flows from areas 

external to the modeled watershed, and user-defined sources and sinks, 2) tracking water and chemical 

movements in the canopy, snowpack, soil litter, multiple soil layers, streamflow, between terrestrial 

subunits (surface and subsurface movement), and within lakes (2 layers), 3) chemical speciation, 

including frcc and total soluble species, precipitates, exchange complexes, and acid-neutralizing capa

city, 4) nitrogen reactions, 5) a snowmelt optimization procedure capable of exactly matching observed 

watershed outflows, and 6) modeling riparian areas. Two years of data were available for fitting and 

comparing observed and modeled output. To the extent possible, model parameters arc set based on 

physical or chemical measurements, leaving only a few fitted parameters. The effects of snowmelt rate, 

rate of chemical elution from the snowpack, nitrogen reactions, mineral weathering, and flow routing 

on modeled outputs are examined. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Assessing the hydrologic and biogeochemical responses of alpine watersheds to changes in 

inputs of water, chemicals and energy should be based on a detailed understanding of the watershed 

processes. Alpine areas are often sensitive to acid deposition because of their rocky, shallow, and 

poorly developed soils, their exposure to the ionic pulse from spring snowmelt, and short ice/snow-free 

seasons for biota. These factors combine to create a marginal ecological niche under the best of condi

tions. Intuitively, induced perturbations are likely to have greater effects on marginal habitats. The 

hydrology of seasonally snow-covered alpine watersheds differs from those at lower elevations in that 

most precipitation occurs as snow, and most runoff occurs during the late-spring and early summer 

melt season. The snowmelt-dominated hydrologic cycle and some related, subtle chemistry may make 

these systems particularly sensitive to global warming. Major chemical fluxes occur during the early 

part of snowmelt runoff, producing an ionic pulse as chemical species that have accumulated since fall 

arc released from the snowpack. This ionic pulse in the first fraction of meltwater can result in a rapid 

and significant change in chemical composition of lakes and streams, particularly when the watersheds 

have a limited capacity to neutralize acids, such as in the Sierra Nevada, California [Me/ack ct al., 

1985]. These changes can have adverse effects on biota. Because many alpine regions receive little 

summer precipitation, there is also a buildup of dry-deposited materials through the summer. Late

summer rains can thus also contribute ionic and acidic pulses to lakes and streams. To predict the 

response of these watersheds to indeterminate anthropogenic disturbances requires the consideration of 

at least these factors and perhaps others yet unrecognized. 

Spring-melt and summer-rain episodic events are relatively short, up to a few days in duration. 

Both types of episodes have proven elusive to observe and characterize in the field, due in part to the 

need for intensive sampling with short notice under remote, adverse conditions. Modeling watershed 

response to these short-duration processes requires an integrated hydrologic and gcochemical model 

with a time scale similar to that of the processes. Further, the hydrology of the model should be driven 

largely by snowmelt, but responsive to summcr rainfall as well. 

This dissertation describes the development of an integrated set of algorithms (in the form of 

FORTRAN subroutines) that will be referred to as the A/pillc lIydrogeochcmica/ Model (AHM), and 
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the application of that model to the results of three years (two water years) of field investigations at 

Emerald-lake watershed, Sequoia National Park, in the Sierra Nevada of California. The field investi

gations include studies of snow distribution, chemistry and melt [Dozier et al., 1989] and measurement 

of runoff quantities [Dracup et al., 1989]; surveys of stream and lake chemistry [Melack et al., 1989]; 

measurements of dry deposition [Bytnerowicz and Olszyk, 1988; Wu and Davidson, 1989]; soil surveys 

and investigations of soil biogeochemical processes [Brown et al., 1990]; and vegetation surveys [Run

del el al., 1989]. The purpose of applying the model to these data is twofold: 1) to identify which 

hydrologic and chemical processes are important determinants of water chemistry, and 2) to assist in 

interpreting resulls of field investigations and process-level studies. The 1987 (April 1987 through Sep

tember 1987) hydrochemical data were used for initial model testing; the 1986 water-year data were 

then used as a check on model parameters. 

For the results reported here, the watershed is treated as consisting of five subunits including soil, 

talus, rock, stream, and a lake. General characteristics and mass balances for these years were 

described by others [Williams and Melack, 1991a; Williams and Melack, 1991b; Kattelmann and 

Elder, 1991 b; Elder et al., 1991]. 
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Chapter 2 

MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

The Alpine Hydrogeochemical Model (AHM) is a general material-balance algorithm developed 

for detailed, compartmental modeling of seasonally snow-covered watersheds in the Sierra Nevada. 

The AHM is an integrated hydrological and chemical model capable of simulating the magnitude, tim

ing, and chemical composition of watershed runoff. In its present configuration the AHM is intended 

for two primary applications. First, iL is a research Lool Lo identify which hydrologic and chemical 

processes are important and when changes due to these processes are occurring. As such, it can be used 

to assist in interpreting field monitoring and process-level research and to help plan future research. 

Second, it is a predictive model for scenario analysis, displaying changes in watershed outputs result

ing from changing input conditions. As a predictive model, it enables estimating effects of natural or 

anthropogenic changes in climate or changes in atmospheric-pollutant loading. 

The motivation for development of the AHM was the recognition of the need for a hydrogeo-

chemical model that: 

1. could be applied to areas with variable snow cover; 

2. provided enough outputs to ensure credibility and ease of use; 

3. was amenable to use under a variety of watershed complexities; 

4. would compile and run on most computers without modification; and 

5. was amenable to modification by independent investigators. 

The only other watershed hydrochemical model we are aware of that is available is ILWAS, the 

model created for the integrated lake-watershed acidification study [Chen et al .• 1983]. While I have no 

direct experience with the ILWAS model, available documentation and the experiences of some 

researchers who have attempted to use ILWAS permits me to draw a few, limited conclusions. While 

ILWAS may have relative advantages over the AHM in some areas (e.g. it includes a simple snowmelt 

model and may have a more robust soil drainage modcl), il docs nol model variable snow cover, and 

some researchers have experienced dift1culty in adapting it to certain computers. Available documenta

tion makes it difficult to tell whethcr ILWAS can model complex watershcds, such as those with several 

streams and lakes. The ILWAS model reportedly obtains waler balmlce within about one percent, and 
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chemical balance within about three percent [Chen et al., 1983]; this implies the model contains errors 

which could not be found and/or were not corrected during testing. During development and testing of 

the ARM, it was not uncommon to find a small error in water or chemical balance (e.g. 0.01 cm d-1 or 

0.01 mol d-1 occurring only on certain, isolated days) which when tracked to its source proved to be 

caused by major errors in programming logic. 

During the development of the AHM, a rigorous attempt was made to ensure the model provided 

enough outputs for the user to determine that it was functioning correctly (i.e. error-free, Section 2.3, 

Appendix E) and as desired (i.e. using correct input data). In addition, FOR1RAN 77 standards and 

other self-imposed standards were used to ensure the source code would be compatible with most. com

pilers. With no modifications, the model will compile, run, and provide identical output (within con

straints of mathematical precision) using the data presented in this document with the following FOR-

1RAN compilers: 

1. RM / FOR1RAN, Ryan-McFarland Corporation (for INTEL Corporations 8088-80486 series 

processors) 

2. SUN FOR1RAN, Sun Microsytems, Inc. (SUN-3 and SUN-4 systems) 

3. SVS FOR1RAN, Silicon Valley Software, Inc. (for INTEL 80386, 80486 processors) 

4. CONVEX FOR1RAN, FC version 6.1 

2.1 General Model Description 

Although the AHM is a relatively detailed, largely physically based model, the user controls the 

degree of complexity in modeling by either lumping or distributing watershed compartments and 

parameters. The AHM tracks water and chemical movement, stomge, and loss in and between different 

storage compartments of multiple hydrologic subunits in the watershed (Figure 2.1). The hydrologic 

subunits may include rock surfaces, soils, streams, and lakes. Compartments include: 

1. vegetative canopies, with snowfall and rainfall interception h.mdled separately; 

2. soil liller or rock surfaces, for rainfall inten.:eption mId snowmelt storage beneath the 

snowpack; 

3. single or multiple soil layers; 
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Figure 2.1: Modeled watershed compartments. 

"Soil" subunits have compartments including 1) rainfall litter interception, 2) snowfall canopy intercep
tion, 3) rainfall canopy interception, 4) snowpack water equivalent, 5) snowpack's free water, 6) 
snowpack drainage, 7) surface runoff (leaving the subunit), 8) soil drainage (leaving the subunit), 9) 
soil drainage (contributed), 10) surface runoff (contributed), II) litter storage beneath the snowpack, 
and 12) one-to-multiple soil hOrizons. Rock subuniL~ (nOl shown) do not inclucle compartments 2, 3, 8, 
and 12. Stream subunits have compartments including the a) snowpack water equivalent, b) snowpack's 
free water, c) snowpack drainage, and d) streamflow; stream icc is not tracked other than "present" or 
"absent". Lake subuniL~ have compartments including the a) snowpack water equivalent, b) snowpack's 
free water, c) snowpack drainage, d) lake outflow, e) icc, l) epilimnion, and g) hypolimnion. Water con
tent of riparian area soils Illay be maintained by withdrawals from either streamflow or lake epilimn
ions; lakes and streams may also receive baseflow (subroutine SSINK). 
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4. lake layers (2); 

5. snowpack; 

7. snowpack free water; 

8. surface runoff; and 

9. subsurface drainage leaving soil or talus-covered watershed subunits. 

To the extent deemed practical, these processes are modeled in a manner simulating the actual process 

occurring on the watershed itself, while attempting to avoid detailed modeling of those processes for 

which supporting data seldom exist. Unique features include: 

1. the ability to partition outputs from one subunit to several receiving subunits; 

2. automatic sequencing of subunit computations; 

3. treatment of stream segments and lakes as separate watershed subunits; 

4. ability to handle any number of lakes and streams; 

5. extraction of streamflow by riparian areas to maintain a minimum soil-water content; 

6. optional automatic estimation of snowmelt rates (given snow-covered area and watershed 

outflow data); 

7. adaptability to available data (i.e. snowmelt and potential evapotranspiration calculation tech

niques); and 

8. compatibility with a broad range of compilers. 

The AHM represents all subprocesses in general terms, so application to a specific watershed 

requires sufficient data to determine the model's parameters. The number of parameters that must be 

estimated by model calibration has been minimized where practicable. Most parameters can and should 

be specified based on field and laboratory studies, or other information available for the watershed 

under investigation. 

The AHM code contains: 

1. data input, 

2. water balances, 
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3. chemical balances, 

4. rate-limited chemical changes, 

5. chemical equilibration, and 

6. report generation. 

The code is modular to facilitate alteration of functions describing features such as snowmelt quality, 

soil drainage, or lake processes. In addition, potential evapotranspiration, potential sublimation, snow

covered area (SCA), and snowmelt are computed externally, allowing the user to select the best avail

able data or models for an application. Complexity is also controlled by the user's selection of the 

number of terrestrial subunits, lakes, streams, and soil horizons. Either lumped or spatially and tem

porally distributed parameters can be used. 

The model was written for a daily time step, though altering this would be relatively straightfor

ward (daily soil drainage and daily lake outflow are computed using several smaller time steps; Sec

tions 2.2.3, 2.2.7). A daily time step was judged to be adequate for Emerald-Lake basin based on the 

chemical response of the watershed during snowmelt, though hydrologic response times in the 

watershed are less than one day. A one-day time step is sufficiently short to model the several-day-long 

ionic pulse in meltwater that accompanies the onset of spring snowmelt [Williams and M clack. 1991 b]. 

A weekly time step would average and thus miss the short-term peaks. It is also reported that the 

response of aquatic biota to chemical perturbations may take a few days to manifest itself [Barmwa ct. 

al., 1990]. 

The time resolution of data was also considered in choosing the time step. Hydrologic data (i.e. 

snowmelt and streamflow) for model calibration and validation are available daily, or more frequently 

if needed. Daily chemical data arc available for some periods, but most chemical data were weekly or 

less-frequent. As chemical samples refleet conditions only at the time sampled rather than over the 

period between samples, choosing a longer time step (e.g week) would not improve model calibration. 

At each time step, the AHM sequentially: 

1. rC.l<is data; 

2. inputs or extracts chemicals based on source/sink daul; 

3. adjusts for snow-co vcr; 
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4. computes interception based on existing available storage; 

5. adjusts the snowpack and snow-water equivalent for snowfall, rainfall, and melt; 

6. computes influx of water and chemicals to each soil or rock subunit; 

7. drains surface runoff from soils or rock; 

8. computes evapotranspiration and sublimation from soil or rock subunits; 

9. computes soil-water deficits in riparian area soils; 

10. computes chemical equilibration and kinetics on snow-covered and snow-free soils; 

11. drains water from soil horizons (using smaller time steps); 

12. computes concentrations and water volumes in lake and stream inflows, surface runoff, eva

potranspiration (water only) and sublimation (water only); 

13. computes chemical equilibration and kinetics in lakes and streams; 

14. mixes lake layers and determines losses from lakes and streams to riparian soil recharge; and 

15. generates outputs. 

Subunit computations are done in an order determined by the program, ensuring that outputs from con

tributing subunits arc available before computations begin on the subunit receiving those contributions. 

Each hydrologic unit modeled is treated as a separate watershed subunit, whether that unit is an 

area of soil or rock, a stream, or a lake. 

2.2 Data, Parameters, and Operations 

Undertaking the hydrologic and hydrogeochemical characterization of an alpine basin is a rela

tively massive task. While the AHM has simplified many complex hydrologic and hydrogeochemical 

problems, compiling data necessary to run it requires a major effon. Data necds include: 

1. snowpack accumulation, distribution, and ablation; 

2. precipitation amount, timing, and chemical composition; 

3. soil distribution and physical/chemical properties; 

4. atmospheric dry deposition; 
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5. potential evapotranspiration and sublimation; 

6. streamflow and streamflow chemistry (for fitting and comparison); 

7. lake physical and chemical characteristics; and 

8. flow routing within the watershed. 

While it is possible to estimate some data and parameters through the process of calibrating the 

model to observed outputs, field measurements are preferable. The ARM has enough parameters to 

ensure that a reasonably good fit can in principle be obtained through wholesale calibration of all 

parameters. Such parameters may make no physical or chemical sense, however, and would be of lim

ited use for scenario analysis. 

To make getting started easier, and to facilitate calibration of certain hydrologic parameters, 

water-balance-only runs may be made in addition to runs incorporating chemical computations. 

2.2.1 Snowpack and Snowmelt 

Snow that falls during the course of a model run is handled as wet precipitation (Section 2.2.2). 

Snowpack data requirements include daily estimates of the fraction of snow-covered area (SeA) on 

each subunit and snowmelt rates on the SeA of each subunit (Le. potential snowmelt). In the absence 

of independent snowmelt estimates, good SeA data become even more critical. With accurate esti

mates of SeA and snowfall on each subunit, the AHM can estimate snowmelt distributed by subunit. It 

does this in a two-part process, first assuming that observed outflow volume (Q) is equal to the sum of 

rainfall (R) and snowmelt (S) on the basin. Basin-wide average potential daily snowmelt is calculated 

as the total estimated volume of snowmelt divided by the watershed-wide SeA: 

Q-R 
S = seA (2.1) 

The value of Q is input imJependently of other data, and so may be obtained from any discharg(~ loca

tion representative of the entire basin. During low-How years, the value of observed Q may be 

markedly lower than the total watershed melt because of evapotranspiration (ET), particularly from 

lakes or streams with open water. To account for this, the value of Illeltmay be increased to account for 

ET from selected subunits. The second part of the snowmelt-optimization process involves iteratively 

adjusting snowmelt rates until observed and modeled watershed discharges agree. 
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The first part of the snowmelt-optimization process determines relative melt rates on the various 

subunits given each subunit's snowpack accumulation and its SeA. Each subunit's daily melt rate is 

determined by multiplying the watershed's average daily melt rate (eqn. 2.1 ) by a factor (constant all 

year) to increase or decrease the rate of melt on that subunit, while maintaining the desired daily total 

melt volume over the watershed by changing relative daily melt on all other units. The subunit's melt

rate factors are adjusted with an iterative optimizing procedure that concludes when each subunit's 

snowpack disappears when its input SeA reaches zero. These melt-rate factors are subject to the con

straint of watershed-wide melt rate and seA's of each subunit. Because this first step assumes 

watershed outflow is equal to snowmelt and rainfall, it provides modeled discharge estimates that are 

only approximately equal to those observed. In particular, modeled early-season discharge from the 

watershed after this step may vary significantly from field observations, and water balance considera

tions may require adjusting precipitation to get the modeled snowpack to disappear when desired; pre

cipitation is re-adjusted during the second step of the snowmelt optimization process. For this iterative 

snowmelt-estimation process (step one) to be successful, precipitation inputs must closely approximate 

the sum of modeled watershed outflow, evapotranspiration, sublimation, and the basin-wide change in 

water storage. 

The second snowmelt optimization step uses the results from the first step to distribute relative 

melt rates. In this step, watershed-average melt rate each day is iteratively adjusted upward or down

ward and melt rate on each subunit is computed as the product of this watershed-average rate and the 

melt-rate-adjustment factors from the first step of snowmelt optimization. Each day's discharge from 

the set of subunit melt rates is determined, and a new watershed-average-melt rate detennined based on 

the error between observed and modeled discharge. The observed discharge can be either from a 

stream or a lake outflow that is the lower-most point in the watershed. If the observed discharge loca

tion is a lake outflow, the snowmelt rates are optimized to match calculated lake inflows to a real or 

imaginary modeled stream which is the sole source of water inputs to the lake (except for atmospheric 

inputs to and atmospheric outputs from the lake surface). In this step the entire model with all its 

parameters is used to compute discharge from the iteratively adjusted subunit snowmelt rates. Because 

the entire model is used, if the set of watershed parameters is feasible, the watershed is adequately sub

divided, and the watershed discharge dak1 arc error free, estimated snowmelt rates from this step will 

result in daily watershed discharge almost identical to that observed; a built-in criteria requires 

modeled discharge to be within 0.5 percent of observed discharge before iteration ceases. This does not 
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necessarily indicate that the snowmelt estimates are correct. 

The snowmelt optimization techniques included in the AHM have advantages beyond estimating 

distributed snowmelt. They may aid in discovery of poor estimates of SCA, observed discharge, precip

itation, or model parameters; if the set of parameters and observations are correct, discharge may be 

modeled almost exactly. If subunit melt-rate factors from melt optimization step one are unreasonable, 

either snow accumulation, snow redistribution, or SCA is at fault. If a given day's optimized melt rates 

for the watershed subunits arc unreasonably large or small, then an error may exist in the snowpack's 

free-water storage and release parameters, the initial condition free water in the snowpack, the initial 

condition soil water content or parameters, or in SCA estimates. If lake discharge from the previous 

day's lake storage alone exceeds observed lake discharge, it is identified with an error message as well 

as a modeled discharge larger than that observed. If optimized subunit-melt rates for a given day are 

zero and modeled discharge exceeds observed, then the combination of drainage from the snowpack, 

soils, and lake storage is too large, which may be due to errors in model parameterization, over

simplification of the watershed (e.g. snowfall occurring on some portions while rain falls on others), or 

poor observed discharge data. 

Water drainage from the snowpack is modeled as a two-parameter linear reservoir. The parame

ters include maximum water holding capacity, (cm of water per cm of snow water equivalent (SWE)), 

and the fraction of free water storage that drains each day. The first parameter is the maximum amount 

of free water held at the end of one day. expressed as a fraction of SWE. The second parameter is the 

fraction of free water storage remaining on this or subsequent days that will drain in the absence of 

additional melt. Computed daily snowpack drainage is the greater of liquid water in the snowpack 

minus the maximum amount that can be held. or liquid water times the fraction draining. 

Snowpack chemical species leave in proportion to the fraction of the snowpack melted, or 

optionally can be forced to leave at an accelerated rate through the use of a two-part exponential decay 

function: 

~:::A xB xe(-LJxX) + (I-A)xD xe(-DxX) 
Cave 

(2.2) 

where C is the concentration of chemical species in snowpack frcc-water and drainage from the pack. 

Cave is the initial concentration in whole pack, X is the fraction of initial pack melted, A is a weighting 

factor. and B and D arc exponential decay parameters. 
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When accelerated elution of species from the snowpack is used, the user may optionally specify 

that elution remain proportional to loss of the snowpack until a particular date at which accelerated 

elution begins. With this option, the value of Cave in the above equation is reset each time rainfall or 

snowfall occurs prior to that starting date, and then remains fixed (along with initial snowpack water 

equivalent) from that date forward in time. When accelerated species elution is selected but a starting 

date is not specified, accelerated elution starts the first day of the run, and the value of Cave is reset and 

the portion of the snowpack melted is set to zero with each occurrence of rainfall or snowfall. 

If an initial snowpack is present, initial conditions of SCA, SWE, snowpack-free water, and 

chemical content in snowpack and free water are required. Alternatively, the initial snowpack can be 

entered as fresh snowfall on the first day of the run, providing snow cover is nearly complete and no 

snowpack free-water is present. 

2.2.2 Wet Precipitation and Wet Chemical Deposition 

Each rainfall or snowfall event requires input data including the amount of precipitation at a 

base station for the watershed, and the concentration of each chemical species observed in the prccipi

tation. Precipitation on individual subunits may be adjusted upward or downward from that at the base 

station through the use of one of two relationships: 

(Elev - Elevbase) 
P = Pbase X (1 + F x 1000 ) (2.3) 

(or) 

P = Pbase X (1 + F) (2.4) 

where P is precipitation on the subunit in cm, Pbase is precipitation at the base station in cm, F is a sup-

plied parameter, Elev is elevation. and E1evbase is elevation of the base station where precipitation is 

measured. The factor F is adjusted for the user's choice of elevation units. 

Concentrations of species in precipitation over the watershed arc constant; moles of species 

deposited on a subunit by a stonn increase or dccrease with adjustments to the base precipitation 

amount. 
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2.2.3 Soil Physical and Chemical Properties 

At runtime, each soil subunit (or rock outcrop subunit) is automatically split into two separate 

subunits, one for the snow-covered area and one for the snow-free area. The area and volume of soil 

present in the two areas vary with the fractional snow-covered area, reaching zero for one of the two 

when the snow cover is complete or absent; computational time for soil subunits approximately dou

bles when partial snow cover is present. Parameters or data affecting soils by subunit include the 1) 

area, 2) elevation, 3) maximum infiltration rate, 4) and the number of soil horizons. Parameters or data 

for each soil horizon include the 5) depth, 6) bulk density, 7) specific surface area, 8) saturated 

hydraulic conductivity, 9) water content at saturation (<»), 10) water content where unsaturated conduc

tivity approaches zero (9r ), an empirical constant as used by van Genuchten. [1980], 11) water content 

at the vegetative wilting point (SlY), and 12) a parameter used to fit an unsaturated hydraulic conduc

tivity function. These values are described below. 

A maximum infiltration rate is used rather than a more complex infiltration model because of the 

daily time step and soil conditions in the area modeled. Rainfall, snowmelt, and flow from one soil to 

another are daily averages, which in most cases are less than the peak rates at which water is supplied 

to the soil surfaces. Soils of the Emerald lake basin are generally less than one meter in depth, and 

under saturated conditions water may pass through one meter of the soils in a matter of minutes [Brown 

et. al., 1990). 

Several factors influenced the choice of soil-drainage models, including 1) a one day time step. 

2) lumping a number of different soils into one subunit. and 3) a lack of knowledge about flow routing 

from rock surfaces to soils, 4) numerous, irregular, and discontinuous soil-covered areas, 5) computer 

processing time, and 6) programming convenience. Given these factors, it was decided that a physi

cally based drainage model incorporating saturated and unsaturated conditions would be impractical. 

The AHM uses a simplified soil drainage model. Each soil may have several horizons, with water 

modeled as draining vertically in all but the lowermost horizon. Vertical drainage can only enter the 

horizon beneath it. The bottom soil horizon drains horizontally, and call drain into the bottom layer of 

an adjacent soil subunit, to a rock surface, stream, lake, or to a combination of the above. Water in 

excess of the soil's infiltration capacity becomes surface runoff. No provision for seepage to groundwa

ter is present, though groundwater may be modeled to a degree as a bottom soil horizon. Soil drainage 

is computed with a shorter time step than the daily time step used elsewhere; the default time 
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increment used is 2.5 minutes during the first hour, and 57.5 minutes for the remaining 23 hours of each 

day (see Appendix B, subroutine SOILDRAN). 

Both vertical and horizontal drainage for appropriate soil horizons are modeled with the same 

mathematical function, though parameters used must be different. This function was proposed by War

rick et al. [1985] for computing unsaturated hydraulic conductivity as a function of volumetric soil 

water content. The computational procedure uses saturated hydraulic conductivity, soil water content 

at saturation, residual water content where hydraulic conductivity approaches zero (8r ), and a new, 

fitted parameter N. These values arc described below. 

Physically, if water is held at a constant tension throughout the soil profile, unsaturated hydraulic 

conductivity is equal to vertical drainage because the hydraulic gradient is unity. The drainage parame

ters may be physically measured on upper soil horizons, but not on the bottom (or only) horizon. There, 

satllrated hydraulic conductivity must be set to a value that represents a change in water content 

(cm d-1) equal to that caused by one day's horizontal drainage from the saturated horizon; this wilI not 

be the same as true saturated hydraulic conductivity. These drainage parameters for the bottom soil 

horizon can only be roughly estimated based on field or laboratory measurements. Therefore, satllrated 

hydraulic conductivity must be regarded as a parameter to be fit for the bottom soil layer. 

The parameter N controls the shape of the curve in reducing hydraulic conductivity as water con

tent declines. The value used for N must be greater than 1.0, and causes little change in the shape of the 

unsaturated hydraulic conductivity when large (Figure 2.2). 

From a unsaturated hydraulic conductivity standpoint, 8r may be an arbitrarily small value, and 

could be zero. However, in the initial version of the AHM this same value is also used as the point at 

which evapotranspiration is reduced to 20 percent of potential ET. Therefore, 8r must be between 

saturation and the vegetative wilting point, ,md must be fit or set close to but larger than the wilting 

point. 

Given a set of parameters, unsaturated hydraulic conductivity (and hence drainage, both vertical 

in upper horizons or horizontal from the bottom horizon) is computed as follows. If soil water content 

is below the residual water content, drainage is zero. Otherwise, the computations are: 

(2.5) 

~- (1_-1.) 
K' ==.,fW [l-(l-W (N-I)) N /2 (2.6) 
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where Ku is the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity at this water content, Ks is the saturated hydraulic 

conductivity (or vertical equivalent), W is (S - s, ) / (II> - s, ), N is a parameter fitted for a given soil, e 

is volumetric soil water content, cm3 cm-3 , S, is volumetric soil water content where Ku approaches 

zero, and <I> is volumetric soil water content at saturation (porosity). 

Soil chemical speciation is handled by the incorporation of portions of the model MINEQL 

[Westall et. al., 1976] within the AHM. The MINEQL routines were modified for user-friendliness and 

compatibility with the remainder of the model. Soil-solution chemistry and exchange reactions are 

modeled by inputting the total moles of each species present (including those on exchange sites) along 

with the total moles of exchange sites. Exchange reactions are modeled as associations; e.g.: 

Na+ + X-H < >X-Na + H+ (2.7) 

where X- is an ion-exchange site. The exact forms of exchange reactions user-defined and flexible. The 

thermodynamic constants for exchange reactions may be adjusted to fit modeled soil solutions to field 

observations. 

Soil solutions are open to species influxes from rainfall, snowmelt, or other soils, and carbon 

dioxide concentrations may be adjusted for individual soil horizons as often as daily. An optional 

parameter is available to account for the fact that surface runoff may mix to some degree with the soil

solution's species concentrations. This parameter is the fraction of total soil water in the surface hor

izon that is permitted to mix with surface-runoff water each time step. 

Water draining betwccn soil horizons and soil drainage leaving the subunit will contain concen

trations of dissolved species equal to those that were present in the soil when the chemical speciation 

model subroutines were run prior to computing the drainage. Precipitates and species bound to soil 

exchange sites remain in the soil profile. 

Mineral weathering and/or other kinetic reactions arc specified separately for each soil horizon. 

These reactions have the form: 

(2.8) 

where Mol is millimoles per day added to the subunit per m2 of reactive surface, A is total area in Jll2 

of the surfaces involved in kinetics, eland C 2 are solution concentrations of two chemical species 

(moll-I), and k I, k2, k3, (XI, and (X2 are constants. The total surface area is determined as the product 

of the soil depth, area. bulk density. and specific surface area. These kinetic reactions may be used in 
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whole or in part (e.g. using no kinetic reactions or only k2 x Cr1 is permissible). 

Nutrient uptake and release may be modeled through the use of source and sink terms, which 

may be varied as often as daily on each soil horizon. 

To avoid an excessively long kinetic reaction subroutine, nitrogen reactions and changes to 

organic acids are handled separately. The subroutines used for nitrogen reactions and organic acids are 

simplifications of the processes being modeled, being primarily useful in identifying where improved 

routines should fit into a revised version of the AHM. The nitrogen routine converts a user-specified 

fraction of total NH3 to organic nitrogen, giving off one mole of H+ per mole of NH3 converted. 

NRt + -> Organic N + H+ (2.9) 

This effectively acts as a sink, removing that N from the system. The remainder of the NRt + becomes 

N03-, giving off two moles ofH+ per mole of~+ converted [Wetzel,1975]. 

(2.10) 

Uptake of N03 - is modeled as the reverse of the reaction given by eqn. 2.10 followed by the forward 

reaction of eqn. 2.9. The net result of this modeled N03 - uptake is a reduction in an equal number of 

moles of N03 - and H+. The organic acids model removes organic acid anions and an equal number of 

moles of H+ to simulate bacterial decomposition or other losses of these labile species. 

2.2.4 Dry Deposition 

Dry deposition is input as a source term to a compartment of a subunit. Values are entered as 

mol ha -I d- I of each species. Once entered, the dry-deposition value remains constant on subsequent 

days until it is reset, which may be as frequently as daily. Dry deposition deposited on soil litter, rocks, 

or canopy is moved only in the presence of moving water. 

2.2.5 Potential Evapotranspiration and Sublimation 

Daily inputs include potential evapotranspiration (PET), lake evaporation, and potential sublima

tion values, with a separate value for each rock/soil/stream/lake subunit. Given an estimated PET, 

several other parameters may limit ET to less than specified PET on a subunit. One is a parameter that 

restricts evaporation from a soil horizon (e.g. a subsurface horizon) to no more than a fixed fraction of 

the evaporation that would occur from a wet surl~\ce. This is intended to allow simulation of effects 
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such as reduction in root density and soil-moisture-tension gradients with increasing depth. This 

parameter can also be used to reduce lake and stream evaporation to a fraction of PET if desired. 

ET from soils is also less than PET when soil water content is below saturation. This is accom

plished through a two-part, piecewise-linear function that allows ET from soils to equal PET at satura

tion (<1»,20 percent of PET at the water content where unsaturated hydraulic conductivity approaches 

zero (Sr, Section 2.2.3), and zero percent of PET at the soil's vegetative wilting point (9 w ) and below. 

The AHM uses separate interception constants for canopy-rainfall, canopy-snowfall, and Iitter

rainfall interception. Interception storages function chemically as well-mixed reservoirs. Chemical 

uptake and release may be present as source/sink terms. Kinetics (eqn. 2.8), nitrogen reactions, and the 

organic acids routine are performed on soil litter or rock surfaces on snow-frce areas (when wet) and 

beneath the snowpack only when the option to equilibrate water in those storages is used. There is no 

option for eqUilibration, kinetics (eqn. 2.8), nitrogen reactions, or use of the organic acids routine in 

canopy interception. Chemical species present in intercepted water move proportionately with water 

movement, and remain in place when the intercepted water evaporates. 

2.2.6 Streamflow, Lake Discharge, and Chemical Composition 

The AHM outputs stream and lake discharge, lake storage, and chemical compositions of any 

number of lakes and streams. 

Field observations of discharge volume and/or chemical compositions can be used for com

parison with modeled results. There is no provision within the model to update its conditions of state to 

account for an observed change, though it can be stopped and restarted with new initial conditions. 

Observed flow leaving the basin can be used in estimating snowmelt rates distributed by subunit 

(section 2.2.l). 

2.2.7 Lakes and Streams 

Lakes and streams are treated as subunits with defined surface arcas. They can receive 

streamflows, lake outnow~, soil drainage, surface runofr, precipitation, and dry deposition. Uptake and 

release of nutrients and alkalinity may be present a<; source/sink terms, and chemical mixing, equilibra

tion, precipitation (subject to equilibration), and kinetics may occur. Evaporation from lake surfaces 

occurs at potential rates (or a specified fraction thereof) when thawed, and occurs as sublimation from 
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available snowpack when frozen. Complete evaporation of available water leaves the chemical species 

in storage awaiting additional water. 

Both lake storage and streamflow are subject to reductions caused by extraction of water by 

riparian areas (Section 2.2.9). They also may receive additions from "baseflow", which is a specified 

daily volume of water with known species concentrations; the volume added and the baseflow concen

trations may be changed as frequently as daily. Baseflow may be used to include groundwater additions 

not accounted for by the modeled soil horizons or for water from upstream source areas outside of the 

modeled watershed. Routing of lake discharges and stream flows have some minor restrictions that 

differ from routing of water from other subunit types (Section 2.2.8). 

Observations of lake and watershed hydrogeochemical behavior have suggested that Emerald 

Lake itself has little influence on annual watershed solute transport, and particularly minimal influence 

during spring snowmelt [Melack et. al., 1989]. For this reason, the initial lake model incorporated in 

AHM lacks the level of detail that some applications may require. 

The AHM permits any number of lakes to be included as separate subunits. Lakes are handled 

by a simple mixing model with up to two layers of water, up to one layer of ice formed from the water 

in the lake, and up to one layer of snow atop the ice. Each of these layers has a distinct mass of chemi

cal components. Total lake volume is composed of the values above, and lake discharge is a function of 

lake stage (hence volume). Fresh snowfall on frozen lakes increases lake discharge by increasing total 

lake volume without mixing the snow WitlI the epilimnion or hypolimnion. This simulates the increase 

in lake stage due to the displacement caused by the increased mass of snow atop the ice. Snowfall on 

thawed lakes or streams is added to the lake's epilimnion or stream's water volume, as is snowpack 

remaining on lakes and streams when they thaw; chemical species are added along with these water 

additions. 

Chemical sources and sinks may be used in individual lake layers to simulate nutrient uptake, 

release, or alkalinity generation. 

Precipiulles tlIat form due to ambient chemical concentrations are excluded from lake ice forma

tion under the assumption that they settle f,L~ter Lhan the ice moves downward. Similarly, precipiulLes 

do not move from the hypolimnion Lo the epilimnion when epilimnion volume is increasing from Lhe 

bOLLom (e.g. the depLh to the bOLLom of the epilimnion from the surface is increasing). This assumes 

Lhat the seLLling of precipitaLes is enhanced in the hypolimnion by virLue of sLiII waLer. SeLLling of 
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precipitates is assumed to be slower in the epilimnion due to mixing; precipitates do not move from the 

epilimnion to the hypolimnion when the two volumes are constant or when hypolimnion volume is 

decreasing. Precipitates in the epilimnion are added to the hypolimnion in proportion to the fraction of 

water exchanged when the hypolimnion expands. Chemical species precipitating in streams move with 

streamflow under the assumption that turbulence is adequate to kecp them in suspension. 

Kinetic reactions in lakes and streams differ from those in soils in that soil mass is not used in 

computing total reactive surface area. The subunit's planimetric area is multiplied by its specific

surface-area factor (SSAF) (which would otherwise be mUltiplied by grams of soil to obtain square 

meters of particle surface) to obtain total reactive surface area; the SSAF may be set as large or small 

as desired, however. 

Modeled inflow and outflow from the lake enter and leave only through the epilimnion; lake 

outflow concentration is the same as the epilimnion concentration. The volume in the epilimnion is 

equal to the total lake volume minus the sum of snowpack, lake ice, and hypolimnion volumes. 

Declaring a lake or stream frozen or thawed affects only evaporation and sublimation. When the 

lake (stream) is not frozen, evaporation proceeds at the input potential value or a constant fraction of 

the potential value (Section 2.2.5). When frozen, evaporation ceases and sublimation occurs at the 

potential rate on the lake's (stream's) snow-covered area to the extent that snow and free water in the 

snowpack exist; lake ice does not sublimate, and stream ice volume is not tracked. 

Lake inputs required by the model include: 

1. stages and corresponding volumes and surface areas (zero volume up); 

2. stage-discharge-curve parameters (matching item 1); 

3. initial conditions of lake water, ice, snowpack, and chemical masses; 

4. time series of hypolimnion stages and ice thickness; 

5. dates lakes (and streams) freeze and thaw; ,md 

6. time series of snow-covered area when frozen. 

Data describing the surface area and volume of the lake at several sLages 1) enable calculation of 

evaporation based on actual lake surface area, 2) allow lake storage volume to change with changing 

inllow/outflow conditions, and 3) arc used in computing the volumes of the epilimnion and hypolimn

ion. Values between those entered arc linearly interpolated, with accuracy controlled by the number of 
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sets of stage/volume/surface area entered; the maximum number of sets of this data that can be used 

can be easily modified. While changes in the lake surface area affect the rate of evaporation, these area 

changes do not affect the area of surrounding subunits or the area of the lake for other purposes such as 

receipt of precipitation. 

A stage-discharge rating curve for lakes is used to determine changes in lake storage and lake 

outflow. Coupled with the stage-surface area relationship, the stage-discharge curve affects the surface 

area exposed to evaporation as well as lake outflow. The curve is of the form: 

(2.11) 

where K 1 and K 2 are constants, S is lake stage, and So is the maximum lake stage with zero surface

walcr discharge [Boyer. 1964; Linsley et. al .• 19751. Both S and So are stage above the lowest point on 

the lake bottom, not stage above an arbitrary datum. Generally, omission of the parameter So in a 

stage-discharge curve results in a too-small K 1 and an unreasonably large exponent K 2, which grossly 

overestimalcs discharge at stages grealcr than those in observed stage-discharge pairs. Inclusion of the 

paramelcr So in the lake model's stage-discharge curve is particularly important because So will typi

cally be large because of measurement of stage from the deepest point in the lake. It is also intuitively 

obvious that a real, physical value So exists for all lakes with stable outflow controls. Except for an ini

tial condition, lake stage is calculated internally by the AHM. 

On lakes that are small relative to peak inflow rates, the model is somewhat indifferent to the 

stage-discharge relationship used; during high flow periods, modeled discharge that doesn't occur one 

day will probably occur the following day. During low flows, ncar equilibrium will be reached with 

inflow less evaporation approximately equal to outflow regardless of calculated stage. 

Lake discharge is computed at a smaller time step (the default is 30 minutes) than the normal 

(daily) step used by the model (see Appendix B for parameter nResStep in file parametr.inc. and sub

routine LAKE). At each sub-time step, lake inflows adjusted for changes in the lake's snowpack are 

added, lake stage, surface area and evaporation are computed based on the new lake. volume, volume is 

adjusted for evaporation, a new lake stage is computed following evaporation, and discharge is com

puted using this lake sUlge. 

Lake ice thickness is input daily and is independent of snowfall; snowfall is tmcked separately 

and included in total lake volume as previously described (this Section). 
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Height of the surface of the hypolimnion above the deepest point in the lake is a daily input 

requirement that affects mixing within the lake. 

2.2.8 Flow Routing 

The AHM does not contain any provisions for classical flow routing, such as dynamic or 

kinematic waves in channels. Except for dynamic storage in reservoirs and riparian recharge, all sur

face runoff and soil drainage not re-infiltrated into the soil leaves the modeled basin during the same 

time step that it is generated. It is necessary, however, to define for the model the receiving subunit(s) 

for outflow from each subunit, which in the AHM is called flow routing. 

The destination of outflow from each rock, soil, stream, or lake subunit is defined by the user, 

with the outflow from the lowest point in the watershed routed to "subunit zero". Given this informa

tion, the AHM determines the sources of inflow for each subunit and sequences the order of computa

tions by subunit to ensure that upstream computations (including rock, soil, stream, and lake subunit 

outflows) are completed before those on subunits which receive water from upstream sources. This is a 

particularly practical feature because flow leaving one subunit may be split between several receiving 

subunits. When such flow splitting is used on large modeling problems, user errors in selection of com

putational order for subunits might occur if the model didn't do this automatically. The purpose of the 

subunit-outflow-splitting capability is to allow one modeled subunit to represent a number of separate 

physical areas in one or more sub-watersheds. A single lumped subunit may be composed of several 

spatially distinct areas which have apparently identical physical characteristics and climatic inputs. 

The outflow from this lumped subunit can be apportioned to the receiving subunits (rock, soil, stream, 

lake, or combinations) based on the fraction of the lumped subunit contributing flow to those subunits. 

This improves computational efficiency by permitting otherwise identical computations to be per

formed just once for the lumped subunit rather than be repeated for each separate physical location. 

Because chemical equilibration rcquires the solution of a variably-sized matrix of algebraic equations 

on each soil horizon of each soil subunit separately for snow-covered and snow-free areas, computa

tional time for large problems can be substantial. 

Logically, flow routing must not permit outflows from one subunit to be received by a second 

that flows wholly or partially back to the first. An exception to this rule occurs in the case of riparian 

areas (Section 2.2.9), which may provide flows to a stream or lake or extract water from it. From the 
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user's perspective, this bi-directional routing is transparent; the user describes flow as moving from the 

riparian soil to the stream or lake. The capability of the AHM to model riparian areas imposes a minor 

restriction on flow routing; streamflow or lake discharge cannot be routed to soil or rock subunits. This 

is because stream and lake computations occur last, which allows riparian withdrawals to be computed 

in upstream to downstream order after availability of streamflow has been determined. 

2.2.9 Riparian Areas 

Riparian areas are defined by AHM to be those areas that can extract water from a stream or lake 

subunit to maintain a minimum soil water content. A riparian area is created by specifying the stream 

or lake subunit used to maintain its water content. 

Given adequate streamflow, the water content of riparian area soils never drops below the water 

content equal to the mean of saturation (<I» and 9r (where unsaturated hydraulic conductivity 

approaches zero, Section 2.2.3). Therefore, ET proceeds from soils in riparian areas at a reasonably 

high rate until the streamflow or epilimnion volume reach zero. Soluble species move with water to the 

riparian area, and precipitates remain in the lake or streamflow. 

Evaporation of stream or lake surfaces and upstream riparian area withdrawals are computed 

prior to allocating water to a given riparian area. 

2.3 Quality Control 

A model as large as the Alpine I/ydrogeochemical Model (AHM) will almost certainly have 

some errors that are not discovered until the model is used with several different data sets. This is 

because the model contains numerous conditional statements that require a specified set of conditions 

of watershed state before a particular computation wiIl occur. For example, under some circumstances 

the snowpack may disappear from the ground while canopy-snowfall interception storage contains 

snow; this is handled differently from cases where snowpack on the ground exceeds that in the canopy. 

If that condition was not encountered during testing, the correctness of modeled effects cannot be pro

ven until the condition occurs in a model run. Quality-control testing did include such things as reduc

ing precipitation and increasing evapotranspiration to the point that the lake dried up, etc., and any 

errors discovered during testing were corrected. 
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The AHM is both a water balance and chemical balance model for a watershed. A "balance" 

model implies the inputs minus outputs should always be equal to the change in storage, whether water 

or chemicals. To instill confidence in the AHM and to avoid uncertainty in modeled results, every prac

tical effort has been made to ensure that a verifiable balance is obtained within the model. This task 

was particularly difficult because of variable snow cover, which effectively changes the size and hence 

volumetric water content and chemical mass of modeled subunits whenever input snow-cover is 

changed. Variable subunit sizes make it impossible to record initial conditions at the start of a time step 

and compare these conditions to those at the end of the time step to determine the effective change in 

storage. For example, inputs may increase storage by 20 percent, but the snow-covered portion may 

decrease in size by 20 percent, and a simple before/after approach may suggest storage is unchanged in 

the snow-covered portion. At least one half of the total effort in this model's development can be attri

buted to the incorporation of variable snow cover. 

Water and chemical balances may be output for each subunit each day, and adequate outputs are 

available to enable relatively easy verification of water and chemical balances for a model run lasting 

from one day to an entire water year (Appendix E). Chemical ionic charge balance is output for each 

precipitation event, for each new entry of sources and sinks, and for the chemical contents of each 

compartment when it is equilibrated; the latter will rapidly show charge-balance errors in kinetic 

inputs if all other inputs have exact charge balance. 

While some programming errors may yet be discovered, with the data used in model develop

ment and testing there are no apparent errors in either water balance or chemical bahmce. The sum of 

inputs minus outputs minus change in storage for water is less than .00005 cm on a daily basis, and less 

than .005 cm on an annual basis; this is based on data from water-year 1986, when annual inputs and 

outputs were in excess of two meters of areal water equivalent. This accuracy in water balance is based 

on output values in tables created by the model, and hence is limited to the precision of the values as 

formatted in those tables; actual accuracy is believed to be greater than that reported here. 

The daily balance of a selected chemical species on each subunit may be output if desired; 

values for the total species inputs minus outputs minus changes in storage have been on the order of 

10-12 moles and smaller. Annual balance for 5042- (which is similar to other species) was checked for 

water-year 1986, and found to be in balance within 0.6 moles, while atmospheric and streamflow fluxes 

were in excess of 5,000 moles each; the error is believed to actually be zero, because the modeled sum 
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of S042- moles in precipitation for the water year (a model output) were accurate only to the nearest 

mole. Charge balance is output for several inputs and outputs; this is always output as the 

L (moles x ionic charge) 
--=:::.----------; if initial conditions, inputs, and kinetic reactions are all exactly balL (moles x I ionic charge I ) 

anced, the compartments have maintained charge balance to about 10-9 at each equilibration in testing 

to date. Maintaining charge balance may be critical to model operation (Appendix C), and in any case 

is required to enable continuous checking on the accuracy of the input data and the source code of the 

model itself. 

Outputs showing balances of water and chemicals typically have required the use of additional 

variables, in effect creating a model-within-a-model; this was necessary largely because of variable 

snow-covered area. Apparent errors in daily water or chemical balances for a subunit that may occur 

during future use of the AHM may be due to actual watershed balance errors or may be due to errors in 

the way the balance was computed for output Therefore, obtaining "balance" on a daily basis cannot 

be considered to be either a necessary or sufficient condition to indicate the model is correctly written. 

Obtaining exact balances on a daily basis strongly suggests the model is computing watershed and 

lake/stream values correctly, and balance errors are proof that either the balance on the watershed or 

the model's method of checking watershed balances is incorrect. Annual balances are a somewhat 

more robust method of ensuring accurate model operation; these require some hand computation 

(Appendix E). Future, unauthorized modifications to the AHM that do not incorporate balance

checking outputs should be regarded with suspicion. 

2.4 Inherent limitations 

Some inherent limitations and shortcomings of the model were known to exist during model 

development, and some became evident during model testing. Some model weaknesses can be minim

ized by adjustments to input data, but a few cannot. 

Lack of information on watershed subdivisions, terrestrial flow routing, and the nature of indivi

dual soil patches (slopes, depths, areas contributing flows, etc.) resulted in the use of a simplified soil 

drainage model in place of the solution to the Richard's equation for unsaturated flow. While some 

may view this as a major limitation, the author docs not. From my perspective, because of its bare rock 

areas and presumably impermeable bedrock beneath all soils and talus, determination of terrestrial flow 

routing (to determine water available for infiltration) and other details necessary for the use of the 
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Richard's equation on the Emerald Lake watershed should be far easier than for almost any other type 

of small watershed. For comparison, covering this entire watershed with a soil layer would make it 

appear to be more uniform, but could only complicate accurate determination of terrestrial flow path

ways. I therefore conclude that the decision to use some form of simplified soil drainage model was not 

only appropriate here, but would also be appropriate for most other watersheds and whole-watershed 

models. The soil drainage method used in the AHM is not without fault, however. 

Soil drainage is computed by horizon from the bottom upward, using a smaller time step than the 

remainder of the model (subroutine SOILDRAN, Appendix B). At each smaller time step, drainage 

from overlying horizons may move to the next lower horizon, so drainage from each lower horizon 

may be maintained at a higher level than if drainage from each horizon was computed independently of 

the others. However, infiltration is computed in a separate subroutine (subroutine SROINFLT, Appen

dix B), using the larger (one day) time step and soil water contents from the end of the preceding time 

step. This occurred because the necessity of using smaller time steps for soil drainage was not recog

nized until late in the period of model development, and the desirability of linking infiltration to 

drainage at these smaller time steps was not strongly apparent until the period of model fitting. This 

occurred because the significance of this problem varies with the depths of soil horizons modeled and 

saturated hydraulic conductivities used; with deep soil horizons and small hydraulic conductivities the 

problem is not evident. The net effect of this is that under very wet conditions, there may be less 

infiltration and less drainage from the soil then would occur if the infiltration and drainage routines 

were linked. 

The lack of built-in, energy or temperature-driven snowmelt and PET models, the simple "mix

ing reactor" (with sources, sinks, and two layers) lake model. and the watershed-wide precipitation 

inputs (with elevational adjustment) were left out or used at the request of other researchers involved 

with the project. Because snowmelt and PET estimates may be generated by any available means and 

input as data with appropriate areal distribution, the lack of a built-in snowmelt model may be con

sidered to be a virtue of the model, though it is an inconvenience. A more detailed lake model may be 

added to the AHM, or alternatively the AHM may be run separately, and its outputs used as inputs to 

an independent lake model. For several reasons related to data available for the Emerald Lake 

watershed only, other researchers expressed a desire for the model to use watershed-uveruge precipita

tion inputs; the model's ubility to permit clcvutionul udjustments of precipitation wus provided in spite 
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of these suggestions. The model currently has the drawback that when rainfall occurs it occurs every

where on the watershed, albeit with an amount that may be adjusted for elevation. There is no 

automatic provision for rainfall to become snowfall above some elevation when air temperature is at or 

below a specified level, and air temperatu!'~ is not among required input data. However, because one of 

the first actions taken by the model is to consolidate rainfall and snowfall data into a whole-year (or 

duration-of-run) input file for all subunits, it is possible to stop the run after these files are created and 

manually change rainfall to snowfall or vice-versa on particular subunits and days in this file before 

continuing the run (Appendix D, Figure D 17). 

The model's snowmelt optimization procedure was created because snowmelt data distributed by 

soil mapping units were not made available by other researchers. The expectation of receiving this data 

was in tum the justification for not including an energy balance or temperature index snowmelt model. 

While the snowmelt optimization procedure included in the model reproduces observed water 

discharges extremely well (in fact it forces snowmelt to exactly reproduce the discharge if this is possi

ble), it does so under the assumption that when any snowmelt occurs, some snow melts at all locations 

on the watershed, and the ratio between subunit melt rates is constant throughout the run. This pre

cludes modeling desynchronized snowmelt and snowpack chemical elution from different locations on 

the watershed when the internal snowmelt estimation technique is used. When the assumptions in the 

snowmelt optimization procedure are not valid, estimated snowmelt rates obtained can have undesir

able effects on the estimation of species concentrations in streamflow (Section 5.2). 

Although the ARM separately models the snow-covered area (SeA) and snow-free area (SFA) 

of each subunit, this in itself is a simplification of the physical process. An area that has been free of 

snow for a few days will typically have a greater water content and contribute more to streamflow than 

will an area that has been snow free for several weeks, yet these areas are lumped as a single SFA by 

the model. One possible way to reduce the inherent problems associated with this is to maintain a 

larger-than-real SeA with a reduced snowmelt rate on that subunit (e.g. SeA can be doubled and 

snowmelt rate halved). 

Finally, streamflow is routed between upstream and downstrean1 reaches with no time lag (unless 

there is a reservoir located between the endpoints). While an artificial reservoir(s) can be created 

within the model to provide a time lag, with the current model formulation each such reservoir will 

also be subject to chemical equilibration by the MINEQL [Westall et. a/ .• 1976] subroutines, which may 
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add significantly to computer processing time. If a lag is required for a particular problem, adding a 

new subunit type for artificial reservoirs used to create lag only (without being subject to the MINEQL 

subroutines) may be the easiest way to create a time lag. Alternatively, the watershed could be subdi

vided and the model run separately on each portion; the outputs from each of the model runs could then 

be added together with a new program that provides the necessary TOuting lags. 
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Chapter 3 

AVAILABLE DATA 

The alpine hydrogeochemical model (ARM) was applied to the Emerald Lake watershed using 

two water years of data collected during the field investigations in 1985 - 1987. Because these studies 

involved a large number of researchers, results appeared in a number of separate reports and in some 

cases have not been fully reported. This chapter describes the data used and identifies their sources. 

The University of California Santa Barbara (UCSB) has developed a computerized database of 

data collected for the Emerald Lake studies. Data received from individual researchers prior to its entry 

into that database are reported here as unpublished data. Much of that data is now in that database 

[pers. communication. Dr. Roger Bales. Univ. of AZ.1991]. 

While input data were relatively complete for water-year 1986, during water-year 1987 data 

availability limited modeling efforts to April 2 through September 30. 

3.1 Snowpack 

This section deals only with snow-covered area and sublimation. Measurements of snowpack 

accumulation, wet deposition, and species elution chemistry are discussed elsewhere. 

3.1.1 Snow-Covered Area 

Small format maps [pers. communication. R. Katte/mann. UCSB. 1990] of snow-covered area 

(SCA) for specific periods were developed by the University of California, Santa Barbara (UCSB) 

from a combination of aerial overflights and oblique photographs ~'lken from ridge locations [Dozier et 

al .• 1989]. SCA maps were not available for the fall of 1985, and records of SCA in the form of these 

maps stopped while some snow was still present on the watershed in both 1986 and 1987. The 

watershed was never snow frec during 1986. Watershed-wide estimates of snow cover for the fall of 

1985 and following the period covered by maps in 1986 (after August 28) were available in the form of 

a plot [DraclIp et 01 .• 1988] and in machine readable form [lInpllblished data, D. Marks, UCSB, 1987J. 
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3.1.2 Sublimation 

Potential sublimation estimates were reported in Tables 40 and 41 of Dozier el al., [1989]. These 

estimates were obtained with a series of turbulent energy and mass transfer equations previously 

described in detail [BrUlsaerl, 1982; Marks, 1988; Dozier el al., 1988]. 

Data were collected at several locations which made the use of these equations possible. These 

data included 1) air temperature (tower, inlet, pond, and ridge), 2) wind speed (inlet and ridge), 3) 

humidity (tower, inlet, and ridge), 4) snow and soil temperature (inlet, pond, and ridge), and 5) radia

tion (tower and ridge). Radiation data included both solar and thermal wavelengths. These data were 

collected with a variety of digital instruments (Table 3.1.1). Calculated sublimation values are typically 

about 1-2 mm d-1, with a range up to about 6 mm d-1 (Figure 3.1.1). 

3.2 Precipitation, Wet Deposition, and Snowpack Chemical Elution 

No single source had data for all precipitation events, so a number of sources were used to deter

mine amounts and chemical composition of precipitation (Appendix Table A3.2.1). The description of 

the procedures used to estimate basin-wide precipitation as reported here came from reports giving 

monthly summaries [Kallelmann alld Elder,1991; Dozier el al., 1989]. seasonal and annual summaries 

[Williams and Melack, 1991a]. or seasonal snow-water equivalents without reference to precipitation 

[Elder el al .• 1991]. Data in these reports could not be used for modeling because individual events 

were not reported. The data used for modeling came from the sources listed (Appendix Table A3.2.l), 

which docs not necessarily represent the basin-wide estimation procedures described here, which arc 

excerpted from the four summary reports described above. The individual event data (Appendix Table 

A3.2.1) were adjusted before usc so that their sum was equal to the monthly values reported in Kallel

mallll and Elder, [1991]. 

Precipitation amounts were obtained from I) a combination of three recording and eight non

recording gages, 2) event estimates from 1- m2 snow boards, and 3) snowpack surveys (Figure 3.2.1). 

The recording gages (at 2800 m (inlet), 3000 m (poml), and 3200 III (cirque) elevations) and non

recording gages were distributed throughout the watershed and used for areal estimates of rain and 

autumn snow [Williams and Me/ack, 1991a]. Basin-wide rainfall was estimated as the average of the 

sum of observations at the three recording gages plus the mean of all non-recording gages, thereby 

assigning greater weight to the recording-gage data [Katlelmann alld Elder, 1991]. Dalll for water-year 



Table 3.1.1: Climatic instruments and locations at Emerald Lake watershed. a 

Wavelength 
Range 

2S5-2800 nm 

700-2800 nm 

4-50,.un 

Range 
-25 to 25 0 C 

-40 to SO 0 C 

Range 
-25 to 10 0 C 

Range 
o to 101324 Pa 

20 to 90% 
12 to 4115 Pa 

o to 100% 
o to 4242 Pa 

o to 90 lJo 
o to 4115 Pa 

Range 
0.5 to 27.2 m s 

0.4 to 50 m s-t 

Radiation (tower and ridge) 

Instrument 
Pyranometer 

Pyranometer 

Pyranometer 

Air temperature (tower, inlet, pond, and ridge) 
Instrument 
Thermistor 

Thermistor 

Thermistor 

Thermograph 

Snow and soil temperature (inlet, pond, and ridge) 
Instrument 
Thermistor 

HUlllidity (tower, inlet, and ridge) 
Instrument 

Condensation 
Mirror 

LiCI 
Resistance 

% Electrical 
Capacitance 

Hygrograph 

Wind speed (inlet and ridge) 
Instrument 

Cup Anemometer 

CuP Anemometer 

a From Dozier cl al., [1989]. 
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Model and Filter 
Eppley PSP, WG7 

Eppley PSP, RGS 

Eppley PIR, Silicon 

Make/Model 
YSI44104 

Physchem THIS 

Vaisala HMP113Y 

Weathertronics 

Make/Model 
YSI44104 

Make/Model 
General Eastern 
1200 DPS 

Physchem THIS 

Vaisala Hrv!PI13Y 

Weathertronics 

Make/Model 
Met One 014L 

RM Young 12005 
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Data are from Dozier el al., (1989). 
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1987 began with an estimate of basin-wide snowpack from a mUlti-point snow survey at peak accumu

lation (Figure 3.2.2) [Williams and Melack. 1991a]. The snowpack water equivalent survey used 86 

(1986) to 328 (1987) points. each point the average of 5 depth measurements [Elder el al.. 1991]. 

These depths were converted to snow-water equivalent using density measurements from multiple 

snow pits. 

The sum of individual-event precipitation values available differ from reported monthly and 

annual summaries because of different weighting or averaging techniques (Table 3.2.1). The annual 

values used were 109 percent of reported values in Kalle/mann and Elder, [1991] in WY 1986. and 103 

percent of reported values [Kallelmann and Elder. 1991] in WY 1987. In contrast. precipitation for 

WY 1987 reported by Williams and Melack. [1991a] is 93 percent of that reported by Kallelmann and 

Elder. [1991]. Before use in modeling, the ratio of the values of the reported monthly precipitation to 

the sum of individual precipitation events for each month were used to adjust each individual event to 

obtain a monthly total equal to that reported by Kallelmann and Elder, [1991]; these adjusted values 

arc not given here because the computation is trivial. 

Chemical content of snowfall was determined by sampling snowfall on an event basis from snow 

boards at 1 - 4 sites in water-year 1986. and from six snowpits at peak-snowpack accumulation during 

the week of April 2. 1987 (Figure 3.2.1) [Williams and Me/ack. 1991a]. Solutes in rain and autumn 

snow were collected with a wet-only Aerochem Metrics model 301 sampler. located at the lake inlet 

[Dozier el al .• 1989; Williams and Me/ack. 1991a]. Conductivity and pH were measured on unfiltered 

samples, while all other chemical analysis were done on samples filtered with ca. 1 ~m pore size. One 

set of subsamples was analyzed immediately for ammonium and phosphate. a second set stored in the 

dark at 4 0 C for other cation and anion analysis, and a third set preserved with chloroform and stored 

in the dark at 4 degrees C for organic anion analysis. Electrodes SuiUlble for dilute waters were used in 

measuring pH. Ammonium and phosphate were determined spectrophotometrically by the 

indophenol-blue and molybdenum-blue methods, respectively [Strickland and Parsons, 1972]. Cal

cium. magnesium, sodium, and potassium were analyzed with a Varian A6 atomic absorption spectro

photometer. 111is test used an air-acetylene flame with addition of lanthanum chloride to suppress 

irl!erferences during calcium and magnesium determinations. Unusually dilute samples were analyzed 

with a graphite furnace and manual 20 JlI injections. Chloride. nitrate, sulfate, acek1te, and fonnate 

were measured by ion chromatography (Dionex model 201Oi) employing chemical ion suppression and 
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Table 3.2.1: Reported monthly and monthly sum-of-event precipitation values. 

Reported Used Reported Used 

rain snow rain snow rain snow rain snow 

Month WY86a WY86a WY86b WY86b WY87a WY87a WY87 b WY87a 

Oct 0.9 7.3 0.2 6.5 

Nov 0.0 31.9 0.0 23.3 

Dec 0.0 14.9 0.0 41.3 

Jan 0.9 9.6 0.0 15.2 

Fcb 0.0 123.8 0.0 124.9 

Mar 0.4 40.6 0.0 42.7 

Apr 0.0 11.3 0.0 4.9 0.0 70.0c 0.8 69.0c 

May 0.0 5.1 0.53 3.4 6.0 1.5 9.43 1.07 

Jun 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.6 0.0 2.6 0.0 

Jul 2.0 0.0 2.31 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 

Aug 0.4 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.7 0.0 0.65 0.0 

Scp 0.7 13.7 0.2 21.5 1.6 0.0 1.6 0.0 

Total 5.3 258.2 3.64 283.7 11.0 71.5c 14.78 70.07c 

a r-,'lonthly valucs (cm) calculatcd from Table 6 and Table 7 of Katle/manll and Elder. [1991]. 

blndividual cvcnL<; wcrc uscd in modcling; cvcnt data and sourccs givcn in Appendix Table A3.2.1. 

clnc1udcs snowpack-watcr equiv. at pcak accumulation (59.S cm) [Willia/lls and Mclack. 199101. 
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conductivity detection [Williams and Me/ack. 1991a]. 

Detection limits in accord with the Scientific Apparatus Makers Association (SAMA) definition 

were less than 0.5 Jleq 1-1 , except for Ca2+ which was 1.0 Jleq 1-1 . 

Some positive bias in charge balance of snowpack and rainfall samples was evident, with cation 

to anion ratios ranging from 1.27 to 1.44 during the two water years used here. This error was attri

buted to leaching of Na+ from glass-fiber filters, a slight overestimate of Ca2+, lack of consistent meas

urement of HC03" because of low pH, or organic anions. Measurement of organic anions in 1988 (out

side of the period studied here) reduced the charge balance error to 1.22 as opposed to 1.40 in 1986. 

Additional details of analysis techniques and results were reported previously [Dozier et al .• 1989; Wi/

liams and Me/ack. 1991a]. 

Rainfall and autumn snowfall samples were kept frozen and mailed to the analytical laboratory 

of the California Air Resources Board. Conductance and pH were measured immediately in the field as 

well as the laboratory. Other analytical techniques for these samples were the same as those used for 

snow. Additional details of analysis techniques and results for rainfall and autumn snowfall were 

reported by Blanchard et al. [1989]. 

Reported annual loadings from precipitation [Williams and Melack. 1991a] differ slightly from 

the sum of event loadings used in modeling (Table 3.2.2), presumably due to differences between 

individual-event precipitation estimates (Table 3.2.1). The loadings shown here are subject to adjust

ment during snowmelt estimation which can require adjustment in precipitation to obtain a water bal

ance matching lake outflow (Chapter 5). The concentration of chemicals in rainfall and snowfall used 

in modeling arc shown graphically (Figure 3.2.3) and in tabular form (Appendix Table A3.2.2). Phos

phate in precipitation was measured but concentrations were too small to be visible in Figure 3.2.3. 

Previous research has shown up to 70 - 80 percent of the chemical species in snowpacks were 

removed with the first 20 percent of the meltwater [Johannessen and Ilenriksen. 1978; Bales et al .. 

1990; Tranter. 1991]. Solute concentrations observed in snowpack meltwater followed this general 

pattern [Williams and Melack. 1991 b]. Evaluating the existence or degree of this effect with 

strcmnflow data is confounded by a lack of late winter, pre-melt strcamllow concentration data and by 

high-concentration precipitation that occurred during early spring sampling periods (Figure 3.2.4). No 

pre-melt data were available for inflow I ,md inllow 4 in WY 1986; inflow 2 showed a substantial 

increase in N03 -, though this was preceded by two small precipitation events with high N03-



Table 3.2.2: Reported loadings in wet deposition and values used for modcling.a 

Water-year 1986 

Data water, cm H+ NH4+ Na+ K+ Ca2+ Ma2+ 
b 

N03- S042- CI-

W&Mb 262.5 15360 10440 4920 2760 2100 600 9720 3900 10200 

AHMc 287.3 16978 12490 5433 2937 2906 652 11729 4398 11175 

Ratiod 1.09 1.11 1.20 1.10 1.07 1.38 1.09 1.21 1.13 1.10 
-------- --- - ------ L _____ 

Water-year 1987 

Data water, cm H+ NH4+ Na+ K+ Ca2+ Mg2+ N03- S042- CI-

W&Mb 95.9 6960 16560 4080 1200 3240 1080 13680 5640 3240 

AHMc 84.9 6362 15359 3882 1037 3097 968 12862 5390 2956 

Ratiod 0.89 0.91 0.93 0.95 0.86 0.96 0.90 0.94 0.96 0.91 

a Species values are in moles. 
bOata from Williams and Melack, [1991a]. Whole-year values based on 120 ha. 
cS um of event data used in runs based on 120 ha; sources listed in Appendix 3.2.1. Whole-year in WY 86, peak snowpack accumulation value plus 
precipitation from April through September, 1987 for WY 87. 
dRatio between sum of annual loadings used and loadings from Williams and Melack, [1991 a]. 
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concentrations (Appendices 3.2.1,3.2.2). During WY 1987, only one observation of streamflow con

centration was available for inflow 2 and inflow 4 prior to high-concentration precipitation (April 28); 

N03- concentrations observed were roughly equal to those last observed (November 20, 1986), and 

Ca2+ concentrations were similar (inflow 4) and much less (inflow 2) than the November observation. 

Concentrations of both species in inflows 1 and 2 subsequently increased following the addition of 

high-concentration rainfall (Figure 3.2.4, Appendices 3.2.1,3.2.2). Substantially more data were avail

able for inflow 1 prior to high concentration precipitation (April 28) in early spring of WY 87; this will 

be referred to here as the early melt period. N03 - concentrations in inflow 1 during early melt are 

higher than those last observed on December 16, 1986; the peak value was 1.67 times the December 16 

concentration. N03 - concentrations began to decrease prior to the occurrence of high-concentration 

rainfall; minimum streamflow concentration was 40 percent of maximum during early melt (Figure 

3.2.4). This stream's data during early melt in 1987 best illustrate the occurrence of selective leaching 

of snowpack species. Note that this stream's concentrations of Ca2+, which is derived primarily from 

soil, were lower during early melt than their last-observed concentration in December; the peak early 

melt concentration was 92 percent of that observed December 16. Ca2+ also decreased less than than 

did N03 -; the minimum early-melt Ca2+ concentration was 50 percent of the peak early melt Ca2+ 

value, versus 40 percent for NOJ -. NOJ - is believed to be mostly from the snowpack, an assertion sup

ported by a measured concentration in the bench meadow soil of 0.7 )leq I-Ion April 28, 1987 [unpub

lished data. A. Brown. UCSB]. During the plotted period following the beginning of high concentration 

precipitation in 1987 (April 28-June 3D, Figure 3.2.4), N03 - loading from precipitation was 2.62 times 

the loading at peak-snowpack accumulation, and N03 - concentrations in precipitation were 5 to 23 

times that of the pre-melt snowpack (Appendices 3.2.1,3.2.2); this suggests biological uptake or other 

nitrogen reactions are more significant during this period than is leaching from the snowpack. 
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3.3 Soils 

3.3.1 Extent and Physical Properties 

The soils of the Emerald Lake basin were mapped in 1982 and 1983 with an order one survey 

[Huntington and Akeson. 1987], the most accurate of three recognized types of soil surveys. According 

to the Soil Survey Manual [USDA. 1951J: 

Soil types and phases are mapped in the detail required to show all boundaries betwecn mapping 

units, including areas of one unit within another. that are significant to potential use. The 

classification units are defined narrowly enough to be homogeneous genetically and to permit 

making such significant differential predictions as available knowledge permits ..... In mapping 

areas of complex patterns where all the soils contained in paddocks or fields are treated alike, it 

may be somewhat more useful to show well defined complexes than to map individual taxo

nomic units in minute and intricate detail. 

Soil unit delineations were plotted on aerial photographs [fJuntington and Akeson. 1987], and later 

transferred to an orlhophoto map [Brown et al .• 1990]. This work identified some 29 different soil

mapping units, including six that are rock or un vegetated (Figure 3.3.1, Table 3.3.1) [Huntington and 

Akeson. 1987. Brown et al .. 1990]. Of the 29 mapping units, five were sampled to determine the magni

tude and spatial variability of soil physical-chemical parameters. These five mapping units and sites 

included the 1) pine stand (TdoF-R), 2) inlet meadow (LcC-R). 3) ridge (LcF-R), 4) cirque (TsD), and 

5) bench meadow (EaD) (Figure 3.3.2) [Brown et al .• 1990]. The other soils were grouped by Brown et 

al., [1990] into these same five categories and assigned the same properties (Table 3.3.1). A sixth 

classification was rock outcrops. 

The soils data available [Brown et al .• 1990] frequently were given in terms of ranges of esti

mates for a given parameter and soil unit. While this reflects spatial variability and uncertainty in data 

collection, the ARM requires a single input number rather than a range of values. One additional 

difficulty was that the midpoint of estimated ranges given for one soil property commonly did not coin

cide with the midpoints of other properties that could be used to determine the first property. For exam

ple, the midpoint of the range of estimated rock-frce soil area divided by the rock-frec fraction of total 

area often failed to return the map unit's area including rock. For modeling. rock exposed within a soil 

unit was removed from the area of the soil. and added to the area of the rock type. When these areas 
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Table 3.3.l: Soil groups, map unit symbols, and descriplions for Emerald Lake walershcd. a 

Group Symbol 

1 Cq8 

1 EaD 

2 EbF 

2 EcF 

5 F-K 

5 G 

5 K 

2 LcF 

2 LcF-R 

3 LdF 

3 LdF-R 

3 LeC-R 

2 LeD 

3 LfqC 

Rj 

2 R-LcE 

2 R-LcF 

2 R-LeF 

Ru 

5 T 

3 T-LeF 

4 TdoF-R 

1 TfB 

5 ToC 

5 ToF 

5 TpD-R 

5 TrF 

5 TrF-R 

5 TsD 

Descriplion 

Cryaquepls, 0-5% slope 

Enlic CryumbrcplS, moderalely deep, wel, 15-30% slopes 

Enlic CryumbrepL,>, deep, 45-75% slopes 

Enlic CryumbreplS, deep, cobbly, 45-75% slopes 

Felsenmeer-sloney colluvial land associalion 

Glacial rubble land 

Stoney colluvial land 

Lithic cryumbrepts, very shallow, 45-75% slopes 
Lithic cryumbrepts, very shallow-rock outcrop complex, 45-75% 

Lithic cryumbrepts, very shallow, stoney, 45-75% slopes 

Lithic cryumbrepts, very shallow, stoney-rock outcrop complex, 45-75% slopes 

Lithic cryumbrepts, shallow-rock outcrop complex, 5-15% slopes 

Lithic cryumbrepts, shallow, 15-30% slopes 

Lithic cryumbrepts, shallow, wet-histic lithic cryaqueplS complex, 5-15% slopes 

Rock outcrop, jointed 

Rock outcrop-lithic cryumbrepts, very shallow complex, 30-45% slopes 

Rock outcrop-lithic cryumbrepts, very shallow complex, 45-75% slopes 

Rock outcrop-lithic cryumbrepts, shallow complex, 45-75% slopes 

Rock outcrop, unjointed 

Talus 

Talus-lithic cryumbrepts, shallow complex, 45-75% slopes 

Typic cryorthods-lithic cryorthents-rock outcrop complex, 45-75% slopes 

Typic cryofluvents, 0-5% slopes 

Typic cryorthenlS, shallow, 5-15% slopes 

Typic cryorthelllS, shallow, 45-75% slopes 

Typic cryorthenlS, moderately deep-rock outcrop complex, 15-30% slopes 

Typh; cryorthenlS, moderately deep, very cobbly, 45-75% slopes 

Typic cryorthents, moderately deep, very cobbly-rock outcrop complex, 

45-75% slopes 

Typic cryorthenlS, deep, cobbly, 15-30% slopes 

a After BrolVlI c{ (1/ .• [1990J; 111I1l{ill~101l and Akc:son, L1987J 
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(rock-free and rock) were summed, they differed from the total map unit area given for the unit. Alter

nately, the area of rock-free soil could be computed from the fraction of rock and total area, but then 

this would differ from the mean soil area (rock-free) in Brown el al., [1990]. 

Though the soils data were on the whole excellent, it was necessary to recompute certain values 

to maintain consistency within this document, and to correct what appear to be some discrepancies. 

This resulted in slightly different values than some quoted in Brown el al., [1990}. Where this has 

occurred, it is described. With the exception of weathering rates (Section 3.3.3), all soil parameters 

used in modeling that were estimated from physical measurements were obtained directly or indirectly 

from Brown et al., [1990]. 

Soil physical data by mapping unit that were used without modification included rock-free soil 

area, soil volume, bulk density, available water content, and fraction of the total unit area not rock 

outcrop (Table 3.3.2). Means of the ranges presented by Brown et al., [1990] are shown. Colluvium 

unitS and rubble (map units G, K, and F-K) have been lumped with talus. 

Rock-free soil area was determined using mapping-unit descriptions of Huntington and Akeson, 

[1987] with mapping-unit areas determined by Brown et al., [1990]. These values were given as a 

range; the area reported here is the mean of high and low soil-area estimates from Table 2-3 of Brown 

et al., [1990]. The fraction of each mapping unit that was rock-free was determined from aerial photo

graphs [Huntington and Akeson, 1987]. Total soil mapping unit areas were calculated by dividing the 

average of the range of rock-free area by the fraction of the total that was rock free. This results in 

values slightly different in some cases from those in Brown et al., [1990]. Total terrestrial watershed 

area calculated in this manner was 118.5 ha, which when added to the lake area of2.85 ha gives 121.35 

ha, a value practically identical to the 121.36 ha given by Brown ct (JI., [1990]; the difference may 

approximate stream channel surface area. 

Soil volumes (Table 3.3.2) were determined from soil-depth measurements (metal probe), 

mapping-unit areas, and fractions of the unit that were rock-free. Soil bulk densities were obtained 

from 3-cm long cores, and are given in Table 2-2 of Brown cl al., [1990]. Bulk densities for talus and 

colluvium were assumed to be the same as that measured on the TsD unit [Brown cl al., 1990]. 

Plant-available water contents (water held between -30kPa and -1500 kPa, Table 3.3.2) was 

measured on pressure-plate apparatus and reported inlllble 3-8 of Brown el al., [1990]. 



Table 3.3.2: Soil physical data. a 

Soil Bulk 
Soil volume density 

Group Symbol area, hab•c 1000 m3 b g cm -3 b SA d 

1 CqB 0.260 1.30 1.02 0.201 
1 EaD 0.610 2.25 1.35 0.116 
2 EbF 0.3S5 2.65 1.35 0.062 
2 EcF 3.3S0 23.65 1.35 0.062 
2 LcF 0.245 0.S5 1.41 0.067 
2 LcF-R 2.265 7.60 1.41 0.067 
3 LdF 4.045 9.60 1.02 0.201 
3 LdF-R 0.795 1.90 1.02 0.201 
3 LeC-R 1.015 2.40 1.02 0.201 
2 LeD 0.325 1.10 1.41 0.067 
3 LfqC 0.100 0.20 1.02 0.201 

R e 64.675 0.00 0.00 0.000 
2 R-LcE 0.555 1.S5 1.41 0.067 
2 R-LcF 5.l75 17.45 1.41 0.067 
2 R-LeF 0.750 2.55 1.41 0.067 
5 T! 26.975 65.40 1.21 0.119 
3 T-LeF 0.245 0.55 1.02 0.201 
4 TdoF-R 2.0S5 6.75 1.35 0.062 
1 TfB 0.070 1.00 1.35 0.l16 
5 ToC 0.090 0.20 1.21 0.119 
5 ToF 0.675 1.70 1.21 O. 119 
5 TpD-R 0.370 0.90 1.21 0.119 
5 TrF 1.735 4.30 1.21 0.119 
5 TrF-R 0.150 0.35 1.21 0.l19 
5 TsD 1.525 3.S0 1.21 0.119 

Total 11S.500 

Net Values: 
Talus! 26.975 67.23 g 1.21 0.l19 
Soil 26.S50 94.90 1.274 0.108 
Rock e 64.675 

aDaUI from BrOlV1l el al .. [1990J. 
bMean value when range given. Soil volume and bulk density calculated without rock. 
CWithout rock outcrops 
dIncremental available water content, cm3 cm-3 
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% Soil 
or talus 

100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
45 

100 
45 
55 

100 
100 

0 
20 
20 
30 

100 
25 
70 

100 
100 
100 
70 

100 
50 

100 

100 
100 

0 

eTotal rock area calculated [rom Browll cl al.' s, [1990] 11S.5 ha minus rock-free soil and total talus. 
!Colluvium, rubble, (map units G, K, and F-K) and talus portion of T-LeF have been added to talus 
area~. 

g Includes volume adjustment proportional to area for talus portion of T-LeF (0.735 ha). 
Based on above areas and volumes, average depths arc: soil (0.353 1\1) and talus (0.249 m). 
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Soil moisture release data used in determination of plant-available water contents [Brown et al., 

1990] and in determining unsaturated hydraulic conductivity relationships (Section 4.3.1) were avail

able in the form of volumetric water contents at several different soil moisture tensions. Averaged 

water contents at different tensions are shown for five soils in Figure 3.3.3. These data include five sites 

and five depths on the bench meadow (EaD), east ridge (LeF-R), and cirque (TsD), six sights and five 

depths on the pine stand (TdoF-R), and four sites and four depths on the inlet meadow (LeC-R); shal-

low soils eliminated samples from some depths at some sites. These data were used in determining the 

N values for the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity relationships (Sections 2.2.3,4.3.1) 

No initial soil-water-content data were available at the beginning of water-year 1986 or on April 

2, 1987, the beginning of the two modeled periods. It was reported, however, that fall rains caused soil 

moisture potential to reach a high value in mid-September of 1985 [Lund et al., 1987]. 

Calculated physical soil parameters included mapping unit areas (including rock outcrops), soil 

mass, and maximum, free, and wilting point water contents (Table 3.3.3). 

Soil mass (Table 3.3.3) was obtained by multiplying the mean of the soil-volume range by bulk 

density. These values all fell within the range of mass estimates in Brown et al., [1990] when a range 

was given. 

Brown et al., [1990] reported values of free-water content as well as plant-available water. How

ever, some of these values appear to be in error. For example, soil LcC-R was given a free-water con-

tent of 0.545, an available-water content of 0.201, and a water content at wilting of 0.177 [Tables J-8 

and J-Se, Brown et al., 1990]. This sums to a saturated water content of 0.92, while bulk density for the 

soil was estimated at 1.02. This corresponds to a soil particle density greater than 12 g cm -3. In con

trast, a similar computation for unit TdoF-R results in a soil particle density of 2.20 g cm -3. 

Rather than using these values, maximum, free, and wilting point water contents were calculated 

assuming that plant-available water contents and bulk density (Pb) had been correctly reported and soil 

particle density (Ps) was 2.65 g cm -3. Then total porosity 4> (saturated water content) was calculated 

as: 

<1>=1-.8:. 
Ps 

(3.1) 

If the reported sum of water frcc to drain from the soil profile (Of) and plant-available water (OA) 

[Brown et al., 1990] was less than the calculated <1>, Of and the water content at the vegetative wilting 
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Figure 3.3.3: A vemgcd soil moisture release data. 

Data are from Brown el al., [1990J. "\v" is (0 - Or ) / (<» - Or), where 0 is water content (cm3 cm-3), Or 
is residual water content (cm3 cm-3), and <I> is saturated water content (cm3 cm-3). 



Table 3.3.3: Calculated physical soil parameters. a 

Area, Soil mass, 

Group Symbol ha b 1000 kg <»c Ofc 

1 CqB 0.260 1326.0 0.615 0.404 

1 EaD 0.610 3037.5 0.491 0.366 

2 EbF 0.385 3577.5 0.491 0.280 

2 EcF 3.380 31927.5 0.491 0.280 

2 LcF 0.245 1198.5 0.468 0.247 

2 LcF-R 5.033 10716.0 0.468 0.247 

3 LdF 4.045 9792.0 0.615 0.404 

3 LdF-R 1.767 1938.0 0.615 0.404 

3 LeC-R 1.845 2448.0 0.615 0.404 

2 LeD 0.325 1551.0 0.468 0.247 

3 LfqC 0.100 204.0 0.615 0.404 

R 34.337 0.0 0.000 0.000 

2 R-LcE 2.775 2608.5 0.468 0.247 

2 R-LcF 25.875 24604.5 0.468 0.247 

2 R-LeF 2.500 3595.5 0.468 0.247 

5 T 26.135 79134.0 0.543 0.296 

3 T-LeF 0.980 561.0 0.615 0.404 

4 TdoF-R 2.979 9112.5 0.491 0.280 

1 TfB 0.070 1350.0 0.491 0.366 

5 ToC 0.090 242.0 0.543 0.296 

5 ToF 0.675 2057.0 0.543 0.296 

5 TpD-R 0.529 1089.0 0.543 0.296 

5 TrF 1.735 5203.0 0.543 0.296 

5 TrF-R 0.300 423.5 0.543 0.296 

5 TsD 1.525 4598.0 0.543 0.296 

Total 118.500 202294.5 

Net Values 

Talus 26.135 81359.5 " 0.543 0.296 

Soil 58.028 120935.0 0.522 0.303 

Rock 34.337 

a Data used for calculations from Table 3.3.2. 

bNot used in modeling, provided for comparison with BrowlI el al., [1990J. 

cValues are saturated water content (<»), water free to drain (Of), water content at wilting (Ow). 

dlncludes talus portion of T-LcF. 
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Ow C 

0.010 

0.009 

0.149 

0.149 

0.154 

0.154 

0.010 

0.010 
0.010 

0.154 

0.010 

0.000 

0.154 

0.154 

0.154 

0.128 

0.010 

0.149 

0.009 

0.128 

0.128 

0.128 

0.128 

0.128 

0.128 

0.128 

0.110 

Of is incremental, <I> and Ow are total, all arc cm3 cm-3 . Average soil and talus 0, values are 0.164 and 

0.188, respectively (sec section 4.3). 
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point (Sw) were taken directly from Brown el al., [1990]; if the reported sum of Sf and SA were greater 

than $, then Sf was set equal to $ - SA - 0.01, and Sw was set equal to O.oI (Table 3.3.3). 

3.3.2 Soil Chemistry 

With few exceptions, data were available to define quantities of exchangeable-base cations, 

cation-exchange capacity, and exchangeable sulfate in the soils [Brown el al .• 1990]. The same 5 soils 

used in determination of the magnitude and spatial variability of soil physical parameters [Brown el al .• 

1990] were used to extrapolate soil chemistry measurements to other mapping units in the basin. TIlese 

sites and soil mapping units included the 1) pine stand (TdoF-R), 2) inlet meadow (LeC-R), 3) ridge 

(LcF-R), 4) cirque (TsD), and 5) bench meadow (EaD) (Figure 3.3.2). Each of these sites also had a soil 

Iysimeter, though the Iysimeter in the pine stand collected litlle data due to rodent problems, and the 

soils around the cirque Iysimeter were often frozen [pers. communicalion. A. Brown. VCSB. 1992]. 

Exchangeable base cations in the five soils measured were determined using a standard extrac

tion (NH40Ac) method [Thomas. 1986]. Cations in the extract were determined using atomic

absorption (Ca2+, Mg2+) and flame-emission (Na+, K+) spectroscopy [Baker and Sulzr. 1982]. The 

cation exchange capacity (CEC) values were determined using a standard extraction method (NaOAc, 

pH 7), which was believed to be appropriate for soils with the pH and texture of those in the watershed 

[Brown el al .• 1990; Chapman. 1965]. 

Sulfate-adsorption capacity was obtained using Langmuir adsorption isotherms fit to data col

lected earlier in two cryumbrepts at four pH levels [Lund el al .• 1987]. 

Soil C02 concentrations were measured from soil air wells consisting of 2.5 cm PVC pipes in 

augered holes at all five sites with soillysimeters (Figure 3.3.2). Samples were collected willI syringes 

and analyzed using gas chromatography [Brown el al .. 1990]. TIlese samples showed a range of con

centrations from 0.04 percent to over 3 percent. Trends with depth varied from site to site and with time 

of year. Concentration of C02 were low all year at the cirque and ridge sites, presumably because of 

limited vegetation [Brown el al .• 1990]. At other sites. C02 concentrations typically reached annual 

maxima between January and May. and again betwccn May and July. 

Soil solution samples were collected witll suction Iysimeters at two depths on the inlet meadow 

(20 cm and 41 cm), ridge (1 cm and 2.7 cm), and bench (15 cm and 33 cm) sites. TIlC same species 

were measured in these samples as in precipitation (Section 3.2) and streamflow chemistry (Section 
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Figure 3.3.4: Concentrations of selecled species in eXlracled soil solutions (shallow soils). 

Unpublished claw, Aaron Brown, UCSB. 
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3.6). A few of the observed species have been plotted (Figure 3.3.4, 3.3.5). 

Moles of Ca2+, Mg2+, Na+, and K+ were obtained for each mapping-unit by multiplying the 

mass of soil (Table 3.3.3) by the average exchangeable ion values for its soil group (Table 3.3.4) [Table 

4-2, Brown el al.,1990]. 

Cation-exchange capacities (CEC's) [Table 4-1, Brown el al., 1990] were weighted by the 

reported number of observations (one to 12) used in the development of each reported mean value and 

multiplied by the mapping-unit's mass of soil to get CEC by soil unit (Table 3.3.5). Brown el al., [1990] 

did not determine CEC values for either the ridge (LcF-R) or cirque (TsD) types, so two of the five soil 

groups were without measured CEC values. To estimate these values, the average of each exchange

able cation in Table 3.3.4 [Table 4-2, Brown el al., 1990] was determined, and summed to give total 

exchangeable cations for each soil type. The percent base saturation (PBS) was calculated by dividing 

the sum of total exchangeable Ca2+, Mg2+, Na+, and K+ by measured CEC for groups 1 (EaD) , 3 

(LeC-R) , and 4 (TdoF-R) (Table 3.3.4); the PBS values were 0.155, 0.191, and 0.181, respectively, 

when expressed as fractions. Because the soils with unknown CEC values were high in the watershed 

and sparsely vegetated, they were assumed to be more similar to the bench meadow (EaD) than either 

the pimo stand (TdoF-R) or the inlet meadow (LcC-R); their PBS was assumed to be equal to that of 

the bench meadow (EaD). This value was used with the sum of their exchangeable cations from Table 

3.3.4 to estimate CEC for the ridge (LcF-R) and cirque (TsD). Calculated CEC values for these two 

soils are reported in Table 3.3.4; they were used in generating CEC by mapping unit for soil groups 2 

and 5 (Table 3.3.5). The CEC not occupied by exchangeable base cations was assumed to be occupied 

by labile aluminum. 

Sulfate adsorption capacities (Table 3.3.4) were obtained from Table 4-5 of Brown el al., [1990J, 

dividing those values by kg of soil in 10 cm of depth and multiplying by kg of that soil on the 

watershed (Table 3.3.3). 

3.3.3 Mineral Weathering 

Lund et al .• [1987] performed laboratory weathering experiments with soils from the Emerald 

Lake basin. These experiments resulted in relationships for total wemhering release of Ca2+ and Mg2+ 

as a function of time at several pH values. Total release of these ions after 28 days (the approximate 

duration of the experiments) was computed using Lund el al.' s [19871 relationships (Figure 3.3.6). The 
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Table 3.3.4: Measured exchangeable cations, base saturation, sulfate adsorption capacity, and CEC. a 

Group X-Ca2+ X-Mg2+ X-Na+ X-K+ PBS CEC S042-

1. Entic cryumbrept, bench meadow (EaD) 
1l.78 0.78 0.04 12.32 0.155 161.067 0.3185 

2. Lithic cryumbrept, ridge (LcF-R) 
0.83 0.11 0.04 0.57 0.l55 10.019 0.5461 

3. Lithic cryumbrept, inlet meadow CLeC-R) 
28.64 1.89 0.13 18.45 0.l91 257.667 0.3431 

4. Cryorthod association, pimo stand (TdoF-R) 
8.97 0.46 0.06 9.63 0.181 105.761 0.5111 

5. Typic cryorthent, Alta cirque (TsD) 
0.97 0.21 0.06 0.65 0.155 12.217 0.5455 

a Values arc meq kg-I, after Brown et al., [1990] Tables 2-2, 4-1, 4-2, and 4-5, except CEC's for soil 
groups 2 and 5 were obtained by dividing sum of exchangeable cations in each group by the value of 
PBS (this table) for for the bench meadow (EaD), which was believed to be most similar of the three 
soils with measured CEC. PBS is expressed as a fraction. 
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Table 3.3.5: Exchangeable cations, CEC, and sulfate adsorption capacity by mapping unit. a 

Exchangeable ion, moles 

S042-
ads. 

CEC cap., 
Symbol Group Ca2+ Mg2+ Na+ K+ eq. moles 

CqB 1 7810 517 53 16336 213575 211 
EaD 1 17891 1185 122 37422 489241 484 
EbF 2 1485 197 143 2039 35843 977 
EcF 2 13250 1756 1277 18199 319882 8718 
LcF 2 497 66 48 683 12008 327 
LcF-R 2 4447 589 429 6108 107364 2926 
LdF 3 140221 9253 1273 180662 2523075 1680 
LdF-R 3 27752 1831 252 35756 499359 332 
LeC-R 3 35055 2313 318 45166 630769 420 
LeD 2 644 85 62 884 15539 424 
UqC 3 2921 193 27 3764 52564 35 
R 0 0 0 0 0 0 
R-LcE 2 1083 143 104 1487 26135 712 
R-LcF 2 10211 1353 984 14025 246512 6718 
R-LeF 2 1492 198 144 2049 36023 982 
Tb 5 38380 8309 4748 51437 966780 21584 
T-LeF 3 8034 530 73 10350 144551 96 
TdoF-R 4 40870 2096 547 87753 963747 2329 
TrB 1 7952 527 54 16632 217440 215 
ToC 5 117 25 15 157 2957 66 
ToF 5 998 216 123 1337 25130 561 
TpD-R 5 528 114 65 708 13304 297 
TrF 5 2523 546 312 3382 63565 1419 
TrF-R 5 205 44 25 275 5174 116 
TsD 5 2230 483 276 2989 56174 1254 

Values used for subunits: 
Talus C 39459. 8543. 4882. 52884. 993969. 22191. 
Soil 328216. 24262. 6726. 488164. 6699932. 31299. 

a Data from Brown ct al., (1990) except CEC values were obUlined by multiplying CEC kg-I (Table 
3.3.4) by mass of soil Cfable 3.3.3). CEC's for groups 2 ancl 5 were estimated using exchangeable 
cations for those units ancl PBS from unit EaD as described in text. 
bTalus includes map units T, G, K, and F-K. Values shown are before adjustment for inclusion~ in unit 
T-LeF. which is part lalus. 
CWith adjustment for talus inclusions in unit T-LeF. 
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slopes of these curves were used to estimate the fractional-order dependence of weathering on bulk 

hydrogen ion concentration (Section 4.3.3). 

Mineral weathering is one mechanism for neutralizing acidity in the runoff cycle. Garrels and 

Mackenzie [1967] described a technique involving working backwards from ionic concentrations in 

water samples to determine the source of different portions of total alkalinity. The difference between 

mass of species present in streamflow and precipitation inputs is assumed to be due to mineral weather

ing. A similar analysis was performed by Williams. [1991] using annual data from the Emerald Lake 

studies. The reactions he used include: 

kaolinite to hornblende: 

7.8AhSi20S(OH,F,CI)4 + 18.4Ca2+ + 22.0Mg2+ + 3.1Na+ + l.5K+ + 85.4HC03" + 52.0Si -> 

10Cal.S4Mg2.2oNao.31 Ko.ls All.S6Si6.76(OH,F,CI)1.9S + 85.4C02 + 48.6H20 

kaolinite to feldspar: 

7AI2Si20S(OH)4 + 14K+ + 14(HC03") + 28Si02 -> 14KAISi30S + 14C02 + 21H20 

5kaolinite to plagioclase: 

AI2Si20S(OH)4 + 6.1Na+ + 1.9Ca2+ + lOHC03" + 12.3Si -> 8.1Nao.76CaO.24AI 1.24Si2.760S + lOC02 

+ 15H20 

kaolinite to anorthite 

AI2Si20S(OH)4 + Ca2+ + 2HC03" -> CaAI2Si20S + 3H20 + 2C02 

TIle overall stoichiometry of soluble species output by these reactions for the 2 year period is: Ca6.24 

Mgl.OO Nas.18 Ko.98 (HC03)20.63 SiI4.37' Stoichiometry of observed differences between precipitation 

and streamflow loadings are the same, except for two species: (HC03)16.3S and Si20.S2' 

The mineralogical sources of weathering computed by Williams. [1991] result in residual errors 

in both alkalinity and silica; the reactions generate too much alkalinity (19570 moles excess) and too 

little silica (28440 moles shortfall) compared to the observed dilTerence betwecn streamflow losses and 

precipitation inputs over the two year period (Table 3.3.6). The discrepancy in silica may have becn 

due to dissolution of amorphous solid phases, biological activity. and especially sorption reactions 

[Williams. 1991]. Weathering analysis are expanded upon in Section 4.3.3. 

Williams [1991] also did some similar mineral weathering analysis based on approximately 

weekly observations of streamflow chemistry. These data were plotted. but quantitative data for these 

estimates were not documented as were those for annual estimates. In any case, annual or 2-year 
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Table 3.3.6: Available estimates of mineral weathering. a 

Period Ca2+ Mg2+ Na+ K+ HCO)" Silica 

WY 1986 19850 3470 17050 1540 50840 65430 

WY 1987 8650 1100 6630 29250 23860 28360 

2-Yr total 28500 4570 23680 4490 74700 93790 

Residual b 0 0 0 0 -19570 28440 

Resid. FracL. 0 0 0 0 (-26%) (+30%) 

aData from Williams. [1991]. 
bError left after step-wise reactions in source document. 
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estimates were judged to be better for modeling (Section 4.3.3). 

3.4 Dry deposition 

Dry-deposition data were collected near Emerald Lake during two short, overlapping periods. 

Bytnerowicz and Olszyk [1988] collected total deposition on nylon and paper filters and branches from 

three species of pine trees between July 15 and September 10, 1987, with a total observation period of 

29 days (Table 3.4.1). Wu and Davidson [1989] made measurements using surrogate deposition sur

faces between August 11 and September 30, 1987, with a total observation period of 22 days (Table 

3.4.1). While both studies produced similar results, data from the former study were used because they 

1) were collected on natural surfaces, 2) included more chemical species, and 3) extended over a 

longer total period with more days of observations. 

Bytnerowicz and Olszyk's [1988] dry-deposition samples on vegetation included native 

lodgepole pine (Pinus concorla), native western white pine (Pinus rrwnlicola), and potted seedlings of 

Coulter pine (Pinus coulleri). The native pines were sampled on each of two branches five to ten cm 

long. The branches were washed with distilled water, and one of the two was coated with a Teflon film 

when dry. The Teflon treatment was designed to prevent movement of ions between the interior and 

surface of the foliage. The other branch was left untreated. Coulter pine seedlings in pots received 

similar treatment, but in addition, four of these seedlings were placed in an aerosol-free chamber to 

estimate the amount of materials extracted from the necdle interiors during the washing process. After 

the exposure period, the branches were rinsed with deionized distilled water, and the water bottled, 

placed on ice, and subsequently frozen. The samples were thawed and pH and conductivity measured. 

A portion of the remaining sample was acidified with nitric acid, and metallic ions determined with the 

inductively-coup1cd-plasma (ICP) method. Potassium was not reported due to a high detection limit 

with the ICP method used. The remainder of the sample was analyzed for N03 -, S04 2-, P04 3-, Cl-, 

and Fl- (ion chromatography) and ammonium (colorimetry). Further details of analysis procedures arc 

reported in Bylnerowicz and Olszyk [1988]. 

There was no statistical evidence that materials were leached from native-pine-needle interiors 

during the washing process, nor was a general difference noted between lodgepole and western white 

pine. Differences were noted between coated and un-coated branches of the potted Coulter pines. Daul 

for this species were adjusted by subtracting the values obtained from the seedlings in the aerosol-free 
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Tablc 3.4.1: Dry dcposition data collcctcd ncar Emcrald Lakc. 

cations 

H+ Ca2+ Mg2+ Na+ Fc3+ NH4+ 

Ilcq hr- I m-2 a 0.0569 0.493 0.187 0.352 0.110 0.318 

Ilcq hr- I m-2 b NA NA NA NA NA NA 

mo/h 57 a 0.778 3.374 1.279 4.809 0.503 4.35 

mol ha- I yr- I a.c 2.424 10.511 3.984 14.981 1.567 13.551 

anions 

S042- Cl- P043- N03-

Ilcq hr- I m-2 a 0.141 0.120 0.057 0.500 

Ilcq hr- I m-2 b 0.452 NA NA 0.377 

mol/I 57 a 0.964 1.639 0.258 6.835 

mol ha- I yr- I a,c 3.003 5.106 0.804 19.529 

aDala from BylllcrolVicz and O/yzic [1988J for period July 15 through Scptcmber 10, 1987. Collected 
on tcflon treatce! ami untrcated pinc. 
bData from H'u and Davidson [1989J for period August II through Scptcmber 30, 1987. Data is timc
wcightcd averagc of papcr and tellon filters, and includes HN03 gas deposition in N03 -. 
c Annual estimate obulined by dividing 57 day valuc by fraction of total annual sulfur observed at 

Wolverton site over the samc period. except annual N03 - obulined by dividing the 57 day value by thc 
fraction of total aIlIlual N03 - frolll that period at Wolverton; see Table 3.4.2. 
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chamber. 

The data reported here (Table 3.4.l) represent the time-weighted means of Bytnerowicz and 

Olszyk's [1988] measurements on the three pine species, with the adjusted values (by subtraction of 

aerosol-free values) used for the Coulter pine seedlings. The surrogate surface data from filters were 

not used. 

In addition to the short period of on-site measurements, dry-deposition data were collected at a 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) site located at Wolverton (Figure 3.4.1, 

Table 3.4.2). This site is near the trail head to Emerald Lake, about 5 km from the lake outlet and 500 m 

lower in elevation (2300 m vs. 2800 m) [Tonnessen, 1991]. The Wolverton site is forested, whereas the 

Emerald Lake watershed is mostly open, alpine terrain. In addition, the two sites probably differ in 

exposure to general and diurnal wind patterns due to orographic effects. 

Data collected at the NOAA's Wolverton site included S02, S042-, HN03, and N03-. These 

data were collected as ambient concentrations on filter-pack samplers, with resistances estimated by 

micrometeorological measurements [Hosker and Womack, 1985; Hicks et al., 1987]. 

Some of the NOAA's Wolverton data and that of Bytnerowicz and o lszyk , [1988] arc similar. 

During the 57 day period of data collection by Bytnerowicz and Olszyk, [1988], average N03 - deposi

tion at Emerald Lake was 0.l2 mol ha -I d- I , while HN03 plus N03- at Wolverton was 0.10 

mol ha -I d- I ; Wu and Davidson's [1989] data show 0.09 mol ha -I d- I . Sulfate data collected by Byt

nerowicz and Olszyk, [1988] at Emerald Lake (0.017 mol ha -I d- I ) was lower than observed at 

Wolverton (0.027 mol ha -I d- 1); Wu and Davidson [1989] found 0.05 mol ha -I d- I . 

Further analysis of dry deposition may be warranted, because sampling periods have been short 

and limited to late summer. No studies have been done of dry deposition to rock or snow surfaces on 

the watershed, which collectively account for tlle majority of available deposition surfaces during the 

year. In addition, there appears to be disagreement between data sets in terms of nitric acid deposition. 

Wolverton data show 95 percent of N03- in the form of HN03, Wu and Davidson [1989] observed 

about 46 percent of total N03 - as HN03, and Bytllerowicz alld Olszyk [1988] did not separate HN03 

and N03 -, but found tOlal moles of H+ were only 11 percent of 100al moles of N03 -. Because avail

able data indicate dry deposition accounts for only about one tenth of the mass of species in wet depo

sition, increased effort in the monitoring of wet deposition may be more fruitful. 
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Figure 3.4.1: Dry deposition data collected at the NOAA's Wolverton site. 



Table 3.4.2: Dry deposition received at Wolverton. a 

S02 HN03 S042 N03 STb 

12.3941 45.0190 7.l674 2.3200 19.5615 

Monthly fraction of annual 

Month S02 HN03 S042 N03 s·l 

Oct 0.033 0.009 0.002 0.002 0.022 

Nov 0.027 0.008 0.002 0.002 0.Ql8 

Dec 0.013 O.OlD 0.013 0.013 0.013 

Jan 0.013 0.005 0.009 0.005 0.012 

Feb 0.014 0.060 0.Q25 0.035 0.018 

Mar 0.Ql8 0.052 OJ)28 0.036 0.022 

Apr 0.064 0.076 0.098 0.091 0.076 

May 0.053 0.090 0.119 0.099 0.077 

Jun 0.232 0.165 0.200 0.165 0.220 

Jul 0.229 0.193 0.200 0.228 0.218 

Aug 0.191 0.188 0.163 0.171 0.181 

Sep 0.l22 0.150 0.137 0.146 0.l27 

Fraction of annual received July 15 - Sept. 10, 1987 

S02 HN03 

0.335 0.350 

aUnpublisl!ed data, NOAA site 
bTotal sulfur or N03- plus HN03 . 

S042- N03 ST 

0.298 0.350 0.321 

76 

N03T-o 

47.3390 

N03T .b 

0.009 

0.008 

O.OlD 

0.005 

0.059 

0.051 

0.077 

0.090 

0.l65 

0.195 

0.187 

0.l50 

N03T 

0.350 
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3.5 Potential Evapotranspiration 

Several sources were required for estimates of potential evapotranspiration (PET) for the periods 

modeled; estimates used are summarized in Figure 3.1.1. PET for October, 1985 was obtained from 

pan-evaporation data [Dozier et al., 1989]. PET data for November 1985 were obtained by dividing the 

estimated volume of lake evaporation [Dozier et ai., 1989] by the lake surface area (2.85 ha). PET data 

for June through September, 1986 and May through September 1987 were estimated using the Penman 

method [Penman, 1948; Penman, 1949; Dozier et al., 1989]. PET on other dates in WY 1986 and April 

of WY 1987 was assumed to be zero. 

Lake evaporation was previously estimated using an aerodynamic method [Brutsaert, 1982; 

Marks, 1988,' Kalle/mann and Elder, 1991]. These estimates are shown in Figure 3.1.1. 

3.6 Streamflow and Streamflow Chemical Composition 

Water enters Emerald Lake in eight surface channels, five of which are considered "major"; the 

drainage subbasins are shown in Figure 3.2.1. Two of the major inflows (inflows 1 and 2) drain about 

60 percent of the basin, and were monitored continuously with pressure transducers. The other three 

major inflows collectively drain about 25-30 percent of the basin, and had staff gages installed that 

were checked periodically. All of the water entering Emerald Lake is believed to leave the watershed 

through a single outlet at the lake's northernmost point, which was continuously monitored with a 

USGS bubble gage in the lake and a pressure transducer in the channel downstream. Lake outflow esti

mation received considerable attention because it was one of the few checks on other monitoring 

efforts and estimations within the watershed [Dozier et al., 1989]. 

Continuous stream and lake stages were converted to discharge with the usc of rating curves 

(Figure 3.6.l). Rating curves were developed using 76 observations on the lake outflow, 76 observa

tions on inflow I, and 56 measurements on inflow 2 [Dozier et al .. 1989]. Stage and discharge data 

compiled by Kelly Elder of UCSB were available [pas. communication. M. Williams. VeSB. 1990]. 

These data were used in tlle development of the lake stage-discharge curve used to compute lake 

outflows. These data and how they were used arc described in section 3.7. 

Discharge measurements used in developing rating curves were obtllined with a slug injection 

method described in Dozier et al., [1988]. 
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Figure 3.6.1: Daily discharge from the lake, two major inflow streams, and oLher inflows. 

Data arc from Dozier el al .. (1989). 
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Smaller inflow streams had about 30 discharge measurements available for development of rat

ing curves, none of which were considered totally reliable. Flows from these streams were estimated by 

interpolation betwccn observations with consideration given to the flows in the continuously gaged 

streams (Figure 3.6.1). All discharge data previously reported for minor inflows are lumped together. 

No effort was made to read the staff gages on these streams during the winter [Dozier et al .• 1989]. 

Except for the effects of lake evaporation, lake outflow should on the average be approximately 

equal to lake inflows. However, during high flow periods, the sums of lake inflows are significantly less 

than lake outflows, suggesting a relatively consistent bias (Figure 3.6.2). A closer examination of the 

data show that in addition to a bias during high flows periods, during relatively low-flow periods fol

lowing precipitation lake outflows are often grossly larger than inflows (Figure 3.6.3). This may be due 

to precipitation and/or avalanches onto the frozen lake surface that increase lake outflows by displace

ment. In addition, summer rainfall may be more noticeable in lake discharge than in streams where 

flows are buffered by soil water storage. Precipitation data were not available prior to water-year day 

184 of WY 1987; the largest ratios of lake outflow to lake inflow in WY 1987 occurred prior to this 

date, and mayor may not be related to precipitation events (Figure 3.6.3). 

Streamflow chemical measurements measured included: 1) pH, 2) ANC, 3) conductivity 4) Cl-, 

5) N03-, 6) S042-, 7) P043-, 8) N~+, 9) Ca2+, 10) Mg2+, 11) Na+, 12) K+, and 13) silica. Methods 

of measurement were the same as those reported for snowpack chemistry for the first 12 species listed 

[Melack et al .. 1989; Williams and Melack. 1991 a]. Silica was measured by the silico-molybdate 

method [Strickland and Parsons. 1972]. Streamflow species concentrations for the years analyzed are 

listed in their entirety for inflows 1 through 4 (Appendix Table A3.6.1), and a few species arc summar

ized in Figure 3.6.4. 

3.7 Lalce Data 

The relationship between lake stage, volume, and surface area was estimated from a bathymetric 

map conutined in Melack et al., [1987]. The surface area between contours was estimated by dot

gridding. Volume of the lake at a given stage was estimated by assuming that the measured areas canle 

from a circular basin with conical segments betwccn stages. The resulting data appear in Table 3.7.l. 

Although personnel at UCSB have devoted considerable attention to development of a stage

discharge curve for lake outllow, their equation was not used in modeling because it did not include a 
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Table 3.7.1: Relationship between lake stage, volume, and surface area. a 

Stage, Volumc, Area, 
m b m3 ha 

0.0 O. 0.0000 

2.5 19161. 1.2951 

6.5 86850. 2.1146 

8.5 132485. 2.4532 

9.5 158133. 2.6781 

10.5 185769. 2.8500 

11.5 215125. 3.0219 

aFrom bathymctric map in Mclack el al., [J9S7J. 
bS tagc is mcasurcd from maximum lakc dcpth. 
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stage of zero discharge. Why this is nccessary and why differences between the two curves do not 

result in significantly different lake discharges was explained previously (Section 2.2.7). A stage

discharge curve was fit by eye to unpublished lake-outflow data compiled by Kelly Elder of UCSB 

(Figure 3.7.1) [pers. communication, M. Williams, VCSB,1990]. This curve had the form: 

(3.2) 

where Q is discharge, m3 s-I, SL is lake stage (m) above the stage of zero lake volume (maximum 

depth), and lOA is the maximum stage (m) above the stage of zero lake volume (maximum depth) with 

zero lake outflow. The data provided and Figure 3.7.1 show an estimated stage at zero outflow of 0.1 

m; this is based on a measured gage height at the lake unrelated to the stage above maximum depth, 

which was estimated from the bathymetric map. This latter value drives lake discharge within the 

AHM. 

The lake and stream were frozen betwccn November 10, 1985 and August 2, 1986, and between 

November 18, 1986 and May 20, 1987 [Dozier et al., 1989]. Lake water temperature profile data 

[unpublished data, 1. Melack, VeSBl were available (Figure 3.7.2). They were used in estimating sea

sonal hypolimnion locations (Section 4.7). 

A standard array of chemical analysis were performed on lake samples obtained at several 

depths (Table 3.7.2). Most analysis were performed in the same manner as for snowpack and 

streamflow chemistry (Sections 3.2 and 3.6) [Melack et al., 1989]. Additional analysis included 1) 

total nitrogen, 2) total phosphorus, 3) iron, 4) aluminum, and 5) manganese. Total nitrogen (filtered) 

and total phosphorus (filtered and unfiltered) were determined by the combined persulfate digestion 

method [Valderrama, 1981]. Iron, aluminum, and manganese were analyzed by atomic adsorption with 

the graphite furnace technique. 

Acid-neutralizing capacity (AN C) is generated within the lake at reported rates of 2.64 eq duy-I 

[Melack el al .. 1989] to 3.87 cq day-l [Michaels. 1990]. Michaels' [1990] estimate was obtained dur

ing the course of simulation and sensitivity studies of a number of subalpine lakes. Two mechanisms 

that arc partially responsible for this ANC generation may be the loss of nitrate and sulfate, both of 

which generate equivalent amounts of ANC [Schlloor alld SlIlmm. 1985]. 
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Table 3.7.2: Lake observations and analysis techniques. a 

Observation 

temperature profiles 

dissolved oxygen profiles 

ANe 

pH 

specific conductance 

ammonium 

onho phosphate 

silica 

iron 

aluminum 

manganese 

total nitrogen 

total phosphorous 

aMclack el al., [1987] 
b Strickland and Parsons, [1972] 
cValderrama [1981] 
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Method 

thermistor 

polargraphic electrode 

titration 

low ionic strength electrode 

conductivity bridge 

indophenol blue method b 

molybdenum blue-ascorbate method b 

silico-molybdate method b 

flame atomic adsorbtion 

flame atomic adsorbtion 

flame atomic adsorbtion 

flame atomic adsorbtion 

ion chromatography 

ion chromatography 

ion chromatography 

atomic absorption, graphite furnace 

atomic absorption, graphite furnace 

atomic absorption, graphite furnace 

combined persulfate digestion C 

combined persulfate digestion C 
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3.8 Thermodynamic Data 

Thermodynamic data were obtained from Stumm and Morgan, [1981] and Smith and Martell, 

[1976] (Appendix Table A3.8.1). The thermo dynamic data used are not presented here as either the 

best or most recently available; given other uncertainties present in modeling, they appear to be ade

quate for model testing. The values obtained from Stumm and Morgan [1981] were obtained from GJ. 

Stumm and Morgan [1981] listed two possible values for the energy of formation of Fe(OH)3; the K 

value reported here was obtained using the mean of these two values (699 and 712 k joules mole-I). 

1\vo values were also reported for AI(OH)3, which were -1139 k joules mole-1 for amorphous alumi

num and 1155 k joules mole-1 for gibbsite. In this case, the value LoglO K used (-8.9) is betwecn the 

estimates obtained from the two different energies of formation (-10.87 and -8.06, respectively). It was 

retained from previously used thermodynamic data because changing it to an arbitrary mean seemed no 

more logical than leaving it at -8.9. 

Thermodynamic data for cation exchange and sulfate adsorption reactions were obtained by 

fitting (Section 4.3.2). 
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Chapter 4 

DATA INTERPRETATION AND PARAMETER ESTIMATION 

To the extent possible, data, parameters, and initial conditions used in modeling were estimated 

from previous field and laboratory measurements. When data were not available, parameters were 

either fit using observed and modeled outputs or estimated from literature values when possible. 

Parameters and data not available included 1) snowpack water holding capacity (Section 4.l.4), 

2) snowpack free water (Section 4.l.4), 3) snow-covered area for portions of modeled periods (Section 

4.1.1),4) rainfall and snowfall interception capacities (Section 4.5),5) ion exchange constants (Section 

4.3.2), 6) flow routing within the basin (Section 4.8), 7) soil water content where drainage is zero (Sr, 

Section 4.3.l), and 8) fraction of potential ET that may occur from lower soil horizons (Section 4.5). 

Saturated hydraulic conductivity data were available, but model constraints required saturated 

hydraulic conductivity to be fit on the lower soil and talus horizons (Section 2.2.3). The parameter N, 

which is used to estimate unsaturated hydraulic conductivity, was fit to bollom horizons (Section 

4.3.1), but estimated from moisture release data for surface horizons. 

4.1 Snowpack and snowmelt 

4.1.1 Snow-Covered Area 

Small-format maps of snow-covered area (SCA) for specific periods (Section 3.1.1) were over

lain with soil-mapping units (Figure 3.3.1) and dot-gridded to obtain SCA by soil type (Table 4.1.1). 

Linear interpolation was done between dates with SeA observations to obtain estimated SeA for each 

soil-mapping unit from winter though the period of observation. SeA estimates for the fall of 1985 

were obtained from unpublished data [pcrs. communicatioll. D. Marks. VeSB. 1987J. These data were 

watershed-wide estimates without spatial distribution and were provided in machine-readable form. 

Similar data were available for August 29-Septembcr 30, 1986. SCA estimation for periods following 

the termination of observations in 1986 (August 28) and 1987 (June 17) data were estimated as fol

lows. In 1986, some snow was known to be present though the end of September [Dracllp el al .. 1988J. 

For lack of beller data, SeA was left at the last mCHsured observations on soil and rock (0.0121 and 

0.0170, respectively, on August 28, 1986) until the next snowfall (September 18, 1986). The last 



Table 4.1.1: Fractional snow-covered area by soil mapping unit. a 

WY 1986 

Date 0407 0625 0702 0712 0731 0805 

CqB 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0046 0046 

EaD 1.00 1.00 0.85 0.75 0.33 0.00 

EbF 1.00 0.80 0.61 0.61 0040 0.00 

EcF 1.00 0.65 0.63 0.63 0.20 0.l8 

LcF 1.00 0.50 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.l3 

LcF-R 1.00 0.l5 0.11 0.11 0.03 0.00 

LdF 1.00 0040 0.39 0.39 0.08 0.07 

LdF-R 1.00 0.59 0.58 0045 0.26 0.23 

LeC-R 1.00 0.81 0.53 0.53 0.21 0.16 

LeD 1.00 0.66 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

LfqC 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 

R 1.00 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.04 0.04 

R-LcE 1.00 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.00 0.00 

R-LcF 1.00 0.42 0.42 0.36 0.09 0.07 

R-LeF 1.00 0.18 0.l5 0.09 0.03 0.00 

T 1.00 0.82 0.82 0.65 0.32 0.30 

T-LeF 1.00 0.92 0.62 0.42 0.31 0.31 

TdoF-R 1.00 0.l1 0.11 0.11 0.00 0.00 

TIE 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

ToC 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

ToF 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

TpD-R 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

TrF 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

TrF-R 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

TsD 1.00 0.39 0.39 0.20 0.00 0.00 

Total 1.00 0.44 0.43 0.37 0.13 0.11 

Oldb 1.00 0.55 0.50 0040 0.19 0.16 

a Source: unpublished maps, Rick KUllc/mallll, UCSB, Browl! Ci (//., [1990J. 

bWhole watershed values in Draclip cl a/ .• [l9SSJ. 
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0816 0819 0828 

0046 0.35 0.35 

0.00 0.00 0.00 

0.00 0.00 0.00 

0.18 0.03 0.02 

0.11 0.00 0.00 

0.00 0.00 0.00 

0.03 0.03 0.00 

0.17 0.00 0.00 

0.14 0.12 0.04 

0.00 0.00 0.00 

0.00 0.00 0.00 

0.04 0.04 0.02 

0.00 0.00 0.00 

0.06 0.04 0.02 

0.00 0.00 0.00 

0.28 0.20 0.13 

0.23 0.19 0.15 

0.00 0.00 0.00 

0.00 0.00 0.00 

0.00 0.00 0.00 

0.00 0.00 0.00 

0.00 0.00 0.00 

0.00 0.00 0.00 

0.00 0.00 0.00 

0.00 0.00 0.00 

0.10 0.07 0.04 

0.11 0.10 0.09 
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Table 4.1.1 (continued): Fractional snow-covered area by soil mapping unit. a 

WY 1987 

Date 0413 0421 0503 0511 0523 0602 0609 0617 

CqB 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.67 

EaD 1.00 0.89 0.74 0048 0.16 0.00 0.00 0.00 

EbF 1.00 0.66 0.84 0.67 0.50 0.50 0.00 0.00 

EcF 1.00 0.96 0.57 0041 0.32 0.23 0.21 0.04 

LcF 0.74 0.60 1.00 0.66 0040 1.00 0.66 0.00 

LcF-R 1.00 0.93 0.31 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

LdF 0.96 0.97 0.30 0.28 0.25 0.18 0.13 0,01 

LdF-R 0.74 0.85 0.51 0.57 0.59 0.20 0.00 0.00 

LcC-R 1.00 1.00 0.84 0.60 0.37 0.32 0.18 0.09 

LcD 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

LfqC 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.07 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 

R 0.83 0.75 0.35 0.27 0.33 0.21 0.10 0.04 

R-LcE 1.00 1.00 0.54 0.28 0.21 0.16 0.00 0.00 

R-LcF 0.91 0.76 0.36 0.31 0.26 0.19 0.06 0.01 

R-LeF 0.51 0.33 0.08 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

T 0.95 0.89 0.78 0.77 0.67 0.60 0.52 0.33 

T-LcF 0.80 0.80 0.13 0.00 0.33 0.13 0.00 0.00 

TdoF-R 0.72 0.76 0.07 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

TfB 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

ToC 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

ToF 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

TpD-R 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

TrF 0.63 0,48 0.06 0.00 0.02 Cl.OO 0.00 Cl.OO 

TrF-R 0.78 0.78 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

TsD 1.00 1.00 0.42 0.55 0.47 0.30 0.23 0.04 

Total 0.89 0.81 0.46 0.41 0.35 0.27 0.18 0.09 

a Source: unpublished maps, Rick Kalleimallll, UCSB, BrowlI ct al .. [1990]. 
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observed SCA on talus was much larger (0.1305 on August 28, 1986); for modeling, this value was 

linearly reduced to one half of this (0.653) prior to the next snowfall (September 18, 1986). SeA fol

lowing that snowfall used the unpublished data from D. Marks, UCSB. 

SeA estimates for periods without data in the summer of 1987 were obtained from the observed 

relationship between late-season SCA and streamflow, and the relationship between and streamflow 

and water-year (WY) day. An exponential relationship between lake discharge and water year day for 

days between WY-day 260 and 305 was determined (Figure 4.1.1a). In addition, a linear relationship 

was fit to whole-watershed SeA and lake discharge after SeA had been linearly interpolated with time 

between the last three whole-watershed observations on WY-day 245 (June 2), 252 (June 9), and 260 

(June 17) (Table 4.1.1, Figure 4.l.lb). Then lake discharge was estimated for WY-days between 260 

and 305 using the exponential relationship, and whole-watershed SeA estimated for those days using 

that discharge estimate in conjunction with the linear relationship betwecn SeA and discharge. Finally, 

the relative rate of decline of the estimated whole-watershed SeA was applied to the last observed 

SeA value (June 17) for the soil (0.021), talus (0.321), and rock (0.026) to determine the SeA value for 

these subunits betwecn WYD 261 (June 18) and WYD 305 (August 1) (Figure 4.1.1). The ending date 

for these estimates (WYD 305) was chosen based on the appearance of the streamflow recession curve 

and the fact flow was not markedly influenced by rainfall during this period. During subsequent 

analysis, it was determined that the observed increase in discharge betwecn WYD 307-320 was about 

twice the total rainfall (0.054 cm) on WYD 307, while the litter interception constants used were also 

in excess of rainfall on the rock, talus, and soil subunits. This suggested some snow remains beyond 

WYD 305, so the described function used to determine SeA on talus was extended to WYD 320. To 

avoid excessively slow snowmelt optimization runs, SeA values during this period (WYD 261-305) 

were not allowed to fall below one percent on the soil and rock subunits; this value was reached on 

WYD 270 (June 27) on the soil, and WYD 273 (June 30) on the rock. SeA on the talus was computed 

to be 0.0258 on WYD 305 (Figure 4.1.1), and declined to 0.0206 on WYD 320. Snow cover beyond 

August 1, 1987 was input as zero on rock and soil subunits, though if excess snowpack is available on a 

subunit, the model continues using the last-read SeA value until that snowpack disappears; care was 

used in fitting snowmelt estimates to ensure that this was not a problem (Section 4.1.3). As noted 

above, the SeA estimates lIsed in modeling have becn extrapolated up to sixty days beyond the last 

available snow-cover observation. 
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Figure 4.1.1: MClhodology used in eXLrapolating SeA decrease in WY -1987. 

A) relalionship belween lake discharge and WY-day, B) relalionship belwecn whole-wat.ershed SeA 
(linearly inlerpolatcd by date for days between the last three SeA observations of June 2, June 9, .md 
June 17, 1987, Table 4.1.1) and lake discharge, C) estimated SeA for the whole watershed based on 
lake discharge estimated from relationships in "A" and "B", and D) estimated SeA used for modeling 
on the three terrestrial subunits. The values in "D" are from lhe last observed SeA for those sllbuniL~ 
from lhe data in Table 4.1.1, and decrease wilh time at the same relative rate as docs whole-watershed 
SeA in "e". 
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Some soil-mapping units contained inclusions of rock or talus that ranged from zero to 80 per

cent of the unit (Table 3.3.2). When these were encountered: 1) the fractional SeA estimate for the soil 

portion of the soil type unit used the whole-soil-type value obtained from map overlays, 2) the remain

ing soil portion was snow-frce, 3) the fraction of the soil unit that was rock or talus was multiplied by 

whole-soil-type area and by the whole-soil-type SeA estimate, and that much area was added to 

snow-covered talus or rock, and 4) the remaining portion of the rock or talus inclusion in the soil was 

added to snow-frce rock or talus area. 

The soil portions of all mapping units (except rock and talus) were added together and the 

snow-covered and snow-frce portion of the total determined by the contribution of each individual 

mapping unit (Figure 4.1.2). Rock and talus units arc represented as the combination of those areas 

mapped as rock Uointed or unjointed) or talus (including talus, rubble, and colluvial lands) plus the 

contribution of rock or talus from inclusions within other mapping units. 

Snow cover was not mapped on the lake or stream surfaces, though it affects modeled snowmelt. 

For lack of better information, when either the lake or modeled stream was frozen, its SeA was set to 

equal that of talus. Upon thawing, any snow remaining on lakes or streams and any subsequent 

snowfall on those areas were added to the lake volume (subject to stage-discharge curve) or stream 

flow on streams; snowpack remaining on the date of ice out on lakes and streams was minimized dur

ing optimization of snowmelt estimates (Section 4.1.3). 

In developing SeA estimates by soil-mapping unit, it became evident that the previously 

reported accuracy of estimation of ± 10 percent [Dozier et al .• 1989] may be optimistic in terms of 

snow cover over a given soil-mapping unit. Specifically, some subsequent maps showed some snow

covered patches increasing in size or appearing where no snow previously existed during warm, 

snowfall-free periods. More recent reports have suggested available snow-covered area estimates arc 

less than optimum [Katlcimann and Elder. 1991 .. Elder et al .. 1991]. Funher work including digitizing 

of soil-mapping units for usc with digitized snowpack distribution data is continuing. 

4.1.2 Sublimlltion 

Potential sublimation values (that occuning when snow is available) used were those given on 

Figure 3.1.1. The estimates for October 1985 used November 1985 values (with the first day's data 

repeated twice). ancl September 1986 estimates were a repeat of the first 30 clays of August 1986 data. 
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These data were used for all snow surfaces, including snow on the frozen lake and stream. 

4.1.3 Snowmelt 

The capability of the AHM to estimate distributed snowmelt was used because data defining 

snowmelt rates by soil type were not available. This estimation process occurs in two separate steps 

requiring at least two separate runs of the model (Section 2.2.1). These steps both use whole-watershed 

(lake) discharge data (Figure 3.6.1). 

Several factors were present which required modification of discharge data prior to its use for 

snowmelt estimation. Why modification was needed and how it was determined is described in more 

detail elsewhere (Sections 3.6 and 4.3.3). Briefly, during WY 1986 snowfall and avalanches onto the 

lake surface caused a number of increases in lake discharge which were independent of snowmelt 

runoff. To keep these events from significantly altering snowmelt estimates, when observed lake 

discharge was larger than three times the sum of inflow I, 2, and minor inflows, the discharge used for 

snowmelt estimation was set to three times the sum of the inflows. A similar adjustment was not 

required for snowmelt estimation for WY 1987 because modeling for that year began on April 2 and no 

major snowfall occurred later in that water year. 

The process used in fitting snowmelt to each year and final snowmelt estimates by subunit type 

obtained though this fitting process are described in Section 5.1. 

4.1.4 Snowpack Free Water 

No direct measurements of snowpack free water were available. Snowpack free-water storage 

and drainage from the pack arc modeled using two parameters: 1) maximum storage at the end of a day 

as a fraction of total frozen water equivalent, and 2) the fraction of remaining free water that drains 

from the pack each day (Section 2.2.1). In the absence of measured snowpack free water, these parame

ters were set to 0.2 cm of snowpack free water (SFW) per cm of snowpack water equivalent (SWE), 

and 0.6 (or 60% of remaining snowpack free water), respectively. This was done under the assumption 

that a melting snowpack stores some liquid water, which is released over a period of several days. Col

beck [1974] reported that water saturations in snow generally exist within the range of 0.1 to 0.2 cm 

SFW per Col of SWE, and that sllowpacks have a value of irreducible water content of about 0.07 SFW 

per cm of SWE. The initial fonnulalion of the AHM lacks an irreducible' water content parameter, but 
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with the parameters used should generally maintain SFW within the range suggested by Co/beck 

[1974] during periods of active melt. Were actual distributed snowmelt values known, these parameters 

could be further refined through fitting of modeled streamflows. Physically, the parameters arc prob

ably time variant, though they arc constants in the current model form. 

4.2 Wet Precipitation and Wet Deposition 

Precipitation amount and species concentrations summarized in Section 3.2 (Figure 3.2.2, Figure 

3.2.3, Appendices A3.2.1 and A3.2.2) were modified and extended for use in modeling. 

Data for water-year 1986 (WY 86) permitted basin-wide estimates of rainfall and snowfall to be 

used as base station precipitation during the entire year (Appendix Table A3.2.1). Data for water-year 

1987 (WY 87) began with an estimate of basin-wide snowpack from a multi-point snow survey at peak 

accumulation (Section 3.2). 

Snowfall shown for April 3, 1987 was reported as occurring sometime during the month of April 

(Appendix Table A3.2.1). If a significant increase in lake outflow had occurred that month while 

discharge from inflowing streams remained low, the date of snowfall occurrence may have been 

identified. This was not evident, so April 3 was chosen for the snowfall date. This snowfall was 

assigned the same concentration as that of the snowpack at peak accumulation (Appendix Table 

A3.2.2). 

Precipitation reported for May 21-24, 1987 (Appendix Table A3.2.1) was said to be mixed rain 

and snow. Neither the fraction of each type nor values by date were given. This precipitation was split 

into rain and snow assuming that total lake discharge during those four days was equal to four-day 

rainfall. Daily totals were set equal to each other (0.457 cm and 0.268 cm for rain and snow, respec

tively) for each of the four days (Appendix Table A3.2.l). 

Event-based observations of species concentrations in precipitation were used for all of WY 86. 

Observed concentrations were multiplied by the modeled precipitation on each subunit to obtain total 

mass of each species added by each event. This occurs within AHM to account for variation in precipi

liltion amounts between subunits. The modeled concentration in precipitation is the same 011 all subun

its, while the precipitation amount may vary. In WY 1986 a significant amount of snowpack redistribu

tion occurred within the watershed due to avalanches. Most of this snow was removed from rock 

outcrops and deposited at lower elevations. To account for this redistribution, and the fact that 
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snowpack remained later into the season on the talus type, snowfall was reduced 20 percent on the rock 

subunit and increased 48 percent on the talus subunit. This change was balanced based on subunit areas 

(26.87 ha for talus, and 64.78 ha on rock) and results in no net increase or deerease of snowfall mass to 

the basin. For lack of better means of approximation, the same redistribution factors were used for 

snow in 1987. 

Wet-precipitation chemistry during the modeled portion of WY 87 (April 2 - September 30) was 

handled in the same manner as in WY 86. Initial estimates of snowpack water equivalent and chemical 

mass were input as existing snowpack and its chemical initial conditions on April 2, 1987 (Appendices 

A3.2.1 and A3.2.2). 

4.3 Soils 

4.3.1 Physical Properties 

The terrestrial portion of the watershed was initially modeled as one soil subunit, one talus 

subunit, and one rock subunit. The five previously identified soil groups (Table 3.3.1) were consoli

dated into two types, soil and talus, and jointed and unjointed rock were combined into the type rock. 

The soil subunit was developed to be the sum of all soil-mapping units (those not included in the rock 

or talus category) with the rock or talus inclusions removed from the soil and added to the rock or talus 

subunits. The values used are reported as net values (Table 3.3.2, Table 3.3.3), and are the sum of map

ping unit values in those tables, except where otherwise described. 

Talus volume reported was the sum of volumes of the talus, colluvium, and rubble units plus the 

fractional volume from map unit T-LcF, the Talus-lithic cryumbrepts complex (Table 3.3.2). Of these, 

only map unit T-LeF is shown separately here. 

Depths for the lumped soil and talus units were determined as the combined adjusted volumes of 

contributing units divided by the combined (rock-free) areas of those units. 

Volumetric water content below which no unsaturated flow occurs (0r , itself a constant approxi

mation to a continuous function) could not be determined from the data provided. These values were 

set arbitrarily close to the wilting point (0 w ). The values used were 0.111 for soil ami 0.129 for talus, 

for which 0w values were 0.l1O and 0.128, respectively. 
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No initial soil-water-content data were available, though fall rains caused soil moisture potential 

to reach a high value in mid-September of 1985 (Section 3.3.1). The October I, 1985 soil water content 

values were set at 0.249 cm cm-1 on soil and 0.311 cm cm-1 on talus. These values were established 

by adding 3 cm to the volume of water present in each type at the midpoint betwccn Ow and <1>. The 3 

cm was chosen to be in excess of the sum of PET (1.9 cm) and streamflow (0.22 cm, based on a 53.72 

ha source area) during the first 5 days of the water year when no precipitation occurred. This was done 

to ensure continuous modeled streamflow those days, because data indicated streamflow was occurring 

(Figure 3.6.1). Initial water contents for the April 2, 1987 starting date were set at 0.300 and 0.362 on 

soil and talus, respectively, whether snow-covered or snow-frcc. These values were used to make the 

soil water content greater than in the fall of WY 86, under the assumption that water contents were 

higher beneath melting snow. In addition, the effect of higher initial water content disappears after 

several days. 

Under prolonged snowmelt conditions, the maximum daily rate at which water can enter the soil 

generally will not be limiting because slow drainage from the soil will limit infiltration by limiting 

available storage space. To ensure that the maximum infiltration rate was not limiting, this parameter 

was set to 20 cm d-1 , which is greater than the average soil's (talus's) saturated-water content of about 

18.5 cm. 

The soil and talus were modeled as having two equal-depth horizons (17.67 and 12.46 cm each, 

respectively), each horizon differing from the other only in terms of evapotranspiration (section 4.5). 

The parameter N, which controls the shape of the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity curve (Sec

tion 2.2.3) was initially set to 10 to control drainage from the bottom soil horizon; this parameter must 

be fit. Following methods of vall CenuchlclI [1980] the left-hand pair of values of the 10gIO 'P versus W 

(defined below) curves for the bench meadow, cirque, ridge, inlet, and pine-stand soils (Figure 3.3.3) 

were used to compute slopes of these lines; the calculated slopes were -0.l42, -0.156, -0.169, -0.235, 

and -0.266, respectively. The absolute value of these slopes (S) are an approximation of: 

dW /d (log 10 'P) (4.1) 

where \P is head (negative soil-moisture tension) and W is (0 - Or ) / (<jl- Or), 0 is volumetric soil 

water content, cm3 CI11-3 , Or is residual soil water content, cm3 cm-3 , and <jl is volumetric soil water 

content at saturation (porosity). The slope S is equal to [van Cenl/Chlell, 1980]: 



s = 2.303 2L- W ( 1 - W 11m) 
I-m 

100 

(4.2) 

where m is 1 - 1 / N. These relationships were used with 9r set to zero, <I> set to the average soil value 

of 0.522 cm3 cm-3 (Table 3.3.3), and 9 set to the averaged value for each soil at 30 kPa tension (Figure 

3.3.3). This gave values of N equal to 1.3, 1.27, 1.48, 1.31, and 1.9 for the bench meadow, cirque, ridge, 

inlet, and pine-stand soils, respectively. The average of these values (1.45) was used for modeling 

upper soil and talus horizons. Saturated hydraulic conductivity for the upper horizon was set at 400 

cm d-1, a mean value for fine to coarse sands from the literature [Driscoll, 1986] 

No specific surface area data were available for soils or talus. These data are of consequence 

only to mineral weathering, which was estimated in a manner that eliminated specific surface as a vari-

able parameter (Section 4.3.3). 

4.3.2 Soil Chemistry 

Exchangeable cations (Ca2+, Mg2+, Na+, and K+), cation exchange capacity (CEC), and 

exchangeable sulfate values used were the net values reported in Table 3.3.4. A13+ in the form of 

Al(OH)3 was specified in model input as to equal one half of the total moles of CEC on both the soil 

and talus units. This provided aluminum in excess of that required to fully occupy the exchange sites as 

well as enough amorphous Al(OH)3 to maintain equilibrium throughout the modeling period. 

Other species modeled included CI-, NH4 + , N03 -, P04 3-, silica, Fe3+ , and complexes of these, 

exchangeable cations, and sulfate. Total moles of these species were input to the modeled soil and talus 

to obtain streamflow concentrations similar to those observed (Table 4.3.1). 

A large range (0.04 to over 3 percent) of C02 concentrations in soils were observed in the field 

(Section 3.3.2). C02 can substantially aIter soil solution composition through alteration of pH. In the 

presence of cation-exchange complexes, C02 partial pressure can also affect the acid-neutralizing 

capacity (ANC) in the soil solution. This occurs because as the C02 partial pressure increases, dissoci

ation of H2C03 results in H+ replacing base cations on the exchange complex, resulting in a net 

increase in base cations and HC03" in solution, leaving the solution with a higher ANC. The overall 

"system" (exchange sites and solution) ANC is not affected by changes in C02 partial pressure because 

the changes in solution ANC arc balanced by the changes on the exchange sites. If the solution is 

drained from the soil. though, its ANC will be higher when the partial pressure of C02 in the soil is 
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Table 4.3.1: Moles of other ions in soil and talus. a 

Subunit Cl- NH4+ N03- P043- Silica Fe3+ 

Soil 260 350 286 0.26 1048 20 

Talus 190 5 206 1.00 994 5 

a Values chosen to approximate concentrations observed in streamllow (Figure 3.6.2, Appendix Table 

A3.6.1). 
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higher. 

While the AHM has the capability to vary carbon dioxide pressures as frequently as daily, initially 

constant values were used throughout the year for both soil and talus. The values used (10-2.2 alm for 

soil and 10-2.3 atm for talus) were fit simultaneously with the fitting of thermodynamic cation 

exchange parameters (Chapter 5). 

Total hydrogen was set to obtain charge balance with the cations and anions in the soil, and 

minor imbalances caused by the precision of data entry (less than I mole/soil horizon, a fraction less 

than 10-6 of total moles) were attributed to an unknown organic anion. 

Cation and sulfate exchange were modeled as six separate reactions. These included: 

Na+ + X-H-> X-Na + H+ 
<-

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

where X- and Y - are cation and anion exchange sites. The reaction constmlls for the exchange rcac-

tions were fit by trial and error (Chapter 5). 

4.3.3 Mineral Weathering and ANC Generation 

Several different estimates of mineral weathering on the watershed were available, including one 

that has been published (Section 3.3.3). These included estimates for individual time periods between 

streamflow observations as well as annual estimates. For modeling, using short-period estimates has 

some intuitive appeal. However, weathering estimates are acquired by subtracting precipitation or 

snowpack chemistry from streamllow chemistry, and attributing the dilTerence to mineral we2thering; 
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i.e. 

W=Q-P (4.9) 

where W is concentration due to mineral weathering, Q is concentration in streamflow, and P is con

centration in precipitation. If short term observations of these values were then input into the model as 

mineral weathering, it could be argued that all the model must do to obtain reasonable streamflow 

chemistry is rearrange equation 4.9, i.e.: 

Q=W+P (4.10) 

Furthermore, on a short term basis, cation exchange within the soils is more likely to be responsible for 

variations in streamflow chemistry than is mineral weathering; exchangeable bases present within the 

soil exceed the WY 1986 deposition of H+ by one to two orders of magnitude [Brown et al., 1990]. 

Mineral weathering rates are probably relatively stable over time. This is because soil temperatures 

throughout the snowmelt period arc approximately constant [Brown et al .. 1990], soil temperatures 

remain relatively cool through the summer, and experiments with Emerald Lake basin soils have 

shown weathering rates are only slightly affected by changes in soil pH (Figure 3.3.6). 

Mineral weathering estimates were obtained using a technique similar to that described previ

ously with some additional analysis (Section 3.3.3, Table 3.3.6). The previously described weathering 

estimates were derived from differences between loadings in precipitation and fluxes in streamflow, 

and were based solely on mineral weathering; other mechanisms that affect ANC were not considered, 

and dry deposition data was not used in the analysis. Specifically, nitrogen reactions (Equations 2.9, 

2.10) were not included in the analysis, and effects of cation exchange on ANC were not considered. 

The previous analysis over-estimated ANC generation and underestimated silica (Table 3.3.6). 

For modeling, this previous analysis was extended to consider nitrogen reactions, and an addi

tional analysis involving four mineral weathering reactions and two nitrogen reactions was completed. 

Because the previous weathering analysis did not quantify Jluxes of N03 - and NH4 +, the fluxes of all 

measured species in streamllow were redetermined. To compute fluxes, streamflow chemistry data 

(Figure 3.6.2, Appendix Table A3.6. I) were adjusted as follows: 

1. Multiple daily observations for the same stream were averaged. 

2. Missing values were filled in with the average of observations occurring berore and after the 

missing data. 
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3. Concentration data from inflows 3 and 4 were averaged together when observations occurred on 

the same date; the averages were computed after missing observations had been filled. Only 11 

observations of concentration were available on inflow 3, while 75 were available on inflow 4. 

Averages were used because reported discharge data for these streams and all other minor 

inflows were lumped together (Section 3.6). 

4. Because of the bias between lake outflow and inflow estimates (Section 3.6), inflow stream 

discharge observations were adjusted before being used to computing streamflow loadings. Each 

daily discharge was adjusted by multiplying by the ratio oflake outflow to the sum of inflows I, 

2, and minor inflows, except when this ratio was less than one it was assumed to be equal to one, 

and when the ratio was greater than three it was assumed to be three. Outflow/inflow ratios less 

than one can be legitimately caused by lake evaporation, and ratios greater than three (Figure 

3.6.3) appear to be related more to precipitation than measurement errOl". Too many cases existed 

where the outflow/inflow ratio was greater than two for these to be ignored (Figure 4.3.1). 

5. The adjusted daily stream flows for inflows I, 2, and minor inflows were multiplied by species 

concentrations from the sample nearest in time from the appropriate stream. When an uneven 

number of days were present betwecn concentration observations, the extra day's discharge was 

multiplied by the preceding observation of concentration; i.e. if chemistry was measured on 

water-year day (WYD) 21 and 25, adjusted discharge for WYD 23 was mUltiplied by concentra

tion from WYD 21. These values are reported as the total estimated moles of species in annual 

streamflow (Table 4.3.2). 

Differences between streamflow fluxes reported here (Table 4.3.2) and values previously reported 

(same Table) are due to minor differences in the techniques used to adjust flows for differences 

between lake outflow and lake inflow. No estimate of streamflow loading from available data can be 

entirely accurate because streamflow concentration data were unavailable during much of the winter. 

Da14l for the inflow streams were missing for four to six months in WY 1986, and for three and one half 

to five months in WY 1987. 

For this analysis, ionic loading to the basin was calculated by mUltiplying the volume-weighted 

mean chemical mass of each species in precipitation samplcs by the precipitation amount over the 

watershed. The precipitation amount as snow was estimated from snowpack surveys conducted during 

the period of maximum snow accumulation, corrected for melt and sublimation [KllUe//fl(l1!1! (ll!d Elder, 
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Figure 4.3.1: Ratios of lake outflow to inflow, enlarged. 
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This figure was composed using the saIlle data used for Figure 3.6.3, but has the vertical scale increased 
and values greater than 3.1 removed. 



Table 4.3.2: Annual flux of species in streamflow. a 

Stream 

Inflow 1 
Inflow 2 
Minor Inflows 
Total 86 
Williamsb 

Stream 
Inllow 1 
Inllow 2 
Minor Inflows 

Total 87 
Williamsb 

Two-year total 
Williamsb 

Stream 
Inflow 1 
Inflow 2 
Minor Inflows 
Total 86 
Williamsb 

Stream 
Inflow 1 
Inflow 2 
Minor Inflows 
Total 87 
Williamsb 

Two-year tOlal 
Williamsb 

Q,m j 

673414 
1491016 
356470 

2520900 

Q,mJ 

261622 
369473 
199650 
830745 

3351645 

Q,mj 

673414 
1491016 
356470 

2520900 

Q,mJ 

261622 
369473 
199650 
830745 

3351645 

H+ 

756 
2002 
496 

3254 

H+ 

190 
397 
207 
794 

4048 

WY 1986 cations 
Cau 

5824 
12599 
3485 

21908 
21950 

Mg2+ 

1192 
2387 
795 

4374 
4070 

WY 1987 cations 
Ca2+ Mg2+ 

3233 623 
4220 933 
2448 589 
9901 2145 

11950 2200 
31809 6519 
33900 6270 

WY 1986 anions and silica 

HC03 
13466 
25975 

6310 
45751 
50840 

Cl 

2090 
4037 
1501 
7628 

N03 
2083 
7006 
3449 

12538 

WY 1987 anions and silica 

HC03 
7554 
7334 
4802 

19690 
23860 
65441 
74700 

CI 
1342 
1515 
785 

3642 

11270 

N03 
2167 
4964 
3370 

10501 

23039 

Na+ 

5851 
12029 
4083 

21963 
21950 

Na+ 

3183 
3929 
2810 
9922 

10730 
31885 
32680 

S042' 

1793 
3960 
1182 
6935 

S04~ 

970 
1547 
762 

3279 

10214 

K+ 

1286 
2728 
923 

4937 
4340 

K+ 

1262 
1846 
1172 
4280 
4150 
9217 
8490 

P04j· 

25.0 
53.6 
7.8 

86.4 

P04J-

6.9 
4.0 
7.5 

18.4 

104.8 

lOG 

NH4+ 

116 
129 
22 

267 

NH4+ 

73 
109 
26 

208 

475 

silica 
17724 
36204 
10937 
64865 
65430 

silica 

8533 
9396 
6956 

24885 
28360 
89750 
93790 

aChemical data from unpublished dalll, l'vlark Williams, UCSB; discharge dala from Dozier el (II .. 
[1989] with inllows adjustcd by ratio of lake outflow/lake inflow as described in lext. Values are in 
moles. Minor inllows were not monitored in winter. 
bWilliam,l'. [1991]. 
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1991]. Additional loading in the form of dry deposition was added by multiplying annual values of dry 

deposition (Table 3.4.1) at the watershed by a (rounded) 120 ha watershed area and then doubled to 

obtain values for the two-year period. 

The difference between the two-year total flux in streamflow solutes (Table 4.3.2) and the two

year total wet deposition (Table 4.3.3) and dry deposition (Table 3.4.1) for six species arc shown in 

Table 4.3.5. 

In addition to the mineral weathering reactions suggested in Section 3.3.3, four other mineral 

weathering reactions and two nitrogen reactions were considered for trdnsforming wet and dry deposi

tion into inflow stream concentrations. These reactions included: 

l. biotite -) vermiculite 

2K2(Mg3Fe3)AI2Si6020(0H)4 (s) + 12H20 = 

(Mg3Fe3)AI4Sis020(0H)4 .8 H20 (s) + 4 K+ + 3 Mg2+ + 3 Fc2+ + 7 H4Si04 - 16 H+ 

1a. AIIowing for oxidation of the Fe(II) and precipitation as goethite gives: 

3 Fe2+ + l.502 + 3 H20 = 3 Fe(0H)3 (s) + 3W 

2 K2(Mg3Fe3)AI2Si6020(0H)4 (s) + l.502 + 15 H20 = 

(Mg3Fe3)AI4Sis020(0H)4 .8 H20 (s) + 4 K+ + 3 Mg2+ + 3 Fe(0H)3 (s) + 7 H4Si04 - 19 W 

2. albite -) kaolinite 

2 NaAlSi30S (s) + 9 H20 = 
AI2Si20S(0H)4 +2Na+ +4H4Si04 -2H+ 

3. anorthite -) kaolinite 

4. kaolinite -) gibbsite 

In doing a similar analysis for ELW stream-water samples, Clow [1987] used a composite plagioclase 

(NaO.76CaO.24 AI 1.24 Sh.760S (s», but noted that observed samples ranged in solution from albite to 

anorthite. 

To estimate the extent of ammonia a~sirnilation and nitrification, reactions involving N were also 

included in the analysis. 
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Table 4.3.3: Reported and calculated species loadings in wet deposition. 

WY-1986 

Source 

Calculated a 15362 2486 635 5328 2864 12959 10704 11272 4301 

Reported b 15360 2100 600 4920 2760 10440 10200 9720 3900 

WY-1987 

Source 

Calculated Q 6021 2622 885 3629 901 13694 2754 11494 4695 

Reportedb 6960 3240 1080 4080 1200 16560 3240 13680 5640 

2-ycar total 

Source 

Calculated a 21383 5108 1520 8957 3765 26653 13458 22766 8996 

Reported b 22320 5340 1680 9000 3960 27000 13440 23400 9540 

aFrom data in Appendix Tables A3.2.1 and A3.2.2 with event precipitation adjusted to malch published 

monthly values in Table 3.2.1. 

bDala from Table 2 of lI'illiams ami Melack. [199/0]. Values arc in moles (120 ha)-I, 



Table 4.3.4: Analysis of watershed fluxes and possible mineral weathering reactions. 

Source HCO:3 Ca2+ 

streamflo~ 61393 31809 

wet dep.b -21383 5108 
dry dep.e -582 2523 

"weathering"d 83358 24178 

biotite -> vermiculite 25606 

residual 57752 

albite -> kaolinite 19333 

residual 38419 

anorthite -> kaolinite 48356 24178 

residual -9937 0 

kaolinite -> gibbsite 

residual 

NH4 + assimilation -29430 

residual 19493 

N03 - assimilation" 4414 

residual 15079 0 

Values are in moles for a two year (WY-86 WY-87) period. 

QTable 4.3.2 

bTable 4.3.3 

cTable 3.4.1, adjusted for two years and 120 ha 

d streamflow less wet and dry deposition 

Mg2+ 

6519 

1520 

956 

4043 

4043 

0 

0 

C back reactions, eqn. 2.10 followed by forward reaction of eqn. 2.9 

Na+ 

31885 

8957 

3595 

19333 

19333 

0 

0 

K+ N~+ 

9217 475 

3765 26653 

-0 3252 

5452 -29430 

5391 

61 

-29430 

0 

61 0 

N03-

23039 

22766 

4687 

-4414 

-4414 

0 

silica 

89750 

0 

0 

89570 

9434 

80136 

38666 

41470 

41470 

0 

0 

>o 
\0 
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Table 4.3.5: Mass of species and model parameters used for mineral weathering. a 

Value H+ Ca2+ Mg2+ Na+ K+ Si02 cation 

mol (2 yrr l 70766 24178 4043 19333 5452 89570 27147 

mold-1 97.0 33.0 5.5 26.5 7.5 123.0 38.0 

k2 3.00 1.00 0.17 0.83 0.23 3.80 1.20 

aValues are in moles representing the dilTerence belween slreamnow nux (Table 4.3.2) and the sum or 

wet deposition nux (Table 4.3.3) and dry deposition nux (Table 3.4.1) on (120 harl. H+ here was com

puted from the following values in Table 4.3.4: 1) the negative of HeO). 2) plus two times silica 

(because silica is input as Si03-). 3) minus NH4 + (because alkalinity from ammonia assimilation is 

added oUlSide of mineral weathering computations). and 4) plus N03 - (because N03 - conversion 10 

NH4 + and subsequent assimilation is computed oUlSide of mineral weathering t:OmpuLations). The 

upper two lines are whole watershed values. The bottom line has parameters (eqn. 2.R) which when 

multiplied by [H+]O.16. 10-6• and 1112 of soil particle surface for the whole watershed givcs thc valuc in 

line 2 expressed in mmol d- I if [H+] is equal to the mean soil value of 10-5.5. The column labeled 

"cation" is a dummy valuc added to obtain charge balance. 
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5. The net reaction for ammonia assimilation is: 

For uptake of nitrate, nitrate was first converted to NH4 + followed by the ammonia assimilation reac

tion above; this is the reverse of eqn. 2.10: 

6. Nitrate conversion to NH4 + prior to assimilation is expressed by: 

Ammonia assimilation produces one mole of H+ per mole of N~ + consumed, while the net effect of 

N03 - conversion to N~ + followed by assimilation of N~ + is the loss of one mole of H+ per mole of 

N03- . 

Garrels and MacKenzie [1967] adjusted their computations using the assumption that watershed 

contributions of CI- and S042- were from sea salt and CaS04(s), respectively. They subtracted 

amounts of Na+ and Cl- equal to the Cl- concentration and subtracted amounts of Ca2+ and S042-

equal to the S042- concentration before weathering contributions were estimated. However, when the 

two years of Emerald Lake watershed data were lumped together, the CI- contribution from soils was 

negative (Le. the watershed acted as a sink for CI- during this period), and the S042- contributed by 

precipitation was nearly twice as great as the amount of Ca2+ in preCipitation (Table 4.3.3). The adjust

ment used by Garrels and MacKenzie [1967] was not used here because the Na+ could not be adjusted, 

and the Ca2+ adjustment was questionable. 

To estimate the total moles of species attributable to mineral weathering and nitrogen reactions, 

the loadings to the watershed from wet deposition (Table 4.3.3) and dry deposition (Table 3.4.1) were 

subtracted from loadings in streamflow (Table 4.3.2). These data differ from those used in a previous 

analysis (Section 3.3.3) by the inclusion of dry deposition, the addition of nitrogen data, and by the 

computational methods used to estimate wet deposition and streamflow loadings (this Section). Reac

tions (1) - (4) and the nitrogen reactions were applied stepwise to the moles of species attributed to 

mineral weathering and nitrogen reactions in the following order: 

1. All Mg2+ was assumed to come from biotite to vermiculile weathering, depending on which was 

limiling. 

2. All Na+ was assumed to corne from albite to kaolinite weathering. 
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3. All Ca2+ was assumed to come from anorthite to kaolinite weathering. 

4. The remaining Si02 was assumed to come from kaolinite to gibbsite weathering. 

5. The decrease in NIL! + from snowpack to stream was attributed to NIL! + assimilation. 

6. Nitrate decrease was attributed to conversion to N}4 + followed by assimilation of NH4 + . 

The results of these computations are shown in Table 4.3.4.-Note that the sum of these reactions leaves 

a residual value of 15,079 moles of HC03 (equal to negative H+ computationally). This suggests that 

the reactions used do not account for this excess HC03 that was observed in streamflow, which 

amounts to 18 percent of the total HC03 attributed to mineral weathering ( 83358 moles) in this 

analysis. In contrast, when the nitrogen reactions (5 and 6, above) are added to the reactions proposed 

by Williams (1991) (Section 3.3.3) and applied to this data, 26,839 moles of HC03 in streamflow are 

not explained (this computation is not shown); this error is 32 percent of the total attributed to mineral 

weathering. 

Neither the weathering reactions proposed here or those suggested previously (Section 3.3.3) 

may be categorically said to be an accurate description of those reactions taking place on thc 

watershed. It is also not p03siblc to assumc that onc set of weathering reactions is better than the other, 

except that perhaps those used here do a better job in describing sources of silica. Selecting one set as 

more accurate presupposes that the data used have the accuracy required to permit the selection to be 

made. However, the species loadings in wet deposition have a positive bias in charge balance ranging 

betwecn 1.27 and 1.44 these years (Section 3.2); this error alone may account for the calculated resi

dual HC03 from either described method. In addition, the method itself ignores contributions to alka

linity caused by cation exchange; one implicit assumption is that moles of exchangeable cations were 

identical at the beginning and end of the analyzed period, which cannot be proven. Assuming weather

ing accounts for the species present in the streamflow is tantamount to assuming no acidi fication of the 

watershed is occurring during the years studied. 

From the perspective of the mOdel, the exact weathering reactions occurring are of no conse

quence. Required inputs in the form of kinetic reaction parameters simply must reproduce the net effect 

of the sum of the weathcring reactions. For the purposes of model testing, I made the assumption that 

the moles of major cations, silica, and alkalinity from weathering were those obtained by subtracting 

loadings in wet and dry deposition from those in streamflow (Table 4.3.5). The H+ value used (Table 

4.3.5) includes HC03 (-H+), two times the moles of silica (because silica is input as Si03-, and was 
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further adjusted to remove the effect of nitrogen reactions which are accounted for separately within 

the model (Section 2.2.3); the values incorporated into this H+ are all taken from the "weathering" line 

in Table 4.3.5. Selection of the parameters used to model nitrogen reactions is described in Chapter 5. 

Dissolution of soil minerals depends on fractional-order, bulk-phase hydrogen-ion activity 

[Schnoor and Stumm, 1986]. Observed dependence of weathering on fractional order hydrogen ion 

activity is the absolute value of the slopes of the relationships in Figure 3.3.6. Three of the four curves 

in Figure 3.3.6 have very similar slopes, and the fourth is missing some data. The value used for model

ing was the mean of these four slopes (0.16); the slopes were determined by linear regression. The 

mean soil pH was 5.44 in upper horizons and 5.58 in the lower horizons; the average pH from all 189 

lysimeter samples was 5.50. 

The moles of species attributed to weathering were converted to moles per day, and then to fac

tors that would return that value of mol d-1 when multiplied by the entire surface area of soil particles 

on the watershed and the value of H+ raised to the 0.16 power at pH = 5.50 (Table 4.3.5). The particle 

surface area used for this computation was made assuming the specific surface of the soil and talus was 

1.2 m2 g-l; the specific surface value used is slightly greater than that for a pure silt, thereby represent

ing a soil with a minimal amount of clay present [Foth and Turk, 1972]. Because this assumed specific 

surface value was used only for estimating parameters for mineral weathering, its value is of conse

quence only in their determination (eqn. 2.8). A different specific surface value would have resulted in 

different parameters but the same calculated weathering rates because the parameters function in con

nection with the specific surface values entered in the initial condition files (Appendix D). 

4.4 Dry Deposition 

Data for periods without on-site dry deposition measurements were estimated by relationships 

between the on-site data and observations collected at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Administration (NOAA) site located at Wolverton. 

The Wolverton data were summed for all of 1987, monthly for 1987, and for the period July 15 

through September 10, 1987 (the period coinciding with measurements at Emerald Lake) with linear 

interpolation where necessary. In addition, total S as S04 2- was determined as the sum of S02 and 

5042-, and total N as N03 - was determined as the sum of N03 - and HN03 after adjustment for 

atomic weights (Table 3.4.2). 
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The fraction of total annual sulfur (ST) observed at Wolverton betwecn July 15 and September 

10 (0.321) was assumed to be the same as that Emerald Lake. The monthly fraction of total annual sul

phur was used to estimate total annual deposition of all particulate species on the Emerald Lake basin. 

These species included all but N03 -. The total estimated deposition of each particulate species at 

Emerald Lake during the same 57-day period was divided by this period's fraction of annual from the 

Wolverton site to obtain estimated annual deposition on the Emerald Lake basin. This annual estimate 

was used for both water-years 1986 and 1987. Annual values were distributed monthly with the same 

pattern as that observed for ST at Wolverton in 1987 (Table 4.4.1). Nitrate deposition on the basin was 

estimated in the same manner using the 57-day fraction of N03T- and the monthly distribution of 

N03T- (Table 3.4.2). Charge balance for each month was obtained by adding an unknown organic 

anion. 

Observations of Bylnerowicz and O/szyk [1988] comparing teflon-coated and un-coated native 

pines might be construed as implying that deposition rate is independent of the deposition surface. 

However, this leaves open the question of potentially varying deposition rates on dry surfaces versus 

open water or a snowpack. In addition, the amount of vegetative surface available for deposition varies 

with season of growth and snow cover. Because Bylnerowicz and O/szyk [1988] measured deposition 

rates on vegetative surfaces, the dry deposition estimates in Table 4.4.1 efTectively are mass per unit 

area of vegetative surface. Because vegetation was sparse and often snow covered, and because dry 

deposition appears to be a small part of total loading, the rates shown in Table 4.4.1 were applied to the 

subunit areas rather than vegetative surface areas. lL is believed this approximation is not of major 

consequence to modeled results, though additional work with dry deposition may be warranted. 

4.5 PET and Sublimation 

Evaporation from the lake and stream surfaces was modeled at the rate given for lakes, and 

potential evapotranspiration (PET) for other subunits used published values of PET, pan evaporation, 

or lake evaporation as described in section 3.5 (Figure 3.1.1). 

No data were available to directly address maximum rates of evapotranspiration (ET) relative to 

PET from soil and talus horizons (Section 2.2.5). These values were eventually set by litting (Chapter 

5), but initially the peak rate of ET from the soil's surface horizon was set equal to PET at saturation, 

while the lower soil horizon's peak rate of ET was set to 30 percent of PET. On the upper horizon of 



Table 4.4.1: Estimatcd monthly dry dcposition at Emcrald Lakc. a 

Mont11 H+ Ca2+ Mcr2+ 
b 

Na+ Fc3+ NH4+ S04 2- Cl- P04
3- N03- Anion 

Oct 0.053 0.231 0.088 0.330 0.034 0.298 0.066 0.112 0.018 0.176 0.947 

Nov 0.044 0.189 0.072 0.270 0.028 0.244 0.054 0.092 0.014 0.156 0.766 

Dec 

I 
0.032 0.137 0.052 0.195 0.020 0.176 0.039 0.066 0.010 0.254 0.413 

Jan 0.029 0.126 0.048 0.180 0.019 0.163 0.036 0.061 0.010 0.098 0.516 
I 

Feb 0.044 0.189 0.072 0.270 0.028 0.244 0.054 0.092 0.014 1.152 -0.230 

Mar 0.053 0.231 0.088 0.330 0.034 0.298 0.066 0.112 0.018 0.996 0.127 

Apr 0.184 0.799 0.303 1.139 0.119 1.030 0.228 0.388 0.061 1.504 2.383 

May 0.187 0.809 0.307 1.154 0.121 1.043 0.231 0.393 0.062 1.758 2.180 

Jun 0.533 2.312 0.876 3.296 0.345 2.981 0.661 1.123 0.177 3.222 8.023 

Jul 0.528 2.291 0.869 3.266 0.342 2.954 0.655 1.113 0.175 3.808 7.338 

Aug 0.439 1.902 0.721 2.712 0.284 2.453 0.544 0.924 0.146 3.652 5.600 

Sep 0.308 1.335 0.506 1.903 0.199 1.721 0.381 0.648 0.102 2.929 3.566 

Ycar 2.434 10.551 4.002 15.045 1.573 13.605 3.015 5.124 0.807 19.705 31.629 

a Values are mol ha-1• Estimated as describcd in lcxt from 29 day pcriod of on-sitc obscrvation (Tablc 3.4.1) through corrclation wim annual rccord 

from NOAA sitc at Wolverton. "Anion" is organic anion required to obtain chargc balancc. 

...... .... 
Vl 
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talus, ET at saturation was initially set equal to PET, and ET was set to zero on the lower horizon. The 

zero ET from the lower talus horizon was chosen to ensure that drainage could continue to provide 

streamflow as observed in late water-year 1987. The choice of a less-than-maximum potential ET from 

the lower soil horizon was based on assumptions such as shallow rooting depths of some plants and 

protection from the overlying soil layer. 

The ARM also reduces ET from soils to less than PET when soil water content is below satura

tion. This is accomplished through a two-part, piecewise-linear function that allows ET from soils to 

equal PET at saturation (<1»,20 percent of ET at the water content where unsaturated hydraulic conduc

tivity reaches zero (ar ), and zero percent of PET at the soil's wilting point (aw ). These values were pre

viously described (Sections 3.3,4.3, Table 3.3.3). 

The AHM permits separate interception constants for canopy-rainfall, canopy-snowfall, and 

litter-rainfall interception. No on-site data were available to estimate these values; they were set based 

on values from the literature. Comparative literature values for a 2.5 cm storm include values for 

meadow grass (0.28 cm) and pine (0.64 cm) [Wigham. 1970], and meadow grass (0.2cm) [Linsley el al .. 

1975]. Lee [1980] summarized other sources to establish mean interception capacities on coniferous 

forests (0.2 cm) and deciduous forests (0.05 cm). The rainfall litter interception constant was set to 0.2 

cm on soil and talus, and 0.05 cm on rock; initial conditions were set to zero. No other interception 

constants were used. 

4.6 Streamflow and Streamflow Chemical Composition 

Lake outflow and streamflow data were used in optimizing snowmelt estimates as described in 

section 4.1.3. Flow-weighted averages of chemical compositions in intlowing streams were used in 

plots for comparison of modeled and observed concentrations. 

4.7 Lake Data 

Initial lake stage and water storage conditions for October I, 1985 and April 2, 1987 were 

obtained through the use of observed lake discharge (Figure 3.6.1), the stage-discharge curve (Figure 

3.7.1), and lake stage/volume relationships (Table 3.7.1). The values of initial stage and storage 

obtained were 10.432 m and 183890 m3 on October I, 1985, and 10.491 m and 1855201113 on April 2, 

1987, corresponding to discharges of 280 1113 d-1 and 2000 m3 (\-1, respectively. Lake observations 
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showed the lake was isothennal ncar October 1, 1985, so no hypolimnion or ice was present (Figure 

3.7.2). On April 2, 1987 the lake was frozen, with the top of the hypolimnion estimated at a stage of 

7.39 m above the deepest point in the lake (Figure 3.7.2). 

The initial moles of chemical species present in the lake in WY 1986 were computed by multi

plying observed chemical-species concentrations at four depths by lake volumes representative of 

those depths. Chemical concentrations were obtained from unpublished data collected by Dr. John 

Melack of UCSB (Section 3.7) [pers. communicalion, M. Williams. UCSB, 1991]. Weighting volumes 

were obtained from lake stage/volume relationships after chosing a representative range of depths for 

each depth sampled. Chemical mass for October I, 1985 used averaged concentrations from observa

tions of September 24 and October 10, 1985. Concentrations, range of stages applied to each observa

tion of concentrations, weighting volumes, and total moles in the lake are given in Table 4.7.1. Chemi

cal mass for April 2, 1987 used concentrations from observations made on March 31, 1987; the initial 

condition concentrations for the epilimnion were assumed to be those measured at a depth of 1 m from 

the surface, and the hypolimnion concentrations were taken to be the average of the measurements 

made at 4,7, and 9.5 m. The 1987 initial-condition moles were computed by mUltiplying these concen

trations by the volumes of water present in the epilimnion and hypolimnion (54535 m3 and 107,060 

m3 , respectively), which were determined from the stage to the surface of the epilimnion (9.6253 m, 

beneath the ice and snowpack) and the stage of the hypolimnion (7.39 m) and the relationships given in 

table 3.7.1. 

No estimate of lake ice thickness independent of snowpack and water entrained between ice 

layers was available. In 1986, ice was assumed to be zero on November 10 (water-year day (WYD) 

40),30 cm on April 28 (WYD 210), and zero again on August 2 (WYD 306), varying linearly on inter

mediate dates. Dates the lake was frozen were reported by Dozier el al. [1989]. Ice thickness, includ

ing snowpack and entrained water, was about I m on April 2, 1987 [Melack el al., 1989]. The 

watershed-average snowpack was 59.8 cm on that date, so the ice cover independent of the snowpac..:k 

was taken to be 40.2 cm April 2 (WYD 184) going linearly to zero on May 20, 1987 (WYD 232), the 

first date the lake was completely thawed [Dozier el al .• 1989]. 

Water temperature profile plots from the lake (Figure 3.7.2) were used to estimate the location of 

the hypolimnion surface within the lake. To represent the effect of water settling from the surface to 

erode the hypolimnion from the bottom up, the hypolimnion's surface was moved toward the lake 



Tablc4.7.1: Lakcchcmical initial condition data forOctobcr 1,1986. a 

Jlcq I-I 

mol/lakc 

Jlcql-I 

mol/lakc 

0.416 0.189 22.22 4.04 12.42 

76.44 34.72 2043.35 371.30 2284.18 

Silica 

0.028 2.68 2.81 6.13 27.91 

1.687 492.45 516.59 563.84 5131.69 

Lake stages and volumes applied to each initial-condition 
chemistry sample in computing average lake concentration 

Sampled 

depth, m 

1.0 

4.0 

7.0 

9.5 

Lake 

stages 

10.432-8.5 

8.500-4.5 

4.500-2.5 

2.500-0.0 

Incremental 
volume, m3 

51405 

79480 

33844 

19161 
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3.13 

575.06 

Anion 

5657.919 

aFrom John Mclack, UCSB, unpublished data. "Jleq I-I" arc the volume-weightcd averages of Sept. 24 

and OCL. 10, 1985 observations at several depths. Volumes for the range of depths applied to each sam
ple used depth/arca rclationships from Table 3.7.1 with linear interpolation. "mol/lake" are the moles in 

the entire lake with 183890 1113 of water. "Anion" is organic anion added to balance charge. 
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surface just before spring and fall turnover (Figure 4.7.2); how this affects mixing is described in Sec

tion 2.2.7. 

Generation of ANC within the lake was taken to be 3.25 eq day-l the mean of two previously 

reported values; these were 2.64 and 3.87 eq day-l (Section 3.7). For lack of better information, this 

ANC was assumed to have the same species distribution as that used for mineral weathering (Section 

4.3.3). The values initially added to the lake as sources in the source/sink input file to obtain this ANC 

included 1) 2.12 moles of H+, 2) 0.707 moles of Ca2+, 3) 0.12 moles of Mg2+, 4) 0.163 moles of K+, 5) 

0.586 moles of Na+, and 6) 2.685 moles of SiO~-; 0.847 moles of an unknown cation were added to 

maintain charge balance. When in-lake nitrogen reactions were modeled, the resulting ANC from these 

reactions was considered to be an addition to the 3.25 cq day-l of ANC always used. 

Observed epilimnion concentrations used in plotting against modeled lake epilimnion concentra

tions were computed as the average of measured observations at depths between the top of the hypo

limnion and the bottom of the lake ice at each date (Figure 4.7.2, Table 4.7.2). 

4.8 Flow Routing 

No data were available concerning the routing of water within the watershed. Detailed data 

would be of limited use given the way soil, rock, and talus subunits were lumped together from a large 

group of discontiguous parcels on the watershed. Flow routing within the watershed effectively 

becomes a parameter to fit. The model was run using data representing the watershed as one soil 

subunit, one talus subunit, one rock subunit, one stream subunit, and one lake, though during water

year 1987 the talus subunit was split during model fitting (Chapter 5). Flows leaving soil and talus 

were all routed to the single stream subunit. Initially, flow from the rock subunit was split with 5 per

cent routed to the strC<lm, with the remainder evenly divided between talus and soil. This division was 

based on comments of other researchers, and by previous work done during model development. The 

first fitting run of the model resulted in changing the fraction of flow routed from the rock to the stream 

(bypassing soils) to zero (Section 5.2). All modeled inflow to the lake came from the stream. 
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Table 4.7.2: Range of lake stages used in averaging observed concentrations for plots.a 

WY86 

date hypolimnion ice epilimnion 
YYMMDD WYD stageb bOllomc ranged 

851010 10 0.0 10.5 0.0 - 10.5 
851025 25 0.0 10.5 0.0 - 10.5 
851120 51 7.5 10.2 0.3 - 3.0 
851211 72 7.5 9.75 0.75 - 3.0 
860107 99 7.5 9.72 0.80 - 3.0 
860203 126 7.5 9.34 1.0 - 3.0 
860414 196 3.5 7.77 2.8 - 7.0 
860502 214 3.5 7.82 2.8 - 7.0 
860506 218 3.5 7.83 2.8 - 7.0 
860518 230 3.5 7.93 2.5 - 7.0 
860525 237 3.5 8.08 2,4 - 7.0 
860610 253 3.5 8.55 2.0 - 7.0 
860627 270 6.6 9.12 1.4 - 3.9 
860702 275 7.5 9.29 1.2 - 3.0 
860716 289 9.5 9.84 0.7 - 1.0 
860729 302 0.0 10.31 0.2 - 9.5 
860813 317 5.5 10.5 0.0 - 5.0 
860902 337 5.5 10.5 0.0 - 5.0 
860916 351 0.0 10.5 0.0 - 10.5 

WY87 

861008 8 0.0 0.0 0.0 - 10.5 
861029 29 0.0 0.0 0.0 - 10.5 
861202 63 5.3 ND 1.0 - 5.2 
870225 148 7.5 ND 1.0 - 3.0 
870331 182 7.5 9.50 1.0 - 3.0 
870421 203 6.3 9,46 1.0 - 4.2 
870505 217 5.5 9.76 1.0 - 5.0 
870521 233 0.0 10.5 0.0 - 10.5 
870604 247 5.5 10.5 0.0 - 5.0 
870625 268 5.5 10.5 0.0 - 5.0 
870710 283 5.5 10.5 0.0 - 5.0 
870722 295 3.5 10.5 0.0 - 7.0 
870805 309 3.5 10.5 0.0 - 7.0 
870819 323 3.5 10.5 0.0 - 7.0 
870902 337 0.0 10.5 0.0 - 10.5 
870916 351 0.0 10.5 0.0 - 10.5 

aThe simple averagcs of observations within this range of lake stages were used in plots (Section 5,4). 
This assumes a constant lOtal lake dcpth of 10.5 m and ice and snow depths from Figure 4.7.2. 
b Hypolimnion stagc is nleasurcd from the deepest point in the lake. 
cThe ice ballom is measured from the dcepest point in the lakc; this value is 10.5 m minus cstimatcd 
snowpack, snowpack free water, and ice thickness adjustcd for the dcnsity of ice (0.92 g cm-3 ). 

dThesc valucs are the rangcs of potcntial sample depths considered for inclusion in determining the 
mcan epilimnion concentrations; samples typically did not include the entire range. 
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Chapter 5 

MODEL FITTING AND SENSITIVITY 

Fitting a large, multi-parameter model to available data can prove to be difficult. Initial parame

ter estimation is aided by the availability of an excellent data set, such as that collected at Emerald 

Lake (Section 3). However, while available data help define initial parameter estimates, they can 

hinder obtaining a model fit. For example, given measured snow cover, initial areal distribution of 

snowpack water equivalent, rainfall, and potential evapotranspiration and sublimation, can physically 

realistic snowmelt rates be determined that reproduce measured streamflow subject to the constraints 

of water balance, snow cover, and snowpack depth? With perfectly error-free data the answer is yes, 

but real-world data arc never error-free. Assuming that some data errors arc a given, if a water-balance 

subject to all data constraints cannot be obtained, which data arc best manipulated by the modeler? 

In hydrologic modeling, data errors arc at least partially additive. Consider a case where a given 

watershed subunit receives 2 m of snow-water equivalent (SWE), loses 0.2 m of SWE to sublimation, 

and has soil capable of storing .2 m of water. Assume that measurement error of snowfall and snow

covered area (SCA) arc both 10 percent, and errors in the estimation of sublimation, soil water holding 

capacity, and the ratio of soil-water drainage to evapotranspiration (ET) arc all 20 percent. If all meas

urement errors arc negative, the total error is incremented as follows: 1) 0.2 m for snowfall (2 x 0.1),2) 

0.18 m for SCA (1.8 m x 0.1), 3) 0.02 m for sublimation (0.2 m x 0.1),4) 0.04 m for soil storage (0.2 

m x 0.2), and 5) 0.04 m for ET/drainage. These errors total 0.48 m in the total water balance, or a 24 

percent total error relative to precipitation. 

Errors in geochemical data and assumptions based on that data probably excecd errors in hydro

logic data. In the case of Emerald Lake data, charge-balance errors in water samples averaged as much 

as 40 percent in some years, and attempted corrections to these errors could account for only one half 

of the toull (Section 3). The worst-case scenario for observed errors in charge balance would be a 

measurement error in one major species accounting for the total error. Estimation of kinetic reaction 

rates is markedly less precise; laboratory measurements of mineral weathering rates arc sOllie 40 times 

greater than estimates based on field data (Sections 3.3.3, 4.3.3). Furthermore, the apparently reason

able assumption that differences between species concentrations in precipitlltion and streamllow rellcct 

long term average mineral weathering rates ignores the effects of cation exchange. Though the two 
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years of data used here may represent extremes in the range of wet precipitation, it does not necessarily 

follow that the chemical species exported in streamflow also represent extremes, or that the average 

export of species for the two years is approximately equal to the long-tenn mean. 

Geochemical modeling may be even more problematical than geochemical data collection. The 

chemical speciation/equilibration model used in this effort is based on equilibrium chemistry and is 

running on a daily time step, while some of the geochemical reactions occurring on the watershed may 

require months or years to reach equilibrium, if in fact equilibrium ever occurs given dynamic 

watershed conditions. Modeled kinetic reaction rates can be no better than the data used to develop 

them, and kinetic reactions on the watershed may be influenced by factors that have been overlooked. 

When hydrologic and geochemical modeling are combined, the potential for error in the com

bined output may be greater than the sum of errors in the individual model components. Output error 

may be masked by the tendency of one parameter to cancel the effects of another. For example, species 

concentrations in streamflow may be increased by increasing the rate of drainage from the soil relative 

to surface runoff, or by increasing the species concentrations in soil water. Soil drainage rates are 

affected by flow routing to the soil from rock or other soils, snowmelt rate, soil-moisture/drainage rela

tionships, evapotranspiration (ET), and infiltration rate. Concentrations in soils are affected by cation 

exchange, ET, weathering rates, and the net effect of all factors affccting soil drainage rate. An analogy 

to model fitting may be made with the game of billiards. A particular set of parameters may result in 

accurate modeling of streamflow rate while water storage and outflow relationships in various 

watershed subunits may be grossly in error but are ignored; this is analogous to shooting a billiard ball 

into a chosen pocket while ignoring the other balls on the table. Another set of parameters may result 

in accurate estimation of streamflow rate while accurately modeling hydrologic relationships in all 

watershed subunits; this is analogous to getting all the billiard balls with one shot. A set of parameters 

that accurately models stream II ow rate, streamllow chemistry, and water and biogeochemical relation

ships in all watershed subunits is analogous to shooting all the balls from several tables with one shot; 

finding that set of parameters may be equally difficult. 

The procedure for fitting a complex model cannot be pre-defined. Interrelationships between 

parameters may require refilting of parameters that were previously fit without regard for the influence 

of the last-fit parameter. The procedure that was used here was to obtain a near-best possible fit to the 

hydrologic daul, followed by fitting the chemical daw. IL was anticipated that the hydrological 
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parameters would require refitting after fitting the chemical parameters. 

The fitting and testing of the model reported here came at the culmination of model develop

ment, a process that required some five man-years of work. Initially, it was assumed that the model 

would be fit to the water-year 1986 (WY 86) data, and then tested on data from WY 87. Most of the 

model development work was done using WY 86 data, during the course of which parameters control

ling the rate of chemical elution from the snowpack were determined. After model development was 

complete, it became apparent that the presence of a snowpack through the end of the water year and 

minimal rainfall during WY 86 made using WY 86 data impractical for fitting. It would be impossible 

to estimate soil water and soil-solution chemistry (no solution-chemistry data were available for talus) 

relationships based on streamflow given a relatively large, unknown quantity of snowmelt-generated 

streamflow and few rainfall events. Therefore the WY 87 data were used for fitting and the WY 86 data 

were used for model testing. It also should be noted that the data available for WY 87 arc less than 

ideal for fitting; the period with data is short, and very-late-season snowpack and snow-cover arc 

largely unknown. 

The goals of fitting the model included determining its adequacy and sensitivity, and to test the 

limits of available data. This will help determine what if any additional work is needed either in model 

development or data collection to help guide future research. Because the primary purpose of the 

model is to determine the eITects of various inputs on the chemistry of watershed outflow, fitting of 

hydrologic parameters was done with an extra degree of freedom over that which would be used in typ

ical hydrologic modeling for flow-prediction purposes. Snowmelt rates were forced to duplicate 

streamflow given the other parameters in the model (Section 2, Appendix B subroutine MAKEMEL2), 

and minor adjustments to precipitation estimates were made to ensure water balance. Minor adjust

ments made to input data may be justified based on uncertainties in available data (e.g. basin-wide pre

cipitation and potential ET) or missing data (e.g. late-season SeA or solution chemistry in talus); all 

data adjustments made during fitting arc described in subsequent sections. Minor precipitation adjust

ments were required to optimize snowmelt rates (Section 5.1.1; Appendix B, subroutines MAKEMELT, 

MAKEMEL2). 
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5.1 Hydrologic fitting 

With the data available, the course of action for hydrologic fitting was to 1) estimate late season 

snow-cover, 2) optimize snowmelt rates based on precipitation data and snow-covered area, 3) check 

initial results to determine apparent problems and model sensitivity, and 4) adjust hydrologic parame-
• 

ters, routing, snow cover, and perhaps precipitation (if nceded for water balance), and 5) iterate 

through items 1 - 4 until a reasonable set of parameters provided output that was close to available 

data. 

While a number of parameters can affect the hydrologic fit, only a few were adjusted. The two 

snowpack free water storage and drainage parameters (Section 2.2.1) could not be adjusted based on 

fitting to outflow, because any change in the parameters was compensated for by the snowmelt optimi

zation routine. Parameters that were adjusted included the maximum fraction of potential evapotran

spiration (PET) that can occur as ET from each soil horizon, lake, or stream (Section 2.2.5), the param-

eter N that controls the shape of the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity curve from the bottom soil hor

izon (Section 2.2.3), "saturated hydraulic conductivity" of the boltom soil horizon (Section 2.2.3), 

between-subunit flow routing, and the water content where hydraulic conductivity approaches zero. 

Other parameters were not adjusted in hydrologic fitting primarily because data were available to fit 

them independently of modeled discharge. 

5.1.1 Rough fitting and initial sensitivity 

The response of observed lake discharge to a rainfall event that occurred on August 3 (WYD 

307) led to the assumption that some snowpack remained on the watershed through August 16 (WYD 

320) in 1987 (Section 4.l.l). This assumption resulted in extrapolating snow-covered area (SCA) esti

mates almost two months beyond the last field observation of SCA, which was June 17 (WYD 260). 

The length of this extrapolated period and the uncertainty as to the presence or absence of snow near 

the end of this period made accurate fitting of soil drainage parameters through the use of streamflow 

data impossible, though fitting was attempted anyway under the assumption that the snowpack was 

accurately modeled. If snow existed later than assumed, the estimated rate of decrease in soil drainage 

with time would be underestimated because of the contributions from the snowpack. Additional con

founding factors included evaporation from the lake and stream surfaces, which appeared (based on 

modeled outputs) to be a significant fraction of streamflow during low-Ilow periods. 
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SnowmelL rates were estimated with the two-step automated optimization procedure included in 

the model (Section 2.2.1). While this procedure provides snowmelt rates that will cause modeled 

discharge to closely approximate observed flows, it eliminates snowpack drainage parameters from 

consideration; in the majority of cases, discharge will be reproduced almost exactly with any reason

able set of snowpack drainage parameters. 

The first step in the analysis was to estimate snowmelt distribution with "option 1" of the 

automated snowmelt procedure. This was done with the snowpack drainage parameters set to hold no 

frcc water, maximum ET fractions set to 0.8 and 0.4 on upper and lower soil horizons, and 0.7 and 0.2 

on upper and lower talus horizons, "saturated hydraulic conductivity" set to 1.862 cm on the bottom 

horizon of both talus and soil, and the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity shape function parameter N 

set to 1.45 on the upper soil and talus horizons, and to 3.0 on lower soil and talus horizons. The WY 87 

observed lake discharges seldom were more than three times the observed lake inflows (Section 3.6); 

consequently, these data were used for snowmelt estimation without modification. This provided a rea

sonably good fit to the data, though early spring discharge was under-estimated (Figure 5.1.1a); accom

plishing this fit required temporarily lowering the average snowpack initial condition to a water 

equivalent of 57.5 cm from 59.8 cm. The subunit melt rate factors (Section 2.2.1, Appendix B subrou

tine MAKEMELT) determined during the optimization were 1.0934 on the soil, 0.5251 on the talus, 

0.8819 on the rock, and 0.96 on the lake and stream. The modeled snowpack on each subunit reached 

zero snow-water equivalent (SWE) within 4 or fewer days of the date input SeA for those subunits 

reached zero. 

One problem noted after this run was that streamflow and lake discharge were zero almost 

immediately after the snowpack disappeared. This was believed to be caused by the model structure 

itself. Within the AHM, a subunit may have snow-covered area (SeA) and snow-free area (SFA). 

When the SeA decreases, an area of the subunit previously a part of the SeA is added to the SFA, tak

ing along its fraction of the (previous) total SeA soil water, soil chelllistry, etc. However, these addi

tions are distributed evenly over the entire SFA, because a subunit may have only one SeA and one 

SFA. If the SFA is large relative to the SeA and if it has a low water content due to long-term ET and 

drainage, the water added lllay be insignificant relative to the whole SFA, and soil drainage may not be 

significantly increased on the modeled SFA. In addition, this small addition of water is now subject to 

PET from the cntire SFA, and so may disappear rapidly. To counteract this elTect, the talus subunit 
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(which was believed to have snow later into the season) was split, leaving a 1 ha talus subunit with 

more nearly 100 percent snow cover late into the season, while the remaining talus area was decreased 

by one ha, and it's SeA adjusted to account for the presence of the new 1 ha talus subunit. 

The first snowmelt optimization step (option 1) was repeated to get melt distribution with the 

new talus subunit present; this resulted in relative snowmelt rate factors (Section 2.2.1, Appendix B 

subroutine MAKEMELT) of 1.09,0.55,0.25,0.87,0.96, and 0.96 for the soil, main talus, 1 ha talus. 

rock, stream, and lake subunits, respectively. The low melt rate on the 1 ha talus subunit was a result of 

it's large SeA fraction that remained large until the snow finally disappeared. Once this optimization 

step was accomplished, the second step (option 2) of the optimization process was repeated with 

several different initial SWE values until the date of disappearance of input SeA and modeled SWE 

were again close (Figure 5.l.1b). Once the snowpack was gone (on August 16, WYD 320), lake 

discharge decreased to zero within a few days iii spite of the modifications made (Figure 5.l.lC). This 

was assumed to be caused by ET drying out the soil, effectively reducing the period of drainage. For 

this run, the lower soil horizon's maximum ET had been limited to 10 percent of potential ET, and the 

lower talus horizon did not lose any water to PET; the maximum fraction of PET occurring from upper 

soil and talus horizons was 0.8 and 0.7, respectively. Several additional runs were made with less ET 

permitted from upper soil horizons. Figure S.l.1d shows the modeled late-season lake outflow and 

inflow that resulted from limiting ET from upper soil and talus horizons to 12% of PET while holding 

other parameters constant. 

Based on the modeled outputs shown in Figure S.l.ld, lake evaporation was reduced to 60 per

cent of the estimated value (Section 3.5, Figure 3.l.l). Another model run was made with the second 

snowmelt optimization option to re-fit snowmelt for the entire modeled period with the adjusted ET 

and lake evaporation parameters. This resulted in a nearly perfect fit through most of the snowmelt sea

son (Figure 5.1.2a), and an improved fit during the snow-frec period at the end of the water year (Fig

ure 5.1.2b). Figure 5.1.2b also shows the effect of changing the bottom soil horizon's soil drainage 

parameter N (Section 2.2.3) from 3.0 to 10.0; this output is from an additional run otherwise identical 

to that with adjusted lake evaporation. 

The nature of the snowmelt optimization routine built into the AHM eliminates practically all 

opportunity to acljust parameters related to snowpack drainage. Observed watershed outflow will be 

matched by modeled outflow if a positive daily snowmelt ratc can be found that permits this to occur 
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given the other parameters in use. This causes modeled watershed discharges from separate runs to be 

practically identical throughout most of the snowmelt season even with the use of a relatively large 

range of snowpack drainage parameters, providing that the snowmelt optimization process is run 

separately with each set of these parameters. The effect of snowpack drainage parameters on modeled 

watershed discharge can be seen if snowmelt rates are held constant while the parameters are varied 

between model runs. For example, changing the fraction of the snowpack's free water that drains each 

day from 0.6 to 0.2 causes watershed discharge to lag behind snowmelt on rising hydrograph limbs, 

and remain higher during recession limbs (Figure 5.1.2C). This type of example cannot be used to 

adjust the parameter, though, because the observed and modeled discharges will almost exactly match 

only for the value of the parameter present when the snowmelt rates were estimated; proper fitting of 

these parameters requires an independent estimate of snowmelt rate on each modeled subunit. Once the 

modeled snowpack (and presumably the actual snowpack) is entirely gone, parameters affecting eva

poration rates, soil drainage, and flow routing can be adjusted to good effect. For example, the effect of 

changing the fraction of flow from the rock subunit that is routed directly to the stream from 0.05 to 

0.088 appears to improve late-season discharge estimates (Figure 5.1.2d). The changes made to the soil 

drainage parameter N (Figure 5.1.2b) and the fraction of rock draining to the soil were included in 

fitted parameters, and hydrologic fitting was assumed to be finished. The routing of water from rock 

surfaces was modified later during chemical filting. 

While the fit of modeled discharge obtained with this procedure appears to be extraordinarily 

good through most of the season, it must be recognized that it was obtained by forcing the snowmelt 

rates to create the observed discharge; these melt rates mayor may not always be physically realistic. 

In spite of this, several discrepancies can be observed in this snowmelt-optimized modeled discharge. 

Observed discharges on two days with rainfall (WYD 217 and WYD 251) are too large even with 

snowmelt set to zero (Figure 5.1.2a), and the first few days of the model run also show significant devi

ation from observed flows. TIle cases of excessive modeled discharge with rainfall could indicate 1) the 

release of rainfall through the snowpack should be delayed with snowpack parameters set to retain and 

release free water over time, 2) the watershed's response to rainfall when snow is present cannot be 

exactly modeled with only 4 terrestrial subunits (rock, soil, and two talus subunits), or 3) the 

watershed-wide rainfall was less than observations suggest. The first possibility was examined by mak

ing several runs with varying snowpack-drainage parameters; parameters set to delay drainage from 

the snowpack tended to increase the modeled discharge error because of antecedent conditions leading 
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up to the dates with rainfall. The second possibility, over-simplification of the watershed, includes 

effects such as rainfall falling at low elevations while snow falls on the upper watershed, different 

degrees of snowpack ripening and free-water release at different elevations or locations, pockets of soil 

deeper than the average for the whole watershed, etc. Over-simplification of the watershed through the 

use of the four terrestrial subunits used here (rock, two talus, and one soil subunit) is not merely a pos

sibility, but a certainty, and is probably responsible for most of the lack of fit. However, the quality of 

available data (in particular estimates of SCA, watershed-wide rainfall, lack of division of precipitation 

into rainfall and snowfall with elevation, talus water retention properties, and flow-routing data) was 

believed to preclude a meaningful gain in accuracy through further watershed subdivisions. Addressing 

the third possibility, over-estimation of rainfall, was beyond the scope of this dissertation. 

The final set of adjusted hydrologic parameters are given in Table 5.1.1; the estimated snowmelt 

rates which compliment these parameters are shown in Figure 5.1.3. The fit obtained with these param

eters is that shown in Figures 5.1.2a and 5.1.2d. While it is difficult to fault the model fit obtained, the 

accuracy of these parameters cannot be determined with the data available; the hydrologic fit obtained 

can accurately be described as the result of "knob turning", though in general the parameters used are 

believed to be physically realistic. The maximum fractions of potential ET allowed to occur from soil 

horizons are believed to be low and are probably a result of not including some soil and talus subunits 

deeper than the watershed-average depths used, or may be due to the fact that some soils were frozen 

through most of the summer (Section 3.2.2). Data necded to better define hydrologic parameters are 

described in Chapter 6. 

The hydrologic parameters fit using WY 87 data were used with the WY 86 data to estimate 

snowmelt rates a'i was done for WY 87. However, during WY 86 heavy snowfalls and avalanches fre

quently caused lake OUlllow observations to be much larger than lake inllows. 1b avoid letting these 

discharge values influence snowmelt estimates, the lake discharge values used in optimizing snowmelt 

were set to three times the sum of lake inflows whenever the ratio of observed lake outflow to the sum 

of observed lake inflows exceeded three (Section 3.6, Section 4.3.3). The modeled snowmelt values 

used are given in Figure 5.1.3, and the modeled fit of lake discharge obtained is given in Figure 5.104. 

Peak discharges caused by snowfall and avalanches typically are those sharp pC<lks shown between 

WYD 50 and 150. The modeled peak flows from avalanches appear to match observed peaks quite 

well, though there is often a slight lag between the observed and modeled peaks. The modeled peaks 
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Table 5.1.1: Hydrologic parameter adjustments during model fitting. a 

soil "sat. fraction residual initial 

maximum drainage hydr. of rock's water water 

fraction parameter cond., outflow content, content, 

compartment of PE'rh NC cm d- I d received e e cm3 cm-3/ 
" 

e cm3 cm-3/ , 

soil horizon 1 0.8/0.12 1.45/nc 400.0/nc 0.475/0.456 0.164/0.111 0.3/0.2 

soil horizon 2 004/0.10 3.00/10.0 1.862/7.5 0.475/0.456 0.164/0.111 0.3/0.2 

talus horizon 1 0.7/0.12 1.45/nc 400.0/nc 0.475/0.456 0.188/0.129 0.3/0.2 

talus horizon 2 0.2/0.00 3.0/10.0 1.862/7.5 0.475/0.456 0.188/0.129 0.3/0.2 

stream 1.0/0.60 NA NA 0.050/0.088 NA NA 

lake 1.0/0.60 NA NA 0.000/0.000 NA NA 

aWhen LwO values are shown, they represent original/fit value; nc or a single Illllllbcr indicates no 

change made during model filling, and NA indicates parameters not applicable for a given subunit. 

bmaximum rate of ET from saturated soil relative to wet surface 

C see Section 2.2.3 

d Saturated hydraulic conductivity on upper horizons is a physically based estimate; it is not physically 

based on thc bOllum horizon (here horizon 2) (Sec lion 2.2.3). 

evalues here were subsequently changed during filling of chemistry, such that soil and talus each 

receive one half of runolf frolll rock, and no rock runolf directly enters the stream. 

/ values were adjusted to these newer valucs during chemical filling; initial water contcnt shown is for 

WY-1987 only 
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during this period are generally the result of the (modeled) snowfall displacing water from the lake, 

though the adjustments made to observed outflow data did not entirely eliminate snowmelt contribu

tions to those modeled peaks (Figure 5.1.3). The similarity in the modeled and observed peak heights is 

either coincidence or the result of good assumptions in the model itself coupled with accurate estimates 

of snowfall amount. The offset in the peaks suggests that the dates of snowfall used for modeling arc 

not the same as the actual dates of snowfall occurrence. On one occasion it appears that a major 

snowfall event (40.6 cm SWE on March 19, WYD 170) used for modeling caused no increase in 

observed lake discharge. This suggests that I) this event did not in fact occur, 2) though the model's 

lake responded, the real lake was too loaded with snow for observed lake discharge to respond to the 

additional snowfall, or 3) an equipment failure caused the increase in actual lake discharge to go unno

ticed. 

Significant numbers of small snowmelt events were required throughout the winter of WY 86 in 

order to maintain observed flows (Figure 5.1.3). Some modeled melt was required to maintain reces

sion limbs after avalanches, which may be caused in part by failure to include avalanched snow among 

lake inputs. In other cases it appears that the watershed's winter flows arc simply too high to be main

tained with drainage from the soil and Lalus subunits without additional snowmelt. A small amount of 

winter streamflow during WY 1986 probably is caused by snowmelt occurring at the ground surface, 

an occurrence beyond the capability of the current model formulation. Either ground-surface-induced 

snowmelt or other sources of winter streamflow that are modeled by substitution of additional 

snowmelt can have a signific.mt impact on modeled snowpack chemical elution (Section 5.6.2). 

While fitting the model to streamflow chemistry, three additional hydrologic parameters were 

adjusted; these adjustments arc discussed in Section 5.2. Adjustments included changes to the routing 

of surface runoff from rock surfaces, changes to the soil and talus water contents where hydraulic con

ductivity approaches zero (0,), and initIal condition water contents of soil and talus. 

5.1.2 Water balance 

Obtaining the model fit with (adjusted) observed lake discharge as described above required 

some modification of previously described input values (Section 4), in addition to the specification of 

model parameters. For example, in WY 87 one talus subunit was created which maintained 100 percent 

snow cover through WYD 305 (Section 5.1.1); to maintain this high SCA, this subunit required a 
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substantial increase in it's initial snowpack in addition to a reduced snowmelt rate. The increase in ini

tial condition snow pack can be justified as a redistribulion of snow caused by avalanching from rock 

surfaces. A summary of the final values used and other components of the water balance obtained is 

given in Table 5.1.2. It should be noted that these water balance data were obtained after all hydrologic 

parameters had becn fit; during this fitting, the optimized snowmelt values were not changed, so 

modeled and observed discharges arc not as precise as those shown earlier (Figure 5.1.4), though the fit 

is still very good (Figure 5.1.5). 

5.2 Chemical fitting - streamflow 

Filling the chemistry of the watershed required some significant deviation from strict use of 

available data. In an ideal case, a standard approach would be to fit the modeled soil and talus solution 

chemistry to observed data through the use of thermodynamic parameters, and use the (measured) par

tial pressure of C02 in soils and talus. With the exception of selling partial pressure of C02 for 

streamflow, the streamflow portion of the model would then be ready to run without further adjustment 

or consideration of streamflow observations. However, available data did not permit this approach. 

Data were available and were used to define exchangeable cations, sulfate, and CEC of several 

soils, but similar data for talus were largely lacking, and hence were estimated from a higher elevation, 

less vegetated soil (Section 3.3.2). While a limited number of soil solution chemistry observations were 

available for fitting thermodynamic parameters, similar data were not available for talus (Chapter 4). In 

addition, the soil solution chemistry observations available often had concentrations approximately 

equal to simultaneous observations in streamflow (Figure 5.2.1). 

Discussions with other investigators revealed a consensus that essentially no groundwater flow 

occurs in the basin, and the ionic strength of solution chemistry in the talus should be less than that 

from soils. The watershed was modeled with only three terrestrial subunit types including rock, soil, 

and talus (Seclion 4); these subunits occupied 64.78, 26.85, and 26.87 ha, respectively. Modeled 

streamflow therefore only occurs as a result of 1) drainage from soil and/or talus subunits, 2) surface 

runoff from the rock, soils, or talus, or 3) precipitation or snowpack drainage on the streams or lake. 

Most species concentrations in precipitation, snowpack drainage, surface runolT, and talus drainage are 

low relative to the concentrations of those species in soil drainage; a mixture of waters from these 

sources will have a lower concentration than pure soil drainage. Concentrations in the soil solution 



Table 5.1.2: Modeled water balance after fitting hydrologic parameters and snowmelt.a 

I SWE final date snow- rain- subli- surface soil other 
subuniL J area, I.e., SWE, snow fall, fall, ET, malian, runoff, drain., inputs, 
Lype ha cmb emc gone em em cm em em cmd cme 

-_._- -----

April 2, 1987 - SepL 30, 1987 

soil 26.85 61.63 0.00 8-02 1.50 11.79 11.28 4.82 22.88 105.65 66.10 
talus 1 25.87 81.4 1 0.00 7-22 2.22 11.79 6.05 5.91 29.59 126.84 71.02 
talus 2 1.00 171.63 0.00 8-19 2.22 11.79 2.40 7.65 22.19 217.78 62.47 
rock 64.78 48.91 0.00 8-02 1.20 11.79 0.67 4.53 56.72 NA 0.00 
stream 0.05 62.17 0.00 5-20 1.50 11.79 30.08 5.18 154795.50 NA 154755.33 
lake 2.85 62.17 0.00 5-20 1.50 11.79 30.17 5.18 2707.47 NA 2715.71 
whole 
watershed 121.40 59.98 0.00 8-19 1.50 11.79 4.88 4.93 63.56 NA NA 

--- ,- --

Oet. 1, 1985 - Sept. 30, 1986 

soil 26.85 0.00 14.67 NA 273.71 5.83 5.73 44.09 69.02 354.11 209.74 
talus 26.87 0.00 23.76 NA 402.82 5.83 2.76 51.39 319.87 219.61 209.59 
roek 64.78 0.00 11.19 NA 222.07 5.83 0.24 42.74 173.87 0.00 0.00 
sLream 0.05 0.00 0.00 8-2 271.13 5.83 14.53 44.44 517348.55 0.00 517130.55 
lake 2.85 0.00 0.00 8-2 271.13 5.83 14.56 44.44 9286.60 NA NA 
whole 
waLershed 121.40 0.00 14.47 NA 274.67 5.83 2.35 44.99 218.01 NA NA 

a QuantiLative values are in em3 em-2 of the area of the subunit. 
b iniLial snowpack water equivalent including frcc waLer; mean values after SeA adjusLment for SeA of 0.992 on soil, 0.988 on roek, and 0.996 else
where 
C snowpaek water equivalenL remaining SepLember 30 
d soil drainage leaving the subunit, in this ease all going to the stream 
e surfaee runoff and soil drainage received from other subunits 
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therefore must significantly exceed streamflow concentrations for the model to reproduce observed 

streamflow concentrations; they did not (Figure 5.2.1). 

The relatively low ionic strength of the soil solution chemistry data is somewhat surprising. 

Beeause the species flux in streamflow cannot exceed the fluxes in the sum of contributed flows, this is 

not simply a modeling problem, but rather an indication that the soil water delivered to streamflow has 

an ionic strength greater than that measured to date. Giving the data the benefit of the doubt, this sug

gests that higher concentrations were present in (perhaps deeper) un-sampled soils, or that groundwater 

contributions with higher ionic strengths are present. A less likely possibility is that the interaction of 

the streamflow with its channel is responsible for the concentration increase. 

In any case, the soil solution chemistry data had concentrations that were too low for modeling 

streamflow given the assumptions used about groundwater, talus, and watershed subdivisions. For

tunately, observations suggested that snowpack lingering into the late summer in WY 87 was largely 

confined to the talus [pers. communication, M. Williams, UCSB, 1991]. Furthermore, precipitation 

events in late summer through September, 1987, were small enough to be largely retained by dry soils 

on the watershed (Appendix A3.2.1), resulting in little soil water drainage. This led to the assumption 

that soil drainage contributed very little to streamflow during September, 1987, and that streamflow 

was therefore assumed to be similar to the solution chemistry of the talus. Thermodynamic parameters 

for exchangeable bases and sulfate and the partial pressure of C02 in talus were adjusted to match the 

solution chemistry of talus to the acid neutralizing capacity (ANC), pH, and species concentrations in 

September 1987 runoff (Table 5.2.1). This required the use of a partial pressure of C02 equal to 10-2.3 

atrn in talus and 10-2.2 atrn in soils, with a Henry's law constant of 10-1.5 mol I-I atln-I . The partial 

pressure of C02 over streamflow and the lake was set at 10-2.8 atm to obtain the modeled fits shown 

here. This value is approximately 5 times normal atmospheric C02 partial pressures; the fact it was 

required may be due to either the known charge imbalance in some sample concentrations (Chapter 3) 

or perhaps a consistent measurement error in streamllow and lake pH observation. Measurement of pH 

in very low ionic strength solutions (such as Emerald Lake stream flows) can be problematical. 

The thermOdynamic parameters for exchangeable bases and the partial pressure of C02 in soil 

were adjusted to make the mean of the soluble species concentrations, pH, and ANC in soils and talus 

approximately equal to the flow-weighted average from inflows I, 2, 3, ami 4 during early season 

snowmelt runolT. This filling was done with the thermodynamic parametcrs for talus fixed at the valucs 



Table 5.2.1: Thermodynamic parameters for exchange and sorption sites obUlined by filling. 

reaction 

AI3+ + 3(XH) < > AIX3 + 3H+ 

Ca2+ + 2(XH) < > CaX2 + 2W 

Mg2+ + 2(XH) < > MgX2 + 2W 

K+ + XH -> KX + H+ <-

Na+ + XH < > NaX + H+ 

S042- + Y + 2W < > YH2S04 

2H+ + SiOr- + H20 < > H4Si04 (5) 

AJ3+ + 3(XH) < > AIX3 + 3W 

Ca2+ + 2(XH) < > CaX2 + 2W 

Mg2+ + 2(XH) < > MgX2 + 2H+ 

K+ + XH -> KX + H+ <-

Na+ + XH < > NaX + W 

S042- + Y + 2W < > YH2S04 

2W + SiOr- + H20 < > H4Si04 (s) 

Soil 

Talus 
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-5.32 

-5.23 

-5.73 

-0.85 

-3.01 

18.5 

27.4 

-6.82 

-6.15 

-6.00 

-1.00 

-2.95 

18.5 

27.4 
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used to match September 1987 streamflow. For lack of data, the same thermodynamic parameter for 

sulfate exchange was used for both talus and soil. 

Initial runs were made with the fraction of NH4 + converted to organic nitrogen set at 0.984 for 

the duration of the run on both soil and talus (eqn. 2.9). This value was obtained from the difference 

between input loadings (wet deposition and dry deposition) and streamflow (Table 4.3.4). The first run 

did not model N03 - assimilation, which resulted in a low pH and high concentrations of exchangeable 

cations and N03- after July I, 1987 (not shown, see section 5.6). Subsequent runs were made with the 

assumption that between July I, 1987 and September 30, 1987,90 percent of total N03 - in soils and 

talus in excess of a baseline concentration of 1 I-L mol 1-1 was assimilated each day (the reverse reaction 

of eqn. 2.10 followed by forward reaction of eqn. 2.9). No nitrate assimilation was modeled during ear

lier periods in 1987 (see Appendix B, subroutine ANITRO, and Appendix D, file gasdate.dat). 

The source of silica in the streamflow was uncertain (Section 3.2.2). It was rccognized that some 

source of silica in addition to daily additions of weathering products would be required, because 

modeled weathering rates did not vary greatly within the range of pH's encountered (Section 4.3.3) 

while streamflow changed several orders of magnitude (Section 3.6). Observed silica concentrations in 

streamflow did not vary nearly as much as would occur with an approximately constant silica flux 

(from weathering) and the greatly varying water discharges observed. Adding a substantial excess of 

silica to the soil and talus reservoirs and assuming a log solubility constant of -2.7 [Smith and Martell, 

1976] for amorphous silica leads to a constant concentration of dissolved silica of 0.002 mol 1-1 via: 

Si02 (s,amorphous) + 2H20 < > H4Si04 logK=-2.7 (5.1) 

Observed peak silica concentrations were approximately 40-60 I-L mol 1-1 , about 1/50th of the value 

obulined with eqn. 5.1. Two difTerent methods were used in an allemptto find a suitable modeling solu

tion to this problem. First, an indeterminate silica precipiulle was defined and a log 10 K value deter

mined that would provide a dissolved silica concentration of approximately 40 I-L mol 1-1 . This was 

done in the presence of a soluble species H4 Si04, from the reaction: 

10gIO K = 23.0 (5.2) 

The new species was modeled by the reaction: 

loglO K = 27.4 (5.3) 
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Rearranging the two preceding equations and dropping water: 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

Dividing eqn. 5.3 by eqn. 5.2 gives: 

(5.6) 

Therefore, the concentration of H4Si04 in soils is approximately 40 11 moll-I, which is approximately 

equal to dissolved silica because other dissolved species containing silica are present at much lower 

concentrations. 

To use this species, silica was added to each soil and talus horizon in quantities significantly in 

excess of streamflow outputs in the form of H4Si04 (actually H2Si03 + H20, Appendix C), and the 

new species was added to the thermodynamic data file. Concentrations in streamflow arc then 40 

Ileq I-I when no surface runoff is occurring (all streamflow is from soil and talus drainage), and lower 

concentrations occur during surface runoff events. 

An alternative method for modeling silica is to assume silica adsorbs on soils, with an exchange 

mechanism similar to that used for S042- (eqn. 4.8): 

(5.7) 

where Y - is a silica exchange site. Effects of using this mechanism for modeling silica exchange arc 

described later in this section. 

The rate of chemical species elution from the snowpack had been previously identified during 

model development work. The parameters used (eqn. 2.2) were A;:: 0.01, B ;:: 0.06, and D ;:: 4.0. The 

parameter D controls the peak rate of elution at the initiation of snowmelt, where D is equal to ~ 
Cave 

(Figure 5.2.2). During model development work with the WY 86 data, a potential problem was 

discovered related to modeling snowpack chemical elution. With the watershed sub-divisions defined, 

maintaining winter streamflow required significant watershed-wide snowmelt during winter months. 

These winter stream flows may have partially resulted from groundwater flows, snowmelt at the snow 

surface over a small portion of the basin, or snowmelt at the bottom of the snowpack induced by heat 

from the earth. When modeled as the result of watershed-wide snowmelt at the snowpack surface and 
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coupled with the accelerated rate of snowpack chemical elution during early snowmelt, too large a por

tion of the snowpack's chemical species left the snowpack before large-scale snowmelt began in the 

spring (see Section 5.6.2). To avoid this problem, during modeling WY 86 the elution from the 

snowpack was modeled as proportional to the fraction of the snowpack melted through the fall and 

early winter, and "initial conditions" for accelerated chemical elution were set on WYD 189 (April 7, 

1986) which was approximately when spring snowmelt began (Figure 3.6.2). Because data for running 

the model for WY 87 began about April 2, 1987, the accelerated snowpack chemical elution also was 

assumed to start on that date, which approximately coincided with the beginning of spring-snowmelt 

runoff. 

Although hydrologic fitting resulted in some rather major changes in the initial snowpack 

modeled on some subunits in WY 1987 (Table 5.1.2), for convenience the total moles of species in the 

initial condition snowpack chemistry files were not adjusted to match these changes. 

The thermodynamic constants were adjusted (Table 5.2.1), and the model was run for the period 

April 2, 1987 through September 30, 1987 with the hydrologic and chemical parameters described 

above. 

This initial run (run A) showed streamflow concentrations were overly responsive to rainfall and 

snowmelt events; this was evidenced in output concentration plots by sharp spikes at each occurrence 

of significant runoff (Figure 5.2.3). This suggested that either litLie or no runoff from rock surfaces was 

flowing into the stream without contact wiLil the soils, or significant interaction was occurring between 

streamflow and bcd/bank materials. Streams were modeled wiLil non-reactive channels (no non-mixing 

AHM type 2 species, Appendix C), so the routing of water from rock was changed so that soil and talus 

subunits each received one half of the rock's runoff, and none passed directly into the stream except as 

surface runoff over soil or talus. 

A more detailed analysis of the data also suggested that late season rainfall was not reaching 

lower soil or talus horizons, presumably leading to markedly higher ANC and pH in the lower horizon 

relative to the upper horizon. Because all drainage to the stream from soils and talus was modeled as 

passing through the lower horizon, it was hypothesized that this was at least partially responsible for 

excess ANC modeled in streamflow during the late season. This and other reasoning based on soil phy

sics suggested that the value of 0, used for soils and wlus were too high, ami they were subsequently 

adjusted downward to just greater than the values of Ow; the new values were 0.111 cm3 cm-3 ,md 
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0.129 cm3 cm-3 for soil and talus, respectively (Table 5.1.1). The older, higher values of Or (0.164 

cm3 cm-3 and 0.188 cm3 cm-3 on soil and talus, respectively) had been a carryover from early model 

development, when Or was also used as the minimum water content maintained in riparian areas. The 

change in Or caused much greater soil drainage with the initial soil and talus water contents used, so 

initial soil and talus water content was reduced from OJ cm3 cm-3 to 0.2 cm3 cm-3 to better fit initial 

runoff. During these adjustments, the source code of the ET model was also changed so that the frac

tion of PET realized as ET on soils decreases to 0.2 at Or (it was previously 0.9); this change has been 

incorporated into the model description (Section 2.2.5). 

The model was run again (run B) with the 1987 data after the changes described above, and 

several more runs were made to fine-tune thermodynamic cation exchange parameters to obtain a 

better fit. Most of this experimentation involved K+. Efforts to fit the thermodynamic parameter for K+ 

were largely unsuccessful; if early season concentrations were set near the relatively high observed 

values, late-season concentrations were too high. One possible explanation for relatively high K+ con

centrations during early snowmelt runoff is that because K+ is a major plant nutrient, over-winter 

decay of plant material caused release of additional K+ during this period. No attempt was made to 

account for the release of nutrients from decaying plant materials. Streamflow concentrations from run 

B arc given in Figure 5.2.4. 

One obvious problem present in the output results from run B is that during September (WYD 

336 - 365), ANC, pH, and S042- are too high, and Ca2+ and Mg2+ arc too low. Changes made to 

increase movement from water in upper to lower soil and talus horizons did not noticeably decrease 

excessive ANC and pH at the end of the water year. Using the assumption that the high ANC values 

may be related to modeling too much weathering, a third run (run C) was made with no mineral weath

ering included. In this run, September values of ANC and pH appear to be too low, and Ca2+ and Mg2+ 

arc too high (Figure 5.2.5). S042- was still too high, though not as high as in run B. As a result of runs 

A and B, it is apparent that from the perspective of the model with the currel1l watershed divisions and 

parameters, mineral weathering should be somewhere between that determined by the Garrels and 

MacKellZie [J967J-type method (Section 4.3.3) and zero. The midpoint between these two eXlremes, or 

50 percent of the mineral weathering values determined in Section 4.3.3, appears to be about what is 

needed to get the best fit of ANC, pH, Ca2+ , and Mg2+. Interestingly, higher modeled mineral weather

ing rates resulted in reduced concentrations of major cations in the soil solution and streamflow 
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This run has surface runoff from rock divided evcnly between soil and talus, 0, reduced from 0.164 to 
0.111 cm3 cm-3 on soil aml/i'om 0.188 to 0.129 cm) cm-J on talus, initial water contents reduced to 0.2 
from 0.3 cm3 cm-3 on both soil and talus, and a modification made to the model's evapotranspiration 
routine; the curreI1l description of the model in Chapter 2 and the appendices includes this change. 
Flow-weighted averages of observations arc shown with the symbol +. 
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This run has surface runoff from rock divided evenly bctween soil and lalus, Or reduced from 0.164 to 
0.111 cm3 cm-3 on soil and from 0.188 to 0.129 cm3 cm-3 on talus, initial water contents reduced to 0.2 
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Flow-weightcd averages of observations are shown with the symbol +. 
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This run includes preceding changes and in addition has no mineral weathering reactions present. 
Flow-weighted averages of observations arc shown with the symbol +. 
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because of the influence of the higher induced ANC and pH in the soil, which drives cations out of the 

solution and onto exchange sites. To test whether this effect would be experienced over a significant 

range of base saturation, an array of species equivalent to the weathering products of about 17 year's 

on the whole watershed (based on data in Table 4.3.6) were added to the initial condition data for a sin

gle soil horizon. The single soil horizon represented one half of the "value used for (soil) subunits" 

given in Table 3.3.5. The additional species added raised the soil's base saturation from about 18 per

cent to 38 percent, and were equivalent to more than 50 year's weathering products from that soil hor

izon (based on the fraction of watershed-wide weathering attributed to half of the watershed's soil). 

These soil data were then run through an independent speciation model with a water content equal to 

0.3 cm3 cm-3 to check the effect on cation concentrations in solution. Cation concentrations became 

very small, ranging from 0.0006 ~eq 1-1 Mg2+ to 4.9 ~eq 1-1 Na+, and pH was 8.1. 

A fourth run (run D) was made with 50 percent of the mineral weathering rates used in previous 

runs. As predicted, this run resulted in improved, late season fits of ANC, pH, Ca2+ , and Mg2+ (Figure 

5.2.6). No significant difference was evident in Na+ concentrations between runs B, C, or D. With the 

exception of K+, which had problems described previously, the only remaining major problems in fit 

appear to be that Ca2+ and Mg2+ arc significantly too high during some major runoff periods (about 

WYD 215 - 265), and that September (WYD 336 - 365) concentrations of S042- and CI- are too large. 

High concentrations of major cations during peak runoff periods may suggest that too much water is 

passing through the soils and talus; this can be addressed by lowering the "saturated hydraulic conduc

tivity" parameter for the lowermost soil and talus horizons. Excessively high concentrations of CI- and 

S042- during September may be caused by excessive evaporation (unlikely) from the stream or inade

quate retention in soils or wlus on the watershed. The laLter would suggest that a larger fraction of late 

season precipitation should be retained in drier, upper soil and talus horizons. This conflicts to a 

degree with assumptions made after run A, where more drainage from upper soils to lower soils was 

sought to help reduce late season ANC and pH. Because that effort was unsuccessful, this was believed 

to be adequate justification to increase ET rates from upper soil and talus horizons, which were set very 

low during hydrologic fitting (Section 5.1). 

The fiftll run (run E) was malic with the values of the "unsaturated hyt\raulic conductivity" 

parameters for the lower soil and talus horizons reduced 50 percent to 1.25 em d- 1 • This run showed 

improved fits for Ca2+, Mg2+, ANC, and arguably pH during peak How periods (Figure 5.2.7). In 
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Figure 5.2.6: Selected species concentrations from chemical fitting run D. 

This run includes preceding changes except mineral weathering has been set equal to 50 percent of the 
difference between two-year outputs in streamflow and two-year inputs in precipitation and dry deposi
tion (Table 4.3.5). Flow-weighted averages of observations arc shown will] the symbol +. 
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Figure 5.2.6 (continued): Selected species concentrations from chemical fitting run D. 

This run includes preceding changes except mineral weathering has been set equal lO 50 percent of the 
difference between two-year outPUL<; in streamflow and two-year inpuL<; in precipilation and dry deposi
tion Cfable 4.3.5). Flow-weighted averages of observations arc shown wilh the symbol +. 
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Figure 5.2.7: Selected species conccntnHions from chemical fitting run E. 

This run includes preceding changes and values of the "unsaturated hydraulic conductivity" parameters 
for the lower soil and talus horizons have becn reduced 50 percent to 1.25 cm d-1• Flow-weighted aver
ages of observations arc shown with the symbol +. 
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Figure 5.2.7 (continued): Selected species concentrations from chemical fitting run E. 
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This run includes preceding changes and values of the "unsaturated hydraulic conductivity" parameters 
for the lower soil and talus horizons have been reduced 50 percent to 1.25 cm d-1• Flow-weighted aver
ages of observations are shown with !lIe symbol +. 
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particular, the length of the period with excessive concentrations of Ca2+ and Mg2+ during high flows 

(WYD 215 - 265) was markedly reduced. The shorter, excessive concentration period now coincided 

with the low-flow period between the two major runoff peaks (Figure 5.2.7), near WYD 239. However, 

a closer examination of the output from this run shows that the fit is not as good during other periods, 

notably for Ca2+ and Mg2+ around WYD 310, and the fit of S042- is generally less good everywhere. 

A sixth fitting run (run F) was made with adjusUnent to the maximum fractions of PET permitted 

from soil and talus, a change in the "saturated hydraulic conductivity" parameter of talus, and an 

increase in the depth of the smaller (1 ha) talus subunit. The maximum fractions of PET permitted on 

upper horizons of the soil and talus (25.87 ha) subunits were raised to 0.9 and 1.0, respectively, from 

previously used values of 0.12 for both subunits; these values are believed to be closer to physical real

ity. The maximum ET fractions were raised to 0.4 and 0.6 for the lower horizon of soil and talus (25.87 

ha) subunits, respectively. A higher fraction of PET was used on the talus because the modeled total 

depth of shallow talus was less than 25 cm, while the total modeled soil depth was greater than 35 cm 

(Table 3.3.2). The "saturated hydraulic conductivity" parameter for lower talus horizons was increased 

to 3.5 cm d-1 on both talus subunits. This was done to reduce surface runoff from talus beneath the 

snowpack, with the aim of improving the fit of ANC, pH, Ca2+, Na+, and Mg2+ in the period near 

WYD 310. In the absence of data for talus, faster drainage from talus relative to soils should be 

expected because talus is often on steeper slopes and would be expected to have less fine materials 

than would more developed soils. These changes were designed to dry up most soil and talus contribu

tions to streamflow more quickly after snowpack disappearance, with a partial goal of reducing water

year-end concentrations of Cl- and S042- by providing dry soils to absorb inputs. The lost streamflow 

contributions from these subunits were partially replaced by changes made to the remaining talus 

subunit. The 1 ha talus subunit (that retained snow later in the season) was increased in depth by a fac

tor of three (to 75 em), and the initial chemical mass of each species present in the subunit was 

correspondingly tripled (the actual depth and volume of fine, soil-like materials under talus on the 

watershed is unknown for obvious reasons); the maximum fractions of ET from this subunit were left at 

the previous values of 0.12 and 0.0 for upper and lower horizons, respectively. In effect, this was simi

lar to a small ground-water reservoir for maintaining late season streamflows. Output from this run is 

given in Figure 5.2.8. Relative to the previous run (run E), this run (run F) shows a generally better fit 

of ANC, a better fit of pH during peak-flow periods, a poorer fit of Ca2+ during peak flows but better fit 

near WYD 310, a markedly better fit of K+, slightly better fits of Na+ and Mg2+, and significant 
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Figure 5.2.8: Selected species concentrations from chemical fitting run F. 
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This run includes preceding changes, and in addition the maximum fractions of PET permitted on upper 
horizons of the soil and large talus subunits were raised to 0.9 and 1.0, respectively, from 0.12 for both 
subunits, and on lower horizons of these subunits the PET fractions were raised to 0.4 and 0.6, respec
tively. The "saturated hydraulic conductivity" parameter for lower talus horizons was increased to 3.5 
cm d-1 on both talus subunits. The 1 ha talus subunit's depth and initial chemical mass was tripled, and 
it's fractions of PET permitted to occur as ET were left unchanged. Flow-weighted averages of obser
vations are shown with the symbol +. 
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Figure 5.2.8 (continued): Selected species concentrations from chemical fitting run F. 

This run includes preceding changes, and in addition the maximum fractions of PET permitted on upper 
horizons of the soil and large talus subunits were raised to 0.9 and 1.0, respectively, from 0.12 for both 
subunits, and on lower horizons of these subunits the PET fractions were raised to 0.4 and 0.6, respec
tively. The "saturated hydraulic conductivity" parameter for lower talus horizons was increased to 3.5 
em d-1 on both talus subunits. The 1 ha talus subunit's depth and initial chemical mass was tripled, and 
it's fractions of PET permitted to occur as ET were left unchanged. Flow-weighted averages of obser
vations are shown with the symbol +. 
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improvements in year-end concentrations of CI- and S042-. Subjectively, the only "bad" fits in this 

run occur with Ca2+ between WYD 215 - 265 and early-season values of K+, and to a lesser extent 

Na+ between approximately WYD 250 - 320. The low K+ concentrations are believed to be related to 

ignoring release from decaying plants, while the high Ca2+ concentrations result from unusually high 

modeled concentrations in talus (Section 5.5). Low Na+ concentrations appear to be the result of a 

shortage ofNa+ in the soil (Section 5.5). 

At this point it was discovered that WY 87 runs A-F were run without setting a day to begin 

accelerated snowpack elution, because that date defaults to the starting date of the run (Section 2.2.1). 

However, not specifying a starting date for this also triggers a special mode of the model that resets the 

"initial conditions" of the snowpack water volume and chemistry with each rainfall or snowfall event 

(Appendix D). This causes the assumed fraction of the total snowpack melted to be reset to zero, which 

sets the concentration of snowpack drainage approximately equal to the parameter D (4 in these runs) 

times the current average concentration in the snowpack, because the values of the parameters A and B 

used were very small (0.01 and 0.06, respectively) (eqn. 2.2). Therefore, modeled species concentra

tions in snowpack drainage around each of the numerous rainfall events in late April - early June are 

artificially high. The WY 87 run F was redone (run G) with the snowpack "initial conditions" for chem

ical elution fixed the first day (WYD 184) of the run (Figure 5.2.9). This run improved the fit of Ca2+ 

and Mg2+ during peak runoff periods (WYD 215 - 265) and improved the fit of Na+ between approxi

mately WYD 250 - 300. In contrast, the fit of ANC, pH, CI- and S042- was less good between approx

imately WYD 260 and 300, and the fit of N03 - was not as good between approximately WYD 220 -

310. Although N03 - does not fit as well during early snowmelt in this run, its lack of fit due to lower 

concentrations during that period is more compatible with the suggestion made previously that deeay 

of plant materials releases nutrients to early snowmelt runoff, a process that was not modeled. 

At this point, the alternative model for silica was added to the fitting process (eqn. 5.7). To use 

this model, 49500 moles of silica as SiO~- and 99,000 moles of H+ were added to each of the horizons 

of the soil and (large) talus subunits, and 1,900 moles of SiO~- and 3,800 moles of W were added to 

the small talus (1 ha) subunit. These values, totaling 201800 moles of SiO~- with enough H+ to bal

ance the charge, are approximately 4 times the observed annual discharge of silica from the basin 

(Table 4.3.2). The mole of exchange sites for silica (Y-, in eqn. 5.7) were set such that H4Si04 was 

equal to 99 percent of total exchange sites present in each horizon during one model run (run H). In 
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Figure 5.2.9: Selected species concentrations from chemical fitting run G. 

This run includes prcceding ch~Ulges, and corrects an error present in all preceding runs; here the initial 
snowpack conditions used for the determination of accelerated elution of spccies are fixed the first day 
of the run, while in previous runs they were reset with each rainfall or snowfall event. Flow-weighted 
averages of observations are shown with the symbol +. 
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Figure 5.2.9 (continued): Selected species concentrations from chemical fitting run G. 

This run includes prcceding changes, and corrects an error present in all preceding runs; here the initial 
snowpack conditions used for the determination of accelerated elution of species arc fixed the first day 
of the run, while in previous runs Lhey were reset with each rainfall or snowfall event. Flow-weighted 
averages of observations are shown with the symbol +. 
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another model run (run I), total moles of SiO~- were reduced to equal 70 percent of total silica 

exchange sites. Prior to each of these runs, a thermodynamic 10glO K value was determined that pro

vided an initial soluble silica concentration in soils and talus of about 50 J.1 mol rl when the water con

tent (0) of each was 0.2 cm3 cm-3; this parameter varied with the degree of silica saturation used. Out

put values of silica with for these two runs are shown in Figure 5.2.10; other species concentrations 

were not noticeably different from the previous run. 

Based on the success obtained in modeling silica by varying the fraction of occupied sorption 

sites, the degree of saturation of S042- was also varied. Earlier runs were made with an assumed 

degree of saturation equal to 99 percent, so runs were made with degrees of saturation (Le. moles of 

S042- / moles of sorption sites) set to 50 percent (run J) and 85 percent (run K). For each degree of 

saturation, the thermodynamic 10glO K value was varied to obtain an initial concentration of S042-

approximately equal to 3 J.1 mol 1-1 in talus with 0 = 0.2, to agree with the assumption that September 

streamflow reflected concentrations in talus, which were about 6 J.1Cql-l. Outputs of S042- from these 

runs are shown in Figure 5.2.11. Note that while either of these runs represent an improvement in the fit 

of S042- over runs made with initial S042- equal to 99 percent of total sorption sites, there is no 

significant difference between them. This implies that the larger error in modeled concentrations 

observed with 99 percent of S042- sorption sites initially occupied may be due to the fact that inputs 

of S042- in those runs exceeded modeled outputs to the degree necessary to fully occupy available 

exchange sites, resulting in drainage of all modeled excess S04 2-. 

The major-species concentrations from the final fitting run (run K) are given in Figure 5.2.12. 

5.3 Model testing - streamflow chemistry (water-year 1986 data) 

The WY 87 data used to fit the model covered a period of only six months during a year with 

below-average precipitation. In contrast, the WY 86 data used to test the model fit included a nearly 

complete year of data with more than three times greater precipitation than observed in WY 87 (Table 

3.2.1). As a consequence, the test data challenged the model and the filled parameters with both sea

sons and climatic conditions that had not been encountered during fitting. 

With the exception of parameters affecting N03 - assimilation, the model was applied to the WY 

86 data with no changes to the parameters set during the fitting run K. The N03 - assimilation parame

ters required attention because the model had not been run into the late fall through early winter period 
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Figure 5.2.10: Dissolved silica concentrations from chemical fitting runs H and I. 

These runs included all preceding changes and added the alternative (soil adsorption) silica model 
given by eqn. 5.7, with total initial moles of silica equal to 99 percent of sorbtion sites (Run H. solid 
line). and 70 percent of sorbtion sites (Run I, solid line). Flow-weighted averages of observations are 
shown with the symbols +, and concentrations from the other (excess precipitate) model are shown with 
the dashed lines. 
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Figure 5.2.11: Sulfate concentrations from chemical fitting runs J and K. 
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These runs included all prcceding changes and added setting initial moles of sulfate equal to 50 percent 
of sorbtion sites (Run J, solid line), and 85 percent of sorbtion sites (Run K, solid line), each with 
separate adjustment done to the thermodynamic iog lO K value to maintain initial S042- in talus at 6 
J.LCq 1-1. Flow-weighted averages of observations are shown with the symbol +, and the modeled output 
from the previously-used 99 percent initial S042- saturation are shown with clashed lines. 
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Figure 5.2.12: Major species concentrations from final fitting run K. 

Flow-weighted averages of observations arc shown with the symbol +. 
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Figure 5.2.12 (continued): Major species concentrations from final fitting run K. 

Flow-weighted averages of observations are shown with the symbol +. 
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during fitting, and hence parameters for those dates had not been set during fitting. The same fraction 

of excess Nt4 + converted to organic nitrogen (0.984) used throughout the WY 87 fitting runs was used 

for the entire water year 1986. Baseline nitrogen concentrations in soil and talus were set at 10 Jleqr1 

on October I, reduced to 8 Jleq 1-1 on October 25 (WYD 25), and were not set (Le. no N03 - assimila

tion was modeled) for the period December 15 - June 3D, 1986 (WYD 76 - 273). The fraction of excess 

N03 - taken up each day was set to 0.7 between October 1 and December 14, 1986 (WYD 1 - 75), and 

zero between December 15 and June 3D, 1986 (WYD 76 - 273). The N03 - assimilation parameters 

used in WY 86 for periods modeled during fitting in WY 87 (April 2 - September 30) were the same as 

those used for WY 87. That is, 90 percent of total N03 - in soils and talus in excess of a baseline con

centration of 1 Jlmoll-1 was assimilated each day (the reverse reaction of eqn. 2.10 and the forward 

reaction ofeqn. 2.9) between July I, 1987 (WYD 274) and September 30,1987 (WYD 365). 

Because snow was modeled as present all year on soils, talus, and rock (Section 4.1.1), the addi

tional 1 ha talus subunit used in WY 87 runs was not required for WY 86; talus was modeled as a sin

gle subunit. 

Outputs from the test run to a large degree reflect the unresolved problems found during model 

fitting (Figure 5.3.1). Specifically: 

1. K+ is too high both early and late, reflecting what is probably the result of forcing high con

centrations with thermodynamic parameters to compensate for the release of K+ from the decay 

of plant materials which was not modeled; 

2. N03 - is too low during early snowmelt, while Cl- is too high, probably a result of releasing 

excessive concentrations of species in early snowmelt to compensate for the release of N03-

from decaying plant materials which was not modeled; 

3. Na+ is too low during a latter portion of the year, which is very similar to the lack of fit in the 

final fitting run; 

While some unresolved problems present in the fitting runs carried over to the test run, some 

chemical species actually fit better during the test run than in fitting runs. The most marked improve

ments in fit occur with Ca2+, which no longer shows excessive concentrations during peak runoff 

periods, and S042-, that fits very well from early snowmelt through the end of the water year. During 

WY 86, little rainfall occurs during peak runoff periods, while 14 days with rainfall arc reported 

between April 28 and June 8 of WY 87. This suggests that the excessive modeled concentrations of 
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Figure 5.3.1: Verfication of the model and filled parameters using WY 1986 data. 

Flow-weighted averages of observations are shown with the symbol +. 
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Figure 5.3.1 (continued): Verfication of the model and fined parameters using WY 1986 data. 

Flow-weighted averages of observations are shown with the symbol +. 
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Ca2+ during peak flow periods during WY 87 are a result of modeled cation exchange driven by inputs 

in rainfall, which were not present during WY 86. 

5.4 The lake model 

With the exception of fitting a stage-discharge curve (eqn. 3.2), estimating the location of the 

hypolimnion (Section 4.7), and adding sources and sinks to approximate estimated internal ANC gen

eration (Section 4.7), no effort has been made to fit parameters for the lake. Modeled lake outputs are 

therefore simply the net result of lake initial conditions, the sources and sinks for internal ANC genera

tion (Section 4.7), and modeled inflows, outflows, and mixing with the hypolimnion. Because the lake 

model is not particularly detailed, in effect the modeled lake simply serves as a buffer; lake outflows 

have lower peak concentrations than peaks in inflows, and when inflow concentrations arc very low, 

outflow concentrations arc somewhat higher. Observed and modeled lake concentrations for WY 86 

and WY 87 are shown in Figures 5.4.1 and 5.4.2. 

Comparing lake and stream outputs for WY 87, the pH and ANC in the lake are too low during 

the latter portion of the run, which is at least partially the result of streamflow values that arc too low 

ncar WYD 275. Low values in the lake do not recover as do those in the stream, because streamflow 

volume is small relative to lake volume during the last approximately 50 days of the run (Aug. 21 -

September 30). Ca2+ is too high throughout the run. This appears to be the result of too high an initial 

concentration (presumably due to poor assumptions used in defining initial conditions in the epilimn

ion), and to excessive inputs from streamflow during peak runoff periods. The latter appear to be 

caused by rainfall inputs (Section 5.3). N03 - concentrations are modeled well during the first approxi

mately 30 days, then become excessive because of a short period of excessively high concentrations in 

inflow streams during high flows. Because NH4 + and N03 - assimilation in the lake was not modeled, 

the concentration of N03 - shown in the figure does not decline during the late summer and early fall; 

it would be a relatively trivial fitting task to set assimilation parameters for the lake to match observa

tions. 

Displayed values do not include concentrations in the hypolimnion, which are within the 

model's capabilities but were beyond the goals of model fitting. The simple nature of the lake model 

precludes meaningful analysis of modeled hypolimnion concentrations. 
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Figure 5.4.1: Observed and modeled lake epilimnion concentrations for WY 1987. 

No attempt has been made to fit N03- by modeling assimilation in the lake. Averaged concentration 
observations from the lake epilimnion arc shown with the symbol +. 
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Figure 5.4.1 (continued): Observed and modeled lake epilimnion concentrations for WY 1987. 

No attempt has been made to fit N03- by modeling assimilation in the lake. Averaged concentration 
observations from the lake epilimnion are shown with the symbol +. 
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Figure 5.4.2: Observed and modeled lake epilimnion concentrations for WY 1986. 

No attempt has been made to fit N03- by modeling assimilation in the lake. Averaged concentration 
observations from the lake epilimnion arc shown with the symbol +. 
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5.5 Modeled soil and talus solution concentrations 

As stated earlier, observed species concentrations in soils from the locations monitored were too 

low for modeling, and the model was not adjusted to fit these observations (Section 5.2). Concentra

tions in talus were adjusted (by adjustment of thermodynamic parameters) so that initial conditions 

were approximately equal to end-of-year streamflow observation (Section 5.2). Modeled concentra

tions in the lower soil and talus horizons during the final fitting and the test run are shown in Figures 

5.5.1 and 5.5.2. 

Modeled concentrations of Na+ in the soils and talus are too low relative to observations in 

streamflow during the late summer and early fall (Figures 5.5.1 and 5.5.2). This is believed to be due to 

an inadequate amount of Na+ on exchange sites in the initial-condition soil and talus data. The value 

used was obtained from real (though extrapolated) data (Section 3.3), so no attempt was made to adjust 

this value although doing so would provide a better model fit. It is also possible that the mineral weath

ering rates used are too low, though the evidence is limited to concentrations ofNa+ only. 

Modeled concentrations of Ca2+ and Mg2+ in soils and talus are consistently higher than soil

solution observations (Figures 5.5.1 and 5.5.2). Modeled concentrations of Ca2+ in talus are higher 

than in soils during and near high snowmelt periods, and in later season, drier periods modeled concen

tmtions are higher in soils; this trend docs not occur with Mg2+. 

Modeled concentrations of Na+ and silica arc both much lower than soil observations in WY 86, 

but approximately match soil-solution observations made during WY 87 (Figures 5.5.1 and 5.5.2). 

While the nearness of the modeled fit of Na+ and silica to soil solution observations varies greatly, 

modeled streamflow concentrations are reasonably close to streamflow observations both years (Fig

ures 5.2.12 and 5.3.1). 

5.6 Sensitivity 

In fitting a large complex model, interactions between parameters may be present that cause the 

net effect of changing two parameters to exceed the sum of the individual effects of each parameter. 

Alternatively, two parameters may affect modeled outputs in essentially the same way, rendering one 

of the two parameters superfluous. The number of parameters and potential parameter interactions arc 

too large for detailed analysis as a part of this dissertation. However, sensitivity of modeled outputs to 

the individual effects of several parameters and model inputs will be discussed. This discussion will be 
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Figure 5.5.1: Modeled and observed soil and talus concentrations, snow-covered area. 

Flow-weighted average streamflow concentrations are shown with the symbol +, and averaged concen
trations observed in the soil solution arc shown with the symbol o. Modeled soil solution concentrations 
are given by the solid lines, and talus solution concentrations are given with dashed lines; during 
water-year 1987 a one ha talus subunit with more nearly complete snow cover was split off of the main 
talus subunit and is shown in the plots. No attempt was made to fit modeled soil concentrations to 
observed values for reasons described in Scction 5.2. 
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Figure 5.5.l (continued): Modeled and observed soil and talus concentrations, snow-covered area. 

Flow-weighted average streamflow concentrations are shown with the symbol +, and averaged concen
trations observed in the soil solution are shown with the symbol o. Modeled soil solution concentrations 
are given by the solid lines, and talus solution concentrations are given with dashed lines; during 
water-year 1987 a one ha talus subunit with more nearly complete snow cover was split off of the main 
talus subunit and is shown in the plots. No attempt was made to fit modeled soil concentrations to 
observed values for reasons described in Section 5.2. 
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Figure 5.5.2: Modeled and observed soil and talus concentrations. snow-free area. 

Row-weighted average streamflow concentrations are shown with the symbol +. and averaged concen
trations observed in the soil solution are shown with the symbol o. Modeled soil solution concentrations 
are given by the solid lines. and talus solution concentrations are given with dashed lines; during 
water-year 1987 a one ha wlus subunit with more nearly complete snow cover was split off of the main 
talus subunit and is shown in the plots. No attempt was made to fit modeled soil concentrations to 
observed values for reasons described in Section 5.2. 
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Figure 5.5.2 (continued): Modeled and observed soil and talus concentrations. snow-free area. 

Flow-weighted average streamflow concentrations arc shown with the symbol +. and averaged concen
trations observed in the soil solution are shown with the symbol o. Modeled soil solution concentrations 
are given by the solid lines. and talus solution concentrations are given with dashed lines; during 
water-year 1987 a one ha talus subunit with more nearly complete snow cover wa~ split off of the main 
talus subunit and is shown in the plots. No attempt was made to fit modeled soil concentrations to 
observed values for reasons described in Section 5.2. 
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limited to modeled streamflow concentrations to focus on watershed processes and to avoid the compli

cation of in-lake mixing. 

Except for the parameter or data being tested, all sensitivity-testing runs were made with the 

same set of data and parameters used in the test run for WY 1986 data (Section 5.3). Comparative plots 

shown in figures for this section include the outputs from the initial verification run (Figure 5.3.1). 

5.6.1 Sensitivity: snowpack chemical elution rate 

There are four parameters affecting the concentration of chemical species in snowpack drainage 

relative to initial, average snowpack concentration. Three of these are present in eqn. 2.2, and the 

fourth is the optionally specified water-year date at which accelerated elution from the snowpack 

begins. The three parameters of eqn. 2.2 affect the maximum concentration during early melt, and the 

shape of the decline in concentration as melt progresses. Two test runs were completed, including using 

elution of chemicals proportionally to the fraction of total snowpack leaving in drainage, and changing 

the date at which the accelerated elution function was switched on (and "initial" pack conditions set). 

The latter test used the same set of parameters for cqn. 2.2 used in earlier runs (Figure 5.2.2). 

Output results for proportional snowpack chemical elution are shown in Figure 5.6.1. In general, 

the effects are relatively mild, resulting in a slightly smaller decrease in pH and ANC, and a slightly 

smaller increase in Ca2+, Mg2+, and Na+ during early melt periods (near WYD 210). The largest effect 

of proportional snowpack chemical elution is that Cl- and N03 - concentrations in streamflow no 

longer have a sharp increase at the beginning of the snowmelt season. The changes in concentrations of 

other species are less pronounced because of exchange reactions in the soil. 

To compare the effects of the starting date for accelerated snowpack chemical elution on 

streamflow, the date was set to January 1 (WYD 93) instead of April 7 (WYD 189), as was used in pre

vious runs; this may be physically unrealistic. Somewhat surprisingly, changing the date at which the 

accelerated snowpack chemical elution routine (cqn. 2.2) begins has a major effect on streamflow 

chemistry (Figure 5.6.2). Specifically, streamflow concentrations of most species increased up to 

several-fold during the period preceding spring snowmelt runoff, after which they returned to approxi

mately the same levels as those seen in previous model runs. There are three probable, related causes 

for the results shown by this run. First, snowmelt is proceeding slowly during this period, so that the 

fraction of the initial snowpack melted is changing very slowly; because of this, the concentrations in 
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Figure 5.6.1: Streamllow concentrations with snowpack chemical elution proportional to snowmelt. 

Data are streamflow for WY 1986. The thL~hed lines show values from the initial verification run (Fig
lire 5.3.1), and the flow-weighted averages of observations are shown with the symbol +. 
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snowpack drainage remain high, at the left-hand side of the curve in Figure 5.2.2 for an extended 

period. Second, to maintain modeled late-season snow-cover near that observed, snowmelt rates on 

talus were estimated to be much lower than on soils. When modeling in a manner that sets initial 

snowpack conditions and begins accelerated snowpack chemical elution at the onset of rapid 

snowmelt, it appears that the modeled ionic pulse in meltwater over soils and talus is somewhat desyn

chronized. The fraction of total pack melted on soils reaches a higher value earlier on soils. This leads 

to lower concentrations in snowpack drainage over soils at an earlier date than occurs over talus. This 

desynchronization would appear within several days during periods of very high snowmelt rates. How

ever, when the initial snowpack condition and accelerated elution are set to begin January I, snowmelt 

rates are small, the fraction of initial snowpack melted grows slowly, and high concentrations in 

snowpack drainage are maintained for an extended period of time over both soils and talus. Finally, all 

surface runoff from rock surfaces has been routed to soils or talus. When snowmelt rates are high, a 

substantial portion of all snowpack drainage becomes surface runoff and therefore does not influence 

exchange reactions in the soils. High concentrations (particularly of H+) in snowpack drainage have a 

larger effect on ion exchange and thus streamflow chemistry when snowmelt is proceeding at rate too 

slow to cause surface runoff. 

5.6.2 Sensitivity: snowmelt rate 

The effect of snowmelt rate on streamflow chemistry was evaluated by temporarily modifying 

the source code to increase or decrease the value of potential snowmelt rates read from the input files. 

Snowmelt rates equal to 70 percent and 130 percent of the values used in fitting runs (that were 

obtained through optimization procedures, Section 5.1.1) were tested, with the results shown in Figure 

5.6.3 and Figure 5.6.4. 

Prior to the onset of rapid spring snowmelt, major Calion concentrations appear to increase with 

increasing snowmelt rates. while ANC, Cl- and silica decrease with increasing snowmelt rates; this 

appears to parallel earlier observations on modeled cation exchange, where increasing H+ additions 

increase exchangeable cation concentrations in solution while reducing ANC (Section 5.2, runs C and 

D). During rapid snowmelt periods, modeled concentrations of major cations and silica in streamflow 

are lower at the higher snowmelt rate because of increased surface runoff at higher snowmelt rates. The 

high snowmelt rate used caused the modeled snowpack to disappear near WYD 300, while on-site 
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observations indicate some snowpack remained throughout the water year (Section 4.1.1). As a result, 

streamflow became very small and streamflow concentrations were significantly affected by evapora

tion from both soils and the stream surface (Figure 5.6.4); modeled streamflow was zero between WYD 

340 and WYD 351 in the high-snowmelt-rate (130 percent) run. In contrast, the lower (70 percent) 

snowmelt rate produced streamflow concentrations very similar to the test run; primary differences 

between these two runs occurred during high flow periods, largely a result of differences in surface 

runoff with snowmelt-rate changes. 

5.6.3 Sensitivity: infiltration / soil drainage rate 

The parameter controlling infiltration on all model runs had been set to 20 cm d-1 to keep 

infiltration rate from becoming limiting. However, infiltration was limited by available storage in the 

soil, which in turn was controlled during wet periods by the maximum rate of drainage from the soil 

profile. To test the effects of increasing water movement through the soils and talus the "saturated 

hydraulic conductivity" parameters (Section 2.2.3) were doubled on the bottom horizons, with the new 

values set at 2.5 cm d-1 and 7.0 cm d-1 for soils and talus, respectively. Outputs from this run show no 

perceptible change in modeled streamflow discharge or in N03 - (Figure 5.6.5). Species modeled with 

soil-exchange sites, pH, and ANC are slightly higher during peak snowmelt periods because of reduced 

surface runoff. 

This run prompted some additional evaluation of model outputs because the increase in 

streamflow concentrations was lower than expected. One finding was that peak drainage rates implied 

by "saturated hydraulic conductivity" were never reached on the talus, which peaked at a drainage rate 

of approximately 4.21 cm d-1• This occurs because soil drainage is modeled with a number of smaller 

time steps (the default is 48, Section 2.2.3), but infiltration is computed independently using whole 

time steps. Although the soil may begin draining under saturated conditions, with each sub-time step 

the soil water content is reduced, and drainage during the following increment will be lower because 

the hydraulic conductivity is lower at lower water contents. Water contents may become artificially 

low during drainage when modeled surface runoff is present because soil drainage and infiltration have 

been computed independently (Section 2.4). A better alternative would be calculating infiltration, soil 

drainage between horizons, and soil drainage lC<lVing the subunit sequentially at each sub-time step 

used for calculating soil drainage. The modeled lower soil horizon had a 42 percent greater depth and a 
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ure 5.3.1), and the flow-weighted averages of observations are shown with the symbol +. The 
"saturated hydr.lUlic conductivity" parameters of the bottom soil and talus horizons were doubled for 
this run. 
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lower "saturated hydraulic conductivity" parameter than the lower talus horizon, and therefore was able 

to reach a modeled drainage value approximately equal to its "saturated hydraulic conductivity" param

eter, while modeled drainage from the talus peaked at 60 percent of its "saturated hydraulic conduc

tivity" parameter. When the "saturated hydraulic conductivity" parameter of the lower talus horizon 

was set at 3.5 cm d-1 , its drainage peaked at 89 percent of this value. 

5.6.4 Sensitivity: nitrogen reactions 

To test the influence of the nitrogen reactions (cqns. 2.9, 2.10) on modeled outputs, the model's 

option to not compute NRt + and N03 - assimilation reactions was used (Appendix D: interactive 

inputs). In addition to a large increase in concentrations of N03 - and NRt + (not shown) during 

periods when these concentrations were previously controlled by assimilation, modeled outputs show 

an increase in ANC and pH during the fall and winter of 1985 - 1986, but little effect on these values 

near the end of the water year (Figure 5.6.6). The reduction of concentrations of exchangeable cations 

and the increase in concentration of S042- with this run are caused by the effects of increased pH in 

soil solutions on exchange reactions. Given that in the initial test run no nitrate assimilation was used 

betwccn WYD 76 and WYD 273, differences betwccn the two runs between these dates are caused by 

residual influences in the soil from the period where the reactions were used in the initial test run. 

The two runs show similar values of pH and ANC during the period July 1 - September 30, 1986 

(WYD 274 - 365), though nitrate assimilation was used during this period in the initial test run. The 

similarity betwccn the two runs during this period can be explained by the fact that few precipitation 

events occurred and most of these events were small enough to be largely dissipated by interception. 

The only large events (12.5 cm and 8 cm on September 24 and September 29, respectively; Appendix 

A3.2.1 and A3.2.2) occurred as snowfall, did not entirely melt, and did influence N03 - and Ca2+ con

centrations to a degree (Figure 5.6.6). In contrast, the first two precipitation events in October of 1989 

had very high concentrations of NH4 + (86.5 Jleq 1-1), which were 62 percent larger than concentrations 

of N03 - in those storms. Also, estimated dry deposition of NH4 + in October, 1985 was nearly double 

that of N03 -, while in September of 1986 dry deposition of N03 - is greater than N~ + (Table 4.4.1). 

Therefore, during the fall of WY 1986, modeling no assimilation of NH4 + or N03 - increases pH and 

ANC because there is a proportionately larger reduction of NH4 + assimilation (that otherwise adds H+) 

than the reduction in N03- assimilation that otherwise would consume H+. 
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Figure 5.6.6: Streamflow concentrations with no nitrogen assimilation modeled. 

Data arc stremnl10w for WY 1986. The dashed lines show values from the initial verification run (Fig
ure 5.3.1), and the flow-weighted averages of observations are shown with the symbol +. 
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To further clarify the effects of N03 - and Nat + assimilation in soils on streamflow chemistry, 

an additional run was made with only the assimilation of N03 - eliminated; this required modifying 

input files (Appendix D). End-of-year values were again similar to those with no nitrogen assimilation 

or both Nat + and N03 - assimilation for reasons described in the preceding paragraph (Figure 5.6.7). 

Fall and early winter values of pH and ANC are lower in this run because now Nat + assimilation is 

occurring with a release of H+ without the balancing influence of N03 - assimilation with its H+ con

sumption. 

The difference between the modeled runs shown in Figures 5.6.7 and 5.6.6 illustrates the indivi

dual contribution of NI-4 + assimilation (as modeled) to the chemistry of modeled streamflow on the 

watershed during WY 1986. 

5.6.5 Sensitivity: flow routing 

Previous experimentation suggested that the model is very sensitive to the disposition of water 

routed from rock surfaces (Figure 5.2.3). Specifically, water routed from the rock directly to the stream 

results in highly variable streamflow concentrations. The effect of routing 20 percent of surface runoff 

from the rock surface to the stream is shown Figure 5.6.8. In this example, each occurrence of rainfall 

or snowmelt typically results in a sharp decrease in ANC, pH, and Ca2+, a result of the low pH and low 

concentration of Ca2+ of the rainfall or snowmelt after accounting for the dry deposition between these 

events that is accumulated on the rock surfaces. The response of other species is more complex. Ini

tially, N03 - and S04 2- concentrations in streamflow are sharply increased with runoff events; this is 

caused by relatively high concentrations (52.4 ~eq I-I and 32 ~eq 1-1 , respectively) in the first two pre

cipitation events of the water year (Appendix A3.2.2). l1lCse early, high concentrations are soon 

markedly reduced by additions of snowfall with much lower concentrations (Appendices A3.2.l, 

A3.2.2), after which streamflow concentrations arc sharply reduced with each snowmelt event. 111ese 

reductions in streamflow concentration arc a result of dilution of concentrations in soil drainage by the 

lower concentrations in surface runoff from rock surfaces caused by melting of a snowpack with low 

concentrations. Finally, after much of the snowpack has disappeared, precipitation events again cause 

brief, sharp increases in streamflow concentrations of N03 - and S04 2- because of higher concentra

tions of these species in the precipitation than in the soil's drainage. 
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Figure 5.6.7: Streamflow concentrations with only Nl-L)+ assimilation modeled. 

Data are streamflow for WY 1986. The model parameters causing N03- assimilation have been 
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5.6.6 Sensitivity: input concentrations 

The model's sensitivity to input concentrations was tested by doubling the concentrations of all 

chemical species in each rainfall and snowfall event; dry deposition values were left unchanged. The 

ANC and pH of streamflow were reduced throughout the year, though the effects were most noticeable 

during the early snowmelt season when accelerated elution from the snowpack is occurring (Figure 

5.6.9). This is to be expected, because at that time, modeled snowpack drainage concentrations were up 

to four times the whole-snowpack average concentration (Section 5.2). With this scenario, streamflow 

ANC comes very close to a value of zero for several days during early snowmelt runoff. Streamflow 

concentrations of exchangeable cations increased in response to reduced pH values in the soil and 

talus. The concentrations of S042- in streamflow are lower during approximately the first one-half of 

the year due to the lower pH, after which concentrations increase; the increase may be caused by 

increasing saturation of total S042- adsorption sites or more S042- in surface runoff from snow

covered areas. A similar effect caused by increasing saturation of soil sites was experienced during 

fitting runs (Section 5.2). 

5.7 Discussion on lacle of fit 

Some lack of model fit that was apparent in the fitting and verification run years can be 

explained, though in some cases the explanations may be contradictory. Some of the explanations for 

lack of fit described in this section are subsequently tested in Section 5.8. Lack of fit in K+, Cl-, and 

N03 - in streamflow is believed to be due to the fact that release of K+ and N03 - caused by over

winter decay of plant materials was not considered. An effort was made to raise N03 - concentrations 

by increasing the rate of chemical elution from the early season snowpack; this causes excessive Cl

concentrations during early snowmelt runoff, while N03 - concentrations are still too low. Similarly, 

thermodynamic exchange parameters for K+ were adjusted in an attempt to meet early season observa

tions in streamflow; coupled with the rapid release from the snowpack, this causes K+ concentrations 

to be too high at all times after early runoff (water year 1987 (WY-87), Figure 5.2.12) or too high dur

ing early runoff and early fall if summer observations are met by the model (WY-86, Figure 5.3.1). The 

N03 - concentration in streamflow during early snowmelt could also be increased by reducing tlle frac

tion of N~ + that is modeled as assimilated by organic matter; the remaining portion is oxidized to 

N03 - (cqns. 2.9, 2.10). Reducing the assimilation of NH4 + and increasing oxidation to N03 - would 
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add additional H+ to streamflow during this period, which would not improve the fit of pH and ANC. 

Modeled concentrations of S042- in streamflow are too high from August through September of 

WY-87 (Figure 5.2.12), but do not exhibit this problem during WY-86 (Figure 5.3.1). The difference 

between these two years may be partially the result of high concentrations of S042- in rainfall during 

August and September, 1987 (Appendix A3.2.2). More significantly, watershed outflows and SCA dur

ing the last two to three months of WY-87 are small (or zero in the case of SCA) relative to WY-1986. 

During this period, drainage from the snow-free area represents a larger fraction of total watershed 

discharge than in the corresponding period of WY -86. Evaporative concentration of all species in the 

soil and talus solutions is occurring, but sorption of S042- does not control its concentration to the 

same degree that cation exchange controls concentrations of other major species (Figure 5.5.2); this is 

due to the increase in soil pH (largely from mineral weathering), which increases cation sorption but 

decreases S042- sorption (eqns 4.3 - 4.8). The lack of fit may be caused by over simplification of the 

watershed (i.e. streamflows are being generated by soils or talus that have a higher water content than 

the watershed average value), by mineral weathering rates that are too high (Section 5.8), or by a poor 

selection of S042- sorption models. 

Modeled concentrations of both silica and Na+ in streamflow are too low during August - Sep

tember of WY-86 (Figure 5.3.1). Flows during this period are almost entirely derived from the SCA, 

and concentrations of both of these species are also low in the snow-covered soil and talus. This could 

be the result of insufficient mineral weathering, but if this were true, then ANC and other species con

centrations should reflect this problem during other portions of the year. Also, earlier tests indicated 

that higher weathering rates actually reduce concentrations in the soil solution with the thermodynamic 

parameters used for cation exchange and the modeled ANC increase caused by weathering (Section 

5.2). I believe the low silica and Na+ concentrations in streamflow during this period are the result of 

routing surface runoff from the SCA to the stream, rather than onto a wetter portion of the snow-free 

area (Section 2.4). This would increase the fraction of runoff mixed with the soil solution during this 

period without markedly changing the net mass attributed to weathering during the year. This change 

would also improve the fit of late-season ANC and pH during this year. One practical way to accom

plish this change within the current model structure would be to treat a small area of both the soil and 

talus subunits as separate subunits receiving surface runoff from the remainder of the soil and talus 

subunits. These areas would be the first to become snow-frce, and all surface runoff from the remaining 
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portion of the two subunits would be routed first to these wet areas where infiltration could occur to the 

degree pennitted by the current water content of the area; excess would become surface runoff to the 

stream or lake. This would provide a more realistic approximation to the true physical conditions on 

the watershed, though these areas would be subject to more leaching than the real, dynamieally moving 

wet areas along the edge of a receding snowpack. Another (perhaps better) alternative would be to 

slightly increase the snow-covered area of the soil along with a corresponding decrease in snowmelt 

rate. 

No attempt was made to improve the fit of modeled concentrations in the lake epilimnion; initial 

conditions were set based on observations, and the outputs that were fit to streamflow were routed into 

the lake with no changes other than addition of species from the within-lake ANC generation, which 

was obtained from published sources (Sections 3.7,4.7). The initial conditions used for epilimnion 

concentrations are an approximation based on measured concentrations at several depths and an 

approximated depth to the bottom of the epilimnion. Observed concentrations at depths greater than 

that estimated for the bottom of the epilimnion were ignored in computing average epilimnion concen

tration. The fits of species obtained for the lake were better during the verification year (Figure 5.4.2) 

than the fitting year (Figure 5.4.1), and most of the difference between fits in these years can be 

explained. 

At first glance, it appears that the fits of Ca2+ , Mg2+ , and S042- through most of WY -87 could 

be improved by lowering the initial condition concentrations of those species in the lake, though the 

high modeled S042- value is also related to excessively high concentrations in the modeled inflow 

stream during the later portions of the water year (Figures 5.4.1, 5.2.12). Silica concentrations in the 

lake epilimnion during early snowmelt of WY -87 are too high because of excessive concentrations in 

the modeled inflow stream. Observed silica concentrations decline in the lake during late WY -87, 

while modeled values are increasing (Figure 5.4.1). During the same period, observed and modeled sil

ica concentrations in the inflow stream are closely matched and increasing (Figure 5.2.12). This sug

gests that silica in the lake is probably being assimilated by diatoms or other aquatic organisms, a pro

cess that could have been modeled with a source/sink value but was not. The fit of N03 - is poor from 

about water-year day (WYD) 250 - 365 in WY -87 (Figure 5.4.1) because concentrations in the 

modeled inflow stream were allowed to remain too high during early portions of that period (Figure 

5.2.12) and because N03 - assimilation was not modeled in the lake. High N03 - concentrations in 
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streamflow during much of the period following WYD 250 is caused by modeled surface runoff 

beneath the snowpack; while N03 - assimilation was being modeled in soils, it was not modeled in sur

face runoff or streamflow. In-lake assimilation accounts for the decline in N03- concentrations 

observed during July - September 1987, and failure to model it results in an approximately constant 

modeled concentration because lake inflows are small during this period (Figure 5.4.1). In addition, the 

failure to model N03 - assimilation in the lake may account for the low modeled ANC and pH during 

July - September, 1987; each mole of N03 - assimilated reduces total H+ an equal amount (Section 

2.2.3). 

Initial condition concentrations used for the lake epilimnion for WY-86 appear to have been 

much better. The fit of modeled S042- concentration in the inflow stream was much improved during 

WY -86, and the fit in the lake improved correspondingly. The fits of N03 - and silica in the lake were 

better throughout the year, though this run also did not model in-lake assimilation of either N03 - or 

silica. The improved fits in late-season N03 - and silica are believed to be due to the increased rate of 

lake inflow. During peak snowmelt runoff, inflows were sufficient to cause turnover of the water in the 

lake within less than one week, effectively replacing the lake water with water at the concentration of 

streamflow. Because N03 - is mostly removed from the snowpack during early snowmelt, lake concen

trations rapidly were reduced to low values by flushing action alone. The final observation of N03 - in 

the lake does suggest assimilation is occurring, but because the preceding observations had low con

centrations, the decrease caused by this assimilation is relatively small. The final observation of silica 

concentration occurs during relatively high runoff, and although a concentration decrease due to 

assimilation probably occurs thereafter, there arc no data to show it. It should also be noted that 

significantly less N03 - was added to the watershed by precipitation during the latter portions WY -86 

than WY-87. 

5.8 Final model fit and statistical comparison 

Following the detailed look at lack of model fit, another model run with WY -87 data was made 

to address some of the apparent problems described in the preceding section. N03 - assimilation from 

soils was started somewhat earlier, N03 - assimilation from streamflow was allowed to occur, and cer

tain initial conditions in the lake epilimnion were modified. 
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The previous "final" fitting run K was made with the assumption that between July I, 1987 and 

September 30, 1987,90 percent of total N03 - in soils and talus in excess of a baseline concentration of 

1 J.1molI-1 was assimilated each day. N03 - assimilation parameters for the new run were set to 

attempt to intersect observations in streamflow, though during this process the source of the excess 

N03 - in modeled streamflow was not thoroughly understood. Between June 11 and June 24 6.5 percent 

of the excess N03 - in soils above the baseline (1 J.1 mol 1-1) was assimilated each day, and 43.5 percent 

of the excess above the same baseline assimilated daily from June 25 through September 30. The effect 

of changing the fraction of excess N03 - assimilated is a change in the slope of the decline in N03-

concentration; with the 0.9 (90 percent) value, 0.1 percent of the excess N03- remains after three days, 

while while 18 percent of the excess remains after three days when the fraction assimilated is 0.435. 

Assimilation of N03 - from the lake was set to 5.3 percent of the excess N03 - above the baseline (1 

J.1molI-1) for June 15 - June 24,1.7 percent for June 25 - August 19, and 0.6 percent for August 20-

September 30; in run "K", no assimilation from the lake was modeled. Modeled assimilation of N03-

in streamflow had to occur more quickly than in the lake because modeled streamflow has no storage 

between time steps (today's modeled assimilation in the stream does not affect tomorrow's streamflow 

concentration). Assimilation from streamflow was set to 90 percent of total N03 - in excess of the base

line concentration of 1 J.1moll-1 between June 15 and September 30; no assimilation of N03- from 

streamflow had been modeled in earlier runs. 

Without re-analyzing the lake data, initial conditions of Ca2+ , Mg2+ , and S042- were reduced to 

determine if these changes would significantly improve the fit of the lake model during WY -87. While 

no strong case could be made for this modification to the data, it had been hypothesized that this might 

significantly improve model fit (Section 5.7); it did not, as discussed below. The number of initial 

moles of Ca2+ were reduced from 935 to 792, Mg2+ was reduced from 161 to 134 moles, and S042-

was reduced from 460 to 411 moles. 

The model was run with the changes noted above and outputs plotted (Figures 5.8.1, 5.8.2). The 

effects of changes made in the modeling of N03 - uptake included significant improvements in the fits 

of ANC, pH, and N03 - itself in both the inflow stream (Figure 5.8.1) and lake (Figure 5.8.2). Improve

ments in the fits of ANC and pH were due to the uptake of one mole of H+ with each mole of N03-

assimilated (Section 2.2.3). The change in initial condition concentrations of Ca2+, Mg2+, and S042-

in the lake had very limited effects on lake concentrations because of the rate at which inflows from the 
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Figure 5.8.1: Streamflow concentrations with changes in N03- assimilation. 
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Changes influencing values shown for this run include uptake of N03- from the stream and slightly ear
lier uptake of N03- from the soil (see text). Species shown include only those visibly different from 
those shown in "final" fitting run K (Figure 5.2.12), which here are shown as dots. Observed values are 
shown with the symbol +, and modeled values from this run are shown as a solid line. 
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Changes influencing values shown for this run include uptake of N03- from the lake and stream, 
slightly earlier uptake of N03- from the soil, and slight reductions in initial condition mass of Ca2+, 
Mg2+, and S042- in the lake (sec text). Species shown include only those visibly different from those 
shown in "final" fitting run K (Figure 5.4.1); run K's values are shown here as a dashed line. Observed 
values are shown with the symbol +, and modeled values from this run arc shown as a solid line. 
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stream were replacing the initial-condition water (Figure 5.8.2). 

No strong statistical methodology is available for determining the goodness of fit of a model 

such as the ARM. For example, one test that might be considered is the paired comparison or t test. 

However, this test is used to compare the means and variances of two sets of values drawn from a nor

mal distribution. Because the AHM is primarily for predicting values at points in time, proving that the 

observed and modeled mean and variance are the same doesn't imply that the prediction is good; ident

ical means and variances can be obtained while observed and predicted values are at right angles to 

each other in time series plots. On the other hand, if the model exactly predicts observed values, the 

means and variances of observed and modeled data should be identical. A regression between observed 

and predicted values is tempting; with a perfect fit, this regression would have a value of one for both 

its slope and R2. With a less than perfect fit, violations of the assumptions used in regression analysis 

become significant For example, regression assumes that the variance of the errors along the regres

sion line is constant, while in modeling a larger variance is anticipated when observed and modeled 

values are large. Perhaps more importantly, residuals are supposed to be independent [Norusis, 19861, 

but in modeling and nature, observed concentrations tend to be correlated with time; this is particularly 

obvious in any of the concentration plots that have been displayed (Figures 5.2.3 - 5.5.2). Thus if the fit 

from modeling is poor during a particular period, the residuals will also be correlated with time. While 

in a purely statistical sense regression analysis is not a valid way to compare predicted and observed 

concentrations, it serves as an index to the goodness of model fit in the absence of a better method. 

One fact became apparent during the statistical analysis done here. That is that although the 

model may be doing a good job of predicting the general pattern and timing of effects, the time depen

dence of observations and modeled outputs can cause a very poor statistical score when data are com

pared on a time-step basis. For example, if the modeled outputs are exactly equal to observations but 

precede or lag them by one or two time steps, some modeled and observed value pairs will differ 

significantly on some time-steps, which will cause statistical tests to indicate a poor model fit. 

The use of these statistical techniques of model evaluation had an additional benefit in that lack 

of model fit was given additional consideration. Thoughts on this subject are presented with the 

analysis of individual species below. 

Modeled concentrations in the stream and lake from this run (Figures 5.8.1, 5.8.2) and the 

verification run on WY -86 data (Figures 5.3.1, 5.4.2) were paired with observed concentrations from 
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matching water-year days. These pairs of observed and modeled concentrations were plotted (Figures 

5.8.3, 5.8.4) and subjected to three statistical tests. These included 1) testing for equality of the means 

of modeled and observed values (Table 5.8.1, 5.8.2), 2) testing for equality of the variance of modeled 

and observed values (Table 5.8.1, 5.8.2), and 3) regression analysis to check if the slope of the paired 

values was one (Tables 5.8.3, 5.8.4). Regressions were run for each species on both stream and lake 

concentrations, with simple linear regression ( y = fix + b ) and regression through the origin ( y = 
mX ). Ideally both regressions would have slopes of 1 and intercept the origin ( b = 0 ), because the 

observed and modeled values ideally would be equal. Because of this, the regressions forced through 

the origin are believed to be a better indicator of model performance than the regressions with a Y

intercept term, but both sets will be discussed. The 95 percent confidence limits for the slopes of 

regression through the origin are shown on the scatter plots of observed and predicted values (Figures 

5.8.3,5.8.4). If the use of regression analysis for this data was valid, these limits would indicate that 95 

percent of future samples of observed and modeled values would have slopes within this range. 1feat

ing these values as a simple index of model performance, when the confidence limits for the slopes are 

relatively narrow and include a slope of 1.0 (shown in Figures 5.8.3 and 5.8.4 by confidence limits 

bracketing the upper right hand comer of each box) the model has done well. In general, when model 

performance as judged by this method is not good, the reasons for the poor performance have been pre

viously described. 

All statistical analysis performed were done with SPSS/PC+ [Norusis. 1986]. Regressions and 

their statistics were obtained from the "regression" command used with and without the "origin" option; 

regression statistics printed (Tables 5.8.3, 5.8.4) were obtained directly from SPSS/PC+ outputs, as 

were the plotted confidence limits for slopes of regression through the origin (Figures 5.8.3, 5.8.4); the 

method of computation used for the standard error of the slopes was not given by Norusis [1986]. Tests 

for equality of means were performed using the I-test for paired samples from SPSS/PC+, output from 

which included the I values and probabilities (Tables 5.8.1. 5.8.2). The test used to compare two corre

lated variances was obtained from a separate source [SlIedecor alld Cochrall. 1967]; the computations 

used in this computation are given elsewhere (Tables 5.8.1, 5.8.2). The "equality of variance" computa

tions used sample variances and correlation coefficients obtained from SPSS/pc+ outputs obtained in 

the course of the other statistical tests; these values are also printed here (Tables 5.8.1, 5.8.2). 
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Figure 5.8.3: Observed vs modeled concentration pairs from streamflow used in statistical analysis. 

Data include both WY-86 and WY-87. The lines on these plOLS represent 95 percent confidence inter
vals for the slope; if many more samples were drawn from the population, 95 percent of the samples 
would have slopes within this range. Values shown were obtained from the regression through the ori
gin procedure in SPSS/PC+ [Norusis, 1986]. These plots should not be interpreted without reference to 
the text description in Section 5.8 and the time-series plOLS in Sections 5.2 - 5.5. 
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Figure 5.8.3 (continued): Observed vs modeled concentration pairs from streamflow used in statistical 
analysis. 
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Data include both WY-86 and WY-87. The lines on these plOlS represent 95 percent confidence inter
vals for the slope; if many more samples were drawn from the population, 95 percent of the samples 
would have slopes within this range. Values shown were obtained from the regression through the ori
gin procedure in SPSS/PC+ [Norusis. 1986]. These plOlS should not be interpreted without reference to 
the text description in Section 5.8 and the time-series plolS in Sections 5.2 - 5.5. 
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Figure 5.8.4: Observed vs modeled concentration pairs from the lake used in statistical analysis. 
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Data include both WY-86 and WY-87. TIle lines on these plots represent 95 percent confidence inter
vals for the slope; if many more samples were drawn from the population, 95 percent of the samples 
would have slopes within this range. Values shown were obtained from the regression through the ori
gin procedure in SPSSIPC+ [Norusis. 1986]. These plots should not be interpreted without reference to 
the text description in Section 5.8 and the time-series plots in Sections 5.2 - 5.5. 
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Figure 5.8.4 (continued): Observed vs modeled concentration pairs from the lake used in statistical 
analysis. 
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Data include both WY -86 and WY -87. The lines on these plots represent 95 percent confidence inter
vals for the slope; if many more samples were drawn from the population, 95 percent of the samples 
would have slopes within this range. Values shown were obtained from the regression through the ori
gin procedure in SPSS/PC+ [Norusis. 1986]. These plOLS should not be interpreted without reference to 
the text description in Section 5.8 and the time-series plots in Sections 5.2 - 5.5. 



Table 5.8.1: Comparison of observed and modeled means and variances of stream concentrations for WY-86 and WY-87. a 
- --- -_ ... _- ------- --- -------- ---- --------- -- -- -- -----

number obscrved modeled t-test of means test of correlated variances 

species obs. mean, Jlcq 1-1 mean, Jleq 1-1 t b prob. C carr. d So e Sm e pI rDS g sig. h 

ANC 62 26.09 22.97 3.47 0.001 0.591 8.277 7.280 1.293 0.158 NS 
pH 62 6.10 6.03 2.84 0.006 0.376 0.187 0.129 2.101 0.379 0.01 
Ca2+ 61 23.37 23.85 -0.73 0.467 0.641 6.238 5.701 1.197 0.117 NS 
Mg2+ 61 4.51 4.43 0.46 0.645 0.633 1.677 1.088 2.376 0.499 0.01 
K+ 61 3.55 3.13 1.20 0.233 0.419 2.986 1.383 4.662 0.683 0.01 
Na+ 61 12.01 10.21 4.31 0.000 0.742 3.161 4.845 0.426 -0.549 0.01 
Cl- 61 3.87 5.62 -3.96 0.000 0.687 2.739 4.710 0.338 -0.617 0.01 
S042- 61 6.82 7.96 -3.07 0.003 0.320 1.750 2.945 0.353 -0.498 0.01 
silica 62 32.77 33.18 -0.30 0.768 0.700 7.549 14.507 0.271 -0.700 0.01 
N03- 61 6.78 5.75 2.47 0.016 0.835 5.893 4.991 1.3941 0.290 0.05 

a Comparisons of sample mcans wcre performed with SPSSIPC+ [Norusis, 1986]. Comparison of variances was done with a technique for comparison 
of corrclated variances prcsentcd by Snedecor and Cochran [1967]. 

b Student's t value from the samplc with n-l degrees of freedom. 
cProbability of drawing a sample with a larger difference between the means than that observed if the means of the two populations are the same. 
dCorrelation coefficient of the paired observations of concentration. 
e So and Sm are the standard deviations of the observed and modeled concentrations, respectively. 
Ip is equal to (So / Sm )2. 

g rDS is the correlation between D and S where D = Co - Cm and S = Co + Cm where the C's are observed and modeled concentrations. rDS is equal to 

(F - 1) / ..J[(F + 1)2-4? F]. A significant (next column) positive r DS indicates the variance of the observed values is greater than that of the modeled 
valucs, while a significant negativc onc indicates the variance of the modeled values is larger. 
h Significance of the diffcrence between variances; in essence, a value of 0.01 indicates 99 percent chance that the variances are not the same, while 
NS indicates the null hypothesis (variances are the same) cannot bc rejected with 95 percent confidence. 

N 
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Table 5.8.2: Comparison of observed and modeled means and variances of lake concentrations for WY -86 and WY -87. a 
- -- -

number observed modeled t-test of means test of correlated variances 

species obs. mean, J.l.Cql-1 mean, Ileq I-I t b prob. C corr. d So e Sm e FI rDS g sig. h 

ANC 27 28.13 24.29 3.04 0.005 0.747 9.848 6.773 2.114 00499 0.01 
pH 30 6.16 6.17 -0.68 0504 00446 0.223 0.134 2.769 0511 0.01 
Ca2+ 30 21.55 22.84 -1.50 0.145 0.638 6.047 4.345 1.937 00401 0.05 
Mg2+ 30 4.08 4.26 -0.87 0.391 0.704 1.141 0.796 2.055 0.201 NS 
K+ 30 2.77 3.09 -1.68 0.103 0.577 0.977 0.842 1.346 0.180 NS 
Na+ 30 11.34 10.00 3.65 0.001 0.858 3.205 3.778 0.718 -0.306 NS 
CI- 30 3.68 4.29 -1.42 0.167 0.626 1.664 2.896 0.330 -0.599 om 
S042- 30 6.33 7.29 -4.26 0.000 0.803 1.372 2.030 00457 -0.559 0.01 
silica 25 27.17 30.86 -3.35 0.003 0.835 6.897 9.597 0.516 -0.522 0.01 
N03- 30 5.19 4.60 2.06 0.049 0.762 3.211 2.517 1.628 0.355 NS 

aComparisons of sample means were performed with SPSS/PC+ [Norusis, 1986]. Comparison of variances was done with a technique for comparison 
of correlated variances presented by Snedecor and Cochran [1967]. 

bStudent's t value from the sample with n-1 degrees offreedom. 
cProbability of drawing a sample with a larger difference between the means than that observed if the means of the two populations are the same. 
dCorreiation coefficient of the paired observations of concentration. 
e So and Sm are the standard deviations of the observed and modeled concentrations, respectively. 
IF is equal to ( So / Sm )2. 

g rDS is the correlation between D and S where D = Co - Cm and S = Co + Cm where the C's are observed and modeled concentrations. rDS is equal to 

(F - 1) / ...J[(F + 1)2_4 ~ F]. A significant (next column) positive rDS indicates the variance of the observed values is greater than that of the modeled 
values, while a significant negative one indicates the variance of the modeled values is larger. 
h Significance of the difference between variances; in essence, a value of 0.01 indicates 99 percent chance that the variances are not the same, while 
NS indicates the null hypothesis (variances are the same) cannot be rejected with 95 percent confidence. N -N 



Table 5.8.3: Regression analysis of observed and modeled streamflow concentrations. a 
- -- ----- --------- ------ -- --

number observed modeled regression through origin normal regression 

species obs. mean, Ileq 1-1 mean, J.leq 1-1 slope SEb R2c slope SEb R 2c Sig.d 

ANC 62 26.09 22.97 1.094 0.039 0.928 0.672 0.118 0.349 0.0000 
pH 62 6.10 6.03 1.011 0.004 0.999 0.546 0.174 0.141 0.0026 
ea2+ 61 23.37 23.85 0.965 0.026 0.957 0.702 0.109 0.411 0.0000 
Mg2+ 61 4.51 4.43 1.015 0.036 0.928 0.975 0.155 0.400 0.0000 
K+ 61 3.55 3.13 1.097 0.102 0.657 0.903 0.255 0.175 0.0008 
Na+ 61 12.01 10.21 1.051 0.042 0.913 0.484 0.057 0.551 0.0000 
Cl- 61 3.87 5.62 0.570 0.039 0.777 0.400 0.055 0.472 0.0000 
S042- 61 6.82 7.96 0.778 0.037 0.878 0.190 0.073 0.102 0.0120 

silica 62 32.77 33.18 0.889 0.035 0.915 0.364 0.048 0.491 0.0000 
N03- 61 6.78 5.75 1.097 0.056 0.865 0.986 0.085 0.698 0.0000 

a Serial correlation between observations precludes using regression analysis in the statistical sense, so its use here is provided only as a relative 

index to model performance. Statistical analysis were performed with SPSS/PC+ [Norusis,1986]. 

bThis is the standard error of the slope of the regression line. Two times this value added to and subtracted from the slope gives 90 percent confidence 

limits for the slope. 

cR2 for normal regressions is effectively the fraction of the variability in the dependent variable explained by the regression. In regression through 

the origin it does not have this significance, and grows larger when the data is clustered further from the origin. 

dSignificance is the fractional probability that slope of normal regression is zero. Significance was less than 0.00005 for all regressions through the 

origin. 
N -w 



Table 5.8.4: Regression analysis of observed and modeled lake concentrations. a 
--

number observed modeled regression through origin normal regression 

species obs. mean, Jleq I-I mean, J-leq rl slope SEb R2c slope SEb R2c Sig.d 

ANC 27 28.13 24.29 1.153 0.050 0.953 1.086 0.193 0.558 0.0000 

pH 30 6.15 6.17 0.996 0.006 0.999 0.740 0.281 0.199 0.0136 
ea2+ 30 2l.55 22.84 0.942 0.037 0.958 0.888 0.203 0.407 0.0002 
Mg2+ 30 4.13 4.26 0.971 0.034 0.965 1.009 0.193 0.495 0.0000 

k 30 2.83 3.09 0.900 0.047 0.927 0.670 0.179 0.333 0.0008 

Na+ 30 11.29 10.00 1.081 0.037 0.967 0.728 0.082 0.736 0.0000 
CI- 30 3.70 4.29 0.709 0.063 0.813 0.360 0.085 0.391 0.0002 
S042- 30 6.33 7.29 0.846 0.025 0.975 0.543 0.076 0.645 0.0000 

silica 25 27.25 30.86 0.859 0.028 0.974 0.600 0.082 0.698 0.0000 

N03- 30 5.38 4.60 1.126 0.074 0.888 0.973 0.156 0.581 0.0000 

aSerial correlation between observations precludes using regression analysis in the statistical sense, so its use here is provided only as a relative 

index to model performance. Statistical analysis were performed with SPSS/PC+ [Norusis,1986]. 

bThis is the standard error of the slope of the regression line. Two times this value added to and subtracted from the slope gives 90 percent confidence 

limits for the slope. 

cR2 for normal regressions is eITectively the fraction of the variability in the dependent variable explained by the regression on the independent vari

able. In regression through the origin it does not have this significance, and grows larger when the data is clustered further from the origin. 

d Significance is the fractional probability that slope of the normal regression is zero. Significance was less than 0.00005 for all regressions through 

the origin, though like R2 this is probably a poor index for this type of regression. 
t-J 
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Observed values of ANC are generally higher than modeled for both the stream (Figure 5.8.3 ) 

and lake (Figure 5.8.4). ANC in both the lake and stream show by the I test that means are not the 

same, and the variances differ in the lake only (Table 5.8.1, 5.8.2). In the case of the lake, regressions 

with and without an intercept term both have slopes near though slightly above a slope of 1.0. The 

similarity in the two slopes is highly desirable and an indication that the model is doing well. The bias 

toward underprediction by the model may be due to a bias in the data (charge balance in at least pre

cipitation samples was in error by 20-40 percent) or by biases in the model, such as too much modeled 

surface runoff between late July and October of WY-86 (Figure 5.3.1). The latter could be caused by 

the routing of surface runoff under the snowpack from the snow-covered soils to the stream rather than 

snow-free soils as described in Section 5.7. 

Observed and modeled pH meet (lake) or nearly meet (stream) the criteria for narrow confidence 

limits and bracketing a slope of 1.0, yet in general must be called a poor fit (Figures 5.8.3, 5.8.4). The 

narrow confidence limits here are a function of the data all being a significant (and similar) distance 

from the origin. Both sets of data appear to exhibit generally random scatter rather than a linear pat

tern. The means of observed and modeled pH test to be the same in the lake, but differ in the stream 

(Tables 5.8.1, 5.8.2). In contrast, the plots against time suggest that about 75 percent of the time the 

observed and predicted pH values nearly coincide (Figures 5.8.1,5.8.2,5.3.1,5.4.2). To the regression 

analysis, though, facts such as modeled pH dropping to observed values within a day or two at the 

onset of snowmelt runoff in WY-86 (Figure 5.3.1) is not considered; the observation was low and the 

modeled value was high on the date observed. This is an example of why regression is not particularly 

well suited for evaluating the performance of a time-dependent model. In addition, measurement of pH 

in solutions of very low ionic strength can be problematical. 

Concentrations of Ca2+ exhibit a particularly good fit by the index method proposed for regres

sion, having narrow confidence bands on the slopes and bracketing the slope of 1.0 on both the stream 

and lake data sets (Figures 5.8.3, 5.8.4). Observed and modeled mean concentrations of Ca2+ test to be 

the same in both the lake and stream, as do the variances in the stream. The variance of observed Ca2+ 

is larger than the variance of modeled Ca2+ in the lake (Tables 5.8.1, 5.8.2). Comparing the streamflow 

figures to the time-series plots, it becomes apparent that relative to modeled values, low observed 

values arc mostly due to concentrations during the middle of snowmelt runoff in WY-87 (due to too 

much drainage from the soil, possibly because of a snow-covered area or routing problem), while the 
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high observed values either occur during the last week of the water year or are spikes in the observed 

concentrations (Figures 5.2.12,5.3.1). 

The fit of K+ is particularly poor, which is believed to be due to failure to model the release of 

K+ from decomposed organic matter at the onset of snowmelt (Section 5.7; Figures 5.8.3, 5.8.4). 

Means and variances of observed and modeled K+ test to be the same except in the stream, where the 

observed variance is greater than that modeled. These data underscore the weakness of these statistical 

tests. While the time series data and scatter plots of paired values indicate the model did a poor job of 

modeling K+, the paired values pass 3 of 4 statistical tests for means and variances. 

Mg2+ meets the criteria of bracketing a slope of 1.0 and a narrow confidence band on the 

estimated slopes (Figures 5.8.3,5.8.4). Means and variances of observed and modeled values are the 

same except the variance of observed Mg2+ concentration in the stream is higher than the modeled 

variance (Tables 5.8.1, 5.8.2). Much of the error in this species is due to a premature drop in modeled 

concentration during early snowmelt runoff of WY -87 and single, high concentration observations dur

ing the late summer ofWY-87 and the mid- winter ofWY-86 (Figures 5.2.12, 5.3.1). 

Na+ brackets the slope of 1.0 on the stream but not on the lake, and exhibits a systematic bias in 

the residuals; low modeled concentrations are lower than observed values, and high modeled concen

trations are higher than observed values on both the stream and lake (Figure 5.8.3, 5.8.4). The tests of 

means and variances of observed and predicted values show that they are not the same except for the 

variances in the lake. This indicates the model is not doing well, and specifically that the slopes are in 

fact not equal to one but some lesser value. The relatively low modeled values in streamflow largely 

come from the latter portions of WY-86 with a few scattered spikes in July - September, 1987, while 

excessively high modeled concentrations appear almost exclusively during early snowmelt of WY -87 

(Figures 5.3.1, 5.2.12). Low Na+ concentrations may have been caused by excessive surface runoff 

from the SCA during WY -86 (Section 5.7), appear to be related to too little Na+ in the modeled talus 

solution (Figures 5.5.1, 5.5.2), and may be related to mineral weathering rates and evaporation from 

soils (Section 5.7). 

The fit of chloride in the regression analysis is probably the worst of the lot (Figures 5.8.3,5.8.4), 

while the time-series data suggest that the trend in Cl- concentration was followed fairly well (Figures 

5.2.12, 5.3.1). Tests of observed and modeled means and variances show they are all different except 

for the mean CI- concentration in the lake (Tables 5.8.1, 5.8.2). Cl- has two apparent problems. First, 
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the rate of cr elution from the snowpack appears to be artificially high, which was purposefully done 

in an effort to raise N03 - concentrations in early snowmelt runoff. This problem may be caused in part 

by failure to consider the release of N03 - from the over winter decay of organic maUer. The second 

problem is that modeled concentrations of CI- in the stream are too high in late September of both 

water years (Figures 5.2.12,5.3.1). In WY-86 this could conceivably be attributed to the snowfall and 

modeled snowmelt; actual snowmelt may have been distributed differently than modeled snowmelt, 

and a significant portion of the CI- present in the snowpack may have remained in portions of the pack 

that were melting more slowly. However, the data available for WY-87 indicate no snowfall occurred 

during September, so the majority of cr stored on the watershed would have to be in the soils or talus. 

CI- is generally considered to be and is modeled as a conservative tracer of water movement; except 

for evaporative concentration of streamflow, the concentration in the soils should equal the concentra

tion in tile streamflow. The peak observed CI- concentration in streamflow during September of WY-

87 is about 6 ~ 1-1, while the volume weighted concentration of CI- used for September rainfall was 

7.1 Jleq 1-1 (computed from data in Appendix A). In addition, dry deposition values used for September 

added 57 percent to the Cl- provided by rainfall. Consequently, ignoring water and Cl- stored in soils 

prior to September and the concentration caused by evaporation, the concentration of CI- in September 

streamflow would be more than 11 JlCql-l. In fact, concentrations in August 1987 rainfall and the 

values used for dry deposition that month are both markedly higher than the values used for September, 

1987. During WY-86, observed concentrations of CI- in streamflow are lower than concentration 

measured in precipitation 14 out of 16 times after June 10, and streamflow concentration is always 

lower than concentration in precipitation after July 22, yet observed streamflow concentrations 

decrease near the end of September; this is illogical. Therefore, the "high" modeled concentrations of 

CI- in September of WY -87 and WY -86 are probably a fault of either the input data used or the obser

vations of CI- in streamflow rather than the model itself; alternatively, much more soil water with low 

Cl- concentrations may be present through this period than the amount of soil water modeled. 

Regressions on N03 - show that while the slope of 1.0 is bracketed on both the lake and stream, 

the observed concentrations are often larger than those modeled (Figures 5.8.3, 5.8.4). This is 

reaffirmed by t tests on the means, which show that observed and modeled means are diITerent in both 

the lake and stream (Tables 5.8.1, 5.8.2); observed values have a larger variance in the stream, but vari

ances in the lake arc not significantly different at the 95 percent confidence level. Modeled concentra

tions of N03 - have been forced (by assimilation) to be ncar (mean) observed values in the fall and the 
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period from about mid-June through the end of the water years, and are allowed to seek their own level 

(i.e. no uptake or release is modeled) between mid-December and mid-June (Sections 5.2, 5.7). 

Modeled concentrations appear to do a good job of reproducing the pattern of high concentrations dur

ing early snowmelt, but modeled concentrations tend to be to low during those periods (Figures 5.3.1. 

5.8.1). This is believed to be the result of not modeling the release of N0J - from decaying organic 

matter (Section 5.7), and is responsible for much of the lack of fit observed in the statistical analysis. 

Plots of observed versus modeled silica show that modeled concentrations are somewhat too 

high, and a slope of the data (ignoring the origin) that is much less than one (Figures 5.8.3, 5.8.4). 

Means and variances of observed and modeled pairs test to be significantly different except that the 

means in streamflow test to be the same (Tables 5.8.1, 5.8.2). As indicated previously, considerable 

uncertainty exists in how silica should be modeled. and in fact two different models have been tried 

(Section 5.2). The technique used to model silica in these runs (eqn. 5.7) has produced modeled con

centrations in soils and talus that are higher than those in streamflow during periods when the modeled 

streamflow shows concentrations that are too low, which is generally during later periods when 

snowmelt is occurring (Figures 5.2.12, 5.3.1, 5.5.1, 5.5.2). Assuming (optimistically) that silica concen

trations in soils and talus are adequately modeled, this suggests that too much surface runoff is being 

routed from snow-covered areas of soil and talus during these periods. This may largely be due to the 

simplistic snow-covered or snow-free assumptions made by the model (Section 5.7). Soil solution 

chemistry data do little to help solve this problem; observed soil concentrations are generally much 

higher than those modeled in WY -86, and equal or lower than modeled concentrations during WY -87 

(Figures 5.5.1,5.5.2). During early snowmelt runoff of WY-87, modeled silica concentrations in the 

stream do not drop as rapidly as those observed, which is the result of too much drainage from the soil, 

or concentrations in the soil that do not fall fast enough. Observed soil silica concentrations are much 

higher during this period and do not appear to decrease at all (Figures 5.2.12, 5.5.1). The combination 

of low modeled concentrations during late snowmelt of both water years and high concentrations dur

ing early melt of 1987 account for the flat slope of the data in Figure 5.1.3. 

Finally, S042- in streamflow shows a flat slope similar to that of silica, and all means and vari

ances of observed and modeled values all test to be dilTerent in both the lake and stream (Figure 5.8.3. 

Tables 5.8.1, 5.8.2). Somewhat surprisingly, the plot of observed versus modeled S042- in the lake 

suggests a surprisingly good relationship, though the slope of the regression indicates that modeled 
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values tend to be too high (Figure 5.8.4, Table 5.8.4). It appears that either modeled S042- concentra

tions in soils are too responsive to changes in soil pH, or soil pH is changing too much. Specifically, 

most of the high modeled concentrations of S042- in streamflow occur during periods when flows 

through the soil are relatively small (Le. winter and late summer), and soil pH is increasing because of 

mineral weathering. One way to improve the fit of S042- would be to reducing modeled mineral 

weathering rates to reducing the change in pH during these periods. With the current thermodynamic 

data, reducing weathering rates increases the modeled concentrations of exchangeable cations in the 

soil solution, so Na+ export in streamflow would increase, which would improve the fit of Na+ during 

the mid-to-late summer. Concentrations of K+ would also be increased during this period, which would 

permit a better fit during this period without the excessive concentrations currently needed in the early 

snowmelt and late fall seasons to maintain the July and August values (Figure 5.3.1). Thermodynamic 

parameters for Ca2+ and Mg2'1- would require adjustment, however, and their fits might become worse. 

The July - early September fit of silica might also be adversely affected because the lower pH would 

reduce silica concentrations in the soils (eqn. 5.7), and modeled streamflow concentrations during this 

period are already too low. 
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Chapter 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

6.1 Model precision 

The Alpine Hydrogeochemical Model (AHM) was written and debugged to the extent required to 

provide a high degree of precision, and adequate outputs are available to verify precision as required. 

Water and chemical balances appear to be perfect for the data used in model development and 

verification, and the entire package appears to function as designed. A user may wish to upgrade one or 

more of the modules present to further refine its capabilities for some particular application. Several of 

the existing capabilities of the model, such as the variable snow-covered area (SCA), the ability to model 

riparian area/streamflow interactions, and the ability to model unlimited numbers of streams and lakes, 

surpass the capabilities available in any other known model of this type. The attention given to model 

precision to date ensures that it provides a very solid base for such work, though experience has shown 

that such a task should not be undertaken lightly. Indeed, one could spend a lifetime expanding and 

refining a model of this complexity. 

6.2 Accuracy of the model as fit to Emerald Lake watershed data 

While modeled outputs have been shown to be precise, the accuracy of these outputs is a separate 

question. For example, the model was fit and tested with snow-covered area data that were extrapolated 

for significant portions of the late-season snowmelt. Distributed snowmelt estimates were unavailable, 

and in the collective judgement of others involved in Emerald Lake studies, an ideal snowmelt submodcl 

was not available for incorporation within the AHM. Therefore, snowmelt rates used to drive the model 

were optimized by the model itself. These snowmelt values produce modeled daily discharges that are 

almost identical to observed discharges with any feasible set of hydrologic parameters used. Most rain

fall events that were available for hydrologic parameter calibration were confounded by an unknown 

SCA and unknown snowmelt rates, so soil drainage parameters have been fit largely through the use of 

streamflow concentration data. Furthermore, runs described here relied on an oversimplification of the 

watershed; e.g. snowmelt does not always occur everywhere on the watershed at once, relative snowmelt 

rates between subunits are not constant throughout the year as is assumed by the snowmelt optimization 
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routine, and more than one soil type is present. 

Statistical analysis of observed and modeled outputs were performed, and suggest a significantly 

less good fit than appears to be the case when comparing observed and predicted concentration values as 

a time series. These analysis are not appropriate for time series data, though, and much of the lack of fit 

can be explained. 

The AHM uses many parameters and types of input data, many of which may have similar effects 

on model outputs. For example, modeled concentrations in streamflow are affected by concentrations in 

the soils or by the fraction of total runoff that passes through the soils. Concentrations in soils are 

affected by weathering rates, input concentrations, thermodynamic exchange constants, and flow rates 

through the soil. The fraction of total runoff passing through the soils is influenced by maximum 

infiltration rates, soil drainage rates, and flow routing. A bad estimate of one parameter can be compen

sated for by a bad estimate of another parameter while modeled outputs appear to remain reasonable. A 

large quantity of data is required to ensure accurate estimates of parameters, to provide accurate inputs, 

and to validate model outputs; without such data any modeled outputs are suspect. Fully adequate data 

necessary to calibrate and run this model are available for few experimental watersheds, and therefore 

this model has a high potential for misuse. In the absence of adequate verification data, conclusions 

drawn from modeled outputs should be considered speculation. 

On the other hand, modeled outputs may be used to compare certain scenarios subject to the uncer

tainty caused by using some parameters with unknown values. For example, a sensitivity run was made 

showing the effect produced by a doubling of concentrations in inputs. While it cannot be said for certain 

that this is the absolute outcome of that change in inputs, it is a reasonable expectation if the assumptions 

made about cation exchange, mineral weathering, and soil drainage are adequate. The credibility of this 

type of conclusion improves if it is reached following a series of model runs that include the entire plau

sible ranges of other influencing parameters, and outputs are fit and compared to measured values in soils 

and streamflow. 

While the sensitivity of the model to some parameters and input data was described, and some 

parameters were adjusted to improve model fit, no attempt was made to obtain a true, "optimum" set of 

parameters for the model as applied to these watersheds. This was due to 1) the number of parameters 

present in the model, 2) the computational time required to run the model, and 3) the fact that some of 

the parameters are known to be correlated. Model runs reported here used some 23 hydrologic 
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parameters and 11 thermodynamic parameters describing exchange reactions in the soil, for a total of N 

= 34 parameters. Suppose a user wished to compare the response surface (say the sum of squared error) 

for a single chemical species in streamflow while the values of two parameters were varied. Ten values 

of each parameter could be used, which would require a total of 100 model runs to include each combi

nation of values of these two parameters. For each of these 100 runs, the sum of squared errors (sum of 

squared values of observed minus predicted concentrations for the single species) could be computed 

and plotted to obtain a 3-dimensional response surface. This response surface would be valid only for the 

constant values of the other 32 parameters used during those runs. To repeat this for each possible pair of 

parameters would require comparing (N*(N-1)) / 2. = 561 pairs, each of which would require 100 model 

runs. Running the model for a single day with the subunits and thermodynamic data used in these runs 

requires approximately 1.5 million mathematical operations and a great amount of array sorting; this is 

due primarily to the iterative technique used to estimate the concentrations of the 59 chemical species 

modeled. Therefore, obtaining response surfaces of a single output species for all sets of parameter com

binations would require about 3x1013 mathematical operations, which would require about 400 hours on 

a computer capable of 20 million floating-point operations per second. In addition, each of the 56,100 

runs made would require time for setup, plotting, and review of the output plots, and these would only 

represent a crude response surface for a single output (e.g. Ca2+), and would not include information on 

the sensitivity of each of these plots to variability a third parameter (recall each plot was made while 

holding all but two parameters constant). In short, the model has too many parameters and outputs and 

consumes too much computer time to attempt to manually find an optimum set of parameters. In addi

tion, several parameters arc interdependent with respect to their effects on modeled outputs, and some 

parameters are of a threshold type (e.g. maximum infiltration rate). These factors have been shown to 

inhibit automatic calibration of even much less complex models [Ibbilt and O'Donnell, 1971; Johnston 

and Pilgrim, 1976; Sorooshian and Gupta, 1983], and in fact indicate that no true optimum set of param

eters exists for this model. Given the physical dependence of strcamflow concentrations on both concen

trations within the soils and the relative contribution of soil drainage and surface runoff (SRO) to 

streamflow, it is unlikely that any model can be devised that would have identifiable, optimum parame

ters. Therefore the decision to fix most parameters based on physical measurements and to adjust only a 

few appears to be the only viable option for calibrating this model. However, when a few parameters 

have becn selected for adjustment, systematic, automated estimation techniques may be used to good 
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effect, as was demonstrated with the ILWAS model [Chang and Del/eur, 1992]. 

6.3 Experience with the model, and implications about watershed processes 

The incorporation of a variable SCA within the model is a minimum requirement for modeling 

alpine watersheds. Within the AHM, terrestrial subunits are divided into snow-covered and snow-free 

fractions. While this represents a major improvement over subunits with either complete or zero snow 

cover, it too is a simplification of the process involved. A physical terrestrial area with variable snow 

cover has a number of subareas with differing water contents, the water content of each being at least 

partially a function of the period it has been snow free. SRO generated under the snowpack of this real 

area may partially be re-infiltrated into areas of the subunit that recently became snow free, and these 

areas may provide a subsurface source of streamflow for some time. In the model, the entire snow-free 

area has one uniform water content (which typically is relatively dry when the SCA is small) and SRO 

generated beneath the snowpack leaves the subunit rather than re-infiltrating on the snow-free area. The 

net effect is that the model may route too much SRO to streams from the snow-covered area, though this 

is not particularly apparent in the reported model outputs. 

Application of the AHM to the Emerald Lake basin has provided some insight into the relative 

importance of specific data and parameters required to run it Some of the findings may be surprising, but 

put into the context of the watershed and the model the physical cause behind these findings becomes 

evident. In addition to gaining additional understanding of the model, use of the model has helped to 

highlight certain processes that occur on the watershed, are significant to the chemistry of streamflow 

and lakes on the watershed, and which are poorly understood. 

The rate of snowmelt and the rate of soil drainage both appear to have approximately equal, oppo

site, and relatively small effects on streamflow chemistry. Both of these factors influence the fraction of 

water passing through the soil versus becoming SRO. Significant differences in streamflow concentra

tions caused by varying soil drainage or snowmelt rates appear only during high flow periods when SRO 

is affected by either factor, except when high snowmelt rates cause the snowpack to disappear early. In 

that case flows decrease and evaporative concentration in the soils and streamflow become evident. 

The concentration of chemical species in early snowmelt runoff relative to mean snowpack con

centrations has a significant effect on streamflow chemistry, though the influence varies by species. In 

the case of Cl-, this influence may extend from early melt through the disappearance of the snowpack 
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when compared to CI- elution that is proportional to the fraction of the snowpack melted. The effect on 

exchangeable cations, pH, and ANC appears to be limited to a period on the order of days to perhaps two 

weeks during early snowmelt runoff, the duration being a function of the fraction of the snowpack 

melted and the shape of the chemical elution function used. The apparent reason for the difference 

between CI- and exchangeable cations appears to be related to average snowpack concentrations. With 

the data used, the concentration of CI- in streamflow is approximately equal to concentration in the bulk 

snowpack, while the concentrations of exchangeable cations in streamflow range from about 3 to 30 

times their concentrations in the bulk snowpack. The snowpack's low concentrations of exchangeable 

cations and the leveling effect caused by cation exchange should cause a several-fold increase in early 

meltwater concentration of these species to be relatively insignificant relative to the concentrations 

present in drainage from the soil. Therefore, the modeled increase in the streamflow (and soil) concentra

tions of exchangeable cations that occurs with accelerated chemical elution from the snowpack appears 

to be driven by cation exchange caused by the more rapid elution of H+ from the snowpack. Some lesser 

influence may be caused by an increase in the concentration of cations in SRO over the soils. While the 

concentration in modeled SRO is less than that of the stream, a higher concentration in SRO will reduce 

the amount by which soil drainage is diluted when the two are mixed to become modeled streamflow. 

The disposition of water routed from rock surfaces appears to have a major effect on modeled 

streamflow chemistry. Specifically, when even a relatively small fraction of rock-surface runoff is routed 

directly to the stream, each significant runoff event creates a one-day "spike" in the modeled streamflow 

concentration of each chemical species, the direction of the concentration change being a function of the 

concentration in the surface runoff relative to that in soil drainage. The magnitude of these modeled 

changes in streamflow concentrations was believed to be greater than actual changes occurring in the 

streamflow. There are two reasons why this occurs in the model's outputs. One is that dry deposition 

accumulates on rock surfaces between runoff events; the amount of dry deposition to rocks may differ 

from the values used in modeling, which were obtained from a short term study of deposition on vegeta

tive surfaces. The other cause for large spikes in streamflow with direct routing from rocks to the stream 

is the direct contribution of the portion of precipitation or snowmelt that has not contacted the soil solu

tion (but which incorporates much of the dry deposition). In fitting the model, these concentration spikes 

were largely eliminated by routing all runoff from rock surfaces to soil or talus subunits (where some 

could remain as surface runoll) before routing the water to streamflow. The attenuation of these 
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concentration changes on the actual watershed may be caused by all surface runoff from rock passing 

over soils, by interchange of water between streamflow and the stream bed and banks, by higher than 

expected weathering rates occurring on the rock surfaces (no weathering from these surfaces was 

modeled in the reported runs), or by less accumulation of dry deposition on the rocks. 

Finally, this effort has suggested that the Emerald Lake basin may be particularly sensitive to 

changes in acidic loadings of precipitation. The concentration of individual species in the average bulk 

snowpack was less than one to a few ~q 1-1 (mass concentrations ranged from a few ppb for H+ to 0.1 

ppm for S042- S). Even so, modeling results indicated that if concentrations in the snowpack are dou

bled, the acid neutralizing capacity of streamflow will be reduced (for a period of several days) to about 

one third of that observed during early snowmelt in WY -86; the modeled ANC came very close to zero. 

6.4 Research needs suggested by modeling results 

Several chemical processes that occur on the watershed and significantly affect streamflow chem

istry are not well understood. These processes may control the degree to which the watershed responds to 

atmospheric inputs, and therefore a more complete understanding of their behavior is prerequisite to 

meaningful scenario analysis through modeling. 1\vo of these processes are mineral weathering and 

cation exchange. Laboratory analysis suggests mineral weathering rates may be many times the values 

estimated by a comparison of watershed inputs and outputs for the two years used in modeling. Mineral 

weathering rates used in modeling were set by fitting modeled streamflow concentrations to observa

tions. In the process of this fitting, it was found that modeled cation exchange processes caused mineral 

weathering rates to have one effect on streamflow concentrations that was opposite of that expected; 

higher weathering rates increased the pH of the soil solution, thereby driving cations onto exchange sites 

and reducing concentrations in the soil solution and streamflow. Assuming this relationship is real, 

cation exchange processes in a physical system may display this inverse weathering to soil concentration 

relationship over some ranges of base saturation but not in others. However, with the chemical speciation 

model and initial condition and thermodynamic data used, this effect occurred even when weathering 

products equal to more than 50 year's weathering were added to the soil at one time (Section 5.2). This is 

believed to be an improbable outcome. Therefore, gaining a better understanding of mineral weathering 

rates, the interactions betwecn mineral weathering products and cation exchange, and how to model 

these interactions may be a necessary prerequisite to drawing defensible conclusions about watershed 
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acidification from modeling efforts. 

The mineral weathering rates used for modeling were equal to 50 percent of the rates expected 

based on watershed inputs and outflows (Section 5.2). These were set by noting the difference in outputs 

from two model runs, one with weathering equal to outputs minus inputs and the other with weathering 

rates of zero. However, to assume weathering is equal to the outputs minus the inputs is to assume the 

watershed is in equilibrium. If it is assumed that equilibrium with mineral weathering occurs after 

thousands of years of soil development, then any anthropogenic increase in acidic inputs should cause a 

disequilibrium in this process. The fact that a near-best fit of the model was obtained with mineral weath

ering rates at 50 percent of the watershed's outputs minus inputs on its face suggests that acidic inputs 

are displacing cations from the soil at twice the rate they are being generated by mineral weathering; it 

was also suggested that the mineral weathering rates used (50 percent of "observed") may have been too 

high (Section 5.8, discussion of S042-). In connection with previous soils reports [Brown et al., 1990], 

the 50 percent of "observed" rate used implies that the Emerald Lake watershed is being acidified at a 

rate that may lead to ncar-complete elimination of exchangeable cations within 20 to 200 years. How

ever, reaching this conclusion requires the assumption that the model, its parameters, and the input data 

are accurate; such a sweeping conclusion is premature. For example, there is a known 20 to 40 percent 

imbalance in the chemical charge of measured precipitation inputs, and fitting the model to streamflow 

and lake pH required a partial pressure of C02 some 5 times the expected value (no on site measure

ments of atmospheric C02 pressures were available). 

Assimilation of N03 - and NH4 + can have a major ciTect on the ANC of streamflow, particularly 

when concentrations of these species in soils are high and streamflows are relatively small. Specifically, 

during the fall of WY -86 the difference in streamflow ANC caused by modeling assimilation of N}4 + 

alone compared to modeling no assimilation of either species accounts for nearly half of total streamflow 

ANC for a period of about 60 days. When assimilation of both species is modeled, the effects of one are 

largely cancelled by the other with the data used. It could be surmised that a significant amount of nitro

gen assimilation occurs in the fall as bacteria multiply to begin consuming the annual foliage grown dur

ing the summer season. However, a better understanding of nitrogen assimilation is nceded to accurately 

model effects of changes in N03 - and Nt4 + inputs. For example, if inputs of either species are 

markedly increased during the fall and early winter, will the additional amount be assimilated, adsorbed 

on soils, or appear in streamflow? If the additional input is assimilated in the fall, what effect will this 
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have on spring snowmelt runoff? Answers to these questions are not available to date. 

Concentrations of K+ and N03 - in early snowmelt runoff appear to be too high to be attributed 

solely to accelerated elution from the snowpack. Research on elution of chemicals from the snowpack is 

continuing, and additional research on nitrogen cycling has been proposed. Cycling of K+ should be stu

died along with nitrogen cycling, because the teclmiques and timing of data collection needed largely 

coincide. 

Use of the model has demonstrated that it is important to acquire SCA data for late season 

snowpacks. In the absence of such data, SCA was extrapolated for up to 2 months beyond the last avail

able observation in the model calibration year. This casts a degree of doubt on the hydrologic parameters 

used in fitting the model because the snowmelt contribution to rainfall-runoff events during the fitting 

period is unknown. In addition, the location of the snowpack relative to the soils may have a major 

influence on the chemistry of runoff. In all but a few cases modeled here, this influence was not large 

because all snowmelt over rock was routed to the soils where it infiltrated when possible, which has 

nearly the same effect on streamflow as locating all snow cover atop the modeled soils. 

6.5 Modifying the alpine hydrogeochemical model 

Linking soil drainage and infiltration routines (Section 2.4) could provide a more realistic soil 

description and improve model fits. Currently, infiltration is computed on a whole-time-step basis prior 

to computing soil drainage with a smaller time step. This can have the effect of limiting soil drainage due 

to a lack of water, when in the physical system infiltration may constantly be replenishing water avail

able for drainage. 

While any number of other refinements to the model are possible, their relative priority depends on 

the particular project at hand. Before any model modifications are made, the model should first be fit "as 

is" to the available data to determine whether the proposed change to the model can be justified given 

other limiting factors that may be present in the data. With the data used for this work, significantly more 

effort could be directed to adjusting SCA, nitrogen reactions, mineral weathering and thermodynamic 

parameters before model modifications could be used to good effect. 11tis sugg~ted list of adjustments 

to data and parameters can be justified based on the lack of data indicating that the values currently used 

arc accurate. 
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While some users may wish to decrcase the amount of time required for this program to run. they 

should be aware that approximately 70 percent of the time required for a normal run is consumed by rou

tines from the chemical speciation model. so refinements to other sections of the program may prove to 

be relatively fruitless. If time required for model runs is a burden. it may be most effectively reduced by 

limiting the number of species included in either the thermodynamic data file or in the chemical initial 

condition files. or by reducing the number of watershed subdivisions modeled. 

Happy modeling! 
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Table A3.2.1: PrecipitaLion amoums, daLa sources, and inpuL files. 

Rain Snow Precip. 

DaLe cm cm source 

851006 0.2 1.6 1a,2a 

851008 0.0 1.1 1a 

851021 0.0 3.8 Ia 

851111 0.0 ll.8 1a 

851120 0.0 11.5 1a 

851203 0.0 37.8 1a 

851211 0.0 3.5 1a 

860108 0.0 15.2 Ia 

860203 0.0 17.8 1a 

860206 0.0 0.5 Ia 

860218 0.0 82.6 1a 

860219 0.0 24.0 Ia 

860319 0.0 42.7 Ia 

860410 0.0 3.5 Ia 

860416 0.0 1.4 Ia 

860504 0.0 2.4 In 

860507 0.0 1.0 la 

860530 0.53 0.0 3a 

860722 1.90 0.0 3a 

860725 0.41 0.0 3a 

860820 0040 0.0 2a 

860918 0.2 1.0 2a 

860924 0.0 12.5 2a 

860929 0.0 8.0 3a 

(cominucd) 

aValue is snowpack waLer equivalenL aL peak accumulaLion. 

b Date of precipitaLion is unknown. 

ChemisLrY 

source 

3a (10-7 daLa) 

3a (10-7 data) 

3a 

1 b (11-20 data) 

1b 

1b 

1b 

Ib 

Ib 

I b (2-4 data) 

Ib (2-19 data) 

Ib 

Ib 

Ib 

Ib 

Ib 

Ib 

3a 

3a 

3a 

3a (wLd, 8-20,21) 

3a (9-19 data) 

3a 

3a 

231 

AHMdaLa 

file name 

sch85007 

sch85007 

sch85021 

sch8511.20 

sch8511.20 

sch8512.03 

sch8512.03 

sch8601.09 

sch8602.04 

sch8602.04 

sch8602.19 

sch8602.19 

sch8603.19 

sch8604.l0 

sch8604.l6 

sch8605.04 

sch8605.07 

rch86530 

rch86722 

rch86725 

rch86820 

sch86919 

sch86924 

sch86929 



Table A3.2.1 (continued): Precipitation amounts, data sources, and input files. 

Rain Snow Precip. 

Date cm cm source 

870402a 0.0 59.8 4a 

870403b 0.0 9.2 2b,3b 

870428 0.8 0.0 3b 

870505 3.2 0.0 3b 

870508 1.1 0.0 2b 

870509 0.9 0.0 2b 

870512 0.7 0.0 2b 

870513 0.1 0.0 2b 

870514 0.1 0.0 2b 

870515 1.5 0.0 2b 

870521-870524 0.457 0.268 2b 

870606 l.2 0.0 2b 

870608 1.4 0.0 2b 

870713 0.1 0.0 2b 

870803 0.05 0.0 2b 

870824 0.4 0.0 2b 

870831 0.2 0.0 2b 

870901 0.4 0.0 2b 

870902 0.8 0.0 2b 

870912 0.4 0.0 2b 

aValue is snowpack water equivalent at peak accumulation. 

bDale of precipitation unknown. 

Chemistry 

source 

4b 

4b 

3b 

3b 

3b 

3b 

3b 

3b 

3b 

3b 

3b 

3b 

3b 

3b 

3b 

3b 

3b 

3b 

3b 

3b 
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AHMdata 

file name 

sch87402 

sch87402 

rch87428 

rch87505 

rch87512 

rch87512 

rch87512 

rch87519 

rch87519 

rch87519 

rch87526 

rch87606 

rch87608 

rch87707 

rch87818 

rch87825 

rch87831 

rch87901 

rch87908 

rch87908 

Sources: 1) Dozier ct. al .. (1988J a. Table 3.4, page 12; b. Table 4.8, page 34; 2) Dozier ct. al .• (1989J 

a. Table 30, page 92; b. Table 31, page 94; 3) R. Kallcimann. (1990J a. file 86-WETDP.WK1; b. file 

87-WETDP.WK1; 4) Williams and Mciack. {1991aJ a. Table 8; b. Table 6. 



Table A3.2.2: Chemical content of precipitation at Emerald Lake Watershed. a 

WY 1986 

Date H+ N~+ Na+ K+ ea2+ Mg2+ N03- S042- Cl- P043- Anionb 

851006 14.10 86.50 5.70 3.80 7.50 1.65 52040 16.05 7.30 0.00 36.60 
851008 14.10 86.50 5.70 3.80 7.50 1.65 52040 16.05 7.30 0.00 36.60 
851021 8040 5.50 3.90 2.30 1.00 0.20 5.50 3.35 2.80 0.00 7.50 
851111 4.30 1.00 1.00 0.50 0.65 0.20 0.70 0.35 3.70 0.03 3.30 
851120 4.30 1.00 1.00 0.50 0.65 0.20 0.70 0.35 3.70 0.03 3.30 
851203 5.60 0.80 1.50 0.50 0045 0.20 1.80 0.85 2.90 0.03 3.20 
851211 5.60 0.80 1.50 0.50 0045 0.20 1.80 0.85 2.90 0.03 3.20 
860108 4.00 1.10 0.80 0.70 0.50 0.15 0.90 0040 1.30 0.03 4.80 
860203 4.30 2.20 0.60 1.00 0.10 0.05 lAO 0.65 3.20 0.00 2.50 
860206 4.30 2.20 0.60 1.00 0.10 0.05 lAO 0.65 3.20 0.00 2.50 
860218 4.90 0.80 1.60 0.90 0.15 0.10 1.90 0.60 2.90 0.03 2.60 
860219 4.90 0.80 1.60 0.90 0.15 0.10 1.90 0.60 2.90 0.03 2.60 
860319 3.50 1.10 1.30 1.00 0.25 0.10 1.10 0.95 3.80 0.03 0.70 
860410 2.90 7.50 5.00 1.00 0.80 0.80 5.30 1.80 5.30 0.10 5.10 
860416 6.80 19.00 4.00 1.10 0.85 0.30 13.00 6.30 5.50 0.06 1.90 
860504 4.60 15.20 1.60 0.60 0.70 0.20 6.90 4.00 3040 0.06 5.30 
860507 7.70 18.10 8.60 1.70 0.70 0040 14.30 7.60 8.70 0.03 0.00 
860530 12.90 20.00 4.40 1.30 11.50 2.05 15.20 8045 2.80 0.00 30.80 
860722 9.92 27.23 4.92 2.39 9.78 1.56 23.21 10.00 5.85 0.00 IS.08 
860725 14.80 24.90 5.20 1.00 3.50 0.80 22.90 10.10 5.40 0.00 6.00 
860820 6.90 8.20 5.58 1.70 7.31 1.55 26.13 5.26 8.78 0.00 -5.33 
860918 3.00 4.40 0.10 0.30 4.50 0040 2.90 1.25 2.30 0.00 9.90 
860924 6.30 21.10 0.90 0.50 8.00 0040 20.00 4.70 3.10 0.00 13.10 
860929 5.50 8.90 3.00 0.50 0.75 0040 4.00 2040 5.10 0.00 6.30 

(continued) ~ w 



Table A3.2.2 (continued): Chemical content of precipitation at Emerald Lake Watershed. a 

WY 1987 

Date H+ NH4+ Na+ K+ ea2+ Mg2+ N03- 5042- Cl- P04
3- Anionb 

870402 4.60 3.80 0.70 0040 0.90 0.55 4.20 1045 1.50 0.00 3.80 
870403 4.60 3.80 0.70 0040 0.90 0.55 4.20 1.45 1.50 0.00 3.80 
870428 33.10 24040 6.10 3.30 14.20 2.45 43.10 19045 5.60 0.00 12.60 
870505 11.50 48.20 10.00 2.80 21.95 2.90 45.20 23.85 6.50 0.00 22.80 
870508 13.50 32.20 2.20 3.80 7.25 1.65 21.90 15.60 4.80 0.00 11.60 
870509 13.50 32.20 2.20 3.80 7.25 1.65 21.90 15.60 4.80 0.00 11.60 
870512 13.50 32.20 2.20 3.80 7.25 1.65 21.90 15.60 4.80 0.00 11.60 
870513 7.40 45.50 4040 6.90 9.75 2045 39.20 14.70 4.50 0.00 15.50 
870514 7040 45.50 4040 6.90 9.75 2.45 39.20 14.70 4.50 0.00 15.50 
870515 7040 45.50 4040 6.90 9.75 2.45 39.20 14.70 4.50 0.00 15.50 
870524 9.10 133.10 27.00 3.60 11.75 4.55 95.5 37.05 18.90 0.00 16.90 
870606 8.70 30.90 53.30 lAO 3.20 0.70 14.90 8.45 5.20 0.00 65.10 
870608 28.20 44.80 38.10 lAO 4.35 1.30 41.10 16.55 3.90 0.00 45.70 
870713 3.20 29.40 34.80 12.30 19.20 5.35 31.00 12.90 35.00 0.00 37.00 
870803 6.50 109.20 32.20 7.70 13.45 3.70 84.20 30.10 31.60 0.00 13.90 
870824 3.70 154.10 32.20 9.70 28.95 6.15 80.00 42.15 31.90 0.00 73.70 
870831 15.10 23.80 3.50 1.80 5.50 0.80 30.80 21.25 6.20 0.00 -22.70 
870901 4.10 149.70 7.00 6040 24.95 4.10 65.60 22.50 10.70 0.00 104.00 
870902 14.50 49.30 6.50 2.30 7.50 1.65 44.20 13.75 5.90 0.00 13.30 
870912 14.50 49.30 6.50 2.30 7.50 1.65 44.20 13.75 5.90 0.00 13.30 

aValues are Jlmol 1-1. Data sources are in Appcndix 3.2.1. Data [or April 2 and April 3, 1987 are concentrations at peak snowpack accumulation 
[Williams and Melack, 1991 a]. 

b Anion required to obtain charge balancc. 
~ 



Table A3.6.1: Species concentrations in three inflow streams. a 

Inflow 1 
YrMoDa pH ANC CI- N03 S042":- PO~3 N~+ ea2+ Mg2+ Na+ K+ Silica COND 
850926 6.28 26 6.1 11.5 6.3 0.00 0.1 26.6 5.2 16.3 2.5 34.6 4.4 
851010 6.43 27 12.8 11.4 6.9 0.01 0.1 34.2 7.1 17.4 4.2 42.5 5.2 
851019 6.44 31 7.9 12.3 6.5 0.00 0.0 30.0 6.1 16.3 2.0 45 4.2 
851024 6.35 24 12.8 9.0 7.7 0.02 1.5 30.9 6.6 17.0 4.8 48.2 6.3 
860501 5.934 29 5.15 5.835 6.805 0.060 0.25 24.35 4.87 12.3 2.37 38.5 6.1 
860502 6.06 27 5.3 6.6 7.2 0.02 0.1 24.0 5.2 15.9 2.2 37.3 6.3 
860505 5.88 28 3.4 5.2 5.3 0.04 0.0 26.8 5.2 12.8 1.9 42.1 7.4 
860506 6.11 35 5.4 7.7 7.8 0.09 0.0 30.4 5.6 13.6 2.0 43.8 6.8 
860518 5.90 18 2.7 6.1 5.7 -9.9 0.0 20.0 4.4 9.0 1.6 35.1 4.9 
860523 5.87 17 2.7 4.8 5.2 -9.9 0.1 18.0 4.0 9.2 1.9 27.0 5.0 
860525 5.73 17 1.7 4.1 5.4 -9.9 0.0 17.4 3.6 7.6 1.5 24.2 4.8 
860610 5.90 14 2.4 0.7 5.4 -9.9 0.2 12.9 3.0 6.9 2.0 18.8 3.4 
860701 5.98 18 1.1 0.4 2.8 0.01 0.0 11.0 2.5 5.0 1.1 17.8 2.8 
860709 5.99 16 1.9 2.0 4.8 0.00 0.1 12.9 2.7 6.7 1.2 23.8 3.0 
860714 5.91 30 4.3 3.0 6.2 0.04 0.1 18.7 3.9 10.7 2.1 21.7 3.2 
860717 5.92 17 2.1 2.6 5.2 0.03 0.0 16.7 3.9 6.3 2.2 24.3 3.4 
860722 6.12 19 2.0 3.7 5.9 -9.9 0.1 17.1 2.0 7.7 1.2 23.8 3.6 
860729 6.29 20 1.7 2.5 4.6 0.00 0.0 18.2 2.5 8.0 0.9 25.9 2.9 
860805 6.39 18 3.0 2.4 5.0 0.09 0.1 15.3 2.5 10.3 2.7 25.7 3.7 
860810 6.11 28 1.4 0.5 5.3 0.09 0.0 16.6 2.5 9.6 1.9 25.1 4.2 
860813 6.11 24 3.9 1.4 6.3 0.03 0.1 16.7 3.0 10.9 2.4 25.9 3.6 
860819 6.04 20 2.3 1.3 6.3 0.12 0.0 17.4 2.8 10.7 2.0 28.3 3.5 
860820 6.04 23.17 1.63 1.695 6.282 0.007 0 18.5 3.025 8.942 2045 27.39 -9.9 
860826 6.21 27 1.1 0.7 6.1 0.00 0.0 18.1 2.4 11.1 2.2 28.3 3.4 
860902 6.54 39 1.0 0.2 6.1 0.00 004 22.1 2.6 10.1 204 30.3 3.5 
860909 6041 36 1.4 0.3 5.9 -9.9 -9.9 21.0 3.1 11.5 2.2 31.8 3.5 
860916 6.08 37 0.2 0.4 6.0 0.09 0.0 21.9 3.0 10.0 1.9 32.6 3.4 
860924 6.30 34 2.3 5.7 6.7 0.12 0.2 23.9 3.7 15.0 2.5 33.0 404 
861001 6.23 36 7.6 9.2 7.4 0.06 0.8 29.6 4.9 13.4 5.9 38.5 6.6 
861009 6.12 29 9.7 5.8 5.9 0.00 0.1 29.6 4.3 12.0 4.0 41.3 5.5 

-'-- --- -- -

(continued) 
~ 
VI 



Table A3.6.1 (continued): Species concentrations in three inflow streams. a 

Inflow 1 (continued) 

YrMoDa pH ANC CI- N03 - S042- P043- N~ + Caz+ Mgz+ Na+ K+ Silica COND 
861015 6.47 39 6.0 6.9 5.9 0.30 0.1 34.6 3.9 12.5 3.4 42.2 4.9 
861020 6.36 44 4.6 8.4 5.7 0.00 0.0 35.3 4.3 13.0 3.0 40.8 5.1 
861028 6.54 39 3.6 7.6 5.8 0.Q3 0.6 34.7 3.8 13.1 3.1 40.8 4.9 
861120 6.3 40 9.125 7.44 6.305 -9.9 -9.9 33.5 4.622 13.42 3.317 49.40 5.5 
861203 6.06 40 1l.5 3.9 6.3 om 0.0 38.1 5.3 20.0 3.3 54.6 7.0 
861216 6.47 54 11.3 7.6 6.6 0.01 0.2 52.4 6.6 16.4 3.3 55.1 7.8 
870304 -9.9 -9.9 10.5 9.96 7.24 -9.9 -9.9 48.14 7.594 17.87 4.141 57.25 -9.9 
870309 -9.9 -9.9 9.575 11.4 7.015 -9.9 -9.9 46.71 6.839 17.73 3.788 57.49 -9.9 
870318 -9.9 -9.9 7.505 8.49 7.08 -9.9 -9.9 46.71 6.415 17.03 4.258 53.05 -9.9 
870401 6.13 42 26.1 12.7 9.7 -9.9 -9.9 35.3 7.0 24.1 15.2 43.5 9.6 
870402 6.11 43 9.2 10.8 8.0 -9.9 -9.9 33.1 6.6 15.0 5.4 39.5 8.6 
870408 6 37 5.6 8.2 7.3 0.05 0.4 32.4 6.2 13.3 8.6 37.6 8.4 
870410 6.12 33 8.3 9.8 7.4 0.05 0.9 31.7 7.2 13.2 11.4 32.6 7.5 
870416 6.17 32 7.4 10.5 6.4 0.03 0.1 28.1 5.9 10.2 7.8 27.3 6.7 
870423 6.27 25 4.2 6.1 5.6 0.02 0.0 24.6 4.7 9.3 5.7 31.2 5.8 
870425 6.056 24.74 4.43 5.095 5.32 0.025 0.302 23.14 4.292 9.463 5.876 26.65 5.3 
870428 6.05 25 4.1 10.0 9.4 0.00 0.7 26.1 6.0 9.2 6.0 25.9 5.9 
870507 6.23 39 4.1 5.2 6.8 0.00 0.0 21.2 4.2 9.3 4.6 27.8 4.3 
870513 6.16 25 3.4 8.3 7.9 0.00 0.0 23.0 4.4 8.6 4.3 26.1 4.6 
870520 6.08 17 3.5 10.5 8.2 0.00 0.0 24.9 4.3 9.3 3.6 27.2 5.3 
870526 6 17.3 2.77 7.24 7.76 -9.9 0.09 18.6 4.02 12 2.95 36.9 5.6 
870604 6.1 17.3 2.55 10.92 7.24 -9.9 0.275 15.1 3.56 9.8 3.21 25.8 5.5 
870608 5.87 -9.9 2.42 15.7 1l.8 -9.9 2.48 20.7 5.01 11.7 3.89 26.6 6.8 
870610 6.09 16 2.82 14.9 9.11 -9.9 0 19.3 4.4 12.2 3.3 28.6 6.1 
870617 6.18 38.3 -9.9 -9.9 -9.9 -9.9 -9.9 -9.9 -9.9 -9.9 -9.9 28.6 4.3 
870625 5.92 10 2.2 7.4 7.4 0.03 0.23 16.3 3.3 15.1 2.5 31.1 4.2 
870630 6.31 18 1.8 0.3 6.9 0.10 0.09 15.7 2.9 11.9 2.3 30.5 3.8 
870710 6.23 26 2.3 0.0 7.3 0.04 0.00 18.2 3.7 18.6 1.8 28.5 3.7 
870714 6.25 28 2.0 2.8 6.9 0.07 0.11 15.7 2.9 9.7 1.8 31.3 3.9 
870722 6.27 25 1.5 1.3 7.2 0.00 0.06 16.3 3.1 10.5 2.0 32.6 3.8 

~-------

~ (continued) 



Tablc A3.6.1 (continued): Specics conccntrations in three inflow streams. a 

Inflow 1 (continued) 

YrMoDa pH ANC CI- N03 - S042- P04
3- NRt + Ca2+ Mg2+ Na+ K+ Silica COND 

870730 6.38 26 2.0 0.6 7.1 0.04 -9.9 16.3 3.0 10.0 1.3 33.7 3.5 

870805 6.28 22 1.3 0.8 7.1 om 0.25 16.3 3.1 10.9 1.3 34.9 3.9 

870814 6.18 21 1.3 0.2 7.0 0.03 om 16.9 3.1 11.3 1.1 37.2 3.6 

870820 6.26 34 3.3 0.8 6.5 0.03 0.29 21.3 3.8 14.4 1.1 38.4 4.9 

870827 6.29 33 1.5 0.0 6.5 0.03 0.08 23.8 3.8 12.9 1.3 37.7 4.7 

870901 6.19 35 2.3 0.4 9.5 0.04 0.15 26.3 5.0 14.3 2.6 38.2 4.7 

870909 6.43 22 6.4 0.3 7.2 0.03 0.02 19.0 3.0 12.4 1.3 37.2 4.4 

870915 6.16 26 1.6 0.0 6.6 0.00 0.05 20.3 3.5 12.1 1.5 37.5 4.8 

870924 6.24 47 3.3 0.0 3.9 0.05 0.17 28.8 4.6 14.9 2.0 38.8 5.4 

871025 5.924 24.75 12.43 4.965 9.79 0.02 0.02 29.45 5.608 15.06 3.286 42.43 6.9 

(continucd) 

a Data arc from UCSB database. Valucs arc J1cq 1-1 , cxcept P043- and silica are in J1 moll-i. Mean values of several observations are indicated by 

additional significant digits. Unavailable data are entered as -9.9. 

~ 



Table A3.6.1 (continued): Species concentrations in three inflow streams. a 

Inflow 2 
YrMoDa pH ANC CI- N03 - S042- u_ PO? NIi4 + Ca2+ Mg2+ Na+ K+ Silica COND 
850926 6.31 30 3.8 3.7 6.4 0.00 0.1 26.2 4.1 14.9 1.3 42.6 4.0 
851010 6.42 31 12.8 10.0 7.0 0.03 0.2 30.5 6.3 16.2 4.3 48.1 6.6 
851010 6.16 20 10.6 12.8 6.8 0.00 0.0 28.3 6.1 15.9 2.7 35.3 4.8 
851019 6.27 34 5.8 5.7 7.0 0.01 0.3 32.5 5.3 15.5 1.4 42.6 4.6 
851024 6.13 21 10.0 10.3 6.8 0.03 0.2 28.3 5.3 15.6 3.7 50.8 3.6 
851025 6.27 25 12.9 6.8 6.8 -9.9 -9.9 26.5 5.7 15.2 3.6 50.5 6.0 
860107 6.19 33 3.5 8.2 6.2 0.02 0.0 26.6 6.1 18.7 2.8 53.2 6.7 
860416 5.83 36 8.8 8.0 7.3 0.01 0.8 32.7 4.6 20.6 2.8 33.5 8.6 
860501 5.88 31 6.7 15.1 7.9 0.01 0.5 29.1 6.0 13.3 2.5 35.5 7.8 
860501 5.94 22 7.1 17.1 8.9 0.00 0.3 28.3 5.9 13.5 2.3 36.2 8.0 
860502 6.04 25 7.0 16.2 8.4 0.01 0.2 28.3 5.9 13.2 2.3 35.4 7.7 
860505 5.93 25 6.2 14.4 8.0 0.04 0.0 31.3 6.1 12.5 1.9 39.6 7.8 
860506 6.01 25 6.2 14.5 7.2 0.03 0.0 33.0 6.3 13.0 2.1 45.7 8.0 
860518 5.77 18 3.9 10.3 5.8 -9.9 0.0 21.9 4.9 10.1 1.8 36.4 5.7 
860523 5.89 14 3.7 9.7 6.9 -9.9 0.0 20.0 4.4 10.7 1.6 26.9 5.8 
860525 5.84 15 2.2 6.4 5.2 -9.9 0.0 18.0 4.1 8.3 1.6 24.3 5.1 
860610 5.84 10 2.2 4.3 4.6 -9.9 0.0 13.5 2.9 6.3 1.2 20.5 3.8 
860701 5.69 13 1.9 2.4 4.8 0.01 0.0 10.3 2.5 4.9 1.1 16.9 2.8 
860709 5.99 19 1.7 2.5 4.8 0.01 0.1 14.0 2.8 6.1 1.1 22.7 3.0 
860714 6.04 22 1.9 1.6 5.4 0.03 0.0 15.9 2.1 6.0 1.6 19.5 2.7 
860717 5.82 15 4.6 3.4 5.5 0.26 0.9 16.2 2.3 5.9 1.4 22.5 4.1 
860722 5.93 18 1.7 3.5 5.5 -9.9 0.1 17.1 1.8 7.1 1.1 21.9 4.1 
860729 6.02 21 1.2 2.3 4.0 0.00 0.0 19.1 1.6 7.4 0.9 24.3 2.8 
860805 6.24 18 0.9 1.7 3.6 0.15 0.1 13.9 2.5 8.8 2.2 24.5 3.3 
860810 6.10 26 1.3 0.4 5.4 0.09 0.0 16.0 2.9 9.3 1.9 24.4 3.3 
860813 6.18 24 1.7 0.7 6.0 0.03 0.0 17.9 2.7 9.1 1.9 25.2 3.1 
860819 6.16 23 0.9 0.3 5.9 0.12 0.1 16.0 2.5 8.9 2.0 28.0 3.6 
860820 6.36 23 1.7 1.9 5.9 0.03 0.0 17.4 2.7 9.1 2.4 27.5 4.3 
860820 6.08 17 1.9 2.7 6.2 0 0.0 19.6 3.3 9.3 2.7 27.1 4.7 
860820 -9.9 -9.9 1.5 2.0 5.8 0.03 0.0 17.4 2.7 8.8 2.4 27.6 -9.9 

(conlinued) ~ 



Table A3.6.1 (continued): Species concentrations in three inflow streams. a 

Inflow 2 (continued) 

YrMoDa pH ANC Cl- N03- S042-P043 N~+ Ca2+ Mi+ Na+ K+ Silica COND 
860820 6.26 -9.9 1.6 1.4 5.8 0.03 0.0 16.7 2.8 8.8 2.2 27.4 3.6 
860826 6.37 29 1.0 0.4 6.0 0 0.0 19.7 2.5 9.9 2.0 28.3 3.3 
860902 6.59 32 1.4 0.1 5.9 0 0.2 22.4 2.6 9.7 2.4 29.7 3.5 
860909 6.62 41 1.0 0.1 5.7 -9.9 -9.9 26.7 3.3 10.2 1.9 32.2 3.7 
860916 6.40 42 0.6 0.1 5.4 0.06 0.0 26.7 3.4 10.6 1.7 35.9 3.7 
860924 6.26 36 0.7 4.5 6.0 0.09 0.3 29.7 3.8 10.7 2.2 33.6 4.4 
861001 6.27 28 6.7 10.1 6.8 0.06 0.7 31.0 4.3 12.6 4.4 36.6 6.0 
861009 5.96 28 4.1 9.5 6.0 0.03 0.0 29.6 3.9 11.9 3.2 37.0 5.3 
861015 6.50 35 3.1 8.5 5.7 0 0.1 33.9 3.8 11.8 2.9 38.7 4.8 
861020 6.15 35 2.9 9.4 5.7 0 0.1 26.7 3.9 11.2 2.8 39.0 5.1 
861028 6.55 37 2.5 9.7 5.9 0.15 0.1 27.4 3.8 11.5 2.7 41.9 5.1 
861120 6.15 72 10.0 13.9 8.6 -9.9 -9.9 69.6 9.1 21.5 5.0 68.0 10.2 
861120 -9.9 -9.9 9.1 13.7 9.0 -9.9 -9.9 71.0 9.2 21.4 5.1 68.4 0.0 
870423 6.08 22 7.9 15.5 7.2 0.02 0.33 27.4 6.6 10.0 10.3 22.2 7.5 
870428 6.03 18 5.5 19.5 12.9 0 1.16 29.3 8.0 9.1 9.4 17.6 7.5 
870507 5.97 26 5.4 15.2 8.1 0 0.1 21.1 5.6 9.4 6.3 20.4 5.6 
870513 5.86 23 4.0 16.6 9.1 0 0.1 24.3 5.5 9.0 5.1 20.3 5.3 
870520 6.14 8 3.6 13.4 8.6 0 0 22.4 4.6 9.2 3.6 25.7 5.4 
870526 5.9 16.2 3.44 14.5 8.8 -9.9 0.046 19.3 4.32 12.6 3.12 33.3 6.4 
870604 5.85 16.7 2.38 11.02 6.96 -9.9 0 15.1 3.63 10.7 3.04 24.2 5.5 
870608 5.82 12 2.65 15.7 10.8 -9.9 2.02 18.6 4.71 10.9 3.38 25.4 6.4 
870610 5.92 8.9 2.28 13.8 8.32 -9.9 0 16.5 3.94 11.1 2.61 27.3 6.2 
870625 6.02 14 1.7 5.4 7.0 om 0.15 17.6 3.2 14.2 2.3 30.7 4.1 
870630 6.39 26 1.5 0.0 6.4 0.13 0.05 19.4 3.0 13.3 2.0 31.7 3.8 
870710 6.38 29 1.3 0.5 6.3 0.02 0.00 21.3 3.5 12.3 2.0 34.5 4.2 
870714 6.41 32 1.1 0.0 6.1 0.07 0.22 26.3 3.9 10.9 2.0 38.4 4.9 
870722 6.25 55 1.4 0.2 5.8 0.00 0.18 31.3 4.1 14.6 3.1 45.3 5.4 
870730 6.37 48 1.7 1.0 6.5 0.03 -9.9 42.0 5.0 16.4 2.3 48.2 6.4 
870805 6.25 54 2.8 1.4 5.8 0.03 0.33 42.0 5.7 18.6 2.6 42.4 7.0 
870814 6.16 54 2.3 2.1 5.7 0.03 0.55 42.0 5.4 18.1 2.0 41.8 6.8 

---

~ 
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Table A3.6.1 (continued): Species concentrations in three inflow streams. a 

Inflow 2 (continued) 

YrMoDa pH ANC Cl- N03- S042- P043- ~+ Ca2+ Mg2+ Na+ K+ Silica COND 

870820 6.03 79 3.3 1.5 4.4 0.08 1.27 68.3 7.6 23.7 3.3 51.3 10.6 

870901 6.05 78 13.3 32.7 39.6 0.13 17.90 98.4 15.9 33.8 14.0 37.8 23.5 

871025 5.92 68 16.1 5.7 14.2 0.03 0.02 67.4 9.9 21.5 6.9 60.5 12.0 

871025 5.929 64.8 16.09 5.84 14.05 0.Q3 0.025 66.09 9.815 21.42 6.738 59.91 12.1 

871025 5.94 61 16.1 6.0 13.9 0.03 0.Q3 64.8 9.8 21.3 6.6 59.3 12.2 

(continued) 

aData are from UCSB database. Values are J.leq I-I, except P043- and silica are in J.lmoll-I . Mean values of several observations are indicated by 

additional significant digits. Unavailable data are entered as -9.9. ~ 



Table A3.6.1 (continued): Spccies concentrations in three inflow streams. ° 

Inflow 3 

YrMoDa pH ANC Cl- N03- S042- P043- N~+ Ca2+ Mg2+ Na+ K+ Silica COND 

860610 5.85 14 3.9 0.1 8.4 0.02 0.3 14.2 2.7 9.0 4.2 18.6 4.9 

860701 5.87 19 1.3 0.1 3.1 om 0.0 9.7 2.0 3.6 1.0 12.0 3.0 

860717 5.84 20 1.1 0.4 3.2 0.64 0.1 17.8 3.0 5.6 I.l 16.6 3.5 

860729 6.07 27 0.9 1.4 3.2 0.00 0.0 2004 1.6 SA 0.9 17.7 2.6 

860813 6.25 23 1.4 0.1 3.2 0.03 0.0 15.3 2.5 6.9 2.0 22.3 3.0 

860902 6.60 39 0.6 0.1 3.9 0 0.1 23.9 3.6 8.8 2.0 29.5 3.9 

860916 6.29 35 0.5 0.2 3.5 0.09 0.0 23.9 3.2 10.3 1.4 38.6 3.6 

861009 6.06 20 3.0 20.0 3.7 0 0.1 36.0 4.1 9.2 2.9 31.3 5.5 

870625 5.77 26 1.4 2.2 5.3 0.02 0.21 18.8 3.0 11.6 2.3 33.9 4.2 

870710 6.15 32 1.4 0.0 4.8 0.02 0.16 23.2 3.7 17.3 1.6 42.7 4.4 

871118 5.73 30 14.6 3.1 7.0 0.02 0.11 36.0 5.8 12.0 1.2 51.6 8.2 

(continued) 

°Data are from UCSB database. Values are ~cq rl, except P043- and silica are in ~mol I-I. Mean values of several observations are indicated by 

additional significant digits. Unavailable data are entered as -9.9. 
~ 
to-' 



Table A3.6.1 (continued): Spccies concentrations in three inflow streams. a 

Inflow 4 
YrMoDa pH ANC CI N03 S04 2- --PO~3 NH4 + ea2+ Mg2+ Na+ K+ Silica COND 
850924 6040 33 2.7 7.4 4.3 0.01 0.0 23.2 5.7 16.2 2.8 4304 4.5 
850926 6.06 20 4.2 10.2 4.7 0.002 0.070 24.1 5.8 15.3 2.2 33.3 504 
851010 6.28 24 6.0 10.2 4.8 0.01 0.1 28.1 6.2 14.7 304 45.2 5.6 
851010 6.07 19 7.2 14.9 5.0 0.007 0.114 26.2 604 16.7 3.6 46.7 5.7 
85101O? 6.44 24 6.8 10.5 4.9 0.03 0.0 23.2 6.1 14.2 3.0 45.8 5.5 
851019 6.14 20 3.7 22.1 4.6 0.013 0.396 27.1 6.7 15.8 2.6 47.9 5.7 
851024 5.79 15 4.6 20.1 4.2 0.014 0.000 26.1 704 15.0 3.2 49.4 5.8 
851025 6.19 21 4.6 19.4 404 -9.9 -9.9 25.6 6.6 15.2 2.7 46.8 6.3 
860518 6.06 18 4.6 18.7 7.6 -9.9 0.0 23.8 5.6 14.2 2.7 33.6 5.7 
860525 5.70 15 4.1 1204 6.9 -9.9 0.0 20.6 5.3 12.2 2.7 39.0 6.6 
860610 5.58 12 6.8 3.1 5.3 0.01 0.1 16.7 3.9 10.7 2.2 33.2 6.8 
860701 6.00 25 3.3 0.2 6.6 0.01 0.0 14.8 3.6 9.0 1.9 26.1 4.1 
860709 6.05 30 2.6 004 4.6 0.03 0.1 18.6 3.2 9.3 1.7 27.6 3.6 
860717 5.92 22 2.7 2.8 4.1 -9.9 0.1 18.8 3.5 8.0 1.2 26.5 404 
860722 6.36 33 2.9 3.1 4.3 -9.9 0.3 22.3 2.5 10.8 1.8 27.0 4.2 
860729 6.27 29 2.2 1.0 4.6 0.01 0.0 21.3 2.5 10.1 1.5 27.6 3.7 
860805 6.35 18 J.7 004 3.7 0.15 0.0 16.7 4.0 11.4 3.0 2804 4.3 
860810 6.32 36 2.8 0.1 4.8 0.12 0.1 18.9 3.6 12.9 3.2 29.0 5.3 
860813 6.29 27 204 0.1 4.3 0.12 0.1 16.0 3.3 10.9 2.5 28.1 3.6 
860819 6.25 30 2.1 0.1 4.7 0.09 0.0 16.7 3.1 11.2 2.7 30.0 404 
860820 6.13 32 2.7 004 5.3 0 0.0 20.3 4.1 12.5 3.0 29.3 5.2 
860820 -9.9 -9.9 2.2 0.2 4.5 0.03 0.0 21.0 3.7 11.9 2.9 30.2 0.0 
860820 -9.9 -9.9 2.3 0.1 404 0.03 0.0 18.1 3.7 12.2 2.9 29.9 0.0 
860820 6.25 28 2.5 0.1 4.8 0.03 0.0 20.3 3.9 12.8 304 29.6 4.9 
860826 6.23 29 2.2 0.1 5.1 0 0.0 1704 3.1 13.7 2.7 30.6 3.8 
860902 6.35 31 2.0 0.1 4.7 0 0.6 1704 3.6 11.3 2.9 32.6 4.1 
860909 6.29 32 3.1 0.1 4.5 -9.9 -9.9 20.3 4.0 12.1 2.7 33.9 5.1 
860916 6.29 38 0.6 0.1 4.3 0.09 0.0 23.6 3.5 11.6 204 3604 3.8 
860924 6.21 36 1.9 0.1 4.8 0.21 0.3 26.7 404 12.3 2.7 36.6 4.4 
861001 6.33 30 2.6 10.4 5.2 0.03 0.0 25.3 5.0 13.5 3.2 39.1 5.7 

-- ----------- -----

(continued) ~ 
N 



Table A3.6.1 (continued): Species concentrations in three inflow streams. a 

Inflow 4 (continued) 

YrMoDa pH ANC Cl- N03- S042 P04J ~+ Ca2+ Mg2+ Na+ K+ Silica COND 
861009 5.85 28 2.4 12.0 4.5 0 0.0 33.9 5.5 14.2 3.2 40.8 5.9 
861015 6.36 30 2.9 15.4 4.0 0 0.1 37.4 5.6 14.6 3.0 41.7 5.9 
861020 6.17 31 3.1 19.5 4.4 0.3 0.2 36.7 5.4 13.6 3.3 42.1 6.6 
861028 6.60 34 2.6 17.8 4.3 0.39 0.0 36.7 5.2 13.4 3.1 42.0 5.6 
861120 6.2 -9.9 10.7 19.9 4.8 -9.9 -9.9 34.6 6.7 14.2 3.9 46.1 6.4 
861120 6.20 -9.9 7.0 20.0 4.9 -9.9 -9.9 36.0 7.1 14.5 4.6 46.3 6.4 
870423 5.98 26 5.6 17.3 8.5 0.04 0.05 33.1 9.1 14.9 12.1 39.8 8.7 
870424 6.02 32 6.1 15.2 7.6 0.09 0.05 31.7 8.2 14.5 11.9 37.3 7.9 
870425 5.83 26 5.0 15.5 7.8 0.09 0.05 32.4 8.3 13.8 12.6 34.0 9.1 
870425 5.81 21 5.9 15.9 8.0 0.1 0.1 30.3 7.7 14.4 11.8 36.8 8.5 
870425 5.88 31 7.0 18.5 8.6 0.09 0.05 36.0 8.7 22.9 13.0 40.4 9.8 
870425 5.93 28 5.4 14.3 7.7 0.15 0.59 31.7 7.9 14.2 12.4 35.0 8.6 
870426 5.95 26 4.8 15.3 8.0 0.04 0.07 31.7 7.6 14.9 11.7 37.7 8.3 
870426 5.92 16 5.1 14.5 7.9 0.08 0.05 28.1 7.1 13.7 11.3 34.5 8.4 
870426 5.92 18 6.2 15.0 9.3 0.1 1.09 32.4 8.4 13.4 12.8 27.9 8.7 
870426 5.93 31 7.8 14.1 8.3 0.08 0.25 29.6 7.3 13.2 11.7 31.1 8.4 
870427 5.89 23 4.8 14.3 10.0 0.06 0.43 30.3 7.1 13.2 10.4 33.3 8.4 
870427 5.93 28 4.6 15.1 9.3 0.06 0.1 29.6 7.4 13.9 10.7 33.8 8.2 
870427 5.89 18 4.3 14.7 9.2 0.05 0.05 28.1 6.8 13.4 10.3 35.4 8.3 
870427 5.94 14 5.0 14.6 9.6 0.06 0.73 28.9 7.0 13.5 10.3 33.9 8.1 
870428 6 18 4.2 16.8 10.1 0.07 0.51 30.5 7.2 13.5 8.5 31.9 7.5 
870507 6.03 33 4.7 18.8 8.5 0.02 0.05 23.7 6.0 14.4 5.9 36.0 6.2 
870513 5.9 24 3.9 19.5 7.8 0.04 0.05 24.3 5.6 13.2 4.8 32.9 5.8 
870520 6.44 27 3.8 18.3 7.1 0.02 0 23.7 5.1 10.9 3.6 33.6 6.1 
870526 5.86 19.9 3.36 16.7 7.39 -9.9 0 21.4 5.17 16.6 3.21 41.6 7.3 
870604 6.07 16.2 3.04 15.68 5.52 -9.9 0.046 17.2 4.32 14.3 3.81 34.1 6.0 
870608 5.75 19.2 2.92 20.9 9.31 -9.9 0.505 22.1 6.09 15.9 4.93 31.2 7.5 
870610 5.93 17.6 2.74 19.5 6.97 -9.9 0.2 21.4 5.01 15.9 3.89 33.4 6.7 
870617 5.72 27.8 -9.9 -9.9 -9.9 -9.9 -9.9 -9.9 -9.9 -9.9 -9.9 32.6 5.1 
870625 5.97 21 2.2 5.5 5.0 0.03 0.13 18.2 3.5 17.6 2.9 30.4 4.6 

(continued) ~ 
<...I 



Table A3.6.1 (conLinued): Spccies concentrations in three inflow SLreams. a 

Inflow 4 (continued) 

YrMoDa pH ANC CI- N03- S042- P04
3- NH4+ Ca2+ Mg2+ Na+ K+ Silica COND 

870630 6.32 22 2.0 1.0 4.5 0.11 0.09 18.2 3.4 13.3 2.9 28.9 4.3 

870710 6.31 29 1.9 0.0 4.4 0.04 0.08 16.9 3.9 14.4 2.5 31.5 4.1 

870714 6.25 24 1.7 0.0 4.4 0.11 0.24 20.1 3.7 11.1 2.8 30.7 4.2 

870722 6.l0 15 1.5 0.0 4.2 0.02 0.04 17.6 3.5 11.5 2.8 33.0 3.8 

870730 6.34 27 1.4 0.0 4.l 0.06 -9.9 18.8 3.8 11.3 1.8 35.6 4.1 

870805 6.3S 23 2.8 0.4 4.3 0.03 0.23 18.2 3.8 13.6 2.9 36.8 4.2 

870814 6.23 28 1.3 0.0 3.9 0.06 0.03 18.8 4.1 11.9 1.8 40.6 4.0 

870820 6.23 27 1.3 0.0 3.7 O.OS 0.04 19.4 4.0 11.3 2.0 39.4 4.0 

870827 6.32 33 1.6 0.0 4.0 om O.lS 20.1 4.1 11.0 2.0 40.6 4.2 

870901 6.l7 33 2.8 0.0 5.2 0.04 0.l0 21.2 4.7 12.6 2.6 36.7 4.3 

870909 6.47 30 1.8 0.0 4.1 0.07 0.01 18.6 3.6 11.0 1.9 42.8 3.9 

87091S 6.27 31 2.l 0.0 4.1 0.02 0.06 19.0 4.l 10.5 2.3 43.3 4.0 

870924 6.41 32 3.0 0.0 4.S 0.02 0.15 20.3 3.7 10.3 1.8 44.0 4.6 

871001 6.25 33 2.0 0.0 4.4 0.04 0.00 18.3 3.6 10.8 1.6 44.6 4.3 

871012 6.l1 37 8.3 0.2 5.0 0.02 0.20 19.0 3.9 10.6 2.0 45.7 3.8 

aDaLa arc from UCSB database. Values are Jlcq I-I, excepL P043- and silica are in Jlmoll-I . Mean values of several observations are indicated by 

additional significant digilS. Data unavailable arc enLered as -9.9. 

!i: 
01>. 
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Table A3.S.1: Chemical species modeled and thermodynamic data.a 

Complexes (MINEQL type 2 species, not AHM type 2 species) 

ID Species LoglO K Source 

1000 CaC03(aq) 3.15 Smith & Martell 
1350 CaOH+ -12.6S Stumm & Morgan 
1740 MgOH+ -11.42 Stumm & Morgan 
26S0 FeOH2+ -7.19 Stumm & Morgan 

10340 AIOH2+ -5.01 Stumm & Morgan 
10342 Al(OH)~+ -9.25 Stumm & Morgan 
10344 Al(OH)3(aq) -15.07 Stumm & Morgan 
10350 Al(OH)4 -19.S4 Stumm & Morgan 
12530 HCOJ" 10.32 Stumm & Morgan 
12540 H2C03* 16.70 Stumm & Morgan 
12570 NH4+ 9.25 Stumm & Morgan 
12600 HPO~- 12.35 Stumm & Morgan 
12610 H2P04 19.55 Stumm & Morgan 
12620 H 3P04(aq) 21.69 Stumm & Morgan 
12710 HSiOJ" 13.10 Smith & Martell 
12720 H2Si03(aq) 22.96 Smith & Martell 
13595 OH- -14.00 trivial 

300 X13-AI -5.32 cxchangc. fit 
301 XI2-Ca -5.33 exchange. fit 
302 X12-Mg -5.93 exchange. fit 
303 XI-K -0.51 cxchangc. fit 
304 X1-Na -3.01 cxchangc. fit 
305 Y-S04 lS.90 cxchangc.fit 
400 X23-Al -5.32 exchange. fit 
401 X22-Ca -6.35 exchange. fit 
402 X22-Mg -6.25 exchange. fit 
403 X2-K -1.30 exchange. fit 
404 X2-Na -3.05 exchange. fit 
500 L-H 1.00 Unk. organic acid 

Precipitated solids (type 4 species) 

ID Species LoglO K Source 

20310 Fe(OHh(s) _l.SSb Stumm & Morgan 
211S0 Al(OHh(s) -S.90c Stumm & Morgan 

(continued) 
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Table A3.8.1 (continued): Chemical species modeled and thermodynamic data. 

Potential precipitates (type 5 species) 

ID Spccies LoglO K Source 

20000 CaC03 8.30 Stumm & Morgan 

20010 CaS04 4.13 Stumm & Morgan 

20050 CaHP04 15.09 Smith & Martell 

20070 CaSi03 7.20 Smith & Martell 

20130 Ca(OHh -22.70 Stumm & Morgan 

20140 MgC03 4.67b Smith & Martell 

20200 Mg(OH)2 -16.77 Stumm & Morgan 

Species not adjusted for ionic strength (type 7 species) 

ID Spccies LoglO K Source 

25000 H2C03 NAd NA 

K values are constants of association or precipitation; values for hydroxide complexes and minerals 

have 14 subtracted from each 10glO K value for each OH- to account for the fact that OH- is modeled 

as -H+. Sources: SllImm and Morgan, [1981], Smilh and Marlel/, [1976]. Values from Smilh and Mar

lel/, [1976] were at 25 0 C, ionic strength zero. 

a See chemical model description, appendix D. 

b Average of range given 

cWithin range given 

dThis species is entered only to accommodate type 3 C02 partial pressures, which arc entered as type 3 

species in the initial condition files. The value in the initial condition file for the type 3 species 25000 

overrides the value entered here. 
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Appendix B: 

SUBROUTINES AND INCLUDE FILES 

The source code for the alpine hydrogeochemical model (ARM) consists of a main program, 80 

subroutines, and nine "include" files (Table Bl). The latter are files that are added by the compiler to 

the source code at various locations during program cOlppilation. The "include" files consist of parame

ters specifying how large certain portions of the model may be and common storage variables. Putting 

the common storage variables in "include" files allows the common blocks in all routines to be updated 

by modifying a single file and re-compiling, a practical necessity for large programs. With the include 

files, the source code contains 8453 active lines, 4893 comment lines, and 1082 blank lines. 

For ease in locating variables of interest, the variables are generally alphabetized within the 

blank and named common blocks in these files. Real, integer, alphameric, and logical common are in 

separate blocks, which is required by some compilers. 

Four "include" files were written to hold the common data and parameters for the AHM. The 

other five "include" files are the required common variables for MINEQL [Westall et. al .• 1976]. What 

follows is a description of the ARM's "include" files, followed by alphabetically-ordered descriptions 

of the main program and subroutines. Additional details are present in the comments contained in the 

source code files. 

INCLUDE FILE PARAMETR.INC 

FOR1RAN programs have defined variables and parameters. Variables are names assigned to 

storage locations in the computers memory where the values stored may be changed by data inputs or 

by computations of the program. In contrast, FORTRAN parameters arc merely names assigned to con

stants which do not change once the source code has been compiled. They serve the useful purpose of 

permitting a number of constants to be changed in various locations in the source code by simply 

changing the value of the single parameter and re-compiling the program. This enables the executable 

program to easily be enlarged to run a more complex watershed model (for example one with more 

subunits, soil layers, or chemical complexes) or reduced in size for increased efficiency. 

This file (parametr.inc) has all such parameters for the AHM (Table B2); any model-size scaling 

can be accomplished through changes in this file. This file also has a line that can be used or deleted to 



Table B 1: Subroutines and included files in alpine hydrogeochemical model. 

parametr.inc 

common.inc 

common2.inc 

ahm 

chembal 

depth 

exrow 

headings 

incond 

iwydate 

lakeind 

makemel2 

mix 

noteqmix 

prccmix 

readchem 

reread 

ripcharg 

snowmix 

soildran 

sorlsize 

strcamet 

usnow 

zero2 

commonc.inc 

parm.inc a 

var.inc a 

anc 

chemtab 

dochem 

frmix 

hydk 

inflow 

lake 

lakesubl 

matbal 

mixall 

oriniu 

qchem 

rcaddat 

restart 

snoini 

snowrain 

solid 

sroinllt 

subuseq 

volume 

Include files: 

Subroutines: 

flag.inc a 

ionic.inc a 

surfcom.inc a 

anitro 

compkin 

et 

gask 

iadx 

input 

lake2 

lakevic 

matchid 

modparm 

orioin 

rainadj 

rcadkin 

rewrite 

snowadj 

snowsoil 

solidx 

sromix 

surfin 

waterbal 

252 

candrip 

dbgg 

excol 

gauss 

idnumb 

ion cor 

lakehypm 

makemelt 

mineql 

orgacm 

output 

rainchem 

readord 

riparian 

snowcomp 

snlercpt 

solve 

ssink 

surfpr 

wetmelt 

aThese common files include only common blocks for MINEQL [Westall el al .. 1976] subroutines. 
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Table B2: Model parameters specified in include file parameter.inc. 

Parameter 
EPS 

iSpccBal 

ITMAX 

MaxFiles 

MCHNG 

MCOMP 

MCOMPART 

MDisPre 

Mkin 

MTYP36 

MSPEC 

MTHERM 

NPRECOMP 

NNalk 

NNU 

NL 

nResStep 

NumLArca 

RlmFrac 

SecPerTS 

Description 
convergence criteria for chemical equilibrationa 

ID of species used in computing mole balance for whole subunit 

maximum number of iterations permitted for MINEQL routines 

number of individual !:lata files to combine into single file 

1 greater than maximum number of MINEQL type 7 species allowed 

maximum number of MINEQL type 1 (AHM type 1 and 2) components 

number of water storing compartments in soil subunits (11 + horizons) 

maximum number of precipitations/dissolutions in one MINEQL run 

maximum number of kinetic reactions on single compartment 

maximum number of combined MINEQL species types 2-6 allowedb 

maximum number of total species in equilibration computation 

maximum number of species in thermodynamic data file thrm.dat 

Maximum number of chemical components in rainfall/snowfall 

maximum number of species used in defining ANC 

maximum number of subunits in a run 

maximum number of soil horizons in any subunit 

number of sub-time steps used in computing lake outllow 

maximum number of lake stage/vol./surface area entries per lake 

fraction of rainfall exposed to vegetative canopy 

seconds per time-step (used only by subroutine LAKE) 

aThe convergence criteria (EPS) is met for species i when L(Cj x Sj )- Tj is less than EPS, where Cj is 
the concentration of species j, Sj is the stoichiometry of component i in the species j, and Tj is the total 
input concentration of species i. 
bThis is the maximum number permiLLed in any initial condition file; the count includes blank lines 
between entries. 
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set practically the entire program (exceptions are noted in the file itself) to double precision, a few phy

sical constants that were located here out of convenience, and some parameters controlling number of 

iterations used in several subroutines. The file also sets the convergence criteria for the calculated 

matrix solution found by the chemical speciation routines from MINEQL [Westall et. al., 1976]. 

Definitions of all parameters and restrictions on them are described in the file itself (Table B2, 

Appendix F). Parameters defined as "maximum" values do not create implicit "minimum" requirements 

in user inputs; e.g. if the maximum number of soil layers is set to three, runs may be made with subun

its having any combination of one, two, or three soil layers. The entire program must be re-compiled 

after any change is made to any parameter in this file. 

INCLUDE FILE COMMON.INC 

This file defines and dimensions variable names for hydrologic parameters and data that are read 

from input files and stored in common. It also defines and dimensions all of the hydrologic variables in 

common storage that are used by the snowmelt optimization and lake routines. Specifically excluded 

are chemical parameter and data variables, and hydrologic variables that are calculated rather than read 

from files (except those used by snowmelt optimization and lake routines). 

INCLUDE FILE COMMON2.INC 

This file includes common hydrologic variables that are calculated within the AHM. It 

specifically excludes 1) hydrologic variables read from input files, 2) hydrologic variables used with 

snowmelt optimization or lake routines, and 3) chemical variables. 

INCLUDE FILE COMMONC.INC 

This file includes all chemical variables in common storage within the AHM. No hydrologic 

variables or variables specific to MINEQL subroutines are present. 

INCLUDE FILES FLAG.INC, IONIC.INC, PARM.INC, SURFCOM.INC, and VAR.INC 

These files are chemical variables in common storage that are specific to and were originally in 

the MINEQL [Westall ct. al .• 1976] subroutines, which include I) EXCOL. 2) EXROW, 3) GAUSS, 4) 

IADX, 5) INPUT, 6) lONCaR, 7) MINEQL, 8) OUTPUT, 9) SOLID, 10) SOLIDX, 11) SOLVE, 12) 
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SURFIN, and 13) SURFPR. In general, the user nccd not modify these files. Scaling the model size up 

or down is handled by parameters in PARAME1R.INC rather than by making changes to the MINEQL 

common files. Parameters directly affecting the MINEQL subroutines that have been moved to file 

parametr.inc include: 1) EPS, 2) ITMAX, 3) MCHNG, 4) MCOMP, and MTYP36 (Table B2). Users 

seeking additional documentation should refer to the description of the stand-alone MINEQL chemical 

speciation model [Westall el. al., 1976] or its SURFEQL derivative. 

AHM 

This is the main program of the alpine hydrogeochemical model. It opens a number of input and 

output files (Table B3), calls the other routines used in computing the hydrochemical balances, and 

prints information regarding the progress of the run to standard output. 

All direct input to this routine is interactive and from the standard input device (keyboard). Out

puts are file opening error messages and run progress reports that are written to standard output (the 

monitor screen) and to file 9 (xcheck, Figures E8-EI6), and data written to file 99 (file "etmelt") for 

internal use during snowmelt optimization. 

Subroutines called directly from the main program include (Figure B 1): 1) CHEMBAL, 2) 

CHEMTAB, 3) DBGG, 4) DOCHEM, 5) ET, 6) GASK, 7) HEADINGS, 8) INCOND, 9) INFLOW, 10) 

MAKEMELT, 11) MAKEMEL2, 12) READDAT, 13) REREAD, 14) RESTART, 15) REWRITE, 16) 

RIPCHARG, 17) RIPARIAN, 18) SNOINI, 19) SNOWCOMP, 20) SNOWMIX, 21) SNOWRAIN, 22) 

SNTERCPT, 23) SOILDRAN, 24) SROINFLT, 25) SSINK, 26) USNOW, 27) WATERBAL, and 28) 

ZER02. 

ANC 

This routine computes total acid neutralizing capacity (ANC), using the calculated concentra

tions of a selected group of species that are defined in the alkalinity definition file (read by subroutine 

READCHEM). It also computes pH, surface runoff (m3 d-1), and outputs these computed values along 

with either total soluble concentration of each component species or concentration of the free species 

selected interactively in READDAT. Outputs include precautions to standard output and data to the file 

phalk.out (Figure E6) on unit 14. The user can create species concentration and discharge or water con

tent plot files from the data in file "phalk.out". 
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Table B3: Fixed-name files used by the alpine hydrogeochemical model. 

Name Unit Opened by Input or output 

inout.out 11 main Out 

stor.out 13 main Out 

dstor.out 12 main Out 

chembal.out 16 main Out 

phalk.out 14 main Out 

bigchem.out 17 main Out 

xcheck 9 main Out 

xcheck2 9 main Out 

modlllow.out 14 main Out 

gasdale.dat 18 main In 

ssink.dat 19 main In 

elmeIta 99 main In & Out 

meItfact.outa 8 main In & Out 

a These files arc used only for snowmelt-optimization runs. 
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Figure B 1: Flowchart of the alpine hydrogeochemical model. 
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Subroutine DOClffiM (marked with *) is called from four locations; each call to DOCHEM may call 
all of the routines that arc shown only with the first call to DOCHEM in the flowchart. Calls to subrou
tine DBGG arc not shown; DBGG is a non-specific, user-modified debugging routine called from many 
locations when desired, and does nothing unless it is modified by the user. 
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ANITRO 

This subroutine is a simple nitrogen model (section 2.2.3, Equations 2.9 and 2.10). It converts a 

user-specified fraction of NI-4 + to organic N (assimilation), giving off one H+ , removing the organic N 

from further consideration. The H+ added is exactly balanced by the extra W on NI-4 + , so total H is 

not changed though H+ increases. Remaining NI-4 + (except for 0.3 Jl moll-I) becomes N03 -, giving 

off two H+ , effectively adding one H+ to total H. Total NH3 + NI-4 + is set to 0.3 Jl moll-1 under the 

assumption that essentially all total ammonia is converted to either organic N or N03 -. The 0.3 value 

approximates observed NI-4 + in Emerald Lake inflow streams. This routine also models N03 - assimi

lation, the reverse reaction of eqn. 2.10 followed by the forward reaction of eqn. 2.9. In this case, the 

user sets a baseline concentration of N03 - (mol 1-1 ) desired in the compartment; this routine will not 

reduce N0:3 - concentrations below that level. The user also sets a fraction of the N03 - moles in excess 

of those required to maintain the baseline concentration that will be assimilated each time step. N03-

assimilation results in a net loss of total H equal to the moles of N03 - assimilated. 

No inputs are read; outputs are precautionary messages written to standard output. 

CANDRIP 

This routine is used in cases where intercepted snow in vegetative canopies melts and becomes 

rainfall-canopy interception. If the rainfall-canopy interception excecds the storage capacity as a result 

of melting, this routine distributes the excess water and chemicals from canopy to the litter on the 

snow-free area and to snowpack drainage or snowpack free water on the snow-covered area. 

No inputs arc read and no outputs arc written; subroutine MIX is called. 

CHEMllAL 

This subroutine totals inputs - outputs - change in storage of a single chemical species by 

subunit. The species selected may be changed by changing the value of the variable "iSpccBal" in the 

"include" file parametr.inc. This routine is primarily for debugging, and calling it is optional. When 

called, its outputs arc put into the file "chembal.out" (unit 16), which may otherwise be written by sub

routine CHEMTAB or not written at all. In addition to the net mass balance by subunit, it also shows 

the total storage of the selected species in compartments of the subunits (Figure ES). 
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No inputs area read, and outputs include debugging message to standard output and unit 16 as 

described above. 

CHEMTAB 

This subroutine writes the values of total chemical storage of each species present to an output 

file. The output values are total moles (including sorbed phases) and are output by storage compart

ment of each subunit (Figure E4). 

When used, output from this subroutine written to the file "chembal.out" (unit 16), which may 

otherwise be written by subroutine CHEMBAL or not written at all. The output file is large. 

The subroutine reads no input, and outputs a single debugging message to standard output as 

well as writing file "chembal.out". 

COMPKIN 

This subroutine computes kinetic reactions as specified by the user in kinetic input files. Kinetic 

reactions can occur on or in (1) litter or rock surfaces, (2) litter or rock surfaces beneath the snowpack, 

(3) surface runoff or lake epilimnion(s), (4) lake hypolimnion(s), and (5) soil horizons. The reactions 

computed are of the form (section 2.2.3, Equation 2.8): 

Mol = A x (k I + k2 X cfl + k3 X C22 ) 

where Mol is millimoles added to the subunit, A is total area of the surfaces involved in kinetics (m2), 

C I and C 2 are solution concentrations of two chemical species, and k I, k2, k3, (XI, and (X2 are con

stants. The total surface area on soils is determined as the product of the soil depth, area, bulk density, 

and specific surface, while on lakes, streams, litter, or rock surfaces it is the product of subunit area and 

a specified "specific surface" term. The value of specific surface is entered in the initial condition 

chemical mass input file for the appropriate compartment of the subunit. These kinetic reactions may 

be used in whole or in part (e.g. using only k2 x cfl is permissible). 

Only type-l MINEQL [Westall et. al .• 1976] component species (Appendix C) can be used as 

values of C I and C 2 to affect kinetics; input constants arc specified to give millimoles per m2 of rcac

tive surface per day. When the optional littcr kinetics are sclected, kinetics are adjusted for snow

covered area on both litter (comparuncnt 1) and litter beneath the snow (comparunent 11), and for the 
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fraction of wet interception storage on litter when a receding snowpack is present. 

No input data are read by this subroutine. Outputs are precautionary messages written to stan

dard output and to files xcheck or xcheck2 (unit 9). Subroutine IDNUMB is called. 

DBGG 

Subroutine DBGG may be optionally used by the user for debugging the AHM or to track 

changes in particular variables at specified (and variable) locations in the source code. This in effect 

provides similar capability to a debugging package that may be a part of a particular compiler, but has 

the advantage of pre-set break points in the source code, at each of which all values in a user-added 

write statement in the subroutine are written to the output file (or monitor) selected. The subroutine has 

access to all the variables in common storage by virtue of the "include" files used. The location of the 

call to this routine can be identified in a 20-character alphameric calling argument, which normally 

should be written along with the variables to define where changes in value occur. 

This subroutine is called (by default) from the main program and a number of subroutines. It 

does nothing unless it is modified by the user, the subroutine is re-compiled, and the model re-Iinked 

after those modifications. Output is to the unit(s) specified in user modifications; typically this will be 

unit 9 (file xcheck or xcheck2, Appendix E) or another of the output files (Appendix E) selected for a 

particular run. 

DEPTH 

This subroutine is called to convert a number of water content variables from volumes (m3) to 

effective depths (cm). While most computations in the AHM are carried out using equivalent depths 

over an area rather than volumes of water, some computations arc more conveniently handled with 

volumes of water. An example is routing of water from one subunit to another with a different area; 

area cm of outflow from the contributing subunit cannot be directly added to area cm of the gaining 

subunit. 

To facilitate computations involved in these and other water transfers, subroutine VOLUME con

verts most water depth values to volumes, after which subroutine DEPTH converts the values back to 

equivalent depths. 
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This routine reads no data; output is limited to an announcement that the subroutine was called 

which is written to standard output when in debugging mode. 

DOCHEM 

DOCHEM is something of a "mini-main program" within the overall AHM. It computes the total 

liters of water in a given compartment, and then calls a series of routines to (1) compute nitrogen reac

tions (ANImO), (2) compute changes to organic acids (ORGACM), (3) compute kinetics (COMP

KIN) , (4) equilibrate the solution (MINEQL), (5) determine the fraction of the total moles of each 

chemical species that is mobile (FRMlX), (6) determine acid-neutralizing capacity, pH, and output 

concentration of free total soluble species (ANC), and (7) re-determine the total moles of each com

ponent species in the compartment (MATBAL). 

No input data are read. Outputs are written to standard output with announcements including that 

it was called (debug mode) or that no water is present for equilibration. If chemical equilibration fails, 

a notice of that fact is written to standard output and to file xc heck or xcheck2 (unit 9), and a "failed 

equilibration counter" is incremented for a notice written to standard output and unit 9 when the model 

run is finished (written by the main program). 

ET 

This subroutine computes water loss to the atmosphere from a subunit that is caused by evapo

transpiration (En and/or sublimation, given soil water content, interception storage, potential evapo

transpiration (pEn, and potential sublimation. This routine does not compute evaporation and subli

mation on streams or lakes, which are handled by subroutines SmEAMET, LAKE, and LAKESUBL. 

Water is first removed from rainfall or snowfall canopy interception. This removal is subunit

wide at the potential rate without regard for snow-covered area. Then litter interception is removed at 

the potential rate on the snow-free portion of the subunit. 

Water loss from soil is controlled by PET, a factor limiting ET to a fraction of PET, and by soil 

water content. The factor limiting ET to a fraction of potential is designed to be used for simulation of 

affects such as reduction in root density and soil moisture tension gradients with increasing depth. The 

factor may be set between zero and one, and is entered in the file along with the subunit's other hydro

logic constants. ET from soils is less than PET when soil water content is below saturation. This is 
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accomplished through a two-part, piecewise-linear function that allows ET from soils to equal PET at 

saturation (9s ), 20 percent of ET at the water content where unsaturated hydraulic conductivity reaches 

zero (9r ), and zero percent of PET at the soil's wilting point (9w) (Section 2.2.5). 

Sublimation proceeds from the snow-covered area at the potential rate. Sublimated water is 

obtained proportionately from the snowpack's frozen and free water; if free water is 10 percent of the 

total snowpack, 10 percent of sublimated water is from free water. This was done using the following 

assumptions. Free water in the snowpack obviously tends to migrate to the bottom of the pack, which 

reduces it's probability for loss to the atmosphere. However, less energy is needed to evaporate water 

than to sublimate ice. Therefore, as the snow crystals melt, that melted water is more likely to be lost to 

the atmosphere than are the frozen crystals near it 

No input data are read. A substantial amount of data useful only for debugging are written to 

standard output in debug mode. No other outputs are written. 

EXCOL 

This routine came from MINEQL [Westall et. al., 1976], and detailed information may be sought 

from that source. It exchanges columns during pivoting in the matrix solution by Gaussian elimination. 

No outputs are written, and no data arc read by this routine. 

EXROW 

This routine came from MINEQL [Westall et. al., 1976], and detailed information may be sought 

from that source. It exchanges rows during pivoting in the matrix solution by Gaussian elimination. No 

data are read by this routine, and (standard) output is a debug-mode announcement that the subroutine 

was called. 

FRMIX 

This routine determines the moles of each chemical species that are soluble and free to move 

with water betwecn compartments of the subunit or to another subunit. This routine is called by sub

routine DOCHEM, and therefore is only used to determine potential mobility of species in those com

partments on which equilibration occurs; these compartments may vary with user inputs (Le. water in 

litter interception storage mayor may not be equilibrated). 
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Output is limited to an announcement that the subroutine was called (debugging mode only). 

GASK 

This subroutine reads in the dates when changes occur, and the 10g1O of new thermodynamic K 

values used for MINEQL [Westall et. al., 1976] type III species, and new values of the fraction of 

ammonia converted to organic nitrogen, the fraction of N03 - above a baseline value to be assimilated, 

and the baseline value for N03 - concentration (sec ANI1RO). These values arc entered for each 

subunit on which the parameters arc to be modified. 

As used by the AHM, type III species arc typically gases, most notably C02. The K value for 

C02 is the sum of the Henry's law constant and C02 partial pressure, plus the sum of the K values for 

the reactions: 

H+ + HCO'3 < > H2C03 10g1O K = 6.4 

H+ + C03- < > HCOJ' 10810 K = 10.3 

Therefore, one would expect a 10g1O K value for C02 ncar 21.5 for typical aunospheric C02 partial 

pressures, and a lower value for higher C02 partial pressures. These relationships arc described in 

more detail in Appendix C. 

When no values arc entered, the 10g1O K values entered in initial condition files remain constant 

throughout the run. The last values entered (here or in initial condition files) remain constant until the 

end of the run. 

Input is read from file "gasdate.dat" (unit 18), which must be present whether or not it contains 

any modifications to the log 10 K values or fractions of NRt + converted to organic nitrogen (i.e. it can 

be a file with a single blank line). Outputs arc informational, error, and debugging messages written to 

standard output and to file xcheck or xcheck2 (unit 9). 

GAUSS 

This subroutine replaced subroutine SIMQ thal was originally in MINEQL [Westall ct. al .• 1976]. 

It solves N linear equations in N unknowns by Gaussian elimination. It was obtained from Dr. Todd 

Rassmussen of the School of Forest Resources, University of Georgia at Athens. It has been substituted 

for the original subroutine SIMQ in an unsuccessful attempt to eliminate the occurrence of an 
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underflow error that was evident on some compilers (underflow is caused by an attempt to calculate a 

number less than the smallest real number that is recognized by the compiler). The underflow still 

occurs, suggesting that a similar problem exists elsewhere. The underflow elimination feature of this 

routine was judged valuable enough to justify retaining it even though it didn't eliminate the 

occurrence of underflows with the data used here. 

No input data are read, and outputs are limited to error messages and debugging information 

written to standard output. 

HEADINGS 

This subroutine's sole function is to write heading lines on the top of certain output files; it 

makes the main program a bit less cluttered. The files receiving headings here include inout.out (unit 

II, Figure El), dstor.out (unit 12, Figure E3), stor.out (unit 13, Figure E2), phalk.out or modlflow.out 

(unit 14, Figure E6 or E17), and chemba1.out (unit 16, Figure E4 or ES). It also writes a note indicating 

that it was called to standard output when in debug mode. 

HYDK 

This subroutine computes unsaturated hydraulic conductivity as a function of soil volumetric 

water content (Section 2.2.3). It uses water content, water content at saturation, water content at zero 

unsaturated hydraulic conductivity, saturated hydraulic conductivity, and a parameter N. 

No input data arc read, and output is a single debug-mode message written to standard output. 

IADX 

This subroutine came from MINEQL [Westall et. al., 1976]. Its function is to determine the index 

number of a species identification number that it "lost" in exchanging rows and columns of data. No 

input data are read, and output is limited to an error message written to standard output. 

IDNUMB 

This subroutine identifies the appropriate "compartment" index number of four variables and 

parameters used in computing kinetic reactions. TIlCse include the kinetic reaction parameters, the ID 

of the species driving the kinetic reactions, and the concentrations of that species. To reduce memory 
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requirements, the "compartment" index on these values is not the same as for other variables and 

parameters. 

Each of these values is dimensioned by subunit, "compartment", maximum number of kinetic 

reactions per compartment, and the number of parameters of each type that may be included in each 

reaction (such as k I, k2, and k3, or (XI and (X2 as defined in subroutine COMPKIN). Having four 

dimensions, the amount of memory required to store these values can easily become excessive. For 

example, a type of kinetic parameter in a run with 10 subunits, 12 compartments (the number tracked 

elsewhere for subunits with one soil layer), 10 kinetic reactions, and 3 possible parameter values 

requires 28,800 bytes of double precision storage (10 x 12 x 10 x 3 x 8). The same type of parameter 

with 20 subunits and 3 soil layers requires 67,200 bytes of memory (20 x 14 x 10 x 3 x 8). 

To reduce these memory requirements, the number of compartments where kinetic reactions are 

allowed to occur has been constrained. Kinetics can occur on or in (1) litter or rock surfaces, (2) litter 

or rock surfaces beneath the snowpack, (3) surface runoff or lake epilimnions, (4) lake hypolimnions, 

and (5) soil horizons. This permits the maximum "compartment" index for these kinetic reaction vari

ables and parameters to be as low as 5 (compared to 12 were this not done), reducing memory require

ments for the values by more than one half. 

No input data are read, and outputs are limited to identification (debug mode) and error messages 

to standard output. 

INCOND 

This subroutine sets the values of hydrologic and chemical storage equal to those read from ini

tial condition files. It also proportionally divides the total moles of each chemical species present in 

soil horizons to snow-covered and snow-free area portions. User entries of soil chemical initial condi

tions are lwnped for the combined subunit area, which is the sum of the internally calculated snow-free 

and snow-covered soil subunits. 

No input data are read, and output is limited to an identification message written to standard out

put when in debug mode. Subroutine LAKEVIC is called. 
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INFLOW 

This subroutine detennines inputs of water and chemical species to a subunit from surface runoff 

and soil drainage from other subunits. Inputs from snow-covered and snow-frce areas of subunits are 

lumped together. 

No inputs area read, and outputs are limited to debugging and error messages written to standard 

output Subroutine MIX is called. 

INPUT 

This routine is a substantially modified version of the subroutine INPUT from MINEQL [Westall 

et. a/ .• 1976]. Modifications were required because the AHM is I) continually updating the total chemi

cal mass in different compartments, 2) running the MINEQL equilibration routines many times con

secutively, and because 3) independent equilibration of data from a number of subunits and compart

ments is required. Finally, the stand-alone program did not have to consider memory limitations, which 

become significant in the ARM due large amounts of data needed for other purposes. 

Data are transferred to MINEQL through this subroutine by setting the MINEQL variables equal 

to values or combinations of values from the AHM's variables rather than by reading external files. 

This penn its access to external files to occur once only, with all subsequent access via values in 

memory. 

No input data are read. Debugging and error messages are written to standard output Thenno

dynamic input data are written once to file xcheck (unit 9, Figure E13). Optional outputs are the con

centrations in mol 1-1 of species as used in the equilibration, written to file xcheck or xcheck2 (unit 9, 

Figure EI4). Subroutines IADX and EXROW are called. 

IONCOR 

This routine is a slightly modified version of the subroutine IONCOR from MINEQL [Westall et. 

a/ .• 1976]. It computes ionic strength corrections. Modifications were made only to maintain compati

bility with variables in the remainder of the ARM, and to correct some confusion that existed in mixed 

real and integer mathematics. 

No input data arc read. and standard output is limited to an acknowledgment that the subroutine 

was called when in debug mode. 
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IWYDATE 

This function converts month and day values to water-year date, where October 1 is day one. 

This function is a minor modification of a function for computing Julian date [Kaufmann and Weatlt

erred, 1982]. The function allows leap years to end on water-year day 366. 

No input data are read, and outputs are limited to a debug-mode announcement that it was called 

and a single error message; both are written to standard output. 

LAKE 

This is one of several subroutines that are used to compute lake storage, outflows, and chemical 

partitioning in lakes; all lake-specific subroutine's names begin with "LAKE". It computes total lake 

volume including the epilimnion, hypolimnion, snow, and ice, the total of (water inputs + the preced

ing time step's epilimnetic water storage - evaporation), and the fraction of that sum realized as lake 

outflow. 

Mathematically, the change in lake discharge with time is a non-linear partial differential equa

tion. This occurs because discharge is a function of stage (storage volume) and storage volume (stage) 

is a function of discharge. Solving such an equation is computationally intensive, and the additional 

accuracy gained by doing so would probably be negated by the use of daily input data. In contrast, 

adding all daily inflows to a lake and determining discharge based on the preceding time-step's storage 

plus those inflows less daily evaporation would in many cases significantly over-estimate lake 

discharge. Discretizing into an infinite number of time-steps and computing inflows, evaporation, and 

outflows for those sub-steps results in the exact solution to the partial differential equation, at the 

expense of infinite computations. An a priori compromise was reached by allowing the user to choose 

the number of smaller time steps used to compute lake inflow, evaporation, and discharge. This is set 

by the parameter nResStep in the include file parametr.inc; this parameter is also used in computing 

soil drainage (see subroutine SOILDRAN, this appendix). The parameter nResStep was set to 48 for 

modeling the Emerald Lake basin. 

First. this routine stores the lake storage volumes from the end of the previous time-step and the 

change in lake surface snowpack during this time-step. Then, the whole time step is divided into a 

number of equal, smaller steps. During each of these sub-time-steps, the following occur sequentially: 
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1. inflows including lake-surface rainfall, lake-surface snowpack drainage, and flow from other 

subunits are added to lake volume; 

2. lake surface area and stage is detennined from stage/area/volume input data and the new total 

lake volume; 

3. lake evaporation is detennined based on potential evaporation, surface area (computed in item 

2), and ice condition (frozen or thawed); 

4. lake stage following evaporation is detennined; 

5. lake discharge based on this lake stage is calculated with the stage/discharge curve; 

6. total discharge for a whole time step is incremented by this discharge value; and 

7. the total of (water inputs + the preceding time step's epilimnetic water storage - evaporation), 

and the fraction of that sum realized as lake outflow is calculated. 

LAKE calls function LAKEIND. No input data are read. Infonnational, error, and debugging 

messages are written to standard output. 

LAKE2 

This routine: 

1. reduces total lake volume for losses to riparian areas; 

2. computes lake discharge using the sum of (water inputs + the preceding time step's epilimnetic 

water storage - evaporation), and the fraction of that sum rcalized as lake outflow as computed 

by LAKE; 

3. computes moles of chemical species in the cpilimnion and lake discharge; 

4. calls DOCHEM to equilibrate the hypolimnion; 

5. partitions chemical mass between the epilimnion and lake ice (subroutine MIX); and 

6. calls LAKEHYPM to move insoluble or sediment-bound chemical mass between epilimnion and 

hypolimnion. 

Subroutines DOCHEM, LAKEHYPM, and MIX are called. No input data are read, and standard 

output is a single debug-mode message stating the routine was called. 
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LAKEHYPM 

In this routine, the fraction (hypolimnion area) / (lake base area) is determined, and named 

"Fract". The total moles of AHM type II species and those species bound to type II species in the hypo

limnion plus epilimnion are determined. The fraction "Fract" of these moles are put in the hypolimn

ion, and the remainder are put in the epilimnion. 

If the volume of the hypolimnion decreased, the fraction (change in hypolimnion volume this 

step) / (previous step's hypolimnion volume) of soluble moles of each species is moved to the epilimn

ion from the hypolimnion. Precipitates that arc not bound to AHM type II species remain in the hypo

limnion. 

If hypolimnion volume increased, the fraction (change in hypolimnion volume) / (volume of epi

limnion) is determined. This fraction of the epilimnion's soluble and precipitated species that are not 

bound to AHM type II species are added to the hypolimnion. 

If the lake is dry, moles of all species present are stored to be added to water in the lake when it 

appears. 

LAKEHYPM calls subroutine MIX. No input data are read. Standard output includes a debug

mode message stating the routine was called, and a message noting the lake is dry. 

LAKEIND 

This function is used in interpolation of lake stage, volume, or surface area. The user supplies 

vectors of lake stages, volumes, and surface areas in the hydrologic constants input file. This subrou

tine determines which value from one of these vectors is just larger than that currently computed by the 

model. Given this information, values of the other two variables can be computed by linear interpola

tion within the calling subroutine. For example, if input data include stages, surface areas, and volumes 

for stages of 10 and 10.5 m, and the AHM has computed a current stage of 10.25 m, then the surface 

area and volume for the stage of 10.25 m arc midway between input data given. 

No subroutines are called, and no input data are read. Output includes a debug-mode message 

stating the routine was called, and an error message if the value of the modeled stage, area, or volume 

exceeds the range of input data. These messages are written to standard output, with the error message 

also written to file xc heck or xcheck2 (unit 9). 
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LAKESUBL 

This subroutine computes sublimation from the snowpack on lake surfaces. The output value 

(cm) is averaged for the entire lake area, rather than snow-covered area (SCA) only. The volume of 

sublimation is equal to (input) potential sublimation multiplied by SCA. Ice on lakes is not subject to 

sublimation within ARM. 

No subroutines are called, and no input data are read. Outputs are limited to debug-mode mes

sages to standard output. 

LAKEVIC 

This routine is called by subroutine INCOND once per lake subunit per run. It sets initial condi

tions of the volumes of the hypolimnion, epilimnion, lake ice, and whole lake, and the initial surface 

area of the hypolimnion. 

The function LAKEIND is called; no input data are read. Outputs are Hmited to two debug-mode 

messages wriuen to standard output. 

MAKEMELT 

This routine is used as a first step in "optimizing" snowmelt rates on various subunits included in 

a run of the AHM. It is selected by interactively requesting the snowmelt optimization option 1 (sub

routine READDAT). This optimization step adjusts the melt rate on each subunit until the snowpack on 

each unit reaches zero on the same (or nearly the same) day the input value of snow-covered area 

(SCA) becomes zero. This is done while forcing daily watershed-wide snowmelt on the watershed

wide SCA to equal discharge from the watershed minus rainfall plus ET from specified subunits. Step 

one of optimization runs is done in a "water-balance-only" mode, typically with output file options 

turned off. When completed, the newly-determined snowmelt rates will be present in a consolidated, 

all-subunit input file (Appendix D, Figure DI8), while the values in the individual subunit input data 

files (Appendix D, Figure D6) will be unchanged. 

Here, each subunit's daily melt occurs at it's own fixed (for one annual iteration) fraction of 

basin-wide average daily melt rates. If snowfall is uniformly distributed, areas with more persistent 

SCA's will have a smaller fraction of watershed-wide (SCA) melt each day of the model run. 
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The average, watershed-wide snowmelt rate (used internally only) is calculated based on the 

assumption that snowmelt + rainfall + soil drainage is equal to discharge from the basin. Mathemati

cally: 

(or) 

Qs 
melt = ----="-----

1:(SCAj X Aj x Ratej) 

where Q is watershed discharge, Qs is watershed discharge caused by snowmelt, QR is watershed 

discharge caused by rainfall, ET is reduction in snowmelt runoff caused by evaporation from water sur

faces, melt is watershed average snowmelt on the watershed SCA, SCAj is SCA on a subunit, Ai is a 

subunit's area, and Ratei is the value by which watershed-wide average snowmelt is multiplied to 

obtain snowmelt rate for a given subunit. 

The user inputs guesses for each subunit's Ratei, and the subroutine adjusts them to reach an 

optimum solution. Adjustments are made to melt rates on subunits in decreasing order of subunit area, 

using a bisection method to match the date of snowpack disappearance on the subunit being adjusted; 

adjustments made to smaller subunits typically will require the routine to readjust the larger subunit's 

melt rate again. The user can set the tolerance permitted in attempting to match this date. The tolerance 

is the number of days the solution can miss observed snowpack disappearance and remain acceptable. 

If snowpack remains on some subunits through September 3D, the tolerance can be set interactively in 

terms of a target snowp2.ck water equivalent and a range of acceptable water equivalents around that 

target. Snowpack on lakes and streams may not optimize well because the snowpack on them is added 

to the lake or stream as water on the date the lake or stream thaws; the target date for snowpack disap

pearance may be met while excessive snowpack remains up to the ice-out date. If this is a problem (as 

evidenced by final output), the snowpack, snowfall, or initial estimate of Ratej (followed by a new 

optimization option 1 run) on these subunits can subsequently be adjusted manually to avoid a major 

flow caused by converting (in one tume step) an excessive residual snowpack to water in the lake or 

stream. 

It should be recognized that the tolerance values described above can easily be made too restric

tive for a solution to be reached. For successful snowmelt optimization, the available snow must 

closely approximate total discharge. An inadequate SWE in the modeled snowpack results in the 
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tendency for the snowpack to disappear too early, resulting in a majority of subunits losing their 

snowpack early, and continuously shrinking values of Ratej as observed on tht: monitor. An excessive 

snowpack has the opposite effect. In either case convergence to optimum snowmelt rates will not occur 

until the snowfall (and thus snowpack) is adjusted. The adjustments to snowpack used in this step may 

be subsequently adjusted during the final snowmelt optimization step (see the description of subroutine 

MAKEMEL2). 

It should be noted that when a subunit's snowpack leaves "late", its SCA is reset from the input 

value of zero to the value specified the day before its SCA reached zero. If this value is very small, 

optimization may be slowed because a small change in early season melt at large SCA may leave a 

volume of snowpack that is difficult to melt off of a small SCA; as a first approximation, input SCA 

values should not be less than 0.01. The range of melt rate factor estimates Ratej searched for each 

subunit is fixed at between 0.75 and 1.4 times the initial guesses entered; these values may be too res

trictive for first-use on a watershed. These constants are set at the top of subroutine MAKEMELT; 

changing them requires re-compiling the subroutine and re-linking the program. 

At each iteration, MAKEMELT replaces each subunit's consolidated snowmelt/SCA 

/sublimation/potential evapotranspiration/hypolimnion/ice files (SMSCASUB files) that were created 

by subroutine READDAT (Figure DI8). The new files are identical to the originals except for new 

potential snowmelt rates and a new iteration number on the first line. The new files are named either 

"RA WsnomN" or "RA WsnowN" (N an integer), with both sets (see READDAT) of files present after 

two iterations, after which the file name(s) used switch between those given at each iteration. After a 

run with optimization option 1 is completed, if the newly estimated melt rates are to be used in subse

quent runs, they must be extracted from the last-written consolidated file(s) (Figure D18) by the user 

and be used in place of the original input data (Figure D6) for a complete hydrogeochemical- model 

run; this is not necessary yet if a run with snowmelt optimization option 2 will be run next (subroutine 

MAKEMEL2). Because each line of the consolidated files has the same data (except for optimized 

snowmelt) as a daily data line from the original, individual subunit's file, data extraction to replace ori

ginal input data files is straight forward; copy one line from each day's consolidated file for each 

subunit's input file for that day. Because there will be two sets of consolidated files (RA WsnomN and 

RA WsnowN), the user must determine which was last created; this can be done either by the date and 

time of file creation, or by the iteration "year" that prints at the top of each of these files. The file from 
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the final iteration "year" has the optimized values. If the second snowmelt optimization step (subrou

tine makemel2) is to be used, a small output file (meltfact.out) with final, optimized values of Ratej for 

each subunit that is created near the end of the option 1 run and the original subunit input files (Appen

dix D, Figure D6) are all that is required to run the second optimization step (see MAKEMEL2). If 

snowmelt optimization runs arc used at all, it is recommended that both options be used in turn. 

Subroutine MAKEMELT provides a means of distributing snowmelt to ensure snowpack and 

SCA reach zero simultaneously, while watershed outflows roughly approximate observed discharge. 

The determination that snowmelt rates are acceptable is made based on disappearance of snow-cover, 

rather than best-fitting watershed outflow. Once this has been done, the second snowmelt optimization 

step is run to obtain a closer fit to observed outflow; the second step uses subroutine MAKEMEL2. 

No subroutines are called. Input files include: 

Unit I: Q, m3 d- i from whole modeled basin (Figure DI2); 

Unit 2: initial melt rate factor estimates (Figure DII); 

Unit 7: Consolidated rainfall, snowfall file (RAWprcc), which is generated internally (Figure 

DI7); 

Input (unit 11+) and output files (unit 51+); consolidated SMSCASUB files, all generated inter

nally (Figure DI8); 

Unit 99: total ET, m3, from selected subunits during the preceding iteration (except first itera

tion). This file is created internally by the ARM (Figure DI9). It is opened and written in the 

main program at the beginning and end of the time-steps loop, respectively. It is rewound, read, 

and closed here (MAKEMELl), and computed in ET, STREAMET, and LAKE. The file and vari

able names are both "etmelt". 

The option to call this subroutine causes the main program to write the file meltfact.out to unit 8. 

MAKEMEL2 

This routine is used in conjunction with the entire AHM model in finalizing optimized snowmelt 

rates. It is selected by interactively requesting the snowmelt-optimization option 2 (subroutine READ

DAl). This option must be run after snowmelt optimization option 1 has been run to determine the 

subunit melt-rate factors described previously (subroutine MAKEMELl); these factors will be present 
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in the file meltfact.out at the completion of the snowmelt-optimization option 1 run. 

This subroutine iteratively adjusts snowmelt rates on each day of the run until the modeled 

watershed outflow (or inflows to a lake that is the watershed's outflow location) for that day is practi

cally identical (± 0.5 %) to that observed; this is accomplished using all data, parameters, and subrou

tines used in a normal run of the model. The iterative steps are done using a dummy, "watershed-wide 

average snowmelt rate", which is converted to individual-subunit snowmelt rates by multiplying the 

average value by the melt-rate factors (Ratej, described with subroutine MAKEMEL1). Because of the 

use of the individual subunit values Ratej in this computation, the "watershed-wide average snowmelt 

rate" used is only a dummy value; the values of Ratej are determined relative to each other (i.e. they 

may all be greater than 1, or all less than 1). The watershed-average snowmelt value appears in infor

mational output (standard output and file xcheck), but is intended only for internal use by the model. 

Unlike the first snowmelt optimization step (option 1), the option (2) calling this subroutine 

requires only one pass through the period modeled, though during each day of the modeled run several 

iterations are made to match observed and modeled discharge. Also, because the modeled discharges 

will be closer to those observed than those from the first optimization step, the initial snowpack or 

snowfall on each subunit may require manual adjustments to again get the modeled snowpack to disap

pear on the appropriate date. This may require several attempts, each consisting of running the entire 

modeled period with optimization option 2 active. 

The only known situations which can cause this subroutine to fail to closely match observed and 

modeled discharge are when residual snowpack drainage, soil drainage, and lake storage cause 

modeled flows larger than those observed even when snowmelt is zero, or when too little snow is avail

able. If other errors (such as a too small SeA) are present, melt rates computed with the use of this 

optional subroutine may be unrealistic; unrealistic snowmelt rates may be compared to estimates 

obtained through some other means and used as a diagnostic tool to identify other problems in input 

data (Section 2). 

When a run using this optional subroutine is completed, the new snowmelt rates will be present 

in file "NEWsnom"; these values must be used to replace the individual subunit input files as described 

previously (for files RA WsnowN or RA WsnomN, subroutine MAKEMEL1) before doing additional 

model runs except those using this snowmelt-optimization option. 
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MAKEMEL2 calls subroutine RESTART to re-initialize conditions to those present at the begin

ning of the day after each iterative adjustment to daily snowmelt rates. No data are read by this subrou

tine, though file meltfact.out (unit 99) is read by subroutine READDAT when the option to use this 

subroutine is chosen. Outputs include informational and error messages to standard output and file 

xcheck, and the final, optimized snowmelt rates in file NEWsnom (unit 98). 

MATBAL 

Subroutine MATBAL runs after subroutine COMPKIN, which computed kinetic reactions. 

MATBAL computes a new value of total moles of each component species in the equilibrated compart

ment This total is computed as the sum of free, complexed, precipitated, and dissolved species present 

as determined by equilibration, plus the additions from kinetic reactions. 

No subroutines are called. and no data are read. Outputs are limited to debugging and error mes

sages written to standard output. 

MATCIDn 

MATCHID ensures that the lake compartments including the 1) epilimnion, 2) ice, 3) hypolimn

ion, and 4) surface runoff use the same array indices for the same chemical species; this facilitates mix

ing between the compartments. 

No subroutines are called, and no data are read; outputs are limited to debugging and error mes

sages written to standard output. 

MINEQL 

This is the main program from MINEQL [Westall et. al .• 1976]. Other subroutines specific to 

MINEQL include 1) EXCOL, 2) EXROW, 3) GAUSS, 4) lADX, 5) INPUT,6) lONCOR, 7) MINEQL, 

8) OUTPUT, 9) SOLID, 10) SOLIDX, 11) SOLVE, 12) SURFIN, and 13) SURFPR. An older subrou

tine (SURFZ) present in the SURFEQL derivative of MINEQL has been incorporated into subroutine 

SOLVE, and GAUSS replaced the SURFEQL subroutine SlMQ. 

Changes that have been made to the MINEQL routine itself include: 

1. Variables are zeroed because equilibration runs many times in a single run of the hydrogeochem

ical model. 
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2. Scalable parameters have been moved to the "include" file parametr.inc. These include ITMAX 

(maximum number of iterations), NXDIM (maximum number of component species), NYDIivl 

(maximum number of species including those in thermodynamic database MSPEC), and EPS 

(the convergence criteria for chemical equilibration, described fully in file "parametr.inc"). 

3. NXDIM and NYDIM have been renamed (MCOMP and MSPEC, respectively). 

4. The option to do surface chemistry (constant capacitance model) is input interactively in subrou

tine READCHEM, which also reads the species name and stoichiometry data file ionic.dat. 

5. Modifications have been made to keep a failure to converge to a solution from halting the entire 

AHMrun. 

6. The number of failures to converge to a solution that is within the constraint set by the parameter 

EPS is recorded for output at the end of the AHM run. 

7. To reduce iterations on subsequent time steps, the concentration of each component species 

found at the end of equilibration is saved to be input as the guess at the initial concentration for 

that subunit/compartment the following time step. 

8. Charge balance of input components is optionally output (standard output) each time equilibra

tion occurs, and the maximum charge balance error encountered during a time step is recorded 

for optional (standard) output These options are controlled by the "run progress output choice" 

(in subroutine READDAT). 

9. The concentration of one or two species (such as H+) that affect the extent of kinetic reactions 

(subroutine COMPKIN) on this subunit/compartment are recorded. 

10. Calling arguments to other routines have additional variables including 1) subunit, 2) compart

ment, 3) water-year day, 4) liters of water involved in the equilibration, 5) a variable that limits 

to one occurrence the output of the thermodynamic data to file "xcheck", 6) the date the run 

begins, and 7) output controls. 

No input data are read; outputs are limited to debugging, error, and informational (number of 

iterations, charge balance) messages written to standard output and file xcheck (unit 9). Subroutine 

MINEQL calls subroutines 1) INPUT,2) IDNUMB, 3) IONCOR, 3) SURFIN,4) SOLID, 5) SOLVE, 6) 

SOLIDX, 7) SURFPR, and 8) OUTPUT. 
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MIX 

Subroutine MIX computes the mass of chemicals transferred with water transfer from one 

storage compartment of a subunit to another compartment of that or another subunit (e.g. canopy snow 

interception to snowpack of same subunit, or horizontal drainage from one subunit to inflows of 

another subunit). This routine does not transfer chemicals in rainfall or snowfall, which are transferred 

by PRECMIX, or between lake epilimnions and hypolimnions which are transferred by LAKEHYPM. 

For compartments on which equilibration occurred (soils, surface runoff in streams, and option

ally litter interception storage/surface runofl), only soluble species are moved. On compartments where 

equilibration has not occurred, all species are considered available for transport and move proportion

ally with water. 

No input data are read; outputs are limited to debugging, and error messages written to standard 

output and file xcheck. This routine calls subroutine NOTEQMIX to set the mixing fractions on com

partments which have not been equilibrated. 

MIXALL 

This subroutine's purpose is to move chemical species (including soil exchange sites or other 

non-mixing species) that were on the snow-covered area (SCA) or snow-free area into the other frac

tion of the subunit area when SCA changes. 

No subroutines are called, and no input data are read. Outputs are limited to debugging and error 

messages written to standard output and file xcheck. 

MODPARM 

This subroutine is used only when a run is halted prior to the completion of input data, a choice 

made interactively at the beginning of the run by selecting the option to save a "restart" file. When the 

run is restarted, the user is given the option to change certain parameters; an affirmative answer calls 

this subroutine. This option is available primarily to facilitate debugging efforts, though it can also be 

used to examine affects of certain parameters without running the model for the entire period of avail

able data. Parameters that can be modified include: 

l. soil parameters, including 1) maximum infiltration rate, 2) soil unsaturated conductivity parame

ter N, 3) saturated hydraulic conductivity, 4) residual water content Oro 5) saturated water 
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content es, 6) soil water wilting point ew, 7) bulk density Pb, g cm -3, and 8) specific soil sur

face Area; .IP 2. flow routing parameters (fractions of one subunit's outputs received by one or 

more other subunits); 

3. kinetic reaction parameters for soils; 

4. surface runoff/soil-water mixing parameter (fraction of soil water that will mix with surface 

runoff from the same subunit); 

5. surface-area factor for surface runoff kinetics (when equilibration of surface runoff over soils 

used); the factor by which subunit map area is multiplied to compute reactive surface for kinetic 

reactions); 

6. output file options; and 

7. debug output options. 

This routine reads interactive user inputs (standard input), and writes instructions to standard 

output No subroutines are called, or data files read. 

NOTEQMIX 

For compartments that are equilibrated, the fraction of the total moles of each component species 

free to move to other compartments is determined by subroutine FRMIX. If a compartment is not 

equilibrated, 100 percent of its species are free to move proportionately with water movement. This 

routine determines whether or not a given compartment was equilibrated; if it was not, it makes the 

total moles of each species present in that compartment mobile. 

No input data are read, no subroutines are called, and standard output consists of a single debug

ging message. 

ORGACM 

This subroutine is a simple organic acids model. It eliminates most of the protons and organic

acid anions to simulate bacterial assimilation or other losses. Initially, this will leave 0.01 Jlmoll-1 in 

the solution, (if at least that much is present) and removes the remainder (if any) from further con

sideration by the model. It may be turned ofT interactively from READDAT at the stmt of the run. This 

routine assumes that H+ has species ID number 50, and that the organic acid anion has species ID 
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number 163. 

No subroutines are called, and no data are read. Output consists of two debugging messages writ

ten to standard output. 

ORINIU, ORIOIN, READORD, and SUBUSEQ 

This set of subroutines was written by Dr. Vijai Gupta, University of Arizona Department of 

Hydrology and Water Resources. Input to these routines is a matrix of values describing "source" 

subunits and the one-ta-many subunits receiving flows from each of the source subunits. Given this 

data, these routines determine the one-ta-many sources of flow to each receiving subunit, and deter

mine an order of computations that ensures that outflows from "source" subunits are computed before 

computations for the receiving subunits begin. The most downstream subunit's flows should be routed 

100 percent to subunit "0" (zero), which does not exist. 

Input data are read from a specified file by READORD, which outputs debug and error messages 

to standard output and file "xc heck". SUBUSEQ is the main subprogram of this set; it outputs a copy of 

the input data, the matrix of subunits contributing to each subunit, and the computational order deter

mined to file "xcheck"; it also writes debugging information to standard output, and calls READORD, 

ORIOIN, and ORINIU. Subroutines ORINIU and ORIOIN read no data, call no subroutines, and their 

outputs are limited to debugging and error messages to standard output. 

OUTPUT 

Subroutine OUTPUT is the essentially the same routine originally included in MINEQL [Westall 

et. al., 1976]. The species names present in the original subroutine in the form of a "DATA" statement 

are now read by READCHEM from file ionic.dat. When optionally called, OUTPUT writes an output 

file that contains the concentrations of all modeled species (components, fixed concentration species, 

complexes, minerals/precipitates, and potential minerals/precipitates). The output file written 

("bigchem.out") contains somewhat more than one line per modeled species, and the data are written 

each time an equilibration occurs; it can easily become enormous (a 25 megabyte file has been 

observed). 

This subroutine reads no data and calls no subroutines. Outputs include a single debugging mes

sage to standard output and the file "bigchem.out" (unit 17, Figure E7). 
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PRECMIX 

This subroutine computes the mass of chemical species that are transferred to a compartment 

from rainfall or snowfall. Canopy interception is mixed with a fraction of rainfall (RIntFrac, set in 

parametr.inc), and the portion of the mixture exceeding canopy interception storage capacity is 

returned to the through-falling rain. Litter interception storage for rainfall mixes 100 percent with 

canopy throughfall. Snowfall canopy interception does not mix with snowfall; if available storage 

exists for additional interception the values arc additive. 

This routine reads no data and calls no subroutines. Outputs are limited to debugging and error 

messages written to standard output. 

QCHEM 

Precipitates in the AHM are generally modeled as immobile. For example, only soluble species 

move from streamflow into riparian soils or with soil drainage from one horizon to another. In moun

tainous streams, though, it is unlikely that precipitates forming in moving water will find water still 

enough to permit them to settle to the stream bottom. Subroutine QCHEM makes any precipitates that 

are formed during streamflow equilibration mobile, and hence transferable to the next downstream lake 

or stream subunit. One exception is that species bound to AHM type 2 non-mixing species (such as soil 

exchange sites, Appendix C) arc not made mobile. 

This routine reads no data and calls no subroutines. Output is a single debugging message writ

ten to standard output. 

RAINADJ 

This subroutine adjusts rainfall on individual subunits from base-station rainfall according to the 

relationships described in Section 2.2.2 (equations 2.3,2.4). 

This routine reads no data and calls no subroutines. A single debugging-mode message is written 

to standard output. 
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RAINCHEM 

This subroutine reads values of individual species concentration in rainfall and snowfall, com

putes a charge balance and number of species observed, and determines the number of moles of each 

species in precipitation on each subunit based on adjusted precipitation amount for each subunit (from 

subroutines RAINADJ, SNOW ADJ). 

This routine reads the data files described above twice. The first time they are read to be certain 

there are no errors which would cause the AHM run to stop after many time steps; they are subse

quently read on the time-step the precipitation occurred. Input file names are identified in input to sub

routine READDAT. 

RAINCHEM calls no subroutines. Output includes debugging messages, charge balance for each 

event, and the species found in each event's input file. Outputs are written to standard output and file 

xcheck (unit 9). 

READCHEM 

This subroutine reads chemical data, including 1) the names of chemical initial condition chemi

cal and kinetic data files, 2) initial condition chemical mass files for each compartment of each subunit, 

3) kinetic input parameters and species controlling kinetics (by calling READK.IN), 4) thermodynamic 

data, 5) the individual species identifier and stoichiometry file ("ionic.dat"), 6) the name of the file 

defining species included in the computation of alkalinity, and 7) the alkalinity definition file's data 

including the individual species and stoichiometry of those species to use for computing alkalinity or 

ANC. 

Input data are echoed to file xc heck (unit 9, Figures EII-E13); error messages are written to 

standard output. This subroutine calls subroutine READKIN. 

READDAT 

READDAT serves as the primary subroutine for reading input data. Because so many types of 

data are read, this routine would be enormous if it did not sublet the task of reading some data to other 

subroutines; it remains large, as are some of the subroutines it calls. 
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READDAT begins with a series of interactive inputs in response to requests (Appendix D). 

Interactive inputs define: 1) the nature of the run (debug, water-balance-only, snowmelt optimization, 

or whole model), 2) the size of the problem (number of subunits and optional equilibration on litter), 3) 

the period covered by the run, 4) the option to save a file for restarting the model after a specified 

number of time steps, 5) species to output in the chemical plot file ("phalk.out"), 6) snowpack chemical 

elution options and parameters, 7) options to use or omit kinetics, the nitrogen model, and the organic 

acids model from the run, 8) the fraction of soil water in the top soil horizon that can mix with surface 

runoff, 9) whether or not surface chemistry (single-layer model) is to be used, 10) whether to use 

specified chemical initial condition files or initial conditions calculated at the end of a previous run, 

and 11) the quantity of run-time information to display on standard output during the run. 

Most other input is read in a straight-forward manner from specified input files. One exception to 

straight-forward input was required to make this model compatible with computers or compilers that 

limit the maximum number of files that may be open at one time. It was deemed desirable to avoid this 

limitation while retaining the advantage of separate input files for each subunit. Separate files make 

formatting input data easier, and make it possible to add or subtract subunits from a run with out modi

fying some input files. Conversely, files containing data for multiple subunits are easier to read (both 

by computer and manually in cross-checking input data) and require fewer files to be open simultane

ously. 

The solution to this was to combine several individual subunit files into one or more files at run

time. The maximum number of files open at one time could be controlled, while a larger number of 

subunits could still be used in a run. For example, if a computer/compiler is limited to a maximum of 

15 open files, 20 subunits can be used by internally combining data from ten subunits into one larger 

input file, and data from five subunits in another; after these are combined and their individual subunit 

input files closed, 13 other files could be simultaneously open for other input or output. When this was 

first developed, potential ET data was in a file separate from snowmelt, snow-covered area, and subli

mation, making it even more important. Today, oUler memory-intensive additions to the AHM may 

make this capability of lessor consequence (you may run out of computer memory before you exceed 

limits on number of open files), though it still makes it easier to compare data between subunits. The 

files combined in this manner are described below as SMSCASUB files. 
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READDAT calls the function IWYDATE and subroutines MAKEMELT, MATClllD, RAINADJ, 

RAINCHEM, READCHEM, RESTART, SNOWADJ, SORTSIZE, and SUBUSEQ. Files opened and 

read, written, or both include: 

1. xcheck (Figures E8-EII); 

2. the input "file of file names" (Figure DI, specified interactively); 

3. the input files named in the "file of file names" (including 1) hydrologic constants (Figure D2), 2) 

the file with names of files with chemical initial conditions, kinetic reaction parameters, and the 

alkalinity definition file (Figure D3), 3) the file with rainfall data (Figure 04), 4) the file with 

snowfall data (Figure D4), 5) the flow-routing matrix file (Figure D5), 6) files for each subunit 

(SMSCASUB files) which each have a) snow melt, b) snow-covered area, c) potential sublima

tion, d) potential evapotranspiration, e) hypolimnion stage (if applicable), and f) lake ice thick

ness (if applicable) (Figure D6); 

4. output/input file RAWprec (Figure 017), to which 1) daily rainfall by subunit, 2) daily snowfall 

by subunit, 3) status (frozen or thawed) by subunit, and 4) separate file names for rainfall and 

snowfall chemical concentration data files are written, and from which these data are read back 

during each time step by subroutine REREAD (called from AHM); 

S. rainfall and snowfall chemical concentration data input files (Figure DlO), which are opened by 

READDAT and read by RAINCHEM; 

6. a dummy input/output file into which a name for a file which will hold the data from some or all 

of the individual subunit's SMSCASUB files will be written and subsequenlly read (file 

RAWname); 

7. one or more files with the name RAWsnomN (N an integer), each of which (Figure DI8) may 

receive the data from up to "MaxFilcs" SMSCASUB data files, from which it is read each time 

step by subroutine REREAD (called from AHM); the parameter "MaxFiles" is specified in 

parametr.inc; 
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READKIN 

This routine reads parameters for kinetic reactions as described in Section 2.2.3 (Equation 2.8). It 

is called by READCHEM. 

Subroutines IDNUMB is called. Outputs are limited to debugging and error messages to standard 

output, and the number of kinetic reactions for each subunit is written to file xcheck. 

READORD 

See ORINIU, OR lOIN, READORD, and SUBUSEQ. 

REREAD 

This subroutine consists of two parts. Part one opens the consolidated, multi-subunit rainfall 

data, snowfall data, and precipitation chemistry file names dat.a file (file "RA Wprec") created by 

READDAT, and the consolidated, multi-subunit snow melt, snow-covered area, sublimation, PET, 

hypolimnion depth, and ice thickness (SMSCASUB) data file(s) created by READDAT (Figure DI8). 

SMSCASUB files created by MAKEMELT during snowmelt optimization runs (Figure DI8) are read 

here too. It also opens and uses the dummy file RA Wname to write and read the file name(s) for the 

SMSCASUB input file(s). Part one is called once only, prior to the beginning of time steps. Part two is 

called each time step, and reads the data for the time step from the files opened in part one of this sub

routine. This includes the rainfall and snowfall for each subunit, and the name of the file(s) with rain

fall and snowfall chemical species concentration data from the file "RA Wprec", and the data described 

in part one from the SMSCASUB files. Part two also opens the precipitation chemical concentration 

files (Figure D1 0) and calls subroutine RAINCHEM to read the data in those files. 

Outputs are limited to error and debugging messages written to standard output. 

RESTART 

This subroutine is called when a run has been made previously with the "write a restart data file" 

option, and the run has been restarted. It is also used to continue a run beyond the end of one water 

year. This subroutine reads the restart data file that was written by subroutine REWRITE during the 

previous run, which either was written at an interactively-specified restart date, was written when the 

model successfully ran though the end of the water year (WYD 365 or 366), or was written at the start 
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of the time step (snowmelt optimization step two only). Those data include all parameters, conditions 

of state (e.g. water and moles of species stored in each compartment), current value and date at which 

next change occurs in daily sources and sinks, etc. necessary to have the run restart with exactly the 

same conditions present when it was stopped. These data include variables and parameters from vari

ables specified in the "include files" common.inc, common2.inc, and commonc.inc. When this routine 

is used, the data read are used in place of the values read in initial condition input files (which are still 

partially read first). Its purpose is to allow multi-year runs to be continued with the initial conditions 

found at the end of the previous year, or to allow a run to be stopped and restarted on a particular 

water-year day. It is also called by subroutine MAKEMEL2 to reset initial conditions when iterating 

repeatedly on a single WYO. 

Input data include the unformatted output file from subroutine REWRITE (which is file 

chemic.dat for end of year data, and a user-specified file for runs deliberately stopped and restarted on 

a particular day), and interactive responses to questions, including 1) the name of the restart data file, 

2) the number of additional days you want the model to run, 3) whether or not you want a new restart 

file saved at the end of this requested extension of the run, and 4) whether or not you wish to mOdify 

some of the parameters present prior to the beginning of new time steps. An affirmative answer to the 

last listed question results in a call to subroutine MODPARM; no other subroutines are called. The call 

to MODPARM is not an option with runs using "end-of-year" condition file chemic.dat. 

All outputs are in the form of questions written to standard output. 

REWRITE 

This subroutine writes the unformatted "restart data file" described under subroutine RESTART. 

It is called only when the request to write a restart file is entered during interactive input under subrou

tine READDAT, when a run is completed to water-year day 365, or daily during snowmelt optimiza

tion step two. 

Unformatted output is used because it writes (and later reads) much faster than formatted output. 

The only drawback to the use of unformatted data is that a restart file written by a program compiled 

with a particular FORTRAN compiler cannot be used with a program compiled with a different com

piler. 
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Outputs are limited to the restart data file, and an interactive question asking for the restart file 

name and confirmation of the file name written to standard output; for end-of-year data output the file 

name is fixed (chemic.dat). Input is limited to the name for the restart data file, entered through stan

dard input. No subroutines are called. 

RIPARIAN 

This subroutine determines the deficit in soil water on riparian areas between current water con

tent a and the residual water content a, (Sections 2.2.3, 2.2.5, 2.2.9). If a is less than art a deficit exists 

that is subject to recharge from streamflow or lake storage by subroutine RIPCHARG. 

Designated riparian areas are created by specifying the lake or stream subunit that kccps them 

wet; this is entered in the hydrologic-constants file. 

RIPARIAN reads no input data, and calls no subroutines. Outputs are limited to debugging mes

sages written to standard output. 

RIPCHARG 

This subroutine performs a number of tasks, and is relatively long. Subroutine RIPCHARG: 

1. sums up inflow on lake/stream subunits by calling subroutine INFLOW; 

2. determines surface runoff on stream subunits by calling SROINFLT; 

3. reduces streamflow for evaporation by calling STREAMET; 

4. calls LAKE to determine lake outflow given inflow, evaporation, a stage-discharge curve, and 

lake depth-area-volume data; 

5. determines total lake volume; 

6. calls LAKESUBL to calculate sublimation from the snowpack on frozen lakes; 

7. calls DOCI-IEM to equilibrate surface runoff and compute kinetics; 

8. adds water from lakes or streams to riparian areas with a deficit; 

9. moves soluble chemicals with water to riparian areas (subroutine MIX); 

10. calls subroutine LAKE2 on lakes or subroutine QCHEM on streams to add precipitates to "mix

able" moles in surface runoff and determine chemical mass storage in the lake or strc.1m between 
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time steps; and 

11. records incoming mass of species from riparian recharge to soils, and loss of chemical mass of 

species from lakes or streams. 

Other subroutines called include VOLUME (converts variables from depth to volumes to ease adding 

and subtracting between units) and DEPTH (the converse of VOLUME). 

No files are opened, and no data are read. Outputs are error and debugging messages written to 

standard output. 

SNOINI 

This subroutine resets snow covered area (SCA) to zero if no snowpack exists. If snowpack 

volume exists but read-in SCA is zero, SCA is reset to the previous time-steps value if that value is non 

zero, or to 0.1. Snowpack water equivalent depth, snowpack free water equivalent depth, and litter 

interception depth are adjusted for a new change in SCA. 

lf the SCA is either 0.0 or 1.0, subroutine MIXALL is called to divide chemical species between 

the litter interception compartment on snow-covered area and snow-free area (see subroutines 

SNOWCOMP, WETMELT). 

No files are opened, and no data are read. Outputs are debugging and error messages written to 

standard output. 

SNOWADJ 

This subroutine is functionally equivalent to subroutine RAINADJ, and originally one subrou

tine was used to adjust both rainfall and snowfall. The description used for subroutine RAINADJ 

applies here as well, except the adjustments are made to snowfall instead of rainfall. Separate subrou

tines were created because this permitted eliminating two dimensioned variables. 

SNOWCOMP 

This subroutine is the source of most computations involving snowpack volume, snowfall 

canopy interception, and snowpack frcc water. First, this subroutine adds any fresh snowfall to the 

snowpack. New snowfall changes snow covered area to 1.0, and moves any existing water and 
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chemicals from litter interception storage to litter-under-snow storage. Water and chemicals in soil on 

snow-free areas are also moved to soil on snow-covered areas when fresh snowfall occurs. Following 

decisions made based on presence or absence of fresh snowfall, the remainder of this subroutine is 

divided into four sections based on the amount of snow present and potential melt rates. 

The first section is the case of no snow existing. In this case, the snowpack variables are zeroed, 

and rainfall interception storage on litter is distributed over the entire subunit. 

The second section is the case where snow is present and potential snowmelt (melt that would 

occur if snow were present) is zero. In this case, 20 percent of intercepted snow in the canopy (if any) 

is "dropped" to the snowpack. If snow was dropped from the canopy, and read-in snow-covered area 

(SCA) is zero, SCA is set to either the previous day's SCA (if non-zero) or to 0.1; chemicals and water 

are moved from the canopy to the snowpack. Chemicals remaining in rainfall on the SCA are moved to 

the snowpack free water after losses to interception computed. Snowpack drainage is computed and 

chemicals are moved from snowpack free water to snowpack drainage. 

The third section is for the case where potential melt exceeds available snowpack, so all snow 

melts. Snowfall canopy interception is added to rainfall canopy interception, excess is computed and 

"dripped" to snowpack drainage. The entire snowpack and associated chemicals are moved to the 

snowpack drainage compartment, along with all rain on the snow-covered area. If it snowed this time 

step, rain on the snow-free area (area now is zero, but rainfall was not adjusted yet) is added to the 

snowpack drainage. The snowpack, the snowpack's free water, and snowfall canopy interception are 

set to zero. 

The fourth and final section is for the case where potential snowmelt is greater than zero, and 

snow available in the pack, the canopy, or both exceeds potential snowmelt. Snowfall canopy intercep

tion storage is first reduced by 30 percent of potential snowmelt; the fraction is fixed within the subrou

tine. This mayor may not eliminate all canopy snow. Melted snow in the canopy is moved to canopy 

rainfall storage, with excess "dripping" to the snowpack's free water. Remaining potential snowmelt 

melts snow from the snowpack; this melt and rainfall on the pack are both added to the snowpack's free 

water. Snowpack drainage is calculated. 

If SCA has decreased, subroutine WETMELT is called to determine the area left wet behind the 

receding snowpack, and the associated storage of water and chemicals on that area. 
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Subroutines called include 1) CANDRIP, 2) MIX, 3) PRECMIX, 4) WETMELT, 5) MIXALL, 

and 6) SNOWS OIL. No input data are read, and outputs are debugging and error messages written to 

standard output. 

SNOWlYnX 

This subroutine may optionally be used to compute elution of chemical species from the 

snowpack. The user is able to specify parameters of a function (eqn. 2.2, Section 2.2.1) that enables 

concentrations in early melt waters to be higher than the mean value in the snowpack; this also causes 

later meltwater to have a concentration lower than the mean. If the option to use this routine is not 

chosen, snowpack drainage will have the mean concentration of the whole snowpack. 

This subroutine is called after subroutine SNOWCOMP, and when it is called, the chemical 

species present in the snowpack have alrcady been moved proportionately with water movement. Con

sequently, chemicals arc already divided betwccn the snowpack, the snowpack's free water, and 

snowpack drainage. When this routine is called, it lumps the sum of chemicals in the three specified 

comparnnents into a single total, and stores those chemicals in the "snowpack" chemical compartment. 

Chemical concentrations in the other 2 compartments are set to zero. The current volume of the pack 

(frozen water equivalent plus the snowpack's frcc water and snowpack drainage) is divided by the ini

tial value (i.e. at peak snowpack water equivalent) of that total sum. One (1) minus this value is the 

fraction of the initial pack melted to date ("X" in Equation 2.2; this includes snowpack free water 

remaining in the pack). Finally, Equation 2.2 is applied to compute concentration in drainage, and tl1e 

remaining snowpack free water and snowpack drainage are computed. 

The initial concentration in the snowpack (Cave in eqn. 2.2) is reset with each addition of dry 

deposition (subroutine SSINK), and is optionally reset with rainfall or snowfall (subroutine 

SNOWRAIN). If rainfall and snowfall are permitted to reset initial average snowpack concentration, 

they also reset the initial total water stored in the snowpack (subroutine SNOWRAIN). Other values in 

the relationship (eqn. 2.2) arc not changed, except as they are affected by the change in initial concen

tration and initial total water in the snowpack. Concentrations in snowpack drainage arc never permit

ted to be less than the current average concentration in the snowpack. 

SNOW MIX calls no subroutines and rcads no data. Outputs arc debugging and error messages 

written to standard output. 
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SNOWRAIN 

This routine determines "initial" average concentration of species in the snowpack. It is called 

only when the option to use accelerated chemical elution from the snowpack is chosen (subroutine 

READDA1). If a second option (subroutine READDA1) to start accelerated chemical elution on a cer

tain day is not used, each occurrence of rainfall or snowfall resets the initial condition or "peak" water 

equivalent and mean initial snowpack concentrations to those present after adding the rain or snow. 

When the option to start accelerated chemical elution on a certain day is used, this subroutine sets the 

initial condition average pack concentrations and "peak" snowpack water equivalent to the values 

present that day; in this case it is not called again and those values remain constant. 

SNOWRAIN calls no subroutines, reads no data, and its output consists of a single debugging 

message written to standard output. 

SNOWSOIL 

This subroutine transfers soil water and soil chemicals between snow-covered area (SCA) and 

snow-free area (SFA). This is required when SCA changes from one time step to another. 

This subroutine calls subroutine MIXALL to transfer chemicals from SCA to SFA and vice 

versa. No data are read, and output consists of debugging and error messages written to standard out

put 

SNTERCPT 

This subroutine's primary purpose is to compute interception of rainfall and snowfall on the litter 

(or ground surface) and vegetative canopy. In addition, it divides rainfall during the current time step 

into portions on snow-covered area (SeA) and snow-free area (SFA). 

There are three interception constants: 1) rainfall litter interception, 2) canopy snowfall intercep

tion, and 3) canopy rainfall interception. One additional constant (RlntFrac) is used; this is the fraction 

of precipitation exposed to the canopy. RlntFrac is set in parametr.inc, and allows a portion of each 

storm to avoid the canopy entirely. For example, if RIntFrac is 0.3 cm, canopy interception storage 

capacity is 1.0 cm, and a 1.0 cm rainfall occurs, 0.3 cm will remain in the canopy, while the otller 0.7 

cm will reach the litter or ground surface. The canopy interception storages are separate; bOtll can be 

concurrently filled to capacity witll tlleir respective precipitation types. No interception storage is 
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pennitted on lake or stream subunits. 

In operation, SNTERCPT divides rainfall to SCA and SFA, detennines available storage (inter

ception capacity less current storage), computes interception, and moves chemicals proportionately 

with water. Finally, the water volume stored in litter interception is recorded for future use. 

This subroutine calls subroutine PRECMIX. No input data are read, and outputs are debugging 

and error messages written to standard output. 

SOILDRAN 

This routine drains water from the soil profile, either vertically to underlying soil layers or "hor

izontally" to another subunit. Vertical drainage to underlying soil horizons uses the same function but 

different parameters than those used for drainage leaving the subunit (Section 2.2.3). Water is drained 

from the soil after computing input effects; i.e. the previous time step's final soil-water content controls 

infiltration (subroutine SROINFL1), and chemical equilibration has occurred during this time step with 

the newly infiltrated water present prior to the drainage computations done here. SOILDRAN also calls 

SROMIX to pennit surface runoff water to mix with a specified portion of the upper horizon's soil 

water; this also had to follow infiltration and chemical equilibration for this time step. Finally, move

ment of the chemical mass of a selected species to or from each soil horizon is recorded for a later 

cross-check of mass balance in subroutine CHEMBAL. 

1\vo passes are made through this subroutine each time it is called; the first pass computes 

drainage on the snow-free area (SFA), and the second pass does computations for the snow-covered 

area (SCA). For each of these snow-type areas, a number of smaller time steps are used to compute soil 

drainage. During each smaller time step, the soil horizons are drained in bottom- to-top order, ensuring 

that storage will be available in the surface horizon for infiltration occurring during the following 

(currently whole; sec Section 2.4 of the dissertation and the next-to-Iast paragraph of this subroutine's 

description) time step. This is necessary because when it is very wet, all soil horizons may become 

saturated; if the surface horizons attempted to drain first, no storage space would be available in under

lying, saturated horizons for that drainage. Drainage may be limited by available storage in lower hor

izons (though they too have opportunities to drain and creating slOmge at each sub time step) or by 

unsaturated hydraulic conductivity relationships (Section 2.2.3, Equations 2.5,2.6). 
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Soil drainage computations are done at smaller time increments than the normal (daily) time step 

used in the model to keep the soil from draining at an excessive rate when the soil is wet For example, 

if the soil is completely saturated, drainage would occur at the saturated hydraulic conductivity rate for 

an entire day if sub-time steps were not used; this rate could be unrealistic or even in excess of the 

soil's water-holding capacity. To avoid this problem, the drainage is computed in "nResStep" (a param

eter in include file pararnetr.inc, Appendix B) increments. The first one half of the nResStep increments 

are applied to the first hour, and the remaining one half are applied to the remaining 23 hours. Using 

the default nResStep value of 48, this computes soil drainage during the first hour in increments of 2.5 

minutes, and the remaining 23 hours in increments of 57.5 minutes. 

The fact that infiltration is computed in a separate subroutine (SROINFLT) may cause this sub

routine to compute a lower than expected drainage rate during periods with surface runoff. This is 

because the surface horizon will be unable to drain more water than it would if saturated with no avail

able surface runoff to infiltrate at each sub time step. Because drainage from the surface horizon ulti

mately becomes water available to drain from lower horizons, water leaving the subunit as soil 

drainage may be less than expected. This problem was created accidentally; initially soil drainage was 

also computed using whole time steps, and when it was fixed, corresponding patches to the infiltration 

methodology were overlooked. 

SOILDRAN calls subroutines SROMIX, MIX, and function HYDK. No data are read, and output 

is a single debugging message written to standard output. 

SOLID 

This routine came from MINEQL [Westall et. al .• 1976], and detailed information may be sought 

from that source. 

SOLID calls subroutine EXCOL. No data are read, and output is limited to the error message that 

a phase rule violation has occurred (standard output); a single phase rule violation will stop the entire 

AHMrun. 
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SOLIDX 

This routine came from MINEQL [Westall et. a/., 1976], and detailed information may be sought 

from that source. It determines whether type 4 species (precipitates subject to dissolution) dissolve or 

type 5 species (dissolved compounds subject to precipitation) precipitate. 

SOLIDX calls subroutine EXROW. No data are read, and outputs are limited to a debugging 

message (routine was called) and informational messages (specific solids dissolved or precipitated) 

written to standard output and optionally to file bigchem.out (Unit 17, Figure E7). The messages are 

written to this file only if the file is among requested outputs. 

SOLVE 

This routine came from MINEQL [Westall et. a/., 1976], and detailed information may be sought 

from that source. It is an iterative solution for concentrations of species. 1\vo older, small subroutines 

(SURFf and SURFZ) present in the SURFEQL derivative of MINEQL have been incorporated into this 

subroutine to reduce the total number of subroutines in the ARM. 

This subroutine calls subroutine GAUSS to perform Gaussian elimination. No input data are 

read, and outputs are debugging and error messages written to standard output. 

SORTSIZE 

This subroutine is called only during snowmelt optimization runs (section 2.2.1). It determines 

the order of subunits sorted by map area. This is done so that snowmelt rates can be adjusted on the 

largest subunits first. By optimizing melt rates on the largest units first, major changes in the total 

volume of melt will occur early in the iterative process, greatly reducing the computational time 

required to optimize snowmelt rates. 

No input data are read, no subroutines are called, and outputs are limited to a display of subunits 

sorted by size on standard output. 

SROINFLT 

This subroutine computes changes in soil water content due to infiltration of rainfall, snowmelt, 

surface runoff from oLller rock or soil subunits, and soil drainage from oLller soils. It also computes sur

face runoff on soil, rock, and stream subunits. When called on soil or rock subunits, most of the 
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subroutine is run twice, once for snow-covered area (SCA) and once for snow-frce area (SFA). 

In operation, this routine: 

1. records initial water content for water balance purposes; 

2. zeros initial chemistry in surface runoff and soil drainage; 

3. restores chemicals remaining betwccn time steps in lake epilimnion or dry stream beds to their 

appropriate comparunent (they were temporarily stored in "litter interception" betwccn time 

steps); 

4. adds baseflow to streams and lakes; 

5. (soils only) adds soil drainage from other subunits to this subunit, starting at the bottom horizon 

and working toward the soil surface; excess becomes surface runoff; 

6. computes the total of incoming surface runoff and rainfall on SFA, and the total of incoming sur-

face runoff and snowpack drainage on SCA; 

7. (soil and rock only) mixes chemicals from preceding item with litter interception; 

8. optionally does chemical equilibration and kinetics on litter interception storage; 

9. (soil and rock only) determines surface runoff and infiltration based on available water, available 

litter interception storage, maximum infiltration rate, and available storage in the soil; 

10. computes surface runoff on streams and inflows to lakes; 

11. records mass of selected species for chemical mass balance computations. 

SROINFLT adds inputs determined by INFLOW proportionately to the receiving subunit's 

snow-covered or snow-frcc area based on relative area of those fractions on the receiving subunit; this 

is done without regard to their source being from the contributing subunit's SFA or SCA. 

The inflitration and surface runoff generation computed by this subroutine should be more 

closely linked with soil drainage (scc subroutine SOILDRAN). 

This subroutine calls subroutines DOCHEM, MIX, and PRECrvlIX. No input data are read, and 

outputs are debugging and error messages written to standard output. 
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SROMIX 

This subroutine pennits a specified fraction of the uppennost soil horizon's soil solution to be 

mixed with surface runoff; the fraction is specified interactively in subroutine READDAT at the start of 

the run. This is designed to address the fact that during periods with surface runoff, areas may exist 

where water is rising from the ground while in other areas infiltration is occurring. 

This routine was used during early model development work, but was not used (i.e. fraction of 

soil water mixing with surface runoff was set to zero) on all runs made after ion exchange was incor

porated. It probably still has utility for some problems. 

SROMIX calls no other subroutines, reads no data, and its output is a single debugging message 

stating that it was called (standard output). 

SSINK 

This subroutine adjusts total moles of type 1 chemical components on a subunit to account for 

source/sink tenns. It is used for dry deposition inputs from the atmosphere and any other sources and 

sinks on any subunit or compartment, such as nutrient uptake. Unlike inputs in the kinetic data file, 

these inputs do not require chemical equilibration to occur before addition or subtraction. This allows 

sources and sinks to be present on compartments that do not undergo chemical equilibration. SSINK 

reads baseflow inflow rate(s) and baseflow chemical concentrations for lakes or streams. It also records 

additions of a specified species for a chemical mass balance check (subroutine CHEMBAL). 

SSINK reads input data from file ssink.dat (unit 19, Figure 015), a name fixed by the main pro

gram. This data file is read during any type of run the AHM is capable of making because baseflow 

entries may be present in the file. If there are no sources, sinks, or baseflows, the input file may consist 

of a single blank line. 

While the fonnat of file "ssink.dat" is described elsewhere (Appendix 0, Figure 015), a descrip

tion of the data it contains is necessary for understanding how this subroutine works. The file begins 

with a month and day, which define the starting date when the following entries begin to be added or 

subtracted from the specified compartments. Each additional line of data define a 1) subunit, 2) com

partment, 3) ID number of a chemical component (type 1 species) to be added, 4) the mol ha -1 d-1 of 

that species to be added or subtracted (for baseflow, the value may be either mol d-1 or mol 1-1), 5) 

baseflow amount (m3 d-1, if applicable), and 6) measurement type used for species in baseflow (1 for 
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mol d-1 , 2 for mol 1-1 , if applicable). A blank line in the file signals the subroutine to begin searching 

for a new starting date. Once entered as sources or sinks, the values persist until changed; a new start

ing date is not sufficient to change existing values, which must be changed individually by subunit, 

compartment, and species. If any species on a given subunit and compartment are to be changed, all 

species previously set should be reset, including those that are unchanged. Because formatted FOR

mAN read statements consider blanks to be zero-valued inputs, once it has been initiated, baseflow 

can only be eliminated by the entry of a negative discharge value. 

Intuitively, certain compartments of subunits only occupy snow-free areas (SFA) or snow

covered areas (SCA), while some may be present on both areas. Snow-covered area of a subunit is 

treated as a new subunit, with an index number equal to the subunit's number plus the total number of 

subunits modeled in a run; this is transparent to the user except in output interpretation. To reduce 

memory requirements, sources and sinks entered for comprutments that occupy either SCA or SFA but 

not both are typically entered as occupying SFA (i.e. entered for the "true" subunit" ID number, rather 

than the snow-covered subunit number which is the "true" subunit number plus the total number of 

subunits used in the run) (Table B4). 

Sources and sinks to surface runoff from streams and to lake epilimnions are entered in to com

partment I or 7. Sources and sinks to lake hypolimnions are entered into compartment 3. Only streams 

and lake epilimnions accept baseflow. 

SSINK calls no subroutines, though it calls the function IWYDATE. Only the file ssink.dat (Fig

ure 015) is read, which is opened by the main program. Output consists of informational, debugging 

and error messages wriuen to standard output and the file xc heck (unit 9, Figure Ell). 

STREAMET 

This subroutine computes evaporation and sublimation from stream subunits. When streams are 

thawed, evaporation proceeds at potential rates subject to available streamflow. When streams are 

frozen, the snowpack atop the stream is sublimated at potential rates subject to available snowpack; 

volume of stream ice is not tracked and does not contribute to sublimation. 

STREAMET calls no subroutines and reads no data. Outputs arc debugging messages written to 

standard output. 
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Table B4: Acceptable locations for source/sink data entry.a 

Compartment No. Description Area occupied Enter data into: 

1 litter interception SFA SFA 

2 canopy snow interception both SFA 

3 canopy rain interception both SFA 

4 snow water eq. (frozen) SeA SFA 

5 snow free water SeA SFA 

6 snowpack drainage SeA SFA 

7 surface runoff both both 

8 soil drainage both both 

9 incoming soil drainage N/A N/A 

10 incoming surface runoff N/A N/A 

11 litter bcneath snow SeA SFA 

12+ soil horizons both both 

alnstructions as to whether cntered into original subunit number (SFA) or snow-covered area (SeA) 

subunit number. The SeA subunit number is equal to the SFA subunit number plus the total number of 

subunits used in the run. 
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SUBUSEQ 

See ORINIU, ORIOIN, READORD, and SUBUSEQ. 

SURFIN 

This subroutine originally read in data necessary to do surface reactions in the program SUR

FEQL, a derivative of MINEQL [Westall et. al .• 1976]. In the AHM, it sets MINEQL variables equal to 

specific variables previously read in by the AHM's subroutines, so no input data are read. In addition, 

the triple-layer model has been disabled, though some of its code remains. The constant-capacitance 

model remains usable (presumably), and is called interactively from READDAT. The solid-to-liquid 

ratio is computed on soil subunits as the total mass of soil being equilibrated divided by the total liters 

of water in that equilibration. The subroutine sets the solid-to-liquid ratio to 0.001 gil for lakes and 

streams. To date, this subroutine has not been used with the AHM because the constant-capacitance 

model has not been used. 

SURFPR 

This subroutine was originally used in the program SURFEQL. a derivative of MINEQL [Westall 

et. al .• 1976]. It prints out constants and parameters used in the surface reactions (constance capaci

tance model). Portions of the triple-layer model from SURFEQL remain but are not usable. 

No subroutines are called, and no data are read. Outputs include debugging messages written to 

standard output and the list of parameters and constants written to file bigchem.out (unit 17, Figure E7) 

when that file is output. 

USNOW 

This subroutine determines the amount of litter interception storage filled by snowpack drainage 

beneath the snowpack. Values set and used in this routine apply to the snow-covered area set in subrou

tine SNOINI. 

USNOW calls subroutines MIX and MIXALL. No input data are read, and outputs are limited to 

debugging and error messages written to standard output. 
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VOLUME 

This subroutine converts selected water storage variables from units of area cm (the units nor

mally used for computations) to volumes in m3 • This is done to simplify computations when moving 

water from one subunit's area to another of different size. Typically, more variables are converted to 

volume than are needed for a given set of computations; this permits almost all such conversions to 

volumes to be accomplished with a single subroutine. Snow-covered area is incorporated into these 

conversions as required. 

No subroutines are called, and no data are read. Output is a debugging notice that the routine was 

called which is written to standard output in debug mode. 

WATERBAL 

This subroutine computes and outputs the water balance determined during the ARM model run. 

This includes three separate output files. These are 1) inout.out (unit 11, Figure El), 2) stor.out (unit 

13, Figure E2), and 3) dstor.out (unit 12, Figure E3). These files contain by subunit 1) inputs and out

puts, 2) storage by compartment, and 3) changes in storage by compartment, respectively. Values in 

these files may be output in m3 , cm, ft3 , or inches, with the choice made interactively in subroutine 

READDAT at the start of the run; all testing was done with cm outputs. 

WATERBAL calls subroutines VOLUME and DEPTH. No input data are read. Outputs include 

the three files described above and debugging messages written to standard output. 

WETMELT 

This subroutine is designed primarily for those who like to split hairs. It calculates the area left 

wet behind a receding snowpack, thus enabling kinetics, etc. to occur on that (typically) small area. 

WETMELT is called from SNOWCOtvlP; it therefore eludes the accelerated chemical elution subrou

tine SNOWMIX. Because of this, the concentration of species left behind the receding snowpack is 

proportional to the bulk snowpack concentration at a point in time. This is completely separate from 

drainage under the pack, which may in whole or part become surface runoff. 

WETMELT calls subroutine MIX. No input data are read, and outputs consist of three debugging 

messages written to standard output. 
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ZER02 

ZER02 is called at the very beginning of the main program. It sets all common variables to zero 

(except those specific to MINEQL routines [Westall et. a/. J 1976]). Because it is the first subroutine 

called and the first action taken by the AHM, it is perhaps appropriately the last subroutine described. 

ZER02 calls no subroutines and reads no data. It writes the program title screen to standard output 

when the program first begins. 
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Type 2 species: complexes 

Type 3 species: fixed activity, gases, infinite-mass solids 
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Chemical parameters in file parametr.inc 
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Appendix C: 

CHEMICAL MODEL DESCRIPTION 

Most mathematieal fonnalisms used in deriving solutions to chemical equilibrium problems with 

the chemical speciation model included in the AHM have been described elsewhere [Westall et. a/., 

1976, Brown and Allison, 1987]. This brief description has in part been excerpted from Brown and 

Allison, [1987]; the user is referred to other sources for more detail. The description presented here pri

marily describes differences between the speciation model used with the ARM and previous versions 

of the that model, and insights gained through experience with the model. 

The equilibrium model is based on the computer program MINEQL [Morel and Morgan, 1972; 

McDuff and Morel, 1973; Westall et a/., 1976] and solves a general set of material-balance and mass

law equations by a series of approximations. This structured approach can be described conceptually 

by a single tableau containing all of the thennodynamic and stoichiometric infonnation necessary to 

solve the problem [Morel, 1983]; Morel's [1983] tableau fonnat as applied to the AHM is herewith 

described. Components in this definition are consistent with the description given by Gibbs [Morel, 

1983]. In Morel's [1983] tableau. component species are listed in columns across the top. The number 

of components equals the total number of species minus the number of (mathematically independent) 

chemical reactions needed to describe the chemical system. The rows of the tableau (each for a species 

that mayor may not be a component. but that may be fonned by combinations of some of the com

ponent species) give the stoichiometry for mass-law expressions, with one for each chemical reaction. 

The jth chemical reaction. wriuen in tenns of components S 1. S2 ... and Sj (not a component) is: 

(Cl) 

were the Vjk'S are the stoichiometric coefficients, positive for products and negative for reactants. The 

corresponding mass-law expression is: 

[Sj] = Kj n [Sk{Jk (C2) 
k=1 

where Vj is taken to be one and the brackets indicate concentration in moll-I. Kj is the equilibrium 

constant. corrected for ionic strengtll by the Davies equation [Stumm and Morgan. 1981]. Temperature 

corrections are not included in this version of the model. These mass-law expressions arc also referred 

to as eqUilibrium expressions. The mass-law expressions -- Kj's and Vjk 's for tlle Sjk 's -- arc contained 
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in a thermodynamic data base that is common to all watershed subunits, though certain species within 

that data base may not be present in all subunits. 

The columns of the tableau are material-balance equations, with one equation expressing the 

conservation of mass (moles) for each component The mole-balance equation for component k is: 

m 
TOT Ck = L Vik [Si] = Crr 

i=l 
(C3) 

where CkT refers to the values along the bottom row of the tableau. In other words, the total mass of 

each component species is equal to the sum of that free species mass and the mass of that species 

present in all other species. The integers in the tableau are the Vik values in eqns. CI and C3. 

Model inputs for each compartment in the model are the totals listed across the bottom of the 

tableau; these are the quantities to be conserved in the calculation, and are entered in initial condition 

files as total moles (Appendix D). Also needed are initial guesses of the equilibrium concentrations of 

the species that are components, those species which would be listed in the top row of the tableau. 

These initial guesses are of the free species concentrations, not total soluble concentrations that may 

include combinations with other species, such as CO~- combined with H+ in HC03". 

The solution technique used by the chemical speciation model in the AHM is sensitive to 

guesses at the initial frec-species concentrations; a bad guess results in a failure to converge. It is there

fore recommended that each compartment that will be equilibrated first be tested on a stand-alone 

equilibration model to verify that the initial guesses at free-species concentrations arc adequate for 

convergence on the first day of the model run. After equilibration for a given compartment has been 

successfully completed once, subsequent equilibrations use values found during the preceding equili

bration as initial guesses, so the success of subsequent equilibrations is generally assured and more 

rapid. 

The mass-law expressions (whose coefficients are given in each row in the second portion of the 

tableau) are used to calculate concentrations of the other species. Concentrations of all species arc then 

summed in each mole-balance equation, using coefficients given in each column in the tableau. If the 

difference between the sum of species concentrations and the fixed totals exceeds a set tolerance value. 

guesses of the component concentrations are updated by a modified Newton method and the computa

tions repeated. If solids subject to precipitation are included. the tableau is modified to include as COIll-

ponents any solids whose solubility product is exceeded, and totals adjusted accordingly. 
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Species Type Definitions 

There are eight different types of species defined for the ARM. These include the seven types 

described in previous speciation models [Westall et. al., 1976, Brown and Allison, 1987] plus one more. 

The new type (ARM type 2) includes those MINEQL type 1 species that cannot move between com

partments, such as soil cation exchange sites. These are interchangeably referred to as ARM type 2 

species or type 1 non-mixing species. 

Type 1 and AHM type 2 species: components 

These are component species or basis species that are chosen by the user to represent reactants in 

all reactions to be considered. Only component species are used to represent reactants in chemical 

reactions that generate other species as products. Each species listed in the thermodynamic data file 

(Figure D16) is a linear combination of at least one, and more often several, components. Elements 

with more than one oxidation state must be defined as multiple components, one for each state, such as 

Fe3+ and Fe2+ (Table Cl). Notably absent from component species is orr; orr is added to a compart

ment by reducing H+ a like amount. Total H+ therefore may be (and often is) entered as a negative 

number of total moles. 

A number of type 1 species arc present in Table Cl that may be of little use to major-ion hydro

geochemical modeling of a watershed. They are held over from earlier versions of MINEQL, which ori

ginally was designed to also be useful for evaluating reactions in the laboratory. Little or no effort was 

made to clarify the definitions of species (particularly organic ligands) in Table Cl that were not used 

in the model runs; those species not entered as components in initial condition (I.C.) files do not affect 

results, and the list of defined species in the input files can easily be changed (Appendix D). With few 

exceptions, the only constraint is that type I species must have ID numbers of 200 or less, and other 

species types (in thermodynamic data) must have ID numbers greater than 200. The exceptions arc 1) 

species ID 50 must be H+, 2) species ID 101 must be CO~-, 3) species ID 107 must be NH3. and 4) 

species ID 157 must be N03 -, and 5) organic acid anion handled by subroutine ORGACM must have 

species ID 163. 

The total moles of each component species in a compartment arc entered as type 1 and ARM 

type 2 species; the speciation model treats them both as type 1 species, but between-compartment mix

ing routines differentiate between the two. Because AHM type 2 species are entered in the I.C. files, 
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Table Cl: List of component species, ID numbers, and output symbols. a 

ID Symbol Formula ID Symbol Formula 

1 Ca2+ Ca2+ 22 Li+ Li+ 

2 Mg2+ Mg2+ 23 Be2+ Be2+ 

3 Sr2+ sr2+ 24 Sc3+ Sc3+ 

4 K+ K+ 25 TiO Ti02+ 

5 Na+ Na+ 26 Sn2+ Sn2+ 

6 Fe3+ Fe3+ 27 Sn4+ Sn4+ 

7 Fe2+ Fe2+ 28 La3+ La3+ 

8 Mn2+ Mn2+ 29 Ce3+ Ce3+ 

9 Cu2+ Cu2+ 30 Aul+ Au+ 

10 Ba2+ Ba2+ 31 Th4+ Th4+ 

11 Cd2+ Cd2+ 32 U02 U02+ 

12 Zn2+ Zn2+ 33 Cu+ Cu+ 

13 Ni2+ Ni2+ 34 Ml+ generic + 

14 Hg2+ Hg2+ 35 M2+ generic+2 

15 Pb2+ Pb2+ 36 M3+ generic +3 

16 Co2+ CO2 37 M4+ generic+4 

17 Co3+ CO~- 38 X-H genericO 

18 Ag+ Ag+ 39 X39 generico 

19 Cr3+ C?+ 40 X40 generico 

20 A13+ A13+ 50 H+ H+ 

21 Cs+ Cs+ 99 e- e -

(continued) 

a This table contains numerous species not used in model runs and not carefully identified; they are 

hold-overs from an earlier version of MINEQL [Westall et. al .. 19761. 
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Table Cl (conlinued): LiSl of component species, ID numbers, and OUlput symbols. a 

1D Symbol Formula 1D Symbol Formula 

101 C03= CO~- 136 HIS- histidine 
102 S04= S042- 137 ASP- aspartate 
103 Cl- CI- 138 SER- serine 
104 F- F 139 ALA- alanine 
105 Br- Br- 140 TYR= tyrosine 

106 I- I- 141 NlET- melhionine 

107 NH3 NH3 142 VAL- valine 
108 S= S2- 143 THR- threonine 

109 P04 P043- 144 PHE- phenylalanine 

110 P207 P20~- 145 ISO- isoleucine 

111 POlO P3 0 rO 146 LEU- leucine 

112 Si03 Si02(OH)2- 147 PRO- proline 
113 S203 S20~- 148 BOH4 B(OH)4" 
114 CN- CW 149 S03= S032-

115 AC- acetale 150 SCN-

116 ACAC acely lace lone - 151 NHOH NH20H 
117 CIT CiLrale4- 152 Mo04 MoO~-

118 OX- oxalale- 153 W04= WO~-

119 SAL2 saJicy late 2- 154 As04 AsO~-
120 TART LarLrate2- 155 HV04 HVO~-
121 EN enlhylenedia. o 156 Se03 Se032 
122 DIP dipyridylO 157 N03- N03-
123 SUSA sulfosalic.3- 158 TRIS 
124 GLY- glycine- 159 SOH surface hydrox. grp. 
125 GLU= glulmnate2- 160 ECMO elecLroslal. 0 layer 
126 PIC- picolinale - 161 ECMl elecli'oSk1l. Isllayer 
127 NTA niLriloLria.3- 162 ECMD eleclroslal. diff. layer 
128 EDTA EDTA4- 163 -ion generic-

129 DCTA 164 L-2 generic 
130 CYST cysleine 165 L-3 generic 
131 NOR 166 L-4 generic 
132 PHTH plhalale2- 167 X167 generic 

133 ARG- arginine 168 X168 generic 

134 ORN- ornilhine 169 X169 generic 

135 LYS- lysine 170 X170 generic 

a This lable contains numerous species nol used in model runs and nOl carefully idcnLifed; Lhey arc 
hold-overs from an earlier version of MINEQL [Westall ct. a[., 1976]. In particular, lillie allen lion has 
been given to organic species. 
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MINEQL [Westall et. al., 1976] type 2 species cannot be entered in I.C. files, but must be entered in the 

thermodynamic data file. 

There are two additional considerations that apply to creation of I.C. (total moles of species) 

files. These are charge balance and the order in which species are entered to each file. 

Charge balance may be critical to the operation of ARM. The user should be certain that I.C. 

files (and also precipitation chemistry, source-sink data, and kinetic reaction files) ,are chemically bal

anced with respect to ionic charge. In the chemical equilibration routines, all precipitates and bound 

species are balanced by default, leaving all charge balance error in soluble, charged species, or in resi

dual error in the solution. In the typical case where a very large fraction of some component species are 

initially bound to soil exchange sites, a small error (say 0.000001) in the total initial condition charge 

balance may create a charge balance error in soluble species approaching 0.1 or more. Because only 

the soluble species may move with water movement between compartments, a small imbalance in soil 

solution chemistry may result in a streamflow chemistry imbalance several orders of magnitude larger; 

such changes in charge balance can be observed in screen output at runtime. In addition, the calculated 

activities of certain soluble species in turn control precipitation and dissolution reactions. The fact that 

these are greatly in error may render the entire solution meaningless. 

The other consideration is the order in which type 1 species are entered into the I.C. files. While 

there is no requirement that species be entered into different compartments in the same order, the order 

of species entry within each individual (equilibrated) compartment may be significant This is because 

the chemical equilibration routines "fix" the concentration of one of the input component species when 

it is determined that a precipitate has formed. The species has its concentration fixed in solution by the 

solubility product relationship for the precipitate, which is required to avoid violation of the phase rule. 

One component species is fixed for each precipitate formed, and the species concentrations fixed are 

generally selected based on the reverse order of their occurrence in the initial condition file, i.e. the last 

species entered will be the first to have its concentration value fixed, providing that it is a component 

of the precipitate formed. Therefore, the user must consider which species may be fixed by the 

precipitate's presence, and list those species last in the initial condition file. For example, it may be 

unwise to list species 50 (H+) last, or pH may be controlled by the presence or absence of a single, 

minor precipitate that contains W or OF. 
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Type 2 species: complexes 

Type 2 species are complexes. which are species that are formed by the reaction of two or more 

components. The reaction below illustrates the formation of a type 2 species (NaHC03) from the com

bination of three type 1 species (Na+ • H+ • and CO~-): 

Na+ + W + CO~- < > NaHC03 (EI) 

Similarly, for a sorption reaction betwccn a surface site type 1 species (designated X-H) and another 

type 1 species (Na+), the new type 2 species (complex) X-Na is formed and a hydrogen ion is 

exchanged: 

Na+ + X-H < > X-Na + H+ (E2) 

Type 2 species are defined only in the thermodynamic data file, where they are the first group of 

species entered (Appendix D, Figure Dl6). If additional type '1. species are desired, they may be added 

to the thermodynamic data file at will as long as the total number of entries in that file remain within 

the constraints set by the parameter MTHERM in the FORTRAN include file parametr.inc. This value 

was initially set at 75. 

Type 3 species: fixed activity, gases, infinite-mass solids 

These are species with a fixed activity. These may be of four types: I) components the user 

wishes to enter at a fixed activity, such as H+ or e-, 2) solid phases in infinite supply, 3) gases present 

at a known (variable daily) partial pressure, and 4) redox reactions betwccn any two components. 

All type 3 species are entered only in the initial condition (I.C.) file for a compartment. For each 

type 3 species entered (which may be in any numbcr of compartments), a matching species must be 

listed in the thermodynamic data file as a type 7 species; the 10gIQ K value in the type 7 species will be 

replaced with that used for the type 3 species, whether that value comes from the I.C. file or the 

updated value from file gasdate.dat (Figure DI4). The type 7 species will have the ID, 10gIQ K, and 

species components and stoichiometry listed (Figure D16), while the type 3 species will only have the 

ID and 10gIQ K (Figure D7). The maximum number of type 7 species that may be entered in the ther

modynamic data file is fixed by the parameter MCHNG (in FORTRAN file parametr.inc) 
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Experience with type 3 species in the model to date has been only with fixed partial pressures of 

C(h. Redox reactions have not been considered, and attempts to introduce a solid phase (Al(OH)3) as 

a type 3 species resulted in a phase-rule violation; it is possible to enter such a species by simply sup

plying a large amount of the components (in this case al and OIr) as type one species, which will 

create a finite-mass of Al(OH)3. 

As used by the ARM, type III species are typically gases, most notably CO:z. Because the reac

tion must be defined in terms of component species, the reaction used to fix the partial pressure of C02 

must be the reaction forming C02 from the components W and CO~-. This contrasts with commonly 

anticipated dissociation reactions, but may be derived directly from them. For example, dissociation 

reactions for aqueous C02 with Henry's constant KH at 10-1.5 and partial pressure of C02 at 10-3.5 

are: 

HCO- -> C02- + H+ 3 <_ 3 

10glO Kl = -6.4 

10glO K2 = -10.3 

In the thermodynamic data file for the AHM, to fix the partial pressure of C02 at 10-3.5 atm these reac

tions are written as: 

H+ + CO~- < > HC03' 10glOK = 10.3 

In short, the 10glO K value for the type 3 species used to fix C02 at 10-3.5 atm will be 21.7. Note that 

this species has,ID number 25000 (arbitrary) in both the I.C. file (Figure D7) and in the type 7 species 

in the thermodynamic data file (Figure DI6); the ID number must be the same in both locations. 
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Type 4 species: solids that may dissolve 

These are precipitated solids present in a finite quantity that are subject to dissolution during the 

approach to equilibrium. That is, these are solids expected to be present, but that equilibration may find 

are in fact not present (their solubility product was not exceeded). When that occurs, the model 

automatically changes these to type 5 species. 

Type 4 species must be entered into the thermodynamic data file rather than the initial condition 

(I.e.) file. If present in the thermodynamic data file, the 10glO K value there can be overridden by 

entering the species ID and the 10glO K value in the I.e. file. The parameter MTYP36 in FORmAN 

file parametr.inc controls how many such values in the thermodynamic data file can be overridden by 

entries in an I.e. file; each I.e. file (e.g. the files for each soil horizon, lake layer, etc.) is independent 

with regard to parameter MTYP36. 

Type 5 species: dissolved species that may precipitate 

These are solid phases not expected to be present, but that during equilibration will precipitate if 

their solubility product is exceeded. When that occurs, the model automatically changes these to type 4 

species. Output "concentrations" of type 5 species in file bigchem.out (Figure E7) are not concentra

tions at all, but are related to the degree of under-saturation; they are not included in mass balance 

computations (i.e. the total moles in the equilibration are defined by type 1-4 species). 

Type 5 species must be entered into the thermodynamic data file rather than the initial condition 

(I.e.) file. If present in the thermodynamic data file, the 10glO K value there can be overridden by 

entering the species ID and the 10gIO K value in the I.e. file. The parameter MTYP36 in FORmAN 

file parametr.inc controls how many such values can be overridden in an I.e. file. 

When a species is misidentified as a type 4 or type 5 for a given equilibration, additional itera

tions are required to reach a solution. For computational efficiency, it is best to categorize type 4 and 

type 5 species in the thermodynamic data file to ensure that the correct species type is present for the 

type of compartments that are most frequently equilibrated. For example, suppose a species typically 

precipitates in soils but not in streamflow. Ideally, the species would be a type 4 on the soil subunit and 

a type 5 on the stream subunit. Because both subunits use the same thermodynamic data file, the 

species cannot be correctly identified for both. If a model run is made with one soil subunit with one 

horizon and one stream subunit, partial snow cover will cause the soil horizon to be equilibrated twice 
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for every equilibration done on the stream. In this case (and most others where a precipitate regularly 

occurs in soils but not streamflow), the species should be entered into the thermodynamic data file as a 

type 4. 

Users should add only those type 5 species believed likely to precipitate. A list of all possible 

solids will greatIy increase the number of computations made, which will be substantial in any case. 

Chemical equilibration has consumed about 70 percent of total runtime in testing to date. 

Type 6 species: excluded 

These are excluded species, which are species present in the thermodynamic data file but which 

the user wishes to exclude from mass balance calculations. These may include dissolved solids not sub

ject to precipitation, the electron (which does not exist in solution), or electrostatic components of sur

face complexes. These species are defined by entering only their ID number in I.C. files under the type 

6 identifier. 

Type 7 species: no ionic strength correction, type 3 species compliment 

These are species whose formation constants are not to be corrected for ionic strength affects. 

These species must include those entered as type 3 species in I.C. files, and otherwise may be used for 

adsorption models. Type 7 species must be entered in the thermodynamic data file. 

Chemical parameters in file parametr.inc 

There are several parameters related to chemical species. Though some of these have been previ

ously described, and some do not directly affect the chemical equilibration routines, all such parame

ters are described here for the user's convenience. Any or all of these parameters may be easily 

modified, after which the entire program must be re-compiled before the new parameters will become 

active. Additional information on the use of parameters is available in the description of file 

parametr.inc (Appendix B). 

The convergence criteria for chemical equilibrations is the parameter EPS. The convergence cri

teria (EPS) is met for species i when ~::<Cj x Sj )- Tj is less than EPS, where Cj is the concentration of 

species j, Sj is the stoichiometry of component i in the species j, and Tj is tile total input concentration 

of species i. The value of EPS used in initial testing has becn 0.0000001; larger values result in 
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somewhat more rapid convergence. but may lead to charge-balance errors. 

An optional output file is a chemical mass balance by subunit (Figure E5); this is primarily use

ful for de-bugging the source code if problems occur. To reduce the size of this file and to avoid exces

sive use of computer memory. this mass balance is done on a single chemical species. The species out

put in the chemical mass balance output file chembal.out is specified with parameter iSpecBal. 

The parameter ITMAX defines the maximum number of iterations the chemical equilibration 

routines will be allowed to use in attempting to determine chemical speciation. If this number of itera

tions is exceeded, the routine quits trying to converge to an acceptable solution for that one compart

ment that day. The remainder of the model continues to function properly, and chemical mixing from 

the "failed" compartment will continue based on the soluble and precipitated species concentrations 

determined on the most recent preceding day where the equilibration routines did not fail. Each subse

quent attempt to equilibrate a given compartment following such a failure uses the concentrations of 

free species from the most recent successful solution on that compartment as the initial guess at the 

free-species concentrations for each subsequent day until the guesses are replaced following a success

ful solution on that compartment. An ITMAX value of 100 was adequate for the work done here (no 

failures), and a smaller value may also be used if some less than complete equilibrium solutions are 

acceptable. A larger value may be required for a larger total number of species modeled, though to a 

degree this parameter may be said to control how much time the model will spend in pursuit of a lost 

cause. 

The number of type 7 species that may be entered in the thermodynamic data file (Figure D16) is 

controlled by the parameter MCHNG, which must be one (1) greater than the number of type 7 species 

entered. 

The maximum number of MINEQL type-l species (type 1 and AHM type-2 = non-mixing type-l 

species) that can be entered in any initial condition file (Figure D7) is the value set by parameter 

MCOMP. 

Older versions of MINEQL sometimes could get into an infinite loop where on one iteration a 

precipitate would form, and on another iteration it would dissolve, without converging to a solution. 

The parameter MDisPre limits the maximum number of successive precipitation/dissolution reactions 

that can occur before the routine gives control back to the main program; this is treated as an equilibra

tion failure as described for parameter ITMAX. 
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The maximum number of kinetic reactions (eqn. 2.8) permitted on one compartment (Figure 08) 

is equal to the value of parameter Mkin. 

The maximum number of combined species types 3-6 that can be entered in a chemical initial 

condition file is controlled by parameter MTYP36. The value of MTYP36 includes the blank lines after 

each species type's list of species lO's (Figure 07). 

The maximum number of species in a single equilibration computation cannot exceed the value 

of parameter MSPEC. This value includes all species types 1-7 that would be incorporated from either 

the initial condition file (Figure 07) or the thermodynamic data file (Figure 016); (i.e. species from the 

I.C. file plus all those species in the thermodynamic that are a combination of the I.C. file's species). If 

an attempt to use more than MSPEC species, the program terminates after informing the user what hap

pened. 

The maximum number of species that may be entered into the thermodynamic data file (Figure 

016) is equal to parameter MTHERM. 

The maximum number of chemical components (all which are type 1 species) in a precipitation 

input file (Figure 010) is equal to parameter NPRECOMP. 

The maximum number of species that can be used in the alkalinity definition file (Figure 09) is 

equal to parameter NNalk. All compartments that are equilibrated must contain at least those species 

listed in the alkalinity definition file to avoid a repetitive warning message. 
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Appendix D: 

INPUT FILES 

Up to 16 different types of user-created input files are used in running the alpine hydrogeochemi

cal model; in addition, there are six input file types that are created by the model itself, including one 

file that is used and re-used for several different purposes during a single run (Table D1). Some of these 

files have data applicable to the entire watershed, and some are specific to individual subunits. Not all 

are required for every type of run made. 

For those unfamiliar with FORTRAN fonnat notation, a format of no indicates an integer (i.e. 

may not have a decimal point present) input value that must be right-justified in a field 10 spaces long. 

An input format of X indicates a space that is not read, and 20X, (5X, 15X) or 2(10X) indicate 20 

spaces that are not read. An input format of FIO.O indicates a real number; if a decimal point is used in 

the number, the number may have any number of decimal places (within the available field length) and 

be located anywhere within a field 10 spaces long; F5.3 indicates the field is 5 spaces long. The pres

ence of a decimal point in the input data value overrides the format specification for real numbers; if 

the format is F4.2, the entry 1023 is read as 10.23, while an entry of 1.23 will be read as 1.23. If no 

decimal place is present in the number, it should be right justified, and may be read as though it were 

right justified even if it is not (e.g. a 7 in the 9th space of a field followed by a blank in the tenth space 

might be read as 70 if the format is FIO'O or nO). Therefore, it is wise to enter the decimal point in an 

entry for "F" formats. Input formats of FIO.O will also usually accept exponential input values (i.e. 

1.5E3 will be read as 1500); this is compiler-dependent, but it works with all those I tested. Exponen

tial input formats allow larger numbers to be entered in a 10 space field when this is required; tllese 

formats were used in chemical initial condition files described later in this appendix. 

Input" file of file names" 

This file (Figure Dl) is somewhat inappropriately named because it also contains inputs that con

trol the outputs generated, and because otller input files contain more file names than this one. Inputs 

include tllC choice of output options and several file names. 

Inputs and input formats are: 
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Table D1: Input and program-generated outpul/input data files used. 

Name Unit Opened by Contents Figure 

file of file names 10 READDAT a Dl 

hydro!. const. 11 READDAT al D2 

chem. file names 12 READAT a2 D3 

obs. rainfall 13 READDAT a3 D4 

obs. snowfall 14 READDAT a4 D4 

flow routing 16 READDAT as D5 

SMCASUB files 11+ READDAT a6 D6 

chemical I.e. II READCHEM b D7 

kinetic params. II READCHEM parameters, eqn. 2.8 D8 

alkalinity defn. II READCHEM species, stoichiometry. D9 

prccip. chem. 8 READDAT, REREAD mol 1-1 of species DlO 

melt-factor cst. 2 MAKEMELT initial cst. by subunit C Dl1 

watershed Q 1 MAKEMELT ws discharge, m3 d-I 
C Dl2 

Fixed-name input files: 

"ionic.dat" 11 READCHEM component names, charge DI3 

"gasdate.dat" 18 main d DI4 

"ssink.dat" 19 main e DI5 

"thrm.dat" 11 READCHEM thermodynamic data DI6 

(continued) 
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Table Dl (continued): Input and program-generated output/input data files used. 

Program-generated output/input files: 

Name Unit Opened by Contents Figure 

"RAWname" 8 READDAT, REREAD one file namd" none 

"RAWprec" 18 READDAT, REREAD precip. data D17 

"RAWsnomN" 8,21+ READDAT, REREAD consolidated dataa 6 DI8 

"NEWsnom" 98 READDAT, MAKEtvlEL4 optimized melt, morea6 D18 

"etmell" 99 main, MAKEtvlELT selected ET, m3 d-1 D19 

"melLfacl.out" 8,99 main, READDAT optimum melt-rate factors none 

"NEWsnom" 98 READDAT optimized melt, option 2a 6 D18 

"chemic.dat" 8 REWRITE, RESTART unformaued datag none 

restart file 8 REWRITE, RESTART unformaued datah none 

aThis file contains output control options and the names of files containing (in order, one per line): 1) 

hydrologic constants and hydrologic initial conditions, 2) names of files with chemical initial condition 

data, kinetic reaction constants, and alkalinity definitions (species included and stoichiometry), 3) 

observed rainfall data and rainfall chemical concentration file names, 4) observed snowfall data and 

snowfall chemical concentration file names, 5) between-subunit J]ow-routing data, and 6) each indivi

dual subunit's potential snowmelt, snow-covered area, potential sublimation, potential evapotranspira

tion, lake hypolimnion stage, and lake icc thickness data. 

bcapacitance, specific surface, fraction of NH3 converted to organic N, and total moles of species 

coptional file used only for snowmelt optimization. 

ddates of changes to and new values for: thermodynamic K values for type 3 species, and the fraction 

of NH3 converted to organic N for subunits where changes arc desired 

edates of change and new values for sources, sinks, and baseJ]ow for each subunit/compartment where 

change is desired 

Jthe name (only) of the file RAWsnomN, where "N" is numerical (used internally only). 

g end-of-water-year state variables and constants from previous run 

"Optional output, for a run stopped and restarted before the end of input data; data arc the same as item 

g for a different, specified elate. 



(1) 
XTR-XCHECK 

1 
hydconst.86 
chennam.86 
rain.86 
snow.86 
seq8687.dat 
smcaetl.86 
smcaet2.86 
smcaet3.86 
smcaet4.86 
smcaet5.86 

(2) 
INCUT 

1 

(3) 
DSTOR 

1 
(8) 
(9) 

(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
( 13) 
(13) 

( 13) 
( 13) 

Figure Dl: Input "file of file names". 

(4) (5) 

STOR PHALK/FLO 
1 1 

(6) 
CHEMBAL 

1 

(7) 
BIGCIIEM 

1 
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(Values in parenthesis were added here for clarification of the documentation; they are not part of the 
input file.) Entries include a heading line that can best be used to mark locations to enter output file 
selections (indicated by a "1" in the following line under appropriate heading) followed by 1) output 
option to write input total species concentrations at each equilibration to file xcheck (Figure EI4), 2) 
output option to select file inout.out (Figure El), 3) output option to select file dstor.out (Figure E3), 4) 
output option to select file SLOr.out (Figure E2), 5) output option to select file phalk.out (Figure E6), 6) 
output option to select file chembal.out (Figures E4, E5, choice of which output type is made interac
tively in subroutine READDA n, 7) output option to select file bigchem.out (Figure E7), 8) name of 
input file with hydrologic constants (Figure D2), 9) name of input file with chemical file names (Figure 
D3), 10) name of input file with rainfall data and rainfall chemical concentrations (Figure D4), 11) 
name of input file with snowfall data and snowfall chemical concentrations (Figure D4), 12) name of 
input file with between-subunit now-routing data (Figure D5), 13) one file name per subunit, listed in 
numerical order by subunit number, each with the name of the subunit's potential snowmelt, snow
covered area, potelllial sublimation, potential evapotranspiration, lake hypolimnion stage, and lake ice 
thickness data file (Figure D6). Output control options use format 7110; all file names use format A30. 
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line 1: not read; it may be used to identify the location and result of data entry on the following 

line 

line 2: output file selections (indicated with a "I" in column 10 of each of seven, ten column 

fields) I) output option to write input total species concentrations at each equilibration to file 

xc heck (Figure E14), 2) output option to select file inout.out (Figure EI), 3) output option to 

select file dstor.out (Figure E3), 4) output option to select file stor.out (Figure E2), 5) output 

option to select file phalk.out (Figure E6), 6) output option to select file chembal.out (Figures E4, 

ES, choice of which output type is made interactively in subroutine READDA1) , 7) output 

option to select file bigchem.out (Figure E7). This line has format 7110. 

line 3: name of input file with hydrologic constants (Figure D2) 

line 4: name of input file with chemical file names (Figure D3) 

line 5: name of input file with rainfall data and rainfall chemical concentrations (Figure D4) 

line 6: name of input file with snowfall data and snowfall chemical concentrations (Figure D4) 

line 7: name of input file with between-subunit flow-routing data (Figure DS) 

lines 8+: one file name per subunit, listed in numerical order by subunit number, each with the 

name of the subunit's potential snowmelt, snow-covered area, potential sublimation, potential 

evapotranspiration, lake hypolimnion stage, and lake ice thickness data file (Figure D6). 

File names all are read with format A30. 

Input file with hydrologic constants 

This file (Figure D2) contains physical data describing the watershed. Data are entered below 

(unread) header lines that make data entry and review relatively easy once a template with these 

headers has been completed. Data entry is further simplified by standardization of formats; numeric 

data fields (except months and days of the month) are 10 spaces in length. The first header is followed 

by a single line of data applying to the entire watershed. 

Following this, each subunit is described consecutively (by su~unit number) with a group of con

tiguous header and data lines specific to that subunit. The first 11 lines for each subunit (6 headers, 5 

lines of data) are entered regardless of subunit type. These 11 lines complete the entry of data for 

stream and rock subunits. The remaining lines for a subunit will vary depending on whether the subunit 



base elev Dry Lapse ~ Lapse SnowFrwH SnowFr~K (hydconst.86 file 7-8-91) 
3000. 10.0 5.45 .10 .20 

* Subunit #Horizons SubUType 
1 2 N 

Area, ha Elev Hax Inflt 

Subun i t name * 
all soils combined excpt talus 

Riparian? Frez mmdd Thaw mmdd 
26.85 3700. 20. o 

RainAdjT RAFactor SnowAdjT SAFactor snowpklC SnowF~IC SnowCA SnolntlC 
2 .00 2 .00 0.00 .00 .000 

Litter K Litter IC SnowCan K SnoCan IC RCanopy K RCanopylC 
.4 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 

Horizon 1: 
ET Hax SDepth,cm UnSatK N HydK Sat Theta R Theta S 

1.0 17.65 10.00 7.500 .188 .522 
Bulk Dens 

1.267 
Horizon 2: 

ET Max SDepth,cm UnSatK N HydK Sat Theta R Theta S 
0.0 17.65 10.00 1.500 .188 .522 

Bulk Dens 
1.267 

* Subunit #Horizons SubUType Subunit name 

Theta W Theta IC 
.110 .273 

SCATheta IC 
.000 

Theta W Theta IC 
.110 .273 

SCATheta IC 
.000 

* 
2 1 S Emerald Lake inflow streams 

Area, ha Elev Hax Inflt Riparian? Frez mmdd Thaw mmdd 
0.05 3700. O. 0 1112 0803 

RainAdjT RAFactor SnowAdjT SAFactor SnowpklC SnowFWIC 
2 .00 2 .00 O. .0 

Litter K Litter IC SnowCan K SnoCan IC RCanopy K RCanopylC 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 

Stream Evap.: 

SnowCA 
.00 

SnolntlC 

ET Hax SDepth,cm UnSatK N HydK Sat Theta R Theta S Theta ~ Theta IC 
1.0 

* Subunit #Horizons SubUType 
3 1 L 

Area, ha Elev Max Inflt 

Subuni t name 
Emerald Lake 

Riparian? Frez mmdd Thaw mmdd 
2.85 3700. O. o 1112 0803 

RainAdjT RAFactor SnowAdjT SAFactor SnowpklC SnowFWIC 
2 .00 2 .00 O. .0 

Litter K Litter IC SnowCan K SnoCan IC RCanopy K RCanopylC 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 

Lake Evap.: 
ET Max SDepth,cm UnSatK N HydK Sat Theta R Theta S 

1.0 
Lake stage (m)/ volume 

O. 2.5 
O. 19161. 
O. 1.2951 

Q= K1(S-So)**K2 
2.20000 1.90000 

(m3) / surface area 
6.5 8.50 

86850. 132485. 
2.1146 2.4532 

SlIyp. IC SEpi. IC 
0.0000 10.432 

Figure D2: Input hydrologic const.1nts file. 

(ha) 
9.50 

158133. 
2.6781 

IceIC,cm 
O. 

10.5 
185769. 
2.85000 

* 

SnowCA SnolntlC 
.00 

Theta \I Theta IC 

zero out 
11.5 10.432 

215125. 183890. 
3.0219 
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Entries are too numerous to define in this figure; a dellliled description is present in the text. Data 
entries here are shown for formatting purposes only, and are not necessarily those values used in 
described model runs. Example includes 1) soil, 2) stream, and 3) lake subunits. All numerical formals 
are FlO.D or 110, except dales are 6X,212. 
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has "soil" (used also for talus with buried fine materials) or is a lake. 

The assumed number of subunits to be described by the file is controlled by the number of 

subunits specified (interactively) for the run. The number of lines to be read for each subunit is deter

mined by the subunit type and number of soil horizons specified for it within the file; no special end

of-file indicator (such as blank lines) need be input. 

File iines 1-2: whole-watershed data. 

After the (unread) heading line, the file's second line includes 1) elevation of the location where 

climatic data are measured (user's choice of units, must be consistent with precipitation adjustment 

factors in subunit line 6, below), 2) dry air temperature lapse rate, degrees per 1000 units of elevation 

(users-choice of elevation units, can be left blank as data are not used; this entry is left over from early 

development stages when PET and snowmelt estimation using temperature were considered), 3) wet air 

temperature lapse rate, also not used, 4) the maximum fraction of the snowpack's water equivalent that 

can be held as free water at the end of a day, and 5) the fraction of free water held that drains from the 

snowpack each day. Computed snowpack drainage is always the larger of either the snowpack's free 

water (including melt, rainfall, and the previous day's storage) times the value of the variable in item 5, 

or the same free water minus the value of the variable in item 4 multiplied by the snowpack's water 

equivalent (frozen portion). The format is 5FlO.0. 

Single-subunit lines 1-11: 

subunit-line 1: header (not read) 

subunit-line 2: 1) subunit number, 2) number of soil horizons (1 for lakes, streams, rock), 3) subunit 

type (N or n for soil, R or r for rock, S or s for stream, L or I for lake), 4) subunit name. The format is 

2110, 9X, AI, lOX, A30. 

subunit-line 3: header (not read) 

subunit-line 4: 1) subunit area (ha), 2) elevation (users choice, consistent with whole-watershed data, 

line 2 in file), 3) maximum infiltration rate (cm d-1), 4) stream or Jake subunit that is this subunit's 

source of riparian rccharge water (0 (zero) or blank if not applicable), 5) month and day subunit 

freezes, and 6) month and day subunit thaws. The format is 3F10.O, BO, 2(6X,212). 

subunit-line 5: header (not read) 
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subunit-line 6: 1) rainfall adjustment type, 2) rainfall adjustment factor, 3) snowfall adjustment type, 

4) snowfall adjustment factor, 5) snowpack initial condition (cm water equivalent, frozen portion), 6) 

snowpack-free water initial condition (cm water), 7) initial snow-covered area (fraction), 8) initial 

water (cm) stored in interception component beneath snowpack. Items 1-4 must be consistent with the 

elevations units in line 2 of the input file. Precipitation adjustment type is 1 or 2, corresponding to the 

adjustment forms given by eqn. 2.3 and 2.4, respectively. Precipitation adjustment factors are the 

values of the variable F in those two equations. The format is 2(IlO,FIO.O), 4FlO.O. 

subunit-line 7: header (not read) 

subunit-line 8 (interception): 1) rainfall litter interception storage capacity (cm water), 2) litter inter

ception initial condition (cm water), 3) snowfall canopy interception capacity (cm water equivalent), 4) 

snowfall canopy interception initial condition (cm water equivalent), 5) rainfall canopy interception 

capacity (cm water), 6) rainfall canopy interception initial condition (cm water). The format is 6F10.0. 

subunit-lines 9, 10: both are headers (not read) 

subunit-line 11: 1) maximum fraction of ET that can occur relative to potential ET,2) soil depth (cm), 

3) factor N used in unsaturated hydraulic conductivity computation, 4) "saturated hydraulic conduc

tivity", cm d-1, (see Section 2.2.3), 5) er (residual soil water content, cm3 cm-3), 6) es (saturated water 

content, cm3 cm-3), 7) elV (soil water content at wilting- point, cm3 cm-3), 8) initial-condition soil

water content (cm3 cm-3) on snow-free area. The format is 8FlO.O. On rock, stream, and lake subunits 

only the first value (item I, above) is entered on this line. Data inputs for rock and stream subunits are 

completed with this line. 

Soil subunits only: 

subunit-line 12: header (not read) 

subunit-line 13: for soil horizon 1 (upper horizon): 1) bulk density (g cm -3),2) initial-condition soil

water content (cm3 cm-3) on fraction of the subunit that is snow covered. The format is FlO.O, 60X, 

FIO.O. 

subunit-line 14+: repeat subunit-lines 9-13 once for each additional soil horizon. 
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Lake subunits only: 

subunit-line 12: header (not read) 

subunit-line 13: 1) continuously increasing values of lake stage (m, above the deepest point in the 

lake) beginning at zero, and 2) the stage above the deepest point in the lake at which lake outflow 

begins or ceases; the final value will be less than the largest preceding value. The last value (stage of 

zero outflow) must be the INumLArea"th entry on the line (originally the 8th value), where NumLArea 

is a parameter set in FORTRAN file parametr.inc. The largest stage in this line that occurs prior to the 

INumLArea"th entry must be greater than any stage calculated internally by the model during the run. 

There can be fewer than (INumLArea" - 1) entries preceding the stage of zero outflow, which will 

never-the-Iess remain in the INumLArea"th position on the line. The format is 13FlO.O (extra room 

was provided for changing parameter NumLArea, which is 8 in original model form). 

subunit-Iinl! 14: lake volumes (m3) corresponding to the stages in subunit-line 13. The first value 

should be zero, and the final value (in INumLArea"th position) is the lake volume at the stage of zero 

discharge. The format is 13FI0.0. 

subunit-line 15: lake surface areas (ha) corresponding to stages in subunit-line 13. The first value 

should be zero, and the final value (in INumLArea"th position) need not be entered. The format is 

13FI0.0. 

subunit-line 16: header (not read) 

subunit-line 17: 1) the value of Kl from the lake stage-discharge curve, 2) the value K2 from the 

stage-discharge curve, 3) the initial condition stage (m) of the hypolimnion's surface (top) above the 

deepest point in the lake, 4) the initial condition stage (m) of the epilimnion's surface (lake stage itself) 

above the deepest point in the lake, and 5) initial condition lake ice thickness (cm). Lake ice does nm 

include portions included in the snowpack (subunit-line 6), and melts by changes in the daily input 

value of ice thickness rather than by potential snowmelt. The stage-discharge curve in pseudo

FORTRAN notation is: 

Q, m3 d-1 = Kl * (stage(computed) - stage(NumLArea) ) ** K2 

where stage(NumLArea) is the last stage entered on subunit line 13. The format for this line is 5FlO.O. 
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Input file of chemical file names 

This file (Figure D3) contains the names of chemical initial condition files (Figure D7). kinetic 

reaction parameter files (Figure D8). and the file describing how acid-neutralizing capacity will be 

determined (Figure D9). Each compartment of each subunit must have one chemical initial condition 

file name and one kinetic parameter file name; file names (and hence input files) may be reused repeti

tively if identical data are required. File names are entered one per line. with the kinetic parameter file 

name for a compartment immediately following the chemical initial condition file name. All file names 

for one subunit are entered before starting file names for the next subunit; file names within a subunit 

are entered sequentially by compartment number. and subunits are entered sequentially by subunit 

number. 

Soil-covered subunits have 11 compartments plus one for each soil horizon. and will therefore 

have 22 file names plus 2 for each soil horizon present. These are 1) rainfall litter interception. 2) 

canopy snowfall interception. 3) canopy rainfall interception. 4) snowpack water equivalent. 5) 

snowpack free water. 6) snowpack drainage. 7) surface runoff. 8) soil drainage leaving the subunit. 9) 

soil drainage coming to the subunit. 10) surface runoff coming to the subunit. 11) litter interception 

storage buried under snow. and 12+) soil horizons (numbered and entered sequentially from the surface 

horizon down). Rock compartment numbers are the same as those used for soil. except that no soil hor

izon compartments (12+) can be present. For purposes of this file. the first ten compartments on stream 

subunits are the same as soil or rock subunits; stream input files stop at compartment ten. Lake com

partments are the same as stream compartments. except that compartment 3 is for the hypolimnion and 

compartment 7 includes the epilimnion as well as lake outflow (one initial condition file name and one 

kinetic input file for compartment 7). The format for all file names here is A30. and comments may fol

low on each line. 

Input file of precipitation and precipitation concentration file names 

One of these files (Figure D4) is required for rainfall. and a second required for snowfall. Inputs 

on each line include the month. day. precipitation (cm). and the name of the file with concentration 

data for this event (Figure DlO). Events must be entered sequentially in time. Comments can be 

entered in the file after column 45; no comments can be present at the bottom of the file. The input for

mat is: 212. IX. FlO.3. A30. 



chernl ist 
dllllllY 
chernlist 
dLl1IllY 
chernl ist 
dLl1IllY 
chernlist 
dllllllY 
chernlist 
dllllllY 
chernlist 
dllllllY 
chernl i st 
dllllllY 
chernl ist 
dllllllY 
chernl ist 
dllllllY 
chernl ist 
dllllllY 
chernl ist 
dUllll1Y 
tal831a.chm 
kinetic.dat 
tal831b.chm 
kinetic.dat 
chernlist 
dllllllY 
chernl ist 
dllllllY 
chernl i st 
durrny 
chernlist 
dllllllY 
chernl i st 
dLl1IllY 
chernl i st 
dllllllY 
chemstrm.867 
dlI1ll1Y 
chernlist 
dlI1ll1Y 
chern I 1St 
dLl1IllY 
chernl ist 
dllllllY 
alkdef 

(subunit 1) soil, litter, rain 

2 canopy, snow 

3 canopy, rain 

4 snowpack w.E. 

5 snowpack f.U. 

6 snowpack drainage 

7 surface runoff 

8 outgoing soil drainage 

9 incoming soil drainage 

10 incoming surface runoff 

11 litter under snowpack 

12 soi I layer 1 

13 soi I layer 2 

(subunit 2) stream, litter, rain 

2 canopy, snow 

3 canopy, rain 

4 snowpack w.E. 

5 snowpack f.U. 

6 snowpack drainage 

7 surface runoff 

8 outgoing soil drainage 

9 incoming soil drainage 

10 incoming surface runoff 

Figure D3: Input file of chemical file names. 
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This file contains a list of the names of chemical initial condition files and kinelic parameters for each 
compartment of each subunit. and the name of the "alkalinity definition" file. This figure shows a file 
for a run with one soil subunit and one stream. Only the file names are rc.1d (format A30); entries 
beyond column 30 are optional. The last file name entered is that of the alkalinity definition file. Addi
tional details arc in the text. 
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1006 1.6 sch85007 
1008 1.3 sch85007 
1021 4.5 sch85021 
1111 11.8 sch8511.20 
1120 11.5 sch8511.20 
1203 37.8 sch8512.03 
1211 3.5 sch8512.03 
0108 15.2 sch8601.09 
0203 17.8 sch8602.04 
0206 0.5 sch8602.04 
0218 82.6 sch8602.19 
0219 24.0 sch8602.19 

Figure D4: Input file of precipitation and concentration file names. 

Each line of this file contains the I) month and day rainfall occurred, 2) amount of daily rainfall (cm), 
and 3) the name of the file with precipitation concentration data (Figure DlO). A separate, identically 
formatted file is used for snowfall. Input format is 212, IX, FlOJ, A30. 

4 1. 
4 1. 
1 .15 2 .15 4 .70 
5 1. 
a O. 

Figure D5: Input file with between-subunit /low routing data. 

This file contains data to describe the movement of water between subunits. Specifically, it shows the 
fraction of the total water leaving each subunit that is routed to one or more other subunits. The subunit 
number defining the subunit being described is implicit in the line number of the file; i.e. in the figure, 
subunit three outflows are divided, with IS percent of the total going to each of subunit numbers I and 
2, and 70 percent to subunit number 4. Water leaving the modeled watershed is routed zero percent to 
(non-existent) subunit number O. The lowermost (outlet) subunit does not need to be the last subunit 
entered in this file. Input format is 8(15, F5.0), allowing flows leaving a subunit to be divided between 
up to eight receiving subunits. 

0.1570 0.4300 0.0000 0.3000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.1376 0.4100 0.1700 0.3000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.1184 0.4000 0.2200 0.3000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.1085 0.3900 0.1300 0.3000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.1034 0.3800 0.7000 0.3000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0981 0.3700 0.1400 0.3000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0896 0.3600 0.1500 0.2000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.1652 0.3600 0.1000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

Figure D6: Snow melt, SeA, sublimation, PET, hypolimnion and lake ice inputs. 

Each line of these input files (each for a single subunit) contain (left to right) 1) potential snowmelt 
(that occurring given adequate snow on snow-covered area), em d- I , 2) snow-covered area, fraction, 3) 
potential sublimation, em d- I (that occurring given adequate snow on snow-covered area), 4) potential 
evapotranspiration, cm c1- I , 5) swge in m above lake bottom of the top of the lake hypolimnion if the 
subunit is a lake, and 6) thickness of lake ice (cm) if the subunit is a lake. Each line represents data for 
one day, and the file mllst begin with data for the first day of the run. Format is 6FlO.O. 
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Input file with between-subunit flow routing data 

This input file (Figure D5) describes where water leaving each subunit goes. The line of input 

data defines the subunit number (i.e. first line is subunit 1) of the source subunit. Flow from each 

subunit may be routed to up to eight receiving subunits, subject to the restrictions that 1) flow cannot 

routed in a circular manner permitting it to come back to the subunit it was derived from, and 2) flow 

from lakes and streams cannot be routed to soil or rock subunits. If the model cannot determine a satis

factory upstream-to-downstream computational order because of infeasible data, it will stop with an 

error message. 

Input on each line includes one to eight pairs of data, each of which includes the 1) receiving 

subunit, and 2) the fraction of the source subunit's flow received; the fractions should sum to 1.0. The 

format is 8(15, F5.0). 

Snowmelt, SeA, sublimation, PET, hypolimnion, and lake ice inputs 

One of these input files (Figure D6) is entered for each subunit of any subunit type (soil, rock, 

stream, or lake). They each include 1) potential snowmelt (melt rate in cm d-1 that occurs on snow

covered area (SeA), 2) seA, 3) potential sublimation (rate in cm d-1 that will occur on SeA), 4) 

potential evapotranspiration, cm d-1, 5) stage (m) of the top of the lake hypolimnion above the deepest 

point in the lake, and 6) lake-ice thickness in cm. Each line represents data for one day, and the file 

must begin with data for the first day of the run (which is interactively specified in READDAT). 

Input format is 6FlO.0; unnecessary values (e.g. lake-ice thickness in a soil subunit's input file) 

may be left blank. 

Because of the need to maintain water balance, and because snowmelt and SeA data are input 

externally, changes in input SeA can cause strange resull'>. An understanding of how snow-covered 

area affects the model is nceded to enable appropriate data inputs and to understand modeled results. 

SeA is input in the file here; if it snows during a time step or if no snow is present, the modeled SeA 

value may be changed internally to 1.0 or 0.0, while the value in the input file will be unchanged. Any 

snowfall causes the SeA to be changed to 1.0, and the input value of SCA for a day with fresh snow 

should be left at the preceding day's SeA. This enables correct h,mdling of water in litter interception 

storage that was on the snow-free area (SFA). Changes in input SeA in the absence of fresh snowfall 

require adjustment to the modeled water-equivalent depth of the remaining snowpack. For example, if 
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seA was 0.1, no melt occurred, and 100 cm of snow was on the SeA, 1 mm of fresh snowfall will 

change the SeA to 1.0; the SeA change to 1.0 with fresh snowfall is not within the user's control. 

Water balance requires that the new modeled depth of the snowpack be 10.1 cm over the entire area, 

because the snowpack is modeled as though it is uniformly distributed over the area with snow cover, 

which has changed from 0.1 to 1.0, while the formerly snow-free area has disappeared entirely from 

the model. If potential snowmelt was input at 10 cm rather than zero, all but 0.1 cm (on SeA = 1.0) of 

the snowpack will melt, equivalent to leaving 1 cm on the original SeA of 0.1, which is what will be 

present the next day if SeA is set again to 0.1 in the input data file. In a physical rather than a modeled 

sense, what would occur in this situation would be the 1 mm of snow from 90 percent of the area would 

melt, and 10 cm from the 10 percent of the area that now has 100.1 cm of snow would melt, leaving 

90.1 cm on 10 percent of the area. The model can accomplish this (leaving 90.1 cm on 10 percent of 

the area) if the user independently uses a simple mass-balance approach to determine the input value of 

snowmelt (in the file shown in figure D6) for the day the snowfall caused SeA to change to 1.0): set 

potential snowmelt for this day to 0.9 x 0.1 + 0.1 x 10 = 1.09 cm. Melt water added to the snow-free 

area will be 1.09 cm, rather than the modeling snow cover in this manner. 

Input files with chemical initial conditions. 

One of these files (Figure D7) is entered for each compartment of each subunit; the compart

ments required are described with the "file of chemical file names" (Figure D3). The data inputs are 

described in Figure D7. When the initial condition (I.e.) is zero moles of species in the compartment 

and the compartment will not be equilibrated, these files may be reduced to the first line (including at 

least one of either capacitance, F m-2, or specific surface, m2 g-l on soils, or a factor to multiply map 

area when computing reactive surface), and a list of the type 1 species that may pass through the 

subunit (i.e. each species ID number without either total moles subuniC1 or a guess at the 10glO of the 

free species being required); these files will appear as Figure D7 with the moles and free species 

guesses deleted. All un·equilibrated, zero initial chemical mass compartments can use the same I.e. file 

(Figure D3); these typically include at least compartments 4·6 and 8-10, and may also include com· 

partments 1-3 and 11 (this apparent redundancy permits species to be entered in different orders in 

each comparunent, either deliberately or accidentally). If the compartment initially contains no chemi

cal species but will subsequently be equilibrated (e.g. a lake hypolimnion that initially does not exist 

but which will exist later due to a change in the input value of hypolimnion "stage"), input data must 
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1.000 1.200 0.500 .30 .000010 (1) 
50 -5592278.E+00 -6.88 was -5592065. (2) 
4 244082.E+00 -3.88 (3) 
5 3363.E+00 -6.03 

102 15650.E+00 -4.25 
103 130.E+00 -4.10 
107 175.0E+00 -8.84 
157 143.E+00 -6.56 

2 12131.E+00 -5.48 
109 0.13E+00 -12.42 
112 524.E+00 -14.48 

1 164108.E+00 -4.19 
6 10.E+00 -18.55 

20 1674983.E+00 -12.05 
101 1.0E+00 -6.13 
163 .61E+00 -2.20 was 213.61 

(4) 
2 (5) 

159 15969.E+00 -4.19 (6) 
167 3349966.E+00 -1. 11 

(4) 
3 (7) 

25000 20.7 (8) 
(4) 

6 (9) 
20010 (10) 
20130 
20200 

Figure D7: Input files with chemical initial conditions. 

(Values in parenthesis were added here for clarification of the documentation; they arc not part of the 
input file.) These input files (each for a single compartment of a subunit) contain: 1) capacitance, F m-2, 
specific surface (m2 g-I on soils, or factor to multiply map area when computing reactive surface), the 
fraction of total NI-4+ converted to organic nitrogen (aNH3 to ON) , the fraction of N03- in excess of 
baseline concentration to be converted to organic nitrogen (aN03toON), and the baseline concentration 
of N03- in moll-I (aN03base); (see subroutine ANITRO in Appendix B), 2) the first MINEQL 
[Westall et al., 1976] type 1 species 10 number, total moles of that species in the compartment (includ
ing sorbed or precipitated quantities), a guess at the 10gIO of the free species (e.g. H+ as opposed to total 
H) concentration (moll-I), and optional comments (after column 30), 3) second MINEQL type 1 
species, total, and guess, 4) a blank line to indicate the following species are a new type,S) the new 
species type, here ARM type 2 (MINEQL type 1 species that cannot leave the compartment, such as 
cation exchange sites), 6) the first type 2 species (could have been other type if item "5" were not type 
2), 7) new species (type 3) indicator, 8) species 10 number and 10gIO K value for that species, here C02 
partial pressure, 9) new species type indicator (MINEQL type 6), and 10) species 10 numbers of type 6 
species. 

If both capacitance and specific surface arc zero, the end-of-file is assumed to have been reached, 
and subsequent inputs are not read. Species types are the same as in MINEQL [Westall et. ai .• 1976] 
except for type 2 as defined in item "5" (Appendix C). The three nitrogen parameters in item "I" and 
C02 partial pressure as controlled by item "8" may subsequently be modified as often as daily if desired 
with input file gasdate.dat (Figure DI4). Two successive blank lines indicate input data is complete. 
Input formats by line type arc: I) 3FlO.0. 2.3) IS. E15.2, FIO.2. 4) blank. 5) IS. 6) IS, E15.2, FIO.2. 7) 
15.8) IS. 5X, FIO.2. 9-10) IS. 
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include a guess at the 10gIO of the frcc species that will occur with initial water additions, while moles 

of species may be left blank or zero. 

Each compartment that receives water and chemical component species (Appendix C) must have 

a species defined in its chemical I.C. file identical to each of the chemical species received; e.g. rainfall 

cannot have a species present that is not listed among a soil's species, though the rainfall may contain 

fewer species than the soil, lake, stream, etc. If an attempt is made to equilibrate a compartment that 

has a zero concentration of one or more species present in that compartment, equilibration will fail 

until a non-zero concentration occurs; HzCOJ from atmospheric partial pressure cannot be used unless 

at least a tiny amount of CO~- is listed as initially present There is no requirement that chemical 

species in different compartments or subunits be entered in the same order (in fact substantial effort 

was required to permit this), though doing so is recommended. Precipitation, sources and sinks, and 

kinetics may include some or all of the species identified in I.C. files of receiving compartments. 

Input data and formats arc given in Figure D7. 

Input files with kinetic parameters 

One of these files (Figure D8) is necded for every compartment described with the file of chemi

cal file names (Figure D3). Because some comparunents are never equilibrated (comparunents 2-6 and 

8-10), and because others that may be equilibrated may have no kinetic reactions specified, the kinetic 

file used for those compartments may consist of a single blank line. Compartments where the same (or 

no) kinetic parameters are to be used can all use the same kinetic parameter file (Figure D3). 

Data required are described in Figure D8. The reaction parameters may be entered in any order 

of affected species. Parameters are entered to give mmol m-z of reactive surface day-I. Concentrations 

used in computing kinetic inputs are those from the most recent successful equilibration occurring on 

that compartment; because this is not available for the day before the run begins, no kinetics are com

puted on the first day of a run. 

Input file with species and stoichiometry for ANC computation. 

This file (Figure D9) defines for the model run how acid-neutralizing capacity will be deter

mined whenever and wherever equilibration occurs. It was necessary to make this user-defined because 

the list of species included in ANC may vary with the species present in the thermodynamic data used 



(1) 
1 
2 
4 
5 

112 
163 
50 

(2) (3) 
o. 2.34E·05 
O. 4. 16E·06 
O. 3.28E·06 
O. 1.90E·05 
O. 8.47E-05 
O. -0.53E-05 
O. 8.67E-05 

(4) 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 

Figure D8: Input files with kinetic parameters. 

(5) (6) 
.4000 2.34E-05 
.4000 4. 16E-06 
.4000 3.28E-06 
.4000 1.90E-05 
.4000 8.47E-05 
.4000 -0.53E-05 
.4000 8.67E-05 

(7) 
101 
101 
101 
101 
101 
101 
101 

(8) 
2.1000 
2.1000 
2.1000 
2.1000 
2.1000 
2.1000 
2.1000 
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(Values in parenthesis were added here for clarification of the documentation; they arc not pan of the 
input file.) Kinetic reactions have the form (Section 2.2.3): 

Mol = A x ( k 1 + k 2 X C~, + k) x C fl ) (2.8) 

Kinetic input files (one for each comparunent of each subunit, though the same file may be used as 
often as desired) contain 1) the JD of the type I species receiving additional moles from kinetics, 2) k I, 
3) k2, 4) the ID number of the (type I) species whose concentration is C I moll-I, 5) 0:1,6) k), 7) the JD 
of the (type 1) species with concentration C 2 moll-I, and 8) 0:2. Only AHM type 1 species (excluding 
AHM type 2, which arc non-mixing MINEQL [Westall el al., 1976] type 1 species) can affect or be 
adjusted by kinetics. Input format is ( 110, FIO.D, 2( FIO.D, lID, FlO.D». 

20 -3 
50 -1 

101 2 
107 1 
109 3 
112 2 

1010 -1 
1370 -1 

10340 -2 
12530 1 
12710 1 
13595 1 

Figure D9: Input file with species and stoichiometry for ANC computation. 

This input file (one for whole Illodel run) contains (Ieft-to-right) 1) the JD number of each species used 
in the detennination of acid neutralizing capacity, and 2) the stoichiometry of that species used in 
defining ANC (e.g. 2 for C01-). ANC is determined by multiplying the concentmtions (moll-I) of 
species identified by ID number in this file by the stoichiometry value from this file, and summing over 
all species identified in the file. Input format is 2110. 
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and with the pH range of interest. Inputs include the ID number of each species used in determination 

of acid neutralizing capacity (which may be a component type 1 species or a species from the thermo

dynamic data file), and the stoichiometry of that species in terms of defining ANC (e.g. C01- is +2, fI+ 

is -1). ANC is determined by multiplying the concentrations of species identified in this file by the 

stoichiometry value from this file and adding up the contributions of all such species. 

The ANC determined by the model will be that of the solution, independent of precipitates 

(unless they are included in the file of Figure 09) and species bound to non·mixing ion exchange sites 

(Appendix C). While an actual titration may dissolve only part of a precipitate or only partially replace 

cations on exchange sites, if those species are included in this file, the entire amount of precipitate or 

exchange will be added to the output ANC value. Input format is 2110. 

Input files with species concentrations in precipitation 

One of these files (Figure 010) is read for each rainfall event and for each snowfall event; two 

files are read for mixed rain and snow events. Each of these files is opened and closed before another is 

used, so they may be re-used as desired when concentrations required are the same (Figure 04). Data 

are the ID number of each species prescnt in the precipitation and the concentration of that species 

(mol rl) in the precipitation; input format is IS, EIS.2. 

Input file with subunit melt· rate-factor estimates 

This file (Figure OIl) is required only for snowmelt optimization runs. In snowmelt optimization 

runs, each subunit's daily melt rate is determined by multiplying the watershed's average daily melt 

rate by a factor (constant all year) to increase or decrease the rate of melt on that unit, while maintain

ing the desired daily total melt volume over the watershed by changing relative daily melt on all other 

units (Section 2.2.1). The values entered in this file are the initial estimates of the melt-rate factors 

required to make the snow disappear when the subunit's snow-covered area reaches zero. Format is 

FIO.O. 
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50 4.600E-6 
107 1.100E-6 

5 1.300E-6 
4 1.000E-6 
1 O.250E-6 
2 O.100E-6 

157 1.100E-6 
102 0.950E-6 
103 3.800E-6 
109 0.033E-6 
163 O.701E-6 

5-21-91 from Dozier et. al., Snow deposition, melt, runoff, etc. 

Figure DI0: Input files with species concentrations in precipitation. 

One of these files is read for each rainfall and each snowfall event; mixed precipitation events have one 
file for each precipitation type. Several events or mixed events can use the same input file if the event 
concentrations are identical. Data in each line include: I) chemical species ID (type 1 only). and 2) con
centration. moll-I. Comments can be entered after the first blank line in the file. Format is IS. ElS.2. 

1.00000 
1.00000 
1.00000 
0.90000 
0.90000 

Figure D 11: Input file with subunit melt-rate factor estimates. 

This input file (one for each snowmelt-optimization run) contains one line for each subunit; each line 
contains an initial guess of the melt-rate factor for each subunit for snowmelt optimization (Section 
2.2.1). Format is FlO.O. 

560 
180 
410 
1200 
1200 

Figure D12: Input file with watershed-outflow data for snowmelt optimization. 

This input file (one for each snowmelt-optimization run) contains one line for each day of the run; each 
line contains the whole-watershed discharge (m 3 d-I) used for snowmelt optimization (Section 2.2.1). 
Free-formatted inputs are used. 
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Input file with watershed-outflow data for snowmelt optimization 

This file (Figure 012) is required only for snowmelt optimization runs (Section 2.2.1). Each line 

contains the whole-watershed discharge (m3 d-1) used for one day of the snowmelt optimization run. 

Free-fonnaued input values arc used. 

File ionic.dat; chemical species names and ionic charge 

This input file (Figure 013) is required for all but "water balance only" runs. It contains alpham

eric identifiers and the ionic charge for 200 type-I and type-2 (non-mixing type-I) species. The outputs 

from the chemical speciation and equilibration routines are defined by this file and the thennodynamic 

data (Figure 016); providing that species identifiers and charges used arc the same in both files, species 

ID numbers can be re-defined almost at will by changing the data in these two files. Exceptions arc that 

H+ must have ID SO, CO~- must have ID 101, NH3 must have ID 107, N03- must have ID 157, and 

organic acid anion removed by subroutine ORGACM must have ID 163. The values in this file could 

be entered into the source code with two "data" statements rather than read extemaIIy; this fonn is 

easier to read (visuaIIy) and modify and avoids limitations imposed by some FORTRAN compilers. 

The data include 20 pairs of rows, each pair consisting of a row of 10 species identifiers and a 

row with the ionic charge on those 10 species identified in the preceding row. The identifiers arc all 4 

characters in length, each representing the species ID number implied by its position in the file (Le. the 

second identifier row, which is the third row in the file, has identifiers for species numbered 11-20). 

The file must have 40 lines, and may have comments entered either after line 40 or after the 

required data entry for each line (column 51+). The format for each pair of lines is IO(A4,IX) / 

10(I2,3X). 

File gasdate.dat; gas partial pressure and nitrogen reaction parameters. 

This file (Figure 014) must be present for any run that does chemical equilibration; the file may 

be empty. It controls changes to thermodynamic 10glO K values for type 3 species (genemUy gas par

tial pressures; see Appendix C), fractions of NH4 + converted to organic nitrogen (aNH3toON), the 

fraction of N03 - in excess of baseline concentration to convert to organic nitrogen each day 

(aN03toON), and the baseline concentration (mol 1-1 ) of NO) - (aN03base) (eqn. 2.9,2.10; see sub

routine ANITRO in Appendix B). Data includes a) month and day of next change, b) subunit, 



Ca2+ Hg2+ Sr2+ K+ Na+ Fe3+ Fe2+ Hn2+ Cu2+ Ba2+ (10) 
2221132222 

Cd2+ Zn2+ Ni2+ IIg2+ Pb2+ C02+ C03+ Ag+ Cr3+ At3+ (20) 
2 2 2 2 2 2 3 133 

Cs+ Li+ Be2+ Sc3+ TiO Sn2+ Sn4+ La3+ Ce3+ Aul+ 
1 1 2 3 2 2 4 3 3 1 

Th4+ U02 Cu+ Hl+ H2+ H3+ H4+ X-H X39 X40 
4 2 1 1 2 3 4 0 0 0 

H+ 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

e-
-1 

C03= S04= C t- F- Br- 1- NH3 S= p04 p207 
-2 -2 -1 -1 -1 - 1 0 -2 -3 -4 
POlO Si03 S203 CN- AC- ACAC CIT OX- SAL2 TART 
-5 -2 -2 -1 -1 -1 -4 -1 -2 -2 
EN DIP SUSA GLY- GLU= PIC- NTA EDTA DCTA CYST 
0 0 -3 -1 -2 -1 -3 -4 -4 -2 

NOR PHTH ARG- ORN- LYS- HIS- ASP- SER- ALA- TYR= 
-3 -2 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -2 
HET- VAL- THR- PHE- ISO- LEU- PRO- BOH4 S03= SCN-
-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -2 -1 
NHOH Ho04 1J04= As04 HV04 Se03 N03- TRIS SOH ECHO 
0 -2 -2 -3 -2 -2 -1 -1 0 0 

ECHl ECHO -ion L-2 L-3 L-4 X167 Xl68 X169 X170 
0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

(end of fite) 

(30) 

(40) 

(50) 

(60) 

(70) 

(80) 

(90) 

(100) 

(110) 

(120) 

( 130) 

(140) 

(150) 

( 160) 

( 170) 

( 180) 

(190) 

(200) 

Figure 013: File ionic.dat; chemical species names and ionic charge. 
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This input file is required for all model runs except those in "water balance only" mode. lL contains 
alphameric identifiers and the ionic charges for 200 type-l species. Each value is listed in order of 
species 10 number. with 10 identifiers on one line followed by the ionic charges for those species on 
UlC following line. The format for each pair of lines is IO(A4.1 X) / 1O(I2.3X). The numbers ill 
parenthesis arc not read. but may aid in data entry. The file name "ionic.dat" is fixed. 
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1101 (1) 
12 25000 21.5 .99 .7 .000010 (2) 

(blank) 
1201 (1) 

1 12 25000 21.5 - .99 (2) 
5 13 25000 21.0 (2) 

Figure D14: File gasdate.dat; gas partial pressure and nitrogen reaction parameters. 

(Values in parenthesis were added here for clarification of the documentation; they are not part of the 
input file.) This fixed-name input file is required for all model runs except those in "water balance only" 
mode; it can be empty or have only blank lines. It controls changes to thermodynamic logto K values 
for type 3 species and the extent of nitrogen reactions. These values remain set at those specified in the 
initial condition files (Figure D7) until changed by inputs from this file; changes may be made here as 
often as daily if desired. Data includes the 1) month and day of next change, 2) subunit, compartment, 
species ID number, new 10gIO K, the fraction of N~+ to convert to organic nitrogen (aNH3toON), the 
fraction of N03- in excess of baseline concentration to convert to organic nitrogen each day 
(aN03toON), and the baseline concentration (moll-I) of N03- (aN03base) (eqn. 2.9, 2.10; see subrou
tine ANITRO in Appendix B). Formats arc 212 for month and day lines, and 3110, 4FlO.0 for other 
lines. In the example shown, on November 1 the 10gIO K value for spccies 25000 (H2C03) is set to 21.5, 
aNH3toON set to 0.99, aN03toON is set to 0.7, and aN03base is set to 0.000010 (10 Ileql-I) for the 
top soil horizon (compartment 12) of subunit 1. On December 1 the value of aNH3toON is set to zero 
(negative entry) on the top soil horizon of subunit I, and the 10gIO K value for species 25000 is set to 
21.0 for the second soil horizon (compartment 13) of subunitS. 
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compartment, species ID number, new thermodynamic 10glO K, aNH3toON, aN03toON, and 

aN03base. Formats are 212 for month and day lines, and 3110, 4FIO.0 for data lines. 

Values of aNH3toON, aN03toON, and aN03base are left unchanged if no entry is made; values 

entered that exceed 10-10 become the new value, and negative values set aNH3toON, aN03toON, or 

aN03base to zero. A species ID and 10glO K value for a valid (i.e. one that exists in I.C. file) type 3 

species should be entered even when only aNH3toON, aN03toON, or aN03base are to be changed; it 

may be the same as the previous 10glO K value for this subunit and compartment read from either this 

file or the I.C. file. A blank species ID causes the model to search for a new month-day entry, and a 

zero (or blank) 10g1O K value will replace the existing 10glO K if a non-blank species ID is entered with 

no 10g1O K. A blank line in the file causes the model to search for a new month and day, which will 

continue until the end of file is reached if they are not found. 

File ssink.dat; sources, sinks, and base flow data 

This file (Figure DIS) is required for all model runs including "water balance only" runs; it can 

be empty or have only blank lines. Il has data for sources, sinks, and baseflow quantity and chemistry. 

Data include: 

Line 1: 1) month and day from which time forward these values apply until a new date is entered 

(format 212); 

line 2+: 1) subunit number (this remains fixed at the last non-zero integer entered until it is re

entered or a new day is encountered), 2) compartment number (this remains fixed like the 

subunit number), 3) species ID number, 4) mol ha- I d-I to add or subtract (negative values) to 

soil subunits, or either mol d-1 or mol 1-1 to add to lake and stream subunits; mol 1-1 may be 

used only with baseflow entries, and is mol 1-1 of added baseflow (see item 6), 5) value (m3 d-1) 

indicating all data for this compartment of this subunit are basellow values, 6) a value indicating 

the type of baseflow chemical data entry (1 for mol d-1 , 2 for mol 1-1 ). The values described in 

"5" and "6" of this line should only be entered on the first line for a subunit and compartment for 

a given starting month and day from which time forward these bascflow values apply. The linc's 

format is 3HO, 2FIO.O, IlO. 

A blank linc in this file indicatcs that the following line will be a new month and day; values entered 

after thc month and day linc following this line will replacc prcvious valucs for the subunits and 
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
1201 

1 4 1 .00442 
1 4 2 .00237 
1 4 5 .00625 
1 4 50 .01023 
1 4 102 .00490 
1 4 103 .00625 
1 4 107 .00760 
1 4 109 .00055 
1 4 157 .01236 
3 4 1 .00442 

4 2 .00237 
4 5 .00625 
4 50 .01023 
4 102 .00490 
4 103 .00625 
4 107 .00760 
4 109 .00055 
4 157 .01236 (6) (7) 

4 1 1 14.5E-6 200. 2 
2 3.0E-6 
4 2.0E-6 
5 15.0E-6 

20 0.4E-6 
50 26.0E-6 

101 2.60E-6 
102 3.0E-6 
103 8.0E-6 
107 0.5E-6 
11225.0E-6 
157 10.0E-6 

(8) 
0101 

4 1 .00734 
4 2 .00391 
4 5 .01040 
4 50 .01632 
4 102 .00820 
4 103 .01037 
4 107 .01260 
4 109 .00064 
4 157 .02053 

Figure DI5: File ssink.dat: sources, sinks, and baseflow data. 

(Values in parenthesis were added here for clarification of the documentation; they are not part of the 
input file.) This fixed-name input file is required for all model runs including those made for "water bal
ance only"; it can be empty or have only blank lines. Data include 1) montJl and day from which time 
forward tllese values apply, 2) subunit number (tllis remains at last non-zero integer entered until it is 
re-entered or a new day is encountered), 3) compartment number (tllis is retained like subunit number), 
4) spccies ID number, 5) mol ha-I d-I (see text) to add or subtract (negative values), 6) value (m3 d-I) 

indicating the data is for baseflow and tllat following entries for subunit 4 compartment 1 are also for 
baseflow (eitller compartment 1 or 7 indicate surface runoff on stream subunits and lake epilimnion on 
lake subunits in tJlis file), 7) a value indicating tlle type of baseflow chemical data entry (1 for mol d-I , 

2 for moll-I), and 8) a bl,mk line indicating that the following line will be a new month ,md day. The 
values described in "6" and "7" above should only be entered on the first line for a subunit and compart
ment for a given starling month and day from which time forward these baseflow values apply. Formats 
are 212 for dates. and ( 3 110. 2F 10.0. I IO ) for other lines. 
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compartments entered from that month and day forward. until changed by new entries of date and 

source/sink values. Sources and sinks to compartments of subunits previously entered and not re

entered following a new month and day line retain the values set previously. 

Once entered. baseflow volume can be reduced by entering a lower value. increased by entering 

a larger value. or removed by entering a negative value of m3 d-1 on a new day. along with new 

species concentrations or mol d-1• Sources and sinks to the snowpack should be entered to the primary 

(from hydrologic constants file. Figure D2) subunit number rather than the program-generated snow

covered area subunit number (the primary number plus the total number of subunits in the run). Chemi

cal sources and sinks can be entered to lake hypolimnions (compartment 3). but baseflow water entries 

to lakes go to the epilimnion (while chemicals would go to the hypolimnion if compartment 3 were 

used with baseflow). 

The user is advised to also note information in the description of subroutine SSINK (Appendix 

B. Figure B4). 

Input file thrm.datj thermodynamic data 

This file (Figure D16) is required for all runs that do chemical equilibration; it contains the 

required thermodynamic data. Data input with this file are described in Figure D16; input format is IS. 

2X. F7.2. 4(14.13). Note that thermodynamic 10gIQ K values in this file arc those for formation of the 

com pie xed or precipitated species created from the type I component species. Input ceases after a total 

of 5 blank lines are encountered (including those betwecn chemical species types. Appendix C). so 

comments may be present after the end of data. 

Program generated output/input file RA Wname 

This file is opened. written. rewound, and read by several subroutines during any model run 

(Appendix A). It contains is a single file name, most often the name of a file created with a variable 

integer suffix (e.g. file RAWsnomN. Figure DI8). This file is created, written, and read to permit fixed

name files with variable suffixes to be automatically created, opened. or read as needed for a given 

problem. 
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(1) (2) (3)(4) (3) (4) (3)(4)(3)(4) 
1000 3.20 1 1 101 1 (Type 2 species) 
1010 11.60 1 1 50 1 101 
1350 -12.80 1 1 50 -1 
1360 3.40 2 1 101 1 
1370 11.50 2 1 50 1 101 
1740 -11.40 2 1 50 -1 

12600 12.40 50 1 109 1 
12610 19.60 50 2 109 1 
12725 55.90 50 4 112 4 
13595 -14.00 50 -1 

300 -5.32 20 1 167 3 50 -3 
301 -5.33 1 1 167 2 50 -2 
302 -5.93 2 1 167 2 50 -2 
303 -.51 4 1 167 1 50 -1 
304 -3.01 5 1 167 1 50 -1 
305 18.90 102 1 159 1 50 2 

15000 13.20 6 1 7 -1 99 1 (Type 3 species) 

20310 -2.00 6 50 -3 (Type 4 species) 
21180 -8.90 20 50 -3 

20000 8.30 1 1 101 1 (Type 5 species) 
20010 4.60 1 1 102 1 
20030 45.10 1 5 50 -1 109 3 
20050 19.30 1 1 50 1 109 1 
20070 8.70 1 1 112 1 
20130 -22.80 1 1 50 -2 
20140 5.40 2 1 101 1 
20160 28.40 2 3 109 2 
20200 -16.80 2 1 50 -2 
20280 26.40 6 1 109 1 
21150 22.50 20 1 109 1 
21440 25.70 50 2 112 1 

25000 18.10 50 2 101 (Type 7 species) 

Figure D16: Input file thrm.dat; thermodynamic data. 

(Values in parenthesis were added here for clarification of the documentation; they are not part of the 
input file.) Columns are 1) main species ID number ( a MINEQL [Westall et. al .• 1976] type 2, 3,4,5, 
or 7 species), 2) 10glO K of association for the main species, and 3-4) ID numbers of MINEQL type 1 
species that are components of the main species, and their stoichiometry in the main species; the 10glO 
K value in item 2, above is for formation of the main species (item I, above) from the components in 
item 3. Rows are species types ( 2, 3,4,5, or 7) as indicated by the comments in the right hand column. 
A type 7 species must be present with an ID and stoichiometry for any type 3 species with a matching 
ID entered in the initial condition files (which generally will be gases); the IOglO K value in this file 
(therm.dat) wiII be replaced with the value used in the initial condition input file. The blank line 
between species types in the input file indicates the switch to a new species type; two successive blank 
lines switch assumed species type by two (e.g. type 2 species end. 2 blank lines, type 4 species begin). 
This figure is provided for example purposes only; it docs not include all species used in the described 
model runs. Input formats are IS. 2X, F7.2, 4(14,13) in all lines; comments may be entered on each line 
after column 42 or after the fifth blank line in the file. 
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Program generated output/input file RA Wprec 

This file (Figure DI7) is created by the AHM during all but restarted runs, including runs where 

end-of-water year conditions are used to replace initial conditions. It contains for each water-year day: 

1) adjusted rainfall and snowfall depths (cm) for each subunit, 2) an indication that the subunit is 

frozen or thawed (T or "true" is frozen, F or "false" is thawed), and 3) the names of rainfall and 

snowfall chemical concentration files for each event The user may ignore this file, though it is con

venient for checking on precipitation or freeze-thaw status for particular water-year days. 

This file is written by subroutine READDAT, and is read by subroutine REREAD. The data lines 

read from the file have format 4X, 3FlO.4 ("SUBUNIT" is not read) and the file names are formatted 

A30; the first 2 (heading) lines of each day's data and the status of the "frozen" notice are not read as 

input. 

Program generated output/input file RA WsnomN (N an integer) 

This file (Figure DIS) is created during all but restarted model runs. One or more of these files 

are written by subroutine READDAT, and read by subroutine REREAD in any model run. The data 

contained are the combined potential snowmelt, snow-covered area, potential sublimation, potential 

evapotranspiration, hypolimnion stage, and ice thickness data from the individual subunit files (Figure 

D6). The number of these files created depends on the number of subunits and the parameter "MAX

FILES" (file parametr.inc). Snowmelt optimization runs create these files and otherwise identical files 

named "RA WsnowN". These files are transparent to the user, except that after a snowmelt optimization 

run the optimized snowmelt rates must be recovered from the last-written file(s) and used to replace 

original snowmelt estimates in the individual subunit files (Figure D6). 

The heading line for each day in these files is ignored when the file is re-read, and the other lines 

area read with format 6FlO.4. 

Program generated output/input file etmclt 

This file (Figure D19) is written only during snowmelt optimization runs, when it is written, 

read, and over-written many times. The data in the file are the total m3 of ET from those subunits 

specified interactively by the user during a snowmelt optimization run (Figure D20). During the first 

snowmelt optimization run (option I), snowmelt is assumed equal to watershed discharge. However. 
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Adjusted climatic data, day 5 
SUBUNIT RAIN SNOY DUMMY FROZEN? 

1 .0000 .0000 .0000 F 
2 .0000 .0000 .0000 F 
3 .0000 .0000 .0000 F 
4 .0000 .0000 .0000 F 
5 .0000 .0000 .0000 F 

Adjusted climatic data, day 6 
SUBUNIT RAIN SNOY DUMMY FROZEN? 

1 .2000 1.6000 .0000 F 
2 .2000 2.3680 .0000 F 
3 .2000 1.2800 .0000 F 
4 .2000 1.6000 .0000 F 
5 .2000 1.6000 .0000 F 

sch85007 
sch85007 
Adjusted climatic data, day 7 
SUBUNIT RAIN SNO'J DUMMY FROZEN? 

1 .0000 .0000 .0000 F 
2 .0000 .0000 .0000 F 
3 .0000 .0000 .0000 F 
4 .0000 .0000 .0000 F 
5 .0000 .0000 .0000 F 

Figure D 17: Program generated omput/input file RA Wprec. 

The data contained are largely self explanatory, and the file can be ignored by the user, though it is con
venient for checking input data. Adjusted rainfall and snowfall values (cm d-1) are from the individual 
subunit files (Figure 04) after adjustment according to inputs in the hydrologic constants file (Figure 
D2), which also determines the status of "FROZEN?". "DUMMY" is space maintained for air tempera
ture, soil temperature, or some other value currently not used. When the subunit is frozen, the value 
under "FROZEN?" changes to "T" from "F". TIle two lines following the last subunit entry for each day 
with rain or snow are precipitation species concentration file names (Figure DlO). Formats are (4X, 
3FlO.4) and (A30). The first two lines for each day are not read, nor is subunit number or freeze-thaw 
status. 
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HElT/SCA/SUBl/PET/stageHyp/lce UYD 7, Subunits through 5 
.0752 .7500 .1500 .3000 .0000 .0000 
.0611 .7500 .1500 .3000 .0000 .0000 
.0587 .7500 .1500 .3000 .0000 .0000 
.0439 .0000 .1500 .3100 .0000 .0000 
.0439 .0000 .1500 .3100 .0000 .0000 

HElT/SCA/SUBl/PET/stageHyp/lce UYD 8, Subunits through 5 
.0242 .7500 .1700 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0196 .7500 .1700 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0189 .7500 .1700 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0141 .0000 .1700 .2900 .0000 .0000 
.0141 .0000 .1700 .2900 .0000 .0000 

HElT/SCA/SUBl/PET/stageHyp/lce UYD 9, Subunits through 5 
.0486 .8500 .2300 .2000 .0000 .0000 

Figure 018: Program generated output/input file RAWsnomN (N an integer). 

One or more of these files are written by subroutine READ OAT, and read by subroutine REREAD. The 
data are the combined potential snowmelt, snow-covered area, potential sublimation, potential evapo
transpiration, hypolimnion stage, and ice thickness data from the individual subunit ftIes (Figure 06). 
TIle heading line for each day in these files is not read; other lines are read with format 6FIOA. Units 
arc the same as in individual subunit files (Figure D6). 

+1.42311883830931E+002 
+2.29424428421382E+002 
+2.20693354308361E+002 
+1.37142336974663E+002 
+1.16474920433974E+002 
+1.48069549015983E+002 
+1.48058209449852E+002 

Figure D19: Program generated output/input file eUllclt. 

During snowmelt optimization runs, this file is opcned and written by the main program ,md read by 
subroutine MAKEMELT. The values arc volumes (Ill) d-1) of evapotranspiration from subunits 
specified interactively (subroutine READDAT), and arc written and read with frec format. 
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during low-flow periods evaporation from stream and lake surfaces may consume a significant portion 

of runoff from snowmelt on a small SCA; this loss is accounted for using the values obtained from this 

file, without which snowmelt would be underestimated. The file is opened and written by the main pro

gram and read by subroutine MAKEMELT. It is written and read with free format. 

Program generated output/input file meltfact.out 

This file is created by the main program at the completion of th~ first snowmelt optimization run 

(melt optimization option 1), and read by readdat during subsequent snowmelt optimization runs (melt 

optimization option 2). It contains free-formatted subunit melt-rate factors (one for each subunit on 

each line of the file) used to distribute snowmelt in such a manner that the modeled snowpack disap

pears when input SCA reaches zero. This file is not shown, but is similar in line format to figure D19. 

Program generated output/input file cbemic.dat 

This file is written at the end of every model run that reaches September 30. It contains unfor

matted data defining all end-of-year conditions of state present in the model, and all input parameters. 

This includes all data from variables specified in the "include files" common.inc, common2.inc, and 

commonc.inc. Its purpose is to permit the end-of-year conditions to be used as the initial conditions for 

a subsequent year's modeling, which is an interactively selected option (Figure D20, item 30). The file 

is written by subroutine REWRITE and read by subroutine RESTART. 

Program generated output/input restart file 

This unformatted file is written by every run in which a "restart" file is interactively requested 

(Figure D20, item 9), and is read by each restarted run. The file name is specified interactively (Figure 

D20, item 35a) when the ARM pauses at the end of the date requested for writing the restart file. The 

file is written by subroutine REWRITE and read by subroutine RESTART. The file includes all of the 

data from variables specified in the "include files" common.inc, common2.inc, and commonc.inc, just 

as in the file chemic.dat; the difference is that the file name and date on which the data apply are 

interactively specified here, while chernic.dat is written whenever a run reaches September 30. 
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Interactive inputs 

Because the purpose of model runs may vary significantly from one run to the next, a significant 

number of parameters affecting a given run are entered interactively. For example, although all data 

necessary for a complete hydrogeochemical run may have been gathered and formatted, it may be 

desired to fit hydrologic parameters before moving on to geochemical fitting. If an error in data or (per

ish the thought) the model is discovered, it may be desirable to save the model's conditions of state just 

prior to the error, so that subsequent debugging runs may be made that start just before the error occurs. 

With interactive input controlling the type of runs made, these changes may be made without modify

ing input files, where modifications may be forgotten only to reappear later as problems. 

While the list of interactive inputs shown (Figure D20) appears to be excessively long, for a typi

cal run most required interactive inputs may be entered in less than one minute once the user gains 

some familiarity with the model. Most interactive inputs arc a single digit in length, and the list of 

inputs most commonly encountered is less than that found on the first 1.3 pages of Figure D20. 

Input descriptions here arc listed by the number (and letter) shown at the left side of items in the 

figure. The identifying numbers in the figure have been added to clarify the documentation, and have 

also lY'.,en added to the model itself to simplify finding item descriptions in this document during runs. 

1) Is this a restart of previous run? (yIN) > 

Answer this query with a "Y" or "N" for yes or no, respectively. Either upper or lower case letters are 

acceptable. Answer Y if you previously made a run where 1) you requested a restart file (item 9), and 

2) the most recent run made (including but not limited to the run requesting the restart file be written) 

was of the same type (water-balance only or whole hydrogeochemical model) and the number of days 

requested for the run added to the starting date (item 8) surpasses the WY date at which the restart file 

was written (item 10). For example, if you made a run with a request to save a restart file WYD 200, 

followed by several shorter runs (item 8) without saving another restart file with the same nanle used 

for the WYD 200 restart file, the latter runs will have overwritten consolidated input data files (Figures 

DI7 and DI8), so data needed to complete the restarted run will not be present in those files. In this 

case, a restarted run with the existing WYD 200 restart file may still be made by starting a new run, not 

using the restart option (item 1) on this run, asking it to run for an adequate number of days beyond 

WYD 200, and then killing that run after the consolidated data files (Figure D 17 and D 18) have been 

created: this occurs just prior to the first chemical equilibration or the message "Begin time-steps, run-



1) Is this a restart of previous run? (YIN) > 
2) Enter 1 to run in debug mode, any other number to not debug> 
3) Enter 3 to limit output to selected period. > 
4) Enter start, end water year date to write> 
5) Enter 99 for all subcnit output, or subunit # > 

6) How many subunits (incl. stream segments & lakes) 
are in the watershed? > 

7) Enter month, day, yr data files (and run) begin> 
8) How many days do you want the program to run? 

(include days to create consolidated input files) 
to end of WY is 182 

9) Do you want to save a restart file? > 
10) After what YY day? > 

11) Select output units; 1=m3, 2=cm, 3=ft3, 4=in. > 

12) Enter name of file with NAMES of files containing 
hydrologic and chemical constants and observed 
cl imatic data> 

13) Enter 1 or 2 for snowmelt optimiz. option 1 or 2, 
3 or <CR> to bypass snowmelt optimization 

14) Enter 1 for water balance only (no chemistry) > 

15) Enter 2 to accept the 12 default species outputs of: 
1 2 4 5 6 20 102 103 109 112 157 12570 
222222222221 

in pHalk.out file (total dissolved except NH4=free» 

16) How many species to be output? (max= 19 ) > 
17) Enter output species ID # 1 > 6 
18) Enter 1 (free), 2 (total soluble) spec. 6 > 

19) Enter 1 for accel. snowpack chem. elution, <CR> for proport.> 

The snow chemistry decay function is as follows: 
C/Cav = A * B * EXPC-B * X) + (1-A) * D * EXP( -D * X) 
where: 
C = concentration of chemicals in pack free-water/drainage 
Cav = concentration of chemicals in initial whole pack 
X = fraction of initial pack lost to melt 
A, B, D = parameters you specify 

20) Enter parameter A > 
21) Enter parameter B > 
22) Enter parameter D > 
23) Enter 1 to specify day aceel. pack elution starts 

(no date -> I.C. reset with ea_ precip. event) > 
24) Enter YY date accelerated pack elution starts> 

25) Enter to eliminate all kinetic reactions> 

26) Enter 2 to skip chem Equil./kinetics on litter> 

270) Enter 1 for litter kin. on specific subunits> 

Figure D20: Interactive inputs and options. 

(continued) 
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27b) Enter any integer to include litter kinetics on subunit 1 > 

28) SRO/soil water mixing parameter (0. to 1. OK) > 

29) Enter 1 to use (untested) surface chem. option> 

30) ~ant to use initial conditions from a previous end·of-water-year run? > 

31) Enter to turn off nitrogen rxn model> 

32) Enter to turn off organic acids model > 

33) Choose run progress output (0-3, larger=more) 

34) Enter 1) chem. stor. table 2) chembal on 1 spec. 

3 5 a) E n t c r 
35b) ~ant to continue? > 

n a m c o f r cst art 

restarted runs only 

36) Enter name of restart data file> 
37) How many morc days do you want to run ? > 
38) Do you want to save a new restart file? > 
39) End of year restart: want to save a new restart file? 

(in addition to automatic end-of-year file)? > 
40) ~ant to change some parameters? > 

Certain parameters from the following categories may be modified: 
(0) Change none (or no more) and ,"cturn 
(1) Soil Parameters 
(2) Flow Routing Parametcrs 
(3) Kinetic Parameters 
(4) SRO - Soil water mixing parameter 
(5) Surfacc Area for SRO kinetics 
(6) Output file options 
(7) Debug output options 

(you return to this menu after completion of each choice) 

41) Hake a numerical selection. > 

Hodifications may be made to these soil parameters: 
(0) No changes, return to top-level HOD menu 
(1) Max. Infilt. Rate (2) Soil Drainage N Parameter 
(3) Saturated Hyd. Condo (4) Theta R 
(5) Theta S (saturated) (6) Theta ~ilt 
(7) Bulk Density g/cm3 (8) Surface Area, m2/g 

41.1) Enter a numerical soil parameter choice> 

41. 1.2) 
41.1.3) 
41.1.4) 
41.1.5) 
41.1.6) 
41.1.7) 
41.1.8) 
41.1.9) 

subunit # 1 Existing entry rctained by <CR> 
Soil N, layer 1 = 10.0 
HYDKsat, layer 1 = 100. 
Theta R, layer 1 = 0.129 
Theta Sat, layer 1 = 0.50 
Theta~il t, layer 1 = 0.11 
Bulk Density, layer 1 = 1.21 
Specific surface, layer 1 = 1.2 
Litter Surf. Area, Compartment 2 1.2 

Figure D20 (continued): Interactive inputs and options. 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

restarted runs (continued) 

PROGRAM DETERMINATION - SUBUNIT INFL~S 

Fractional X of subunit HiS outflow received 
H X N X N X N X N X H 
3 0.5 
3 0.5 
o 0.0 
1 1.0 2 1.0 
4 1.0 

subunit # 1 
41.2) Existing fracto FROM SubU 3 = 0.50 

Kinetic Modifications (soil layers only): 
(0) Return 
(1) multiply all K2 parameters by the same constant 
(2) multiply all K2 parameters, on some subunits only 
(You may enter addiCional multipliers later) 

41.3) 
41.3.1) 
41.3.2) 

> 
Enter a multiplier (use decimal pt.) > 
Enter 1 to multiply on subunit 1. 7 > 

41.4) X of soil layer 1 water mixing with SRO = 0.00 
( <CR> retains this value, or enter a new one) 

41.5) SubU # 1 surface area for SRO kinetics = 1.20 
( <CR> retains this value, or enter a new one) 

41.6) 

Optional output files: 

Files shown with a 1 below thern have already been selected 
while those with a zero are turned off. To change any 
move the cursor to below the current 0 or 1 entry for any 
desired changes. Enter: 2 to shut off any current output 

1 to turn on any not already on 
no entry to leav·J: as is. 

(Existing files will be overwritten) 

XTR-XCHECK 
1 

INOUT 
1 

DSTOR 
1 

STOR PHALK/FLO CHEMBAL BIGCHEH 
1 1 1 1 

41.6a) Enter 1) chern. stor. tble 2) chern. bal. on 1 species> 

41.7) Enter 1 to run in debug mode, any other number to not debug> 
41.7a) Enter 99 to debug all subunits, or subunit 11 > 
41.7b) Enter 3 to limit normal output to selected period. > 
41.7c) Enter start, end water year date to write> 

Runs restarted with end-of-YY data files only: 
42) (Sorry) How many days should program run? 

(include days to create consolidated input files) 
43) After what ~y day should restart file write? > 

Figure D20 (continued): Interactive inputs and options. 
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snowmelt optimization runs only 

44) ARE YOU SURE you want to optimize snowmelt? > 

snowmelt optimization OPtion 1 only: 

45) HAKEHELT: enter ws discharge (Q, m3/day) file name > 

Enter amount (m3/day) of baseflow to subtract from Q 
45.1) before assuming snowmelt + rainfall = Q (Fl0.0» 

45.2) enter initial melt factor estimates file name > 

enter number of days tolerance either side of date SCA = O. 
45.3) that snowpack can disappear (pos. integer) > 

45.4) Any units have continuous snowpack, winter to 9·30? 

Below: enter positive cm pack desired ~YD 365, and cm 
of + or - tolerance for each sUbunit. 0,0 for not applicable. 

45.5) Subunit 1 > 

Low water can make stream/lake ET use much melt. 
Enter 1 for each subunit from which ET is added to watershed melt 

45.6) Subunit 1 > 

snowmelt optimization option 2 only: 

46) Enter obs. lake/strm outflow file name > 

46.1) Enter subunit # of ws lake/strm > 

46.2) Enter Hax.(+) Q into subunit 5 

46.3) ~hich subunit should have SRO matching inflows to subunit 5? 

Figure D20 (continued): InterJctive inputs and options. 
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year I". The period that such a run (one made solely to re-create consolidated input data files of ade

quate length) is allowed to continue makes no difference once the consolidated files have been created. 

A typical way to kill such a run is to hold down the control key and type the letter "c". 

2) Enter 1 to run in debug mode, any other number to not debug> 

The debug mode option generates a very large list of information written to standard (CRT screen) out

put, including the names of most subroutines when they are called (except generally not those that may 

be called many times for a single day from one subunit, e.g. EXCOL), and values of certain parameters 

changed during operations by that subroutine. In general, this listing is so lengthy that if this mode is to 

be used, it is best to first do a run requesting the saving of a restart file (item 9) for a date just before the 

error or data problem in question is expected to occur. This mode may be particularly useful for finding 

errors in input files that have somehow escaped having their own error message wriuen for them, or for 

runs that are halted by errors not defined with write statements; generally this will at least define the 

subroutine where the error occurs. Input format is II. 

3) Enter 3 to limit output to selected period. > 

This option has not been used for some time; input format is 11. It limits the output in most output files 

to the period specified by the next user input. When used, this option requires the model to run through 

the whole period requested, while eliminating outputs except for the specified period. This option prob

ably was created to limit the size of the output file bigchem.out (Figure E7), which can become enor

mous. Rather than using this option, it is probably better now to make a run requesting a restart file 

(item 9) for the WYO just before output is desired, while the output files are all turned off in the file of 

file names (Figure 01). Once this is run is done, it may be restarted (item 1), and the required output 

files switched on with the "change parameters" option (items 40,41.6). 

4) Enter start, end water year date to write > 

This query only appears if the response to item 3 was "3". Use it to specify the range of dates to output 

in requested files (Figure 01). The response to this query must be two integers (no decimal points), 

separated by a space, comma, or carriage return; input format is free form. 

S) Enter 99 for all subunit output, or subunit It > 

This option allows the output values in most files to be limited to a single subunit or to include all 

subunits. When a single subunit's values arc desired, enter the subunit's number. The response to L1lis 

query must be an integer (no decimal point). Input format is free form. 
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6) How many subunits (incl. stream segments & lakes) are in the watershed? > 

The (integer, free-form) number entered here must match the number of subunits in the "file of file 

names" (Figure 01), hydrologic constants file (Figure 02), the file of chemical I.e. file names (Figure 

03), and the flow routing data file (Figure 04). Other input files that specify subunit numbers must 

contain subunit numbers less than or equal to this number. 

7) Enter month, day, yr data files (and run) begin> 

This is a free-form entry, so the month, day, and year (integers) entered must be separated by a space, a 

comma, or a carriage return. The year entered must exceed 1776. 

8) How many days do you want the program to run? 

(include days to create consolidated input files) 

to end ofWY is 182 

This number of days (integer, free form) must be less than or equal to the number of days of data 

present in files shown in Figure 06 and Figure D12 (if snowmelt optimization is being done). It also 

may not exceed the number of days to the end of the water year (see file chemic.dat, this section, for 

runs beyond the end of the water year). The number of days to the end of the water year from the start

ing month and day entered (item 7) is output by the model as shown prior to user input; this output 

value accounts for leap years. The starting date is taken as the first day, so the number entered should 

equal one plus the ending WYD minus the starting WYD. 

9) Do you want to save a restart file? > 

10) After what WY day? > 

These entries are those required to save the model's conditions of state in a file that can be re-read to 

restart the model at the end of the specified water-year day with those conditions. The response to the 

first query is a Y or N for yes or no; the responses may be in upper or lower case letters. If the response 

is N, the following query (item 10) will not appear. The response to the second query must be an 

integer (no decimal point) that is greater than the WYD corresponding to the month and day the run 

begins (item 7). When this option is chosen and the remainder of interactive inputs (through item 34) 

arc entered, the run starts, but will pause when the specified WYO is reached and request a file name 

for the restart data file. After receiving this file name, the query for item 35b ("want to continue") will 

appear. 
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11) Select output units; l=m3. 2=em, 3=ft3, 4=in. > 

The response to this query controls the units output in certain output files (Figures El, E2, and E3). The 

format is II, and a zero or carriage return will cause units to default to cm. While the mathematics are 

probably correct for any of the available output units, runs made during the last several years of model 

development and testing have used cm outputs exclusively. Output formats of the files shown in Fig

ures E2 and E3 may be inadequate for volumetric units. 

12) Enter name of file with NAMES of files containing 

hydrologic and chemical constants and observed 

climatic data > 

The response to this query is the name of the "file of file names" (Figure 01). It is case sensitive only if 

the operating system in use is case sensitive. Input format is A30. 

13) Enter 1 or 2 for snowmelt optimiz. option 1 or 2, 

3 or <CR> to bypass snowmelt optimization 

This option is used to bypass or switch on snowmelt optimization options; input format is n. Option 1 

is used to determine relative melt rates on the various subunits, which creates the output file named 

meltfact.out Option 2 reads file meltfact.out, and uses the entire model and its parameters to adjust 

snowmelt rates to nearly exactly match observed watershed ouLflows. The two options arc described in 

more detail in Section 2.2.1. The choice of either option 1 or option 2 results in the queries beginning 

with item 44 to appear next. 

14) Enter 1 for water balance only (no chemistry) > 

This option allows the run to ignore hydrogeochemistry and run the model for a water balance only; 

chemical data files (except ssink.dat, Figure 015) need not be presenL Any number other than 1 that is 

entered here will cause the chemical portion of the model to run as well; input format is II. A water

balance-only run will typically require about two orders of magnitUde less computer time than a com

plete hydrogeochemical run; this is the default (and only available) mode for snowmelt optimization 

runs. Note that lake epilimnion outputs in tlle file phalk.out (Figure E6) arc total m3 of water present in 

lake epilimnions (compartment 7) when the equilibration model runs; if lake discharge is desired, it 

must either be obtained with a water-balance-only run (Figure E17) or a stream subunit must be 

defined that receives lake discharge. The latter option wiI! output the discharge (less ET, which can be 

set to zero) in file phalk.out at the expense of an additional chemical equilibration each time step. 



15) Enter 2 to accept the 12 default species outputs of: 

1 2 4 5 6 20 102 103 109 112 157 12570 

222222222221 

in pHalk.out file (total dissolved except NH4=free» 
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To simplify data input and to standardize outputs in file phalk.out (Figure E6) to simplify plotting out

put data, a default list of species was created for outputs in file phalk.out (Figure E6). In addition to the 

species shown, this output file always includes pH, ANC, and the m3 of water present during chemical 

equilibration. The additional 12 "specified" default species by ID number include 1) Ca2+, 2) Mg2+, 4) 

K+, 5) Na+ ,6) Fe3+ ,20) Al3+, 102) S04 2-, 103) CI-, 109) P04 3-, 112) SiO~-, 157) N03 -, and 12570) 

~ +. The ID numbers shown correspond to those in input file ionic.dat (Figure DI3). The numbers in 

the second row correspond to 1) free species, such as pure Ca2+, or 2) total dissolved species, which 

would include the concentration of CaOrr and other MINEQL [Morel and Morgan, 1972; McDuff and 

Morel, 1973; Westall et al., 1976] type 2 species (Appendix C) incorporating Ca2+ in addition to the 

concentration of the free species Ca2+. The MINEQL type 2 species included in the computation of 

dissolved species concentrations will not include species with a composition that includes a non

mixing AHM type 2 species, such as soil exchange sites (Figure D7, Appendix C). The alternative to 

accepting this list of 12 default species output in file phalk.out is to separately define each output 

species requested and whether its concentration includes only free species or total soluble species 

(items 16 - 18). Values obtained from laboratory chemical analysis typically wiII be total dissolved 

species, so total dissolved species concentrations are generally preferred outputs. 

16) How many species to be output? (max= 19) > 

17) Enter output species ID 1# 1 > 6 

18) Enter 1 (free), 2 (total soluble) spec. 6 > 

These queries wiII occur only if the interactive response to item 15 is not 2. In that case, the inputs 

shown here permit the user to change the total number of species output to file phalk.out, the list of 

species output, and whether the values output are to be total soluble or free species only. The maximum 

number that can be entered is equal to the parameter MCOMP, which is set in file parametr.inc 

(Appendix F). but also is dependent on format statement number 300 in subroutine ANC. Item 17 is the 

species ID number (a user entry of 6 is shown). Each of the three items shown above is entered as an 

integer (no decimal point allowed); inputs are free form. 



19) Enter 1 for accel. snowpack chern. elution, <CR> for proport. > 

The snow chemistry decay function is as follows: 

C/Cav = A >I< B '" EXP(-B II< X) + (l-A) '" D '" EXP( -D '" X) 

where: 

C = concentration of chemicals in pack free-water/drainage 

Cav = concentration of chemicals in initial whole pack 

X = fraction of initial pack lost to melt 

A, B, D = parameters you specify 

20) Enter parameter A > 

21) Enter parameter B > 

22) Enter parameter D > 

23) Enter 1 to specify day accel. pack elution starts 

(no date -> I.C. reset with ea. precip. event) > 

24) Enter WY date accelerated pack elution starts > 
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These entries permit and define the shape of the ionic pulse occurring during snowmelt runoff (eqn. 

2.2). An entry other than 1 for item 19 will cause chemicals to leave the snowpack in proportion to 

water leaving and remaining in the snowpack each time step, and queries 20 - 24 will not appear. 

Entries for items 20 - 22 are free-formatted real numbers (with a decimal point). Item 23 is of special 

consequence. The combination of items 23 and 24 can be used to delay the onset of accelerated chemi

cal elution from the snowpack, whereby proportional elution occurs before the specified WYD, and on 

the specified WYD the then-current snowpack water equivalent and chemical mass become initial con

ditions for the chemical elution function (eqn. 2.2). These initial conditions will remain constant for the 

duration of the run. If items 23 and 24 are NOT used to specify a WYD to begin accelerated snowpack 

chemical elution, the accelerated elution function will begin on the first day of the run, AND initial 

conditions for the elution function will be reset with every occurrence of rainfall or snowfall. The 

snowpack chemical elution function may cause indeterminate problems if no snowpack is initially 

present but the function is active (due to not setting a starting date or setting it to start on or before 

before a day with no snowpack), or if all snow disappears and then re-appears on a subunit. These con

ditions were not encountered with the data used in model development and the parameters chosen for 
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items 20-24. 

25) Enter 1 to eliminate all kinetic reactions> 

Entering 1 here (format 11) will eliminate all kinetic reactions (eqn. 2.B, Figure DB). 11lis may be use

ful for comparative runs with and without kinetics, or to trace the source of an imbalance in chemical 

charge; if charges remain balanced without kinetics but are not balanced with them, the problem's 

source is identified. 

26) Enter 2 to skip chern Equil./kinetics on litter> 

This query appears only if the response to item 2S is not 1; input format is 11. Except for some testing 

of chemical equilibration and kinetics on litter during early model development, kinetics reactions on 

litter (including rock surfaces of rock subunits) have not been used; they are believed to be functional, 

however. Kinetics on litter and rock surfaces are one way by which the affects of surface runoff on 

streamflow can be reduced. In model testing (Section 5), it was found that direct routing of flows from 

rock surfaces to streams in the absence of kinetics on the rock surfaces caused excessive fluctuations in 

streamflow chemistry. If equilibration and kinetics on litter are requested, they are performed only 

when those areas are wet; wetness is determined before effects of ET are considered, and if the litter 

(rock) is wet, kinetics will occur assuming the litter remains wet through the entire time step. The 

volume of water equilibrated on litter (rock) is equal to initial storage plus all inputs by rainfall, 

snowpack drainage, and contributions from other subunits. When the litter (rock) surface is wet as a 

result of a receding snowpack, the kinetics arc applied only to the fraction of the surface left wet by the 

receding snowpack. Species concentrations determined during equilibration of rock surfaces will 

reflect only the chemical mass in precipitation or snowpack drainage and residual chemical mass left 

on the litter or rock by dry deposition or evaporation of the remaining interception storage following 

the preceding equilibration on that subunit's litter/rock surface. Originally, kinetics were determined 

only after the equilibration is completed, because the kinetics may be dependent on species concentra

tions determined by the equilibration; the concentrations output in file phalk.out (Figure E6) therefore 

did not show the effects of the current time-step's kinetics. The runoff from rock surfaces, though, 

included the products of the kinetic reactions in proportion to the fraction of equilibrated water running 

off of the rock. Since the last time kinetics on litter/rock surfaces was tested, the kinetic reaction sub

routine was moved so that kinetic reactions occur prior to the equilibration, using the species concen

trations from the most recent successful equilibration. 11lis was done thinking primarily of kinetics in 
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soils, where kinetics were skipped the flrst day of the run and subsequently used concentrations from 

the previous day's equilibration. 

On rock or litter, though, equilibration occurs only when the area is wet, so the most recent suc

cessful equilibration may have occurred in the distant past (and can only occur if the litter interception 

constant entered in the hydrologic constants flle is greater than zero). In any case, there is no guarantee 

that equilibration of water on rock or litter occurs the first day of the run. Consequently, long since 

litter equilibration and kinetics were tested, subroutine DOCHEM was modified to do kinetics on rock 

and litter surfaces immediately after equilibration occurs. Assuming this is working, this will result in 

output values in file phalk.out that do not reflect the effects of the kinetics, which none-the-Iess should 

be present in water moving from the litter or rock surface to receiving subunit. 

27a) Enter 1 for litter kin. on speciflc subunits> 

This option appears only if the response to item 26 was not 2. Entering 1 here (format 11) permits 

interactive selection of those subunits on which litter (rock) equilibration and kinetics will occur (item 

27b). Alternatively, any other I-digit number will cause equilibration to occur on the litter or rock sur

faces of all terrestrial subunits. 

27b) Enter any integer to include litter kinetics on subunit 1 > 

If the response to item 27a was 1, the model will scroll through the list of subunits, and any non-zero 

integer (format 11) entered for a given subunit will cause equilibration and kinetics to occur on the 

litter (rock) of that subunit. 

28) SRO/soil water mixing parameter (0. to 1. OK) > 

This parameter controls mixing betwecn surface runoff (SRO) and soil water on subunits when SRO is 

occurring. The parameter entered is equal to the fraction of the subunit's soil water in its surface hor

izon that is permitted to mix with SRO before that SRO leaves the subunit; any real number (with a 

decimal point) between 0.0 and 1.0 may be entered (input format is FlO.O). This can be used to simu

late a situation where water is infiltrating at some locations on a subunit, and re-emerging as SRO at 

other locations. For runs used in model development and testing (Section 5), the value 0.0 was always 

entered. 

29) Enter 1 to use (untested) surface chern. option> 

A "1" (format II) switches on surface chemistry options, and any other integer or a carriage return 

turns these models off. The SURFEQL version of the MINEQL chemical speciation code used within 
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the AHM model had the ability to use two surface-complexation models, including constant capaci

tance (CCM) and triple-layer (TLM) models. This option (item 29) is present to switch on the ability to 

use one of those models; it has not been used or tested to date. The source code necessary for these 

models remains within the AHM, though compilation outputs show that one variable (PSID) is used 

before it is defined within one of its subroutines (SURFPR). 

30) Want to use initial conditions from a previous end-of-water-year run? > 

The response to this query is a lower or upper case Y or N for yes or no (format AI). When the ARM 

successfully completes a run through the end of the water year (September 30), it automatically writes 

out a complete set of the model's conditions of state (water contents, chemical contents, etc.) in the file 

"chemic.dat". When the user responds to the query (item 30) with a Y, the values in file chemic.dat will 

replace those read in from the hydrologic constants input file (Figure D2). The hydrologic constants file 

(Figure D2) is still read first, and the echoed inputs output in file "xcheck" will be the values from the 

hydrologic constants file. After this occurs, the file chemic.dat is read, replacing initial conditions with 

the values stored at the end of the day on September 30 of the previous run. This pennits the model to 

be run several years in sequence to determine long-range effects of a set of initial, climatic, and deposi

tional conditions. This option was not used to run the data available for WY 87 following WY 86 

because the first six months of data for WY 87 were not complete enough for a run. 

31) Enter 1 to tum off nitrogen rxn model> 

32) Enter 1 to tum off organic acids model> 

These options (input fonnats are 11) allow the nitrogen reactions (eqn. 2.9,2.10) and the organic acids 

model (Section 2.2.3) to be switched off without changing input data files. The option to tum off the 

nitrogen reaction model was demonstrated in Section 5.6. 

33) Choose run progress output (0-3, larger=more) 

This option (format 11) controls the amount of information displayed on standard output (CRT screen) 

during the course of a run. Choosing option 3 will result in a display including (but not limited to) the 

number of iterations needed to solve the chemical speciation problem and the charge balance present 

in that problem each time the chemical speciation routine is run. Option 0 reduces this report to a 

minimum, including reporting the modeled WYD that has been reached every 60 modeled days, and 

some limited infonnation about precipitation inputs. Options 1 and 2 provide outputs somewhere 

belween options 0 and 3. Reasons for these options include running the model on computers so fast that 
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longer output lists cannot be read, or running a fast computer remotely through a slow modem where 

data transmission may be limiting. 

34) Enter 1) chern. stor. table 2) chembal on 1 spec. 

The input "file of file names" (figure Dl) is used to switch on the output file "chembal.out". This output 

file may have one of two forms (Figures E4 and E5). The interactive query (item 34) is used to select 

between these two output file types. A "I" selects Figure E4, and a "2" selects Figure E5; input format 

is 11. If the "switch" to output file chembal.out is not turned on (Figure Dl), this query wiII not appear. 

35a) Enter name of restart data file > 

35b) Want to continue? > 

If saving a restart file was requested (item 9), the model will run through the day after which the restart 

file is to be written, write that file, and then provide these queries. Item 35a is the name of the file to be 

written; the input format is A30. Item 35b requires the response of Y or N for yes or no (case insensi

tive); an answer Y results in the current run continuing through the number of run days requested (item 

8). For an unattended run, these entries may be anticipated in advance of the queries, and entered "in 

the blind" (on computers used in testing to date) to continue beyond this date in the absence of further 

intervention by the user. 

Restarted runs only: 

36) Enter name of restart data file > 

When a run is restarted (item 1), the restart-data file name is requested (format A30). This is the same 

file name entered during the run where the restart file was written (item 35a). 

37) How many more days do you want to run ? > 

When a restarted run begins, the number of days to run in addition to those previously run is specified; 

the (integer, no decimal point) number must be less than or equal to the number of days remaining in 

the consolidated input files; i.e. the most recent run that created the consolidated input files (not neces

sarily the restart file) must have been asked to run enough days to create consolidated input files with 

sufficient data for the exLra days requested here. Restarted runs do not create or change consolidated 

input files; therefore, as many runs as desired may be made using the same consolidated input data files 

and the same restart file. Restarted runs will over-write existing output files, with the exception of file 

xcheck, for which restarted runs substitute file xcheck2 (Appendix E). 
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38) Do you want to save a new restart file ? > 

Although you have restarted a previous run, you may create a restart file from this run as well by 

responding Y or y to this query; N or n will keep a new restart file from being written. The format is 

AI. You may therefore create as many restart files as desired, so that you can return to anyone of them 

later to restart a run on a given date. If the name of a previously written restart file is re-used, the new 

file will replace the old one, making it impossible to restart a run on the date of the old restart file. 

39) End of year restart: want to save a new restart file? 

(in addition to automatic end-of-year file)? > 

If you are restarting a run with the file chemic.dat that is automatically written at the end of a water 

year, you may also set a dme to write a restart file for any time during the year of the subsequent run. 

Entry is Y, y, N or n, format A I. The end-of-year restart file is known to have the same form as those 

created mid-year (both files are written by subroutine REWRITE). However, restarting runs to continue 

into the following year has received limited testing, so some other problems may exist. If so, the prob

lems probably are related to other parameters or conditions of state read from the file chemic.dat that 

are not applicable to the next run year. Any run that continues through the end of the water year (Sep

tember 30) will over-write the file chemic.dat, replacing it with the conditions of state present at the 

end of that run. 

40) Want to change some parameters? > 

The required response is Y, y, N, or n, (format AI). Parameters may be changed at the beginning of res

tarted runs to estimate how the model might have responded to different parameters. This generally is 

not the same as making an entire run with different parameters because the starting conditions for the 

date the run is restarted will differ between cases. This option also permits output files that were not 

switched "on" to start at this point (first day of restarlCd run), or files that were "on" to be switched "ofr', 

and may be useful for debugging, which was why it was created. 

Certain parameters from the following categories may be modified: 

(0) Change none (or no more) and return 

(1) Soil Parameters 

(2) Flow Routing Parameters 



(3) Kinetic Parameters 

(4) SRO - Soil water mixing parameter 

(5) Surface Area for SRO kinetics 

(6) Output file options 

(7) Debug output options 

(you return to this menu after completion of each choice) 

41) Make a numerical selection. > 

When entered, the number indicated causes a sub-menu of choices to appear. 

Modifications may be made to these soil parameters: 

(0) No changes, return to top-level MOD menu 

(1) Max. Infilt Rate (2) Soil Drainage N Parameter 

(3) Saturated Hyd. Condo (4) Theta R 

(5) Theta S (saturated) (6) Theta Wilt 

(7) Bulk Density g/cm3 (8) Surface Area, m2/g 

41.1) Enter a numerical soil parameter choice > 
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This menu is the result of choosing selection 1 at item 41.1. After the choice here, the sub-menu with 

items 41.1.1 - 41.1.6 will appear, or if 0 is entered, the menu above item 41 will reappear. 

subunit 1/ 1 Existing entry retained by <CR> 

41.1.1) Maximum infilt rate = 20.0 

41.1.2) Soil N, layer 1 = 10.0 

41.1.3) HYDKsat, layer 1 = 100. 

41.1.4) Theta R, layer 1 = 0.129 

41.1.5) Theta Sat, layer 1 = 0.50 

41.1.6) ThetaWilt,layer 1 = 0.11 

41.1.7) Bulk Density,layer 1 = 1.21 

41.1.8) Specific surface, layer 1 = 1.2 
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41.1.8) Litter Surf. Area, Comparunent 2 = 1.2 

The choice made at item 41.1 results in one of the items 41.1.1 through 41.1.8 being displayed for each 

subunit. When each is displayed, a carriage return will leave that value unchanged, or a new value may 

be entered to replace it. Input format is FIO.O, so entering a number with a decimal point is advisable; 

up to nine decimal places are possible (assuming the number is less than I., e.g .. 000000005 with no 

preceding zero wasting an input column). 

PROGRAM DETERMINATION - SUBUNIT INFLOWS 

SUB- I Fractional % of subunit N's outflow received 

UNIT IN % N % N % N % N % N % 

1 3 0.5 

2 3 0.5 

3 0 0.0 

4 1 1.0 2 1.0 

5 4 1.0 

subunit # 1 

41.2) Existing fract. FROM SubU 3 = 0.50 

If option 2 was selected at item 41, the above queries appear, showing the fraction of flows coming into 

the subunit (the current subunit will be shown just above item 41.2 with a /I sign) from the subunits 

shown in the preceding table; in the actual menu, subunit numbers (integers) will be aligned under the 

"N" columns, and the fractions under the "%" columns; proportional type from the typesetter used has 

altered the table shown here. These values may be left unchanged with a carriage return, or a new 

value may be entered. It is not possible to add to or eliminate any of the subunits contributing flows to 

a given subunit. Selling the fraction of flows coming into the subunit to zero has not been attempted 

but might work here. The sum of fractions of flows leaving each subunit should equal 1.0. Input format 

is FIO.O. 

Kinetic Modifications (soillaycrs only): 

(0) Return 



(1) multiply all K2 parameters by the same constant 

(2) multiply all K2 parameters, on some subunits only 

(You may enter additional multipliers later) 

41.3) > 

41.3.1, Enter a multiplier (use decimal pt) > 

41.3.2) Enter 1 to multiply on subunit 1. ? > 
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If option 3 was chosen at item 41, the above queries are displayed. This gives the user the option of 

modifying kinetic parameters with a constant multiplier with the selection made by subunit; each 

subunit will scroll by in turn with the item 41.3.2 query. If it is desired to have a different multiplier on 

some subunits, you can return to this menu repeatedly from the main menu (item 41). 

41.4) % of soil layer 1 water mixing with SRO = 0.00 

( <CR> retains this value, or enter a new one) 

This option allows modification of the fraction of soil water in the topmost soil horizon that is permit

ted to mix with surface runoff from that subunit (see item 28). Input format is FIO.O. 

41.5) SubU # 1 surface area for SRO kinetics = 1.20 

( <CR> retains this value, or enter a new one) 

This option is the result of entering a 5 at item 41. It allows the user to change the ratio between the 

subunit's map area and its effective surface area for kinetic reaction purposes on the litter or rock sur

face. This was experimented with during very early model testing but has not been used for several 

years. Input format is FIO.O. 

Optional output files: 

Files shown with a 1 below them have already been selected 

while those with a zero are turned off. To change any 

move the cursor to below the current 0 or 1 entry for any 

desired changes. Enter: 2 to shut off any current output 

1 to turn all any not already all 

110 entry to leave as is. 



(Existing files will be overwritten) 

XTR-XCHECK INOUT DSTOR STOR PHALK/FLO CHEMBAL BIGCHEM 

1 

41.6) > 

1 1 1 1 1 1 
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This option is the result of entering a 6 at item 41. It includes the same entries and has the same format 

as the first input data line in the "file of file names" (Figure DI). It allows output files tumed on in the 

previous run to be turned off, saving the data in them up to the restart date. It also allows files that were 

previously turned off to be turned on, thus starting the files with data for the restart date. 

Proportionally-spaced type has altered the appearance of the example above. The interactive query will 

show a "I" in the right-most column of a 10-space field under each file name that currently is "on"; 

these input columns will be directly under the last letter in the descriptive header line above. Input for

mat is 7110. 

41.6a) Enter 1) chern. stor. tble 2) chern. bal. on 1 species > 

If the final list of output files requested at item 41.6 includes the file chembal.out, this query appears 

requiring a choice of output file types (see item 34). Input format is 11. 

41.7) Enter 1 to run in debug mode, any other number to not debug> 

41.7a) Enter 99 to debug all subunits, or subunit # > 

41.7b) Enter 3 to limit normal output to selected period. > 

41.7c) Enter start, end water year date to write > 

These queries are the result of entering a 7 at item 41. The entries are the same as those described for 

items 2, 3, and 4, and replace the values entered at that location during the run that created the restart 

file currently in use. 

Runs restarted with end-of-WY data files only: 

42) (Sorry) How many days should program run? 

(include days lO create consolidated input files) 

43) After what WY day should restart file write? > 

When runs are restarted with the end-of-water-year data file chemic.dat the above values (previously 

entered at item 8 and item 11) must be re-entered, because the values entered were replaced with 

values read from file chemic.dat. Descriptions and formats are the same as in items 8 and 11. 
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SNOWMELT OPTIMIZATION RUNS ONLY:## 

44) ARE YOU SURE you want to optimize snowmelt? > 

This query appears simply because it is easy to enter the wrong value at item 13. Acceptable entries are 

Y or y to proceed with snowmelt optimization, and N or n to return to item 14, bypassing snowmelt 

optimization. If the entry at item 14 was a I, queries continue at item 45. If the entry at item 14 was a 2, 

queries continue at item 46. 

SNOWlvIELT OPTIMIZATION OPTION 1 ONLY: 

45) MAKEMELT: enter ws discharge (Q, m3/day) file name> 

This file name (format A30) is for the file containing whole-watershed discharge observations (Figure 

012). 

Enter amount (m3/day) of baseflow to subtract from Q 

45.1) before assuming snowmelt + rainfall = Q (F1O.O» 

Ifbaseflow is present as an input in file ssink.dat (Figure 015), this value (actually an approximation of 

the mean baseflow for the whole snowmelt optimization period) should be entered here, or snowmelt 

estimates will be too high by this amount. If no baseflow is present, enter O. Input format is FI0.0. 

45.2) enter initial melt factor estimates file name> 

This file is the list of (guessed) relative snowmelt rates you think will approximate the final values 

determined during the snowmelt optimization option 1 run (Figure 011). Input format is A30. 

enter number of days tolerance either side of date SCA = o. 

45.3) that snowpack can disappear (pos. integer) > 

Snowmelt optimization option 1 runs are striving to make the snowpack disappear on the date input 

SCA values reach zero, while maintaining daily whole-watershed snowmelt volumes equal to daily 

watershed outflows. However, it is difficult to get the snowpack to disappear on exactly the right day, 

and may not be worth the computer time to get this exactly right. The permitted number of days of 

tolerance to the actual disappearance date are entered here as a positive integer, in frcc format. I typi

cally set this to 5 - 10 days, but obtained results closer than this. 

45.4) Any units have continuous snowpack, winter to 9-30? 

Below: enter positive cm pack desired WYO 365, and cm 
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of + or - tolerance for each subunit. 0,0 for not applicable. 

45.5) Subunit 1 > 

These two items are necessary because the snowpack may persist through the end of the water year, in 

which case some criteria must be set to define an acceptable end-of-year snowpack quantity as a target. 

Entries for item 45.4 are Y, y, N, or n for yes and no (format AI). Item 45.5 requires two free-format 

real values, the cm of snowpack water equivalent (SWE) desired on September 30, and the cm of toler

ance permitted in this value. Both of these values are entered in terms of the whole subunit; i.e. cm of 

SWE assuming 100 percent SCA, and cm of tolerance assuming 100 percent SCA. 

Low water can make stream/lake ET use much melt. 

Enter 1 for each subunit from which ET is added to watershed melt 

45.6) Subunit 1 > 

Option 1 of snowmelt optimization assumes streamflow or lake discharge is equal to snowmelt. For 

very low flows and small snow-covered areas during late snowmelt periods, the melt = discharge 

assumption produces too little snowmelt if stream flows are small and evaporation consumes a 

significant portion of them. This option lets the user add the evaporation from lake and stream (and any 

other) subunits to calculated melt to correct this problem. Input format is II. 

SNOWMELT OPTIMIZATION OPTION 2 ONLY: 

46) Enter obs. lake/strm outflow file name> 

Enter the name of a file containing discharge for the lake or stream that is the outlet for the entire 

watershed (Figure D12). The format is A30. 

46.1) Enter subunit # of ws lake/strm > 

Enter the number of the subunit that is the source of the data in the file named by the entry in item 46. 

Input is a free format integer (no decimal). 

46.2) Enter Max.( +) Q into subunit 5 

This input is a free-format real number, with units of m3 d-1. Using a decimal point is optional on most 

systems. When the subunit defined by the number entered in item 46.1 is a lake, snowmelt optimization 

option 2 assumes that all flows into the lake come from a single stream; this was in fact the only condi

tion under which snowmelt optimization option 2 was tested. This can be an artificial stream subunit 

with a tiny area used just to optimize snowmelt rates and then removed before hydrochemical runs are 
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made. The entry required here (the maximum discharge into the lake (m3 d-1) is used to set the max

imum range of lake input flows searched to find an input flow that produces the lake outflow; the search 

occurs using a bisection method. The lake input flow is then used to iteratively determine the snowmelt 

rates on the watershed required to produce that input flow. The maximum Q entered must be less than 

or equal to a value will produce lake stages during that time step that are within the range of the lake 

stage / volume / surface area data input in the hydrologic constants file (Figure D2). This value also 

must be greater than the actual maximum flow into the lake (the inflow that is needed to cause the 

model to reproduce observed lake outflow) during the run. 

46.3) Which subunit should have SRO matching inflows to subunit 5? 

When the subunit number entered at item 46.1 is for a lake, the entry here should be the stream con

taining all lake inflows (except lake- surface inputs); this is the "stream" with the maximum discharge 

defined in item 46.2. If the subunit entered at item 46.1 is a stream, this should be the same entry as that 

made at item 46.1; this case has not been tested but probably is functional. 
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Appendix E: 

OUTPUT FILES 

The alpine hydrogeochemical model (ARM) writes 9 different output files (Table El). These files 

contain water balance and water storage values (inout.out, stor.out, dstor.out), chemical species bal

ance and storage values (chemba1.out), chemical species concentration files (phalk.out), a detailed dis

tribution of all species in each chemical equilibration (bigchem.out), input data echoes and error mes

sages (xcheck and xcheck2), and lake and streamflow discharge (modlflow.out). Of these, only file 

xcheck (and xcheck2 on restarted runs) are written by default. Other output files are selected in the 

"file of file names" (Figure Dl), which also is used to select additional, optional output in files xc heck 

and xcheck2. 

Snow-covered area (SeA) and snow-free area (SFA) are lumped together in the files inout.out, 

stor.out, dstor.out, chemba1.out (option 2), and the outputs in file xcheck shown in Figure E16. For 

some purposes this may not be desirable, and modifying most of these files to output values separately 

for the SeA and SFA would not be difficult. The chemical balance values will not be easy to separate, 

because they are tracked and adjusted in many subroutines. These and other output files are described 

below. 

File inout.out 

This output file (Figure E I) is selected by entering a "I" in column 20 of the second input data 

line in the "file of file names" (Figure D I). 1l1is file shows the sources and amounts of all water enter

ing or leaving the subunit for each day of the run. Output units are selected interactively (subroutine 

READDAT) and may be cm, inches. m3 • or ft3 . 

File stor .out 

This output file (Figure E2) is selected by entering a "I" in column 40 of the second input data 

line in the "file of file names" (Figure DI). This file shows the total water storage in each compartment 

of the subunit for each day of the run. Output units are selected interactively (subroutine READDAT) 

and may be cm, inches, m3, or fL3; default output formats may need revision to handle some volumetric 

output values. 
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Table E1: Output files wrillen by the alpine hydrogeochemical model. 

Name Unit Written by Contents Figure 

inout.out 11 WATERBAL H20 inputs, outputs El 

stor.out 13 WATERBAL H20 storage E2 

dstor.out 12 WATERBAL H20 storage change E3 

chembal.out 16 CHEMBAL, CHEMTAB Chern. species storage E4,E5 

phalk.out 14 ANC species concentrations E6 

bigchem.out 17 OUTPUT all species distribution E7 

xcheck 9 all ceho of input, error messages E8 - E16 

xcheck2 9 all xcheck for restarted runs E14 - E16 

modlflow.oul 14 main stream and lake H20 discharge E17 



SUBUNIT INPUTS AND OUTPUTS 
* INPUTS (cm ) * OUTPUTS (cm ) * 

SUB TY \.Iy* Rain Snow BaseFlow Ripar. Fr Horiz. Fr Surface Fr* Surface Evapo- .. Subl im- Horiz. Ripar.* 
" PE DAY* Rechar. U# drain. U# Runoff U#* Runoff Trans. ation Drainage Rechar.* " (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) ( 12) (13) ( 14) (15) ( 16) (17) 

1 N 1 .OOOE+OO .OOOE+OO .OOOE+OO .OOOE+OO 0 .OOOE+OO .370E+OO .OOOE+OO .339E-01 .OOOE+OO 
1 .OOE+O 3 .OOOE+O 3 

2 N 1 .OOOE+OO .OOOE+OO .OOOE+OO .OOOE+OO 0 .OOOE+OO .373E+OO .OOOE+OO .742E-01 .OOOE+OO 
1 .OOE+O 3 .OOOE+O 3 

3 R 1 .OOOE+OO .OOOE+OO .OOOE+OO .OOOE+OO 0 .OOOE+OO .OOOE+OO .OOOE+OO .OOOE+OO .OOOE+OO 
4 S 1 .OOOE+OO .OOOE+OO .OOOE+OO .OOOE+OO 0 • 578E+02 .240E+OO .OOOE+OO .OOOE+OO .OOOE+OO 

1 • 18E+2 1 .OOOE+O 1 
1 .40E+2 2 .OOOE+O 2 
1 .OOE+O 3 .OOOE+O 3 

5 L 1 .OOOE+OO .OOOE+OO .OOOE+OO .OOOE+OO 0 .245E-01 .239E+OO .OOOE+OO .OOOE+OO .OOOE+OO 
1 .OOE+O 4 .101E+1 4 

1 N 2 .OOOE+OO .OOOE+OO .OOOE+OO .OOOE+OO 0 .OOOE+OO .367E+OO .OOOE+OO .330E-01 .OOOE+OO 
2 .OOE+O 3 .OOOE+O 3 

2 N 2 .OOOE+OO .OOOE+OO .OOOE+OO .OOOE+OO 0 .OOOE+OO .369E+OO .OOOE+OO .683E-01 .OOOE+OO 
2 .OOE+O 3 .OOOE+O 3 

3 R 2 .OOOE+OO .OOOE+OO .OOOE+OO .OOOE+OO 0 .OOOE+OO .OOOE+OO .OOOE+OO .OOOE+OO .OOOE+OO 
4 S 2 .OOOE+OO .OOOE+OO .OOOE+OO .OOOE+OO 0 .542E+02 .200E+OO .OOOE+OO .OOOE+OO .OOOE+OO 

2 .18E+2 .OOOE+O 

Figure El: Output file inouLout; water inputs and outputs by subunit. 

(Values in parenthesis were added here for clarification of the documentation; they are not part of the output file.) This file's dimensional units are 
selccted interactively in subroutine READDAT and appear at the top of the file. Values left to right include: 1) subunit number, 2) subunit type (N = 
soil, R = rock, L = lake, S = stream), 3) water-year day, 4) input rainfall,S) input snowfall, 6) input baseflow, 7) input riparian recharge, 8) subunit con
tributing riparian recharge, 9) input soil drainage, 10) subunit contributing soil drainage, 11) input surface runoff, 12) subunit contributing surface run
off, 13) output surface runoff, 14) ET loss, 15) sublimation loss, 16) output soil drainage, 17) output riparian recharge. 

w 
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Subunit Average Storage (em) 
SUB TY I./Y Rain Rain Snow U-Snow Snowpaek Snowpaek TOT Soil Soil by Lake TOTAL Snow I-O-STOR 

# PE DAY Litter Canopy Canopy Li tter Free H2O H20 Eq. Storage HORIZON Vol. STORAGE Cov. Area BALANCE 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) ( 14) (15) 

1 N 1 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 9.2328 4.3794 .0000 9.2328 .0000 .0000 
4.8534 

2 II .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 6.5384 2.9867 .0000 6.5384 .0000 .0000 
3.5517 

3 R .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
4 S .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .OUOO .0000 .0000 
5 L .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 645.9784 645.9784 .0000 .0000 

N 2 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 8.8326 3.9941 .0000 8.8326 .0000 .0000 
4.8385 

2 N 2 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 6.1015 2.5918 .0000 6.1015 .0000 .0000 
3.5097 

3 R 2 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
4 S 2 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
5 L 2 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 646.5954 646.5954 .0000 .0000 

Figure E2: Output file stor.out; water storage by comparunent. 

(Values in parenthesis were added here for clarification of the documentation; they are not part of the output file.) This file's dimensional units are 
selected interactively in subroutine READDAT and appear at the top of the file. Values arc (left to right) 1) subunit number, 2) subunit type (N is soil, R 
is rock, S is stream, and L is lake), 3) water-year day, 4) rainfall interception on the litter,S) rainfall interception on the canopy, 6) snowfall interception 
on the canopy, T) water in liner-interception storage under the snowpack, 8) free water in the snowpack, 9) snowpack water equivalent (frozen portion 
of pack), 10) total soil storage, 11) storage in each soil horizon (top-to-bottom horizon order), 12) storage in the lake (epilimnion, hypolimnion, and 
ice), 13) total water stored on the subunit, 14) snow-covered area (fraction), and 15) the results of water inputs minus water outputs minus change in !:d 
water storage (zero if the model is correct). VJ 
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File dstor.out 

This output file (Figure E3) is selected by entering a "1" in column 30 of the second input data 

line in the "file of file names" (Figure DI). This file shows the change in water storage (from the end of 

the previous day to the end of the current day) in each compartment of the subunit for each day of the 

run. Output units are selected interactively (subroutine READDAT) and may be cm, inches, m3, or fl3; 

default output formats may need revision to handle some volumetric output values. 

File chembal.out 

This output file is selected by entering a "I" in column 60 of the second input data line in the 

"file of file names" (Figure DI). This file may have two different forms; 1) a chemical storage table 

written by subroutine CHEMTAB, which shows the total moles of each type 1 and AHM type 2 species 

in various compartments of each subunit (Figure E4), or 2) inputs, outputs, storage, and a mass balance 

for one chemical species on each subunit which are written by subroutine CHEMBAL (Figure E5). The 

choice of optional output styles is made interactively (subroutine READDAT). The species chosen for 

the single-species charge balance output form is selected with the parameter iSpecBal in the FOR

TRAN file parametr.inc (Table B2). 

Certain chemical species will not show perfect balance because certain types of outputs, inputs. 

or reactions are not included in the computations used to determine balance. Species that currently do 

not balance include 1) NH3 and NI-4+ (because of subroutine ANITRO), 2) organic-acid anion 

(because of subroutine ORGACM), 3) CO~- because of equilibration with the atmosphere, and 4) H+ 

for the reasons mentioned in items 1 - 3. All other species should balance exactly. 

File phalk.out 

This output file (Figure E6) is selected by entering a "I" in column 50 of the second input data 

line in the "file of file names" (Figure 01). Default outputs in this file include water year day, subunit, 

compartment, pH, ANC, and total m3 of water equilibrated. Other outputs arc interactively selected in 

subroutine READDAT, where either individual species or a list of default species may be selected. 

These outputs chosen or defaulted include the concentration of selected species determined during 

chemical equilibration. In addition to selecting species, the concentrations selected may be of free 

species (MINEQL type 1) [Westall et. al .• 1976] or total soluble (sum of moles included in MINEQL 



Subunit Average Changes in Storage (em) 
SUB TY \JY Rain Rain Snow U-Snow Snowpaek Snowpaek Soil H2O Lake TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL I-O-STOR 

# PE DAY Litter Canopy Canopy Litter Free H2o H20 Eq. Storage Vol. INPUTS OUTPUTS Chng STOR BALANCE 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11 ) (12) ( 13) (14) (15) 

1 N 1 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 -.4041 .0000 _0000 .4041 -.4041 .0000 
2 II .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 - _4472 .0000 _0000 .4472 -.4472 .0000 
3 R .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 _0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
{, S .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 _0000 .0000 58.0832 58.0832 .0000 .0000 
5 L .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 _0000 .7512 1.0148 .2636 .7512 .0000 

1 H 2 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 -.4002 .0000 .0000 .4002 -.4002 .0000 
2 II 2 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 - .4369 .0000 .0000 .4369 - .4369 .0000 
3 R 2 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
4 S 2 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 54.4283 54.4283 .0000 .0000 
5 L 2 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .6170 .9514 .3344 .6170 .0000 

Figure E3: Output file dstor.out; change in water storage by comparunenL 

(Values in parenthesis were added here for clarification of the documentation; they are not part of the output file.) This file's dimensional units are 
selected interactively in subroutine READDAT and appear at the top of the file. Values are 1) subunit number, 2) subunit type (N is soil, R is rock, Sis 
stream, and L is lake), 3) water-year day, 4) change in rainfall interception on the litter, 5) change in rainfall interception on the canopy, 6) change in 
snowfall interception on the canopy, 7) change in water in litter-interception storage under the snowpack, 8) change in free water in the snowpack, 9) 
change in snowpack water equivalent (frozen portion of the snowpack), 10) change in total soil-water storage, 11) change in storage in the lake (epi
limnion, hypolimnion, and ice), 12) sum of all inputs to the subunit, 13) sum of all outputs from the subunit, 14) total change in storage on the subunit, 
and IS) the results of inputs minus outputs minus change in storage (zero if the model is correct). 
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chemical species, total moles (soil Horiz. 2+ @ far right) 
Sub Day/ Li tter Canopy Canopy Snow Snow SRO Horiz. U-Snow Soil 

Speci Rain Snow Rain \J.E. F. \J. Drain IHT. L. 1 
(1) (2) (3) (4 ) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

2 365 
50 .270BE+Ol .OOOOE+OO .OOOOE+OO .1291E+04 .9157E+02 .OOOOE+OO .lnOE+02 .114B52E+02 -.15832436E+06 -.15793648E+06 
50 seA .OOOOE+OO .1117E+03 -.63327823E+06 ·.63167485E+06 
4 .7507E-Ol .OOOOE+OO .OOOOE+OO .3090E+02 .1731E+Ol .OOOOE+OO .4822E+00 • 294730E+00 • 52386441 E+04 .52260758E+04 
4 SCA .OOOOE+OO .3047E+Ol .20952049E+05 .20906266E+05 
5 .3781E+00 .OOOOE+OO .OOOOE+OO .1280E+03 .3782E+Ol .OOOOE+OO .10nE+Ol .102764E+Ol .28142933E+03 • 22302826E+03 
5 SCA .OOOOE+OO .6945E:+Ol .11187244E+04 .89804897E+03 

102 .4591E+00 .OOOOE+OO .OOOOE+OO .2194E+03 .1569E+02 .OOOOE+OO .257SE+00 .194860E+Ol .21511373E+04 .20960691E+04 
102 seA .OOOOE+OO .1678E+Ol • 86060420E+04 .83859026E+04 

Species 102total stor.= 21476.6067 tot. SRO/Drain= 1.9364 (11) 
103 .4754E+OO .OOOOE+OO .OOOOE+OO .2S66E+03 .1130E+02 .OOOOE+OO .1126E+Ol .177261 E+Ol .19052137E+02 .18700595E+02 
103 seA .OOOOE+OO .7139E+Ol • 719m09E+02 .79652735E+02 
157 .2001E+Ol .OOOOE+OO .OOOOE+OO • 7423E+03 .6521E+02 .OOOOE+OO .3473E+Ol .825009E+Ol .64848741E+02 .57690111E+02 
157 seA .OOOOE+OO .2235E+02 .25611500E+03 • 24943869E+03 

2 .1009E+00 .OOOOE+OO .OOOOE+OO .2639E+02 .1415E+01 .OOOOE+OO .4915E+00 .293292E+00 • 78231937E+03 .75331052E+03 
2 SCA .OOOOE+OO .3131E+Ol .31263069E+04 .30155196E+04 

109 . 1364E-Ol .OOOOE+OO .OOOOE+OO .3369E+00 .6143E-02 .OOOOE+OO .413BE-Ol .2B3729E-Ol .7573Bn9E+00 .687245B8E+00 
109 SCA .OOOOE+OO .2631E+00 .2n84065E+Ol • 29364920E+Ol 
112 .OOOOE+OO .OOOOE+OO .OOOOE+OO .OOOOE+OO .OOOOE+OO .OOOOE+OO .4014E-05 .OOOOOOE+OO .51153B80E-04 .66665416E-04 
112 SCA .OOOOE+OO .2481E-04 .1B565381E-03 .2768653BE-03 
163 .1604E+Ol .OOOOE+OO .OOOOE+OO .6074E+03 .437BE+02 .OOOOE+OO .1478E-02 .609741E+Ol .22505907E-Ol .24551109E-Ol 
163 seA .OOOOE+OO .9337E-02 .B8752002E-Ol .10417939E+00 

1 .B025E+OO .OOOOE+OO .OOOOE+OO • 2707E+03 .25B7E+02 .OOOOE+OO .2733E+Ol .328266E+Ol • 34782093E+04 .33353862E+04 
1 SCA .OOOOE+OO .1741E+02 • 13B99B80E+05 .13354280E+05 

20 .OOOOE+OO .OOOOE+OO .OOOOE+OO .OOOOE+OO .OOOOE+OO .OOOOE+OO .1n2E+OO .OOOOOOE+OO .49657442E+05 .49640793E+05 
20 SCA .OOOOE+OO .1120E+Ol • 19862863E+06 • 19B56390E+06 

101 .OOOOE+OO .OOOOE+OO .OOOOE+OO .OOOOE+OO .OOOOE+OO .OOOOE+OO .1050E+02 .OOOOOOE+OO • 15B89208E+03 • 17442804E+03 
101 seA .OOOOE+OO .6629E+02 .62549439E+03 • 73962668E+03 

ChrBel. -. 7158E-16 .OOOOE+OO .OOOOE+OO .4373E-16 .3B20E-16 .OOOOE+OO -.2557E-ll .269238E-16 -.2n46932E-14 -.67971819E-14 
SCA ChrBel. .OOOOE+OO -.2435E-l1 -.23393680E-14 -.71630353E-14 
Species 102 all-subunit storage = 53783.3707 (12) 

Figure E4: Output file chembal.out; option I, moles of each species stored. 

(Values in parenlhesis were added here for clarification of the documentation; they are not part of the output file.) Data are: column I, line 1: subunit 
number and waler-year day, line 2+: 1) chemical species ID number, 2) moles stored in litter rainfall interception, 3) moles slored in canopy snowfall 
interception, 4) moles slOred in canopy rainfall interception, 5) moles stored in the snowpack water equivalent (frozen portion of the snowpack), 6) 
moles stored in the snowpack's free water, 7) moles in surface runoff, 8) moles in soil drainage leaving the subunit, 9) moles stored in litter interception 
benealh the snowpack, 10) moles stored in the lOp soil horizon (additional soil horizons appear in progressive (top-to-bottom) order at the far right 
without headings), II) total moles of the species designated by parameter "iSpccBal" (from FORTRAN file parametr.inc) in the subunit's storage and 
outnow, and 12) total moles of the species (from number 11) stored in all subunits used in the run. w 
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I/O/delta stor. "",Le boL., Spe,\c 
SUS/ l'O'Stor SSIW( , Riper. 

IIYO MoLe Bal (inetics Rechorg 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 

I 

Rain and 
Snow 

(5) 

SRO and 
Soi LO in 

(6) 

SRD 
WT 
(7) 

Soi LOr 
WT 
(8) 

Riper .R 
OUT 
(9) 

LI t/Con. SooPlc, fU Lolce 
Storage Snowlnt Hypollc 

(10) (II) (12) 

Lalce 
I,e 
(13) 

Lolce 
EpiLill1l. 

(14) 

Soil 
Horiz. I 
(IS) 

Soil 
Horiz. 2 

( 16) 

·3.282E·D5 2.01~E·DI O.COOE'OO D.DODE'OO C.DDDE'OC D.COOE.DO l.13~E'OO O.OODE'DO 2.0l'E·OI O.OOOE'DD O.OOOE'OO C.DOOE.DO O.OOOE'OO 1.64105627E'05 1.64109239E.05 
·3.946E·D4 2.015E·OI O.DOOE'OO O.OOOE'DO O.OOOE.OD O.DDOE'OO 3.355E'DD D.DOOE'DO 2.015E·OI O.OOOE'DO C.OOOE'OO O.aOaE.aO a.OaDE-Oa 1.972281l'e.a~ 1.9731834Ie.a4 
D.DDDE·OO ~ .858C·OI a.aODE.aD a.OOOE.aD D.DDDE-OO a.aDaE'DD O.DaOE-OD D.DDDe-aO 4.858e·DI D.OOae.ao a.aaaE-aD a.aOOE-aO a.aaOE-DD O.DaODODaOE.aa 
6.217E·15 D.OODE'OD O.DODE.aO D.DDDE.aO 4.489E'DO 4.489E.aO D.OOOE.aO a.aDDe'OO·9.148e·14 O.aDOe-aD a.DaOE.Oa a.aaDE-DD D.DDOe.DO o.ooaoaaaoe_oo 

·2.043E·03 O.DOOE'OO a.OOOE'OO O.OODE'OO 4.489E'OO 7.759E·02 O.OOOE'DO O.OOOE'OO O.aOCE'OO O.OOOE-aO a.aooe.oo a.OOOE'OO 2.047E.D3 O.OOOOOOOOE-DO 

2 
1 ·1.640E·ll 2.DI~E·OI O.ODDE.DO O.OOOE'OO a.oooe.oo a.aODe'DO 1.1C~E.DO O.ODDE'OO 4.a27E·al o.oooe.oo a.CCOE'CO D.OOCE'CO a.aooe.ac 1.64104980E.OS 1.64108781E.05 
2 ·1.982E-12 2.D15E-Ol O.aDDE.DO D.CDDe'DD O.ODOE.OD o.aooe.ao 3.09SE.aO O.OOOE'OO 4.030e·OI o.OOOe-OD a.aooe.oo o.cooe-oa o.cooe-ao 1.9nI5458E.04 1.9730004ge.04 
3 O.DOOE-OD 4.a5Se-Ol O.aDOE'OO o.oooe.oo o.oooe.oo o.aooe.oo O.aOOE'OO o.oooe.oo 9.717e·OI o.oooe-oo o.oooe.oo a.oooe-oo O.OOOE.aO o.aoOOOaOOE-OO 

S.882E-16 O.OOOE-CO O.OaOE-OO O.OOOE'OO 4.199E.OO 4.199E-OD O.OOOE'OO O.OOOE.OO·7.372e·14 O.OOOE'OO o.oooe.oo o.oooe.oa O.aOOE'OO o.aOOOOODOE'DO 
1.223E·12 O.DDOE.OO O.OOOE'OO D.OOOE'OO 4.199E'00 ~.285E-OI O.OOOE_OO D.DOOE'OO D.OODE-OO O.ODOE_OO a.OODE-CO O.aOOE+OO 2.05IE-03 O.aOOODOOOE'OO 

Figure E5: Output file chembal.out; option 2, 1 chemical species mass balance. 

Soi L 
Hori z. 

( 17) 

(Values in parenthesis were added here for clarification of the documentation; they are not part of the output file.) Outputs are: Line 1: water-year day. 
Line 2+: 1) subunit number, 2) result of inputs - outputs - change in storage, (on the first day this balance will be in error by the total number of moles 
slored in lhe subunit}, 3) inputs from sources, sinks (negative inputs), and kinetic reactions, 4) inputs from riparian recharge, 5) inputs from minfall and 
snowfall, 6) inputs from surface runoff and contributed soil drainage, 7) outputs in surface runoff, 8) outputs in soil drainage, 9) outputs in riparian 
recharge, and 10) storage in litter and canopy interception, 11) storage in the snowpack, snowpack free-water, and interception beneath the snow, 12) 
storage in the lake's hypolimnion, 13) storage in the lake's ice, 14) storage in the lake's epilimnion, and 15-17) storage in soil horizons 1-3. All values 
are moles of the selected species. The ID of the chemical species selected for mass balance is specified in the FOR1RAN "include" file parametr.inc 
and is output in the first heading line of this file. 
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(1)(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (7) (7) (7) (7) (7) (7) (7) (7) 
'WYO SUB CHT pH ALK m"'*3 1 2 4 5 6 20 102 103 109 
( #2 under species 10 indicates total) 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 

1 1 12 5.766 2.1962E-05 1.1944E+04 1.284E-05 3.766E-06 4.327E-06 1.767E-05 3.435E-10 1.509E-06 2.075E-06 1.088E-05 1.088E-08 
1 1 13 5.768 2.2059E-05 1.2938E+04 1.245E-05 3.652E-06 4.095E-06 1.670E-05 3.421E-10 1.506E-06 2.077E-06 1.005E-05 1.005E-08 
1 2 12 6.080 2.3718E-05 8.3829E+03 1.731E-05 2.981E-06 3.576E-06 1.747E-05 1.663E-10 1.141E-06 7.407E-06 1.133E-05 5.965E-08 
1 2 13 6.082 2.3824E-05 9.3851E+03 1.681E-05 2.896E-06 3.332E-06 1.624E-05 1.655E-10 1.139E-06 7.301E-06 1.012E-05 5.328E-08 
1 4 7 6.554 2.2859E-05 2.8922E+02 1.552E-05 3.148E-06 3.594E-06 1.649E-05 5.585E-l1 9.352E-07 5.688E-06 1.018E-05 4.004E-08 
1 5 7 6.378 3.0240E-05 1.8411E+05 1.112E-05 2.020E-06 3.129E-06 1.243E-05 5.780E-12 1.984E-09 3.072E-06 2.688E-06 9.242E-09 
2 1 12 5.766 2.1915E-05 1.0773E+04 1.328E-05 3.897E-06 4.633E-06 1.895E-OS 3.443E-10 1.510E-06 2.080E-06 1.188E-05 1.188E-08 
2 1 13 5.768 2.2019E-05 1.3031E+04 1.246E-05 3.656E-06 4.082E-06 1.665E-05 3.426E-10 1.507E-06 2.071E-06 1.006E-05 1.006E-08 
2 2 12 6.080 2.3729E-05 7.0350E+03 1.790E-05 3.082E-06 3.967E-06 1.941E-05 1.663E-10 1.141E-06 7.581E-06 1.293E-05 6.804E-08 
2 2 13 6.081 2.3759E-05 9.5434E+03 1.685E-05 2.903E-06 3.309E-06 1.613E-05 1.659E-10 1.140E-06 7.271E-06 1.017E-05 5.351E-08 
2 4 7 6.552 2.2768E-05 2.7114E+02 1.549E-05 3.161E-06 3.578E-06 1.638E-05 5.607E-l1 9.355E-07 5.600E-06 1.0i9E-05 3.958E-08 
2 5 7 6.378 3.0191E-05 1.8432E+05 1.113E-05 2.022E-06 3.130E-06 1.244E-05 6.103E-12 3.842E-09 3.077E-06 2.700E-06 9.290E-09 

Figure E6: Output file phalk.out; computed species concentrations. 

(Values in parenthesis were added here for clarification of the documentation; they are not part of the output file.) Output values include 1) water-year 
day, 2) subunit number (on snow-covered portion of soil subunits the subunit number for soil horizons is incremented by the total number of subunits in 
the run), 3) comparunent number (I is rainfall litter interception, 3 is lake hypolimnion, 7 is surface runoff or lake epilimnion depending on subunit 
type, 11 is liner interception storage beneath the snowpack, and 12+ are soil horizons), 4) pH, 5) acid neutralizing capacity, eql-I 6) m3 of water 
involved in the equilibration, and 7) the concentrations (moll-I) of a number of requested species. ID numbers of selected species are given in the first 
heading line; a "1" on the second heading line below a species ID number indicates the concentrations listed for that species are "free" species (e.g. 
504

2-), while a "2" under a species ID number indicates total dissolved concentration including dissolved complexes. The output species (items 7) and 
whether each is "free" or total dissolved concentrations are selected interactively in subroutine READDAT. 

w 
~ 
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type 1 and type 2 species). Total soluble species outputs will not include the portion of any species that 

is bound to non-mixing AHM type 2 species (Appendix C). The total number of species output cannot 

exceed parameter MCOMP in FORTRAN file parametr.inc (Table B2). When this output file is 

requested but a "water balance only" run is made, file modlflow.out (Figure E17) is written instead. 

File bigchem.out 

This output file (Figure E7) is selected by entering a "I" in column 70 of the second input data 

line in the "file of file names" (Figure Dl). This output is a slightly reduced version of the output pro

duced by the original chemical speciation model MINEQL [Westall et. al., 1976). Of the data output, 

the only significant change is that the original "residual" output has been replaced by the residual 

moles divided by the total moles, expressing the error for each species as a fraction of the total moles 

of that species. Other changes involved reducing the total size of the output file. When requested, this 

output produces a complete distribution of the species and concentrations in solution for every equili

bration that occurs during the run; it is practical only for very short runs made to compare outputs of 

the AHM's equilibration routine with some other equilibration routine. 

File xcheck and xcheck2 

The file xcheck is written by default with every run; xcheck2 is written when one run is made 

with the option to write a "restart" file at a certain date, and then that file is used in a new, restarted run. 

The file xcheck2 includes the same outputs that would have been written to the output file xcheck had 

the run not been stopped. File xcheck includes output that 1) permit cross-checking input data and 

input data file names (Figures E8 - EI3), 2) optionally outputs the concentrations of species sent to the 

equilibration routines at every equilibration (Figure E14, the result of a one in column 10 of line 2 of 

the "file of filenames", Figure DI), 3) reports on the total number of failures of the chemical equilibra

tion routines and the results of snowmelL compuullions (Figure E15), 4) shows water inputs and outputs 

from each subunit during the entire run, and finally 5) outputs total moles added to the modeled 

watershed (by subunit and compartment) during the run (Figure E16). 



INPUT: Subunit 1 Compart. 
10 Conc. H/l Log C 
50 1.712007E-06 -5.77 
4 4.327182E-06 -5.36 
5 1.767400E-05 -4.75 
2 3.764980E-06 -5.42 

112 1.590802E-16 -15.80 
163 9.999832E-09 -8.00 
101 7.235238E-l0 -9.14 

1 1.282931E-05 -4.89 

12 \JYday 
Total H/l 
-4.68E-01 
2.04E-02 
2.82E·04 
1.02E-03 
4.39E-05 
1.00E-08 
8.37E-08 
1.37E-02 

1 Total liters 1.194E+07 
Type 1 components 

H+ 
K+ 
Na+ 
Hg2+ 
Si03 
- ion 
C03= 
Ca2+ 

OUTPUT: Subunit 1 Compart. 12 \JYday 1 iterations = 18 EPS =.000000100 
Ionic strength = 7.67E-05 Log F(Z=1) = .00 

10 Conc. H/l Log C Total H/l Resid. Fract. Component species 
50 1.712007E-06 -5.77 -4.682E-01 .0000000000 H+ 
4 4.327182E-06 -5.36 2.044E-02 .0000000000 K+ 
5 1.767400E-05 -4.75 2.816E-04 .0000000000 Na+ 
23.764980E-06 -5.42 1.016E-03 .0000000000 .lg2+ 

112 1.590802E-16 -15.80 4.387E-05 .0000000000 Si03 
1 1.282931E-05 -4.89 1.374E-02 .0000000000 Ca2+ 

163 9.999832E-09 -8.00 1.000E-08 .0000000000 -ion 
101 7.235238E-l0 -9.14 8.373E-08 .0000000000 C03= 

10 Conc. H/l Log CLog K Species: Type 2 - Complexes 
1000 1.356347E-l1 -10.87 3.16 Ca2+ 1 C03= 
10105.832790E-09 -8.23 11.56 H+ 1 Ca2+ C03= 
13501.163795E-12 -11.93 -12.81 H+ -, Ca2+ 
13606.308556E-12 -11.20 3.36 Hg2+ , C03= 
1370 1.359677E-09 -8.87 11.46 H+ 1 Hg2+ C03= 
17408.578980E-12 -11.07 -11.41 H+ -, Hg2+ 

12530 2.373098E-05 -4.62 10.28 H+ 1 c03= 
12540 1.000000E-04 -4.00 16.67 H+ 2 C03= 
12710 3.292145E-09 -8.48 13.08 H+ , Si03 
12720 4.386956E-05 -4.36 22.97 H+ 2 Si03 
13595 5.960953E-09 -8_22 -13.99 H+ -, 

500 1.677556E-13 -12.78 .99 H+ 1 -ion 1 
10 Conc. H/l Log CLog K Species: Type 3 - Fixed solids (gas) 

25000 -1.23655E-04 -3.91 20.67 H+ 2 C03= 1 
10 Conc. H/l Log CLog K Species: Type 4 - Precipitated solids 

211807.218972E-02 -1.14 -8.93 H+ -3 Al3+ 1 
10 Conc. H/l Log CLog K Species: Type 5 - Oissolved solids 

20000 1.707539E-06 -5.77 8.26 Ca2+' C03= 1 
21440 2.198686E-02 -1.66 25.67 H+ 2 Si03 1 
20140 6.308556E-10 -9.20 5.36 Hg2+ , C03= 1 

10 Conc. H/l Log CLog K Species: Type 6 - Excluded species 
20200 1.994941E-l1 -10.70 -16.81 H+ -2 Mg2+ 1 
201306.797836E-17 -16.17 -22.81 H+ -2 Ca2+ 1 

Figure E7: Output file bigchem.out; all species output. 
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Values are tolal concentrations of type-I and AHM type-2 component species (mol I-I) as input to the 
MINEQL routines, and rhe concentrations (mol I-I) of individual species determined by the MINEQL 

. Th 'd If' . d r. I C'L(Cj x Sj » - Tj I C' . rout1l1es. e res! ua factIon IS e11l1C< as: 1'; , W lere j IS the concentratIon of 

species j, Sj is the stoichiometry of component i in the species j. and Tj is the towl input concentration 
of species i. Output shown is for example purposes only, and is not intended to represent the array of 
species used in moclel runs; several lines for a number of species have bccn omiLted for brevity. Whcn 
selected, this output occurs once for each chemical cquilibration computation done on each compart
ment; it rapidly becomes a very large file. 



Cross check of input parameters: 
AREA ~IDE PARAMETERS 

subunit to output (99=all) 99 
Number of subunits interactively selected = 5 
run starts mo/day/~YDAY 10 1 1 

Hydrologic constants from infiles.86 
Accellerated snow elution used, starts ~YD 189 
Asnow= .0100 Bsnow= .0600 Dsnow= 4.0000 
All kinetic rxns eliminated 
Nitrogen rxn model ON. 
Org. acids model ON. 

File hydconst.86 
File chennam.86 
File rain.86 
File snow.86 
Fi Ie seq8687.dat 
SRO - SOIL YATER MIXING PARAMETER 
base elevation 
Dry temp. lapse rate (per 1000 units)· 
\Jet temp. lapse rate (per 1000 units)" = 
1-Day Max. sno fro H20 hid. cap, fracto 
Resid. snow free water release fraction = 
• Present but not used 

hydro. const. 
chern I.C. Fnames 
obs. rainfall 
obs. snowfall 
flow rout matrix 

.000000 
3000. 

10.000 
5.450 

.100000 

.200000 

Total watershed area = +1.21400oo0000000E+002 
1 all soils combined except ta 
2 T, G, K, F-K 
3 Rock, Rj and Ru, and map uni 
4 Emerald Lake inflows (lake a 
5 Emerald Lake 

Subu Type Soil Area Elev Max. 
no. Layers Ha infilt. 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (0 
1 N 2 26.85 3700. 20.0 
2 N 2 26.87 3700. 20.0 
3 R 1 64.78 3700. .0 
4 s 1 .05 3700. .0 
5 L 1 2.85 3700. .0 

Ripar. 
rech. 
from U 
(g) 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

Rain 
adj. 
type 

(h) 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

Rain Snow Snow 
adj. adj. adj. 
Fact. type Fact. 
(i) (j) (k) 

.00 2 .00 

.00 2 .48 

.00 2 - .20 

.00 2 .00 

.00 2 .00 

Figure E8: Output file xcheck; hydrologic constants and file names. 

(1) 

(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1 ) 
(1) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(1) 

(3) 
(3) 
(3) 
(3) 
(3) 

(4) 
(5) 
(5) 
(5) 
(5) 
(5) 

Snow 
Pack 

IC 
(I) 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

Snow 
FYE 
IC 
(m) 
.00 (6) 
.00 (6) 
.00 (6) 
.00 (6) 

.00 (6) 
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(Values in parenthesis were added here for clarification of the documentation; they arc not part of the 
output file.) Values output arc 1) interactive inputs, 2) file names from input "file of file names" file and 
program-assumed file types for each file, 3) basin-wide parameters from hydrologic consumlS liIe, 4) 
program-calculatccl LOUlI watershed area, ha, 5) individual subunit numbers and names, 6) individual 
subunit values from hydrologic constants file, including a) subunit number, b) subunit type, c) number 
of soil horizons, d) area, ha, c) elevation, units compatible with temperature lapse rates (not used) and 
rainfall ;mcl snowfall adjusunent parameters, f) maximulll inliltration rate (cm d-1), g) subunit number 
of stream or lake used to recharge riparian soils, h·k) rainfall and snowfall adjustlllent type used and 
adjustmelll /ilctors used (eqns. 2.3 and 2.4), I·m) snowpack and snowpack free-water initial conditions 
(water equivalent, cm). 
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (0 (9) (h) (0 
subu Snow Cov. Rainfall Snow Snow Canopy Rainfall Canopy 

Area litter Intercpt Litter Interception Interception 
IC const. I.C. I.C. Const. I.C. const. I.C. 

1 .000 .400 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
2 .000 .400 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
3 .000 .400 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
4 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
5 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 

(a) (j) (k) (l) (m) (n) (0) (p) (q) (r) 
Subu Layer Max ET Soil Soil Sat. Hyd. Resid. Satd. \Jilt Soi lM 
no. no. fract. Depth N Conduct. Soil M. Soil M. Pt. I.C. 

1 1 1.000 17.6 10.00 7.500 .188 .522 .110 .273 
Snow-covered soil= .000 

2 .000 17.6 10.00 1.500 .188 .522 .110 .273 
Snow-covered soil= .000 

2 1.000 12.2 10.00 7.500 .164 .543 .128 .287 
Snow-covered soil= .000 

2 2 .000 12.2 10.00 1.500 .164 .543 .128 .287 
Snow-covered soil= .000 

3 1.000 .0 .00 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
Snow-covered soil= .000 

4 1.000 .0 .00 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
Snow-covered soil= .000 

5 1.000 .0 .00 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
Snow-covered soil= .000 

(a) (j) (s) (t) (u) 
Sub Hori Bulk IIYD IIYD 

# zon Dens. Freeze Thaw 
1 1 1.2670 365 365 
1 2 1.2670 365 365 
2 1 1.3500 365 365 
2 2 1.3500 365 365 
3 1 .0000 365 365 
4 1 .0000 43 307 
5 1 _0000 43 307 

Figure E9: Output file xcheck; hydrologic constants and I.e's. 

(Values in parenthesis were added here for clarification of the documentation; they arc not part of the 
output file.) Values output arc a) subunit number, b) initial condition snow-covered area, fraction, cod) 
rainfall litter interception constant and initial conelition, cm, c) litter "interception" beneath the 
snowpack initial condition, cm, fog) snowfall canopy interception constant anel initial conelition, cm, h
i) rainfall canopy interception constant anel initial condition, cm, j) soil horizon number (always at least 
I), k) maximum fractioll of surface PET that can occur in this soil layer, I) soil depth, cm Ill) the param
eter N used by the unsaturated hydraulic conducLivity function (cqn. 2.6), n) saturated hydraulic con
eluctiviLy (sec Section 2.2.3), 0) Or (cm3 CI11-3), p) Os (cm) cm-), q) Oil' (cm) CIll-3), r) initial soil water 
content (cm3 cm-3), s) bulk density, r, g crn -3, and t-u) water-year day subunit freezes and Lhaws. 



lakes: stage/volume/surface area data, Stage-Q Eqn. 
123 4 5 

lake subunit 5 
6 7 

(1) 

8 

stage 
volume 
S Area 

.000 

.000 

.000 

2.500 
19161.000 

1.295 

6.500 8.500 9.500 10.500 11.500 10.432 
86850.000 132485.000 158133.000 185769.000 215125.000 183890.000 

2.115 2.453 2.678 2.850 3.022 .000 

Q (m3/sec) 2.200 * ( Stage(m) - 10.432) ** 1.9000 

Initial Hypo. stage m Epilim. stage m Ice thickness cm 
.0000 10.4320 .0000 

USER IWPUT - YHERE FlOY GOES: 

SUB- I Fractional X of subunits flow going to subunit W 
UHIT 1 W X W X W X W X W X W % W 
------ 1------------------------------------------------------

1 1 4 1.000 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 
2 1 4 1.000 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 
3 1 1 .150 2 .150 4 .700 0 .000 0 .000 
4 1 5 1.000 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 
5 I 0 1.000 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 

SUB
UHIT 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

PROGRAM DETERMIWATIOH - SUBUHIT IHFlOYS 

I Fractional X of subunit W's outflow received 
H X W X W X W X W X W % W 

1------------------------------------------------------
1 3 .150 0 .000 0 .000 
1 3 .150 0 .000 0 .000 
1 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 
I 1 1.000 2 1.000 3 .700 
I 4 1.000 0 .000 0 .000 

Figure EIO: Output file xc heck; lake constants and flow routing. 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

% H X 

(5) 

% N % 

(Values in parenthesis were added here for clarification of the documentation; they are not part of the output file.) Values output are 1) set of eight con
current lake stage (m), volume (m3), and surface area (ha) values used for linear interpolation, the eighth set having the stage and volume where 
discharge reaches zero, 2) the lake's stage-discharge curve, 3) initial stages (m) of the lake's hypolimnion and epilimnion and initial lake ice thickness, 
cm, 4) an echo of the input flow-routing matrix, here showing subunit 3's flow is split 15 percent to each of subunits 1 and 2, and 70 percent to subunit 
4,5) program-determined flow routing, here showing subunit 4 receives 100 percent of flows from subunits 1 and 2, and 70 percent of the flow from 
subunit 3. ~ w 



COMPUTATIONAL ORDER (PROGRAM DETERMINED): 

SUBUNIT # I SUBUNIT TYPE __________ 1 _______________________________ _ 

3 I Rock outcrop 
1 1 Normal soil covered subunit * 
2 1 Normal soil covered subunit * 
4 I Steam channel segment 
5 I Lake or Reservoir 

*************** output below is out of normal sequence *********** 

AlkaLinity Def. fiLe: alkdef 

ALk. defn. 
species ID 

20 
50 

101 
107 
109 
112 

1010 
1370 

10340 
12530 
12710 
13595 

file alkdef 
MuLtipl ier 

-3 
-1 
2 
1 
3 
2 

-1 
-1 
-2 
1 
1 
1 

**** Begin time-steps, run-year 1 
ssink.dat: Next change, YY-Day 1 

SSINK UYDay 1 subunit 1 charge baLance= .000000000 
SSINK UYDay 1 subunit 2 charge baLance= .000000000 
SSINK UYDay 1 subunit 3 charge balance= .000000000 
ssink.dat: Next change, UY-Day 32 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 
(e) 
(f) 

(e) 

384 

====================================~====~~~=============================--. 
Figure Ell: File xcheck; computational order, alkalinity definition, and sources/sinks. 

(Values in parenthesis were added here for clarification of the documentation; they are not part of the 
output file.) Values output are a) the order in which subunit flow computations will occur, here indicat
ing subunit 3 is first and subunit 5 is last, b) the name of the file with alkalinity definitions (i.e. species 
and stoichiometry used in computing ANC, Figure D9), c) the species used for ANC computations and 
their stoichiometry in those computations. d) notification that time steps have started (also implicitly 
indicating input data have passed initial tests). e) the next water-year clay when a change occurs in 
source/sink inputs. and f) the charge balance of source/sink data on each subunit where changes 
occurred. 



Subunit 1 compartment 12 
Chemical I.C. File soil1a.chm 

(a) 
(b) 

Capacitance = 1.000 F/(m**2) Surface area/g of soil = 1.200 m**2 (c) 
(d) 

.0000010 (e) 
Fraction of NH4+ to org. N = .989000 
Fraction of No3- to org. N = .300000 Hin. moles/l N03- = 
Chem. 10 # Holes / compartment Log10 Free Conc. 

50 -5592278.000 -6.8800 
4 244082.000 -3.8800 
5 3363.000 -6.0300 

102 15650.000 -4.2500 
103 130.000 -4.1000 
107 175.000 -8.8400 
157 143.000 -6.5600 

2 12131.000 -5.4800 
109 .130 -12.4200 
112 524.000 -14.4800 

1 164108.000 -4.1900 
6 10.000 -18.5500 

20 1674983.000 -12.0500 
101 1.000 -6.1300 
163 .620 -2.2000 
164 .010 -9.2000 
159 15969.000 '4.1900 
167 3349966.000 -1.1100 

Subunit 1 Compartment 12 Species type 3 
25000 20.4000 

(0 

(g) 

Subunit Compartment 12 Species type 6 (h) 
20010 .0000 
20130 .0000 
20200 .0000 
Subunit= 1 Compartment =12 Mixing components =16 Non-mixing = 2 (i) 

KINETICS FILE: kinetic.dat (j) 
7 kinetic reactions present (k) 

Figure El2: Output file xc heck; chemical initial conditions and kinetic inputs. 
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(Values in parenthesis were added here for clarification of the documentation; they are not part of the 
output file.) These outputs precede the "beginning of time steps" message shown in Figure Ell. Values 
output are from chemical initial-condition files (Figure D7) and include a) subunit number and compart
ment number, b) the name of the file with chemical initial conditions for this subunit and compartment, 
c) capacitance (F m-2) and specific surface of soil (m2 g-I), d) fraction of NH3 to be converted to 
organic nitrogen (eqn. 2.9), c) the fraction of "excess" N03- to be converted to organic nitrogen each 
time step and the baseline concentration (mol I-I) of N03- which the nitrogen model will maintain in 
solution, f) chemical species ID number, initial condition (total moles of this species in the compart
ment), and an estimate of the IOglO of initial free-species concentration in solution (mol I-I), g) type 3 
species (generally gases) and IOglO of the thermodynamic K value for this species, h) type 6 (excluded) 
species, i) number of mixing species (type I) and non-mixing species (ARM type 2, soil exchange sites 
with lO's 159 and 167 here), j) the name of the kinetic reaction file for this subunit and compartment, 
and k) the number of kinetic reactions included in file i. 
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(1 ) (2) (3)(4) (3) (4) (3)(4)(3)(4) 
1000 3.20 1 1 101 1 0 0 0 0 (Type 2 species) 
1010 11.60 1 1 50 1 101 1 0 0 
1350 -12.80 1 1 50 -1 0 0 0 0 
1360 3.40 2 1 101 1 0 0 0 0 
1370 11.50 2 1 50 1 101 1 0 0 
1740 -11.40 2 1 50 -1 0 0 0 0 

12600 12.40 50 1 109 1 0 0 0 0 
12610 19.60 50 2 109 1 0 0 0 0 
12n5 55.90 50 4 112 4 0 0 0 0 
13595 -14.00 50 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

300 -5.32 20 1 167 3 50 -3 0 0 
301 -5.33 1 1 167 2 50 -2 0 0 
302 -5.93 2 1 167 2 50 -2 0 0 
303 -.51 4 1 167 1 50 -1 0 0 
304 -3.01 5 1 167 1 50 -1 0 0 
305 18.90 102 1 159 1 50 2 0 0 

15000 13.20 6 7 -1 99 0 0 (Type 3 speci es) 

20310 -2.00 6 50 -3 0 0 0 0 (Type 4 species) 
21180 -8.90 20 50 -3 0 0 0 0 

20000 8.30 1 101 1 0 0 0 0 (Type 5 species) 
20010 4.60 1 1 102 1 0 0 0 0 
20030 45.10 1 5 50 -1 109 3 0 0 
20050 19.30 1 1 50 1 109 1 0 0 
20070 8.70 1 1 112 1 0 0 0 0 
20130 -22.80 1 1 50 -2 0 0 0 0 
20140 5.40 2 1 101 1 0 0 0 0 
20160 28.40 2 3 109 2 0 0 0 0 
20200 -16.80 2 1 50 -2 0 0 0 0 
20280 26.40 6 1 109 1 0 0 0 0 
21150 22.50 20 1 109 1 0 0 0 0 
21440 25.70 50 2 112 1 0 0 0 0 

25000 18.10 50 2 101 0 0 0 0 (Type 7 species) 

Figure E13: Output file xcheck; thermodynamic data. 

(Values in parenthesis were added here for clarification of the documentation; they are not part of the 
output file.) Values output are thermodynamic data in the same format as input in file thrm.dat (Figure 
D16). Columns are 1) main species ID number, 2) 10gIO K of association, and 3-4) ID number of 
species that are components of the main species, and their stoichiometry in the main species. Zeros in 
columns 3 and 4 indicate no additional components are present in the main species; zeros need not be 
entered in input file therm.dal. Rows are species types as indicated by the comments in right hand 
column; a type 7 species must be prescnt with an ID and stoichiometry matching any type 3 species 
entered in initial condition files (generally gases), though tlle 10gIO K value in tllC input file therm.dat 
will bc replaced witll the value used in the initial condition input file. Each blank line between species 
types indicates the "type" of subsequent species entered has been incremented by one. This figure is 
provided for example purposes only and does not include all species used in the described model runs. 



Type-1 
SO 

4 
S 

102 
103 
107 
1S7 

2 
109 
112 

1 
6 

20 
101 
163 
1S9 
167 

(a) (b) 
inpts: Sub. 1 compo 12 UYO 

-4.68E-01 -6.88E+00 
2.04E-02 -3.88E+00 
2.B2E-04 -6.03E+00 
1.31E-03 -4.2SE+00 
1_09E-OS -4_10E+00 
3.00E-07 -B.B4E+OO 
1.91E-OS -6.S6E+00 
1_02E-03 -S.4BE+00 
1.09E-OB -1.24E+01 
4.39E-OS -1.45E+01 
1.37E-02 -4.19E+00 
B.37E-07 -1.B5E+01 
1.40E-01 -1.20E+01 
B.37E-OB -6.13E+00 
1.00E-OB -2.20E+00 
1.34E-03 -4.19E+00 
2.BOE-01 -1.11E+00 

(c) 

1 
(d) 

1194360S.9 l 
- - - (e) 

HINECl type 3 species. ---(f) 
+25000 20.70 
H IIIECl type 6 spec i es. - - - (9) 
+20010 .00 
+20130 _00 
+20200 .00 

(a) (b) (c) (h) 
Subu 1 Compart_ 12 ~y Day 1 Type 1 species charge balance =.000000000 

Figure E14: Output file xcheck; species concentrations equilibrated. 
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(Values in parenthesis were added here for clarification of the documentation; they are not part of the 
output file.) This figure shows optional output to file xcheck; this output is selected with the first output 
option in line 2 (column 10) of the "file of file names" (Figure DI). The data include the total concen
trations of component species (type 1 and AHM type 2 species) and other species types that are present 
in each compartment each time equilibration of the compartment is attempted (e.g. a whole-year run 
with a total of one type S (soil) subunit wilh a single soil horizon will output these data 365 to 730 
times, depending on snow cover). Output values include the: a) subunit, b) compartment, c) water-year 
day, d) total volume (I) of water equilibrated, e) ID, concentration (moll-I), and guess at the loglO free 
species concentralion of each component species, f) type 3 species and their loglO K value, g) type 6 
species, and h) charge balance of the component species. 
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Chemical equilibration/weathering and resid. failures: 
equilib/weothering Bad residual : 

Subu Coop. 7 Coop. 12 Coop. 3 Coop. 7 Coop. 12 Coop. 3 
(a) (b) (b) (b) (c) (c) (c) 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

(d) 
SUBU AREA Ha (DAY SCA=O, em snow) Day SliE=O Days Late Melt Fact. Iter 1yr 

(a) (e) (0 (9) (h) (i) (j) 
1 26.85 338 .133 339 1 .0000 
2 26.87 365 .000 358 -7 .0000 
3 64.78 365 21.485 365 0 .0000 
4 .05 306 .000 304 -2 .0000 
5 2.85 306 .000 304 -2 .0000 

Figure E15: Output file xcheck; equilibration failures ,md snowmelt results. 

(Values in parenthesis were added here for clarification of the documentation; they are not part of the 
output file.) These data include a) subunit, b) the number of limes MINEQL equilibration routines com
pletely failed to converge on a solution when equilibrating surface runoff or the lake epilimnion (com
partment 7), surface soils (compartment 12), and the lake hypolimnion (compartment 3), c) the number 
of times MINEQL equilibration routines converged to a solution outside the specified convergence cri
teria (EPS) for each of the three compartments in item "b", d) the number of whole or partial-year water 
balances that were run to obtain optimized snowmelt (if this option was used during this run, otherwise 
1 year will be indicated), e) subunit area, ha, t) the water-year day tllat input snow-covered area 
reached zero, g) computed subunit-wide average depth (cm) of snow-water equivalent (SWE) on date 
"f', h) the water-year day tlle computed SWE reached zero, i) the number of days after date "f' that the 
computed SWE reached zero (the value will be negative if the snowpack goes to zero before date "f'), 
and j) the melt-rate factors in usc when snowmelt rates reached optimum (when the snowmelt
optimization option is used during the run; sec Section 2.2.1). 



Subunit water inputs and outputs (whole run, cm ) 
Subunit Rain snow baseflow RipRechln SoilOin SROin SROout ET Sublime SoilOrain RipRechO 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) 
1 3.640 284.600 .000 .000 .000 59.726 140.599 27.213 43.769 121.867 .000 
2 3.640 421.208 .000 .000 .000 59.681 230.120 16.412 51.306 162.176 .000 
3 3.640 227.680 .000 .000 .000 .000 165.034 .335 42.937 .000 .000 
4 3.640 284.600 .000 .000 152595.923 348841.218 501651.686 31.020 42.676 .000 .000 
5 3.640 284.600 .000 .000 .000 8800.907 9004.847 28.834 42.676 .000 .000 

Total moles input by compartment, sources 1=precip., 2=SSINK, 3=Kinetics 
(all precip. shown inpt to compartment 1; soil SCA/SFA kinetics combined) 
Kinetics do not appear until 2nd day of run. 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Start \.IYO= 1 Stop \lYO= 2 Subunit 1 Source= 2 

10 C1 10 C2 ID C3 10 C4 10 C5 10 C11 10 C12 10 C13 
(e) (0 (e) (9) (e) (h) (e) (i) (e) (j) (e) (Ie) (e) (l) (e) (m) 
50 .6068E+0 50 .OOOOE+O 50 .OOOOE+O 50 .OOOOE+O 50 .OOOOE+O 50 .OOOOE+O 50 .OOOOE+O 50 .OOOOE+O 
4 .OOOOE+O 4 .OOOOE+O 4 .OOOOE+O 4 .OOOOE+O 4 .OOOOE+O 4 .OOOOE+O 4 .OOOOE+O 4 .OOOOE+O 
5 .5692E+0 5 .OOOOE+O 5 .OOOOE+O 5 .OOOOE+O 5 .OOOOE+O 5 .OOOOE+O 5 .OOOOE+O 5 .OOOOE+O 

102 .1128E+0 102 .OOOOE+O 102 .OOOOE+O 102 .OOOOE+O 102 .OOOOE+O 102 .OOOOE+O 102 .OOOOE+O 102 .OOOOE+O 
109 .3222E·1 109 .OOOOE+O 109 .OOOOE+O 109 .OOOOE+O 109 .OOOOE+O 109 .OOOOE+O 109 .OOOOE+O 109 .OOOOE+O 
112 .OOOOE+O 112 .OOOOE+O 112 .OOOOE+O 112 .OOOOE+O 112 .OOOOE+O 112 .OOOOE+O 112 .OOOOE+O 112 .OOOOE+O 

1 .4027E+0 1 .OOOOE+O 1 .OOOOE+O 1 .OOOOE+O 1 .OOOOE+O 1 .OOOOE+O 1 .OOOOE+O 1 .OOOOE+O 
6 .5907E·1 6 .OOOOE+O 6 .OOOOE+O 6 .OOOOE+O 6 .OOOOE+O 6 .OOOOE+O 6 .OOOOE+O 6 .OOOOE+O 

20 .OOOOE+O 20 .OOOOE+O 20 .OOOOE+O 20 .OOOOE+O 20 .OOOOE+O 20 .OOOOE+O 20 .OOOOE+O 20 .OOOOE+O 
101 .OOOOE+O 101 .OOOOE+O 101 .OOOOE+O 101 .OOOOE+O 101 .OOOOE+O 101 .OOOOE+O 101 .OOOOE+O 101 .OOOOE+O 

Figure E16: Output file xcheck; water inputs and outputs and total moles added during the run. 

(Values in parenthesis were added here [or clarification of the documentation; they are not part of the output file.) This output gives the total water
equivalent inputs and outputs and the total moles input to each subunit during the run; three mole input tables are output for each subunit Units for the 
water input/output data arc specified interactively in subroutine READDAT and shown in the top line here; the data include: 1) subunit number, 2) 
inputs of rain, 3) inputs of snow (water equivalent), 4) inputs of basefiow, 5) inputs from riparian recharge, 6) inputs from contributed soil drainage, 7) 
inputs from contributed surface runoff, 8) outputs in surface runoff, 9) outputs in evapotranspiration, 10) outputs in sublimation, 11) outputs in soil 
drainage, and 12) outputs in riparian-area recharge. Mole input data include: a) water-year day run began, b) water-year day run ended, c) subunit 
number, d) the source of the input moles in this particular table (this is the reason ior three tables per subunit, source 1 is rainfall and snowfall, 2 is 
sources and sinks, and 3 is kinetics), e) the chemical species ID number, f) moles input to compartment 1 (rainfall litter interception; here this includes 
all precipitation inputs to the entire subunit), g) moles input to compartment 2 (sources/sinks to canopy only), h) moles input to compartment 3 (the lake 
hypolimnion in this table), i) moles input to compartment 4 (snowpack water equivalent), j) moles input to compartment 5 (the snowpack's free water), 
k) moles input to compartment 11 (litter interception storage under the snowpack), and l·m) moles input to compartment 12, 13, etc. (soil horizons ·1, 2, 
etc.). ~ 

\0 
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File modlHow.out 

This output file (Figure E17) is selected by entering a "1" in column 50 of the second input data 

line in the "file of file names" (Figure 01), and then making a "water balance only" run. It gives the 

water-year day, streamflow or lake discharge, and subunit for each stream and lake. It is an option 

because during full-blown hydrogeochemical model runs the water volume given for lakes is that 

volume in lake storage when the chemical equilibration is run, rather than discharge from the lake. 

Obtaining annual or whole-run water balance 

Annual water balance or the water balance for an entire run of less than one year are not standard 

outputs. Outputs are given that allow these balances to be calculated manually. Water storage for the 

end of the first day can be obtained from Figure E2. This can be converted to initial condition (begin

ning of first day) storage by subtracting the first day's inputs and adding the first day's outputs (Figure 

£1). Alternatively, initial condition storage can be obtained from input data specifying initial condi

tions (Figure 02). End-of-year or end-of-run water storage can be obtained from Figure E2. Subtract

ing the initial storage from the final storage gives the change in storage. Water inputs and outputs for 

the entire run are available in Figure E16. The inputs in Figure E16 minus the outputs in Figure E16 

should equal the calculated change in storage between the initial condition and the end of the run. 

Obtaining annual or whole-run chemical balance 

Annual chemical balance is not a standard output, but is readily checked with available input and 

output data. Total initial condition moles are most readily obtained from the chemical initial condition 

files (Figure 07). Final moles stored are available in Figure E4; one specified species will already be 

totaled for all subunits; this species is specified in FORTRAN file parametr.inc. Subtracting the total 

stored as given by the initial condition files (Figure 07) from the total stored at the end of the run (Fig

ure E4) gives the change in storage for the duration of the run. Total inputs for the duration of the run 

can be obtained from Figure E16. Concentration in outputs is available in Figure E6. If the subunit 

defining the watershed outlet is a stream, discharge for that subunit is also available in Figure E6; if the 

watershed outlet is lake discharge, the discharge must be obtained from Figure 017 (this requires mak

ing an additional water-balance-only run). Multiplying watershed output concentration by the 

watershed output of streamflow or lake discharge and summing for the run period gives total watershed 
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UYDAY m3 subunit 
1 289.22 4 
1 6.98 5 
2 271.14 4 
2 38.49 5 
3 245.31 4 
3 73.26 5 
4 223.03 4 
4 92.21 5 
5 203.92 4 
5 94.69 5 
6 197.23 4 
6 197.98 5 
7 174.46 4 
7 243.45 5 
8 168.82 4 
8 267.11 5 
9 151.46 4 
9 252.75 5 

10 141.79 4 
10 173.61 5 

UYDAY m3 subunit 
11 133.68 4 
11 134.08 5 
12 125.79 4 
12 111.06 5 
13 422.60 4 
13 149.96 5 
14 374.86 4 
14 211.14 5 
15 325.59 4 
15 222.79 5 
16 285.74 4 
16 215.58 5 
17 262.48 4 
17 213.85 5 
18 247.19 4 
18 216.73 5 
19 232.16 4 
19 213.26 5 
20 214.20 4 
20 204.89 5 

UYDAY m3 subunit 
21 107.18 4 
21 543.20 5 

Figure E17: Output file modlflow.out; surface runoff from lakes and streams. 

This output file is written when the option to create file "phalk.out" is requested (Figure Dl) and a 
"water balance only" run is selected interactively (in subroutine READDA T). Data include 1) water
year day, 2) discharge in m3 d-I, and 3) subunit number. 
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chemical output Subtracting these outputs from the inputs (Figure E16) should provide the same 

change in storage as that observed between the initial conditions and the end of the run; this will not 

work for species which are not tracked for balance purposes in all subroutines of the mode); these 

species are listed in the description of file chembal.out, above. 
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MAIN PROGRAM AHM 

PROGRAM AHM 
C ***************************************************************** 
C ** ALPINE HYDROGEOCHEMICAL MODEL ** 
C ** (AHM) ** 
C ** VERSION 1.0 ** 
C ** Written by Ross Wolford ** 
C **University of Arizona, Dept. of Hydrology and Water Resources** 
C ** November, 1992 ** 
C H ~ 

C ** Source-code acknowledgements: ~~* 
C ** Chemical equilibration routines adapted from SURFEQL, a ** 
C ** previous adaptation of MINEQL (J. C. Westall, J. L. ** 
C ** Zachary, and F. M. M. Morel, M.I.T., 1976) ** 
C ** The original matrix solution routine in MINEQL was replaced** 
C ** with a similar routine obtained from Dr. Todd Rasmussen, ** 
C ** School of Forest Res., Univ. of Georgia, Athens, GA 30602 ** 
C ** Subroutine SORTSIZE is from "Numerical Recipies" (complete ** 
C ** reference is in the subroutine) ** 
C ** Routine SUBUSEQ and related routines used for determining ** 
C ** subunit order of computations were written by Dr. Vijai ** 
C ** Gupta, U of AZ Dept. of Hydrology and Water Resources. ** 
C ** Function IWYDATE was adapted from "JULDAT" , by Kaufmann ** 
C ** and Weatherred, USDA For. Servo Rocky Mtn Exp. Sta. res. ** 
C ** pap. RM-242, 1982 ** 
C ** The principal author is responsible for everything else. ** 
C ***************************************************************** 

C *********************** COPYWRITE NOTICE ************************ 
COPYWRITE ROSS ALAN WOLFORD, 1992: This source code represents major 
C extent ions and refinements to an early version written for the 
C California Air Resources Board. Possession of this code is 
C permitted only with the written permission of the author, which 
C will be granted without restriction for a minimal fee (essentially 
C for recovery of distribution costs); the Author may be contacted 
C through the Univ. of AZ department given above. The Author 
C retains the sole right to distribute machine-readable copies of 
C this code. This is to ensure the integrity of the base source 
C code contained herein and to facilitate prompt distribution of 
C corrections to errors as they are discovered. The rights of the 
C Author will be enforced to the maximum extent permitted by 
C law, and damages sought for violations of these rights may be 
C totally unrelated to normally charged distribution fees. 

C Other authors may distribute modifications to this code at will, 
C providing 1) they are authorized to possess the code, 2) their 
C modifications are labeled as such and include the authors name, 
C and 3) the materials they distribute do not constitute a complete 
C set that in and of themselves are or may be compiled to create an 
C executable computer program without substantive inclusions of this 
C original code which must be obtained from the copywrite owner. 
C ***************************************************************** 

C DEFINITIONS: 
C ** ** ** BASIN-WIDE PARA}lETERS AND VARIABLES ** ** ** ** 
C BASEelev elevation at which temperature is measured (used only 
C in adjusting precip) 
C DLAPS - dry adiabatic air temperature lapse rate for adjusting 
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ETmelt 

EYear 

iETmelt 
iDRest 
ids tart 

iDstartB 

ids top 
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subunit temperature on days without rain or snow (not 
used) 

total ET in m3 from selected subunits that will be added 

end-of
main) 
ETmelt 

to WS-wide Q when optimizing snowmelt. 
character*l variable, controls choice of using 
water-year values insted of IC files (READDAT, 
by subunit, 1 if this subunit's ET included in 
water year day restart file is to be written 
user input, selected 1st day of water year to write 
standard output 
user input, 1st day of water 
data files and first day for 
run (input as month and day, 
user input, selected 1st day 
standard output 

year included in input 
which computations are to 
program converts) 
of water year to write 

IOutOpt(i)- output options; a one (1) in any of these causes 
appropriate file output; these files are: 

ITrack 

!UNITS 

IWB 
Lyear 
nmax 

NoNitro 
NoORGACM 
nResStep 

i-l (expanded) xcheck, i~2 inout.out, i=3 dstor.out, 
i-4 stor.out,i-S phalk.out (or) mod1f10w.out, 
i~6 chembal.out, i-7 bigchem.out 

- tracks water year day in main program; used to reset 
beginning date after restart file written. 

- indicator of the units user wants to see on water 
balance output; 1 for m3, 2 - cm, 3 - ft3, 4 - inches. 

- 1 if water balance only to be run (no chemistry) 
year of the run (e.g. 1992) 

- maximum number of subunits that can drain into a single 
subunit (program determined, not limited) 
1 when nitrogen model turned off 
1 when organic acids model turned off 
parameter used in subroutine lAKE; divides "whole" time 
step into this many subparts in determining reservoir 
outflow given whole step's inputs, ET. 

Nstreams - number of defined subunits that are lakes or stream 
segments (determined by subroutine SUBUSEQ) 

NumLArea - parameter, max. number of lake stage/volume/surface 
area values that can be entered for each lake subunit. 

NUsrDAYS - initially, read as number of model days the user elects 

RAIN 
Sdrain 
SecPerTS 

to run program, becomes last water year day to compute 
- daily (base station) precipitation input as rainfall 

watershed-wide soil drainage, m3 (snowmelt optimize). 
- parameter defining number of seconds in a whole time 

step. Used to adjust stage-Q relationship from its 
input form of m3/sec to m3/day given nResStep subdiv
isions in whole time step, subroutine lAKE. Allows 
lAKE to work as-is if whole model's t-step changed 

SNOW - daily (base station) precipitation input as snow 
SnowFrWM = maximum snowpack free water content at end of 1 day; 

what remains drains according to (storage * SnowFr\JK) 
on subsequent days unless reset by XS melt to this 
value. 

SnowFr\JK - residual snowpack free water drainage fraction (/day); 
tArea - total watershed area (program determined, not used) 
TEMP - daily (base station) temperature input, degrees C. (not 

WLAPS 
used) 

- mois~ adiabatic air temperature lapse rate for 
adjusting subunit temperature on days with precip. (not 
used) 

c ** ** *;~ SUBUNIT PAlWlETERS AND VARIABLES ** ** ** ** ** 
C DEFINITIONS: 
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aINFILTR 
aINTERIl 

drip 
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ET 

ELEV 
FRAIN 

FROZ 

FROZEN 

FSNOW 

Hdrain 
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H20in3 

HYDK 
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calculated evapotranspiration, SeA and SFA, cm (N) 
- maximum fraction of potential ET a soil layer can give 

up as ET when it is saturated and higher soil layers 
are dry (N,i). This parameter helps account for 
factors such as declining root density with depth. 
calculated evapotrans. for layer of subunit, SFA(N,i) 
maximum infiltration rate on subunit, cm/time step 
rainfall interception value, initial cond., area cm in 
litter storage (N) Also, previous time steps value. 
(see TINTER). Applies to snow-free area only. 
snowfall canopy interception storage initial condo 
rainfall canopy interception storage initial condo 
rain interception constant, (cm), litter, snow-free 
and under snowpack (latter for SnowInt) 
snow interception constant, (cm), in canopy (no litter 
interception tracked for snow) 
rain interception constant, (cm), in canopy 
potential evapotranspiration, eM (N) 
subunit area, Ha 
total base flow input during run by subunit (cm) 
baseflow added to streamflow of stream subunits (see 
subroutines SSINK, SROINFLT, and common. inc) 
(see "chemical" variables) 
total incoming soil drainage to subunit during run 
1. if subr. eANDRIP or wetmelt moved water from XS 
litter interception to incoming SRO; used by INFLOW 
local in SNOWeOMP, XS "rain" canopy interception 
"dripped" to pack; includes melted snow and rain canopy 
interception that falls when "rain" canopy capacity 
exceeded due to melting of snow 
local in SNOWeOMP, canopy intercepted snow dropped to 
pack during periods without snowmelt 
ET is the function that calculates evapotranspiration 
except on stream subunits. (see aET and aPET) 
average subunit elev. (used only in adjusting precip) 
factor (q) used to compute rain on a subunit from base 
station precipitation via the relationship: 
RainU - RAIN + FRAIN * (ELEV -BASEelev) * RAIN 

( OR ) 
RainU - RAIN + FRAIN * RAIN 
choice of methods is set by parameter IRAIN 
array of T (frozen) F(not frozen) values, A1 format, 
the result of determination of "FROZEN" (MAKEMEL2) 
logical variable, is subunit frozen or not? see IFreeze 
and IThaw. As of 12-90 affects streams and lakes only. 
factor (q) used to compute SNOW on a subunit from base 
station precipitation via the relationship: 
SnowU - SNOW + FSNOW * (ELEV -BASEe1ev) * SNOW 

( OR ) 
SnowU - SNOW + FSNOW * SNOW 
choice of methods is set by parameter ISNOW 
"horizontal" outflow from lowest soil layer, area cm 
vector variable, depth in cm (on receiving area) of 
surface runoff from other subunits reaching a subunit; 
vector because used in STREAMET, outside subunit loop 
scalar variable, inflows to current subunit from 
horizontal drainage from other subunits 
function that determines hydraulic conductivity as it 
varies with volumetric water content; used for 
determining vertical drainage in all but lowest soil 
layers of a subunit 
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C HYDKsat - saturated hydraulic conductivity, user supplied by subu 
C On bottom soil horizon, this must be equivalent to 
C amount of vertical drainage from profile to obtain 
C desired horizontal outflow volume. 
C infrom - variable that defines where flows into a unit" come 
C from; (program determined) dimensioned (N,N) 
C dimension (1) is unit flowing to (range 1-NU) 
C 2) dummy, observation # of infrom (range 1-nmax) 
C INTERCEPTION - see aINTER, TINTER 
C IFreeze - water year day subunit freezes (see FROZEN) 
C IRAIN - Choice of 2 methods of adjusting subunit RAIN from 
C that observed at the base station (see FRAIN). 
C IRESTRT - interactive input from main; is this restarted run?Y/N 
C IRipar - stream subunit # that this riparian subunit uses to 
C recharge its soil water 
C IsizSort array of indices defining subunit numbers in decreasing 
C order of area; i.e. IsizSort(l) is largest subunit. 
C Used only in snowmelt optimization. 
C ISNOW - Choice of 2 methods of adjusting subunit SNOW from 
C that observed at the base station (see FSNOW). 
C IsnowZer - WYD that each subunit becomes snow free. 
C iStrmOrd - variable defining "stream subunit number" of stream 
C segment subunits. The array's element number 
C defines the computational order in which stream 
C withdrawals due to ET or riparian area recharge must 
C occur. 
C IThaw - water year day subunit thaws (See FROZEN) 
C ITargDay - WYD that input files say SCA - O. 
C ito1ernc - tolerance for snowmelt optimization; number of days 
C between input SCA-O and modeled snowpack and SCA -0 
C permissible when optimizing. 
C iunord - 1xN matrix holding computational order of subunits and 
C stream segments 
C Ksnow - subunit whose melt-rate factor is being adjusted 
C during snowmelt optimization. 
C LATE ~ number days between input SCA-O and modeled snowpack-O 
C MELTOPT ~ 1 is for getting distribution and rough optimization, 
C 2 is for setting melt based on discharge at" a known 
C point, which may be upstream of a lake with known 
C discharge. Melt rates determined iteratively using 
C bisection method and who1e-mode1's response to the 
C iterative melt rates. Used after RATEM factors found 
C with option 1. 
C newrun - number of "whole water year" iterations in optimizing 
C snowmelt rates (or other future options such as mu1ti-
C year runs that are not available as of 6-90) 
C NL - maximum number of soil layers in any individual 
C subunit compiled version of the program can handle; 
C set in parametr.inc 
C Nlake - number of a subunit (not necessarily a lake, could be 
C stream) whose discharge is input in optimizing snowmelt 
C NLayers - number of soil layers on an individual subunit, read 
C from input file. 
C NU - number of watershed subunits ( scalar ) 
C NNU maximum number of watershed subunits compiled version 
C of the program can handle; set in parametr.inc 
C which is "included" in subroutines when needed 
C changing this value requires recompiling the entire 
C program. 
C oaett = total ET loss from a subunit during run 
C ODRAWa = Excess water withdrawn by ET and drainage from a 
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ohdt 
or10sst 
osrot 
osublt 
PERCENT 

Q 
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subunit that is riparian; amount of water this subunit 
will withdraw from specified stream segment subunit (if 
streamflow available) to recharge that soil moisture to 
a minimum level set by ThetaR. Reduced by recharge. 
value of ODRAWa before recharging with streamflow; 
demand for stream recharge of a riparian area 
total soil drainage from a subunit during the run 
total ripar. recharge outflows from subunit during run 
total Outflow SRO during run from a subunit 

- total sublimation loss from a subunit during the run 
- percent of a units outflows that are routed to another 

unit. (NxN) 
1) unit flow comes from 
2) dummy, observation # of PERCENT (poss. range 1-NO) 

- observed discharge from modeled watershed, m3/day. 
Used only in snowmelt optimization. 

QK1, QK2 - first and second parameters in lake stage - Q curve 
QLake - QKl *(StageL-stage(J,NumLArea»** QK2 

where Q1ake is m3/sec, stage(J,NumLArea) - stage where Q 

Qobs 

raint 
RainU 
RainUa 

RAT EM 

recht 

goes to zero. 
- current step's ws outflow, m3/d, used in melt 

optimization by MAKEMEL2. 
- total rainfall during run by subunit 
- rain on subunit; base station rain adiusted 

rain on subunit after subtraction of litter and canopy 
interception, assuming snow free area 

- factor to adjust melt rate on a given subunit relative 
to melt rate on entire watershed; input as initial 
guess when optimizing snowmelt; iteratively adjusted in 
creating new snowmelt estimate. 

- total riparian recharge to a subunit during a run 
(RECHarge Total) 

Riploss - loss from a stream subunit due to recharge of a 

sArea 
riparian subunit from that stream segment 

- Array of lake surface areas from hyd. const. file, 
paired with stage and volume values. 

SCA - snow covered area for each subunit as used in snowmelt 
optimization routine only, as read from input file; 
elsewhere is used in comments to refer to SnowCA 

SCAsave - SnowCA as read from consolidated input file, used in 
MAKEMEL2 only, remains constant during time step. 

- soil depth (N,i) Sdepth 
SH20inT 
SnoCAo1d -

total incomming surface runoff to a subunit during run 
subunit snow covered area, as read except in a few 
cases is adjusted by SNOWCOMP 

SnoCAo12 - Snow covered area at end of routine SNOWCOMP; used when 
next time step has positive snow volume, read in SCA-D. 
Also used to determine ultimate difference between SCA 
values in current and previous time steps to move soil 

SnowCA 

SnowDran 

water and soil chemicals from SFA to SCA and back. 
~ subunit snow covered area, fraction. In comments often 

referred to as SCA. Read in as start of time step 
value. 
drainage of XS free water from snowpack, cm. Applies 
only on snow covered area 

SnowFrW - Free water content of the snowpack at time t, cm 
SnoFrWIC - Free water content of the snowpack, initial cond., cm 

also serves as value from previous time step (new I.C.) 
Snowlnt - litter "interception" ( really snowpack drainage, cm, 

occupying litter interception storage) beneath snowpack 
SnowlntI - ditto, initial condition. 
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SnowlntV 
SNOWMELT 

SNOWPACK 

SNOWPKIC 
SNOWvol 

snowt 
SnowU 

SnowUa 
SoilN 

SRO 
SROMIXP 

stage 

SUBLIME 

SUBLIMEa 
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ditto Snowlnt, expressed as a volume 
snowmelt for the watershed subunit, cm W.E. (read in 
from external model's output file). Adjusted for 
availability of snow, and then for snow covered area 
before leaving routine SNOWCOMP 
Snowpack water equivalent at time t, cm of depth on SCA 
This value changes to maintain a consistent snowpack 
volume in the face of varying snow covered area. 
SNOWPACK initial cond., cm. Previous time step's pack. 
snowpack volume in m3; must be tracked separately from 
SNOWPACK because pack depth responds to changes in SCA 
total snowfall during run by subunit 
Snowfall on subunit, W.E. cm; base station SNOW which 
may have been adjusted (see FSNOW, ISNOW) 
Snowfall on subunit after interception loss adjustment 
parameter used in fitting unsaturated hydraulic 
conductivity relationship for the soil after Warrick et 
al., Soil Sci Soc. Am. 49(1) 1985, p 34-38. ( called 
"n" in publication) . 
Same relationship used albeit with a different 
interpretation for "horizontal" drainage from bottom 
soil horizon; see Hydksat 
Surface runoff, cm 
% of water in soil layer 1 that can mix chemically with 
surface runoff from the same subunit(subroutine SROMIX) 
array of lake stages from hyd. const. file, paired with 
volume and surface area values. Last value is stage at 
which lake discharge just goes to zero. 
potential sublimatlon for the watershed subunit (read 
in from external model's output file) SEE SUBLIMEa 
actual sublimation for the watershed subunit, after 
water balance adjustments (adjusted only for available 
snowpack and SCA). (subunit-wide on stream) 

SubName - subunit name (is not output anywhere at this time) 
TAIR - subunit air temperature, degrees C. (adj. for elev.) 

(currently not used) 
targetcm - modeled subunit-average snowpack (em water, ice 

TEMPINTI 
TEMPINT2 
TEMPINT3 
THETA 
ThetaIC 

ThetaR 

ThetaS 
ThetaWlt 

TINTlvol 

fraction) on date input SCA - O. 
temp. value, avail. rain litter Intercept. Stor. Cap. 
temp. value, avail. snow canopy Intercept. Stor. Cap. 
temp. value, avail. rain canopy Intercept. Stor. Cap. 
Subunit soil water content at time t. (N,i) 

- Subunit soil water content, initial condition; (N,i) 
Also used as value from previous time step for new I.C. 

- Residual soil water content, vol. % (below this 
value hyd. condo and drainage - O. Also used as 
soil water content below which ET is less than 
potential ET. (N,i)/ 
Soil water content at saturation, vol. %. (N,i) 
"wilting" point; soil water capacity below 
which no ET can occur. (N,i) 

volume of water in litter interception storage; purpose 
is to keep volume consistent between time steps in the 
face of externally varying snow covered area. Set in 
ET, used in SNTERCPT and whenever SNOWCOMP changes 
snow-covered area. 

TINTERI - initially storage avail. for new rain litter 
interception for this time step, then that new storage 

TINTER2 - same as TINTERl, except snow on canopy(local,SNTERCPT) 
TINTER3 ~ same as TINTERl, except rain on canopy(local,SNTERCPT) 
TINTERal - rain litter Intercept. Stor. (old + new) for this time 
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C step, varies throughout the time step with ET, etc. 
C Only applies on snow-free area. 
C TINTERa2 = snow canopy Intercept. Stor. (old + new) for this time 
C step, varies throughout the time step with ET, etc., 
C TINTERa3 - rain canopy Intercept. Stor. (old + new) for this time 
C step, varies throughout the time step with ET, etc., 
C VolL = array of lake volumes from hyd. const. file, paired 
C with stage and surface area values. Last value is lake 
C volume at zero lake discharge. 
C VolLake = Lake Volume, m3 
C VolLakeI - Lake volume, m3, I.C. 
C UType = Type of subunit ( N or n - soil (or talus), S or s if 
C stream segment, R or r for rock outcrop, L or 1 for 
C lake ) 
C WET = SNOWCOMP, WETMELT, COMPKIN, INPUT, MATBAL; fraction of 
C (entire) subunit left wet behind receding snowpack 
C until reach INPUT, where it is changed to fraction of 
C snow-free area wet for subroutine MATBAL. 

C ************* "CHEMICAL" variables ********************** 
C Variables used by chemical routines(in these definitions, 
C I-subunit, J~compartment, Cachemical component, T=order of 
C occurrence in file thrm.dat, P - order in precipitation chemistry 
C file); when present, (N.I.C) means not in common storage; * means 
C set in file parametr.inc, M means Mkin (see parametr.inc), N means 
C 3+NL (see parametr.inc): (some of these indices may be outdated) 

C AKinK(I,N,M,1-3) = constants used in kinetic reactions; 1st is 
C zero order, 2nd is multiplier of 
C ISpeciK(2)**AlphaK(1), 3rd is multiplier of 
C ISpeciK(2)**AlphaK(2) 
C AlphaK(I,N,M,1-2) - exponent for order of kinetic reactions in 
C COMPKIN; used in conjunction with AKinK and 
C ISpeciK 
C aMixMole(I,J,C) = moles of each species that are dissolved and can 
C mix between compartments. 
C aMolesS (I, C) = "initial" total moles in the snowpack + snow free 
C water + snowpack drainage; can become greater 
C with additions from SSINK. Reset with each rain 
C or snow event by SNOWRAIN. Dimensioned for 
C subunit and species, as only one "compartment" 
C (sum of three) is tracked. The species ident-
C ifier index (second dimension) matches those used 
C for snowpack water equivalent rather than SnowFrW 
C or SnowDran. 
C aNH3toON(2I,C) fraction of NH4 cOTNerted to organic nitrogen in 
C a compartment (NH4 -> Org N + H+) 
C aN03toON(2I,C) fraction of N04 converted to organic nitrogen in 
C a compartment (N03 -> Org N - H+) 
C aN03base(2I,C) the number of moles/l of N03- not subject to 
C conversion or organic N by aN03toON in subroutine 
C ANITRO; set in I.C. chern files, file gasdate.dat. 
C aNoMix(I,2,C)= Moles of type II (non-mixing) species and those 
C species attached to them. 2nd index = 1 for non-
C SCA, stream SRO, Lake epi+SRO, ~2 for SCA, Hypo. 
C Same use as aPPT, but not called by QCHEM or LAKE2. 
C aPPT(I,2,C)= ~loles of precipitates in compartment, excluding any 
C ppt. with non-mixing species. FRMIX SETS, used by 
C LAKE2, LAKEHYPM, QCHEM. Values are set for nonlake-
C stream subunits, but currently not used. 2nd indice 
C same as aNoMix. 
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- parameter used in computing accelerated elution of 
chemicals from the snowpack via the relation: 

C/Cav - Asnow*Bsnow*EXP(-Bsnow*X) + (l-Asnow)*Dsnow* 
EXP( -DsnoW*X) where: C - conc. of chern. in pack free

water/drainage 
Cav - conc. of chern. in init. pack 
X - fraction of initial pack melted 

BalNew(I, 12 + NL ) inputs, outputs and storage of moles of 
chemical species; used for debug chemical 
balance outputs. See also iSpecBal, iChemChc, 
subr. CHEMBAL (latter has detailed info) 

BalOld(I, 5 + NL ) - previous time steps storage of chemical, 
where current step's value is BalNew 

BDEN(I,nlayers)- bulk density of each soil layer in a compartment 
Bsnow - see Asnow 
bssout - output (moles) of a chemical species defined by 

bsstor 

bsstort 

C(ii) 

iSpecBal from a single subunit on a given day 
- total storage (moles) of chemical species defined by 

iSpecBal in a single subunit on a given day 
total storage (moles) of chemical species defined by 
iSpecBal in the sum of all subunits on a given day 

MINEQL variable, concentration (m/l) of species 
IDY(ii) 

CAP1AHM(I,J) - Capacitance (F/m**2) of the surface, single layer 
model 

ChemEqv(I,J,C) - Moles of component C present in the compartment 
of the subunit 

In many cases, values apply to either SFA or SCA only, or apply 
subunit wide. In these cases the moles of chemicals are stored in 
the "master" (SFA) subunit (l-NU) of ChemEqv rather than the snow
covered subunit (NU+1-2NU). 

Compartment Area occupied Stored in 
SFA 1 SFA 

2 ALL 
3 ALL 
4 SCA 
5 SCA 
6 SCA 
7 both 
8 both 
9 N/A 

10 N/A 
11 SCA 
12+ both 

SFA 
SFA 
SFA 
SFA 
SFA 

both 
both 

SFA 
SFA 
SFA 

both 

ConcSpec(I,N,M,2) Conc. of 2 "free" MINEQL type 1 species 

cmFrNew 

cmFrOld 

used to control kinetics in reaction Mkin. 
- cm of water in compartment "coming from" after 

flows out to mix with another compartment (N.I.C) 
- cm of water in compartment "coming from" before 

flows out to mix with another compartment (N.I.C) 
Dsnow - see Asnow 
EXTMOLES(I,J,C,3) - moles coming in from whole run from 

1) precipitation, 2) source/sink, and 3) kinetics 
GKTMOD(2I,J,C')~ LoglO of K values, MINEQL type II-VI species, as 

entered in initial condition file; can be used to 

GKTHERM(T) 
Guess (I ,J ,C) 

modify K value in thrm.dat file 
- LoglO of K value of species in file thrm.dat 
- LOG10 of last observed "free" species concen-

tration, or users input guess at same initially. 
"Free" species is portion of total present in un-
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complexed form. (ex: H+ portion of total H) 
1Alk1D(NNalk) - 1D # of species included in computation of 

acid neutralizing capacity (ANC) 
1AlkStoc(NNalk)- stoichiometry of the species present in ANC 

computation (e.g. -2 for H2S04) 
1ATTHERM(T,4) - stoichiometry (e.g. 2 for H+ in H2S04) of the 

component of a compound species, in file 
thrm.dat; as tracked by ARM (non-M1NEQL) 

IAT(n) 

iChemGhc 

routines 
- same as 1ATTHERM, only as tracked by M1NEQL 

routines; also enters into subroutine MATBAL2 
- user entered choice of chemical output table (1) 

or chemical balance for a species defined in 
parametr.inc as iSpecBa1 

1Chem1D(1,J,C) - 1D # of chemical component species, as in initial 

1ChmIDR(P) 
IChmIDS(P) 
IcompFr 
IcompTo 
IDisPre 

IDTHERM(T) 

condition file 
- chemical 1D # of chern. component species in rain 
- chemical 1D # of chern. component species in snow 
- compartment coming from for mixing(N.1.C) 
- compartment going to for mixing (N.1.C) 

Number of times precipitation and dissolution 
have occurred during single equilibration 
attempt; triggers failure if exceeds parameter 
MDisPre (parametr.inc) 

- chemical 1D # of chemical species in file 
thrm.dat 

1DTTHERM(T,1-4)- chemical 1D # of chemical species that is a 
component part of species 1DTHERM in file 

IDT(n) 

1DXO 

thrm.dat 
- M1NEQL variable equivalent to 1DTTHERM in ARM 

routines 
- MINEQL type I species ID; set equal to ARM 

variable IChemID in INPUT.for 
IDYO - MINEQL "all species" output ID for each species 
IDYCONAH(I,J,MCHNG) - type 7 species defined in initial condition 

file; these species are not adjusted for 
ionic strength; comparable to MINEQL 
variable IDYCON 

IDYTMOD(I,J,MTYP36) ~ ID number of species type II-VI to modify 
based on initial condition file or 
adjustment by gask.for (HINEQL type II 
species, not ARM type II which are non-

IGasDate 

iiFreeSp(2,N) 

INTHERM(S) 

iSpecBal 

mixing MINEQL type I species) 
water-year day when loglO K value of MINEQL 
type III species is to be adjusted; used to 
change gas partial pressures. 

- 1) User-requested chemical species outputs to 
file phalk.out, and 2) whether free (1) or 
total soluble (2) 

- identifies type of species in file thrm.dat; 
value of INTHERM lags behind species type by 
1 (i.e. INTHERM-1, - type 2 species) 

= single chemical specie to be tracked in chern. 
bal. opt., set in "parametr. inc" ; see iChemGhc 

ISpeciK(I,N,H,1-3) - chemical species involved in kinetic 
reactions; #1 - species being adjusted 
#2-3 - species whose concentrations influence 

ISLitEq 
adjustment of #1 

- 1 if specific subunits (only) will have chemical 
eqUilibration and kinetics computed on their 
"litter" component. (see ISLitEq2, NoLitEq) 
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ISLitEq2(NNU) - any integer if kinetics are to be computed on 
subunit ()'s litter and under-snow litter 

ISINKday 

IsnoOptd 

(see ISLitEq, NoLitEq) 
next WYD at which (some) source/sink values will be 
read from ssink.dat 
given IsnowOpt - 1 and IsnoOpt2 - 1, this is the day 
accelerated elution from the snowpack begins 

IsnoOpt2 - given IsnowOpt - 1, this variable set to one causes 
accelerated elution to begin after the date specified 
with IsnoOptd 

IsnowOpt - 1 if user desires use of "decay" function to cause 

IsubFr 
IsubTo 
ISurfChm 

early release of chemicals from snowpack. 
- subunit water and chemicals coming from (N.I.C) 
- subunit water and chemicals going to (N.I.C) 

interactively entered choice; when 1, MINEQL surface 
chemistry option is used when non-mixing MINEQL type I 
(AHM type 2) species are present. 

ITMAX maximum number of iterations MINEQL routine will make 
before giving up. Generally, about 100 is OK * 

LTYPEAHM(I,J,6)- MINEQL species type, read from init. condo files 
MCHNG - 1 greater than max number of MINEQL type 7 species user 

can enter * 
MCOMP max number of MINEQL type 1 components * 
MCOMPART - number of water storing compartments in most 

ambitious watershed subunit (must equal 11 

Mkin 

HSPEC 
MTHERM 

plus max number of soil layers (ll+NL) ) * 
max number of kinetic reactions on a compartment 
(parametr.inc) 
max number of species in equilibration computation * 
max number of species for which thermodynamic data may 
be included in file thrm.dat * 

MTYP36 - max number of combined species types 2-6 user can enter, 
including the blank line after each type's list of 

nALK 

NN(6) 

NNaik 

NNN 

NoKinet 
NoLitEq 

NoSol 

species ID's * 
~ number of species included in the 

computation of acid neutralizing capacity 
- number of MINEQL type I - VI species in a given 

equilibration 
max number of species that can be used to make up total 
acid neutralizing capacity. All compartments run 
through mineql must contain at least those species the 
user enters in the alkalinity computation input file. 

number of MINEQL type 1 (AHM type 1&2) species in 
a ~iven equilibration 
1 lf kinetic reactions eliminated 

- 2 if user does not want to compute chemical 
equilibration and (wet) kinetics on "litter" 
(includes rock surface) and under-snow "litter" 
interception component 

- 1 if MINEQL routine fails to reach a solution to 
the equilibration problem; causes kinetics to be 
skipped that time step for that compartment 

NPRECOMP - Max. number of chemical components in precip. 
NUMCOMPO(I,J) - number of user-entered type-I species 

(components) 
NUMCOMNM(I,J) - number of MINEQL type I species that do not 

NumCRain 

NumCSnow 

mix bet\.,reen compartments in AHM 
- Observed number of Chern. components in 

rainfall (MINEQL type I species) 
Observed number of Chern. components in 
snowfall (MINEQL type I species) 
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NUMKIN(I,J) 
NwnFai1(I,J) 

NwnFai12(I,J) 

RainEqv(I,P,2) 

SURFAAHM(I,J) 

SnowEqv(I,P) 

SSmoles(I,J,C) 

T(C) 
TLITERS 

VOLInit 

Generally: 
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- nwnber of kinetic reactions to consider 
- nwnber of times MINEQL routines failed to reach 

solution; no weathering occurs these steps either 
nwnber of times MINEQL routines converged but 
produced an answer outside of convergence 
parameter EPS; this results (to our knowledge) 
only when species in chemical IC files are input 
in inappropriate order. The AHM type I species 
whose concentrations are to be held in 
equilibriwn with precipitate should be last
listed in input files; H+ should be first. 
Because the user may initially be unaware which 
precipitates may occur, trial and error may be 
needed. 
moles of each chemical component in 
rainfall by subunit (MINEQL type 1 species), 
divided into snow-covered and snow-free area 

- specific surface of soil, m**2/gram, except 
in compartment 1 (litter or rock surface), 
where this is equal to the ratio of surface 
area to planimetric (map) area 

- moles of each chemical component in snow
fall by subunit (MINEQL type 1 species) 

- Moles of component C to add to this compartment 
from source/sink this time step. Program-derived 
from user input of molesjha/day. Remains 
constant until reset in file ssink.dat. Value 
added to compartment 1 and 4 (rain litter and 
SWE) is adjusted for SCA, but SSmoles is not. 

- temporary total concentration of 
- total liters of water in the compartment of the 

subu.nit 
- Initial snowpack volwne, including free 

water, ice, and snowpack drainage ( total as 
W.E., 1 ) on each subunit. Reset with each 
rainfall and/or snowfall event by SNOWRAIN. 
Used in computation of accelerated elution 
of chemicals from snowpack. 

File common. inc includes hydrological values that were read, or 
returned from conversions performed by READDAT and routines it 
calls. File common2.inc is hydrological values which are computed 
rather than read in. File commonc.inc includes chemical variable 
common that are used by ARM routines, excluding those originally 
present in the MINEQL chemical equilibration routines. Common 
generally (originally) specific to the MINEQL chemical 
equilibration routines include files parm.inc, var.inc, ionic. inc, 
flag. inc, and surfcom.inc. The "MINEQL" routines themselves 
include subroutines input, mineql, excol, exrow, ioncor, gauss, 
solid, solidx, solve, surfin, surfpr, surft, output, and functions 
iady and iadx. 

The common block "IC" (in common. inc) contains values of initial 
conditions; these variables commonly become values of their 
corresponding variable for the previous time step. 

parametr.inc (note spelling) contains the majority of parameters 
used to control the dimensions of variables and thus the size of 
the problem that can be handled. 
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C All common blocks are read in at compile time through the use of 
C "INCLUDE" statements. 

INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'common2.inc' 
INCLUDE 'commonc.inc' 
CHARACTER*l iyes, EYear 
DIMENSION SCAsave(NNU) 

C Zero common variables 
CALL ZER02 
WRITE(*,*) I 1) Is this a restart of previous run? (YIN) > ' 
READ(*,lO) IRESTRT 

10 FORMAT (Al) 
ITrack - 0 

IF( IRESTRT .EQ. 'Y' .OR. IRESTRT .EQ. 'y' ) THEN 
CALL RESTART( ITrack ) 
THRMRITE - 1. 
OPEN(UNIT-9,FILE~'xcheck2' ,STATUS-'unknown' ,ERR=890) 
GO TO 20 
ENDIF 

C Parameter limits number of times thermodynamic data printed 
THRMRITE - O. 

C Auto snowmelt estimation 
newrun - 0 

C Read input data and perform simple conversions for climatic 
C variables. Consolidate input files. 
15 CALL READDAT( Ksnow, EYear ) 

IF( EYear .EQ. 'Y' .OR. EYear .EQ. 'y' ) GO TO 20 

C Auto snowmelt estimation; part 1 
newrun - newrun + 1 

C Set initial subunit that will be checked for melt rate adjustment 
C to the one with the largest area. 

IF( newrun .EQ. 1 .AND. MELTOPT .EQ. 1 ) Ksnow - IsizSort(l) 
C Set time step 1 values equal to initial conditions; split soil 
C chemistry to snow-covered, snow-free areas. 

CALL DBGG( IJ, I, ' before incond') 
CALL INCOND 

C Open consolidated data files 
20 iEndday - 365 

IF( MOD(Lyear,4) .EQ. 0 ) iEndday - 366 
1-0 
IJ - 0 
CALL DBGG( IJ, I. ' after incond') 

C kWRITE controls frequency of progress reports to monitor 
kWRITE - 1 
IF( Iprogres .EQ. 2 ) kWRITE - 5 
IF( Iprogres .EQ. 1 ) kWRITE - 10 
IF( Iprogres .EQ. 0 ) kWRITE - 60 

C Open consolidated data files 
CALL ReRead( I, IJ ) 

COpen waterbalance output files; Files 7, 8 (periodic), & 9, plus 
C files (units 21+) with consolidated smscasub open. Here 11-20 OK 

IF( IOutOpt(2) .NE. 1 ) GO TO 26 
OPEN(UNIT=ll,FILE-'inout.out' ,STATUS~'unknown' ,ERR-900) 

26 IF( IOutOpt(3) .NE. 1 ) GO TO 27 
OPEN(UNIT~12.FILE~'dstor.out' ,STATUS-'unknown' ,ERR-910) 



27 

28 

29 

30 

C 
31 

C 
50 
C 

IF( IOutOpt(4) .NE. 1 ) GO TO 28 
OPEN(UNIT-13,FILE-'stor.out' ,STATUS-'unknown' ,ERR-915) 

IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) THEN 

ENDIF 

IF( IOutOpt(5) .NE. 1 ) GO TO 50 
OPEN(UNIT-14,FILE-'mod1f10w.out' ,STATUS-'unknown') 
GO TO 50 

IF( IOutOpt(5) .NE. 1 ) GO TO 29 
OPEN(UNIT-14,FILE-'pha1k.out' ,STATUS-'unknown' ,ERR-920) 
IF( IOutOpt(6) .NE. 1 ) GO TO 30 
OPEN(UNIT-16,FILE-'chemba1.out',STATUS-'unknown' ,ERR-925) 
IF( IOutOpt(7) .NE. 1 ) GO TO 31 
OPEN(UNIT-17,FILE-'bigchem.out',STATUS-'unknown',ERR-930) 
Open date and changes to gas constants, NH3 to Org N file. 
OPEN(UNIT-18,FILE-'gasdate.dat',STATUS-'01d' ,ERR-945) 

Source and sink, baseflow file 
OPEN(UNIT-19,FILE-'ssink.dat' ,STATUS-'old' ,ERR~950) 
Flag xcheck file 
WRITE(*,55) newrun 
IF( newrun .LE. 1 ) WRITE(9,55) newrun 
FORMAT ( , **** Begin time-steps, run-year', IS ) 
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55 
C File for total evap. from water surfaces, m3, for snowmelt optim. 

IF( MELTOPT .EQ. 1 ) OPEN(UNIT-99,FILE-'etmelt',STATUS-'unknown') 

C ** ** ** BEGIN TIME-STEP LOOP ** ** ** 
LLL - 0 
KKK - 0 
idsb - iDstartB 

60 DO 600 I - iDstartB, NUsrDAYS 
C ET loss from water and total soil drainage, m3, melt optimiz. 

Sdrain - o. 
ETme1t - o. 
ITrack - I 
IF«I .GT. iDRest) .AND. (ARESTART .EQ . 'Y' .OR. ARESTART .EQ. 

& 'y') .AND. (IRESTRT .NE. 'Y' .AND. IRESTRT .NE. 'y') ) GO TO 601 

C LLL, KKK used to limit frequency of certain output headings 
LLL - LLL + 1 
KKK-KKK+l 
IF(LLL .EQ. 10 ) LLL - 0 
IF(KKK .EQ. (kWRITE + 1) ) KKK - 1 
IF( I .EQ. ids tart ) GO TO 64 
IF(LLL .NE. 1 .OR. I .LT. idstart ) GO TO 85 

C Write headings on 3 waterbalance output files, 1 chern. bal. file 
64 CALL HEADINGS(I) 

C Time is tracked only in index I 
85 IJ - 1 
C ReRead also calls rainchem 
C Read input data for all 
C subunits, this time step 

Call ReRead( I, IJ ) 
CALL DBGG ( IJ, I. ' after reread') 

IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 90 

C Check and adjust K values on type 3 species based on date 
CALL GASK( I ) 
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C Add source/sink chemical inputs 
C (these are added to initial conditions on first day unless 
C program is modified to skip around this when I - iDstartB ) 
C SSINK called for water-balance only runs for baseflow (BASEQ) 
90 CALL SSINK( I ) 

IF( MELTOPT .EQ. 2 ) THEN 
READ(99,*) Qobs 

C Save this step's initial conditions in unformatted file 
CALL REWRITE( 9999 ) 
DO 3090 ijk - 1, NU 

C Save snow covered area for output in new file 
3090 SCAsave(ijk) ~ SnowCA(ijk) 

ENDIF 

C *** *** *** BEGIN SUBUNIT LOOP *** *** *** 
91 DO 490 JJ - 1, NU 
C Subunits were read in in order 1 - NU, not necessarily the 
C order in which computations are done. Use J. 

100 

C 
C 

C 
C 

C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
G 
C 

C 

C 
C 

C 
C 
G 

& 

& 
& 

J - iunord(JJ) 

IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE. ids tart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 
.OR. ibug3 .EQ. J) ) THEN 

WRITE(*,100) J, I, UType(J), AREA(J) 
FORMAT(/// ' Start main progs. sub. loop,', 
, Subu', 13, , WYday' ,14,' Utype-' ,AI,' Area"", 
FlO.3/) 

ENDIF 

Determine if subunit is frozen or thawed (freeze on day 
IFreeze, thaw on day IThaw) 
IF( I .GE. IFreeze(J) .AND. I .LT. IThaw(J) ) THEN 

FROZEN - . TRUE. 
ELSE 

FROZEN - . FALSE. 
ENDIF 
If positive snow volume but snow covered area read as zero, or 
snow volume - 0 and SCA > 0, adjust SCA. 
CALL SNOINI( J, I ) 
CALL DBGG( J, I, , after snoini') 

Compute interception and throughfall of rain and snow 
CALL SNTERCPT( J, I ) 

Determine disposition of snowpack, intercepted snow. Adjust 
snowmelt, free water, snowpack, intercepted snow. 
SNOWGOMP must be called regardless of presence or absence of 
snow or snowpack due to its resetting initial conditions. 
Outcome of this routine effects determination of inputs in 
subroutine INFLOW. 
CALL SNOWCOMP( J, I ) 
IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 120 

Option: skip SNOWRAIN and SNOWMIX 
IF( IsnowOpt .NE. 1 ) GO TO 120 
Option: skip update of initial "Initial Condition", and start 
accelerated snowpack chem. elution after specified WYD. 
IF( IsnoOpt2 .EQ. 1 .AND. IsnoOptd .GT. I ) GO TO 120 
Below line: subroutine SNOWRAIN called only once/subunit when 
a date is set prior to which accelerated elution does not 
occur, and after which it does. 



C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
115 

C 
C 
120 

C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

& 
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IF( IsnoOpt2 .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GT. IsnoOptd ) GO TO 115 

Determine if "initial" snowpack volume and chemistry used in 
"decay" method of snowpack chemical outflow should be updated 
because of rainfall or snowfall; update if new precipitation, 
first day of run, or date acce11erated elution starts 
CALL SNOWRAIN( J, I ) 

Compute chern. transfer from pack to drainage, (accelerated). 
CALL SNOWMIX( J, I ) 
CALL DBGG( J, I, , after snowmix') 

STREAMET, INFLOW, and SROINFLT ARE CALLED FROM FROM RIPCHARG 
ON STREAM AND LAKE SUBUNITS 
IF( UType(J) . EQ. 'S' .OR. UType(J) .EQ. 's' .OR. UType(J) 
.EQ. 'L' .OR. UType(J) .EQ. '1' ) GO TO 490 

Determine amount of snowpack dra~nage added to "litter 
interception" (SnowInt) beneath snowpack 
CALL USNOW( J, I ) 
Compute inputs of surface runoff and soil drainage. 
CALL INFLOW( J, I ) 

Compute surface runoff and infiltration 
CALL SROINFLT( J, I ) 
CALL DBGG( J, I, , after SROINFLT') 

Snowpack, interception and soil water ET and sublimation 
CALL ET( J, I ) 
CALL DBGG( J, I, , after ET ') 

Determine if soil moisture deficit exists on riparian areas. 
CALL RIPARIAN( J, I ) 
CALL DBGG( J, I, , after riparian') 

Equilibrate chemistry on soils so soluble portion is 
identified before draining soil water. 
IF( UType(J) .NE. 'N' .AND. UType(J) .NE. 'n' ) GO TO 490 
IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 359 
DO 350 jk1 - 1, NLayers(J) 

ICOMPART = 11 + jk1 
Snow-free area 
IF( SnowCA(J) .GE. 1. ) GO TO 340 

cm ~ THETA(J ,jk1) * Sdepth(J ,jk1) 
C# May want some higer criteria based on theta, etc., to 
C decide whether equilibration is needed or not? 

IF( cm .LE. O. ) GO TO 340 
CALL DOCHEM( J, ICOMPART, I, cm, THRMRITE ) 

C Snow-covered area 
340 IF( SnowCA(J) .LE. O. ) GO TO 350 

cm = THETA(J+NU,jk1) * Sdepth(J ,jk1) 
IF( cm .LE. O. ) GO TO 350 
CALL DOCHEM( J+NU, ICOMPART, I, cm, THRMRITE 

350 CONTINUE 

C Drain soil water; call SROMIX 
359 CALL SOILDRAN( J, I ) 

CALL DBGG( J, I, , after soildran') 

C *** *** *** END SUBUNIT LOOP ~ ... ** *** *** 
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490 CONTINUE 

C Done with all soil subunits. Call INFLOW, SROINFLT, STREAMET, 
C and DOCHEM on lakes streams, then extract riparian recharge. 

ijk ~ 0 

C 
C 

491 

CALL DBGG( ijk, I, / before ripcharg/) 
CALL RIPCHARG( I, THRMRITE ) 
CALL DBGG( ijk, I, / after ripcharg/) 

Zero values of H20in2 (incoming SRO) used by INFLOW, STREAMET, 
SROINFLT, WETMELT, CANDRIP 
DO 491 ijk - 1, NU 

H20in2(ijk) ~ O. 

IF( idone .EQ. 1 ) THEN 
idone - 0 
GO TO 492 

ENDIF 
IF( MELTOPT .EQ. 2 ) THEN 

C Iteratively re-run this time step until it/s melt rate 
C results in observed discharge. 

CALL MAKEMEL2( I, idone, SCAsave ) 
IF( idone .EQ. 1 ) THEN 

LASTDAY ~ 0 
idone - 0 
GO TO 492 

ENDIF 
GO TO 91 

ENDIF 

C Output time step/s water balance summary, compute whole year I/O 
492 CALL WATERBAL(I) 

IF( IWB . EQ. 1 .OR. IOutOpt(6) .NE. 1 ) GO TO 530 
C Output time step/s chemical results. 

IF( iChemChc .EQ. 2 ) GO TO 494 
CALL CHEMTAB(I) 
GO TO 530 

494 CALL CHEMBAL(I) 

530 

539 
540 

& 
& 

IF( IWB .EQ. 1 .AND. IOutOpt(5) .EQ. 1 ) THEN 
DO 540 ijk = 1, NU 

IF( UType(ijk) .EQ. /S/ .OR. UType(ijk) .EQ. /s/ 
.OR. UType(ijk) .EQ. 'L' .OR. UType(ijk) .EQ. /1/) WRITE 
(14,539) I, (SRO(ijk)*AREA(ijk)*100.), ijk 
FORMAT ( 13, lX, F10.2, lX, 12 ) 

CONTINUE 
ENDIF 

C ** ** ** END TIME STEP LOOP ** ** ** 
CMarch 24, 92 forget writing sdrain, print in MAKEMEL2 
C Total ws soil drainage (melt optimization) 

IF( MELTOPT .EQ. 1 ) WRITE(99,*) ETme1t 
IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 550 
IF( Iprogres .EQ. 2 .AND. IWB .NE. 1) WRITE(*,545) I, MaxIts, 

& MaxItsS, CBa1Max, MaxCBa1S 
545 FORMAT ( / Day/, 14, / MaxChm. iter.', 13, / onsub.', 13, 

& / Max ChrgBa1/, F13.9, / on sub. /, 13 ) 
550 IF( KKK .EQ. kWRITE ) WRITE(*,560) I, newrun 
560 FORMAT ( / End WY -Day /, 13, /, run-year /, IS 
600 CONTINUE 



C If re-start option, write current data to restart file 
601 IF( ARESTART .EQ. 'Y' .OR. ARESTART .EQ. 'y' ) THEN 

IF( IRESTRT .NE. 'Y' .AND. IRESTRT .NE. 'y' ) GO TO 610 
C Above, jumped time step loop pre-maturely, iDRest< NUsrDAYS 
C Below, iDRest - NUsrDAYS as completed time step loop (run had 
C been restarted, NUsrDAYS reset to restart date + extra days 
C requested) 

iDRest - NUsrDAYS 
610 CALL REWRITE( ITrack ) 

iDstartB - ITrack 
WRITE(~\-, 700) ITrack 

700 FORMAT ( , \N Day -', 14 ) 
IF( IRESTRT .EQ. 'Y' .OR. IRESTRT .EQ. 'y' ) GO TO 800 
WRITE(*,*) , 35) Want to continue? > ' 
READ(*,lO) iyes 
IF( iyes . EQ. 'Y' . OR. iyes . EQ. 'y' ) THEN 

ARESTART - 'N' 
iDRest - 999 
GO TO 60 

ENDIF 

ELSE 
GO TO 802 

ENDIF 

800 WRITE(*,80l) 
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801 FORMAT ( , You may re-start this run providing your consolidated " 
& 'input'/' files include data beyond stopping date.' ) 

C If reached end of water year, write new chemical storage file for 
C potential use in subsequent run 
802 IF( ITrack .GE. iEndday .AND. MELTOPT .NE. 1) CALL REWRITE(ITrack) 

IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) THEN 
IF( MELTOPT .NE. 1 ) WRITE(*,*) , (Water balance only,', 

& ' ended normally.)' 
GO TO 811 

ENDIF 

WRITE(*,*) , AHM run ended normally.' 
WRITE(*,805) 
WRITE(9,805) 

805 FORMAT ( , Chemical equilibration/weathering and resid. failures:'/ 
& ' equilib/weathering:' 
& ' Bad residual :'/ 
&' Subu Compo 7 Compo 12 Compo 3 Compo 7 Compo 12', 
&' Compo 3'/) 

DO 810 I ~ 1, NU 
WRITE(*,809) I, NumFail(I,7), NumFail(I,12) , NumFail(I,3), 

& NumFai12(I,7) , NumFai12(I,12), NumFai12(I,3) 
WRITE(9,809) I, NumFail(I,7), NumFail(I,12), NumFail(I,3), 

& NumFai12(I,7), NumFai12(I,12), NumFai12(I,3) 
809 FORMAT ( 17, 6110 ) 
810 CONTINUE 

811 CLOSE( UNIT=7 ) 
C Unit 7 was RAWprec (rainfall, snowfall); Not sure 8 is open 

CLOSE( UN1T=8 ) 
C UNIT 10 "is file of file names", will be reread if doing snowmelt 
C optimization, also if re-running multiple scenario years (latter 



C not yet possible 6-90) 
REWIND( UNIT-IO ) 

C 9 xcheck, 11 inout, 12 dstor, 13 stor, 14 mod1flow or phalk, 
C 16 chemba1, 15 not open, 17 bigchem, 18 gas date , 19 ssink 

CLOSE( UNIT-11 ) 
CLOSE( UNIT=12 ) 
CLOSE( UNIT=13 ) 
CLOSE( UNIT=14 ) 
CLOSE( UNIT=16 ) 
CLOSE( UNIT-17 ) 
CLOSE( UNIT-18 ) 
CLOSE( UNIT=19 ) 

C Close consolidated SM/SCA/SUBLIME & PET files (units 21+) 
istop - INT( .999 + REAL(NU) / REAL(MaxFi1es) ) 
klm - 20 
DO 850 ijk - 1, istop 

k1m - klm + 1 
CLOSE( UNIT-kIm ) 
klm - klm + 1 

850 CLOSE( UNIT-kIm ) 
GO TO 1000 

C File opening error messages 
890 WRITE(*,*)' Cannot open output file xcheck2: terminated' 

GO TO 3000 
900 WRITE(*,901) 
901 FORMAT ( , Cannot open output file inout.out' / ' terminated') 

GO TO 3000 
910 WRITE(*,911) 
911 FORMAT ( , Cannot open output file dstor.out' / ' terminated') 

GO TO 3000 
915 WRITE(*,916) 
916 FORMAT ( , Cannot open output file stor.out' / ' terminated') 

GO TO 3000 
920 WRITE(*,921) 
921 FORMAT ( , Cannot open output file pha1k.out' / ' terminated') 

GO TO 3000 
925 WRITE(*,926) 
926 FORMAT ( , Cannot open output file chemba1.out' / ' terminated') 

GO TO 3000 
930 WRITE(*,931) 
931 FORMAT ( , Cannot open output file bigchem.out' / ' terminated') 

GO TO 3000 
945 WRITE(*,946) 
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946 FOR}~T(/' Cannot open file gasdate.dat, used for adjusting K'/ 
& ' values for MINEQL type 3 species.'/ ' Run terminated.' / ) 

GO TO 3000 
950 WRITE(*,951) 
951 FORMAT(/' Cannot open file ssink.dat, used for input of'/ 

& ' dry deposition and other sources/sinks.'/ ' Run terminated.' /) 
GO TO 3000 

952 WRITE(*,*)' Cannot open file meltfact.out for final factors' 
GO TO 3000 

1000 IF( MELTOPT .NE. 1 ) GO TO 2000 
C Below: saved a restart file, asked to not continue run. 

IF( (ARESTART .EQ. 'Y' .OR. ARESTART .EQ. 'y') .AND. ( iyes .NE. 
& 'Y' .AND. iyes .NE. 'y') ) GO TO 3000 

C **~'(**************** OPTIMIZE SNOWMELT RATES 
C ( to make snowpack dissappear first day>lOO that SCA = 0 ) 



2000 
2010 

2015 
2020 

2030 

C 
C 

2102 
C 

2104 
2105 

2106 

2108 
2110 

C 

2589 
2590 
2592 
2595 

CALL MAKEMELT( 2, Ksnow, idone ) 
IF( idone .NE. 1 ) GO to 15 

WRITE(9,2010) AUNITS 
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& 
& 
& 
& 

FORMAT(I 'Subunit water inputs and outputs (whole run, " A3, 
')' I 
'Subunit Rain snow baseflow RipRechln SoilDin' 
, SROin SROout ET Sublime SoilDrain', 

RipRechO') 

DO 2020 ijk - 1, NU 

& 
& 

WRITE(9,2015) ijk, raint(ijk), snowt(ijk), baset(ijk), 
recht(ijk), DH20inT(ijk), SH20inT(ijk), osrot(ijk), 
oaett(ijk), osub1t(ijk), ohdt(ijk), or1osst(ijk) 
FORMAT ( IS, 4F10.3, 3F12.3, 4F10.3 ) 

CONTINUE 
WRITE(9,2030) 
FORMAT ( 1X ) 

Below 4 lines necessary for correct output when snowmelt 
optimization isn't run. 
DO 2102 J - 1, NU 

IF( IsnowZer(j) .EQ. 0 ) IsnowZer(j) - NUsrDAYS 
IF( ITargDay(j) .EQ. 0 ) ITargDay(j) ~ NUsrDAYS 
LATE(j) - Isnm.;rZer(j) - ITargDay(j) 

Only output this to screen when user is optimizing snowmelt 
IF( MELTOPT .NE. 1 ) GO TO 2104 
OPEN(UNIT-8,FILE-'meltfact.out' ,STATUS='unknown' ,ERR=952) 
WRITE(*,2105) newrun 
WRITE(9,2105) newrun 
FORMAT ( , SUBU AREA Ha (DAY SCA=O, cm snow) Day SWE-O 

& 'Days Late Melt Fact.', ' Iter', 16, 'yr') 
DO 2110 j = 1, NU 

IF( MELTOPT .NE. 1 ) GO TO 2106 

& 
WRITE(*,2108) j, AREA(j), ITargDay(j), targetcm(j), 
IsnowZer(j), LATE(j), RATEM(j,2) 

& 

& 
& 
& 
& 

WRITE(8,*) RATEM(j,2) 
WRITE(9,2108) j, AREA(j), ITargDay(j), targetcm(j), 
IsnowZer(j), LATE(j), RATEM(j,2) 
FORl-tAT( lX, 13, lX, F9.2, 19, 2X, F9.3, 19, 2X, no, Fl4.4) 

CONTINUE 
IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 3000 
Output total species input in precip., ssink, and kinetics 
DO 2592 II = 1, NU 

DO 2592 L = 1, 3 
WRITE(9,2595) idsb, ITrack, II, L 
DO 2590 K = 1, MCOMP 

IF(IChemID(II,l,K) .EQ. O.AND. IChemID(II,2,K).EQ.0 
.AND. IChemID(II,3,K) .EQ. 0 .AND. IChemID(II,4,K) 
.EQ. 0 .AND. IChemID(II,5,K) .EQ. 0 .AND. 
IChemID(II,ll,K) .EQ. 0 .AND. IChemID(II,12,K) .EQ. 
o ) GO TO 2592 

WRITE(9,2S89)( IChemID(II,J,K), EXTMOLES(II,J,K,L), 
& J=l, 5), ( IChemID(II,J,K), EXTMOLES(II,J,K,L), 
& J=ll, MCOMPART) 

FORMAT ( 8( IS, E10.4E1, 1X): ) 
CONTINUE 

CONTINUE 
FORMAT( 111'Total moles input by compartment, sources l~precip.,', 

& ' 2=SSINK, 3=Kinetics'I' (all precip. shown inpt to compartment', 



& ' 
& ' 
& ' 
& ' 
& ' 
& ' 

1; soil SCA/SFA kinetics combined)'1 ' 
until 2nd day of run.'1 ' Start WYO-', 
Subunit', 14, , Source-', 12 I 

10 Cl 10 C2 10 
C4 10 CS 10 Cll 

10 C12 10 C13'/) 

3000 CLOSE( UN1T~9 ) 
CLOSE( UN1T=99 ) 
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Kinetics do not appear', 
14,' Stop WYO-', 14, 

C3 10 

C deliberately left open unit 10 ("file of file names") to avoid 
C cutting it to zero as it has been rewound. 

STOP 
END 
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SUBROUTINE ANC 

SUBROUTINE ANC( ISUBU, ICOMPART, I DAY , TLITERS ) 
C Computes total ANC, using the values obtained from alkalinity 
C definition file read by readchem. Computes pH, SRO in m3/time-step 
C Does not dimension or put in cornmon, but writes output. 
C Also writes out user-specified species (total in solution or 
C free), as requested interactively in READDAT. 
C WY-day, subunit, compartment, pH, ANC, and cubic meters of water 
C present in the compartment upon equilibration are always output. 
C Cornmon variables: 
C IAlkID(.) - ID number of species that comprises part of the acid 
C neutralizing capacity. 
C C(.) = Mineql species concentration, moles 
C IAlkStoc(.) = Integer number ("stoichiometry") to mUltiply mineql 
C species concentration by to compute it's contibution 
C to total ANC. 
C IDY(.) = Mineql species ID 
C iFreeSp = number of species to output 
C iiFreeSp () = identifies total or "free" concentration of each 
C requested species 
C NN(.) number of mineq1 species categorized as type 1-7 
C TLITERS = number of liters of water in the compartment. 
C Local variables: 
C ALK alkalinity or acid netralizing capacity (user defined 
C by their inputs) Mil 
C aPH mineql pH 
C Wm3 ~ number of cubic meters of water in the compartment 
C Conc - output concentration of free or total species as 
C selected by the user; Max number that can be output -
C max. number of components (MCOMP), set in parametr.inc 

INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'parm.inc' 
INCLUDE 'cornmon.inc' 
INCLUDE 'cornmon2.inc' 
INCLUDE 'cornmonc.inc' 
INCLUDE 'var.inc' 
DIMENSION Conc(MCOMP) 

C Total ANC is composed of MINEQL type 1 and 2 species only 
IF( IDAY .LT. idstart .OR. (ibug3 .NE. 99 .AND. ibug3 .NE. 

& ISUBU) ) RETURN 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 ) WRITE(*,lO) ISUBU, IDAY 

10 FORMAT ( , subroutine ANC subunit', 13,' WY day', 13 ) 
C Set ISUB = master subunit number 

ISUB = ISUBU 
IF( ISUBU .GT. NU ) ISUB = ISUBU - NU 
II = NN(l) + NN(2) 

C Set ALKALINITY equal to zero 
ALK = O. 
DO 150 ijk = 1, nALK 

C Find species ID of the mineql species matching the component 
C of alkalinity. 

DO 140 jkl = 1, II 
IF( IAlkID( ijk ) .NE. IDY( jkl) GO TO 140 
AIK = ALK + DBLE( IAlkStoc(ijk) ) * C(jkl) 
GO TO 150 

140 CONTINUE 
WRITE(*,14l) IAlkID(ijk), ISUBU, ICOMPART, IDAY 

141 FORMAT ( , ANC caution: species #' ,15,' not present:', 
& ' Subu/compart/WYDAY' ,13, 13, 14 ) 
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CONTINUE 
Find mineql H+ and get pH 
DO 160 ijk - 1, NN(l) 

IF( IDY(ijk) .EQ. 50 ) THEN 
aPH = - DLOGlO( C(ijk) ) 

aPH = - LOG10( C(ijk) ) 
GO TO 170 

ENDIF 
CONTINUE 
Find requested species, save free conc. or total dissolved conc. 
Total dissolved conc. includes those portions of the species in 
MINEQL types 1, & 2, but not those type II's that include non
mixing type l's, such as soil exchange sites. 
Note: a species of type 4 or 5 (dissolved or precipitated) ends up 
being 100 percent in one category or the other(!). Also, type 5 
and 6 are not real concentrations; 5 is related to degree of 
undersaturation. 
II ~ NN(l) + NN(2) + NN(3) + NN(4) + NN(5) + NN(6) 
DO 175 ijk - 1, iFreeSp 

Conc(ijk) ~ O. 
ISTART - NUMCOMPO(ISUB,ICOMPART) + 1 
istop - NUMCOMPO(ISUB,ICOMPART) + NUMCOMNM(ISUB,ICOMPART) 
Search requested species loop 
DO 290 jkl = 1, iFreeSp 

Compare types I-VI to requested list 
DO 285 ijk - 1, II 

Use IDX and X for .LE. NN(l), IDY and C for .GT. NN(l) 
Once you get beyond type l's (components), only can 
output "free species"; i.e. total CaOH2 only includes 
CaOH2, as CaOH2 is not a component of any other species, 
while Ca and OH may be. 
IF( ijk .GT. NN(l) ) GO TO 280 
IF( IDXCijk) .EQ. iiFreeSp(l,jkl) ) THEN 

Species is to be output; if "free", done 
Conc(jk1) = X(ijk) 
IF( iiFreeSp(2,jk1) . EQ. 1 ) GO TO 290 

Include only types 1 & 2 in total 
User selected total dissolved species; search 
MINEQL type II species for (1) inclusion of this 
species, (2) stoichiometry of this species, and 
(3) presence of non-mixing components. 
DO 210 lmn = (NN(l)+l), (NN(l) + NN(2» 

Set "save" stoichiometry to zero for this type II 
IStoic ~ 0 
Check stoichiometry loop 
DO 205 mno = 1, NN(l) 

If stoichiometry is zero, forget this one 
IF( A(lmn,mno) .GT. -.01 .AND.A(lmn,mno) 
.LT .. 01 ) GO TO 205 
If this component part is the target species, 
save stoichiometry 
IF( IDX(mno) .EQ. IDX(ijk) ) THEN 

IStoic ~ NINT( A(lmn,mno) ) 
GO TO 205 

ENDIF 
Compare to non-mixing (AHM type II) species 
If non-mixing, species not dissolved, ignore 
DO 200 mnp = I START , istop 

IF(IDX(mno) .EQ. IChemID(ISUB,ICOMPART,mnp» 
GO TO 210 
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205 CONTINUE 
C Arrival here indicates no non-mixers discovered; 
C target species may not have been present either. 

IF( IStoic .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 210 
C Adjust total dissolved conc. to be output. 

Conc(jkl) - Conc(jkl) + C(lmn) * DBLE(IStoic) 
210 CONTINUE 

ENDIF 
GO TO 285 

280 IF( IDY(ijk) .EQ. iiFreeSp(l,jkl) ) THEN 
C Below line would be a good idea, but headings 
C already are on the output file with orig. values 
C IF( iiFreeSp(2,jkl) .EQ. 2 ) iiFreeSp(2,jkl) - 1 

Conc(jkl) - C(ijk) 
GO TO 290 

ENDIF 
285 CONTINUE 
290 CONTINUE 

Wm3 - TLITERS / 1000. 
IF( IOutOpt(5) .NE. 1 ) GO TO 310 
WRITE(14,300) I DAY , ISUBU, ICOMPART, aPH, ALK, Wm3, (Conc(ijk), 

& ijk = 1, iFreeSp ) 
300 FORMAT ( 13, 14, 13, F7.3, lPE12.4, lPE12.4, IX, l7(lPE9.3,lX:), 

& 2(lPElO.4,lX:) ) 
310 RETURN 

END 
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SUBROUTINE ANITRO 

SUBROUTINE ANITRO( ISUBU, ICOMPART, IDAY, TLITERS ) 
Simple nitrogen model. 
This subroutine assumes 
NH3 - MINEQL species ID 
N03 = MINEQL species ID 
H+ = MINEQL species ID 

species 
107 
157 

50 

N03 and NH3 are present and: 

The factor aNH3toON(s,c) , is the fraction of total NH3+NH4 
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(less .3 uMoles) converted to organic nitrogen during a given 
period. Converting NH4 to organic N gives off 1 H+, and to the 
model acts as a sink, removing that N from the system (the H+ 
added is exactly balanced by the extra H+ on NH4, so total H+ is 
not changed). 
The remainder of the NH4 becomes N03, giving off 2 H+, effectively 
removing the N and adding one H+, one N03- to the system. 
Total NH3+NH4 is set to .3 uMoles/l; assumption is essentially all 
NH3 is going to either organic N or N03. Chosen value 
approximates observed NH4 in Emerald Lake inflow streams. 
8-7-91; Because rock not equilibrated, this not called on rock. 

The factor aNH3toON(s,c) may vary as often as daily, and is read 
by subroutine GASK.FOR. 

aN03toON(ISUBU,ICOMPART) and aN03base() are the fraction of 
"excess" N03- assimilated into organic matter each time step, and 
a base concentration of N03-; anything in excess of this value is 
"excess" N03-. These values are (like aNH3toON) specified in I.C. 
files and may be changed as often as daily in file gasdate.dat. 

C Implicit assumtion: all the NH3 is present as NH4+. 

C 

C 

10 

C 

100 

llO 

INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'commonc.inc' 

Interactive turn off option from readdat: 
IF( NoNitro .EQ. 1 ) RETURN 
Master subunit: 
ISUB - ISUBU 
IF( ISUBU .GT. NU ) ISUB - ISUBU - NU 
IF(ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. IDAY .GE. idstart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 .OR. 

& ibug3 .EQ. ISUB) ) WRITE(*,lO) ISUBU, ICOMPART, IDAY 
FORMAT ( , SUBROUTINE ANITRO subunit', 13,' Compart. " 12, 

& ' WY day " 13) 
Find where ammonia, N03 are located among AHM variables 
Imonia - 0 
IN03 - 0 
iH "" 0 
DO 100 ii - 1, NUMCOMPO(ISUB,ICOMPART) 

IF( IChemID(ISUB,ICOMPART,ii) .EQ. 107 ) Imonia = ii 
IF( IChemID(ISUB,ICOMPART,ii) .EQ. 157 ) IN03 - ii 
IF( IChemID(ISUB,ICOMPART,ii) .EQ. 50 ) iH - ii 

CONTINUE 
IF( Imonia .EQ. 0 .OR. IN03 .EQ. 0 .OR. iH .EQ. 0) THEN 

WRITE(*,llO) ISUBU, ICOMPART, IDAY 
FORMAT ( , ***ANITRO ERROR: Subu' ,13, ' Compart', 13, 

& 'WYD " 13/' NH3, N03, or H+ missing in Init. Condo file;', 
& ' either add these or'/' run again with nitrogen model', 
& ' turned off.') 



C 

C 
C 

STOP 
ENDIF 
Have both necessary index values; adjust NH3, N03, H+ 
stuff - ChemEqv(ISUBU,ICOMPART,Imonia) - .0000003 * TLITERS 
IF( stuff .LT. O. ) stuff - O. 
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change - (1. - aNH3toON(ISUBU,ICOMPART) ) * stuff 
ChemEqv(ISUBU,ICOMPART,IN03) - ChemEqv(ISUBU,ICOMPART,IN03)+change 
ChemEqv(ISUBU,ICOMPART,iH) - ChemEqv(ISUBU,ICOMPART,iH) + change 
Org. N = remainder of NH4, releases 1 H+, but NH4 included one, so 
no total H+ change; organic N "dissappears" 
ChemEqv(ISUBU,ICOMPART,Imonia) - .0000003 * TLITERS 

CS-14-92: New addition: uptake N03, convert to organic N. Net is reomve 
C N03-, subtract 1 H+ (back reaction from dissertation eqn 2.10, 
C fonlard reaction eqn 2.9) 
C New factors aN03toON(ISUBU,ICOMPART), aN03base() 

stuff - ChemEqv(ISUBU,ICOMPART,IN03) - aN03base(ISUBU,ICOMPART) * 
& TLITERS 

IF( stuff .LT. O. ) stuff - O. 
change - aN03toON(ISUBU,ICOMPART) * stuff 
ChemEqv(ISUBU,ICOMPART,IN03) - ChemEqv(ISUBU,ICOMPART,IN03) -

& change 
ChemEqv(ISUBU,ICOMPART,iH) - ChemEqv(ISUBU,ICOMPART,iH) - change 

RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE CANDRIP 

SUBROUTINE CANDRIP( J, I, IcompTo, DRIP) 
C In cases where snow interception in canopy melts to rain canopy 
C interception, and the latter exceeds storage capacity, this 
C routine distributes water and chemicals from the "rain" canopy 
C interception compartment to litter on SFA, and snowpack drainage 
C or snowpack free water. 
C IcompTo is choice on SCA; 6 - snowpack drainage, 5 - Sno free H20 

INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'common2.inc' 

C Compute XS rain Int. Stor., fill storage, drip to snowpack 
C drainage and/or litter interception. 

DRIP - DRIP + TINTERa3(J) - aINTER3(J) 
cmFrOld - TINTERa3(J) 
cmFrNew - TINTERa3(J) - SnowCA(J) * ( TINTERa3(J) - aINTER3(J) ) 
TINTERa3(J) = aINTER3(J) 
IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 50 

CALL MIX( J, 3, cmFrOld, cmFrNew, J, IcompTo, I ) 
IF( SnowCA(J) .GE. 1.0 ) GO TO 51 

C Drip to litter: 
cmFrOld - cmFrNew 
cmFrNew = aINTER3(J) 
CALL MIX( J, 3, cmFrOld, cmFrNew, J, 1, I ) 

50 TINTERal(J) - TINTERal(J) + DRIP 
C May over-fill litter in. stor. cap.; if so, put back in incoming 
C "SRO" on SFA as this could be rock, soil, or stream. Requires 
C special treatment in INFLOW, accomplished by "boogers" 

IF( TINTERal(J) .GT. aINTER1(J) ) THEN 
boogers - 1. 
cmFrOld - TINTERal(J) 
TINTERal(J) - aINTER1(J) 

C possible? to already have created H20in2() with WETMELT 
H20in2(J) - H20in2(J) + cmFr01d - TINTERal(J) 
TINTlvol(J) - aINTER1(J) * AREA(J) * 100. * (1. - SnowCA(J» 
IF ( nm . EQ. 1 ) GO TO 51 
CALL MIX( J, 1, cmFr01d, TINTERa1(J), J, 10, I ) 

ENDIF 
51 RETURN 

END 
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SUBROUTINE CHEMBAL 

SUBROUTINE CHEMBAL(IDAY) 
This subroutine totals inputs - outputs - change in storage of a 
single chemical species specified in include file parameter. inc 
as iSpecBal. Purpose is primarily as a debugging check. Output 
file (and calling this routine) is optional, replaces chemical 
output table of subr. CHEMTAB. 

Variables: 
BalOld(NNU,n) - old (previous step's) values of moles of iSpecBal 
BalNew(NNU,i) - new (this step's) values of moles of iSpecBal 
index i: 1 SSINK and Kinetics inputs 

2 Riparian recharge inputs 
3 Rainfall and snowfall inputs 
4 Incoming SRO and Soil Drainage inputs 
5 SRO output 
6 Soil drainage output 
7 Riparian recharge output 
8 litter + (snow and rain) canopy into storage 
9 snowpack, snowpack FW, Snowint storage 

10 Lake hypolimnion storage 
11 Lake ice storage 
12 Lake epilimnion storage 
13 soil horizon 1 (SFA and SCA) storage 
14 soil horizon 2 " "" storage 
15+ other soil horizons"" stora/?e 

index n: 1 through (5 + NLayers) for old storage ~ - 8,9,10+ 
i.e. n - 1-5 for i-8-12, n-6+ for soil horizon i-12+ 

iSpecBal - ID of chern. species checked for balance (parametr.inc) 
BALANCE - Local variable, input - outputs - change in storage 
INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'cornmon2.inc' 
INCLUDE 'cornmonc.inc' 
Cornmon2.inc included for SRO() only 
IF(ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. IDAY .GE. idstart) WRITE(*,*)' SUBR. CHEMBAL' 
WRITE(16,10) IDAY 
FORMAT( I 14 ) 
DO 50, JJ - 1, NU 

Ain - BalNew(JJ,l) + BalNew(JJ,2) + BalNew(JJ,3) +BalNew(JJ,4) 
Aout- BalNew(JJ,5) + BalNew(JJ,6) + BalNew(JJ,7) 
DO 30 ijk - 1, MCOMP 

Id's ijk match on compart 1,2,3,7 (due to MATCHID) 
IF( (UType(JJ) .EQ. 'L' .OR. UType(JJ) .EQ. '1') .AND. 

& iSpecBal .EQ. IChemID(JJ,l,ijk) ) THEN 

& 
& 

& 

& 

ENDIF 

BalNew(JJ,8) ~ O. 
BalNew(JJ,lO) - ChemEqv(JJ,3,ijk) 
BalNew(JJ,ll) = ChemEqv(JJ,2,ijk) 
BalNew(JJ,12) - ChemEqv(JJ,l,ijk) 
GO TO 25 

Dry epi or stream, Balnew set in RIPCHARG, skip here 
.AND. IF( ( (UType(JJ) .EQ. 's' .OR. UType(JJ) .EQ. 's' ) 

SRO(JJ) .LE. o. ) .OR. ( (UType(JJ) .EQ. 'L' .OR. 
UType(JJ) .EQ. '1') .AND. VolEpi(JJ) .LE. O. ) ) GO TO 15 
IF( iSpecBal .EQ. IChemID(JJ,l,ijk) ) BalNew(JJ,8) -
BalNew(JJ,8) + ChemEqv(JJ,l,ijk) 
IF( iSpecBal .EQ. IChemID(JJ,2,ijk) ) BalNew(JJ,8) -
BalNew(JJ,8) + ChemEqv(JJ,2,ijk) 
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IF( iSpecBal .EQ. IChemID(JJ,3,ijk) ) BalNew(JJ,8) -
& BalNew(JJ,8) + ChemEqv(JJ,3,ilk) 

IF( iSpecBal .EQ. IChemID(JJ, ,ijk) ) BalNew(JJ,9) -
& BalNew(JJ,9) + chemEqv(JJ,4,i~k) 

IF( iSpecBal .EQ. IChemID(JJ, ,ijk) ) BalNew(JJ,9) = 

& BalNew(JJ,9) + ChemEqv(JJ,5,ijk) 
IF( iSpecBal .EQ. IChemID(JJ,1l,ijk) ) BalNew(JJ,9) -

& BalNew(JJ,9) + ChemEqv(JJ,11,ijk) 

IF( UType(JJ) .NE. 'N' .AND. UType(JJ) .NE. 'n')GO TO 30 
DO 29 jkl - 1, NLayers(JJ) 

ind1 = 12 + jkl 
ind2 - 11 + jkl 
IF( iSpecBal .EQ. IChemID(JJ,ind2,ijk» BalNew(JJ,ind1)-

& BalNew(JJ,indl) + ChemEqv(JJ,ind2,ijk) + 
& ChemEqv(JJ+NU,ind2,ijk) 

CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
New (this step) total storage - aNST 
aNST - O. 
DO 40 ii - 8, 12 + NLayers(JJ) 

aNST - aNST + BalNew(JJ, ii ) 
previous step's tot. star. - OST (could have saved single 
value of total for ea. subu., this assumed better for debug.) 
OST - O. 
Reset old values - current 
DO 45 ii - 1, 5 + NLayers(JJ) 

OST - OST + BalOld(JJ, ii ) 
reset old-new 
BalOld( JJ, ii ) - BalNew( JJ, 7 + ii ) 

BALANCE - Ain - Aout - ( aNST - OST ) 
WRITE(16,51) JJ, BALANCE, (BalNew(JJ,ii), ii = 1, 12+ 

& NLayers(JJ» 
DO 49 ii - 1, 12+NLayers(JJ) 

BalNew(JJ,ii) - O. 
CONTINUE 
FORMAT ( I3,1X, IPE10.3E2, 12(lPEIO.3E2), 4(1PE15.8E2:) ) 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE CHEMTAB 

SUBROUTINE CHEMTAB(I) 
C This subroutine writes the values of chemical storage by species 
C to a file; values are mo1es/(compart. of subunit). "I" - WY-day. 
C common.inc for NLayers(), UType 

INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'commonc.inc' 
INCLUDE 'ionic. inc' 
DIMENSION XOUT(ll+NL), XSUM(ll+NL), XBAL(ll+NL) 
DIMENSION XOUT2(11+NL), XSUM2(11+NL), XBAL2(11+NL) 
CHARACTER*32 LHEAD 
IF( I .LT. idstart ) RETURN 
bsstort - O. 
DO 300 ii - 1, NU 

IF( ibug3 .NE. ii .AND. ibug3 .NE. 99 ) GO TO 300 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 ) WRITE(*,9) I, ii 

9 FORMAT ( , SUBROUTINE CHEMTAB WY day' ,14, , Subu', 13 ) 
LHEAD- ' , 
IF(UType(ii) .EQ. 'L' .OR. UType(ii) .EQ. '1' ) LHEAD

& '(Lake Epi) (Lake Ice) (Lake Hyp)' 
WRITE(16,10) ii, I, LHEAD 

10 FORMAT( 12, 2X, 13, lX, A32 ) 
C Species ID's may be in different order in ea. compart. 
C Not all compartments print (need 1,2,3,4,5,7,8,11,12+). 
C Find compartment with largest no. of species. 

ibig - 0 
ie - 0 
DO 30 ij - 1, (ll+NL) 

XBAL( ij) - O. 
XSUM( ij) - o. 
XBAL2(ij) - o. 
XSUM2(ij) - o. 
IF( (NUMCOMPO(ii,ij) + NUMCOMNM(ii,ij» .GT.ibig .AND. 

& (ij .NE. 6 .AND. ij .NE. 9 .AND. ij .NE. 10) ) THEN 
ibig - NUMCOMPO(ii,ij) + NUMCOMNM(ii,ij) 
ic - ij 

ENDIF 
30 CONTINUE 

C Loop through species in compartment with most 
DO 100 iii = 1, ibig 

C Loop through compartments, subunit ii 
DO 80 ij - 1, ( 11 + NLayers(ii) ) 

XOUT ( ij) - O. 
XOUT2(ij) - o. 

C Streams and rock have no soil 
IF( UType(ii) .NE. 'N' .AND. UType(ii) .NE. 'n' .AND. 

& ij .GT. 11 ) GO TO 80 
IF( ij .EQ. 6 .OR. ij .EQ. 9 .OR. ij .EQ. 10 )GO TO 80 

C Loop through species in this compartment 
DO 70 ik - 1, ( NUMCOMPO(ii,ij) + NUMCOMNM(ii,ij) ) 

C Check id against compartment with most 
IF( IChemID(ii,ij,ik) .EQ. IChemID(ii,ic,iii» THEN 

XOUT(ij) - ChemEqv(ii,ij,ik) 
XBAL(ij) -XBAL(ij) + 

& DBLE(IONZ(IChemID(ii,ij,ik») * XOUT(ij) 
XSUM(ij) -XSUM(ij) + 

& ABS( DBLE(IONZ(IChemID(ii,ij,ik») * XOUT(ij) ) 
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Snow-covered area: 
IF( ij .EQ. 7 .OR. ij .EQ. 8 .OR. ij .GE. 12 ) 
THEN 

XOUT2(ij) - ChemEqv(ii+NU,ij,ik) 
XBAL2(ij) -XBAL2(ij) + 
DBLE(IONZ(IChemID(ii,ij,ik») * XOUT2(ij) 
XSUM2(ij) -XSUM2(ij) + 
ABS( DBLE(IONZ(IChemID(ii,ij,ik») *XOUT2(ij» 

ENDIF 
ENDIF 

CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 

IF( UType(ii) .NE. 'N' .AND. UType(ii) .NE. 'n')GO TO 9S 

WRITE(16,90) IChemID(ii,ic,iii) , XOUT(l), XOUT(2), 
XOUT(3), XOUT(4) , XOUT(S), XOUT(7), XOUT(8), XOUT(ll), 
( XOUT(k1m), k1m - 12, (11 + NLayers(ii» ) 

FORMAT( lX, IS, lX, E13.6, SE11.4, 2E13.6, 3(E1S.8:) ) 
FORMAT ( lX, IS, lX, 7E11.4, E13.6, 3(E1S.8:) ) 
WRITE(16,91) IChemID(ii,ic,iii) , XOUT2(7) , 
XOUT2(8) , ( XOUT2(k1m), k1m - 12, (11 + NLayers(ii» ) 
FORMAT ( lX, IS, 3X, 'SCA' ,SOX, E11.4,E13.6,13X,3(E1S.8:» 
FORMAT ( lX, IS, 3X, 'SCA', SOX, 2E11.4, 13X, 3(E1S.8:) ) 
IF( IChemID(ii,ic,iii) .EQ. iSpecBa1 ) THEN 

bsstor - XOUT(l) + XOUT(2) + XOUT(3) + XOUT(4) + 
XOUT(S) + XOUT(ll) 
DO 94 k1m - 12, (11 + NLayers(ii» 

bsstor - bsstor + XOUT(k1m) + XOUT2(k1m) 
bsout - XOUT(7) + XOUT(8) + XOUT2(7) + XOUT2(8) 
bsstort - bsstort + bsstor 
write(16,99) iSpecBa1, bsstor, bsout 

ENDIF 
GO TO 100 

WRITE(16,90) IChemID(ii,ic,iii), XOUT(l), XOUT(2), 
XOUT(3), XOUT(4), XOUT(S), XOUT(7), XOUT(8), XOUT(ll) 
WRITE(16,91) IChemID(ii,ic,iii), XOUT2(7) , 
XOUT2(8) 
IF( IChemID(ii,ic,iii) .EQ. iSpecBa1 ) THEN 

bsstor - XOUT(l) + XOUT(2) + XOUT(3) + XOUT(4) + 
XOUT(S) + XOUT(ll) 

ENDIF 

bsout - XOUT(7) + XOUT(8) + XOUT2(7) + XOUT2(8) 
bsstort - bsstort + bsstor 
WRITE(16,99) iSpecBa1, bsstor, bsout 
FORMAT ( , Species', 14, 'total stor.-', F1S.4, 
, tot. SRO/Drain-', F1S.4 ) 

100 CONTINUE 

DO 200 k1 = 1, ( 11 + NLayers(ii) ) 
IF( XSUM(k1) .LE. O. ) THEN 

XBAL(k1) - O. 
GO TO lS0 

ENDIF 
XBAL(k1) - XBAL(k1) / XSUM(k1) 

150 IF( XSUM2(k1) .LE. o. ) THEN 
XBAL2(kl) - O. 
GO TO 200 

ENDIF 
XBAL2(kl) - XBAL2(kl) / XSUM2(kl) 
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CONTINUE 

IF( UType(ii) .NE. 'N' .AND. UType(ii) .NE. 'n') GO TO 29S 
WRITE(16,290) XBAL(l), XBAL(2), XBAL(3), XBAL(4), XBAL(S), 

& XBAL(7) ,XBAL(S),XBAL(ll), (XBAL(k1m) , k1m-12,(11+NLayers(ii») 
FORMAT ( 'ChrBa1.', 7E11.4, E13.6, 3(E1S.S:) ) 
WRITE(16,291) XBAL2(7) ,XBAL2(S) , (XBAL2(k1m), k1m - 12, 

& (ll+NLayers(ii» ) 
FORMAT ( , SCA ChrBa1.', SOX, 2E11.4, 13X, 3(E1S.S:) ) 
GO TO 300 
WRITE(16,290) XBAL(l), XBAL(2), XBAL(3), XBAL(4), XBAL(S), 

& XBAL(7), XBAL(S), XBAL(ll) 
WRITE(16,291) XBAL2(7) , XBAL2(S) 

CONTINUE 
WRITE(16,310) iSpecBa1, bsstort 
FORMAT(' Species', 14, ' all-subunit storage -', F16.4 ) 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE COMPKIN 

SUBROUTINE COMPKIN( ISUBU, ICOMPART, I DAY , TLITERS ) 
C This subroutine computes kinetic reactions specified by the user. 
COnly type-l components can be used to effect kinetics; inputs are 
C to give millimoles/sq. meter of soil (specific) surface/day 
C Kinetics are adjusted for SCA on compartment 1 and 11, and for 
C fracto of wet interception storage on litter (if litter kinetics 
C are selected). 

C INPUT VARIABLES: 
C AKinK(ISUBU,M,n,3) - constant (M - 2+NLAYERS, N - #NUMKIN) 
C AlphaK(ISUBU,M,n,2) - constant" " 
C ISpeciK(ISUBU,M,n,3) - species ID" " 
C ConcSpec(ISUBU,M,n,2)- Conc. of specie that controls kinetics of 
C another"" 
C ChemEqv - total moles of species in compartment 
C I DAY input for error message only 
C NN(l) through NN(7) - number of MINEQL type 1-7 species 
C NUMKIN() - number of kinetic reactions to consider. 
C Above are used here in relationship (ignoring subunit/compartment 
C indices): 
C Moles of ISpeciK(ijk,l) - Moles of ISpeciK(ijk,l) +( AKinK(i,l) + 
C SA * AKinK(i,2) * (conc. of species ISpeciK(i,2)) ** AlphaK(i,I)+ 
C SA *AKinK(i,3) * (conc. of species ISpeciK(i,3)) ** AlphaK(i,2)) 
C where SA is soil surface area in m2 for entire soil volume 

C Inputs should be in a form to give ~mole/sq. meter of soil 
C (specific) surface / day 
C OUTPUT VARIABLES: ChemEqv, moles/compartment adj. for kinetics. 

C On soil, assumes ISUBU > NU - SCA, ISUBU .LE. NU - Snow-free area 
C Only requires setting BDEN, SURFAAHM, BDEN, NLayers, and kinetic 
C parameters on subunits l-NU by using local variable ISUB 
C Dimensions of AKinK, ISpeciK, ConcSpec, AlphaK reduced to reflect 
C kinetics occurring only on soil layers, "litter" (rock surface), 
C SRO, and under-snow litter (rock surf.). 
C Preceding day's concentration used to control kinetics, so this 
C step's kinetics are reflected in equilibration. 

INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'common 2. inc' 
INCLUDE 'commonc.inc' 
INCLUDE 'parm.inc' 
INCLUDE 'var.inc' 
IF( ibug .EQ. I .AND. IDAY .GE. idstart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 .OR. 

& ibug3 .EQ. ISUBU) ) WRITE(*,9) ISUBU, ICOMPART, IDAY 
9 FORMAT ( , SUBROUTINE COMPKIN Subu/Compart', 213, , WY day', 13) 
C Set ISUB - master (Snow free area) subunit number 

ISUB = ISUBU 
IF( ISUBU .GT. NU ) ISUB - ISUBU - NU 

C Set 2nd index of 4 quad-dimensioned variables 
M = IDNUMB( ISUB, ICOMPART, IDAY ) 

C SET FRACTION OF AREA APPLIED TO KINETCS: 
C On litter int., a small proportion of the total area may be left 
C wet behind a receding snowpack; if so, variable WET from co~non2 
C will not equal zero. Also, lit. into will probably be a small 
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portion of capacity, unless it also rained. Litter into under 
snow (SnowInt) should only effect SCA portion of the subunit. 
FRACT - 1. 
IF( ICOMPART .GT. 11 ) THEN 

FRACT - 1. - SnowCA(ISUB) 

ENDIF 

IF( ISUBU .GT. NU ) FRACT - SnowCA(ISUB) 
GO TO 30 

IF( ICOMPART .EQ. 11 ) THEN 
FRACT - SnowCA(ISUB) 
GO TO 30 

ENDIF 
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SRO (streams) subunit-wide, FRACT-1 (not able to do SRO on rock or 
soil subunits yet) 
IF( ( UType(ISUB) .EQ. 's' .OR. UType(ISUB) .EQ. 's' .OR. 

& UType(ISUB) .EQ. 'L' .OR. UType(ISUB) .EQ. '1' ) .AND. 
& ( ICOMPART .EQ. 7 .OR. ICOMPART .EQ. 3 ) ) GO TO 30 

Error message for equilibration on compart. other than 1, 7, 11, 
or 12 included in case of future modifications. 
IF( ICOMPART .NE. 1 ) THEN 

WRITE(*,28) ICOMPART 
FORMAT ( , *** COMPKIN ERR: Cannot handle Kinetics on 

& 'compartment', 13 ) 
WRITE(9,28) ICOMPART 
RETURN 

ENDIF 
Litter 
IF( aINTERl(ISUB) .LE. O. ) THEN 

WRITE(*,29) ISUBU 
FORMAT(' doing equilibration on litter, storage const. - 0,', 

& ' subunit', 13 I' TERMINATED') 
STOP 

ENDIF 
FRACT - 1. - SnowCA(ISUB) 
IF( RainUa(ISUB) .LE .. 00001 .AND. ( TINTERal(ISUB) I 

& aINTERl(ISUB) ) .LE .. 2 .AND. WET .NE. O. ) THEN 
IF( WET .GE. 1. ) THEN 

FRACT - 1. 
GO TO 10029 

ENDIF 
IF( SnowCA(ISUB) .LT. 1. ) THEN 

FRACT - WET/(l. - SnowCA(ISUB» 
ENDIF 

ENDIF 
IF( FRACT .GT. 1. ) FRACT - 1. 
Determine how many total species and complexes are involved 
II ~ NN(l) + NN(2) + NN(3) + NN(4) + NN(5) + NN(6) 
KINETIC REACTION LOOP; ijk is reaction # in AHM kinetic reaction 
input file. 
DO 200 ijk - 1, NUMKIN( ISUB, ICOMPART ) 

0, 1, or 2 species needed to adjust moles of species. 
ISpeciK(, ,ijk,l) determined at the bottom of MINEQL. Adjust 
in phases to avoid 0.**0. Find AHM ID of matching species. 
DO 193 kIm - 1, NUMCOMPO(ISUB,ICOMPART) 

IF( ISpeciK(ISUB,M,ijk,l) .EQ. 
& IChemID(ISUB,ICOMPART,klm) ) ID = kIm 

IF( ICOMPART .EQ. 1 .OR. ICOMPART .EQ. 11 .OR. ( (ICOMPART 
& .EQ. 7 .OR. ICOHPART .EQ. 3) .AND. (UType(ISUB) .EQ. 's' .OR. 
& UType(ISUB) .EQ. '5' .OR. UType(ISUB) .EQ. 'L' .OR. 
& UType(ISUB) .EQ. '1') » GO TO 195 
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SOIL: 
stuffl - O. 
stuff2 - o. 
stuff3 - O. 
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stuffl - 100000. * AREA(ISUB) * Sdepth(ISUB,(ICOMPART-ll» * 
BDEN(ISUB,(ICOMPART-ll» * SURFAAHM(ISUB,ICOMPART) * 
AKinK(ISUB,M,iJk,l) * FRACT 
ChemEqv(ISUBU,ICOMPART,ID) - ChemEqv(ISUBU,ICOMPART,ID) + 
stuffl 
Total kinetics derived moles during run (to master subunit): 
EXTMOLES(ISUB,ICOMPART,ID,3) - EXTMOLES(ISUB,ICOMPART,ID,3) 
+ stuffl 

IF( ConcSpec(ISUBU,M,ijk,l) .GT. O. ) THEN 
stuff2- 100000. * AREA(ISUB) * Sdepth(ISUB,(ICOMPART-ll» * 

& BDEN(ISUB,(ICOMPART-ll» * SURFAAHM(ISUB,ICOMPART) * 
& AKinK(ISUB,M,ijk,2) * FRACT * ConcSpec(ISUBU,M,ijk,l) ** 
& AlphaK(ISUB,M,ijk,l) 

ChemEqv(ISUBU,ICOMPART,ID) - ChemEqv(ISUBU,ICOMPART,ID) + 
& stuff2 

EXTMOLES(ISUB,ICOMPART,ID,3)-EXTMOLES(ISUB,ICOMPART,ID,3) 
& + stuff2 

& 
& 
& 

& 

& 

& 

& 

& 

& 

& 
& 

& 

& 

ENDIF 

IF( ConcSpec(ISUBU,M,ijk,2) .GT. O. ) THEN 
stuff3- 100000. * AREA(ISUB) * Sdepth(ISUB,(ICOMPART-ll»* 
BDEN(ISUB,(ICOMPART-ll» * SURFAAHM(ISUB,ICOMPART) * 
AKinK(ISUB,M,iJk,3) * FRACT * ConcSpec(ISUBU,M,ijk,2) ** 
AlphaK(ISUB,M,ijk,2) 
ChemEqv(ISUBU,ICOMPART,ID) - ChemEqv(ISUBU,ICOMPART,ID) + 
stuff3 
EXTMOLES(ISUB, ICOMPART, ID,3)-EXTMOLES(ISUB, ICOMPART, ID,3) 
+ stuff3 

ENDIF 
record kinetic inputs for mole balance 
IF( iSpecBal .EQ. IChemID(ISUB,ICOMPART,ID) ) 
BalNew(ISUB,l) - BalNew(ISUB,l) + stuffl + stuff2 + stuff3 

GO TO 200 

LITTER INT., SNOWINT, STREAMS, LAKE epijhyplimnion. No soil 
depth involved. SURFAAHM is area relative to planimetric 
surface area. Fract is fraction of subunits surface wet. 
stuffl - O. 
stuff2 ~ O. 
stuff3 - O. 
stuffl - 10000. * AREA(ISUB) * SURFAAHM(ISUB,ICOMPART) * 
AKinK(ISUB,M,ijk,l) * FRACT 
ChemEqv(ISUBU,ICOMPART,ID) - ChemEqv(ISUBU,ICOMPART,ID) + 
stuffl 
EXTMOLES(ISUB,ICOMPART,ID,3)-EXTMOLES(ISUB,ICOMPART,ID,3) 
+ stuffl 

IF( ConcSpec(ISUBU,M,ijk,l) .GT. O. ) THEN 
stuff2 - 10000. * AREA(ISUB) * SURFAAHM(ISUB,ICOMPART) * 
AKinK(ISUB,M,iik,2) * ConcSpec(ISUBU,M,ijk,l) ** 
AlphaK(ISUB,M,ljk,l) * FRACT 
ChemEqv(ISUBU,ICOMPART,ID) - ChemEqv(ISUBU,ICOMPART,ID) + 
stuff2 

EXTMOLES(ISUB,ICOMPART,ID,3)-EXTMOLES(ISUB,ICOMPART,ID,3) 
+ stuff2 
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ENDIF 

IF( ConcSpec(ISUBU,M,ijk,2) .GT. O. ) THEN 
stuff3 - 10000. * AREA(ISUB) * SURFAAHM(ISUB,ICOMPART) * 
AKinK(ISUB,M,ijk,3) * ConcSpec(ISUBU,M,ijk,2) ** 
A1phaK(ISUB,M,ijk,2) * FRACT 
ChemEqv(ISUBU,ICOMPART,ID) - ChemEqv(ISUBU,ICOMPART,ID) + 
stuff3 

EXTMOLES(ISUB,ICOMPART,ID,3)-EXTMOLES(ISUB,ICOMPART,ID,3) 
+ stuff3 

ENDIF 
record kinetic inputs for mole balance 
IF( iSpecBal .EQ. IChemID(ISUB,ICOMPART,ID) ) 
BalNew(ISUB,l) - Ba1New(ISUB,1) + stuffl + stuff2 + stuff3 

200 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 



SUBROUTINE DBGG 

SUBROUTINE DBGG( J, I, stuff) 
C ************************* AHM ****************************** 
C Generic debugging subroutine; add write statements et al. as 
C needed, watch common; called from various locations in main 
C 3-30-92. 

INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'common2.inc' 
INCLUDE 'commonc.inc' 

CHARACTER*20 stuff 

WRITE(9,20) I, J, stuff, ChemEqv(4,7,2), aMixMole(4,7,2), 
& aPPT(4,l,2) 

20 FORMAT ( 214, A20, 3E12.4 ) 

RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE DEPTH 

SUBROUTINE DEPTH( J, I ) 
C Called from RIPCHARG, WATERBAL 
C Converts all values of "volume" to "depth in cm (or % of depth in 
C the case of theta). Called after a call to "VOLUME". 

INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'common2.inc' 

C Define as snow-free or snow-covered area, and "master" subunit JJ 
IF( J .GT. NU ) THEN 

JJ - J - NU 
Fract - SnowCA(JJ) 
GO TO 10 

ENDIF 
JJ - J 
Fract = 1. - SnowCA(J) 

c m3 = cm * (.OlM I cm) * (10,000 M2 I hectare) * hectares 
10 aM3perCM = 100. * AREA(JJ) 

IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE. idstart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 .OR. 
& ibug3 .EQ. JJ) ) WRITE(*,*)' subroutine DEPTH, subunit', J 

C ** Streams and Lakes: independent of snow cover, except for most 
C values directly related to snowpack. No interception, Hdrain, 
C soil water, riparian area deficit. "J" .LE. NU. 

IF( UType(JJ) .EQ. 's' .OR. UType(JJ) .EQ. 's' .OR. 
& UType(JJ) .EQ. 'L' .OR. UType(JJ) .EQ. '1' ) THEN 

RainU(J) - RainU(J) I aM3perCM 
SnowU(J) ~ SnowU(J) I aM3perCM 
aET(J) = aET(J) I aM3perCM 
BaseQ(J) - BaseQ(J) I aM3perCM 
SRO(J) - SRO(J) I aM3perCM 

C STREAMET sets stream sublim. to area ave., unlike other units 
SUBLIMEa(J) - SUBLIMEa(J) I aM3perCM 

C For snowpack and snowpack free water use "old" SCA, the SCA 
C as read for this step, set near bottom of SNOINI 

IF( SnoCAo1d(J) .LE. O. ) GO TO 15 
SnoFrWIC(J) - SnoFrWIC(J) I( aM3perCM * SnoCAold(J) ) 
SNOWPKIC(J) - SNOWPKIC(J) I( aM3perCM * SnoCAo1d(J) ) 
GO TO 20 

15 SnoFrWIC(J) - O. 
SNOWPKIC(J) - O. 

20 IF( SnowCA(J) .LE. O. ) GO TO 30 
SnowDran(J) - SnowDran(J) I( aM3perCM * SnowCA(J) ) 
SnowFrW(J) = SnowFrW(J) I( aM3perCM * SnowCA(J) ) 
SNOWPACK(J) - SNOWPACK(J) I( aM3perCM * SnowCA(J) ) 
GO TO 40 

30 SnowDran(J) = O. 
SnowFrW(J) - O. 
SNOWPACK(J) - O. 

40 RETURN 
ENDIF 

C Rock and soil subunits, differentiate between SCA, SFA, as 
C computation is only for that fraction of area. No BaseQ. 
C Rainfall, snowfall, canopy interception independent of SCA here. 

aM3S = aM3perCM * Fract 
RainU(JJ) ~ RainU(JJ) I ~I3perCM 
SnowU(JJ) - SnowU(JJ) I aM3perCM 



aINTERI2(JJ)- aINTERI2(JJ) / aM3perCM 
aINTERI3(JJ)- aINTERI3(JJ) / aM3perCM 
TINTERa2(JJ)- TINTERa2(JJ) / aM3perCM 
TINTERa3(JJ)- TINTERa3(JJ) / aM3perCM 

C Don't let SCA-l.O or SCA-O. blow it. 
IF( aM3S .LE. O. ) THEN 

aET(J) - O. 
Hdrain(J) - O. 
SRO(J) - O. 
SUBLIMEa(J)- O. 

GO TO 50 
ENDIF 

aET(J) - aET(J) / aM3S 
Hdrain(J) - Hdrain(J) / aM3S 
SRO(J) - SRO(J) / aM3S 
SUBLIMEa(J) - SUBLIMEa(J) / aM3S 

50 DO 100 iii - 1, NLayers(JJ) 
IF( aM3S .LE. O. ) THEN 

THETA(J,iii) - O. 
ThetaIC(J,iii)- O. 
ODRAW(J,iii) - O. 
ODRAWa(J,iii) - O. 
GO TO 100 

ENDIF 
THETA(J, iii) - THETA(J, iii) /( Sdepth(JJ, iii) * a1-13S ) 
ThetaIC(J,iii)- ThetaIC(J,iii) /( Sdepth(JJ,iii) * aM3S ) 

C ODRAW already incorporates soil depth 
ODRAW(J,iii) - ODRAW(J,iii) / aM3S 
ODRAWa(J,iii) - ODRAWa(J,iii) / aM3S 

100 CONTINUE 
C aINTERIl is litter interception at start of time step; adjust 
C using "old" SCA which is SCA as read for this step, set near 
C bottom of subroutine SNOINI. Ditto for snowpack, snowpack free 
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C water, and "litter interception" under snowpack (SnowlntI) IC's. 
IF( SnoCAold(JJ) .GE. 1.0 ) GO TO 110 
aINTERIl(JJ) - aINTERIl(JJ) / ( aM3perCM * (l.-SnoCAold(JJ» ) 
GO TO 120 

110 aINTERIl(JJ) - O. 
120 IF( SnoCAold(JJ) .LE. 0.0 ) GO TO 130 

SnoFrWIC(JJ) - SnoFrWIC(JJ) / ( aM3perCM * SnoCAold(JJ) ) 
SNOWPKIC(JJ) - SNOWPKIC(JJ) / ( aM3perCM * SnoCAold(JJ) ) 
SnowlntI(JJ) - SnowlntI(JJ) / ( aM3perCM * SnoCAold(JJ) ) 
GO TO 140 

130 SnoFrWIC(JJ) - O. 
SNOWPKIC(JJ) = O. 
SnowlntI(JJ) - O. 

140 IF( aM3S .LE. O. ) THEN 
Snowlnt(JJ) - O. 
SnowDran(JJ)- O. 
SnowFrW(JJ) - O. 
SNOWPACK(JJ)- o. 
GO TO 150 

ENDIF 
Snowlnt(JJ) 
SnowDran(JJ) 
SnowFrW(JJ) 
SNOWPACK(JJ) 

- Snowlnt(JJ) 
= SnowDran(JJ) 
- SnowFrW(JJ) 
= SNOWPACK(JJ) 

/ aM3S 
/ aM3S 
/ aM3S 
/ aM3S 



150 IF( SnowCA(JJ) .GE. 1. ) THEN 
TINTERal(JJ) - O. 
GO TO 160 

ENDIF 
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TINTERa1(JJ) - TINTERa1(JJ) / ( aM3perCM * ( 1. - SnowCA(JJ» ) 
160 RETURN 

END 
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SUBROUTINE DOCHEM 

SUBROUTINE DOCHEM( ISUBU, ICOMPART, I DAY , cm, THRMRITE ) 
************************** ARM PROGRAM ************************* 
Computes total liters of water in the compartment on which 
equilibration and kinetics are to occur, then: 

calls: ANITRO (nitrogen model) 
ORGACM (Organic Acids model) 
MINEQL (which calls associated subroutines) to do 

equilibration 
ANC to compute acid neutralizing capacity, and write 

file "phalk.out" (pH, Alk, m3, & specified species) 
FRMIX to determine soluble moles of each ARM type 1 

component that are free to mix 
COMPKIN to do kinetics 
MATBAL to compute total moles/compartment of ARM type 

1&2 species (MINEQL type 1 components) following 
adjustments for kinetics. 

Compartments whose water contents are functions of SCA include: 
Interception 

(1) Litter Rain (l-SCA) 
(11) Litter "interception" under snowpack (SnowInt) (SCA) 
Snowpack 

(4) Water Equivalent (SCA) 
(5) Free Water (SeA) 
(6) Snowpack drainage (SCA) 

Soil Layers 
(12+) 1-SCA on subunits 1 through NU, SCA on subunits> NU 
SRO, HDRAIN 
(7,8) l-SCA on subunits 1 through NU, SCA on subunits> NU 

Compartments independent of SCA: 
(7) SRO on streams only 
(2,3) Canopy interception 

"common" needed for SCA, AREA at least; commonc used for nokinet 
INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'commonc.inc' 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. IDAY .GE. ids tart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 .OR. 

& ibug3 .EQ. ISUBU) ) WRITE(*,lO) ISUBU, ICOMPART, IDAY 
FORMAT ( , SUBROUTINE DOCHEM Subu/Compart', 213, ' WY day', 13) 
Set ISUB - Master subunit number 
ISUB - ISUBU 
IF( ISUBU .GT. NU ) ISUB - ISUBU - NU 
Compute tot. L water in this compart. The fraction used to 
compute total water here may differ from that used in "INPUT" or 
"SURFIN" to compute total chern., as compart 7, 12+ store chemicals 
separately on SFA/SCA. 
Fract - 1. 
IF( UType(ISUB) .EQ. 's' .OR. UType(ISUB) .EQ. 's' .OR. 

& UType(ISUB) .EQ. 'L' .OR. UType(ISUB) .EQ. '1' .OR. 
& ICOMPART .EQ. 2 .OR. ICOMPART .EQ. 3 ) GO TO 14 

ABOVE: existing code prohibits canopy equilibration (Sept. 1990) 
Compartment 3 may also be lake hypolimnion, however. 

IF( ICOMPART .EQ. 1 .OR. ( (ISUBU .LE. NU) .AND. (ICOMPART .EQ. 
& 7 .OR. ICOMPART .EQ. 8 .OR. ICOMPART .GE. 12) ) ) THEN 

Fract - 1. - SnowCA( ISUB ) 
GO TO 14 

ENDIF 
IF( ICOMPART .EQ. 4 .OR. ICOMPART .EQ. 5 .OR. ICOMPART .EQ. 6 
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& .OR. ICOMPART .EQ. 11 .OR. «ISUBU .GT. NU) .AND. (ICOMPART .EQ. 
& 7 .OR. ICOMPART .EQ. 8 .OR. ICOMPART .GE. l2»)Fract-SnowCA(ISUB) 

14 TLITERS - 100000. * AREA( ISUB ) * cm * Fract 
IF( TLITERS .LE. 0.001 ) THEN 

WRITE(*,15) I DAY , ISUBU, ICOMPART 
15 FORMAT( lOX, 'Day', 14, ' SubU' , 13, ' Compart. ',12, 

&' (No water)') 
RETURN 

ENDIF 

C Call nitrogen model on anything equilibrated 
C ANITRO is dependent on liters, independent of SCA 

CALL ANITRO( ISUBU, ICOMPART, I DAY , TLITERS ) 
C ORGganic AcidS Model 

CALL ORGACM( ISUBU, ICOMPART, I DAY , TLITERS ) 
C Skip kinetics first day; don't have necessary free species conc. 

IF( NoKinet .EQ. 1 .OR. ( IDAY .EQ. iDstartB .AND. IRESTRT .NE. 
& 'Y' .AND. IRESTRT .NE. 'y') ) GO TO 25 

C On litter or rock, compute kinetics after equilibration, because 
C these areas may have been dry for weeks to months and old conc. 
C may be meaningless due to dry dep. Output values in phalk.out 
C will not reflect the kinetics, but receiving subunit will get the 
C products. 

IF( ICOMPART .EQ. 1 .OR. ICOMPART .EQ. 11 ) GO TO 25 
C Compute kinetic reactions based on last step's concentrations 
C obtained from MINEQL. 
C IF equilibration failed last time, do kinetics based on last known 
C solution. Kinetics add reaction products directly to moles / 
C compartment. 

CALL COMPKIN( ISUBU, ICOMPART, I DAY , TLITERS ) 
C EQUILIBRATE 
25 CALL MINEQL( ISUBU, ICOMPART, I DAY , TLITERS, THRMRITE ) 
C If NoSol - 1, MINEQL reached no solution; don't output plot files, 
C re-compute mixing moles, or redo mass balance 

IF( NoSol(ISUBU,ICOMPART) .EQ. 1 ) THEN 
WRITE(*,50) ISUBU, ICOMPART, IDAY 
WRITE(9,50) ISUBU, ICOMPART, IDAY 

50 FORMAT ( '* Chern. equil. failed; Sub', 13, 
& ' Compart', 13, ' WY-Day', 14 ) 

NumFail(ISUBU,ICOMPART) - NumFail(ISUBU,ICOMPART) + 1 
RETURN 

ENDIF 
C Kinetics on litter, under snow: 

IF( ICOMPART .EQ. 1 .OR. ICOMPART .EQ. 11 ) CALL COMPKIN( ISUBU, 
& ICOMPART, I DAY , TLITERS ) 

C Determine moles of total chemical that are soluble and can mix 
C between compartments. 

CALL FRMIX( ISUBU, ICOMPART, I DAY , TLITERS ) 
C Compute and output acid neutralizing cap, pH, SRO, and species 
C specified interactively in READDAT 

CALL ANC( ISUBU, ICOMPART, I DAY , TLITERS ) 
C Below, with no kinetics, MATBAL probably need not be run depending 
C on which types of species are be included in matbal computations. 
C If types 1-4 are in MATBAL, it could be skipped when no kinetics. 
C As of 6-22-91, only types 1,2, and 4 are used in MATBAL. 
C The fact no kinetics are performed has not eliminated need for 
C the presence of kinetic rxn file, though it may be a dummy. 

CALL MATBAL( ISUBU, ICOMPART, I DAY , TLITERS ) 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE ET 

SUBROUTINE ET( J, I ) 
C Computes water loss to atmosphere from subunit given soil 
C water content, interception storage, potential evapotranspiration 
C and potential sublimation. Does not deal with stream or lake 
C subunits, which are handled by StreamET, LAKE, and LAKESUBL. 
C I, passed as WY day, is used only for debug write statements. 
C Most values passed to here have "subunit" index J, ranging l-NU. 
C Though computations are also done for subunits NU+l through 2 NU; 
C the latter are snow-covered area on the same (J) subunit, 
C incremented J+NU. Variables whose indices include J+NU and that 
C are modified in this routine include (only) aET and SUBLIMEa. 

C Values of interception on snow-covered (SnowInt) and snow-free 
C area (TINTERal) are passed to this routine as cm, unadjusted 
C for snow-free or snow-covered area. 

C Partitions between ET and sublimation based on snow covered area. 
C Output values are all area cm on SCA or SFA except canopy values 
C which are subunit wide. Does not reduce soil water beneath 
C snowpack with ET. 
C Because this routine only deals with losses to atmosphere, and 
C chemistry is tracked as mass rather than concentrations, no 
C chemistry adjustments are done here. 
C INPUTS: 
C aETmax(J,i) 
C aPET(J) 
C I 
C J 
C Sdepth(J , i) 
C SnowCA 
C SUBLIME(J) 
C THETA(J,i) 
C ThetaR(J,i) 
C ThetaWlt(J,i) 
C TINTERal(J) (depth on snow-free area) 
C TINTERa2(J) (depth on subunit) 
C TINTERa3(J) (depth on subunit) 

C OUTPUTS: aET(J & J+NU) depth on SFA, seA (canopy loss only), cm 
C aETlayer(J,i) depth on SFA, cm 
C SNOWPACK(J) depth on SCA, cm, adjusted for sublimation 
C SnowFrW(J) depth on SCA, cm, adjusted for sublimation 
C SNOWvol volwne in m3 of water of snowpack's ice 
C SUBLIMEa(J&J+NU) depth on SFA (canopy loss only), SCA,cm 
C THETA(J,i) soil H20 content, SFA, vol./vol. 
C THETA(J+NU,i) (for debug write only, not changed here) 
C TINTlvol volume of interception on litter, SFA, m3. 
C See subroutines SNTERCPT, SNOWCOMP 
C TINTERal(J) (depth on snow-free area) 
C TINTERa2(J) (subunit average (same on SFA, SCA» 
C TINTERa3(J) (subunit average (same on SFA, SCA» 
C Local: 
c TINTLOSI - H20 lost to ET from rain litter into storage, SFA, cm 
c TINTLOS2 - H20 lost to subl. from snow can. into stor., SFA/SCA cm 
c TINTLOS3 - H20 lost to ET from rain can. into stor., SFA/SCA cm 

INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 



10 

C 

11 

12 

13 
14 

15 

16 

C 

C 
C 

INCLUDE 'common2.inc' 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE. idstart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 

& .OR. ibug3 .EQ. J) ) WRITE(*,10) J, I 
FORMAT (' SUBROUTINE ET subuni t', 13,' lolY day " 13/ 

& ' soil soil H20 Litter Rain Canopy Snow Canopy' , 
&' Pot. ET Pot. Sub1.'/ 
&' Horizon cm IntStor Int. Stor. Int. Stor.' ) 

aET(J) - O. 
aET(J+NU) - O. 
SUBLIMEa(J) - O. 
SUBLIME a (J+NU) - O. 
TINTLOS1 - O. 
TINTLOS2 - O. 
TINTLOS3 - O. 
ET loss from soil occurs only on SFA, only use subu "J" here 
DO 11 ii - 1, NLayers(J) 

aET1ayer(J,ii) - O. 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE. ids tart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 

& .OR. ibug3 .EQ. J) ) THEN 
WRITE(*,12) THETA(J,l)*Sdepth(J,l) , TINTERa1(J), 

& TINTERa3(J), TINTERa2(J), aPET(J), SUBLIME(J) 
FORMAT(' begin 1', F9.4, 3F13.4, F11.4, F9.4, ' SFA' ) 
DO 13 ii - 2, NLayers(J) 

WRITE(*,14) ii, THETA(J,ii)*Sdepth(J,ii) 
FORMAT( 6X, 13, F9.4 ) 
WRITE(*,15) THETA(J+NU,l)*Sdepth(J,l), SnowInt(J), 

& TINTERa3(J), TINTERa2(J), aPET(J), SUBLIME(J) 
FORMAT(' begin 1', F9.4, 3F13.4, F11.4, F9.4, , SCA' ) 
DO 16 ii - 2, NLayers(J) 

WRITE(*,14) ii, THETA(J+NU,ii)*Sdepth(J,ii) 
ENDIF 
Create local, reducible values of potential sublimation, PET 
SUBL - SUBLIME(J) 
aPE - aPET(J) 
Set volume of litter into using currently valid SCA; ET 
didn't change lit. int., SNOWCOMP or SNTERCPT may have. 
TINT1vo1(J) - TINTERa1(J) *(l.-SnowCA(J» * AREA(J)*100. 
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C 
C 

Canopy intercepted rain and snow is independent of SCA; do first 
********* Rain Canopy Interception 

C 

IF( TINTERa3(J) .GE. aPET(J) ) THEN 

ELSE 

TINTERa3(J) - TINTERa3(J) - aPET(J) 
TINTLOS3 - aPET(J) 
aPE - O. 
PET all used by rain can. Int.; won't change soil, litter 

C PE .GT. INTERCEPTION 
TINTLOS3 - TINTERa3(J) 
TINTERa3(J) - O. 
aPE - aPE - TINTLOS3 

ENDIF 

C ********* Snow Canopy Interception 
C "Free water" content of intercepted snow in canopy is assumed"" O. 
C Snow Canopy Int. responds to sublimation only, not PET, though if 
C it melts it becomes "rain canopy" Int.; also can "drop" (SNOWCOMP) 

IF( TINTERa2(J) .GE. SUBLIME(J) ) THEN 
C snow into stor. exceeds pot. sublim. 

ELSE 

TINTERa2(J) - TINTERa2(J) - SUBLIME(J) 
TINTLOS2 - SUBLIME(J) 
SUBL - O. 
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C Snow Can. Int. storage is .LE. potential sublimation 
TINTLOS2 - TINTERa2(J) 
TINTERa2(J) - O. 
SUBL - SUBL - TINTLOS2 

ENDIF 
IF( aPE .LE. O .. OR. SnowCA(J) .GE. 1. ) GO TO 200 
IF( TINTERa1(J) .LE. O. ) GO TO 40 

C ********* Litter Interception 
IF( aPE .GT. TINTERa1(J) ) THEN 

C TINTERa1(J), TINTLOS1 are depths on snow-free area 
TINTLOS1 - TINTERa1(J) 

C 

C 

C 

40 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

ELSE 

TINTERa1(J) - O. 
aPE - aPE - TINTLOS1 
TINT1vo1(J) - O. 

aPE is .GT. 0., .LE. TINTERa1 
TINTLOS1 - aPE 

ENDIF 

TINTERa1(J) - TINTERa1(J) - aPE 
aPE - O. 
Set volume of litter interception using currently valid SCA 
TINT1vo1(J) - TINTERa1(J) * (1. - SnowCA(J» * AREA(J) * 100. 
all remaining PET used on litter int.; soil H20 unchanged 
GO TO 200 

IF( aPE .LE. O .. OR. UType(J) .EQ. 'R' .OR. UType(J) .EQ. 'r' ) GO 
& TO 200 

******** SNOW-FREE AREA SOIL 
Note: in cases where SCA was 1.0 and all snow melted, WETMELT 
set SCA to zero, so ET can influence entire subunit area. ET is a 
fraction of (remaining) PET that declines with declining soil 
moisture. Linear decline from ThetaS ( saturated) @ 1.0*PET to 
ThetaR @ .2*PET, then linear from ThetaR ( .2*PET ) to ThetaW1t 
(O.*PET) 

DO 100 ii - 1, NLayers(J) 
IF( THETA(J,ii) .LT. ThetaR(J,ii) ) GO TO 50 

C Compute fraction (Fract) of PET realized as ET (wet soil) 
Fract - 1. - .8 * ( 1. - (THETA(J,ii) - ThetaR(J,ii) ) / 

& ( ThetaS(J,ii) - ThetaR(J,ii» ) 
GO TO 60 

C Compute fraction (Fract) of PET realized as ET (dry soil) 
50 Fract - .2 * ( THETA(J,ii) - ThetaW1t(J,ii) ) / 

C 
60 

C 

100 

C 

150 

& ( ThetaR(J,ii) - ThetaWlt(J,ii) ) 

Compute available water. Don't go below "wilting point". 
H20avail - ( THETA(J,ii) - ThetaWlt(J,ii) ) * Sdepth(J,ii) 
IF( H20avail .LT. O. ) H20avail - O. 
ET = soil loss + interception loss; add latter before 200 
aETlayer(J,ii) ~ aETmax(J,ii) * Fract * aPE 
IF( aETlayer(J,ii) .GT. H20avail ) aETlayer(J,ii) - H20avail 
aET(J) - aET(J) + aETlayer(J,ii) 
aPE - aPE - aET1ayer(J,ii) 

CONTINUE 

Adjust soil water content on SFA for ET 
DO 150 ii ~ 1, NLayers(J) 

THETA(J,ii) - THETA(J,ii) - aET1ayer(J,ii) / Sdepth(J,ii) 
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C Add canopy, litter interception losses to ET from soil after 300. 

C ********* Sublimation from snowpack surface 
200 IF( SNOWPACK(J) .LE. 0.0 .OR. SnowCA(J) .LE. O .. OR. SUBL .LE. 0 ) 

& GO TO 300 

C Snowpack exists; adjust for sublimation, taking water proportion-
C ate1y from free water and frozen water. (arguable assumption.) 

rat1 - SnowFrW(J) ! ( SNOWPACK(J) + SnowFrW(J) ) 
IF( (SNOWPACK(J) + SnowFrW(J) ) .GT. SUBL ) THEN 

C Snowpack and entrained free H20 exceed remaining pot. sublim. 
SNOWPACK(J)-SNOWPACK(J) - SUBL * (1.-rat1) 
SnowFrW(J) - SnowFrW(J) - SUBL * ratl 

C All potential sublimation used on pack, free water, and 
C canopy Int. (latter added in at 300). 

ELSE 

SUBLIMEa(J+NU) - SUBL 
SUBL - O. 

C snowpack + entrained free water .LE. remaining pot. sub1im.; 
SUBLIMEa(J+NU) - SNOWPACK(J) + SnowFrW(J) 
SNOWPACK(J) - O. 
SnowFrW(J) - O. 

ENDIF 
C SUBLIMEa(J+NU) is cm of sublimation from snowpack surface, not 
C adjusted for SCA. Add interception loss to snowpack sublimation. 
300 IF( SnowCA(J) .GT. O. ) THEN 

SUBLIMEa(J+NU) - SUBLIMEa(J+NU) + TINTLOS2 
C SCA may have losses to ET from rain or melted snow in canopy 

aET(J+NU) - TINTLOS3 
ENDIF 
IF( SnowCA(J) .LT. 1. ) THEN 

C Snow free area may have sublimation loss from canopy snow 
SUBLIMEa(J) - TINTLOS2 

C Add canopy, litter intercept. loss to ET from soil on SFA. 
aET(J) = aET(J) + TINTLOS3 + TINTLOS1 

ENDIF 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE. idstart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 

& .OR. ibug3 .EQ. J) ) THEN 
WRITE(*,325) THETA(J,l)*Sdepth(J,l) , TINTERa1(J),TINTERa3(J), 

& TINTERa2(J) 
325 FORMAT(' end 1', F9.4, 3F13.4, ' (SFA)') 

IF( NLayers(J) .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 334 

330 

334 
& 

335 

336 
339 

& 
340 

& 
& 
& 
& 
& 

ENDIF 

DO 330 ii - 2, NLayers(J) 
WRITE(*,14) ii, THETA(J,ii)*Sdepth(J,ii) 

WRITE(*,335) THETA(J+NU,l)*Sdepth(J, 1) , Sno'~Int(J), 
TINTERa3(J), TINTERa2(J) 
FORMAT(' end 1', F9.4, 3F13.4, ' (SCA)' ) 
IF( NLayers(J) .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 339 
DO 336 ii ~ 2, NLayers(J) 

WRITE(*,14) ii, THETA(J+NU,ii)*Sdepth(J,ii) 
WRITE(*,340) aET(J), SUBLIMEa(J), TINTLOS1, TINTLOS2, 
TINTLOS3, SNOWPACK(J), SnowFrW(J), aET(J+NU), SUBLIMEa(J+NU) 
FORMAT ( 
, ET Sublimation Litter Snow Can. Rain' , 
, Can. Snowpack SnowFrW'! 
, adjusted adjusted Int. Loss Int. Loss Int.', 
, Loss (on SCA) (on SCA)'! F10.5,F14.4,3F12.4,F10.4,F9.4! 
F10.5, F14.4, ' ( this line on SCA )' ) 



C ADJUST volume of snowpack remaining after sublimation 
SNOWvo1(J) - SNOWPACK(J) * SnowCA(J) * AREA(J) * 100. 
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C Compute m3 of ET. subunits whose ET is added to melt (optimize) 
IF( iETme1t(J) .EQ. 1 ) ETme1t - ETme1t + ( aET(J) * (1. -

& SnowCA(J» + aET(J+NU) * SnowCA(J) ) * AREA(J) * 100. 
RETURN 
END 



SUBROUTINE EXCOL 

SUBROUTINE EXCOL(JO,JJ,ibug,ibug3,idstart,ISUBU,IDAY) 
INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'parm.inc' 
INCLUDE 'var.inc' 
IV - IDX(JJ) 
IDX(JJ) - IDX(JO) 
IDX(JO) - IV 
V - X(JO) 
X(JO) - X(JJ) 
X(JJ) - V 
V - GX(JO) 
GX(JO) - GX(JJ) 
GX(JJ) - V 
V - T(JO) 
T(JO) = T(JJ) 
T(JJ) = V 

DO 100 ijk - 1, MSPEC 
V ~ A(ijk,JO) 
A(ijk,JO) - A(ijk,JJ) 
A(ijk,JJ) - V 

100 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE EXROW 

SUBROUTINE EXROW( 10, II, ISUBU, IDAY ) 
INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 

C common only for ibug, ibug3, ids tart 
INCLUDE 'parm.inc' 
INCLUDE 'var.inc' 
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IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. IDAY .GE. ids tart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 .OR. 
& ibug3 .EQ. ISUBU) ) WRITE(*,10) ISUBU, IDAY 

10 FORMAT ( , subroutine EXROW, subu', 13, ' WYD', 14) 
IV = IDY(II) 
IDY(II) - IDY(IO) 
IDY(IO) - IV 

DO 100 J - 1, MCOMP 
V ~ A(IO,J) 
A(IO,J) = A(II,J) 
A(II ,J) = V 

100 CONTINUE 
V = GK(IO) 
GK(IO) ~ GK(II) 
GK(II) = V 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE FRMIX 

SUBROUTINE FRMIX( ISUBU, ICOMPART, I DAY , TLITERS ) 
Computes moles of MINEQL type I species that are soluble, which 
includes MINEQL type I and those MINEQL tyPe II species that do 
not include non-mixing type I (ARM type 2) species in their 
composition. 
Local variables: 

Tmix total conc (moles/I) that mix 
Tmix2 - total conc (moles/I) that may/may not mix 
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Tmix3 - total conc (moles/I) that precipitate independent 
of non-mixing components 

TNmix - total conc (moles/I) of ARM type II species and 
those species attached to type II's 

(above 3 are all indexed by species) 
Common variables (commonc.inc): 

aMiXMole - soluble moles/compartment of each species 
free to mix between compartments. 

aPPT - precipitated moles/compartment excluding those 
ppt. with non-mixing component. 

aNoMix - non-mixing moles/compartment; ARM type II species 
and those ARM type I species attached to type II's 

As this routine is called from DOCHEM, it only sets a value of 
mixing moles on those compartments where equilibration occurs. 
Therefore, on those compartments where no equilibration takes 
place, (and because that may vary between runs, as currently 
equilibration on "litter" is an option), "soluble moles" must be 
determined when MIX is called on those compartments. 
INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'parm.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'common2.inc' 
INCLUDE 'commonc.inc' 
INCLUDE 'var.inc' 
DIMENSION IAT(S),IDT(S), Tmix(MCOMP), Tmix2(MCOMP), Tmix3(MCOMP), 

& TNmix(MCOMP) 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. IDAY .GE. ids tart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 .OR. 

& ibug3 .EQ. ISUBU) ) WRITE(*,10) ISUBU, IDAY 
FORMAT ( , subroutine FRMIX, subu', 13, ' WYD'. 14) 
Set ISUB - master (Snow free) subunit number 
ISUB ~ ISUBU 
IF( ISUBU .GT. NU ) ISUB - ISUBU - NU 
DO 40 ijk - 1, NN(1) 

Snow covered area or lake hypo appt, anomix 2nd indo = 2 
IF( ISUB .NE. ISUBU .OR. ICOMPART .EQ. 3 ) THEN 

ELSE 

ENDIF 

aPPT( ISUB,2,ijk ) - O. 
aNoMix(ISUB,2,ijk) - O. 

aPPT( ISUB,l,ijk ) - O. 
aNoMix(ISUB,1,ijk) - O. 

aMixMole( ISUBU, I COM PART , ijk ) = O. 
Tmix( ijk ) - O. 
Tmix3( ijk ) - O. 
TNmix( ijk ) - O. 

*********** GET MOLES OF TYPE 1 (AHM and Mineql) ***************~'< 
*********** 1 SPECIES THAT MIX, Type 2 ARM (free) that don't **** 
MINEQL VALUES: IDX, X, and T for ID, free, & total type I species 
DO 110 ijk - 1, NN(l) 

Make sure this species mixes (Tmix has MINEQL, not AHM index) 
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DO 105 jk1 - 1, NUMCOMPO(ISUB,ICOMPART) 
IF(IDX(ijk) .NE. IChemID(ISUB,ICOMPART,jk1» GO TO 105 
Tmix(ijk) - X(ijk) 

CONTINUE 
IF( NUMCOMNM(ISUB,ICOMPART) .LT. 1 ) GO TO 110 
Record "free" non-mixers 
DO 106 jk1 - (NUMCOMPO(ISUB,ICOMPAR1') + 1 ), 

& ( NUMCOMPO(ISUB,ICOMPART) + NUMCOMNM(ISUB,ICOMPART) ) 
IF(IDX(ijk) .NE. IChemID(ISUB,ICOMPART,jk1» GO TO 106 
TNmix(ijk) - X(ijk) 

& 

CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
**************** TYPE II (MINEQL) SPECIES LOOP **************** 
DO 135 ijk - ( NN(l) + 1 ), ( NN(l) + NN(2) ) 

K - 0 
imix - 0 

zero temporary storage for moles of (possible) mixing chemicals 
DO 115 ik1 - 1, NN(l) 

Tmix2(ik1) - O. 
"A" (MINEQL stoichiometry) loop 
DO 130 jk1 - 1, NN(l) 

Skip stoichiometries of zero 
IF(A(ijk,jkl) .LT .. 01.AND.A(ijk,jkl) .GT. - .01 ) GO TO 130 
K - K + 1 
IDT(K) - IDX(jkl) 
IAT(K) - NINT(A(ijk,jk1» 

Have ID and Stoich. of a component of a MINEQL type II; 
this'll species mayjmaynot include non-mixing components, 
and we won't know for sure 'til all components of this'll 
are checked. So save this value in a new variable, add to 
mixing after all done with this type II. 
Check if this one includes a non-mixer; if so, doesn't 
mix, check new MINEQL type II 
DO 120 iijk - ( NUMCOMPO(ISUB,ICOMPART) +1 ), 
( NUMCOMPO(ISUB,ICOMPART) + NUMCOMNM(ISUB,ICOMPART) ) 
IF( IDT(K) .EQ. IChemID(ISUB,ICOMPART,iijk» imix ~ 1 
Find MINEQL index, type I species included in MINEQL II 
DO 125 k1m - 1, NN(l) 

IF(IDT(K) .NE. IDX(k1m) ) GO TO 125 
Tmix2(klm) - Tmix2(k1m) + C(ijk) * DBLE(IAT(K» 

CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
IF( imix .EQ. 1 ) THEN 

DO 132 1mn - 1, NN(l) 
TNmix(lmn) - TNmix(lmn) + Tmix2(lmn) 

ELSE 

DO 134 Imn - 1, NN(I) 
Tmix(lmn) - Tmix(lmn) + Tmix2(lmn) 

ENDIF 
CONTINUE 
*******~I:*** TYPE IV PRECIPITATES LOOP. ********** 
For cases with lakes and streams where precipitates assumed to 
move through with ,~ater (all cases except riparian rech. 12-18-90) 
This works (here) also with SRO on other units if equilibration in 
that SRO is done, which requires program mods. to do that and 
also to handle the mixing by MIX. Ppt. attached to non-mixers 
don't mix except when fraction area considered changes (lake hypo, 
SCA). PPt not bound to non-mixers identified for hypolimnion, but 
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cannot be returned to epilimnion by LAKEHYPM unless get soluble. 
IF( ICOMPART .EQ. 7 .OR. ( ICOMPART .EQ. 3 .AND. ( UType(ISUB) 

& .EQ. 'L' .OR. UType(ISUB) .EQ. '1') ) ) THEN 
DO 235 ijk - (NN(1)+NN(2)+NN(3)+1 ),(NN(1)+NN(2)+NN(3)+NN(4» 

K - 0 
imix - 0 
zero temp. storage, moles of (possible) mixing chemicals 
DO 215 ikl - 1, NN(l) 

Tmix2(ikl) - O. 
"A" (MINEQL stoichiometry) loop 
DO 230 jkl - I, NN(l) 

Skip stoichiometries of zero 
IF(A(ijk,jkl).LT .. Ol.AND.A(ijk,jkl).GT.-.Ol) GO TO 

& 230 
K - K + 1 
IDT(K) - IDX(jkl) 
IAT(K) - NINT(A(ijk,jkl» 
Have ID and Stoich. of a component of a MINEQL type 
IV; may!maynot incl. no-mix compon. (same above) 
DO 220 iijk - ( NUMCOMPO(ISUB,ICOMPART) +1 ), 

& ( NUMCOMPO(ISUB,ICOMPART) +NUMCOMNM(ISUB,ICOMPART» 
IF(IDT(K).EQ.IChemID(ISUB,ICOMPART,iijk» imix-l 

Find MINEQL index, type I spec. incl. in MINEQL IV 
DO 225 kIm - 1, NN(l) 

IF(IDT(K) .NE. IDX(klm) ) GO TO 225 
Tmix2(klm) - Tmix2(klm) + C(ijk) *DBLE(IAT(K» 

CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
IF( imix .EQ. 1 ) THEN 

DO 232 lmn - 1, NN(l) 
TNmix(lmn) - TNmix(lmn) + Tmix2(lmn) 

ELSE 
DO 234 lmn - 1, NN(l) 

Tmix3(lmn) - Tmix3(lmn) + Tmix2(lmn) 
ENDIF 

235 CONTINUE 
ENDIF 

C **** End precipitates loop 

DO 250 ijk = 1, NN(l) 
C Find species ID from AHM's list of component (I) species that 
C matches the ID# (IDX) of the mineql species. Non-mixing type 
C I species (type II AHM) won't mix at, but must be included 
C here or value of "imatch" sticks at wrong index. 

DO 240 jkl - 1, NN(l) 
IF(IChemID(ISUB,ICOMPART,jkl) .NE. IDX(ijk) ) GO TO 240 
imatch - j kl 
GO TO 248 

240 CONTINUE 
C MATBAL has error message here; another would be redundant. 
C IF LITTER INTERCEPTION EQUILIBRATED: 
C If a small area left wet behind receding snowpack, "T" values 
C from MINEQL refect only the conc. on that wetted area, while 
C the other remaining chemicals are unchanged. Inclusion of 
C TLITERS here avoids any problem. 
248 aMixMole(ISUBU,ICOMPART,imatch) - Tmix(ijk) * TLITERS 
C Record moles of precipitates not bound to type II species, 
C and type II species and species attached to them. 2nd index 
C = 1 (not hypolimnion or snow-covered), 2 (hypolimnion or SCA) 

IF( ISUB .NE. ISUBU .OR. ICOMPART .EQ. 3 ) THEN 
aPPT(ISUB,2,imatch) - Tmix3(ijk)*TLITERS 



aNoMix(ISUB,2,imatch) - TNmix(ijk) * TLITERS 
ELSE 

aPPT(ISUB,l,imatch) - Tmix3(ijk)*TLITERS 
aNoMix(ISUB,l,imatch) - TNmix(ijk) * TLITERS 

ENDIF 
250 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE GASK 

SUBROUTINE GASK( IDAY ) 
C Checks date against next date that MINEQL type 3 species may have 
C their K values updated, then updates them. (Initially, the only 
C type 3 species we expect to enter are gases, thus the subroutine 
C name. Nothing inherently keeps this routine from changing the K 
C values on any other type 3 species, however.) 

C This subroutine also reads (in the same data line) the value of 
C the factor aNH3toON(s,c) , the fraction of NH3 converted to 
C organic nitrogen at a given date (and subsequent dates til new 
C date-line is read). Converting to organic gives off 1 H+, while 
C converting to N03 gives off 2 H+. Subroutine ANITRO.FOR does the 
C conversion before equilibration is done with mineql. Also reads 
C aN03toON, the fraction of N03- converted to organic nitrogen in 
C a compartment, results in - lH+ per mole converted. 

C If no factor aNH3toON is present, or if it is "zero" 
C (.LT. 1.E-IO), no change to value read from initial condition file 
C occurs; to set aNH3toON to zero, enter as a negative number. 
C Ditto for aN03toON, aN03base. 

C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

10 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

15 

Local variables: 
aaNitro, aaNitr02, aaNitr03 

This routine reads from a file the date (month and day, sequential 
in time) at which the K values change from one line, then reads 
subunit, compartment, type 3 species ID, and new K value from 
subsequent lines. When species ID is blank, it looks for a new 
date, skipping over lines with a blank month field. After date is 
read, if that date is current day, more subu/comp/species/K lines 
are read; otherwise, control back to main program. K values stay 
constant until day being computed in main program matches the date 
read from this subroutines input file, when K values are adjusted 
according to data again. 
INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'commonc.inc' 

IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. IDAY .GE. idstart ) WRITE(*,lO) IDAY 
FORMAT ( , subroutine GASK, WYD', 14 ) 
Main program initially sets IGasDate = 0 
IF( (IRESTRT .EQ. 'Y' .OR. IRESTRT .EQ. 'y') .AND. IDAY .EQ. 

& iDstartB ) GO TO 310 
IF( IGasDate .EQ. 0 .AND. IDAY .EQ. iDstartB ) GO TO 200 
If encounters end of file upon reading IGASDATE or changes in K 
values, sets IGasDate - 9999. Can have dummy file with no data or 
blank line and get constant K values. 

& 
& 
& 

Below line maintains constant K's until date of change is 
encountered. 
IF( IDAY .LT. IGasDate ) RETURN 

IF( IDAY .GT. IGasDate ) THEN 
WRITE(*,15) IDAY, IGasDate 
FOR}~T(/ 'current water year day 
, than water year day'/ ' (' ,13, 
, species K value is supposed to 
, in file gasdate.dat'/) 

ENDIF 

(', 13,') is greater', 
') where type 3', 
change.'/ ' Error is', 



C 
C 
C 
C 
18 

19 

20 

21 
C 

C 

C 

25 

C 
30 

C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

90 
C 

100 

200 
300 
C 
C 
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IDAY - IGasDate 
Read subunit, compartment, chemical species ID, and new K value; 
subunit and/or compartment may be left blank if same as last read 
value for current date. 
IF( 1DAY .EQ. IGasDate ) THEN 

WRITE(*,19) IDAY 
WR1TE(9,19) IDAY 
FORMAT(/' Adjust type 3 spec. Ks, NH4-N03 to organic N, WY', 

& ' day " 13 / ' subU Compart. species Log10 K NH3toON' , 
& ' N03toON N03base') 

READ(18,21,ERR-700,END-1000) iu, ico, isp, AK, aaNitro, 
& aaNitr02, aaNitr03 

FORMAT ( 3110, 4F10.0 ) 
Blank species 1D implies it's time to get another 1GasDate 
1F( isp .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 200 
1F( AK .EQ. O. ) GO TO 710 
Allow for repetition of last read subunit and compartment 
1F( iu .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 25 
Snow-covered, snow-free area, and master subunit: 
iisno - iu 
ii - iu 
IF( ii .GT. NU ) ii - ii - NU 

IF( ico .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 30 
iii - ico 
Set fraction of NH3, N03 converted to org N. 
1F( aaNitro .GT. .0000000001) aNH3toON(iisno,iii)- aaNitro 
1F( aaNitro .LT. -.0000000001) aNH3toON(iisno,iii) - O. 
1F( aaNitr02 .GT. .0000000001) aN03toON(iisno,iii)-aaNitr02 
1F( aaNitr02 .LT. -.0000000001 ) aN03toON(iisno,iii) - O. 
IF( aaNitr03 .GT. .0000000001) aN03base(iisno,iii)-aaNitr03 
IF( aaNitr03 .LT. -.0000000001 ) aN03base(iisno,iii) - O. 

Find matching type three species, modify K values. Assume 
type 3 species immediately follow type 1 in IC files, so 
first zero IDYTMOD implies have gone too far without finding 
species to modify. 
1F( LTYPEAHM(ii,iii,l) .NE. 3 ) GO TO 720 

DO 100 N6 - 1, MTYP36 
1F( IDYTMOD(ii,iii,N6) .EQ. 0) GO TO 730 
IF( IDYTMOD(ii,iii,N6) .NE. isp ) GO TO 100 
Matched species, adjust K 
GKTMOD(iisno,iii,N6) - AK 
WR1TE(*,90)iisno,ico,isp,AK, aaNitro, aaNitr02, 
WR1TE(9,90)iisno,ico,isp,AK, aaNitro, aaNitr02, 
FORMAT ( IS, 19, 18, 4F12.7 ) 
Read another set of new values for this date 
GO TO 20 

CONTINUE 
END1F 

READ(18,300,ERR~800,END=1000) imonth, i1DAY 
FORMAT ( 212 ) 
Blank date implies end of file; in case it isn't, look for 
date, keep current K values; err if day is blank but month 
1F( imonth .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 200 
IF( iIDAY .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 800 
IGasDate = 1WYDate( imonth, iIDAY ) 
1F( IDAY .GT. IGasDate ) THEN 

WRITE(*,305) IDAY, imonth, i1DAY 

aaNitr03 
aaNitr03 

another 
isn't 



305 
& 
& 
& 
& 

ENDIF 

FORMAT(I 'current water year day (', 13,') is greater', 
, than water year day'l ' where type 3 species K " 
, value is supposed to change when it was read. 'I 
, Error is in file gasdate.dat, read month-', 12, 
, day-', 12/' run terminated' ) 
STOP 

C If identical dates entered, subsequent ones will also change K 
IF( IDAY .EQ. IGasDate ) GO TO 18 

C 
C 
C 
C 
310 
311 

C 

700 

701 

710 
711 

720 
721 

730 
731 

800 
801 

RETURN 

If this is a re-started run, may have to skip over some lines; 
IGasDate was read from re-start file. 
2-13-90 modified to allow changing file before restarting run; 
just enter a new date .GE. restart date. 
WRITE(*,*) , Checking file igasdate.dat for next date' 
READ(1B,300,ERR-BOO,END-1000) imonth, iIDAY 
IF( imonth .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 311 
ICHECK - IWYDate( imonth, iIDAY ) 
WRITE(*,*) , icheck - " ICHECK 
IF( ICHECK .GE. IDAY ) IGasDate - ICHECK 
IF ( ICHECK .EQ. IGasDate ) THEN 

ENDIF 

WRITE(*,*) , Found re-start date in file gasdate.dat' 
IF( IDAY .EQ. IGasDate ) THEN 

WRITE(*,*) , WY date matches date in file:', IGasDate 
GO TO 18 

ENDIF 
RETURN 

haven't found appropriate date yet 
GO TO 311 

WRITE(*,701) IGasDate, iu, ico, isp, AK, aaNitro, aaNitro2, 
& aaNitr03 

FORMAT(I ' error in file gasdate.dat: follows IGasDate (Water' 
& 'year day) " lSI ' tryin~ to read/just read subu-' ,13, 
& ' compart.~ " 12, , Specles-', IS, , K-' ,FIO.41 ' NH4 to OrgN=', 
& F10.4, , N03 to OrgN-', FIO.4, , N03 base-', Fll.7 I 
& ' Terminated run. ') 

STOP 
WRITE(*,711) 
FORMAT ( , Found K value of zero when species ID was present, , 

& 'file gasdate.dat'l ' terminated run'/) 
STOP 
WRITE(*,721) IGasDate, ii, iii 
FORMAT (I , type 3 species either not present or do not " 

& 'immediately follow type 1'1' file gasdate.dat following WY', 
& ' IGasdate " 14, , subu-' ,13, , compart.-', 121 ' bye'/) 

STOP 
WRITE(*,731) isp, IGasDate, ii, iii 
FORMAT(/' cannot find species', IS, , in file gasdate.dat', 

& ' fo110win~ WY IGasdate " 141 ' subunit~' ,13, , compart.=', 121 
& ' alternatlve error: type 3 species must immediately follow', 
& ' type 1 in initial condition files.'1 ' run terminated'/) 

STOP 
WRITE(*,80l) IGasDate 
FORMAT(I ' Error in file gasdate.dat: follows IGasDate (Water ' 

& 'year day) value', IS I ' terminated run'/) 
STOP 

C Only reach 1000 when end of file has been reached; in that case, 
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C set IGasDate large so that IDAY will always be less than IGasDate. 
C# (? in multi-year runs has not been determined what IDAY does as of 
C 1-10-89) 
1000 IGasDate - 99999 

RETURN 
END 



C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
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C 
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40 
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50 

C 
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SUBROUTINE GAUSS 

SUBROUTINE GAUSS( Z, Y, N, ibug,ibug3,idstart,ISUBU,ICOMPART,IDAY) 
7 20 90: Subroutine supplied by Dr. Todd Rasmussen, Univ. Georgia 
School of Forest Resources, Athens, GA 30602. 
Solves N linear equations in N unknowns by Gaussian elimination 
Replaces original MINEQL subroutine SIMQ, as SIMQ allowed 
underflow to occur, presumably due to too small numbers on the 
diagonal. This gives same result, both in output and underflow, 
so source or error must be elsewhere. 
commonc included soley for NoSo1() 
INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'commonc.inc' 
DIMENSION Z(MCOMP,MCOMP),Y(MCOMP) 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. IDAY .GE. idstart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 .OR. 

& ibug3 .EQ. ISUBU) ) WRITE(*,*) , subroutine GAUSS' 
DATA errora / 1.0-35 / 

DO 50 L - 1, N-1 
Exchange rows if zero in diagonal 

IF( ABS( Z(L,L) ) .LT. errora ) THEN 
DO 20 k - L+1, N 

IF( ABS(Z(k,L» .GT. errora ) THEN 
DO 10 jj - L, N 
CC - Z(L,jj) 
Z(L,jj) - Z(k,jj) 
Z(k,jj) - CC 

CC - Y(L) 
Y(L) - Y(k) 
Y(k) - cc 
GO TO 30 
ENDIF 

CONTINUE 

Can't find non-zero to exchange with, matrix singular 
WRITE(*,*) , Singularity in Z matrix, row' L 
NoSo1(ISUBU,ICOMPART) - 1 
RETURN 
ENDIF 

Divide row by diagonal coefficient 
CC - Z(L,L) 
Y(L) ~ Y(L) / cc 

DO 40 K = L+1, N 
Z(L,K) = Z(L,K)/CC 

Eliminate unknown Y(L) from row jj 
DO 50 jj = L+1, N 
CC = Z(jj ,L) 
Y(jj) - Y(jj) - CC * Y(L) 

DO 50 K - L+1, N 
Z(jj,K) - Z(jj,K) - cc * Z(L,K) 

Compute last unknown 
IF( ABS(Z(N,N) ) .LE. errora ) THEN 
WRITE(*,*) , Singularity in Z matrix, row 
NoSo1(ISUBU,ICOMPART) - 1 
RETURN 

ELSE 

N 



Y(N) - Y(N) / Z(N,N) 
ENDIF 

C Back substitute 
DO 60 jj - 1, N-l 
L ~ N - jj 

DO 60 K - L+l, N 
60 Y(L) - Y(L) - Z(L,K) * Y(K) 

RETURN 
END 
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C 

C 
C 
C 

10 

65 

66 

70 

71 

72 

73 

74 

1074 

SUBROUTINE HEADINGS 

SUBROUTINE HEADINGS(I) 
Writes headings on several output files. 
INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'commonc.inc' 
commonc included for iChemChc 
IF choice of iSpecBa1 moved out of parametr.inc file, 
need to add another INCLUDE above. 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE. idstart ) WRITE(*,10) I 
FORMAT ( , SUBROUTINE HEADINGS: WY day', 14 ) 
IF( IOutOpt(2) .NE. 1 ) GO TO 66 
WRITE(11,65) AUNITS, AUNITS 
FORMAT(//' SUBUNIT INPUTS AND 

& ' * 
OUTPUTS '/ 

INPUTS (', A3, , ) 
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probably 

& ' * OUTPUTS (' ,A3,') , 
& ' *, / 
& ' SUB TY WY* Rain 
& ' Horiz. Fr', 
&' Surface Fr* Surface 
&' Ripar.*'/ 
&' # PE DAY* 
& ' U#', 

Snow 

Evapo-

&' Runoff U#* Runoff Trans. 
&' Rechar.*') 

IF( IOutOpt(3) .NE. 1 ) 
WRITE(12,70) AUNITS 
FORMATU 

GO TO 71 

BaseF10w Ripar. Fr', 

Sublim- Horiz. 

Rechar. U# drain.', 

ation Drainage ' 

& ' Subunit Average Changes in Storage (', A3, ')' / 
& ' SUB 
& ' 

TY 
Rain 

Soil H20 & ' 

WY' , 

& ' # PE DAY', 

Rain 
Lake 

& ' Litter Canopy 
& ' Storage Vol. 

Snow 
TOTAL 

Canopy 
INPUTS 

IF( IOutOpt(4) .NE. 
WRITE(13,72) AUNITS 
FORMATU 

1 ) GO TO 73 

U-Snow 
TOTAL 

Snowpack 
TOTAL 

Litter Free H20 
OUTPUTS Chng STOR 

Snowpack " 
I-O-STOR'/ 

H20 Eq. " 
BALANCE' ) 

& ' Subunit Average Storage (', A3, ')' / 
& ' SUB 
& ' 

TY 
Rain 

TOT Soil 
I-O-STOR'/ 

WY' , 
Rain 

Soil by & ' 
& ' 
& ' 
& ' 
& ' 
& ' 

# PE DAY', 
Litter Canopy 

Storage HORIZON 
BALANCE') 

Snow 
Lake 

Canopy 
Vol. 

IF( IOutOpt(5) .NE. 1 ) GO TO 76 
IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 75 

U-Snow Snowpack Snowpack', 
TOTAL Snow ' 

Litter Free H20 H20 Eq.', 
STORAGE Cov. Area ' 

WRITE(14,74) ( iiFreeSp(l,ijk), ijk - 1, iFreeSp) 
FORMAT('WYD SUB CMT pH ALK m**3', 19(110:) ) 
WRITE(14,1074) ( iiFreeSp(2,ijk), ijk - 1, iFreeSp ) 
FORMAT('( #2 under species 1D indicates total )', 19(110:) ) 
GO TO 76 



75 WRITE(14,*) , WYDAY m3 subunit' 

76 IF( IWB .EQ. 1 .OR. IOutOpt(6) .NE. 1 ) GO TO 100 
C Use has choice of table of chemical storage or chemical balance 
C output, not both. 

IF( iChemChc .EQ. 2 ) GO TO 85 
WRITE(16,80) 

80 FORMAT ( 
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& ' chemical species, total moles (soil Horiz. 2+ @ far right)'/ 
& 'Sub Day/ Litter Canopy Canopy Snow Snow' 
& ' SRO Horiz. U-Snow Soil'/ 
&' Speci Rain Snow Rain W.E. F.W. ' 
& ' Drain INT. L. 1') 

GO TO 100 

85 WRITE(16,90) iSpecBal 
90 FORMAT ( , I/O/delta stor. mole bal., Species', 16/ 

& ' SUB/ I-O-Stor', 
&' SSINK & Ripar. Rain and SRO and SRO 
&' SoilDr Ripar.R Lit/Can. SnoPk,FW Lake 
& ' Lake Lake Soil Soil 

, 
Soil' / 

&' WYD Mole Bal', 
& ' Kinetics Recharg Snow SoilD in OUT 
& ' OUT OUT Storage Snowlnt Hypolim 
& ' Ice Epilimn. Horiz. 1 Horiz. 2 

, 
Horiz. 3' ) 

100 RETURN 
END 
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FUNCTION HYDK 

FUNCTION HYDK( THETA, The taR , ThetaS, HYDKsat, Soiln, ibug, ibug3, 
& idstart, J, I ) 

C Computes unsaturated hydraulic conductivity as a function of soil 
C volumetric water content. Follows Warrick et al., Soil Sci Soc. 
C Am. 49(1) 1985, p 34-38. 

C HydK as function of soil water content: 
C ThetaR - Residual soil water content, vol. % 
C ThetaS - Soil water content at saturation, vol. % 
C HYDKsat - Saturated hydraulic conductivity 
C Soiln - parameter used in fitting relation for the soil 
C Because functions redefine variables passed in calling arguments, 
C individual observations of dimensioned variables are passed to 
C this function. 
C parametr.inc is here only for its IMPLICIT REAL*8, so need only 
C change in one place. 

INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .CE. idstart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 .OR. 

& ibug3 .EQ. J) ) WRITE(*,10) J, I 
10 FORMAT ( , Function HYDK, Subunit -', 13, ' Day', IS ) 

IF( THETA .It. ThetaR ) THEN 
HYDK - O. 
RETURN 

ENDIF 
IF( THETA .CE. ThetaS ) THEN 

HYDK - HYDKsat 
RETURN 

ENDIF 
W - (THETA - ThetaR) / (ThetaS - ThetaR) 
Hydkstar - W**.5 * (1.- (1.- W**(Soiln/(Soiln-l.» ) 

& **(l.-l./Soiln) ) **2. 
HYDK - Hydkstar * HYDKsat 
RETURN 
END 

FUNCTION IADX 

FUNCTION IADX(IDXT) 
C From "MINEQL" 

INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'parm.inc' 
INCLUDE 'var.inc' 

DO 10 J - 1, NNN 
IF( IDX(J) .EQ. IDXT ) CO TO 20 

10 CONTINUE 
WRITE(*,15) IDXT 

15 FORMAT ( , Cannot find species with ID#', 16, ' (function iadx)'/ 
& ' Program terminated.(?)' / ) 

20 IADX ~ J 
RETURN 
END 
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FUNCTIONIDNUMB 
FUNCTION IDNUMB( ISUBU, ICOMPART, IDAY ) 

C To save memory space, 4 quad dimensioned variables used for 
C kinetics have a dimension less than number of compartments in 
C subunits. These variables are ISpeciK, AKinK, ConcSpec, and 
C A1phaK. This routine returns appropriate value of the 2nd index. 
C Called by COMPKIN, MINEQL, READKIN, MODPARM. 

INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 .OR. ibug3 .EQ. ISUBU) ) 

& WRITE(*,9) ISUBU, ICOMPART, IDAY 
9 FORMAT ( , FUNCTION IDNUMB Subu/Compart', 213, ' WY day' 13) 
C Debug message below primarily for future program mods. 

IF( ISUBU .GT. NU ) THEN 
WRITE(*,*) , ERROR, Subr. IDNUMB: called by subunit', ISUBU 
ISUBU - ISUBU - NU 

ENDIF 
C Set 2 indices for 4 quad-dimensioned variables 

IF( ICOMPART .EQ. 1 ) M - 1 
IF( ICOMPART .EQ. 7 ) M - 2 
IF( ICOMPART .EQ. 11) M - 3 

C Option for lake hypolimnion: 
IF( ICOMPART .EQ. 3 .AND. ( UType(ISUBU) .EQ. 'L' .OR. 

& UType(ISUBU) .EQ. '1' ) ) M - 4 
K - 11 
DO 10 ijk - 1, NLayers(ISUBU) 

K - K + 1 
10 IF( ICOMPART .EQ. K) M - K - 8 

IDNUMB - M 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE INCOND 

SUBROUTINE INCOND 
C Subroutine sets time step one values equal to initial conditions, 
C and splits soil chern. into snow-free (SFA) and snow-covered (SCA) 
C portions; latter is read (moles, at least) as total moles in the 
C entire subunit's soil layer, SCA and SFA. 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

10 

C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

40 

50 

C 

80 

Purpose of first part is to avoid requirement for passing 
calculated time step values to the read input data section in 
blank common. It is desireab1e to avoid this primarily to keep 
what happens in the "read" section more clearly understandable. 
SnoCAo12 set equal to I.C. so area left wet behind receding 
snowpack pack .NE. entire SFA on first time step. 
INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'common2.inc' 
INCLUDE 'commonc.inc' 
if( ibug .EQ. 1 ) write(*,*) , SUBROUTINE INCOND' 
DO 100 J - 1, NU 

DO 10 ii - 1, NLayers(J) 
THETA(J,ii) - ThetaIC(J,ii) 
Snow-covered area for soil subunits: 
IF( UType(J) .EQ. 'N' .OR. UType(J) .EQ. 'n' ) 

& THETA(J+NU,ii) - ThetaIC(J+NU,ii) 

& 

CONTINUE 
SnoCAo12(J) = SnoCAo1d(J) 
SnowFrW(J) - SnoFrWIC(J) 
Snowlnt(J) - SnowlntI(J) 
Old values SnoCAold, SnoFrWIC are used again in LAKEVIC below 
SnowlntV(J) - SnowlntI(J) * SnoCAold(J) * AREA(J) * 100. 
SNOWPACK(J) - SNOWPKIC(J) 
SNOWvol(J) - SNOWPACK(J) * SnoCAold(J) * AREA(J) * 100. 
TINTERa1(J) - aINTERl1(J) 
TINT1vo1(J) - TINTERa1(J) * (1.-SnoCAo1d(J» * AREA(J) * 100. 
TINTERa2(J) - aINTERI2(J) 
TINTERa3(J) - aINTERI3(J) 
Determine initial lake epi, hypo, ice, and whole lake vol. 
CALL LAKEVIC(J) 

IF( UType(J) .NE. 'N' .AND. UType(J) .NE. 'n' ) GO TO 100 

Soil chemistry was entered for entire subunit; split into 
SCA, SFA fractions. Same ChemID's used for each fraction. 
Chemicals were zeroed by subr. ZER02. 
DO 90 L - 1, NLayers(J) 

MM=ll+L 
IF( SnoCAold(J) .LE. O. ) CO TO 50 

Snow-covered portion 
Fract ~ SnoCAold(J) 
DO 40 jj - 1, NUMCOMPO(J,MM) + NUMCOMNM(J,MM) 

ChemEqv(J+NU ,MM,jj) = ChemEqv(J ,MM,jj) * Fract 

IF( SnoCAold(J) .CE. 1. ) CO TO 100 

Snow-free portion: 
DO 80 jj = 1, NUMCOMPO(J,MM) + NUMCOMNM(J,~ill) 

ChemEqv(J ,MM,jj) - ChemEqv(J ,MM,jj) -
ChemEqv(J+NU,MM,jj) 
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90 CONTINUE 
100 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 



C 
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C 
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SUBROUTINE INFLOW 

SUBROUTINE INFLOW( J, I ) 
Determines inputs to subunits J and J+NU (SCA) from SRO and soil 
drainage from other subunits. Inputs from SCA and SFA of all 
subunits are each combined in one "incoming" compartment. 
SROINFLT adds these inputs proportionately to the receiving 
subunit's SCA/SFA based on relative area of those fractions on the 
receiving compartment, without regard to their source being from 
donating compartments snow-free or SCA. 

Note: preceding this, litter and canopy interception has been 
subtracted from rainfall, litter Int. was added back in to 
snowpack drainage, and "litter interception" (SnowInt) beneath 
snowpack created by snowpack drainage has been determined. 

Input Variables 
AREA 
nmax ~ maximum number of subunits that flow into the subunit 

with the most contributing subunits. 

SRO & Hdrain from contributing units, AREA of those units 
and "percent" of that units outputs coming to this unit 

OUTPUTS: 
H20in2 - inflows to this subunit's SFA and SCA from surface 

runoff (this subunits combined SCA/SFA total value) 
H20in3 - inflows to this subunit's SFA and SCA from soil 

drainage (Hdrain) from other subunits. (this units 
combined SCA/SFA total value) 

INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'common2.inc' 
INCLUDE 'commonc.inc' 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE. ids tart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 .OR. 

& ibug3 .EQ. J) ) write(*,10) J, I 
FORMAT ( , SUBROUTINE INFLOW subunit', 13,' WY day', 13 ) 
zeroed in ARM, ZER02 * H20in2(J) ~ O. * 
H20in3 ... O. 
IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 16 
Zero chemistry of incoming SRO, Hdrain; if boogers - 1, then 
WETMELT or CANDRIP put chemicals in incoming SRO, don't zero. 
Previous time steps mixing should have zeroed anyway, else error. 
DO 15 ijk = I, MCOMP 

This has been handy for debugging. Keep .000001, not O. 
IF( ChemEqv(J,9,ijk) .GT .. 000001 .OR. ( ChemEqv(J,lO,ijk) .GT. 

& .000001 .AND. boogers .LE .. 5 ) ) THEN 
WRITE(*,12) J, I, IChemID(J,9,ijk), ChemEqv(J,9,ijk), 

& IChemID(J,lO,ijk), ChemEqv(J,lO,ijk) 
FORMAT ( , INFLOW LOGIC ERROR, subunit', 13, ' WY-day', 14/ 

& Compart. 9 ID Moles Compart 10 ID Moles'/ 
& 2( lIS, lPE15.5 ) ) 

ChemEqv( J, 9, ijk ) - o. 
IF( boogers .LE .. 5 ) ChemEqv( J, 10, ijk) - O. 

ENDIF 
CONTINUE 

Get inflows from other subunits, convert to volume, m3 
DO 100 ijk = I, nmax 



C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
20 

C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
30 

& 
& 

& 

& 
& 

& 

& 
& 

& 
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infrom - variable that defines where flows into a unit come 
from; (program determined) dimensioned (N,N) dimension (1) is 
unit flowing to (range 1-NU) 2) dummy, observation # of infrom 
(range 1 to nmax) 
Don't compute if no more values to add ... 
IF ( infrom(J,ijk) .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 110 

********* SOIL DRAINAGE INFLOWS ***** 
Compute inflows from other units soil drainage. They 
will be added to this units lowest, then next lowest, etc. 
soil layer in subroutine SROINFLT, or SRO and interception on 
streams and rock. Need to get from both SFA and SCA. 
From snow-free area: 
H20in3 - H20in3 + Hdrain( infrom(J,ijk) ) * 
percent(infrom(J,ijk),J) * AREA( infrom(J,ijk) ) * 100. * 
( 1. - SnowCA( infrom(J,ijk) ) ) 
IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 20 

Add Hdrain-contributed chemicals to H20in3. H20 vol. and 
chemistry tracked in other unit's Hdrain are not changed by 
MIX, because other compartments may obtain their share by 
mUltiplying total by a fractional percent too. Also, Hdrain 
is a standard output value. Thus, the calling argument 
cmFrNew is the depth of Hdrain that would remain if reduced 
for drainage to this subunit. 
SFA: 
IsubFr - infrom(J,ijk) 
cmFrOld - Hdrain( infrom(J,ijk) ) 
cmFrNew-Hdrain( infrom(J,ijk) ) * 

( 1. - percent( infrom(J,ijk), J ) ) 
CALL MIX( IsubFr, 8, cmFrOld, cmFrNew, J, 9, I) 
from SCA: (add NU to Hdrain index, use SCA to adjust area): 
H20in3 - H20in3 + Hdrain( infrom(J,ijk) + NU ) * 
percent(infrom(J,ijk),J) * AREA( infrom(J,ijk) ) * 100. * 
SnowCA( infrom(J,ijk) ) 
IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 30 

IsubFr = infrom(J,ijk) + NU 
cmFrOld - Hdrain( infrom(J,ijk) + NU ) 
cmFrNew=Hdrain( infrom(J,ijk) + NU ) * 

( 1. - percent( infrom(J,ljk), J ) ) 
CALL MIX( IsubFr, 8, cmFrOld, cmFrNew, J, 9, I) 

********* SRO INFLOWS ***** 
Add surface runoff from other units; use this value to calc. 
ET losses from water flowing over frozen stream, and to add to 
top layer of downstream unit (drain is added to bottom). 

Snow-free area: 
lakes, streams SRO tracked only as snow-free 
IF( UType(infrom(J,ijk» .EQ. 's' .OR. UType(infrom(J,ijk» 
.EQ. 's' .OR. UType(infrom(J,ijk» .EQ. 'L' .OR. 
UType(infrom(J,ijk» .EQ. '1' ) THEN 

ENDIF 

H20in2(J) - H20in2(J) + SRO( infrom(J,ijk» ,'r 
percent(infrom(J,ijk),J) * AREA( infrom(J,ijk) ) * 100. 
GO TO 31 

H20in2(J) - H20in2(J) + SRO( infrom(J,ijk) ) * 
& percent(infrom(J,ijk),J) * AREA( infrom(J,ijk) ) * 100. ,'r 
& (1. - SnowCA( infrom(J,ijk) ) ) 
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31 IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 40 

C MIX chemicals from contributing SFA SRO with H20in2. Mass 
C in source compartment is not changed, just added to inputs to 
C receiving compartment. 

C 
C 
40 

100 
C 
110 

C 

118 
120 

121 

& 
& 

IsubFr - infrom(J,ijk) 
cmFr01d - SRO( infrom(J,ijk) ) 
cmFrNew- SRO(infrom(J,ijk» * ( 1. - percent(infrom(J,ijk),J» 
CALL MIX( IsubFr, 7, cmFr01d, cmFrNew, J, 10, I) 

Snow-covered area: 
Skip SCA on source streams, lakes 
IF( UType(infrom(J,ijk» .EQ. 's' .OR. UType(infrom(J,ijk» 
.EQ. 's' .OR. UType(infrom(J,ijk» .EQ. 'L' .OR. 
UType(infrom(J,ijk» .EQ. '1' ) GO TO 100 

H20in2(J) - H20in2(J) + SRO( infrom(J,ijk) + NU ) * 
& percent(infrom(J,ijk),J) * AREA( infrom(J,ijk) ) * 100. * 
& SnowCA( inirom(J,ijk) ) 

IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 100 

IsubFr - infrom(J,ijk) + NU 
cmFr01d ~ SRO( infrom(J,ijk) + NU ) 
cmFrNew - SRO( infrom(J,ijk) + NU ) * 

& ( 1. - percent( infrom(J,ijk), J ) ) 
CALL MIX( IsubFr, 7, cmFr01d, cmFrNew, J, 10, I) 

CONTINUE 
H20in2 & H20in3 are now volumes in m3; convert to cm. 
H20in2(J) - H20in2(J) / ( AREA(J) * 100. ) 
H20in3 - H20in3 / ( AREA(J) * 100. ) 
IF( H20in2(J) .LT. O. ) H20in2(J) - O. 
IF( H20in3 .LT. O. ) H20in3 - O. 
IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 120 

save selected chemical input species for chemical balance 
DO 118 ijk - 1, MCOMP 

IF( iSpecBa1 .EQ. IChemID(J,9,ijk) ) BalNew(J,4) -
& BalNew(J,4) + ChemEqv(J,9,ijk) 

IF( iSpecBal .EQ. IChemID(J,10,ijk) ) BalNew(J,4) -
& BalNew(J,4) + ChemEqv(J,lO,ijk) 

CONTINUE 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE. idstart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 .OR. 

& ibug3 .EQ. J) ) WRITE(*,121) H20in2(J), H20in3 
FORMAT ( , INFLOW: External SRO Incoming HDrain'/ 9X, FJ.4.S, 

& F16.S) 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE INPUT 

SUBROUTINE INPUT( ISUBU, ICOMPART, I DAY , TLITERS, THRMRITE ) 
Input routine for MINEQL, substantially modified for ARM 
Whether or not surface reactions will be considered depends upon 
interactive choice (ISurfChm) and presence or absence of 
non-mixing species (ARM type 2, MINEQL type I species). Choice 
determined in subroutine MINEQL between statements 160 and 200, 
variable LSRFLG. 
common2 included for "WET", TINTERal, common for RAINU and aINTERl 
INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'common2.inc' 
INCLUDE 'commonc.inc' 
INCLUDE 'parm.inc' 
INCLUDE 'var.inc' 
INCLUDE 'ionic.inc' 
INCLUDE 'flag. inc' 
DIMENSION IADXT(200), IAT(5), IDT(5) 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. IDAY .GE. idstart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 .OR. 

& ibug3 .EQ. ISUBU) ) WRITE(*,9) ISUBU, ICOMPART, IDAY 
FORMAT ( , SUBROUTINE INPUT, subu/ compart-', 2 I 3 , ' WYD', 14) 
Master subunit: 
ISUB - ISUBU 
IF( ISUBU .GT. NU ) ISUB - ISUBU - NU 
Parameter controls sometimes infinite precip./dissol. loops: 
IDisPre - 0 
zero total equivalents and sum of (+-) equivalents 
TotEqv - o. 
SumEqv - O. 
INITIALIZE ADDRESS 
DO 10 J - 1, 200 

IADXT(J) - 0 
IF( IOutOpt(l) .NE. 1 ) GO TO 12 

WRITE(9,11) ISUBU, ICOMPART, I DAY , TLITERS 
FORMAT(/ 'Type-l inpts: Sub.', 13, ' compo ' 12, ' WYO', 14, 

& F15. 1 , ' 1') 
On litter interception, frequently a small proportion of the 
total area may be left wet behind a receding snowpack; if so, 
variable WET from common2 will not equal zero. Also, litter 
interception will probably be a small portion of capacity, 
unless it also rained. Only expecting compartments 1, 7, 11, or 
12+; COMPKIN has error message. 
FRACT - 1. 

Because FRACT is used here to adjust number of moles, and 
because each compart. already has moles accounting for SCA, the 
need for adjusting moles occurs only when a portion of compartment 
is involved (only receding snowpack and litter on SFA) 
IF( ICOMPART .NE. 1 ) GO TO 17 

Compartment 1 (litter on snow-free) 
If litter into const - 0., water for equilibration may still exist 
as litter into can be temporarily overfilled and get all chern. 
from incoming hdrain, SRO. Conceivably this might wipe out 
remaining chemicals when MATBAL called, so compkin kills run if 
aINTERl""O. Arguments of "IF'" here must match that in MATBAL. 
IF( RainUa(ISUB) .LE .. 00001 .AND. ( TINTERal(ISUB) / 

& aINTERl(ISUB) ) .LE .. 2 .AND. WET .NE. O. ) THEN 



ENDIF 

IF( WET .GE. 1. ) THEN 
FRACT - 1. 
GO TO 17 

ENDIF 
IF( SnowCA(ISUB) .LT. 1. ) THEN 

FRACT - WET/(l. - SnowCA(ISUB)) 
ENDIF 

17 IF( FRACT .GT. 1 ) FRACT - 1. 
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C "WET" re-defined here for MATBAL; was fraction of entire subunit, 
C now will be fraction of snow-free area being equilibrated. 

WET - FRACT 
C INPUT PROBLEM DATA (type-l components from READCHEM) 
C This is the only place NNN is set. Always is equal to NN(l). 

NNN - NUMCOMPO( ISUB, ICOMPART ) + NUMCOMNM( ISUB, ICOMPART ) 
DO 25 J - 1, NNN 

IDX(J) - IChemID( ISUB, ICOMPART, J ) 
C GX(J) is guess (or last observation for this subu/compart) 
C at loglO of conc. of "free" species concentration. (e.g. 
C total NH3 may include NH4+, this would be NH3 total - NH4+) 
C If SCA or SFA just appeared, or day 0, guess may be - O. 

20 

IF( Guess (ISUBU, ICOMPART, J ) .EQ. O .. AND. ISUBU .GT. NU ) 
& THEN 

IF( Guess(ISUB, ICOMPART, J ) .NE. O. ) Guess(ISUBU, 
& ICOMPART, J ) - Guess(ISUB, ICOMPART, J ) 

ENDIF 
IF( Guess (ISUBU, ICOMPART, J ) .EQ. O .. AND. ISUBU .LE. NU ) 

& THEN 

& 

& 

& 

ENDIF 

IF( Guess (ISUBU+NU, ICOMPART, J ) .NE. O. ) Guess(ISUBU, 
ICOMPART, J ) - Guess (ISUBU+NU , ICOMPART, J ) 

IF( Guess(ISUB, ICOMPART, J ) .EQ. O. ) WRITE(*,20) ISUBU, 
ICOMPART, IDX(J) 
FORMAT(' ERROR, SUBR. INPUT: guess at free species conc.'1 
, - 0., SUB/COMPART/species-' ,13, 13, 16 ) 

GX(J) - Guess( ISUBU, ICOMPART, J ) 
C# probably want to force ECMO to zero concentration, and its 
C "log" to zero. 

T(J) - ChemEqv( ISUBU, ICOMPART, J ) * FRACT I TLITERS 
TotEqv - TotEqv + ABS( T(J) * DBLE( IONZ(IDX(J)) ) ) 
SumEqv = SumEqv + T(J) * DBLE( IONZ(IDX(J») ) 
X(J) - 10.**GX(J) 
IADXT( IDX(J) ) - J 
IF( IOutOpt(l) .NE. 1 ) GO TO 25 

WRITE(9,24) IDX(J), T(J), GX(J) 
24 FORMAT(':', 15, lPE15.2, lPE10.2 ) 
25 CONTINUE 

Cbalance - SumEqv I TotEqv 
WRITE(9,26) ISUBU, ICOMPART, I DAY , Cbalance 

26 FORMAT ( , Subunit', 13, ' Compart.', 13, ' WY Day', 14, 
& ' Type 1 species charge balance =' ,F13.9 ) 

C READCHEM should keep this message from ever occurring 
IF ( NNN .GT. MCOMP ) WRITE(*,30) 

30 FORMATU' Haximum number of type 1 species exceeded. ' ) 
C NNN was set above do 25 loop 
C INITIALIZE NN 

DO 40 L = 1, 7 
40 NN(L) - 0 



C 

50 
C 

60 

C 
C 
C 
C 

61 

62 
C## 
C 

C 
C 

69 

70 

75 
76 

80 

81 

INITIALIZE A 
DO 50 ijk - 1, MSPEC 

DO 50 J - 1, MCOMP 
A(ijk,J) = O. 

INPUT BASIS IN A MATRIX 

DO 60 ijk - 1, NNN 
IDY(ijk) - IDX(ijk) 
A(ijk, ijk) - 1. 
GK(ijk) - 0.0 

NN(l) - NNN 
************* INPUT THERMODYNAMIC DATA *************** 

4GS 

This has to go in with data for each subunit/compartment 
/equi1ibration because order of inputs of species may vary, as may 
existence of certain species in a given compartment. 
IF( THRMRITE .GT .. 5 ) GO TO 62 

WRITE(9,61) 
FORMAT ( , Remainder of species inputs for this compartment', 

& ' follow file thrm.dat (below).' ) 
ijk - NN(l) 

& 
& 
& 

NEW COUNTER jk1 for themodynamic data input; all THRM.DAT's ID 
numbers (IDYT) are non-zero, in spite of the blanks in the file. 
jk1 - 0 
index is to keep user from inputing type 7 species in thrm.dat 
file; may want to make it 7. See notes below 1201 in READCHEM. 
DO 200 L - 2, 6 

10 - ijk 
IF( THRMRITE .GT .. 5 ) GO TO 69 

WRITE(9,*) , , 
IF( INTHERM(L-1) .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 200 

DO 100 II - 1, INTHERM(L-1) 
jk1 = jk1 + 1 
IDYT - IDTHERM(jk1) 
GKT = GKTHERM(jk1) 
DO 70 J = 1, 4 

IDT(J) - IDTTHERM(jkl,J) 
IAT(J) - IATTHERM(jk1,J) 

IF( THRMRITE .GT .. 5 ) GO TO 76 

WRITE(9,75) IDYT, GKT, ( IDT(J), IAT(J), J - 1, 4 ) 
FORMAT( IS, 2X, F7.2, 4(14,13) ) 
DO 80 J - 1,4 

IF( IDT(J) .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 80 
IF( IADXT( IDT(J) ) .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 100 

CONTINUE 
ijk = ijk + 1 
IF( ijk .GT. MSPEC ) THEN 

ENDIF 

WRITE(*,81) MSPEC, ISUBU, ICOMPART 
FORMAT(/' Too many species being se1ected.'/ 
lX, 13, ' allowed, more found.', 
Increase size of parameter MSPEC & recompi1e.'/ 
Subunit', 13, ' compartment' ,13 / ) 
STOP 

IDY(ijk) - IDYT 
GK( ij k) - GKT 



90 
100 

200 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

DO 90 J - 1,4 
IF( IDT(J) .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 90 
A( ijk, IADXT( IDT(J) ) ) - DBLE(IAT(J» 

CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
NN(L) - ijk - 10 

CONTINUE 
THRMRITE only used to limit writing of THRM.DAT to XCHECK 
(file unit 9) once. 
THRMRITE - 1. 
**************** MINEQL TYPE 3-7 SPECIES ************** 
Transfer species modification & type specifications from AHM 
LTYPEAHM(ISUB,ICOMPART,n) where n - 1-6 set in READCHEM 
ILTYPE - 0 
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C 
C 
C 

Counter N36 for number of type 3-6 species in input file; limit of 
total type 3-6 was set in subroutine READCHEM near statement 921, 
by parameter MTYP36 from parametr.inc 

250 
N36 - 0 
ILTYPE - ILTYPE + 1 
IF( ILTYPE .GT. 6 ) GO TO 400 

LTYPE - LTYPEAHM( ISUB, ICOMPART, ILTYPE ) 
IF( LTYPE .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 250 
IF( IOutOpt(l) .NE. 1 ) GO TO 252 

WRITE(9,251) LTYPE 
251 FORMAT ( 'MINEQL type', 11, ' species.') 
C TEST FOR NO IONIC STRENGTH CORRECTION FOR CERTAIN SPECIES 
252 IF( LTYPE .NE. 7 ) GO TO 280 

JJM - 0 
260 JJM - JJM + 1 

IDYCON(JJM) - IDYCONAH( ISUB, ICOMPART, JJM ) 
IF( IDYCON(JJM) .NE. 0 ) THEN 

IF( IOutOpt(l) .NE. 1 ) GO TO 260 

WRITE(9,261) IDYCON(JJM) 
261 FORMAT(';', IS ) 

GO TO 260 

ENDIF 
NN(7) - JJM - 1 

C error message for exceeding max dimension moved to READCHEM 
C LTYPE - 7 must be last one encountered; other types probably can 
C be entered in any order. 

C 
C 
280 

C 

C 
C 

281 

GO TO 400 

Zero "LTYPE" here, non-zero LTYPE for other types may yet be 
discovered as not reading them in here. 
N36 - N36 + 1 
IDYT - I DYTMOD( ISUB, ICOMPART, N36 ) 
GKT may vary on SCA, SFA, hence ISUBU instead of ISUB 
GKT - GKTMOD( ISUBU, I COM PART , N36 ) 
Modification for AHM; stochiometry must be changed in THRM.DAT 
rather than in user input files (below) 
DO 281 J - 1, 5 

IDT(J) .... 0 
IAT(J) = 0 

IF(IDYT .EQ. 0) GO TO 250 
IF( IOutOpt(l) .NE. 1 ) GO TO 283 



WRITE(9,282) IOYT, GKT 
282 FORMAT('+', IS, F10.2 ) 
C SEARCH 
283 II - 0 

00 300 L - 1, 6 
IF( NN(L) .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 300 

10 - II + 1 
II - II + NN(L) 
00 290 ijk - 10, II 

IF( IOY(ijk) .NE. IOYT ) GO TO 290 

IF( GKT .NE. 0.0 ) GK(ijk) - GKT 
GO TO 330 

290 CONTINUE 
300 CONTINUE 

C SEARCH UNSUCCESSFUL: ENTER NEW SPECIES 
C Because stochiometry is not read, probably want to just change 
C this to if cannot find species, stop. 
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WRITE(*,*) , MINEQL INPUT test: entered unsuccessful search area' 
IALLO - 0 
00 310 J - 1, 5 

IF ( IOT(J) .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 310 

IF ( IAOX( IOT(J) ) .EQ. 0 ) THEN 
WRITE(*,30S) LTYPE, IOYT 

30S FORMAT(/ ' One input species appears to not be fully', 
& ' describab1e'/' with type-1 components chosen or is', 
& ' not present in thrm.dat'/' (or parameter MTHERM may', 
& ' be too sma11)'/' Input type ',13,' species, 10# " IS) 

STOP 
ENOIF 
IALLO - 1 

310 CONTINUE 

IF(IALLO .EQ. 0) THEN 
WRITE(*,30S) LTYPE, IOYT 
STOP 

ENDIF 
ijk - NN(l) + NN(2) + NN(3) + NN(4) + NN(S) + NN(6) + 1 
NN(6) - NN(6) + 1 
L - 6 
IDY(ijk) - IDYT 
GK(ijk) - GKT 
DO 320 J - 1, 5 

IF( IDT(J) .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 320 
A( ijk, IADX( IDT(J) ) ) = DBLE(IAT(J» 

320 CONTINUE 
C MOVE SPECIES ijk FROM TYPE L TO LTYPE 
330 IF( L .EQ. LTYPE ) GO TO 280 

K - 1 
II - 0 

DO 340 LL - 1, L 
340 II - II + NN(LL) 

IF( LTYPE .GT. L ) GO TO 350 

K = -1 



II - II - NN(L) + 1 
350 NN(L) - NN(L) - 1 

NN(LTYPE) - NN(LTYPE) + 1 
360 CALL EXROW( ijk, II, ISUBU, IDAY ) 

L - L+K 
ijk - II 
II - II + NN(L) * K 
IF( L .NE. LTYPE ) GO TO 360 
GO TO 280 

400 RETURN 
END 

4G8 
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SUBROUTINE IONCOR 

SUBROUTINE IONCOR( KK, INIT, ibug, ibug3, idstart, ISUBU, IDAY) 
INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'parm.inc' 
INCLUDE 'var.inc' 
INCLUDE 'ionic.inc' 
INCLUDE 'flag. inc' 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. IDAY .GE. idstart .AND. (ihug3 .EQ. 99 .OR. 

& ihug3 .EQ. ISUBU) ) WRITE(*,10) ISUBU, IDAY 
FORMAT ( , SUBROUTINE IONCOR, subu', 13, ' WYD', 14 ) 
NC - NN(l) + NN(2) 
XMUC - 0.0 
IF(INIT .EQ. 0) GO TO 200 

IF(IONFLG .EQ. 1) RETURN 
STORE OLD VALUE OF IONIC STRENGTH 
XMUOL - XMU 
CALCULATE IONIC STRENGTH 
DO 130 ijk - 1, NC 

CZ - 0.0 
DO 120 J - 1, NNN 

CZ - CZ + A(ijk,J) * IONZ( IDX(J) ) 
CZ - CZ + A(ijk,J) * DBLE( IONZ(IDX(J» ) 

CONTINUE 
XMUC - XMUC + C(ijk) * cz * CZ 

CONTINUE 
XMU - 0.5 * XMUC 
IF ( ABS ( (XMU -XMUOL) / XMU ) . LT. 1. OE- 3 ) RETURN 
IF K HAS CHANGED, SET K IN MAIN TO NONZERO 
KK - 10 
INIT - 1 
NC - NN(1)+NN(2)+NN(3)+NN(4)+NN(5)+NN(6) 
Variable ET renamed to avoid conflicts with subroutine ET in ARM 
ET was only used 5 lines down, replaced with constant ET - -0.509 
SI - SQRT(XMU) 
GF - -0.509 * ( SI / (1.0 + SI ) - 0.2 * XMU ) 
DGF - GF-GFO 
GFO - GF 
DO 300 ijk = 1, NC 

SQXZ = 0.0 
CZ - 0.0 

DO 250 J = 1, NNN 
SQXZ- SQXZ + A(ijk,J) * DBLE( IONZ(IDX(J» * IONZ(IDX(J») 
CZ - CZ + A(ijk,J) * DBLE( IONZ(IDX(J» ) 

250 CONTINUE 
C CONDITIONAL CONSTANTS NOT TO BE CORRECTED 

DO 260 JJM - 1, NN(7) 
IF( IDYCON(JJM) .EQ. IDY(ijk) ) GO TO 300 

260 CONTINUE 
GK(ijk) ~ GK(ijk) + DGF * ( SQXZ - CZ * CZ ) 

300 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 



C 
C 
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C 
C 
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FUNCTION IWYDATE 

INTEGER FUNCTION IWYDate( month, IDAY ) 
Given month and day this routine calculates corresponding water 
year date, where Oct. 1 - 1. 
parameter types: month, IDAY are scalar integers 
common blocks: none 
Modified from JULDAT function, by Kaufmann and Weatherred, USDA FS 
Rocky Mtn Exp. Sta. res pap. RM-242. 
parametr.inc and common. inc presumably here only for "ibug" and 
double precision statement from parametr.inc 
INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 ) WRITE(*,*) , function IWYDate' 
IF( month .GT. 12 .OR. month .LT. 1 .OR. IDAY .GT. 31 .OR. 

& IDAY .LT. 1 ) THEN 
WRITE(*,100) month, IDAY 
FORMAT(/' ERROR: bad month (', IS, ') or day', 

& '(', IS,') was passed to function IWYDATE.') 
STOP 

ENDIF 
C Compute number of days to this date from 1-1, where Jan. 1 ~ 1 

N - 31 * (month -1) + IDAY 
IF(month .gt. 2) THEN 

ENDIF 

juldat = N + NINT( -.4 * month - 1.8 ) 
ELSE 
ju1dat - N 

C convert to water year date where 10-1 - 1, 9-30 - 365 or 366 
IWYDate - juldat + 92 
iEndday - 365 
IF( MOD(Lyear,4) .EQ. 0 ) THEN 

iEndday - 366 
IF( IWYDate .GT. 151 ) THEN 

IWYDate = IWYDate + 1 

ENDIF 
ENDIF 

IF( month .EQ. 2 ) IWYDate - IWYDate - 1 

IF ( IWYDate .gt. iEndday ) IWYDate - IWYDate - iEndday 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE LAKE 

SUBROUTINE LAKE( J, I, FractSRO ) 
This subroutine is a simple reservoir model. It computes lake 
water discharge, water storage, and lake evaporation (see also 
Subr. lAKESUBL). 
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The reservoir has variable storage, surface area, and discharge 
that is a function of reservoir stage. The variable surface area 
only influences evaporation, as rain and snow fallon primary 
(AREA) area. The reservoir stage to volume data influences the 
change in stage for a given change in volume, affecting discharge. 
Outputs of SRO and ET (and ripar. recharge in RIPCHARG) are 
tracked as cm on lake subunit's primary area, that area entered in 
the hydrologic constants input file. Outflow from each reservoir 
can only be transported to another reservoir or stream channel 
segment, not soil or rock units. 

Calls function lAKEIND 

SRO on leaving is preceding step's epi1imnion storage + this 
step's liquid inputs less ET. 

Shortcomings of lAKE, lAKE2, lAKEHYPM, etc. 
If kinetics are performed in lakes based on bottom 
sediments, no adjustment has been made to partition area in 
contact with epi1imnion and hypo1imnion(?). Also there is no 
diffusion or mixing between epi, hypo except with change in hypo 
surface stage, where mixing is proportional to volumetric change 
(except ppt settle to hypo, do not return to epi except if re
dissolved). 

Inputs (see variable list below): 
1. An array: stage Surface area Vo1ume(Named Vo1L) 
2. Stage/Q curve for each reservoir 
3. Max. volume in lake at zero Q outflow. This value is always 

input as final (index - NumLArea) Vo1L input in above array. 
4. seconds per time step. Set by 'parametr.inc'. 
5. number of sub-time steps whole step is divided into for 

determining res. outflow. (parameter. inc) 
6. Inflow data (output of SROINFLT) 
7. Old volume of lake storage, old vo1wne in epi1imnion 
8. Change in snowpack and SFW from initial condition 

Outputs: 
Lake volume (m3, including epi1imnion, snow and ice water 
eq., and hypolimnion), the sum of (liquid inputs + "old" 
epi1imn. stor. - ET) as em on primary area, and the fraction 
of that sum that is lake outflow. (Vo1Lake, SRO, and 
FractSRO, resp.). Lake outflow and epi1imnion storage may be 
reduced by riparian area recharge after leaving this routine; 
such reductions will be proportioned according to FractSRO. 

Computations: 
Inflow is obtained from Subroutine SROINFLT (cm based 
on primary AREA), which also mixed all inflow chemistry 
with existing (total) species conc. in lake epi, which 
were carried between time-steps in the litter intercept. 
compartment 1. Outflow volume (ignoring riparian 
recharge) is determined by dividing the time-step into a 
number of smaller parts (parameter nResStep). For each 
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of these smaller time-steps, the fractional inflow, 
change in vol. of snowpack + SFW, ET, 
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and outflow is determined. This procedure is quicker 
than solving to the non-linear partial differential 
equation, with precision controlled by the number of sub 
time-steps used. 

After leaving this routine: 
The solution is equilibrated (from RIPCHARG) using the 
total chemistry with the sum of original lake EPI 
storage + inflows - evaporation (variable SRO, cm). 
RIPCHARG reduces this value for riparian recharge, if 
any. The fracto loss of this total (pre-outflow) 
storage before and after riparian recharge is applied to 
remaining lake storage and lake outflow, and soluble 
species are proportioned between the lake outflow volume 
and remaining lake storage. Precipitates (if any) 
remain in the lake when flow is to riparian recharge. 

Saved between steps: 
Lake volume(m3) 

Units: stage in m, sArea in Ha, VolL and VolLake in m3, Stage-Q 
curve in m3/sec 

Common Variables: 
aET ~ Lake evap for whole time step. Influenced by 

varying surface area, but expressed in terms of 
cm on primary lake area 

AREA Primary lake area, Ha (entered in hyd.const. file 
FractSRO -(calling argument set here), fraction of lake Q / 

(liquid inflows + old epi sotrage - ET) 
nResStep - number of smaller steps whole time-step is 

divided into in determining lake discharge 
NumLArea - "parametr.inc" value that defines max. number of 

sets of lake ( stage, sArea, and VoIL) that can 
be entered in hyd. const. file. 

QKl, QK2 = stage-discharge parameters for the reservoirs in 
the equation below, to give m3/sec: 

QLake - QKl *(StageL-stage(J,NumLArea»** QK2 
Lake discharge is adjusted for time-step, sub
time steps by parameters SecPerTS and nResStep. 

sArea ~ Array of lake surface areas from hyd. const. 
file, paired with stage and volwne values 

SecPerTS seconds per time-step 
SNOWPACK, SNOWPKIC 
SnowFrW, SnoFrwIC 
SRO Initially lake inputs in cm based on primary lake 

area. Becomes cm of old epilimnion storage + 
lake liquid inflow less ET based on primary lake 
area when leaving here. Becomes real Q in LAKE2. 

stage = array of lake stages from hyd. const. file, 
paired with volume and surface area values. Last 
value is stage at which lake discharge just goes 
to zero. Units of stage must be same as in 
stagehyp and stage-Q curve 

ThickIce = (not used here). Ice thickness on lake in cm. 
VolEpi = Volume of storage in epilimnion, m3 (from 

preceding time step) 
VolL = array of lake volumes from hyd. const. file, 

paired with stage and surface area values. Last 
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C 
C 
C 

VolLake 
VolLakeI 

value is lake volume at zero lake discharge. m3 
= Lake Volume, m3 
- Lake Volume, m3, I.C. 

C Local Variables: 
C dSpack - change in W.E. volume of snow pack + SFW during 
C this time step 
C Evapm3 = m3 of evaporation during sub time-step 
C iEvap - tracks whether or not evaporation computed on 
C current sub time-step 
C 11 = index number, VolL just larger than current vol. 
C (result of function LAKEIND) 
C Is = index number, VolL just smaller than current vol. 
C QLake lake discharge, m3, during single sub time-step 
C SAlake - current surface area of lake 
C StageL - current stage of lake, same units as stage, 
C StageHyp, stage-Q curve 
C SumQ - sum of incremental QLake, m3 for whole time step 

INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'common2.inc' 

C Controller to limit # of messages about reaching stage of zero Q 
imess - 0 

C Record lake volume (m3) before additions as I.C. 
VolLakeI(J) = VolLake(J) 

C Get change in vol. of snowpack + SFW this step (may be + or -) 
dSpack - ( (SNOWPACK(J) + SnowFrW(J» * SnowCA(J) - ( SNOWPKIC(J)+ 

& SnoFrWIC(J) ) * SnoCAold(J) ) * AREA(J) * 100. 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE. idstart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 .OR. 

& ibug3 .EQ. J) ) WRITE(*,lO) J, I, (VolLakeI(J) / (AREA(J)*lOO.», 
& SRO(J), aPET(J), nResStep 

10 FORMAT ( , SUBROUTINE Lake, subunit', 13,' WY day', 14/ 
&' Init Vol., cm SRO Input, cm PET, cm nResStep'/ 
& F15.4, F1B.4, F1l.4, III ) 

C Preceding step's outflow already out; add new input, compute new 
C volume, stage, discharge. Inputs are passed in cm from subr. 
C SROINFLT based on primary (constant) area. 
C Compute discharge by a number of small, discrete steps. 

SumQ - O. 
aET(J) - O. 
Flowin - dSpack + SRO(J) * AREA(J) * 100. 
DO 300 ijk = I, nResStep 

C Add inflow and change in snow vol. to get new lake volume 
Vo1Lake(J) - Vo1Lake(J) + Flowin / ( DBLE(nResStep) ) 
iEvap = 0 

C Find lake geometry volumes either side of new vol. 
199 11 - LAKEIND( J, VolLake(J), VolL, I, 1 ) 
C Compute new surface area by linear interpolation 

iEvap - iEvap + 1 
Is - II - 1 
IF( 11 .GE. NurnLArea .OR. Is .LE. 0 ) WRITE(*,205) Is, II 

205 FORMAT ( , LAKE: Indices on lake vars. exceeded, Is, 11-' ,214) 
IF( Is .EQ. 0 ) THEN 

SAlake = O. 

ENDIF 

StageL = stage(J,l) 
GO TO 220 

stuff = (VolLake(J) - VolL(J,Is» / (VolL(J,Il) - VolL(J,Is» 
IF( iEvap .EQ. 2 .OR. FROZEN) GO TO 215 
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SAlake - stuff * (sArea(J,Il) - sArea(J,Is) ) + sArea(J,Is) 
Compute evap. in m3 with this surface area, recompute lake 
vol., sum total evap. based on primary subunit area. 
Evapm3 = aPET(J)*aETmax(J,l)*SAlake * 100. I DBLE( nResStep ) 
IF( Evapm3 .LT. O. ) Evapm3 - O. 
IF( VolLake(J) .LE. Evapm3 ) THEN 

ENDIF 

Evapm3 - VolLake(J) 
VolLake(J) - O. 
GO TO 210 

VolLake(J) - VolLake(J) - Evapm3 
aET(J) - aET(J) + Evapm3 I ( AREA(J) * 100. ) 
GO TO 199 

Compute (post evap) lake stage by linear interpolation. 
StageL - stuff * (stage(J,Il) - stage(J,Is» + stage(J,Is) 
Compute discharge based on new lake stage; sum total Q to 
time step. 
1F( StageL .LE. stage(J,NumLArea) ) THEN 

QLake - O. 
GO TO 299 

ENDIF 

QLake - QK1(J) * (StageL - stage(J,NumLArea» ** QK2(J) * 
SecPerTS I DBLE( nResStep ) 

IF( (VolLake(J)-QLake) .LT. VolL(J,NumLArea) ) QLake -
& VolLake(J) - VolL(J,NumLArea) 

IF( QLake .LT. O. ) QLake - O. 
VolLake(J) ~. VolLake(J) - QLake 
SumQ - SumQ + QLake 

299 1F( (ABS(VolLake(J) - VolL(J,NumLArea» .LT .. 1) .AND. imess 
& .EQ. 0 ) THEN 

WRITE(*,*) , ***Subr. LAKE: Lake vol. to zero Q vol.' 
imess = imess + 1 

ENDIF 
300 CONTINUE 
C New lake volume is VolLake(J) (m3), outflow is SumQ (m3). Set 
C temporary value of SRO - sum of old epilimnion storage + SRO 
C inflow less ET, convert to "em" based on lakes primary area. 
C Pass back fracto of true SRO in the temp SRO value for 
C resetting true SRO later. New Epi. vol. yet to be determined. 

SRO(J) - SRO(J) - aET(J) + VolEpi(J) I (AREA(J)*lOO.) 
IF( SRO(J) .LE. 0 ) THEN 

SRO(J) - O. 
FractSRO = O. 
GO TO 310 

ENDIF 
FractSRO = SumQ I ( SRO(J) * AREA(J) * 100. ) 

310 1F( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE. idstart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 .OR. 
& ibug3 .EQ. J) ) WRITE(*,400) J, I, ( VolLake(J)/(AREA(J)*lOO.», 
& (SumQ/(AREA(J)*lOO.», aET(J) 

400 FORMAT ( , Leaving Lake, subu', 13, ' WYD', 141 
&' Vol.Lake, em Q, ern ET, ern'l F14.4. F15.4, Fll.4) 

C Compute m3 of ET, subunits whose ET is added to melt (optimize) 
IF( iETmelt(J) .EQ. 1 ) ETmelt - ETmelt + aET(J) * AREA(J) * 100. 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE LAKE2 

SUBROUTINE LAKE2( J, I DAY , FractSRO, THRMRITE ) 
"LAKE" determined total lake vol., lake discharge, then old 
epilimnion vol. + inflows - ET equilibrated together, and 
riparian withdrawals may have occurred, which selectively remove 
soluble species (output chern. file will not show effect of this, 
as was output before riparian withdrawal if any). 

SRO() currently equals old epi1imnion stor. + lake inflows - ET -
riparian withdrawal. Total lake volume must be adjusted for 
riparian withdrawal. New values for the hypolimnion vol., 
epi1imnion vol., and ice vol. must be determined. Hypolimnion 
will be equilibrated before changing chemistry or volume this 
step. Then chemistry must be split up between epilimnion, 
hypolimnion, lake outflow, and lake ice. 

Lake volume (Vo1Lake) includes hypo, epi, ice, snowpack, and 
snowpack free water, though output lake vol and change in lake vol 
in stor.out and dstor.out files does not include the snowpack and 
sm. 
Mixing: 

(Epi + inflows - ET) to SRO: 
Move (l.-FractSRO) of sol. and ppt. for epi. to compart. 1, 
remainder (~ outflow) stays in compart 7. In moving to 1, 
have to keep track of remaining sol, ppt, anomix. 

CALLS HYPOMIX to mix: 
Epilimnion to hypo (area and vol. of hypo. increasing): 
Use compart 2 = ice, 3 - hypolimnion for chern. storage. Ice vol. 
and hypo. vol., snowpack and sfw are incorporated in lake vol. 
variables: 
stageHyp(J) - Current "stage" or depth above lakes bottom to 

top of hypolimnion. 
DensityI - specific gravity of ice, m/v 

Compute Hypo. Vol., new ice vol. Latter based on thickness times 
base subunit area (to avoid changing ice volume with changing lake 
depth). The new epi1imnion volume is equal to the lake volume -
hypolimnion volume - ice volume - snowpack - snowpack free water 

Difference between old and new ice vol. is vol. of epi1imnion 
chern. to ice or vice versa. In the former case the fraction of 
epilimnion chemicals moved is equal to: 

Change in ice vol/vol of epi. calc. 'ed with old ice vol. 
In latter case, fracto of chern in ice moved to epilimnion is: 

Change in ice vol/old ice vol. 
INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'cornmon2.inc' 
INCLUDE 'cornmonc.inc' 

IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. IDAY .GE. ids tart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 .OR. 
& ibug3 .EQ. J» WRITE(*,10) J, I DAY , Vollce(J), Vo1Hypo(J), 
& VolEpi(J), SRO(J), FractSRO, Thicklce(J), stageHyp(J) 

FORMAT ( , SUBROUTINE LAKE 2 , subunit', 13,' WY day', 14/ SX, 
& ' Vol. Ice Ice, cm vol Hypo. stage hypo Vol. Epi.', 
& ' EpiStor+ ... FractSRO'/ 
& 'Preceding', Fa.2, lOX, F12.3, 12X, F13.3, F10.4, F10.7 / 
&' Current',aX, F10.3, 12X, F12.4 ) 



OldlceV - Vollce(J) 
OldHypoV - VolHypo(J) 
Al - 1. 
AO - O. 
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C Reduce total lake volume for riparian recharge, if any. Lake (and 
C epi.) volume and lake discharge reduced previously in RIPCHARG as 
C variable "SRO". 

VolLake(J) - VolLalce(J) - ( Riploss(J) * AREA(J) * 100. ) * 
& (1. - FractSRO) 

C Temp. epilimnion volume below is adjusted only for lake outflow, 
C includes inflmV's - ET - ripar. rech. + old Epi vol - outflow, 
C still haven't considered ice, hypolimnion changes 

VolEpi(J) - (1. - FractSRO) * SRO(J) * AREA(J) * 100. 
C Make SRO equal to lake outflow only; 

SROstuff = SRO(J) 
SRO(J) - SRO(J) * FractSRO 
IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 105 

C Move chemicals from (old epi + inflows) to epi (I), lake Q (7). 
C Second index "I" on aPPT here is epi. 

00 100 ii - I, NUMCOMPO(J,7) 
C Moles in Epi., attached to bottom of Epi. remain after SRO 

ChemEqv(J,l,ii) - ChemEqv(J,7,ii) - ( aMixMole(J,7,ii) + 
& aPPT(J ,I, ii) ) ~~ FractSRO 

C Fract. of soluble and ppt in lake Q 
ChemEqv(J,7,ii) ~ ( aMixMole(J,7,ii) + aPPT(J,l,ii) ) * 

& FractSRO 
C Soluble moles remaining in epi.: 

aMixMole(J,l,ii) - aMixMole(J,7,ii) * ( 1. - FractSRO ) 
C precipitated moles remaining in epi. (not incl. AHM type2): 

aPPT(J,l,ii) - aPPT(J,l,ii) * ( 1. - FractSRO ) 
C Moles attached to AHM type II species (aNoMix) constant here. 
C Because this not called for streams, don't need separate 
C value for aPPT in Q as total in Q will - mixing in Q below. 

aMixMole(J,7,ii) - ChemEqv(J,7,ii) 
100 CONTINUE 
C Eplilimnion chemicals now in compartment I, Q chemicals in compart 
C 7. Latter won't be further affected 'til flows to new lake/stream 
C Equilibrate hypolimnion using end of previous step's vol., chern. 
C unless this is first day hypo volume exists, in which case no 
C chemicals have been moved to it yet, nor has volume been assigned 
C to it yet (OOCHEM, MINEQL don't run with 0 water) 

cm - VolHypo(J) / ( AREA(J) * 100. ) 
CALL OOCHEM( J, 3, IOAY, cm, THRMRITE ) 

C No balold set here if zero water, was set by RIPCHARG 
IF( SROstuff .LE. O. ) GO TO 105 

C Set value of old hypolimnion and old ice storage of chemical 
C balance species; IO's "kIm" on compart.s 1-3 and 7 are identical. 
C Find stage from input array either side of current hypo. surface. 
105 II = LAKEINO( J, stageHyp(J), stage, IOAY, 2 ) 
C Compute hypo. volwne, surf. area by linear interp. 

Is = Il - 1 
IF( Is .EQ. 0 ) THEN 

VolHypo(J) = O. 
SAhypo(J) ~ O. 
GO TO 220 

ENOIF 
stuff -( stageHyp(J)-stage(J,Is» / (stage(J,Il)-stage(J,Is» 
VolHypo(J)- VolL(J,Is) + stuff * ( VolL(J,Il) - VolL(J,Is) ) 
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IF( VolLake(J) .LT. VolHypo(J) ) VolHypo(J) - VolLake(J) 
SAhypo(J) ~ sArea(J,Is) + stuff * ( sArea(J,Il) - sArea(J,Is) ) 
Compute vol. of ice given current thickness, expressed as m3 H20 
Vollce(J) - Thicklce(J) * AREA(J) * 100. * DensityI 
IF( Vollce(J) .GT. VolEpi(J) ) Vollce(J) - VolEpi(J) 
Compute change in ice volume 
Deltlce - Vollce(J) - OldlceV 
Compute change in hypolimnion volume 
DeltHypo - VolHypo(J) - OldHypoV 
Let only soluble species get bound in ice as ice thickens 
(settling of ppt), let soluble and ppt move to hypolimnion as it 
grows. Non-mixing stay in EPI. 
Non-mixing in hypo grow to fraction of SA hypo/SA epi in LAKEHYPM. 
**** CHEM to/from ICE **** 
Mix soluble species in Epi. to ice, anything in ice to Epi. 
IF( Vollce(J) .EQ. VolEpi(J) .AND. Vollce(J) .NE. O. ) THEN 

All epi. chern to ice 
CALL MIX( J, 1, AI, AO, J, 2, IDAY) 
GO TO 250 

ENDIF 
IF( Deltlce .EQ. O .. OR. IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 250 
IF( Deltlce .GT. O. ) THEN 

Mix Epilimnion to ice 
CALL MIX( J, 1, VolEpi(J), (VolEpi(J)-Deltlce), J, 2, IDAY) 

ELSE 
Mix ice chern. to epilimnion 
CALL MIX( J, 2, OldlceV, Vollce(J), J, 1, IDAY) 

ENDIF 
Second temp. Epi. vol. 
VolEpi(J) ~ VolLake(J) - OldHypoV - Vollce(J) -

& ( SNOWPACK(J) + SnowFrW(J) ) * SnowCA(J) * AREA(J) * 100. 
IF( VolEpi(J) .LT. O. ) VolEpi(J) - O. 
IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 350 
Mix Epi. to Hypo., Hypo to Epi. Fraction of non-mixing AHM type 
II species and species bound to them in hypolimnion equals surface 
area of top of hypolimnion / base (fixed input) area of lake. 
FRACT - SAhypo(J) / AREA(J) 
Move non-mixing species and species bound to them to hypolimnion 
based on fraction of bottom area occupied by hypolimnion. 
CALL LAKEHYPM( J, FRACT, OldHypoV, DeltHypo, IDAY) 

Final Epi. vol. 
VolEpi(J) - VolLake(J) - VolHypo(J) - Vollce(J) -

& ( SNOWPACK(J) + SnowFrW(J) ) * SnowCA(J) * AREA(J) * 100. 
IF( VolEpi(J) .LT. O. ) VolEpi(J) ~ O. 
Set value of new chemical storage balance species in ice, hypolim 
DO 400 kIm - 1, MCOMP 

IF( iSpecBal .EQ. IChemID(J,7,klm) ) THEN 
BalNew(J,l1) = ChemEqv(J,2,klm) 
BalNew(J,10) = ChemEqv(J,3,klm) 

ENDIF 
CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 

GO TO 410 
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SUBROUTINE LAKEHYPM 

SUBROUTINE LAKEHYPM( J, FRACT, OldHypoV, DeltHypo, IDAY) 
Overview of in-lake mixing thus far: 
I.C. defines chern in hypo.(3), epilimnion(l), ice(2) 
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LAKE determined total lake water storage (ice + epilimnion + 
hypolimnion + water contained in snowpack), the sum of (old) 
epilimnion storage + inflows - ET, and the fraction of this sum 
that is lake outflow. Equilibration occurred on sum of 
old epi.stor. + inflows -ET, and sol. species moved propor
tionately from sum (based on fractions that are Q and 
epi storage) to riparian areas. SRO was set equal to lake 
outflow, and chemicals proportioned between lake outflow(7) and 
epi. storage(compart 1). 
Hypo equilib. occured with end of previous step's volume, chern. 
New hypolimnion volume, hypo. surface area, and water-equivalent 
volume of ice determined. 
Epilimnion chern mixed to ice or ice to epilimnion using only 
soluble species from epilimnion. (Ice is not equilibrated, so all 
chern. in ice free to move to epi. when melts). 

Now (This routine): 
A: the fracto (hypo area)/(lake base area) of type II and bound 

to type II species from summation hypo+epi put in hypo., epi 
gets remainder of these. 

IF: 
1: Hypo decreased in area, vol. 

b. the fracto (delta hypo vol./old hypo vol.) sol. species 
moved to epi. from hypo. 

c. ppt not bound to type II's stay in hypo 
2: Hypo increased in area, vol. 

a. hypo gets (delta hypo vol)/(vol epi) fracto of epi 
soluble species and ppt species not bound to type II's 

INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'common2.inc' 
INCLUDE 'commonc.inc' 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. IDAY .GE. idstart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 .OR. 

& ibug3 .EQ. J» WRITE(*,lO) J, I DAY , FRACT, DeltHypo 
FORMAT ( , SUBROUTINE LAKEHYPM, subu', 13,' WYD', 14/ 

& ' Fract. Hypo Surf./Lake surface-', E1S.9, ' Delta hypo. m3=', 
& E1S.9 ) 
If no hypo. and no epi., put all chern. in epi. for next wet spell 
IF( Fract .EQ. O .. AND. VolHypo(J) .LE. o .. AND. VolEpi(J) .LE.O.) 

& THEN 
write(*,*) , lakehypm, fract=O volhypo=O volepi=O' 

ENDIF 

DO 30 ijk - 1, ( NUMCOMPO(J,7) + NUMCOMNM(J,7) ) 
ChemEqv(J,l,ijk) = ChemEqv(J,l,ijk) + ChemEqv(J,3,ijk) 
ChemEqv(J,3,ijk) - O. 

CONTINUE 
GO TO 210 

Move type II and species bound to type II's to hypo, epi. based on 
fraction of base lake surface area occupied by hypolimnion. 
Neither epilimnion nor hypolimnion will "mix" again with other 
subunits or compartments before being re-equilibrated 
DO 100 ijk = 1, ( NUMCOMPO(J,7) + NUMCOMNM(J,7) ) 

temp = aNoMix(J,l,ijk) + aNoMix(J,2,ijk) 
templ = aNoMix(J,l,ijk) 



temp2 - aNoMix(J,2,ijk) 
aNoMix(J,l,ijk) - temp * ( 1. - Fract ) 
aNoMix(J,2,ijk) - temp * Fract 
temp1 - aNoMix(J,l,ijk) - temp1 
temp2 = aNoMix(J,2,ijk) - temp2 
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C temp1, 2 now are moles (new - old) type II, bound to II spec. 
C adjust total moles/compartment 

ChemEqv(J,l,ijk) - ChemEqv(J,l,ijk) + temp1 
100 ChemEqv(J,3,ijk) - ChemEqv(J,3,ijk) + temp2 
C Mix soluble species and non-bound ppt. between hypo, epi. If hypo 
C expanding, ppt move to hypo, if contracting, ppt stay in hypo, no 
C change in hypo, don't need to mix. 

IF( De1tHypo .EQ. O. ) RETURN 
IF( De1tHypo .GT. O. ) THEN 

C Make Epi. ppt that aren't attached to non-mixers mixable 
DO 200 ijk - 1, NUMCOMPO(J,7) 

C Total soluble moles may be .GT. total moles due to 
C negative stoichiometry on H+ 
200 aMixMole(J,l,ijk) ~ aMixMo1e(J,1,ijk) + aPPT(J,l,ijk) 
C Add soluble + ppt from epi to hypo. 

CALL MIX( J, 1, Vo1Epi(J), (Vo1Epi(J)-De1tHypo), J, 3, IDAY) 
ELSE 

C Mix soluble species from hypo to epi. (epi already 
C equilibrated, chern moved to compart 1) 

CALL MIX( J, 3, 01dHypoV, Vo1Hypo(J), J, 1, IDAY) 
ENDIF 

210 DO 230 ijk - 1, ( NUMCOMPO(J,7) + NUMCOMNM(J,7) ) 
IF( iSpecBa1 .EQ. IChemID(J,l,ijk) ) THEN 

BalNew(J,12) - ChemEqv(J,l,ijk) 
BalNew(J,10) - ChemEqv(J,3,ijk) 

ENDIF 
230 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 



C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
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FUNCTION LAKEIND 

FUNCTION LAKEIND( J, VARl, VAR2, IDAY, ITYPE) 
Determines the index of the variable stage, Vo1L, or sArea (from 
hydo10gic constants input file) which is just greater than the 
"current" value of that variable so that a linear interop1ation 
can be done. For example, determines that the fourth stage from 
hconst. file is first one larger than current stage. 
J - subunit, VAR1 - single known value (may be from a vector), 
VAR2 - array of known values from I.C. file, ITYPE - index for 
error message output. 
'common. inc' here only for "ibug" 
INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
DIMENSION VAR2(NNU,NumLArea) 
CHARACTER*lS atype 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. IDAY .GE. idstart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 .OR. 

& ibug3 .EQ. J) ) WRITE(*,10) J, I DAY , VAR1 
FORMAT ( , Funct. LAKEIND, Subu', 14, ' WYD-', 14, ' Va1ue-', 

& E12.6 ) 
GO TO (11, 12, 13) ITYPE 
atype - 'Lake volume 
GO TO 20 
atype - 'Hypo1imn. stage' 
GO TO 20 
atype - 'Epilimni. stage' 
LAKEIND - 0 
DO 200 ii - 1, NumLArea 

IF( VAR2(J,ii) .GT. VARI ) THEN 
LAKEIND - ii 

ENDIF 
CONTINUE 

GO TO 210 

Check within range of data 
IF( LAKEIND .LT. 1 ) THEN 

WRITE(*,211) atype, J, VARl, I DAY , (NumLArea - 1) 
FORMAT(' LAKE1ND: ERROR: " AlS,' outside data range.'/ 

& ' Subunit=', 13, " Value - " FlS.3, " WY DAY-', 14/ 
& Compiled for', 13, ' sets of lake stage/vol/area values', 
& + stage and vol. of zero Q' ) 

WR1TE(9,2l1) atype, J, VARl, I DAY , (NumLArea - 1) 
STOP 

END1F 
RETURN 
END 



C 
C 

10 

C 

c 

25 
C 
C 
C 

C 

50 
C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

SUBROUTINE LAKESUBL 

SUBROUTINE LAKESUBL( J, I ) 
Computes sublimation from snowpack on lakes when FROZEN. 
Output value of SUBLIME a is subunit-wide (NOT SCA). 
INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'common2.inc' 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE. ids tart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 .OR. 

& ibug3 .EQ. J) ) WRITE(*,10) J, I 
FORMAT ( , subroutine LAKESUBL subunit', 13, ' WY day' 13) 
SUBLIMEa(J) ~ SUBLIME(J) 
IF( SUBLIME(J) .LE. 0.0 ) RETURN 
Local variable SUM 
SUM - SNOWPACK(J) + SnowFrW(J) 
lake is frozen 
IF( SUM .GT. SUBLIMEa(J) ) THEN 

IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE. ids tart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 
& 99 .OR. ibug3 .EQ. J) ) WRITE(*,25) 
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FORMAT(' Frozen lake, positive pack and sublimation') 
Remove snowpack, not free water if pack and pack free water 
exceed potential sublimation. Pack free water not adj. for 
loss of snow unless snow-O. 
SNOWPACK(J) - SNOWPACK(J) - SUBLIMEa(J) 
IF( SNOWPACK(J) .LT. O. ) THEN 

ENDIF 

assume small diff. betw. snowpack+free water, pot. sub1. 
SUBLIMEa(J) - SUM 
SnowFrW(J) - O. 
SNOWPACK(J) ~ O. 

ELSEIF( SUM .LE. SUBLIMEa(J) ) THEN 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE. ids tart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 

& 99 .OR. ibug3 .EQ. J) ) WRITE(*,50) 

ENDIF 

FORMAT(' Frozen lake, pack .LT. sublimation') 
Lake ice (not in snowpack) does not sublimate; 
SUBLIMEa(J) - SUM 
SNOWPACK(J) - O. 
SnowFrW(J) = O. 

reset volume of snowpack to account for sumlimation loss 
SNOWvol(J) = SNOWPACK(J) * SnowCA(J) * AREA(J) * 100. 
ET, SRO, and sublimation are tracked subunit wide on lakes. 
SUBLIMEa (J) = SUBLHlEa (J) * SnowCA (J ) 
Lake volume (m3, including epilimnion, snow and ice water eq., and 
hypolimnion) (3-18-92) 
VolLake(J) = VolLake(J) - SUBLIMEa(J) * AREA(J) * 100. 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE LAKEVIC 

SUBROUTINE LAKEVIC(J) 
C Sets initial conditions on volume of hypolimnion, epilimnion, ice, 
C and whole lake. Also initial hypolimnion surface area. 
C Called from INCOND. 

C 
C 

C 

C 
220 
C 

C 

INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'common2.inc' 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 ) WRITE(*,*) , Subroutine LAKEVIC' 
IF( UType(J) .NE. 'L' .AND. UType(J) .NE. 'I' ) THEN 

VolHypo(J) = O. 
SAhypo(J) - O. 
VolIce(J) - O. 
VolEpi(J) - O. 
VolLake(J) - O. 
RETURN 

ENDIF 
Initial hypolimnion volume: 
Find stage from input array either side of current hypo. surface. 
11 = LAKEIND( J, stageHyp(J), stage, 0, 2 ) 
Compute hypo. volume, surf. area by linear interp. 
Is - Il - 1 
IF( Is .EQ. 0 ) THEN 

VolHypo(J) = O. 
GO TO 220 

ENDIF 
stuff -( stageHyp(J)-stage(J,Is» 
VolHypo(J) - VolL(J,Is) + stuff * 
Compute vol. of ice given current 
VolIce(J) ~ ThickIce(J) * AREA(J) 
Initial epilimnion volume: 

/ (stage(J,Il)-stage(J,Is» 
( VolL(J,Il) - VolL(J,Is) ) 
thickness, expressed as m3 H20 
* 100. * DensityI 

11 - LAKEIND( J, stageEpi(J), stage, 0, 3 ) 
Is - Il - 1 
IF( Is .EQ. 0 ) THEN 

VolEpi(J) - O. 
GO TO 230 

ENDIF 
stuff -( stageEpi(J)-stage(J,Is» / (stage(J,Il)-stage(J,Is» 
VolEpi(J) - VolL(J,Is) + stuff * ( VolL(J,Il) - VolL(J,Is) ) 
Above is volume of whole lake to top of epilimnion; subtract hypo. 
VolEpi(J) - VolEpi(J) - VolHypo(J) 

C Snowpack and pack free water on ice surface is part of lake vol. 
CMarch 30, 92 
C230 VolLake(J) = VolHypo(J) + VolEpi(J) + Vollce(J) + (SNOWPACK(J) + 
C & SnowFrW(J) ) * SnowCA(J) * AREA(J) ~'r 100. 
230 VolLake(J) ~ VolHypo(J) + VolEpi(J) + Vollce(J) + ( SNOWPKIC(J) + 

& SnoFrWIC(J) ) * SnoCAold(J) * AREA(J) * 100. 
IF(ibug .EQ.l) WRITE(*,23l) J, VolLake(J), VolHypo(J), VolEpi(J), 

& Vollce(J), stageHyp(J) 
231 FORMAT ( , Leave LAKEVIC, SubU-' ,13 

& ' Ice, stagehypo-'/ 20X, SF12.4 ) 
RETURN 
END 

Vol. Lake, Hypo, Epi,', 
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SUBROUTINE MAKEMEL2 

SUBROUTINE MAKEMEL2( I, idone, SCAsave ) 
C ****************** AHM MODEL, MELTOPT-4 *******************~'r*~'r* 
C Arrive at this routine with all end-of-preceding-time-steps 
C state condition data in hand, new rainfall, snowfall, ET, etc. 
C inputs are current for this day. Also have observed lake outflow 
C for today. From these and lake shape parameters and stage/Q 
C curve, can estimate change in lake volume during this step 
C before it occurs. With this change in volume and known discharge, 
C water balance provides upstream inputs to the lake. The upstream 
C inputs are then computed with iterative melt average rates 
C distributed by the RATEM factors obtained with a MELTOPT-l 
C previously until computed and observed lake inflow (or stream 
C discharge match closely. 
C Calls subroutine RESTART. 
C If subunit with oberved Q is a lake, the estimated flow to be 
C matched must be (all) the flow to the lake in a (single) stream; 
C You may need an artificial stream just for this if soils or rock 
C flow to lake, etc. 

INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'common2.inc' 
DIMENSION WSin(3), WSin2(3) , SCAsave(NNU) 

C SCAsave is used here in place of SnowCA because SnowCA varies 
C during the time step, is set to zero if snow dissappears during 
C step, etc. SCAsave is the SCA value read from input files. 

IF( ibug .EQ. 1 ) WRITE(*,~'r) , SUBROUTINE MAKEMEL2, WYD-', I 
C QinLake is model-calculated flow (m3) into "lake" from 
C user-chosen subunit; should include all inflows to "lake"(/stream) 

QinLake = SRO(LakMatch) * AREA(LakMatch) * 100. 
IF( I .EQ. LASTDAY ) GO TO 132 
LASTDAY - I 
ITERMELT - 0 
imess - 0 
IF( UType(Nlake) .NE. 'L' .AND. UType(Nlake) .NE. '1' ) THEN 

QinUnadj = Qobs 
GO TO 34 

ENDIF 
C Lake discharge estimation procedure; don't want to change 
C main variables of lake storage, do want bisection method of 
C estimating lake inflows to get obs outflows 
C Net on-lake additions per sub time-step: 

IF( FROZ(Nlake) .EQ. 'F' ) THEN 
ATMinp - ( RainU(Nlake) + SnowU(Nlake) ) * 

& AREA(Nlake) * 100. / DBLE( nResStep ) 
ELSE 

ATMinp - ( RainU(Nlake) + SnowU(Nlake) - SUBLIME(Nlake) * 
& SCAsave(Nlake» * AREA(Nlake) * 100. / DBLE( nResStep ) 

ENDIF 
C Neg. atmospheric input = OK (sublime) IF(ATMinp.LT.O.)ATMinp=O.NO 
C Iterate to estimate inflows generating observed outflows; 
C aMaxQin has to remain in the bounds of lake stage, VolL values. 
9 WSin(l) = O. 

WSin(3) = aMaxQin / DBLE( nResStep ) 
iter = 0 

10 WSin(2) = ( WSin(l) + WSin(3) ) / 2. 
aaET ~ O. 
VL - VolLakeI(Nlake) 
SumQ = O. 



iEvap - 0 
Evapm3 - O. 
DO 20 ijk - 1, nResStep 

C Add inflow to get new lake volume 
VL - VL + ATMinp + WSin(2) 
iEvap - 0 

C Find lake geometry volumes either side of new vol. 
11 11 - LAKEIND( Nlake, VL, VolL, I, 1 ) 
C Compute new surface area by linear interpolation 

iEvap - iEvap + 1 
Is - 11 - 1 
IF( 11 .GE. NumLArea .OR. Is .LE. 0 ) WRITE(*,12) Is, 11 

12 FORMAT ( , MAKEMEL4: exceed indices on lake vars., Is, 
& 11-', 214 ) 

IF( Is .EQ. 0 ) THEN 
SAlake - O. 

ENDIF 

StageL - stage(Nlake,l) 
GO TO 17 

stuff - ( VL - VolL(Nlake,Is) ) / ( VolL(Nlake,Il) -
& VolL(Nlake,Is» 

IF( iEvap .EQ. 2 .OR. FROZEN) GO TO 16 

SAlake ~ stuff * (sArea(Nlake,Il) - sArea(Nlake,Is) ) + 
& sArea(Nlake,Is) 

C Compute evap. in m3 with this surface area, recompute lake 
C vol., sum total evap. based on primary subunit area. 

14 

C 
16 

C 
C 
17 

19 

& 

Evapm3 - aPET(Nlake) * SAlake * 100. / DBLE( nResStep ) 
IF( Evapm3 .LT. o. ) Evapm3 - o. 
IF( VL .LE. Evapm3 ) THEN 

ENDIF 

Evapm3 - VL 
VL - O. 
GO TO 14 

VL - VL - Evapm3 
aaET = aaET + Evapm3 / ( AREA(Nlake) * 100. ) 
GO TO 11 

Compute (post evap) lake stage by linear interpolation. 
StageL = stuff * (stage(Nlake,Il) - stage(Nlake,Is» + 
stage(Nlake,Is) 
Compute discharge based on new lake stage; sum total Q to 
time step. 
IF( StageL .LE. stage(Nlake,NumLArea) ) THEN 

QLake - O. 
GO TO 19 

ENDIF 

QLake - QK1(N1ake) * (StageL - stage(N1ake,NumLArea» ** 
& QK2(N1ake) * SecPerTS / DBLE( nResStep ) 

& 

& 

IF( ( VL - QLake ) .LT. Vo1L(N1ake,NumLArea) ) QLake = 

VL - VolL(N1ake,NwnLArea) 
IF( QLake .LT. O. ) QLake ~ O. 
VL ~ VL - QLake 
SumQ = SumQ + QLake 
IF( (ABS(VL - VolL(N1ake,NumLArea» .LT .. 1) .AND. imess 
.EQ. 0) THEN 

4M 

WRITE(*,*) , ***Subr. MAKEMEL2: Lake vol. to zero Q vol.' 
imess - imess + 1 



ENDIF 
20 CONTINUE 
C New lake outflow is SumQ (m3); compare to observed, iterate. 

IF( SumQ / Qobs .LT. 0.9999 ) GO TO 22 
IF( SumQ / Qobs .GT. 1.0001 ) GO TO 30 
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C Matches observed Q to 0.01 percent; this value already adjusted 
C for rain, snow, ET, and sublimation from lake 

QinAdj = WSin(2) * DBLE( nResStep ) 
GO TO 40 

C Estimated lake Q is too small 
22 WSin(l) - WSin(2) 

iter - iter + 1 
IF( iter .GT. 50 ) THEN 

WRITE(*,*) , lake inflows> MaxQ value entered; fixing' 
aMaxQin - aMaxQin * 1.2 
GO TO 9 

ENDIF 
GO TO 10 

C Estimated lake Q is too large 
30 WSin(3) - WSin(2) 

3030 

31 

C 
C 

C 
34 

35 
C 
36 

C 

C 
40 
C 

iter - iter + 1 
IF( iter .GT. 25 .AND. WSin(l) .LE. 0.000001 ) THEN 

WRITE(*,3030) I, SumQ, Qobs 
FORMAT ( , Day', 14, ' Lake Q', FlO.l,' from lake storage', 

& ' alone exceeds Qobs ' ,F10.l ) 
WRITE(9,3l) I, SumQ, Qobs, (SnowU(Nlake) + RainU(Nlake», 

& (aaET + SUBLIME(Nlake» 
FORMAT ( , init. lake storage + (snow+rain-ET-sublime) on', 

& ' lake -> lake Q > Qobs; WYD', 14/ 
& ' Qmodl~', FlO.l, ' Qobs-', FlO.2, ' Snow+Rain-', FB.4, 
& ' ET+Subl~', FB.4 ) 

ENDIF 

Know new snowmelt is zero, but may have just run model with 
non-zero snowmelt; repeat this day's calculations with melt-O 
WSin2(1) - O. 
AveMelt ~ O. 
aLakeQin = O. 
GO TO 309 

IF( iter .GT. 50 .AND. WSin(l) .GT. O. ) WSin(l) ~ O. 
GO TO 10 

Nlake is NOT A LAKE (never tested) 
Subli ~ O. 
aaET = O. 
IF( FROZ(Nlake) .EQ. 'F' ) GO TO 35 
Subli - SUBLIME(Nlake) * SCAsave(Nlake) 
GO TO 36 
aaET = aPET(Nlake) 
Convert to m3 from cm 
QinAdj ~ QinUnadj - (RainU(Nlake) + SnowU(Nlake) - aaET - Subli) * 

& 100. * AREA(Nlake) 
End of NOT A LAKE 

Required lake (or stream) inflow to obtain observed outflow: 
aLakeQin - QinAdj 
Those lines between here and 140 don't change during iteration. 
tAreaM = O. 
tAreaM2 = O. 
DO 130 ijk = I, NU 



C 
C 

130 

C 
C 
C 

131 

C 

132 

1132 

C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

C 

190 

C 
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IF( ijk .EQ. N1ake ) GO TO 130 
tAre aM - tAreaM + AREA(ijk) * SCAsave(ijk) 
For case where read-in SCA is zero but snow remains, may want 
to use old SCA 
tAreaM2 - tAreaM2 + AREA(ijk) * SnowCA(ijk) 

CONTINUE 
tAreaM - MAX(tAreaM, tAreaM2) 
IF( tAreaM .LE .. 0000001 ) THEN 

ENDIF 

SnowCa zero everywhere on WS; no need to waste time iterating 
Set melt to default 4 cm, re-run this day with that melt 
rate (in case some snow is left), go to new day next time. 
CALL RESTART( 9999 ) 
idone - 0 
DO 131 ijk - 1, NU 

SNOWMELT(ijk) - 4.0 
RETURN 

Adjust estimated melt based on inflows and melt-rate factors. 
AveMe1t - (aLakeQin - QinLake + aLakeQin) / (tAreaM * 100.) 
WSin2(1) - O. 
IF( AveMe1t .LE .. 000001 ) THEN 

AveMelt - 5. 
WSin2(3) - 20. 
GO TO 308 

ENDIF 
WSin2(3) - AveMelt + 10. 
GO TO 308 

ITERMELT - ITERMELT + 1 
IF( ITERMELT .EQ. 1 ) Nheading - Nheading + 1 
IF( Nheading .LE. 1 .AND. ITERMELT .EQ. 1 ) THEN 

WRITE(w,1132) 
WRITE(9,1132) 

ENDIF 

FORMAT ( , WYD Iter Melt Qin Qtarg LakeQ', 
& ' QLobs Soi1drain') 

IF( Nheading .GE. 15 ) Nheading - 0 
If lake inflow was set to zero and WSin2(1) was set to zero, then 
lake storage was great enough to exceed observed discharge with no 
additional inflow. 1ST iteration was needed to get conditions for 
melt of zero; now have those. 
IF( ITERMELT .GE. 2 .AND. WSin2(1) .LE. 0.0000001 .AND. aLakeQin 

& .LE. 0.000001 ) GO TO 399 
SnowCa zero everywhere on WS; this day run with me1t-4 everywhere 
IF( tAreaM .LE .. 0000001 ) GO TO 399 
IF( ITERMELT .EQ. 1 .AND. WSin2(1) .LE. 0.0000001 .AND. aLakeQin 

& .LE. 0.000001 ) GO TO 309 

IF( QinLake / aLakeQin .GT. 1.005 ) GO TO 200 
IF( QinLake / aLakeQin .LT. 0.995 ) GO TO 250 
Melt has been optimized; 
WRITE(*,190) I, ITERMELT, AveMe1t, QinLake, aLakeQin, 

& SRO(N1ake)*AREA(N1ake)*100., Qobs, Sdrain 
WRITE(9,190) I, ITERMELT, AveMe1t, QinLake, aLakeQin, 

& SRO(N1ake)*AREA(Nlake)*lOO., Qobs, Sdrain 
FORMAT ( 14, IS, F10.4, SF10.1 ) 
GO TO 399 

XS SRO corning in 



200 WSin2(3) - AveMelt 
IF( ITERMELT .GT. 25 .AND. AveMelt .LT .. 000001 ) THEN 

DO 210 ijk - 1, NU 
210 SNOWMELT(ijk) - o. 

GO TO 399 
ENDIF 
GO TO 308 

C Not enough SRO coming in 
250 WSin2(1) - AveMelt 

IF( ITERMELT .GT. 25 ) THEN 
IF( AveMelt .GT. 25. ) THEN 

C WS must be snow-free 
DO 305 ijk - i, NU 

305 SNOWMELT(ijk) - 4.0 

ENDIF 

WRITE(*,*) , WS assumed snow-free, WYD' I 
GO TO 399 

ENDIF 
WSin2(3) - WSin2(3) + 5. 
ITERMELT - 0 

308 AveMelt - ( WSin2(1) + WSin2(3) ) / 2. 

C 
309 

310 

C 
C 
399 

400 

C 

409 
410 

Reset all initial hydrologic conditions except snowmelt. 
CALL RESTART( 9999 ) 
idone - 0 
DO 310 ijk - 1, NU 

SNOWMELT(ijk) - AveMelt * RATEM(ijk,2) 
RETURN 

Output new, single consolidated SMSCASUBPETHYPICE file; assume 
rate on lake is proportional. 
idone - 1 

WRITE(98,400) I, NU, ITERMELT 
FORMAT(' Adjusted melt, SMSCASUBET file, WYD', 14, 

& ' subunits 1 -', 14, ' Iterations-', 13 ) 
DO 410 ijk - 1, NU 

Don't leave snow on WS all year just because inpt SCA-O. 
IF( SnowCA(ijk) .LE. O. ) SNOWMELT(ijk) - 4.0 
WRITE(98,409) SNOWMELT(ijk), SCAsave(ijk), SUBLIME(ijk), 

& aPET(ijk), stageHyp(ijk), ThickIce(ijk) 
FORMAT ( 6FIO.4 ) 

CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE MAKEMELT 

SUBROUTINE MAKEMELT( Ioption, Ksnow, idone ) 
For optimizing snowmelt rates on various subunits; specifically, 
this routine adjusts melt rate in consolidated 
melt/SCA/sublime/PET/HYPO/ICE input files to force the snowpack to 
zero the same (or nearly the same) day the input SCA goes to zero, 
while forcing melt to equal discharge. 

While it replaces the consolidated file, it does not change the 
individual subunit's input files, so when this is done, user must 
create new individual files from the consoilidated file, or risk 
loosing that info on the subsequent run (though in subsequent 
single year run, either most recent or 1 iteration from most 
recent optimized consolidated file will remain). 

This routine allows each subunit to have melt occur at it's own 
fraction of a basin-wide average melt rate. 1. e. "higher" areas 
can use say .75 for the variable "RATEM" to melt at 3/4 of basin 
wide melt rate. User inputs guesses at these RATEM values, then 
the program will optimize them, replacing old consolidated 
melt/SCA/sublime/PET/HYPO/ICE files at each "year" iteration. 

Average watershed-wide melt is calculated based on the assumption 
that melt + rainfall + soil drainage - discharge from the basin. 

logic is: 
Qs - Q - (Q from rain and soil drainage) - melt * summation( SCAi 

* AREAi * RATEMi ) 
or: 
melt = Qs / summation( SCAi * AREAi * RATEMi ) 

Subroutine consists of 2 parts, chosen by Ioption. First part 
creates new melt/SCA/sublime/PET/HYPO/ICE file(s), second part 
determines if satisfactory melt rates have been achieved, and if 
not determines the direction of change needed in melt on a 
particular subunit. 

Input files: 
Unit 1: Q, M3/day from whole modeled basin free form, l/line 
Unit 2: initial melt rate factor estimates format F10.O 
Unit 7: Consolidated rainfall, snowfall file (RAWprec) 
Input (11+) and Output files (51+); consolidated 
smelt/SCA/sublime/PET/HYPO/ICE files, in/out FORMAT 6FlO.4 
Unit 99: total ET added to WS wide melt, m3, from preceding 
iteration (except 1st iteration). This file is self-created. 
Opened/ written in main at start/end of time-steps loop, rewound, 
read, and closed here, computed in ET, streamET. File & variable 
both named "etmelt". The output file(s) becomes input file(s) for 
the next pass through melt optimization. 
INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
CHARACTER*l astuff, iyes 
CHARACTER*30 fname 
CHARACTER*66 HEAD 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 ) write(*,*)' Subroutine Makemelt' 
Constants specifying the range greater and less than initial 
melt-rate factors that will be (initially) searched for a 
solution March 92; values below were .2, 2. 
RateMlow ~ .75 



e 
e 
e 
9 

10 
11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 
21 

22 
23 

RateMhi - 1.4 
IF( Ioption .EQ. 2 ) GO TO 1000 
IF( newrun .LT. 1 ) GO TO 9 
REWIND( UNIT-99 ) 
************ PART 1: read ws Q, subunit RAT EM , create new 
consolidated input files; 
Need below file for subtracting runoff from rainfall 
OPEN(UNIT-7,FILE-'RAWprec' ,STATUS~'old') 
IF( newrun .GE. 1 ) GO TO 106 

WRITE(*,l1) 
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FORMAT(' 45) MAKEMELT: enter ws discharge (Q, m3/day) file name>') 
READ(*,12) fname 
FORMAT (A30) 
WRITE(*,13) 
FORMAT(' Enter amount (m3/day) of basef10w to subtract from Q'/ 

& ' 45.1) before assuming snowmelt + rainfall - Q (F10.0» ') 
READ(*,14) QLess 
FORMAT( F10.0 ) 
OPEN( UNIT-1,FILE-fname,STATUS-'old', ERR-10) 
WRITE(*,*) , 45.2) enter initial melt factor estimates file name>' 
READ(*,12) fname 
OPEN( UNIT-2,FILE-fname,STATUS-'old', ERR-15) 
WRITE(*,16) 
FORMAT ( , enter number of days tolerance either side of date " 

& ' SeA - 0.'/' 45.3) that snowpack can disappear (pos. integer»') 
READ(*,*) ito1ernc 
DO 17 i - 1, NU 

PackTo1(i) - O. 
Dpack(i) - O. 

WRITE(*,*) , 45.4) Any units have continuous snowpack, winter to', 
& ' 9-30?' 

READ(*,18) as tuff 
FORMAT( Al ) 
IF( astuff .EQ. 'n' .OR. as tuff .EQ. 'N' ) GO TO 21 
iEndday - 365 
IF( MOD(Lyear,4) .EQ. 0 ) iEndday - 366 
WRITE(*,19) iEndday 
FORMAT(' Below: enter positive cm pack desired WYD', 14,' and cm'/ 

& ' of + or - tolerance for each subunit. 0,0 for not applicable.') 
DO 20 i-I, NU 

WRITE(*,*) , 45.5) Subunit', i 
READ(*,*) Dpack(i), PackTo1(i) 

WRITE(*,*) , Low water can make stream/lake ET use much melt.' 
WRITE(*,*) , Enter 1 for each subunit from which ET is added to', 

& ' watershed melt' 
DO 23 i - 1, NU 

Write(*,*) , 45.6) Subunit', i 
FORMAT( I1 ) 
READ(*,22) iETme1t(i) 

e Read melt factor estimates 
KK ~ 0 

25 READ(2,14, END~100,ERR-400) stuff 
IF( stuff .LE. 1.E-9 ) GO TO 25 
KK-KK+1 
IF( KK .GT. NU ) GO TO 100 
RATEM(KK,2) ~ stuff 
IF( AREA(KK) .LT. 1.E-8 ) THEN 

WRITE(*,*) , Melt fact. for subu. with zero area, #- ' ,KK 
STOP 



ENDIF 
RAT EM (KK , 1) ~ RATEM(KK,2) * RateM10w 
RATEM(KK,3) - RATEM(KK,2) * RateMhi 
GO TO 25 

100 IF( KK .NE. NU ) THEN 
WRITE(*,101) KK, NU 

101 FORMAT(' MAKEMELT ERROR: # melt rate factors .GE. or -' ,14, 
& ' # Subunits -', 14) 

STOP 

ENDIF 
C Read who1e-ws Q 

DO 105 i - iDstartB, iEndday 
READ(l,*,END~425, ERR-425) Q(i) 
Q(i) - Q(i) - QLess 

105 IF( Q(i) .LT. O. ) Q(i) - O. 

CLOSE(UN1T-1) 
CLOSE(UNIT-2) 
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C Zero values of accuracy of snowme1t-SCA and date snow disappears 
106 DO 107 I - 1, NU 

ITargDay(I) - 0 
LATE(1) = 0 
IsnowZer(1) = 0 

107 targetcm(1) - O. 
C Open output file(s); Number of files: 

last = NU / MaxFi1es 
IF( last * MaxFi1es .LT. NU ) last - last + 1 
WRITE(* ,111) 

111 FORMAT(' Creating new consolo SM/SCA/SUB/PET/HYPO/1CE fi1e(s)' ) 
C Open file to put file names in 

OPEN(UNIT-8,FILE-'RAWname',STATUS-'UNKNOWN' ,ERR-IOOO) 
DO 125 i - 1, last 

M - 10 + i 
HM - 50 + i 

C even number of "newrun" - odd "year" through part 1; 
C read from "RAWsnom#, write to RA\~snoW#; even years vice versa 

K - MOD( newrun, 2 ) 
1F( K .LT. 1 ) THEN 

WRITE(8,115) i 
115 FORMAT('RAWsnom' ,II) 

BACKSPACE(UNIT-8) 
READ(8,116) fname 

116 FORMAT( A30 ) 
OPEN(UNIT=M,FILE-fname,STATUS-'unknown' ,ERR=420) 
BACKSPACE(UNIT-8) 
WRITE( 8,117) i 

117 FORMAT('RAWsnow' ,II) 
BACKSPACE(UNIT=8) 
READ(8,116) fname 
BACKSPACE(UNIT-8) 

ELSE 
OPEN(UNIT=MM,FILE-fname , STATUS='unknown' ,ERR~420) 

WRITE(8,l1S) i 
BACKSPACE(UNIT=8) 
READ(8,116) fname 
OPEN(UNIT=MM,FILE=fname,STATUS~'unknown' ,ERR=420) 
BACKSPACE(UNIT-8) 
WRITE(8,117) i 
BACKSPACE(UNIT-8) 



READ(8,116) fname 
BACKSPACE(UNIT-8) 
OPEN(UNIT-M,FILE-fname,STATUS-'unknown',ERR-420) 

ENDIF 
125 CONTINUE 

CLOSE(UNIT-8) 
C May not need to re-define iEndday here ... 

iEndday - 365 
IF( MOD(Lyear,4) .EQ. 0 ) iEndday - 366 
DO 300 jj - iDstartB, iEndday 

SUM - O. 
C (rainfall/snowfall file headings) 

READ(7,145,END-430) 
145 FORMAT (lX/1X) 

Qrain ~ O. 
M ~ 10 
MM ~ 50 
DO 147 i - 1, last 

M - M + 1 
MM-MM+1 
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C Consolidated me1t/sca/sub1/pet/hypo/ice infi1e headings 
READ(M,146,END-435) HEAD 

146 FORMAT( A66 ) 
IF( jj . EQ. iDstartB ) THEN 

WRITE(MM,1146) HEAD, (newrun + 1) 
1146 FORMAT( A66, ' yr', IS ) 

147 

C 

148 
C 

C 

149 
C 

& 

ELSE 
WRITE(MM,146) HEAD 

ENDIF 
CONTINUE 
M - 11 
K - 0 
DO 150 i - 1, NU 

K - K + 1 
IF( K .GT. MaxFi1es ) THEN 

M - M + 1 
K - 1 

ENDIF 
Read subunit's rain and snow for 1 time step 
READ(7,148,END=430) RainU(i), SnowU(i) 
FORMAT ( 4X, 2F10.4 ) 
Compute rainfall volume from all subunits 
Qrain = Qrain + RainU(i) * AREA(i) * 100. 
Read data from each subunit's consolidated melt/sea etc 
READ(M,149,END-435,ERR-440) SNOWMELT(I), SnowCA(I), 
SUBLIME(I) , aPET(I), stageHyp(I), Thicklce(I) 
FORMAT ( 6F10.4 ) 
Model sets SCA to 1.0 days it snows ... 
IF( SnowU(i) .GT. 0.001 ) THEN 

ENDIF 

SUM - SUM + AREA(i) * 100. * RATEM(i,2) 
GO TO 150 

SUM - SUM + AREA(i) * 100. * SnowCA(i) * RATEM(i,2) 
150 CONTINUE 
CC Sdrain = O. 

ETme1t = O. 
IF( new run .LT. 1 ) GO TO 1051 

C Read a line from last iteration's total soil drainage, m3 
READ(99,*,END-105l) ETmelt 

C Blank line between rainfall/snowfall days 



1051 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
151 

C 
152 

200 
300 

310 
C 

C 
400 

420 
421 

C 
425 

430 

435 

440 

C 
C 
C 
1000 

1100 
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READ(7,145,END-151) 
Compute variable "ame1t" (daily dununy constant for ws) 
If SCA everywhere zero, fix potential melt at 5 cm to ensure 
melt will occur if something during normal model run changed 
to effect snowpack while same potential snowmelt values are 
used; this will also speed optimization by getting rid of 
snow faster when input SCA is zero. 
IF( SUM .LE. O. ) THEN 

aMELT - 5. 
GO TO 152 

ENDIF 
aMELT - ( Q(jj) - Qrain + ETme1t ) / SUM 
IF( aMELT .LT. O. ) aMELT - O. 
New melt value to conso1. MLT/SCA/subl/PET/hyp/ice file(s) 
MM - 51 
K - 0 
DO 200 i-I, NU 

K - K + 1 
IF( K .GT. MaxFiles ) THEN 

MM-MM+l 
K - 1 

ENDIF 
Snomelt ~ aMELT * RATEM(i,2) 
WRITE(MM,149) Snome1t, SnowCA(i), SUBLIME(i), 

& aPET(i), stageHyp(i) , ThickIce(i) 
CONTINUE 

CONTINUE 
DO 310 i ~ 1, last 

M ~ 10 + i 
MM = 50 + i 
CLOSE(UNIT-M) 
CLOSE (UNIT-MM) 

Done with part 1 
CLOSE (UNIT-7) 
CLOSE(UNIT=99) 
RETURN 

********** PART 1 ERROR MESSAGES ********* 
WRITE(*,*) , error in melt fact. est. file (unit 7) line' KK+1 
STOP 
WRITE(*,421) fname 
FORMAT ( , error opening file " A30 ) 
STOP 
Below error: implicit assumption melt data runs to end of WY 
WRITE(*,*) , Error: Q file needs to run to 9/30?, ends WYD' i 
STOP 
WRITE(*,*) , premature end of rainfall/snowfall file' 
STOP 
WRITE(*,*) , Premature end, consolo sm/sca/subl/PET/hypo/ice file' 
STOP 
WRITE(*,*) , Error in consolidated sm/sca/subl/PET/hypo/ice file' 
STOP 

*********** PART 2; adjusts melt factors, returns to re-run ARM 
First get subunit being adjusted fixed up, then check if all 
subunits are within maximum allowable error. 
idone = 0 
\.JRITE(*,1100) newrun 
WRITE(9,1100) newrun 
FOR}~T( , SUBU AREA Ha (DAY SCA-O, cm snow) Day SWE-O 

& 'Days Late Melt Fact.', 16) 



C 
C 
C 

1195 
1200 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

1210 

C 
1211 

DO 1200 j - 1, NU 
IF( j .EQ. Ksnow ) THEN 

astuff - ,*, 
ELSE 

astuff - ' , 
ENDIF 
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If IsnowZer(j) is still zero, snowpack never disappeared, so 
date it "disappeared" is 365, 366, (or) NUsrDAYS; same is 
true of SCA. 
IF( IsnowZer(j) .EQ. 0 ) IsnowZer(j) - NUsrDAYS 
IF( ITargDay(j) .EQ. 0 ) ITargDay(j) - NUsrDAYS 
LATE(j) - IsnowZer(j) - ITargDay(j) 

& 
WRITE(*,1195) j, astuff, AREA(j) , ITargDay(j), targetcm(j), 
IsnowZer(j), LATE(j), RATEM(j,2) 

& 
WRITE(9,1195) j, astuff, AREA(j), ITargDay(j), targetcm(j), 
IsnowZer(j), LATE(j), RATEM(j,2) 
FORMAT ( lX, 13, Al, F9.2, 19, 2X, F9.3, 19, 2X, 110, F14.4) 

CONTINUE 

"LATE" is number of days before (-) or after (+) input SCA=O that 
the snowpack disappeared. 
Since lakes and streams absorb all snow when reported thawed, 
snowmelt rate can be grossly low yet reach zero pack the date 
lake/stream melts. In this case, SNOWCOMP sets targetcm to cm 
after melt, then SROINFLT dumps the snow in the lake, so targetcm 
has necessary info. 
IF( ABS( LATE(Ksnow) ) .EQ. O .. AND. ( UType(Ksnow) .EQ. 's' .OR. 

& UType (Ksnow) . EQ. ' s' . OR. UType (Ksnow) . EQ. ' L' . OR. 
& UType(Ksnow) .EQ. '1' ) .AND. targetcm(Ksnow) .GT. 1. ) THEN 

Melt rate too low; 
WRITE(*,1210) LATE (Ksnow), Ksnow, newrun, RATEM(Ksnow,2) 
GO TO 1220 

ENDIF 
If pack stays all year, "LATE" - O. Check for desired pack. 
IF( IsnowZer(Ksnow) .EQ. NUsrDAYS .AND. ITargDay(Ksnow) .EQ. 

& NUsrDAYS ) THEN 

END1F 

PackERR - Dpack(Ksnow) - targetcm(Ksnow) 
IF( ABS( PackERR ) .LE. PackTo1(Ksnow) ) GO TO 1240 
WRITE(*,12l0) LATE(Ksnow), Ksnow, newrun, RATEM(Ksnow,2) 
IF( PackERR .GT. 0 ) GO TO 1211 
IF( PackERR .LT. 0 ) GO TO 1220 

Not a lake or stream, and pack melts before end of run period 
1F( ABS( LATE(Ksnow) ) .LE. itolernc ) GO TO 1240 

Missed: try again 
WR1TE(*,12l0) LATE(Ksnow), Ksnow, newrun, RATEM(Ksnow,2) 
FORMAT(' Missed' LATE=' 13 ' subu' 13 ' iter' 14 

& ' Adj.Fact', FS:4 ) " " " 
IF( LATE(Ksnow) .GT. 0 ) GO TO 1220 
Melted too early, rate too high, set high value - average 
RATEH(Ksnow,3) - RATEM(Ksnow,2) 
RATEM(Ksnow,2) = ( RATEM(Ksnow,l) + RATEM(Ksnow,3) ) / 2. 
LoHi = 1 
IF( LoHi .EQ. LoHiOld .AND. Ksnow .EQ. Ksnow01d ) THEN 

ioptcnt = ioptcnt + 1 
ELSE 

ioptcnt - 1 
ENDIF 
KsnowOld ~ Ksnow 

C IF search range too small, increase start. range 50 percent 



IF( iCheckRg .EQ. 2 ) THEN 
RATEM(Ksnow,2) = SaveRate 
RATEM(Ksnow,l) - RATEM(Ksnow,l) + 1.5 * 1./(0.5**20.) * 

& ( RATEM(Ksnow,l) - SaveRate ) 
ioptcnt - 1 
iCheckRg ~ 0 
RETURN 

ENDIF 
C IF search range checked from melted late, was OK 

IF( iCheckRg .EQ. 1 ) THEN 
RATEM(Ksnow,2) - SaveRate 
ioptcnt - 1 
iCheckRg - 0 

ENDIF 
LoHi01d "" 1 
IF( ioptcnt .GE. 19 ) THEN 

C Check if range is too small by checking hi end 
iCheckRg - 2 
SaveRate - RATEM(Ksnow,2) 
RATEM(Ksnow,2) - RATEM(Ksnow,l) 
RETURN 

ENDIF 
iCheckRg = 0 
RETURN 

C Melted late, increase rate 
1220 RATEM(Ksncw,l) - RATEM(Ksnow,2) 

RATEM(Ksnow,2) ~ ( RATEM(Ksnow,l) + RATEM(Ksnow,3) ) / 2. 
LoHi "" 2 
IF( LoHi .EQ. LoHiOld .AND. Ksnow .EQ. KsnowOld ) THEN 

ioptcnt - ioptcnt + I 
ELSE 

ioptcnt "" 1 
ENDIF 
KsnowOld "" Ksnow 

C IF search range too small, increase start. range 50 percent 
IF( iCheckRg .EQ. 1 ) THEN 

RATEM(Ksnow,2) - SaveRate 
RATEM(Ksnow,3) = RATEM(Ksnow,3) + 1.5 * 1./(0.5**20.) * 

& ( RATEM(Ksnow,3) - SaveRate ) 
ioptcnt - I 
iCheckRg - 0 
RETURN 

ENDIF 
C IF search range checked from melted early, was OK 

IF( iCheckRg .EQ. 2 ) THEN 
RATEM(Ksnow,2) "" SaveRate 
ioptcnt = 1 
iCheckRg "" 0 

ENDIF 
LoHiOld = 2 
IF( ioptcnt .GE. 19 ) THEN 

C Check if range is too small by checking hi end 
iCheckRg - 1 
SaveRate "" RAT EM (KsnO\y ,2) 
RATEM(Ksnow,2) ~ RATEM(Ksnow,3) 
RETURN 

ENDIF 
iCheckRg = 0 
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RETURN 

C 
C 
1240 

Adjust rate on the largest subunit (jk) whose snowpack disappears 
before or after SCA - O. 

C 

C 

c 

& 
& 

& 

DO 1500 ijk - 1, NU 
jk - IsizSort(ijk) 
IF( ABS( LATE(jk) ) .EQ. O •• AND. ( UType(jk) .EQ. 's' .OR. 
UType(ik) .EQ. 's' .OR. UType(jk) .EQ. 'L' .OR. UType(jk) 
.EQ. 'I' ) .AND. targetcm(jk) .GT. 1. ) THEN 

Melt rate too low; 
Ksnow - jk 
WRITE(*,1601) Ksnow, LATE(Ksnow), RATEM(Ksnow,2) 
GO TO 1610 

ENDIF 
If pack stays all year, "LATE" - O. Check for desired pack. 
IF( IsnowZer(jk) .EQ. NUsrDAYS .AND. ITargDay(jk) .EQ. 
NUsrDAYS ) THEN 

ENDIF 

PackERR - Dpack(jk) - targetcm(jk) 
IF( ABS( PackERR ) .LE. PackTo1(jk) ) GO TO 1500 
Ksnow - ik 
WRITE(*,I601) Ksnow, LATE(Ksnow), RATEM(Ksnow,2) 
IF( PackERR .GT. 0 ) GO TO 1605 
IF( PackERR .LT. 0 ) GO TO 1610 

Part-year pack, not on lake/stream 
IF( ABS( LATE(jk) ) .LE. ito1ernc ) GO TO 1500 
GO TO 1600 

1500 CONTINUE 
C **************** SNOWMELT OPTIMIZED; STOP AHM ****************** 

idone - 1 
RETURN 

C jk is largest subunit with melt problem; adjust its melt rate 
1600 Ksnow - jk 

WRITE(*,l601) Ksnow, LATE (Ksnow), RATEM(Ksnow,2) 
1601 FORMAT ( , Adjust melt, subu', 13, ' days late-', 14, 

& ' previous Adj. Fact', FB.4 ) 
IF( LATE(Ksnow) .GT. 0 ) GO TO 1610 

1605 RATEM(Ksnow,3) - RATEM(Ksnow,2) 
RATEM(Ksnm .... 2) - ( RATEM(Ksnow.1) + RAT EM (Ksnow , 3) ) /2. 
GO TO 1611 

C Melted late, rate too low 
1610 RATEH(Ksnow,l) - RATEM(Ksnow,2) 

RATEH(Ksnow,2) - ( RATEM(Ksnow,l) + RATEM(Ksnow,3) ) / 2. 
C If subu encountered before, search range narrowed; reset. 
1611 RATEM(Ksnow,l) - RATEM(Ksnow,2) * RateMlow 

RATEM(Ksnow,3) - RATEM(Ksnow,2) * RateMhi 
RETURN 
END 
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C 
C 
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C 

C 
C 
C 
C 

100 
105 
110 
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SUBROUTINE MATBAL 

SUBROUTINE MATBAL( ISUBU, ICOMPART, I DAY , TLITERS ) 
Computes total moles/compartment of ARM type 1&2 species (MINEQL 
type 1 components) following adjustments for kinetics. 
Subtracts residual error. 
Common. for, common2.for were added to allow for the "IF" related 
to wetted area behind receding snowpack following statement 147. 
INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'parm.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'common2.inc' 
INCLUDE 'commonc.inc' 
INCLUDE 'var.inc' 
INCLUDE 'ionic. inc' 
'ionic.inc' included for debugging use of IONZ only 3-29-91 
"Total" conc. of type 1 species includes only those portions 
of type 1 species within TYPE 1, 2, 3, and 4. Type 5 apparently 
is amount of undersaturation. 
"X" has been modified by kinetics in COMPKIN 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. IDAY .GE. idstart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 .OR. 

& ibug3 .EQ. ISUBU) ) WRITE(*,10) ISUBU, IDAY 
FORMAT ( / subroutine MATBAL, subu/, 13, / WYD', 14 ) 
Master subunit: 
ISUB = ISUBU 
IF( ISUBU .GT. NU ) ISUB - ISUBU - NU 
II - NN(l) + NN(2) + NN(3) + NN(4) 
notstart = NN(l) + NN(2) + 1 
notstop - NN(l) + NN(2) + NN(3) 
Set TYPE I species totals equal to "free" species concentration 
( C(ijk) may not be equal to X(ijk) in first NN(l) species; C(.) 
is conc. of free species IDY(.), while X(.) is conc. of free 
IDX(.), otherwise values of C(.) and X(.) are the same for first 
NN(l) values except for COMPKIN modifications, but indices vary). 
DO 40 ijk - 1, NN(l) 

T(ijk) ~ X(ijk) 
ISTART = NN(l) + 1 
DO 110 ijk = I START , II 

By leaving out type III species, total H got badly out of line 
(doubled after 1st day, when using large amount assumed 
adsorbed on ion exchange sites). Also, large amount of C03 (from 1 
mole/subunit 3 to 13868 moles) were added to the subunit. 
Below line causes type 3 species to be skipped in mass bal. 

IF( ijk .GE. notstart .AND. ijk .LE. notstop) GO TO 110 
DO 105 jkl - 1, NNN 

IF(A(ijk,jk1).GT.-.01 .AND. A(ijk,jk1).LT .. 01) GO TO 105 
lOT ~ IDX(jk1) 
IAT = NINT( A(ijk,jkl) ) 
Now have ID's (lOT) and stochiometric coefficients (IAT) 
of a component that helps make up the TYPE II-IV 
complex; adjust total concentration of the affected TYPE 
I components. 
DO 100 kIm - 1, NN(I) 

IF(IDT . EQ. lOX (kIm» THEN 
T(klm) - T(klm) + C(ijk) * DBLE(IAT) 

ENDIF 
CONTINUE 

CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
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C compute total moles in compart. of the subunit for new I.C. 
DO 150 ijk - I, NN(l) 

C Find species ID from AHM's list of component species that 
C matches the ID# (IDX) of the mineql species. 

140 
C 

141 
& 
& 
& 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
147 

& 

& 
& 

C 

& 

DO 140 jkl - I, NN(l) 
IF(IChemID(ISUB,ICOMPART,jkl) .NE. IDX(ijk) ) GO TO 140 
imatch - jkl 
GO TO 147 

CONTINUE 
Below error message probably is redundant, unreachable 
WRITE(*,14l) IDX(ijk), ISUBU, ICOMPART, IDAY 
FORMAT(I ' ERROR: from MATBAL. Cannot find species #' ,15, 
, among values of type 1 components'I' (needed to adjust', 
, total inputs of components)'1 ' Subunit' ,16, 
, compartment #', 12, ' WY-DAY " 13 I ' Terminated run'l ) 
STOP 
Small area may be left wet behind receding snowpack, in which 
case "C" vaues from MINEQL refect only the concentration on 
that wetted area, while the other remaining chemicals are 
unchanged. Here, WET is fraction of snow-free area wet. 
The argument of second, third "IF" must match those in 
COMPKIN, INPUT. 
IF( ICOMPART .NE. 1 ) GO TO 148 
IF( RainU(ISUB) .LE .. 00001 .AND. ( TINTERal(ISUB) I 
aINTERl(ISUB) ) .LE .. 2 .AND. WET .NE. O. ) THEN 

ENDIF 

ChemEqv(ISUBU, ICOMPART, imatch) -
ChemEqv( ISUBU, I COM PART , imatch * (1. - WET) + 
T(ijk) * TLITERS 
Mass balance error from mineql: 
ChemEqv(ISUBU, ICOMPART, imatch) ~ ChemEqv( ISUBU, 
I COM PART , imatch) - Y(ijk) * TLITERS * WET 
GO TO 150 

148 ChemEqv( ISUBU, ICOMPART, imatch ) = T(ijk) * TLITERS 
C Subtract out mass balance error determined in MINEQL routines 
C "Y" > 0 if too much of a species, negative if too little 
C relative to total moles; Y is moles 

ChemEqv(ISUBU, ICOMPART, imatch) - ChemEqv( ISUBU, ICOMPART, 
& imatch) - Y(ijk) * TLITERS 

150 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE MATCHID 

SUBROUTINE MATCHID( ISF, ICF, 1ST, ICT ) 
C This routine is used to ensure that on lakes the compartments 
C 1,2,3, and 7 (epilimnion, ice, hypolimnion, and SRO, resp.) use 
C the same indices for the same chemical species. This facilitates 
C mixing between them. Use occurs just after all chemical IC files 
C have been read. As used, the indices from "7" replace the others. 
C This probably also could be used on other subunits and compart.'s 
C to expedite mixing and simplify code, but hasn't yet been so used. 

C Variables passed as calling arguments: 
C ISF = subunit containing compartment used as template 
C ICF = compartment that will be template for matching ID's 
C 1ST = subunit containing compartment whose indices may be changed 
C to match template 
C ICT = compartment whose indices may be changed 

20 

50 
C 

100 

110 

INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'common2.inc' 
INCLUDE 'commonc.inc' 
DIMENSION temp(MCOMP) 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 ) WRITE(*,20) ISF, ICF, 1ST, ICT 
FORMAT ( , Subroutine MATCHID'/' Template subunit, compart~', 

& 214/ ' Subunit/Compart being adjusted-', 214 ) 
loopl = NUMCOMPO(ISF,ICF) + NUMCOMNM(ISF,ICF) 
100p2 = NUMCOMPO(IST,ICT) + NUMCOMNM(IST,ICT) 
IF( 100p1 .EQ. 100p2 ) GO TO 50 
WRITE(~\-, 110) ISF, ICF, 1ST, ICT 
STOP 

DO 200 I = 1, 100p1 
Search for matching component index 
DO 100 J = 1, 100p2 

IF( IChemlD(IST,ICT,J) .EQ. IChemID(lSF,lCF,I) ) THEN 
temp(I) - ChemEqv(lST,lCT,J) 

ENDIF 
CONTINUE 

GO TO 200 

WRITE(*,110) ISF, ICF, 1ST, ICT 
FORMAT ( , ERROR, Subroutine MATCHID. Same species must', 

& ' be present in'/' subunit' 14' compart' 14' and', 
& ' subunit', 14, ' compart.', 14/ ' Run termin~t~d. ' ') 

STOP 

200 CONTINUE 
C Give species ID's, concentrations new indices 

DO 250 I ~ 1, loopl 
IChemID(IST,ICT,I) - IChemID(ISF,lCF,I) 
ChemEqv(IST,ICT,I) - temp(I) 

C Subroutine SROINFLT zeros SRO chem, and moves compart #1 chem 
C to SRO compart 7; therefore, I.C. for epilimnion must be 
C stored in compartment 1; this is transparent to the user who 
C enters in in 7. What's left in 7 here will be replaced 
C before use. 

IF( (UType(IST) .EQ. 'L' .OR. UType(IST) .EQ. '1') .AND. ICT 
& . EQ. 1 ) THEN 

ChemEqv(IST,ICT,I) - ChemEqv(ISF,ICF,I) 
ENDIF 



250 CONTINUE 
C set matching mixing, nonmixing components count. 

NUMCOMPO( rST, rCT ) - NUMCOMPO( rSF, rCF ) 
NUMCOMNM( rST, rCT ) - NUMCOMNM( rSF, rCF ) 
RETURN 
END 

499 
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SUBROUTINE MINEQL 

SUBROUTINE MINEQL(ISUBU, ICOMPART, I DAY , TLITERS, THRMRITE) 
C Modified for AHM program. 
C Minimal selected variable definintions; these are largely new 
C additions to mineql program; exceptions marked * 
C ChemEqv ~ total moles in subunit, compartment, of 1 species 
C Guess = user's guess or loglO of last observed value of free 
C species conc. 

C ConcSpec(ISUBU" ,) concentration of 2 species effecting kinetics 
C IChemID = IDXT, ID # of type I chemical species 
C ISpeciK(ISUBU" ,) = here, IDs of 2 species effecting kinetics 
C ISUBU AHM subunit # 
C ICOHPART AHM compartment # 
C NNN = # of user-entered type-l species. 
C " = NUMCOMPO( ISUBU, ICOMPART ) + NUMCOMNM(ISUBU, ICOMPART) 
C NoSol = when 1, indicates equilibration failed 
C TLITERS ~ liters of water in the subunit's compartment 
C THRMRITE ~ limits program to writing THRM.DAT input to XCHECK 
C (file unit 9) once. 
C 'common. inc' included for IOutOpt(7) that permits or stops 
C massive chern. output file writing, NLayers, ibug, ibug3, idstart. 

INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'parm.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'commonc.inc' 
INCLUDE 'var.inc' 
INCLUDE 'surfcom.inc' 
INCLUDE 'ionic.inc' 
INCLUDE 'flag. inc' 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. IDAY .GE. ids tart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 .OR. 

& ibug3 .EQ. ISUBU) ) WRITE(*,10) ISUBU, ICOMPART, IDAY 
10 FORMAT ( I SUBROUTINE MINEQL, Subu/Compart', 213, I WYD', 14 ) 
CHaster subunit: 

ISUB = ISUBU 
IF( ISUBU .GT. NU ) ISUB = ISUBU - NU 

C ZERO some mineql variables 
DO 100 ijk = 1, MCOMP 

IDX(ijk) 0 
GX(ijk) = O. 
T(ijk) = O. 
X(ijk) O. 
Y(ijk) = O. 
DO 40 jkl = 1, MCOMP 

40 Z(ijk,jkl) = o. 
DO 50 jkl = 1, MSPEC 

50 A(jkl,ijk) ~ O. 
100 CONTINUE 

DO 150 ijk = 1, HSPEC 
C(ijk) = o. 
IDY(ijk) = 0 
GC( ij k) = O. 
GK(ijk) = O. 

150 CONTINUE 
DO 160 ijk = 1, MCHNG 

160 IDYCON(ijk) - 0 
ITER = 0 
NoSol(ISUBU,ICOHPART) ~ 0 
XMU = 0.001 
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c below 3 lines; LSRFLG - 1 forces single layer model: no option for 
c tripp1e layer model at this time 

IONFLG = 0 
LCAOPT ~ 0 
LSRFLG = 0 
IF( ISurfChm .EQ. 1 ) LSRFLG - 1 

C If no non-mixing species present can't do surface chemistry. 
IF( NUMCOMNM( ISUB, ICOMPART ) .EQ. 0 ) LSRFLG - 0 

C MAIN PROGRAM of SURFEQL started here. 
CALL INPUT( ISUBU, ICOMPART, I DAY , TLITERS, THRMRITE ) 
GFO = 0.0 
INIT = 0 
CALL IONCOR( K, INIT, ibug, ibug3, idstart, ISUBU, IDAY ) 
IF( LSRFLG .EQ. 0 .OR. LCAOPT .GT. 1 ) GO TO 200 
CALL SURFIN( ISUBU, ICOMPART, TLITERS, IDAY ) 

200 IF( LCAOPT .EQ. 3 ) GO TO 400 
300 IF( NN(3) + NN(4) .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 305 

CALL SOLID(ibug,ibug3,idstart,ISUBU,IDAY) 

305 CALL SOLVE( ISUBU, I COM PART , IDAY, ibug, ibug3, idstart, IOutOpt ) 

IF( NoSol(ISUBU, ICOMPART) .EQ. 1 ) THEN 

c 

309 

WRITE(*,700) I DAY , ISUBU, ICOMPART, ITER, Cbalance 
RETURN 

ENDIF 

CALL SOLIDX( K, IDAY, ISUBU, ICOMPART ) 

solidx sets K = 0, -1, or 1 
CALL IONCOR( K, INIT, ibug, ibug3, idstart, 
IF( K .NE. 0 ) GO TO 300 
IF( IOutOpt(7) .NE. 1 ) GO TO 310 
IF( LSRFLG .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 309 
CALL SURFPR(ibug,ibug3,idstart,ISUBU,IDAY) 
CALL OUTPUT( ISUBU, ICOMPART, I DAY , TLITERS, 

ISUBU, IDAY ) 

ibug,ibug3,idstart) 

C 4-10-90 If user doesn't print file bigchem.out error messages 
C relating to incorrect ordering of input species won't print 
C there; See DO 400 in subroutine OUTPUT for more comment. Error 
C message below to "xcheck" or "xcheck2" will print 
310 idone = 0 

DO 320 ijk = 1, NNN 
stuff - Y(ijk) / T(ijk) 
IF( ABS(stuff) .GT. EPS ) THEN 

C Record error for end-of-run screen info 
IF(idone .LE. 0) NumFai12(ISUBU,ICOMPART) -

& NumFai12(ISUBU,ICOMPART) + 1 
idone = 1 
WRITE(*,315) stuff, EPS, ISUBU, I COM PART , IOX(ijk) 

315 FORMAT ( , *** ERR:ABSval ResidFr.=', Fll.B, 
& '> EPS-', Fll.B, " Sub/Comp/spec',2I3,I4/ 
& ' re-arrange chern IC file?') 

IF(IOutOpt(l) .EQ. 1) WRITE(9,316) ISUBU, I COM PART , 
& IDAY. stuff, EPS. 10X(ijk) 

316 FORMAT ( ,*** ERR sub/compartjWYD', 213,14,' : ResidFr-', 
& F12.9, '> EPS -', F12.9, " species'. 13 ) 

EN!HF 
320 CONTINUE 

1F( LCAOPT .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 400 
GO TO 200 
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II - NN(l) + NN(2) + NN(3) + NN(4) + NN(5) + NN(6) 400 
C 
C 

Save log10 of todays observation for use in next time step as the 
guess at the free species. 

C 
C 

500 

541 

550 

C 

146 

600 

DO 600 ijk = 1, NN(l) 
Find species ID from ARM's list of component species that 
matches the ID# (IDX) of the mineql species. 
DO 500 jkl = 1, NN(l) 

IF(IChemID(ISUB,ICOMPART,jkl) .NE. IDX(ijk) ) GO TO 500 
imatch - jkl 
GO TO 550 

CONTINUE 
WRITE(*,541) IDX(iik), ISUBU, I COM PART , IDAY 
FOR}~T(/ ' ERROR: trom MINEQL. Cannot find species #' ,IS, 

& ' among values of type 1 components'/' (needed to adjust', 
& ' total inputs of components)'/ ' Subunit' ,16, 
& ' compartment #', 12, ' WY·DAY " 13 / ' Terminated run'/ ) 

WRITE(9,541) IDX(ijk), ISUBU, ICOMPART, IDAY 
STOP 
IF( T(ijk) .EQ. 0.0 ) THEN 

Guess( ISUBU, I COM PART , imatch ) - ·30. 
GO TO 600 

ENDIF 
Not sure about including C02 below in IF 
IF( T(ijk) .LT. 0.0 .AND. IDX(ijk) .NE. 50 .AND. IDX(ijk) 

& .NE. 101 ) THEN 
WRITE(*,146) IDX(ijk), ISUBU, ICOMPART, I DAY , T(ijk) 
FO~T( , ERROR from MINEQL: Total conc. of type 1', 

& ' component #', IS, ' is < 0.0'/ ' Subunit', 16, 
& ' compartment #', 12, ' WY·DAY " 13, ' T-', El4.3 / 
& ' TERMINATED'/ ) 

ENDIF 

WRITE(9,l46) IDX(ijk), ISUBU, ICOMPART, I DAY , T(ijk) 
STOP 

Gucss( ISUBU, ICOMPART, imatch ) - LOG10( X(ijk) ) 
CONTINUE 

IF( Iprogres .NE. 3) GO TO 750 
WRITE(*,700) IDAY, ISUBU, ICOMPART, ITER, Cbalance 

700 FO~T(lH+,' MINEQL: Day', 14, ' SubU', 13, ' Compart. ' ,12, 
& ' Iter. ' ,13,' Cbal.', F12.9 ) 

750 IF( IDAY .NE. IPrDayOl ) THEN 
C New day encountered; reset max iterations, subunit with max 
C its, and max charg bal for output 

MaxIts = ITER 
MaxItsS = ISUBU 
CBalMax = Cbalance 
MaxCBalS = ISUBU 
IPrDayOl = IDAY 
GO TO 760 

ENDIF 
IF( ITER .GT. MaxIts ) THEN 

Hn:d ts = ITER 
Na:-:I tsS = ISUBU 

ENDIF 
IF( ABS(Cbalance) .GT. ABS(CBalMax) ) THEN 

CBalMax = Cbalance 
HaxCbalS = ISUBU 

ENDIF 
C Save concentrations of 2 species/reaction that control kinetics 
760 M = IDNiiHB( ISUB, ICOMPART, IDAY ) 



C 

C 

780 

781 

790 

Kinetic reaction loop; note 3 ISpeciK's, 2 ConcSpec 
DO 790 kIm - 1, NUMKIN(ISUB,ICOMPART) 

IDNUM - 0 
MINEQL type 1 species loop 
DO 780 1mn - 1, NN(l) 

IF( ISpeciK(ISUB,M,k1m,2) .EQ. IDX(lmn) ) 
& ConcSpec(ISUBU, M, kIm, 1) - X(lmn) 

IF( ISpeciK(ISUB,M,k1m,3) .EQ. IDX(lmn) ) 
& ConcSpec(ISUBU, M, kIm, 2) - X(lmn) 

IF( ISpeciK(ISUB,M,k1m,1) .EQ. IDX(lmn) ) IDNUM - 1mn 
CONTINUE 
IF( IDNUM .EQ. 0 ) THEN 

WRITE(*,781) ISUBU, ICOMPART, ISpeciK(ISUB,M,k1m,1) 
FORMAT ( , ERROR from MINEQL: subunit', 13, 

& ' compartment', 13/ 
& ' species', 16, ' missing (requested kinetic rxn)') 

STOP 
ENDIF 

CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE MIX 

SUBROUTINE MIX( IsubFr, IcompFr, cmFrOld, cmFrNew, IsubTo,IcompTo, 
& IDAY ) 

Computes mass of chemicals transferred with water transfer from 
one storage component of a subunit to another component of that or 
another subunit (e.g. canopy snow interception to snowpack of same 
subunit, or horizontal drainage from one subunit to inflows of 
another subunit). Does not handle chemicals in precipitation (see 
PRECMIX) . 
ET and sublimation do not cause mixing, and dry deposition is 
handled by subroutine SSINK. 
Local variables: 

aAMoles 

Fract 

chemical moles entering or leaving a 
subunits water-holding compartment 

- fraction of water storage leaving donating 
compartment 

IsubFr - subunit inflow 
IcompFr ~ compartment in 
cmFrOld - cm of water in 

is coming from 
subunit flow is coming from 
donating compartment before 

transfer 1/ 
cmFrNew ~ cm of water in donating compartment after 

1/ 
transfer 1/ 
These two variables often are replaced with 
values set to show fraction of water moved 
without regard to centimeters. 

cmIN - difference, cmFrOld - cmFrNew 
IsubTo - subunit water is going to (if zero, then 

this is loss to atmosphere as ET or 
sublimation) 

IcompTo - compartment of subunit flow is going to 
COMMON variables (in 'commonc.inc'): 

IChemID - ID # of chemicals in subunit,compartment,# 
ChemEqv - moles of each chemical component 

(MINEQL type 1 components) 
NUMCOMPO~ number of chemical components in compartment 

of a subunit (MINEQL type 1 species) that 
are free to mix between compartments 

Subunit has several compartments, including: 
Interception 

(1) Litter Rain (also used for between-step chern. storage 
in lake epilimnion) 

(2) Canopy Snow (also used for chern. storage in lake ice 
(3) Canopy Rain (also used for chern. storage in lake 

hypolimnion) 
Snowpack 

(4) Water Equivalent (frozen portion) 
(5) Free Water 
(6) Snowpack drainage 
(7) SRO from a single subunit (may be routed several 

directions) 
(8) Soil horizontal drainage from a single subunit (may be 

routed several directions) (Hdrain) 
(9) Horizontal soil drainage from one to multiple subunits 

to a single subunit (H20in3, incomming to currently 
active subunit (not indexed) 

(10) Surface runoff from one to mUltiple subunits to a 
single subunit (H20in2, inco~ning to subunit 
specified by its index) 

(11) "Litter interception" beneath the snowpack (from 
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snowpack drainage) 
(12+) Soil water in each layer (12 - topmost layer) 

(IF # for soil water changes from 12+, check soildran 
(and SROINFLT), calls to precmix and mix, value of 
Icompart at top of 190 loop in soildran, Icompart in 
RIPCHARG, variable "lAYER" in mineql subroutine SURFIN, 
variable Ncomp in READCHEM (3 locations), ICOMPART in 
subroutine ssink, Subroutine SNOWMIX, AMAIN where 
equilibration called at end of time step for soil and 
streams, and before ET for litter and under-snow litter 

INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'common2.inc' 
INCLUDE 'commonc.inc' 
IF( cmFrOld .LE. O. ) RETURN 
Compute cm of water coming from subunit 
cmIN - cmFrOld - cmFrNew 
IF( cmIN .EQ. O. ) RETURN 
IF( cmIN .LT. -1.E-14 ) THEN 

WRITE(*,20) IsubFr, IcompFr, cmFrOld, cmFrNew, IsubTo, 
& IcompTo 

WRITE(*,lO) 
FORMAT ( 'ERROR: cm of water mixed .LT. 0') 
WRITE(9,20) IsubFr, IcompFr, cmFrOld, cmFrNew, IsubTo, 

& IcompTo 
WRITE(9,10) 
cmIN - O. 

ENDIF 
math precision may cause slight negative; 1E-312 observed 
IF( cmIN .LE. O. ) RETURN 
Set master subunits from, to 
ISUBF - IsubFr 
ISUBT - IsubTo 
IF( IsubFr .GT. NU ) ISUBF - IsubFr - NU 
IF( IsubTo .GT. NU ) ISUBT = IsubTo - NU 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. IDAY .GE. idstart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. ISUBF 

& .OR. ibug3 .EQ. ISUBT .OR. ibug3 .EQ. 99 ) ) WRITE(*,20) IsubFr, 
& IcompFr, cmFrOld, cmFrNew, IsubTo, IcompTo 

FORMAT ( , Subroutine MIX'/ 
&SX,'SUBfrom CompartFrom <H20 ini. <H20 after To: sub compart'/ 
& SX, IS, 7X, 13, 2(lPE14.7), 19, 16 ) 

Determine fraction of water "from" compartment is being trans
ferred to "to" compartment. 
Fract ~ cmIN / cmFrOld 
If compartment has not been equilibrated, set "soluble" moles to 
total moles. 
CALL NOTEQMIX( IsubFr, IcompFr, IDAY ) 
Get moles coming in, add to receiving subunit, subtract from 
donating subunit. 
DO 200 iiii = 1, NUMCOMPO(ISUBF, IcompFr) 

Moles that mix are soluble 
Total moles include ppt that may have negative stoichiometry 
on H+, so soluble moles may be .GT. total. 
aAMoles - aMixMole(IsubFr,IcompFr,iiii) * Fract 
Chemical components in receiving compartment may have been 
entered in a different order, have different indices. 
Receiving compartments must always have at least those 
components present in the source compartment. 
To save time, check if indices match 
IF( IChemID(ISUBT, IcompTo, iiU) . EQ. 

& IChemID(ISUBF,IcompFr,iiii» THEN 
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Add to receiving compartment species iiii 
ChemEqv(IsubTo,IcompTo,iiii) - ChemEqv(IsubTo, IcompTo, 
iiii ) + aAMoles 

ELSE 

add mixing moles to "to" compartment; see above #200 
aMixMo1e(IsubTo,IcompTo,iiii) -
aMixMo1e(IsubTo,IcompTo,iiii) + aAMo1es 

Search for matching component index 
DO 100 ijk - 1, NUMCOMPO(ISUBT,IcompTo) 

Add to receiving compartment's species ijk 
IF( IChemID(ISUBT,IcompTo,ijk) .EQ. 
IChemID(ISUBF,IcompFr,iiii) ) THEN 

ChemEqv(IsubTo,IcompTo,ijk) -
ChemEqv(IsubTo,IcompTo,ijk) + aAMoles 
Add mixing moles to "to" compartment 
aMixMole(IsubTo,IcompTo,ijk) -
aMixMo1e(IsubTo,IcompTo,ijk) + aAMo1es 

ENDIF 
CONTINUE 

ENDIF 
If this is mixing to variables H20in2 or H20in3, have to 
leave chemical mass in "from" compartment unchanged, unless 
mixing is from compartment 1 or 11. Reason is in subroutines 
INFLOW and CHEMTAB, SRO and HDRAIN chemical mass remain 
unchanged so they can be output properly (N moles of chern. in 
SRO and Hdrain regardless of where they're transported to) 
and so that other units get their fraction of total chemicals 
in donating compartment. 
If program is modified to route streamflow with storage, be 
aware SRO currently effectively has zero storage between time 
steps (except on lakes), and Chern. in Hdrain and SRO from 
each subunit are zeroed by SROINFLT before they are 
generated (except lakes). 
IF( (IcompTo .EQ. 9 .OR. IcompTo .EQ. 10) .AND. IcompFr .NE. 
11 .AND. IcompFr .NE. 1 ) GO TO 200 

C Subtract from donating compartment 
ChemEqv(IsubFr,IcompFr,iiii) - ChemEqv(IsubFr,IcompFr,iiii) -

& aAMoles 
aMixMole(IsubFr,IcompFr,iiii) - aMixMole(IsubFr,IcompFr,iiii) 

& - aAMoles 
C If this was called from WETMELT where XS litter interception 
C is being moved to "incoming SRO", subtract from "balance" to 
C avoid counting it as a new input in CHEMBAL (is added in 
C INFLOW as a part of incoming SRO) 
C 5-7-92: below isubto and isubfr replaced with main subunit 
C index names, IChemID(isubfr) was breaking array bounds. 

IF( IcompTo .EQ. 10 .AND. IcompFr .EQ. 1 .AND. boogers .EQ. 1 
& .AND. iSpecBal .EQ. IChemID(ISUBF,IcompFr,iiii) .AND. ISUBT 
& .EQ. ISUBF ) BalNew(ISUBF,4) - BalNew(ISUBF,4) - aAMoles 

200 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE MlXALL 

SUBROUTINE MIXALL( IsubFr, IcompFr, cmFrOld, cmFrNew, IsubTo, 
& IcompTo, IDAY ) 
This routine called from SNOWCOMP when there is fresh snow or a 
change in snow covered area from previous time step, from SNOINI 
when SCA - 1. or SCA - 0, SNOWSOIL, and USNOW. Moves all 
"mixable" chern. species AND ARM type II non-mixing species. 
Purpose is to put those chemicals (including soil exchange sites) 
that were on SCA/SFA into the other fraction of the subunit area 
due to a change in SCA. 
Variable definitions same as subroutine MIX, except aMixMole 
dropped. Also, rather than cm, volume in m3 (or a dummy variable) 
is being passed, though it is treated the same here as in mix, as 
is only used to determine fraction of total moved to other 
fraction of subunit. 
Also adds NUMCOMNM. 
INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'common2.inc' 
INCLUDE 'commonc.inc' 
IF( cmFrOld .LE. O. ) RETURN 
Compute of water coming from subunit 
cmIN - cmFrOld - cmFrNew 
IF( cmIN .EQ. O. ) RETURN 
IF( cmIN .LT. O. ) THEN 

WRITE(*,20) IsubFr, IcompFr, cmFrOld, cmFrNew, IsubTo, 
& IcompTo 

WRITE(*,lO) 
FORMAT ( , MIXALL ERROR: cm of water mixed .LE. 0') 
WRITE(9,20) IsubFr, IcompFr, cmFrOld, cmFrNew, IsubTo, 

& IcompTo 
WRITE(9,10) 
cmIN - O. 

ENDIF 
Set master subunits from, to 
ISUBF = IsubFr 
ISUBT - IsubTo 
IF( IsubFr .GT. NU ) ISUBF - IsubFr - NU 
IF( IsubTo .GT. NU ) ISUBT - IsubTo - NU 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. IDAY .GE. ids tart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. ISUBF 

& .OR. ibug3 .EQ. ISUBT .OR. ibug3 .EQ. 99 ) ) WRITE(*,20) IsubFr, 
& IcompFr, cmFrOld, cmFrNew, IsubTo, IcompTo 

FORMAT ( , Subroutine MIXALL'/ 
& ' SUB from CompartFrom <H20 ini. <H20 after To: sub compart'/ 
& IS, 7X, 13, 2(lPE14.3), 19, 16 ) 

Determine fraction of water "from" compartment is being trans
ferred to "to" compartment. 
Fract = cmIN / cmFrOld 
Get moles coming in, add to receiving subunit, subtract from 
source subunit. 
DO 200 iiii - 1, (NUMCOMPO(ISUBF,IcompFr)+NUMCOMNM(ISUBF,IcompFr» 

aAMoles - ChemEqv(IsubFr,IcompFr,iiii) * Fract 
Check to match ID #'s of the species in receiving compart. 
To save time, check if indices match 
IF( IChemID(ISUBT,IcompTo,iiii) .EQ. 

& IChemID(ISUBF,IcompFr,iiii» THEN 
Add to receiving compartment species iiii 
ChemEqv(IsubTo,IcompTo,iiii) - ChemEqv(IsubTo, IcompTo, 

& iiii ) + aAMoles 



ELSE 
C Search for matching species 

DO 100 ijk - 1, (NUMCOMPO(ISUBT,IcompTo) + 
& NUMCOMNM(ISUBT,IcompTo) ) 

IF( IChemID(ISUBT,IcompTo,ijk) .EQ. 
& IChemID(ISUBF,IcompFr,iiii) ) THEN 

ChemEqv(IsubTo,IcompTo,ijk) -
& ChemEqv(IsubTo,IcompTo,ijk) + aAMo1es 

GO TO 101 
ENDIF 

100 CONTINUE 
101 ENDIF 
C This is always mixing from either one soil to another or 
C SnowInt and litter; subtract from donating compartment. 

~8 

ChemEqv(IsubFr,IcompFr,iiii) - ChemEqv(IsubFr,IcompFr,iiii) -
& aAMo1es 

200 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 



SUBROUTINE MODPARM 

SUBROUTINE MODPARM 
C AHM MODEL: Restart data, modify 

INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'parm.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'common2.inc' 
INCLUDE 'commonc.inc' 
INCLUDE 'flag. inc' 
INCLUDE 'ionic. inc' 
INCLUDE 'surfcom.inc' 
INCLUDE 'var.inc' 
DIMENSION DUMMY (NNU), IDUMMY(7) 

10 WRITE(*, 11) 
11 FORMAT(//' SUBROUTINE MODPARM'// 

& ' Certain parameters from the following categories may be' , 
& ' modified:' / 
& ' (0) Change none (or no more) and return'/ 
& ' (1) Soil Parameters'/ 
& ' (2) Flow Routing Parameters'/ 
& ' (3) Kinetic Parameters'/ 
& ' (4) SRO - Soil water mixing parameter'/ 
& ' (5) Surface Area for SRO kinetics'/ 
& ' (6) Output file options'/ 
& ' (7) Debug output options'// 
& '(you return to this menu after completion of each choice)'// 
& ' 41) Make a numerical selection. >') 

READ(*,12) num 
12 FORMAT ( 11 ) 

IF( num .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 1000 
IF( num .LT. 0 .OR. num .GT. 7 ) GO TO 10 
GO TO (100,200,300,400,500,600,700) num 

C Soil Parameter modifications 
100 \.m.ITE(*, 120) 
120 FORMAT(j 

& ' Modifications may be made to these soil parameters:'/ 
& ' (0) No changes, return to top-level MOD menu'/ 
& ' (1) Max. Infilt. Rate (2) Soil Drainage N Parameter'/ 
& ' (3) Saturated Hyd. Condo (4) Theta R'/ 
& ' (5) Theta S (saturated) (6) Theta Wilt'/ 
& ' (7) Bulk Density g/cm3 (8) Surface Area, m2/g'/// 
& ' 41.1) Enter a numerical soil parameter choice >') 

READ(*,12) num 
IF( num .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 10 
IF( num .LT. 1 .OR. num .GT. 8 ) GO TO 100 

DO 199 I - 1, NU 
WRITE(*,130) I 

130 FORMAT(//' subunit #', 13, 
& ' Existing entry retained by <CR>' ) 

IF( num .NE. 1 ) GO TO 132 

WRITE(*,*) , 41.1.1) Maximum Inflt. Rt-', aINFILTR(I) 
READ(*,13l) stuff 

131 FORMAT ( F10.0 ) 
IF( stuff .LE. 0.000000001 ) GO TO 199 

509 



132 
C 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

135 

139 

140 

142 

& 

aINFILTR(I) - stuff 
GO TO 199 

510 

DO 190 J - 1, NLayers(I) 
First (2, ... ) is for user entry of "1", won't get here 
GO TO (2,2,3,4,5,6,7,8) num 

WRITE(*,*) , 41.1.2) Soil N, layer " J,' -' Soiln(I,J) 
READ(*,131) stuff 
IF( stuff .LE. 0.000000001 ) GO TO 190 
Soiln(I,J) - stuff 
GO TO 190 

WRITE(*,*) , 41.1.3) HYDKsat, layer', J,'-' ,HYDKsat(I,J) 
READ(*,131) stuff 
IF( stuff .LE. 0.000000001 ) GO TO 190 
HYDKsat(I,J) - stuff 
GO TO 190 

WRITE(*,*) , 41.1.4) Theta R, layer', J,'-', ThetaR(I,J) 
READ(*,131) stuff 
IF( stuff .LE. 0.000000001 ) GO TO 190 
ThetaR(1,J) - stuff 
GO TO 190 

WR1TE(*,*) , 41.1.5) Theta Sat, layer' ,J, '-' ,ThetaS(1,J) 
READ(*,131) stuff 
1F( stuff .LE. 0.000000001 ) GO TO 190 
ThetaS(1,J) - stuff 
GO TO 190 

WR1TE(*,*)' 41.1.6) ThetaWilt, layer' ,J, '-' ,ThetaWlt(1,J) 
READ(*,131) stuff 
IF( stuff .LE. 0.000000001 ) GO TO 190 
ThetaW1t(I,J) - stuff 
GO TO 190 

WR1TE(*,*) , 41.1.7) Bulk Density, layer' ,J,'-',BDEN(1,J) 
READ(*,131) stuff 
1F( stuff .LE. 0.000000001 ) GO TO 190 
BDEN(1,J) - stuff 
GO TO 190 

JJ ~ 11 + J 
WR1TE(*,135) J, SURFAAHM(1,JJ) 
FORMAT(' 41.1.8) Specific surface, layer', 12, '=' ,F10.3) 
READ(*,131) stuff 
IF( stuff .LE. 0.000000001 ) GO TO 139 

SURFAAHM(1,JJ) - stuff 
JJ - 1 
WR1TE(*,140) JJ, SURFAAHM(1,JJ) 
FORMAT ( , 41.1. 9) Litter Surf. Area, Compartment ' 
12, , ~ " FlO.3) 
READ(*,131) stuff 
if( stuff .LE. 0.000000001 ) GO TO 142 

SURFAAHM(1,JJ) - stuff 
JJ = 11 
WR1TE(*,140) JJ, SURFAAHM(1,JJ) 
READ(*,131) stuff 



if( stuff .LE. 0.000000001 ) GO TO 190 

SURFAAHM(I,JJ) - stuff 
190 CONTINUE 
199 CONTINUE 

C 
200 
210 

GO TO 10 

Routing parameter 
WRITE(*,210) 
FORMATV/ 

mods 

& ' PROGRAM DETERMINATION - SUBUNIT INFLOWS '// 

511 

& 'SUB
& 'UNIT 
&' N 

I Fractional % of subunit N' ,lh', 's outflow received'/ 
N % N % N % N % N % N %' , 

C 

225 

228 
230 

% N %'/) 

DO 230 I - 1, NU 
Avoid attempting to write percent(O,I) 
DO 225 II - 1, nmax 

DUMMY(II) - o. 
IF( infrom(I,II) .LE. 0 ) GO TO 225 

DUMMY(II) - percent(infrom(I,II) ,I) 
CONTINUE 
WRITE(*,228) I, (infrom(I,j), DUMMY(j), j-l,nmax) 
FORMAT ( 2X, 12, 2X, '1', i2,lx,f5.3, 50(i3,1X,F5.3:) ) 

CONTINUE 

DO 299 I - I, NU 
WRITE(*,130) I 

C Modify routing to this unit (can only change %, not 
C contributing units; done for expediency here, no other reason 
C why should not be possible. 

249 
& 

DO 250 II - 1, nmax 
IF( infrom(I,II) .LE. 0 ) GO TO 250 

WRITE(*,249) infrom(I,II) , percent(infrom(I,II),I) 
FORMAT(5x,' 41.2) Existing fracto FROM SubU' ,13,' - , 
FlO.G) 
READ(*,13l) stuff 
IF( stuff .LE. 0.000000001 ) GO TO 250 

percent(infrom(I,II) ,I) - stuff 
250 CONTINUE 
299 CONTINUE 

C 
C 
300 
301 

GO TO 10 

Kinetic parameter mods; currently soil layers only, and first 
K in K(conc(i»**alpha only can be modified for expediency here 
Write(*,301) 
FORMAT ( , Kinetic Modifications (soil layers only):'/ 

& ' (0) Return'/ 
& ' (1) multiply all K2 parameters by the same constant'/ 
& ' (2) multiply all K2 parameters, on some subunits only'/ 
& ' (You may enter additional multipliers 1ater)'///' 41.3) > ') 

READ(*,12) num 
1F( num .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 10 

WRITE(*,*) , 4l.3.1) Enter a multiplier (use decimal pt.) > ' 
READ(*,131) stuff 
DO 399 I ~ 1, NU 

IF( UType(1) .NE. 'N' .AND. UType(1) .NE. 'n' ) GO TO 399 



IF( num .EQ. 2 ) THEN 
WRITE(*,*) , 41.3.2) Enter 1 to multiply on subunit' 

& I, '? >' 
READ(*,12) num2 
IF( num2 .NE. 1 ) GO TO 399 

ENDIF 
DO 330 II - 1, NLayers(I) 

C "Compart. No." here differs from elsewhere; See IDNUMB.FOR 
ICOMPART - 3 + II 

DO 320 J - 1, MCOMP 
320 AKinK(I,ICOMPART,J,2)-AKinK(I,ICOMPART,J,2)*stuff 
330 CONTINUE 
399 CONTINUE 

GO TO 10 

400 WRITE(*,*)' 41.4) % of soil layer 1 water mixing with SRO - " 
& SROMIXP 

WRITE(*,*) , ( <CR> retains this value, or enter a new one) , 
READ(*,131) stuff 
IF( stuff .LE .. 00000001 ) GO TO 10 
SROMIXP - stuff 
GO TO 10 

500 DO 590 I - 1, NU 
WRITE(*,510) I, SURFAAHM(I,7) 

510 FORMAT ( , 41.5) SubU #', 13, , surface area for SRO', 
& ' kinetics -', F14.2) 

512 

WRITE(*,*) , ( <CR> retains this value, or enter a new one) , 
READ(*,131) stuff 
IF( stuff . LE. .00000001 ) GO TO 590 

SURFAAHM(I,7) - stuff 
590 CONTINUE 

GO TO 10 

600 WRITE(*,610) 
610 FORMAT(///' Optional output fi1es:'// 

& ' Files shown with a 1 below them have already been se1ected'/ 
& ' while those with a zero are turned off. To change any'/ 
& ' move the cursor to below the current 0 or 1 entry for any'/ 
& ' desired changes. Enter: 2 to shut off any current output'/ 
& ' 1 to turn on any not already on'/ 
& ' no entry to leave as is.'// 
& ' (Existing files will be overwritten)'/' 41.6) ') 
~TRITE(*,611) ( IOutOpt(i), i - 1, 7 ) 

611 FORMAT(' XTR-XCHECK INOUT DSTOR STOR PHALK/FLO', 
&' CHEMBAL BIGCHEM'/ lX,7I10 ) 

READ(*, 620) (IDUMMY(I), I = 1, 7) 
620 FORMAT ( IX, 7110 ) 

DO 640 I - 1, 7 
IF( IDUMMY(I) .EQ. 1 ) IOutOpt(I) ~ 1 

640 IF( IDUMMY(I) .EQ. 2 ) IOutOpt(I) - 0 
WRITE(*,6l1) ( IOutOpt(i), i-I, 7 ) 

C if user chose output file 6, has a choice 
IF( IOutOpt(6) .EQ. 1 .AND. IWB .NE. 1 ) THEN 

WRITE(*,*) '41.6a) Enter 1) chern. stor. tble 2) chern. bal. on', 
& ' 1 species > ' 

READ(*,12) iChernChc 
ENDIF 
GO TO 10 
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700 WRITE(*,703) 
703 FORMAT(//' 41.7) Enter 1 to run in debug mode, any other number', 

& ' to not debug> ') 
READ(*,12) ibug 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 ) THEN 
WRITE(*,*) , 41.7a) Enter 99 to debug all subunits, or subunit#>' 

READ(*,*) ibug3 
ENDIF 
WRITE(*,70s) 

705 FORMAT ( , 41.7b) Enter 3 to limit normal output to selected', 
& ' period. > ') 

READ(*,l2) ibug2 
ids tart - 0 

706 IF( ibug2 .EQ. 3 ) THEN 
WRITE(*,*) , 4l.7c) Enter start, end water year date to write> ' 
READ(*,*) idstart, idstop 
IF( idstart .GT. idstop ) GO TO 706 

ENDIF 
GO TO 10 

1000 RETURN 
END 



C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
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20 

C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

C 

C 
C 
99 
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SUBROUTINE NOTEQMIX 

SUBROUTINE NOTEQMIX( IsubFr, IcompFr, IDAY ) 
For case where given compartment does not undergo equilibration, 
moles of each species mixing are not determined by FRMIX. In 
those cases, this routine sets the value of mixing moles equal to 
total moles in that compartment. 
Called by MIX 
Local variables: 

aMixMole - Soluble, mixing moles of ARM type 1 
species in IcompFr 

IsubFr - subunit inflow is coming from 
IcompFr - compartment in subunit flow is coming from 

COMMON variables (in 'commonc.inc'): 
IChemID - ID # of chemicals in subunit,compartment,# 
ChemEqv - moles of each chemical component 

(MINEQL type 1 components) 
NUMCOMPO- number of chemical components in compartment 

of a subunit (MINEQL type 1 species) that 
are free to mix between compartments (i.e. 
not soil surface sites) 

INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'common2.inc' 
INCLUDE 'commonc.inc' 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. IDAY .GE. ids tart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. IsubFr 

& .OR. ibug3 .EQ. 99 ) ) WRITE(*,20) I DAY , IsubFr, IcompFr 
FORMAT ( , Subroutine NOTEQMIX WYDay-', 14, ' SubFr-', 13, 

& ' CompartFrom-', 12 ) 
Set Master Subunit - SFA 
ISUB - IsubFr 
IF( IsubFr .GT. NU ) ISUB - IsubFr - NU 
Streamflow, Lake Epi/SRO, and soil water always equilibrated. 
Lake compart. 1 is used for epilimnion chern. storage, 2 for ice, 3 
for hypolimnion. 
IF( «UType(ISUB) .EQ. 's' .OR. UType(ISUB) .EQ. 's' .OR. 

& UType(ISUB) .EQ. 'L' .OR. UType(ISUB) .EQ. '1' ) .AND. 
& (IcompFr .EQ. 7 .OR. IcompFr .EQ. 1 .OR. IcompFr .EQ. 3 ) ) .OR. 
& IcompFr .GE. 12 ) RETURN 

Chern. in ice on lake always considered soluble 
IF( (UType(ISUB) .EQ. 'L' .OR. UType(ISUB) .EQ. '1' ) .AND. 

& IcompFr .EQ. 2 ) GO TO 99 
Litter and SNowInt mayor may not be equilibrated; 
IF( (IcompFr .EQ. 1 .OR. IcompFr .EQ. 11) .AND. NoLitEq .NE. 2 

& .AND. ISLitEq2(ISUB) .NE. a ) RETURN 

As of 8 18 90, ARM type 1 species in all other compartments are 
considered 100 percent mixable. 
DO 100 ijk - 1, NUMCOMPO(ISUB, IcompFr) 

aMixMole(IsubFr,IcompFr,ijk) - ChemEqv(IsubFr,IcompFr,ijk) 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINEORGACM 

SUBROUTINE ORGACM( ISUBU, ICOMPART, I DAY , TLITERS ) 
Organic acids model. This model is basically a stop-gap measure 
at present, eliminating most of the protons and anions to simulate 
bacterial decomposition or other losses. 
Initially, this will leave .01 uMoles/l in the solution, (assuming 
at least that much exists) and removes the remainder (if any) from 
further consideration by the model. 
May be turned off interactively by READDAT. 
H+ - MINEQL species ID 50 
Acid anion- MINEQL species ID 163 
INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'commonc.inc' 
If this is turned off, withdraw. 
IF( NoORGACM .EQ. 1 ) RETURN 
ISUB - ISUBU 
IF( ISUBU .GT. NU ) ISUB ~ ISUBU - NU 
IF(ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. IDAY .GE. idstart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 .OR. 

& ibug3 .EQ. ISUB) ) WRITE(*,lO) ISUBU, ICOMPART, IDAY 
FORMAT ( , SUBROUTINE ORGACM subunit', 13,' Compart. " 12, 

& ' WY day', 13) 
Find the right places. 
Iani - 0 
iH - 0 
DO 100 ii - 1, NUMCOMPO(ISUB,ICOMPART) 

IF( IChemID(ISUB,ICOMPART,ii) .EQ. 163 ) Iani - ii 
IF( IChemID(ISUB,ICOMPART,ii) .EQ. 50 ) iH - ii 

IF( Iani .EQ. 0 ) THEN 
WRITE(*,llO) ISUBU, ICOMPART, IDAY 

110 FORMAT ( , ***ORGACM warning: Sub' ,13, ' Compart', 13, 
& 'WYD " 13,' anion #163 not in I.C. file') 

RETURN 

ENDIF 
C Go for it. 

GoDown - ChemEqv(ISUBU,ICOMPART,Iani) - .00000001 * TLITERS 
IF( GoDown .LT. O. ) GoDown - O. 
ChemEqv(ISUBU,ICOMPART,iH) - ChemEqv(ISUBU,ICOMPART,iH) - GoDown 
ChemEqv(ISUBU,ICOMPART,Iani)-ChemEqv(ISUBU,ICOMPART,Iani) - GoDown 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE ORINIU 

SUBROUTINE oriniu 
C Subroutine courtesy Dr. Vijai Gupta, U of AZ Dept. Hydrology & 
C Water Resources, Tucson, AZ. 
c ... INFROM is an integer matrix containing input data: the values in the 
c ith row specify the identification numbers of the watershed subunits 
c feeding water into the ith watershed subunit (empty locations filled 
c with 0) 
c ... IUNORD is an integer matrix computed by this routine: it specifies 
c the order in which the subunits should be processed 

INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
IF(ibug.EQ.1)WRITE(*,*)' SUBROUTINE oriniu' 

c ... first find headwater basins 
nfound - 0 
DO 100 ibas - 1, NU 

iun - infrom(ibas,l) 
IF( iun .NE. 0 ) GO TO 100 

nfound - nfound + 1 
iunord(nfound) - ibas 

100 CONTINUE 
IF( nfound .EQ. NU ) GO TO 900 

c ... now find and order lower basins 
icount - 1 

199 DO 200 ibas - 1, NU 
c check if this basin has already been "found" 

DO 160 j = 1, nfound 
IF( ibas .EQ. iunord(j) ) GO TO 200 

160 CONTINUE 
c find nbas - how many basins feed into this one 

nbas - 0 

170 

DO 170 j - 1, NU 
IF( infrom(ibas,j) .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 170 

nbas - nbas + 1 
CONTINUE 
IF( nbas .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 200 

c check to see if the basins that feed in have been already 
c "found" 

imatch - 0 
DO 180 j ~ 1, nbas 

iun - infrom(ibas,j) 
DO 175 K - 1, nfound 

IF( iun .EQ. iunord(K) ) imatch - imatch + 1 
175 CONTINUE 
180 CONTINUE 

IF( imatch .EQ. nbas) THEN 
nfound - nfound + 1 
iunord(nfound) - ibas 

ENDIF 
200 CONTINUE 

IF( nfound .EQ. NU ) GO TO 900 

icount - icount+1 
IF( icount .GT. 100 ) THEN 



WRITE(*,*)' Error in subunit sequencing; check routing', 
& ' matrix.' 

STOP 
ENDIF 
GO TO 199 

c ... basins have been ordered 
900 RETURN 

END 
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SUBROUTINE ORIOIN 

SUBROUTINE orioin 
C Subroutine courtesy Dr. Vijai Gupta, U of AZ Dept. Hydrology & 
C Water Resources, Tucson, AZ. 
c ... OUFROM is an integer matrix containing input data: the values in the 
c ith row specify the identification numbers of the watershed subunits 
c being fed water from the ith watershed subunit (empty locations 
c filled with 0) 
c ... INFROM is an integer matrix computed by this routine: 
c the ith row specify the identification numbers of the 
c subunits feeding water into the ith watershed subunit 
c locations filled with 0) 

INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 

IF(ibug.EQ.l)WRITE(*,*)' SUBROUTINE orioin' 
WRITE(*,9) 

the values in 
watershed 
(empty 

9 FORMAT(/' If program hangs here, no. of subunits entered inter-'I 
& ' actively differs from, or error in, flow routing file.'1 
& ' (ignore this message if reach read chemical IC or rainfall .. )') 
iunit - 1 

20 ino = 1 
irow - 1 

40 icol - 1 
45 IF( iofrom(irow,icol) .NE. 0 ) GO TO 60 

irow - irow + 1 
IF( irow .GT. NU ) GO TO 200 
GO TO 40 

60 IF( iofrom(irow,icol) .EQ. iunit ) GO TO 100 
icol - icol + 1 
IF( icol .GT. NU ) GO TO 70 
GO TO 45 

70 IF( irow .GT. NU GO TO 200 
GO TO 40 

100 infrom(iunit,ino) - irow 
ino - ino + 1 
irow - irow + 1 
IF( irow .GT. NU ) GO TO 200 
GO TO 40 

200 iunit - iunit + 1 
IF( iunit .GT. NU ) GO TO 999 
GO TO 20 

999 RETURN 
END 



C 

9 
C 
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110 

C 
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C 
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SUBROUTINE OUTPUT 

SUBROUTINE OUTPUT(ISUBU, ICOMPART,IDAY,TLITERS , ibug, ibug3,idstart) 
Writes file "bigchem.out' 
INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'parm.inc' 
INCLUDE 'var.inc' 
INCLUDE 'ionic. inc' 
INCLUDE 'flag. inc' 
DIMENSION IAT(5),IDT(5) 
CHARACTER*23 TYPE(5) 

DATA TYPE/'2 
3 '3 
4 '4 -
5 '5 

Complexes 
Fixed solids (gas) " 
Precipitated solids', 
Dissolved solids ' , 

6 '6 - Excluded species 'I 

IF( IDAY .LT. idstart .OR. (ibug3 .NE. 99 .AND. ibug3 .NE. 
& ISUBU) ) RETURN 

IF( ibug .EQ. 1 ) WRITE(*,9) 
FORMAT ( , SUBROUTINE OUTPUT' ) 
Output the input components 
WRITE(17,lO) ISUBU, ICOMPART, I DAY , TLITERS 
FORMAT(/' INPUT: Subunit', 13, ' Compart. " 12, ' WYday , 

& ' Total liters' lPElO.3) 
WRITE(17,20) 
FORMAT ( , ID Conc. Mil Log C Total Mil Type 1', 

& ' components') 
DO 100 J - I, NNN 

WRITE(17,90) IDX(J), X(J), GX(J) , T(J), NAME(IDX(J» 
FORMAT ( IX, I5,lX,lPE12.6,2X,OPF6.2,2X,lPE9.2,5X,A4) 

CONTINUE 

Output the "input" species 
II - NN(l) + NN(2) + NN(3) + NN(4) + NN(5) + NN(6) 
L - 0 
M - 1 
DO 300 ijk - 1, II 

IF( M .NE. ijk ) GO TO 130 
L - L + 1 
IF( NN(L) .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 110 
M - M + NN(L) 
Don't re-print type l's 
IF( L .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 300 
K - 0 

13, 

Don't print type l's (repeat due to goto 130 near 300 loop 
IF( L .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 300 

DO 200 J - I, NNN 
IF( NINT(A(ijk,J» .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 200 
K - K + 1 
IDT(K) ~ IDX(J) 
IAT(K) = NINT( A(ijk,J) ) 

200 CONTINUE 
300 CONTINUE 
C OUTPUT RESULTS 

II - NN(l) + NN(2) + NN(3) + NN(4) + NN(5) + NN(6) 
WRITE(17,310) ISUBU, ICOMPART, I DAY , ITER, EPS 

310 FORMAT (I , OUTPUT: Subunit', 13, ' Compart. " 12, ' WYday' 13, 



320 

330 

390 

e 
e 
C 
e 
C 

391 

400 
e 

410 

430 

450 

500 

& ' iterations - , ,13, ' EPS -', F10.9 ) 

WRITE(17,320) XMU, GFO 
FORMAT(' Ionic strength - , ,lPE9.2,5X,' Log F(Z-l) -' ,OPF6.2) 
WRITE (17 ,330) 

520 

FORMAT(' ID Conc. M/1 Log C Total M/1 Resid. Fract.', 
&' Component species') 

DO 400 J - 1, NNN 
stuff - Y(J) / T(J) 
WRITE(17,390) IDX(J), X(J), GX(J),T(J),stuff,NAME(IDX(J» 
FORMAT(lX,I5,lX,lPE12.6,2X,OPF6.2,2X,lPE10.3,OPF14.10,3X,A4) 
IF( ABS(stuff) .GT. EPS ) THEN 
Too large a residual is due to "fixing" wrong species conc. 
when a precipitate forms; controlled by order of species 
entry in chemical Ie files (species fixed starting at bottom 
of type 1 list and working upward). i.e. definitely don't 
want H+ to be on bottom of the list, etc. 
WRITE(17,391) stuff, EPS, IDX(J) 
FORMAT ( , *** ERR: ABSva1 Residual (-', F11.5,') > EPS (-', 

& F8.6, '), species', 13/ 
& ' re-arrange chemical IC file for this subunit/compartment') 

ENDIF 
CONTINUE 
Type 11-7 species output 
II - NN(l) + NN(2) + NN(3) + NN(4) + NN(5) + NN(6) 
L - 0 
M - 1 
DO 600 ijk - 1, II 

IF( M .NE. ijk ) GO TO 450 
L - L + 1 
IF( NN(L) .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 410 
M - M + NN(L) 
IF( L .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 600 
WRITE(17,430) TYPE(L-1) 
FORMAT(' ID Conc. M/1 Log CLog K Species: Type' 

& A23) 
K - 0 
IF( L .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 600 
DO 500 J - 1, NNN 

IF ( NINT(A(ijk,J» .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 500 
K - K + 1 
IDT(K) - IDX(J) 
IAT(K) - NINT( A(ijk,J) ) 

CONTINUE 

IF( L .EQ. 3 ) THEN 
WRITE(17,549) IDY(ijk), C(ijk), GC(ijk), GK(ijk), 

& ( NAME(IDT(J», IAT(J), J - 1, K ) 
GO TO 600 

ENDIF 
549 FORMAT( lX, I5,lX,lPE12.5,2(2X,OPF6.2),5X,4(A4,lX,I3,4X» 

WRITE(17,550) IDY(ijk), C(ijk), GC(ijk), GK(ijk), 
& ( NAME(IDT(J», IAT(J), J - 1, K ) 

550 FORMAT ( lX, I5,lX,lPE12.6,2(2X,OPF6.2),5X,4(A4,lX,I3,4X» 
600 CONTINUE 
C OUTPUT LIST OF SPECIES WITH CONDITIONAL CONSTANTS 

IF( NN(7) .EQ. 0 ) RETURN 

WRITE(17,610) 



610 FORMAT('Constants of the following species were not' 
1 'corrected:') 
WRITE(17,620) ( IDYCON(JJM), JJM - 1, NN(7) ) 

620 FORMAT( s( sX, IS )/ ) 
RETURN 
END 

521 
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SUBROUTINE PRECMIX 

SUBROUTINE PRECMIX( I, IPTYPE, cmMix, IsubTo, IcompTo ) 
Computes mass of chemicals transferred with water (or ice) 
from rainfall or snowfall to a compartment of a subunit. 
Prior to calling this routine, precipitation is read with a 
watershed-wide set of chemical concentrations, and total 
moles of applicable species in precipitation computed for 
each watershed subunit. 
To deal with chemicals in canopy interception storage that wash 
from canopy into precip, a fraction of rainfall mixes with 
canopy interception storage, excess is drained back to precip, 
concentrations in rainfall and interception storage adjusted 
accordingly. 
Rainfall litter interception mixes with 100 percent of 
throughfall. 
Snow canopy interception doesn't mix, so don't need to adjust 
concentration in throughfall snow, and therefore don't need to 
dimension snowfall moles for each subunit. 
Local Variables: 

cmMix - cm of precip that will be mixed with 
existing interception. Equals snowfall 
timestep interception and does not mix in 
snow case. At statement 22, fraction of 
rain chemistry on SFA to SRO. At 30, 
see explanation with that statement. 

and 

Fract 
IPTYPE: 

- dummy variable, usage varies 
1 - rainfall, 2 - snowfall 3 - snow dropped 
from canopy 

IsubTo 
IcompTo 

XS 

Common Variables: 

subunit water is going to 
- compartment of subunit flow is going to; 

1 - rain litter, 2 - snow can, 3 - rain can. 
- interception in excess of maximum storage, a 

dummy value used to compute amount of 
chemcals from interception should be 
returned to rainfall after mixing. 

aINTERl - rain interception constant, (cm) , litter, 
snow-free 

aINTER2 snow interception constant, (cm) , in canopy 
aINTER3 rain interception constant, (cm), in canopy 
IChemIO 10 # of chemicals in subunit,compartment,# 
IChmIOR- chemical 10 # of chemicals in rain 
IChmIOS- chemical 10 # of chemicals in snow 
ChemEqv - moles of each species by compartment 
NumCRain- Observed number of Chem. components in 

rainfall (MINEQL type 1 species) 
NumCSnow- Observed number of Chem. components in 

snowfall (MINEQL type 1 species) 
NUMCOMPO~ number of (mixing) chemical components in 

compartment of a subunit (AHM type 1) 
RainEqv - moles of ea. chemical component in rainfall 

RainU 
SnowCA 
SnowEqv 

SnowU 

by subunit and SCA/SFA (AHM type 1 species) 
- Gross rainfall on subunit 
- snow covered area 
- moles of each chemical component in 

snowfall, by subunit (MINEQL type 1 
species) 

- Gross snowfall on subunit 
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C TINTERa1- total rain litter into storage (less this 
C time steps increase at this point in 
C program) 
C TINTERa3- total canopy rain into storage (less this 
C time steps increase at this point in 
C program) 

INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'common2.inc' 
INCLUDE 'commonc.inc' 

C Define master subunit 
ISUBT - IsubTo 
IF( IsubTo .GT. NU ) ISUBT - IsubTo - NU 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GT. idstart .AND. ( ibug3 .EQ. 99 .OR. 

& ibug3 .EQ. ISUBT) ) WRITE(*,10) I, IPTYPE, cmMix, IsubTo, 
& IcompTo 

10 FORMAT ( , SUBROUTINE PRECMIX, WY DAY ',13/ 
& ' precip. type -', 11, ' (where 1-rain, 2-snow)'/ 
& ' mix-', F10.2, ' cm precip to subu' , 13, ' Compart ',12/) 

IF( IPTYPE .EQ. 2 ) GO TO 135 

C 1 special case below 

C 

C 

C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
15 

C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
16 

C 

IF( IcompTo .EQ. 21 ) GO TO 600 

Rainfall chemistry: 
DO 90 LL - 1, NumCRain 

Find matching component index ID 
DO 85 ijk - 1, NUMCOMPO( ISUBT, IcompTo ) 

IF( IChemID(ISUBT,IcompTo,ijk) .EQ. IChmIDR(LL) ) 
& THEN 

& 

& 
& 

& 

IF( IcompTo .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 15 
IF( IcompTo .EQ. 5 ) GO TO 20 
IF( IcompTo .EQ. 6 ) GO TO 21 
IF( IcompTo .EQ. 7 ) GO TO 22 
IF( IcompTo .EQ. 12 ) GO TO 30 

Fract, a dummy variable, gets redefined later in 
this "IF"; for canopy interception only: IcompTo - 3 
GO TO 16 

Mixing to litter Int. (called only from SROINFLT) 
All rain remaining on SFA - 1.-SCA mixes. Rain on 
SCA becomes snowpack drainage, computed elsewhere. 
ChemEqv(IsubTo,l,ijk) - ChemEqv(IsubTo,l,ijk) + 
RainEqv(ISUBT,LL,l) 
Zero chemicals in rain on SFA; SROINFLT will return 
XS from litter interception to soil or SRO 
RainEqv( ISUBT, LL, 1 ) - O. 
GO TO 90 

CALLED ONLY FROM SNTERCPT: Add rain into chem. to 
CANOPY INTERCEPTION (combined SCA and SFA). 
IsubTo always - ISUBT, as IsubTo .LE. NU 
1) put all mixing into canopy 

ChemEqv(ISUBT,IcompTo,ijk) -
ChemEqv(ISUBT,IcompTo,ijk) + RlntFrac * 
( RainEqv(ISUBT,LL,l) + RainEqv(ISUBT,LL,2) ) 

2) remove all added to canopy from rain 
RainEqv(ISUBT,LL,l) - (1. - RlntFrac) * 
RainEqv(ISUBT,LL,l) 
RainEqv(ISUBT,LL,2) - (1. - RlntFrac) * 



C 

C 

C 
C 
C 
20 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 
21 

C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
22 

C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
30 

& 

& 

& 

& 

& 
& 

& 

& 

& 

& 

& 

RainEqv(ISUBT,LL,2) 
XS - cmMix + TINTERa3(ISUBT) - aINTER3(ISUBT) 
Fract - XS / ( cmMix + TINTERa3(ISUBT) ) 
IF( Fract .LT. O. ) Fract - O. 
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Add XS Chem. Eq. back to rain on SFA/SCA 
RainEqv(ISUBT,LL,l) - RainEqv(ISUBT,LL,l)+Fract* 
ChemEqv(ISUBT,IcompTo,ijk) * (1. - SnowCA(ISUBT» 
RainEqv(ISUBT,LL,2) - RainEqv(ISUBT,LL,2)+Fract* 
ChemEqv(ISUBT,IcompTo,ijk) * SnowCA(ISUBT) 
Subtract XS Chem. eq. from interception 
ChemEqv(ISUBT,IcompTo,ijk) - ( 1. - Fract) * 
ChemEqv(ISUBT,IcompTo,ijk) 
GO TO 90 

Rain to SNOWPACK FREE WATER (called from snowcomp 
near end of CASE 2, 1st half of CASE 4 ) 
cmMix was a dummy variable, 1.-fresh snow, else O. 
IF( cmMix .GT .. 5 ) THEN 

ELSE 

Fresh snow; all chem. in rain to snowpack FW 
ChemEqv(IsubTo,IcompTo,ijk) -
ChemEqv(IsubTo,IcompTo,ijk) + 
RainEqv(ISUBT,LL,l) + RainEqv(ISUBT,LL,2) 
Rain chemistry to zero 
RainEqv(ISUBT,LL,l) - O. 
RainEqv(ISUBT,LL,2) - O. 

No fresh snow; add chem. from rain on SCA only 
ChemEqv(IsubTo,IcompTo,ijk) -

ChemEqv(IsubTo,IcompTo,ijk)+RainEqv(ISUBT,LL,2) 
Rain chemistry to zero on SCA 
RainEqv(ISUBT,LL,2) - O. 

ENDIF 
GO TO 90 

Mixing rain on SCA into snowdran, called from 
subroutine SNOWCOMP case 3. 
ChemEqv(IsubTo,IcompTo,ijk) -
ChemEqv(IsubTo,IcompTo,ijk) + RainEqv(ISUBT,LL,2) 
Rain chemistry to zero on SCA 
RainEqv(ISUBT,LL,2) - O. 
GO TO 90 

Mixing rain on SFA to SRO. Called from SROINFLT 
just above Statement #301, and above, below 360 
cmMix (here) is the fraction of the rain 
chemicals to add to SRO, subtract from rain 
ChemEqv(IsubTo,IcompTo,ijk) -

ChemEqv(IsubTo,IcompTo,ijk)+RainEqv(ISUBT,LL,l)*cmMix 
Remaining rain chemicals reduced on SFA 
RainEqv(ISUBT,LL,l) - ( 1. - cmMix) * 
RainEqv(ISUBT,LL,l) 
GO TO 90 

This segment called from SROINFLT, below 360, 
and in "adequate storage space avail." above 500. 
Partitions rainfall to soil layer 1, using cmMix as 
the fraction of rain on SFA to soil. 
ChemEqv(IsubTo,IcompTo,ijk) -

ChemEqv(IsubTo,IcompTo,ijk)+ RainEqv(ISUBT,LL,l)*cmMix 
RainEqv(ISUBT,LL,l)-RainEqv(ISUBT,LL,l)*(l.-cmMix) 

GO TO 90 



85 
C 

86 
& 

ENDIF 

CONTINUE 
stop if missing specie in receiving compartment 
WRITE(*,86) ISUBT, IcompTo, IChmIDR(LL) 
FORMAT ( , Error: subu.', 13, ' compart.', 13, ' has no ' 
, chern specie', IS, " rainfall has it') 
STOP 

90 CONTINUE 
GO TO 1000 

C ******* SNOWFALL 
C IcompTo - 2 or 4, Called from: 
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C 
C 

(1) SNTERCPT: Snow Canopy int.; does not "mix", but is added to 
other snow can. into 

C 
C 
C 
135 
C 

136 
C 
C 

137 

& 

& 

& 

XS snowfall chern remaining after interception to snowpack. 
Snow Can. into stored in subunits l-NU (SFA!) 

(2) SNOWCOMP, "ADD NEW SNOW TO THE PACK" section 
DO 140 LL - 1, NumCSnow 

Find matching component index ID 
DO 136 ijk ~ 1, NUMCOMPO( ISUBT, IcompTo ) 

IF(IChemID(ISUBT,IcompTo,ijk).NE.IChmIDS(LL»GO TO 136 
ChemEqv(ISUBT,IcompTo,ijk) - ChemEqv(ISUBT,IcompTo,ijk)+ 
( cmMix / SnowU(ISUBT) ) * SnowEqv(ISUBT,LL) 
SnowEqv(ISUBT,LL) - ( 1. - ( cmMix/SnowU(ISUBT) ) ) * 
SnowEqv(ISUBT,LL) 

GO TO 140 
CONTINUE 
If reach here, a specie in snow is not listed in receiving 
compartment 
WRITE(*,137) ISUBT, IcompTo, IChmIDS(LL) 
FORMAT ( , Error: subu.', 13, ' compart.', 13, ' has no ' 
, chern specie', IS, " snowfall has it') 
STOP 

140 CONTINUE 
GO TO 1000 

C ******* MISC. PRECIPITATION EFFECTS 
C Below called from case 3, snowcomp, when fresh snowfall occurs, 
C then all snow disappears: puts rain chemistry on SFA into 
C snowdran; rain (cm) on SFA gets set to zero next in snowcomp. 
600 DO 620 ijk - 1, NumCRain 

DO 610 LL - 1, NUMCOMPO( ISUBT, 1 ) 
IF( IChemID(ISUBT,6,LL) .NE. IChmIDR(ijk) ) GO TO 610 
ChemEqv(IsubTo,6,LL) - ChemEqv(IsubTo,6,LL) + 

& RainEqv(ISUBT,ijk,l) 
C Rain chemistry to zero on SFA 

RainEqv(ISUBT,ijk,l) - O. 
GO TO 620 

610 CONTINUE 
WRITE(*,86) ISUBT, IcompTo, IChmIDR(ijk) 

620 CONTINUE 
1000 RETURN 

END 
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100 

SUBROUTINE QCHEM 

SUBROUTINE QChem( ISUBU, IDAY ) 
Used on streams only. 
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Frees precipitates that are not attached to non-mixing species in 
streams to move to next stream segment. 

This is called after riparian recharge done from the stream. 
Subroutine MIX handles riparian recharge from streams before this 
called; it doesn't permit PPT to enter soil. This routine allows 
PPT to leave stream in SRO, except those ppt attached to non
mixing (ARM type 2) species. 

Streams have no water storage between time steps. 
Chern. Stor. in stream between time steps is kept in "litter 
Interception" compartment (1), from where SROINFLT retrieves. 
This routine moves only ARM type I species (mixable MINEQL type I 
components) to SRO and litter. Non-mixing (ARM type II, MINEQL 
type I) components stay in the SRO compartment (7). 
"litter interception" stores the chemistry from ARM type I species 
attached attached to ARM type II (non-mixing) species, and the ARM 
type II species. All other chemicals move unless stream dries up. 
INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'common2.inc' 
INCLUDE 'commonc.inc' 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. IDAY .GE. ids tart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 .OR. 

& ibug3 .EQ. ISUBU» WRITE(*,lO) ISUBU, IDAY 
FORMAT ( , SUBROUTINE QCHEM: subunit', 13, , WY day', 13 ) 
DO 100 ii - 1, NUMCOMPO(ISUBU,7) 

Add precipitates w/o non-mixers to mixing moles in SRO 
aMixMole(ISUBU,7,ii)- aMixMole(ISUBU,7,ii) + 

& aPPT(ISUBU,l,ii) 
Moles stored on streambed or (lake water storage + lake 
bottom) are what remains after SRO 
ChemEqv(ISUBU,l,ii) - ChemEqv(ISUBU,7,ii) -

& aMixMole(ISUBU,7,ii) 
Total moles in SRO - mixing moles in SRO 
ChemEqv(ISUBU,7,ii) - aMixMole(ISUBU,7,ii) 

CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE RAINADJ 

SUBROUTINE RAINADJ( RAIN) 
C ADJUSTS RAINFALL FOR EACH SUBUNIT VIA THE RELATIONSHIP: 
c FRAIN - factor (q) used to compute rain on a subunit from base 
c station precipitation via the relationship: 
c RainU - RAIN + FRAIN * (ELEV -BASEp,lev)/lOOO. * RAIN 
c ( OR ) 
c RainU - RAIN + FRAIN * RAIN 
c This routine is identical to SNOWADJ, and previously the same 
c routine was used for both by varying calling arguments. Separate 
c routines for rain and snow get rid of 2 dimensioned variables 

INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
if( ibug .EQ. 1 ) write(*,*) , SUBROUTINE RAINADJ' 

C LOOP TO ADJUST EACH WATERSHED SUBUNIT FOR THIS WATER YEAR DAY 
DO 100 I -1, NU 

C CHOOSE BETWEEN PRECIP ADJUSTMENT FUNCTIONS. 
IF ( IRAIN(I) .EQ. 2 ) GO TO 50 
RainU(I) - RAIN + FRAIN(I) * (ELEV(I) - BASEelev)/lOOO. * RAIN 

C ABOVE ENSURES NO PRECIP WHEN NONE OBSERVED; ditto below 
GO TO 100 

50 RainU(I) - RAIN + FRAIN(I) * RAIN 
100 CONTINUE 
C VARIABLE RainU RETURNED VIA COMMON 

RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE RAINCHEM 

SUBROUTINE RAINCHEM( I, ITYPE, iTest ) 
C This subroutine reads the chemical species and index values in 
C precipitataion, whether rain or snow. ITYPE tells program which 
C type of precipitation it was (I-rain, 2-snow). 
C Read values of moles/L from input file, compute total moles on 
C each subunit based on area and precipitation rate/unit area on 
C that subunit. Thus, subunits with higher precipitation will also 
C get more chemicals per unit area. This may be an arguable 
C assumption. 
C I is water year day 
C RainEqv - moles of ea. chemical component in 
C rainfall, by subunit and SCA/SFA (ARM type 1 species) 
C Rain chemistry is split to SCA and SFA in SNTERCPT. 
C SnowEqv - moles of each chemical component in 
C snowfall, by subunit (ARM type 1 species) 
C iTest 1 if "test" open and read from readdat, 2 if called 
C from reread; used to determine whether or not chemical mole 
C balance computed for subroutine CHEMBAL. 

INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'common2.inc' 
INCLUDE 'commonc.inc' 
INCLUDE 'ionic. inc' 

C ionic. inc included for charge balance computations 
WRITE(*,lO) ITYPE, I 

10 FORMAT ( , reading precip (type-',Il,') chern file, WY day' 13) 
TotEqv - O. 
SumEqv - O. 
DO 200 ii - 1, ( NPRECOMP + 1 ) 

READ(8,sO,ERR-sOO,END-900) IDXT, TT 
50 FORMAT ( IS, Els.2 ) 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

150 

C 
160 

C 

& 

IF( IDXT .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 900 

Compute components of charge balance (independent of H20 vol) 
TotEqv - TotEqv + ABS( TT * DBLE(IONZ(IDXT» ) 
SumEqv - SumEqv + TT * DBLE(IONZ(IDXT» 
IF( ITYPE .EQ. 2 ) GO TO 160 

Track no. of chem. in precip.; varies, zeroed in REREAD 
NumCRain - NumCRain + 1 
IChmIDR(NumCRain) - IDXT 
Compute # moles of this species in rainfall on ea. subu 
DO 150 Ji - 1, NU 

Liters of precip - em rain * AREA(Ji) * 100000. 
Moles - M/l * L. Rain chemistry is split into fraction 
on SCA and SFA in subr. SNTERCPT. 
RainEqv(Ji,ii,l) - TT * RainU(Ji) * AREA(Ji) * 100000. 
Track selected specie for chemical balance 
IF( iSpecBal .EQ. IChmIDR(NumCRain) .AND. iTest .NE. 1 
BalNew(Ji,3) - BalNew(Ji, 3) + RainEqv(Ji,ii,l) 

CONTINUE 
GO TO 200 

Compute no. moles of this species in snowfall on ea. subunit. 
NumCSnow - NumCSnow + 1 
IChmlnS(NumCSnow) - InXT 
DO 170 Ji - 1, NU 

Because snow chemistry is not split into SCA and SFA, 



C 

170 
200 
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has 1 less dimension. 
SnowEqv(Ji,ii) - TT * SnowU(Ji) * AREA(Ji) * 100000. 
IF( iSpecBal .EQ. IChmIDS(NumCSnow) .AND. iTest .NE. 1 ) 

& Ba1New(Ji,3) - Ba1New(Ji,3) + SnowEqv(Ji,ii) 
CONTINUE 

CONTINUE 
IF( ITYPE .EQ. 2 ) GO TO 220 

WRITE(*,210) I 
210 FORMAT ( , Rain chemistry file for water-year day', 13, 

& ' has too many species. '/' If you need this many, change value " 
& 'of parameter NPRECOMP and recompile.'/ ' Program terminated.') 

STOP 

220 WRITE(*,221) I 
221 FORMAT ( , Snow chemistry file for water-year day', 13, 

& ' has too many species.'/' If you need this many, change value " 
& 'of parameter NPRECOMP and recompi1e.'/ ' Program terminated.') 

STOP 

500 IF( ITYPE .EQ. 2) GO TO 510 
WRITE(*,50l) I, NumCRain 

501 FORMAT ( , ERROR READING RAINFALL CHEM. FILE, WY-DAY ',13, 
&'. Read', 12, ' OK values') 

510 
511 

900 

920 

950 
960 

1000 

1001 

C 

C 

STOP 

WRITE(*,511) I, NumCSnow 
FORMAT ( , ERROR READING SNOWFALL CHEM. FILE, WY-DAY , ,13, 

&'. Read', 12, ' OK values') 
STOP 

IF( Iprogres .LT. 3 .AND. iTest .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 1300 
IF( Iprogres .LT. 3 ) GO TO 1000 
IF( ITYPE .EQ. 2 ) GO TO 950 
WRITE(*,920) NumCRain, I, ( IChmIDR(ijk), ijk-l, NumCRain ) 
FORMAT ( , Precip. chern. file, ' ,13, 

& ' chern. species in rainfall, WY Day', 13/19(15:) ) 
WRITE(*, *) , , 
GO TO 1000 

WRITE(*,960) NumCSnow, I, ( IChmIDS(ijk), ijk-1, NumCSnow ) 
FORMAT ( , Precip. chern. file, ' ,13, 

& ' chern. species in snowfall, WY Day', 13/19(15:) ) 

& 

WRITE(*, *) , , 

ChrBa1 - SumEqv / TotEqv 
WRITE(*,100l) ITYPE, ChrBa1, I 
FORMAT ( , Chrg bal., type', 12, ' precip. -
WRITE(9,1001) ITYPE, ChrBal, I 
IF( iTest .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 1300 

F12.9, ' WYD', 14/) 

Output: total species from precip. for run (both types combined) 
IF( ITYPE .EQ. 2 ) GO TO 1200 

DO 1090 LL ~ 1, NumCRain 
DO 1089 II - 1, NU 

Find matching component index ID in "Litter Intercept." 
DO 1085 ijk - 1, NUMCOMPO( II, 1 ) 

IF( IChemID( II, 1, ijk) .EQ. IChmIDR(LL) ) THEN 
EXTMOLES(II,l,ijk,l) ~ EXTMOLES(II,l,ijk,l) + 
RainEqv(II,LL,l) 



GO TO 1089 

ENDIF 
1085 CONTINUE 
1089 CONTINUE 
1090 CONTINUE 

GO TO 1300 

1200 DO 1290 LL - 1, NumCSnow 
DO 1289 II - 1, NU 
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C Find matching component index 10 in "Litter Intercept." 
DO 1285 ijk - 1, NUMCOMPO( II, 1 ) 

IF( IChemID( II, 1, ijk) .EQ. IChmIDS(LL) ) THEN 
EXTMOLES(II,l,ijk,l) - EXTMOLES(II,l,ijk,l) + 

& SnowEqv(II,LL) 
GO TO 1289 

ENDIF 
1285 CONTINUE 
1289 CONTINUE 
1290 CONTINUE 
1300 RETURN 

END 
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SUBROUTINE READCHEM 

SUBROUTINE READCHEM 
Reads initial chemical storage conditions for various compartments 
of subunits, thermodynamic data from file thrm.dat, name of 
species and charge on ions of component species in file ionic.dat, 
and kinetic reaction parameters by calling subroutine READKIN. 
Compartments are defined in comments of subroutine MIX, and 
include tree canopy, litter, soil water, etc. 

Does not do a separate read of chemical IC's in soil on SeA; what 
is entered here is chemistry for each layer on the whole subunit. 
This is split to SCA, SFA by INCOND. By extension, all parameters 
("gas constant" K's, specific surface, species present, others?) 
are the same on the SCA portion. 

Comments referring to MINEQL imply all associated chemical 
equilibration subroutines. 

OUTPUT Variables: (ii,iii,iiii) implies subunit, compartment, order 
of species ID occurrence in that 
compartment 

IChemID(ii,iii,iiii) - ID # identifying chemical component 
to equilibrium routine . 

Guess(ii,iii,iiii) - LoglO of "free species" concen-
tration. Initially users guess, 
after first equilibration on this 
subunit/compartment, value deter
mined at end of last time step. 

ChemEqv(ii,iii,iiii) Total equivalents in given subunit's 
compartment 

NUMCOMNM(ii,iii) number of type 1 species that don't 
mix (see numcompo) 

NUMCOMPO(ii,iii) - number of chemical components 

INPUT VARIABLES: 
NL 

NLayers(ii) 
NU 
UType 
MCOMP 

INTERNAL VARIABLES: 
FNAMEC 

Ncomp 

(mineq1 species type 1) in a given 
subunit's (ii) compartment (iii) ) 

(Does not include those whose 
concentration is not adjusted for 
ionic strength and which do not 
"mix" with other compartments (i.e. 
soil surface exchange sites) ) 

- maximum number of soil layers the 
program can handle (a parameter set 
before compiling program) 
number of soil layers in subunit 

- number of subunits 
- type of subunit r, s, or n 
- maximum number of (mineql type 1) 

components in any compartment. This 
is obtained from a parameter 
statement in file "parametr.inc" 

= file names of I.C. Chern. files; also 
individual files 

- # of potential compartments on 
subunit, minimum is 10 on stream, 11 
on rock, 12+ on soil. Some subunits 
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may have zero storage in one or more 
compartments) 

IDXT, GXT, TT - temporary storage (as read) for 
variables IChemID, Guess, and 
ChemEqv (same names are used by 
mineql, for same variables but 
expressed differently ... no memory 
space lost using them here.) 

In each compartments, up to MCOMP components must be initialized 
'common. inc' has NLayers, UType. ionic. inc included for reading 
MINEQL file ionic.dat only, containing values of IONZ, NAME. 
INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'commonc.inc' 
INCLUDE 'ionic. inc' 
CHARACTER*30 FNAMEC 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 ) WRITE(*,*) , subroutine READCHEM' 
WRITE(*,*) , Reading chemical I.C., kinetics files' 
WRITE(*,*) , # of subunits selected -', NU 
******************** INITIAL CONDITION FILES ******************* 
Read initial condition chemical storage files after setting 
counter for number of chemical I.C. files. 
****************** SUBUNIT LOOP ***** 
DO 1000 II - 1, NU 

record number of Compart.'s on this subunit, incl. max. no. 
of soil layers (rock outcrops and streams tracked as having 
one soil layer, but only store chern. in interception. Stream 
has no Snowlnt. 
Ncomp - 11 + NLayers(ii) 
IF( UType(ii) .EQ. 'R' .OR. UType(ii) .EQ. 'r' ) Ncomp - 11 
IF( UType(ii) .EQ. 's' .OR. UType(ii) .EQ. 's' .OR. 

& UType(ii) .EQ. 'L' .OR. UType(ii) .EQ. '1' ) Ncomp - 10 
Stream subu's have no interception, storage, or soil water, 
but need I.C. file (which may have all zero chemical masses) 
to define the chern. components in streamflow. Also the guess 
at initial equilibrated free ion conc. is used. Lakes need 
initial chern. mass in compart. 1, 2, 3, perhaps 7 (epi, ice, 
hypo, SRO). 

& 

********* SUBUNIT'S COMPARTMENTS LOOP **** 
(Compartment will adjust # of species to track (not in read» 
KK - 0 
DO 990 III - 1, Ncomp 

KK-KK+l 
File unit 12 is open for reading chem I.C. file names. 
Fnames must be listed in appropriate order by subu and 
compart. within each subu, no blank lines until last 
fname read. Each subu will have at least 10 fnames 
listed, some of which may be dummy (exist but blank). 
Stream subunits have 10, rock 11, soil covered subu's 
have 11 + number of soil layers files. Compart.'s 
defined by number in subroutine MIX. 
(Order - subunitl, Compart.'s 1-11+, subunit2 
READ(12,120,END-9085) FNAMEC 
FORMAT( A30 ) 
IF( FNAMEC .EQ. ' ')GO 
TO 9085 
OPEN initial condo chern. file; number of components 
found here will be used for entire run for this compart. 
All Compart.'s possible for a given subu must have fname 
OPEN( UNIT-ll,FILE-FNAMEC,STATUS-'OLD' ,ERR-9000 ) 
WRITE(9,150) II, III, FNAMEC 
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FORMAT(/ ' Subunit', 13, ' compartment " 12/ 
, Chemical I.C. File " A30/ ) 
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Read constants for the subu, compart. that remain 
constant during whole run. These incl. capacitance and 
specific surface area (m**2/g) corresponding to MINEQL 
variables CAP1 and SURFA, resp. Those Compart.'s not 
run through MINEQL must have all chem. species that pass 
through them listed, though initial moles present may be 
zero. Dummy files for Compart.'s not present on a given 
subunit must have 1st line blank or missing. 
Users entry for "SURFA" for rock subunit types (only) 
should be relative ratio of surface area desired for 
chemistry to planimetric surface area. These files all 
also need to have at least 1 non zero entry for either 
capacitance of surface area. 
aNH3toON can be changed as frequently as daily with 
subroutine GASK.FOR 
READ(11,155,ERR-9100,END~399) CAP1ARM(II,III) , 
SURFAAHM(II,III) , aNH3toON(II,III) , aN03toON(II,III), 
aN03base(II,III) 
FORMAT ( 5F10.0 ) 
Set SCA values same; can change day 1 with gasdate.dat 
aNH3toON(II+NU,III) - aNH3toON(II,III) 
aN03toON(II+NU,III) - aN03toON(II,III) 
aN03base(II+NU,III) - aN03base(II,III) 
IF( CAP1ARM(II,III) .EQ. O .. AND. SURFAAHM(II,III) .EQ. 
O. ) GO TO 399 
WRITE(9,156) CAPlARM(II,III) , SURFAAHM(II,III), 
aNH3toON(II,III) , aN03toON(II,III) , aN03base(II,III) 
FORMAT ( , Capacitance - ' ,FlO.3, ' F/(m**2) Surface', 
, area/g of soil -', F10.3, ' m**2'/ ' Fraction of NH4', 
'+ to org. N -', FlO.6/ ' Fraction of N03-', 
, to org. N -', FlO.6, ' Min. moles/l N03- -', FlO.7 / 
, Chem. ID # Moles / compartment LoglO Free Conc.') 
************ CHEMICAL (MIXING) COMPONENTS LOOP **** 
DO 300 1111 - 1, MCOMP 

Ji - IIII 
Chem values are moles, not conc. because consistent 
inputs for both wet and dry Compart.'s are desired. 
A compartment may dry up, making conc. infinite. 
Input guess of 10gl0 free ion concentration 
READ(11,250,ERR-9050,END-399) IDXT, TT, GXT 
FORMAT ( IS, E15.2, FlO.2 ) 
First blank (0) chemical ID(XT) is followed by 
those MINEQL TYPE 1 components that don't mix 
(ARM type II if present), or other species type. 
Any subsequent species type group including ARM 
type II must have a first line ~ type number 
IF( IDXT .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 360 
IChemID(II,III,IIII)- IDXT 
ChemEqv(II,III,IIII)- TT 
Guess(II,III,IIII) - GXT 
HORIZONTAL DRAINAGE ASSUMED TO INCLUDE SAME 
COMPONENTS AS LOWEST SOIL LAYER (SUB. SOILDRAN) 
WRITE(9,260) IChemID(II,III,IIII), 
ChemEqv(II,III,IIII) , Guess(II,III,IIII) 
FORMAT ( Ill, F23.3, F19.4 ) 
Mineq1 needs number and species of components in 
each compartment; these are fixed for entire run 
regardless of attempts to input more species later, 
so even "zero" value I.C's must be entered. 
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"NUMCOMPO" incl. only AHM type I, excludes AHM II 
NUMCOMPO(II,III) - 1111 
********* STREAM "LITTER" INTERCEPTION 
Stream subu's have no intercept. components; also, 
the chern. in SRO are zeroed in SROINFLT before new 
additions. Make the species ID indices in litter 
intercept. on streams match those in stream SRO, as 
is used for SSINK.FOR sources and sinks, and carry 
over to next step. Also store same mass in litter 
as listed for SRO as SRO chern will be zeroed, 
replaced with litter moles in SROINFLT. Output 
file "XCHECK" will not note this change. Routine 
MATCHID will take care of similar task for lakes. 
IF( ( UType(ii) .EQ. 's' .OR. UType(ii) .EQ. 'S') 
.AND. III .EQ. 7 ) THEN 

ENDIF 

IChemID( II, 1, 1111) - IDXT 
ChemEqv(II, 1, 1111)- TT 
NUMCOMPO( II, 1 ) - NUMCOMPO( II, 7 ) 

CONTINUE 
WRITE(*,350) FNAMEC, II, III 
FORMAT ( , Error encountered reading " A30/ 
, for subunit', 13, ' compartment ',12, '. Too many " 
'type 1 components'/ ' Program terminated. Adjust' 
'MCOMP in file parametr.inc, recompile.') 
STOP 

Add soil surface rxn sites, etc. to type 1 components; 
these don't mix between Compart.'s with water movement. 
If none of these are present, MINEQL runs without 
surface chemistry option. 
iiii - NUMCOMPO(II,III) 
Ji - 1111 + 2 
!DUMMY - 0 
READ(11,364,ERR-9040,END-399) IDUMMY 
FORMAT( IS ) 
IDUMMY may be mineql species type, III-VII or AHM 
species type II which is non-mixing MINEQL type 1, such 
as soil surface sites. 
IF( IDUMMY .NE. 2 ) GO TO 399 
Species are non-mixing (AHM type II) 
READ(11,250,ERR-9050,END-399) IDXT, TT, GXT 
IF( IDXT .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 399 
i11i - 1111 + 1 
IF( iiii .GT. MCOMP ) THEN 

WRITE(*,350) FNAMEC, II, III 
STOP 

ENDIF 
Ji - Ji + 1 
IChemID(II,III,iiii)- IDXT 
ChemEqv(II,III,iiii)- TT 
Guess(II,III,iiii) - GXT 
NUMCOMNM(II,III) - NUMCOMNM(II,III) + 1 
Non-mixing species may be needed on stream if sediment 
on bottom. Lakes done by matchid. 
IF( (UType(II) .EQ. 's' .OR. UType(II) .EQ. 's' ) .AND. 
III .EQ. 7 ) THEN 

IChemID(II, 1, iiii ) - IDXT 
ChemEqv(II, 1, iiii ) - TT 
NUMCOMNM(II,l) - NUMCOMNM(II,7) 
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ENDIF 
WRITE(9,260) IChemID(II,III,iiii), 
ChemEqv(II,III,iiii), Guess(II,III,iiii) 
GO TO 365 
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Finished with AHM type 1&2 species; get 3-7's (can't 
handle MINEQL type 2 species because do not read past 
log K values, and previous assignment of type 2 to 
non-mixers. 
ltyp - 0 
Zero values of LTYPEAHM; this is the species type id 
(3-7) used by MINEQL to identify type of user input 
data; corresponds to MINEQL variable LTYPE. See comment 
below about loop index "6". 
DO 500 kji - 1, 6 

LTYPEAHM(II,III,kji) - 0 
Zero values of species ID's which will not be corrected 
for ionic strength effects; MCHNG is from parametr.inc. 
DO 600 JJM - 1, MCHNG 

IDYCONAH(II,III,JJM) - 0 
Zero values of type 3-6 species ID #'s and their LOGIO K 
values. MTYP36 is from parametr.inc 
DO 700 N6 - 1, MTYP36 

IDYTMOD(II,III,N6) - 0 
GKTMOD(II,III,N6) - O. 

Set counter for # of mineql type 3-6 "species mod. 's"; 
No more than a total of MTYP36 (parametr.inc) combined 
types 3-6 are allowed, incl. blank lines between MINEQL 
LTYPES. (eg. if 2 type 3's and 3 type 4's are to be 
entered, MTYP36 must be .GT. (2+1) + (3+1) - 7 ) Mod.'s 
to stoich. data in user inputs as is possible with 
"standard" MINEQL has been deleted; mod's must be made 
in THRM.DAT when required. Other subroutines (GASK is 
one) require that those species types entered be in 
ascending numerical order. (?) 
N6 - 0 
Ityp - Ityp + 1 
ltyp > 6 exceeds LTYPEAHM dimensions; wouldn't need more 
than 5 as cannot read type 2, read 3,4,5,6,7; however, 6 
lets user have blank line after type 7 species, which is 
read as zero, and transfers control to statement 956. 
Zero on line also is used by MINEQL. 
IF( Ityp .GT. 6 ) THEN 

ENDIF 

WRITE(*,805) II, III, FNAMEC 
FORMAT(/ ' Too many Chern. species types or " 
'other error, subunit', 13, , compartment' ,12/ 
, File', A30 / ' Program terminated'/) 
STOP 

IF( ltyp .EQ. 1 .AND. IDUMMY .NE. 2 ) THEN 
LTYPEAHM(II,III,ltyp) - IDUMMY 
GO TO 811 

ENDIF 
READ(ll,8l0,ERR-9055,END-956) LTYPEAHM(II,III,ltyp) 
FORMAT ( IS ) 
IF( LTYPEAlill(II,III,ltyp) .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 956 
IF( LTYPEAHM(II,III,ltyp) .GT. 7 .OR. 
LTYPEAHM(II,III,ltyp) .LT. 3 ) GO TO 9060 

WRITE(9,8l5) II, III, LTYPEAHM(II,III,ltyp) 
FORMAT(/ ' Subunit', 13, , Compartment', 12, 
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Species type " 12 ) 
IF( LTYPEAHM(II,III,ltyp) .NE. 7 ) GO TO 900 

JJM - 0 
JJM - JJM + 1 
READ(ll,8l0,ERR-9062,END-826) IDYCONAH(II,III,JJM) 
IF( IDYCONAH(II,III,JJM) .NE. 0 ) THEN 

WRITE(9,825)IDYCONAH(II,III,JJM) 
FORMAT( IS ) 
GO TO 820 

ENDIF 
MINEQL requires last value of IDYCON"AH" to be zero 
IF( IDYCONAH(II,III,JJM) .NE. 0 ) THEN 

WRITE(*,827) II, III, FNAMEC 
FORMAT(/' Blank line must follow', 
'last type 7 specie'/' Subu-',I3, 
, Compart.-' ,12, ' Fi1e-'/ lX,A30/ 
, TERMINATED'/) 
STOP 

ENDIF 
IF( JJM .GT. MCHNG ) THEN 

WRITE(*,830) FNAMEC, (MCHNG-1) 
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FORMAT(/' Too many type 7 species in fi1e'/lX, A30/ 
, Max is', 13, '. (adjust parameter MCHNG in ' 
, parametr.inc and recompile)') 
STOP 

ENDIF 
GO TO 800 

Read species ID's, LOG10 K; only the ID necessary unless 
replacing the LOG10 K value from file thrm.dat with this 
one. 
N6 - N6 + 1 
READ(11,920,ERR-9065,END-956) IDYTMOD(II,III,N6), 
GKTMOD(II,III,N6) 
FORMAT ( IS, 5X, FIO.2 ) 
Set SCA value same; can change with gasdate.dat 
GKTMOD(II+NU,III,N6) - GKTMOD(II,III,N6) 
IF( N6 .GT. MTYP36 ) THEN 

ENDIF 

WRITE(*,921) MTYP36 , II, III, FNAMEC 
FORMAT(/ ' Too many type 2-6 chemical species', 
, entered (' ,12, 'max incl. blank lines between', 
, types 2-7)'/' Subu' ,13,' Compart.' ,13, ' File', 
A30 /' Adjust parameter MTYP36 in parametr.inc'/ ) 
STOP 

Need to save IDYTMOD-O values as they are encountered; 
these signal MINEQL a new type is about to be 
encountered, or end of data reached. 
IF( IDYTMOD(II,III,N6) .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 800 

WRITE(9,955) IDYTMOD(II,III,N6), GKTMOD(II,III,N6) 
FORMAT ( lX, 16, FIO.4 ) 
GO TO 900 

CLOSE( UNIT-II ) 
WRITE(9,957) II, III, NUMCOMPO(II,III) , NUMCOMNM(II,III) 
FORMAT ( , Subunit -', 13, ' Compartment -', 12, 

Mixing components -', 12, ' Non-mixing~' ,12 ) 
IF( ibug .EQ. I ) WRITE(*,957) 11,111, NUMCOMPO(II,III) , 
NUMCOMNM(II,III) 
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*********** KINETIC DATA INPUT ************************ 
Only read kintetic input data on litter int, SRO, Usnow 
Int, and soil layers. Could remove need to enter 
kinetics file name where won't be used. 
READ(12,120,END-9094) FNAMEC 
IF( III .EQ. 1 .OR. III.EQ. 7 .OR. III.EQ. 11) GO TO 970 
IF( UType(II) .NE. 'N' .AND. UType(II) .NE. 'n' ) THEN 

ENDIF 

WRITE(9,965) III, FNAMEC 
FORMAT ( , (READCHEM) Kinetics ignored, Compart. " 
13,' file', A30 ) 
GO TO 990 

IF( III .LT. 12 .OR. III .GT. (11 + NLayers(II» ) THEN 
WRITE(9,965) III, FNAMEC 
GO TO 990 

ENDIF 
WRITE(9,980) FNAMEC 
FORMAT(' KINETICS FILE: " A30 ) 
OPEN(UNIT-11, FILE-FNAMEC, STATUS-' old' ,ERR-9094) 
CALL READKIN( II, III ) 
CLOSE( UNIT-II ) 

CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
**************** THERMODYNAMIC DATA INPUT ********************** 
User input is read; read thermodynamic data; this differs only 
from original MINEQL format in that number of each type of species 
is left out; first missing entirely, others left blank. MTHERM is 
a parameter from parametr.inc. 
OPEN(UNIT-11,FILE-'thrm.dat' ,STATUS-'old' ,ERR-9070) 
ISTART - 1 
DO 1201 iii - I, 5 

1201 INTHERM(iii) - 0 
C# index "6" below will handle up to 6 "types" of thrm.dat data, 
C (SPECIES TYPES 2-7) leaving at least INTHERM(7) - 0 to shift 
C MINEQL out of thermodynamic data input mode. 
C Comments marked ## below are probably incorrect; type 7 species 
C are entered in thrm.dat file, and one must be there to match each 
C type 3 species in the I.C. input file. 
c##index was 5 12-14-88 ("shift out of input mode doesn't happen ", so 
c##index set at 6); type 7 species can't be input in therm.dat file 
c## because of index loop 2-6 at "do 200" in input. for of mineql. 
c## Therefore set index to 5 here as well. If you want to try inputing 
c##type 7 in thrm.dat change to 6 here, above 1201 loop, below 1410 
c## loop, 7 in input's do 200 loop, intherm(6) in commonc.inc, and good 
C## luck. 
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& 

DO 1400 iii - 1, 5 
IF( iii .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 1205 
ISTART - ISTART + INTHERM( iii - 1 ) 
DO 1300 jkl - ISTART, MTHERM 

LERROR - jk1 
READ(11,1210,ERR-9080,END-1400)IDTHERM(jkl), 
GKTHERM(jk1) , 
( IDTTHERM(jk1,J), IATTHERH(jk1,J), J - I, 4 ) 
FORMAT ( IS, 2X, F7.2, 4(14,13) ) 
IF( IDTHERM(jkl) .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 1400 

INTHERM(iii) ~ INTHERM(iii) + 1 
1300 CONTINUE 
1400 CONTINUE 

ICHECK = 0 
DO 1410 ijk - 1, 5 
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ICHECK - ICHECK + INTHERM(ijk) 
IF( ICHECK .GT. MTHERM ) THEN 

WRITE(*,1420) ICHECK 

& 
& 

FORMAT ( , Too many (' ,13, ') values in THRM.DAT; delete', 
, some or'l ' increase parameter MTHERM in parametr.inc &', 
, recompile.') 
STOP 

ENDIF 
CLOSE( UNIT-ll ) 
WRITE(*,*) , Completed reading thrm.dat; reading ionic.dat' 
*************** READ FILE ionic.dat FOR MINEQL ***************** 
OPEN(UNIT-ll,FILE-'ionic.dat',STATUS-'old' ,ERR-9096) 
New format, has species names in file as well as charge 
DO 1500 jj - 1, 20 

ijk - 10 * J1 
kkk - ijk - 9 
READ(11,1490,END-9098,ERR-9098) (NAME(J),J - kkk,ijk), 
(IONZ(KK), KK - kkk,ijk) 
FORMAT ( 10(A4,lX) I 10(I2,3X) ) 

CONTINUE 
CLOSE( UNIT-11 ) 
************** READ ALKALINITY DEFINITION FILE **************** 
Species in alkalinity definitions must all exist in all 
Compart.'s where equilibration takes place. 
READ(12,120,END-9200) FNAMEC 
WRITE(9,1610) FNAMEC 
FORMAT(' Alkalinity Def. file: " A30 ) 
OPEN(UNIT-11,FILE-FNAMEC,STATUS-'old' ,ERR-9200) 
ijk - 1 
nALK - 0 
WRITE(9,1619) FNAMEC 
FORMAT(II' Alk. defn. file', A30 I' Species ID 
READ(11,1630,ERR-9250,END-1650) IAlk, IAlkS 
FORMAT( 2nO ) 
IF( IAlk .EQ. 0 .OR. IAlkS .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 1620 

ijk - ijk + 1 
nALK - nALK + 1 
IAlkID(nALK) - IAlk 
IAlkStoc(nALK) - IAlkS 
WRITE(9,1630) IA1kID(nALK), IAlkStoc(nALK) 
IF( nALK .GT. NNa1k ) THEN 

WRITE(*,1635) FNAMEC, NNalk 

Multiplier ') 

FORMAT(/' too many species are included in alkalinity' , 
& ' definition file'l ' named', A30 I IX, 13, ' are allowed.', 
& ' Change parameter NNalk in file parametr.inc, recompile.') 

STOP 
ENDIF 
GO TO 1620 
CLOSE( UNIT-ll 
CLOSE( UNIT-12 
WRITE(*, *) , , 
GO TO 10000 
************************ ERROR MESSAGES *********************** 
WRITE(*,9020) FNAMEC, II, III 
FORMAT ( , ERROR: Cannot open file:'/ 

& ' ,A30/' which should have chemical initial " 
& ' conditions for subunit' ,13/ 
& ' compartment', 12,' in the chemical namelist file.'/ 
& (error in this file may precede this filename)', 
& RUN TERMINATED'/) 
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STOP 

WRITE(*,904l) FNAMEC, II, III 
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to read species type'/ FORMAT ( , ERROR: encountered on attempt 
& ' immediately following type 1'/' File 
& 213, , TERMINATED'/) 

, A30, , Subu/Compart-', 

STOP 

9050 WRITE(*,905l) FNAMEC, II, III, Ji, IDXT, TT, GXT 
9051 FORMAT ( , Error encountered reading ',A30/ 

& ' for subunit',I3, , compartment ',12, '. Approx. line #' 12/ 
& ' read: ChemID -', IS, ; Total Moles-',E15.2,' Guess', 
& ' 10glO free species' ,F10.3/ 
& ' Compartment Index: ' / 
& Interception - (1) Litter Rain (2) Canopy Snow', 
& (3) Canopy Rain'/ 
& Snowpack - (4) Water Equivalent (5) Free Water'/ 
& (7) SRO from this unit (8) Hdrain from this unit'/ 
& (9) Hdrain to this unit (10) SRO to this unit'/ 
& (11+) Soil water, each layer, sequentially from top') 

STOP 

9055 WRITE(*,9056) ltyp, FNAMEC, II, III 
9056 FORMAT ( , Error reading value of MINEQL secondary species' , 

& 'TYPE ID #'/ ' occurred on " 11, , type ID (non-integer)'/ 
& ' File - " A30, ' Sub/Compart-', 213 ) 

STOP 

9060 WRITE(*,906l) ltyp, FNAMEC, II, III 
9061 FORMAT ( , Error reading value of MINEQL secondary species', 

& ' TYPE ID #'/ ' type ID # is " IS,' (must be 3-7)'/ 

9062 
9063 

& ' FILE - " A30 / ' SubU/Compart-', 213,' TERMINATED RUN') 
STOP 

WRITE(*,9063) JJM, FNAMEC, II, III 
FORMAT(/ ' Error encountered reading',I2, 'th type 7 species 

& ' file', A30 / ' SubU/Compart-', 213,' TERMINATED RUN' ) 
STOP 

9065 WRITE(*,9066) 11,111, LTYPEAHM(ijk,KK,ltyp), FNAMEC 

in'/ 

9066 FORMAT( / ' ERROR: subunit' ,13, , Compartment', 12, , Chemical', 
& ' species type ID " IS / ' ERROR in data following above type.', 
& ' File name- '/ lX, A30/' (ESPECIALLY WITH DUMMY FILES: If file', 
& ' looks OK, add a couple of blank lines.)'/' TERMINATED' ) 

STOP 

9070 WRITE(*,907l) 
9071 FORMAT(/' Cannot open file thrm.dat'/ ' program terminated'/) 

STOP 

9080 WRITE(*, 9081) LERROR 
9081 FORMAT ( , ERROR in file thrm.dat, line', 13, , (not counting' 

& 'blank lines)'/' Program terminated'/ ) 
STOP 

9085 WRITE(*,9086) 
9086 FORMAT(/' ERROR: ran out out chemical IC filenames prematurely'/ 

& ' Program terminated by READCHEM' / ) 
STOP 

9094 WRITE(*,9095) FNAMEC, II, III 
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9095 FORMAT(/' Cannot find (or) open file for chemical kinetics'l 
& ' named', A30 I ' SubU/Compart-', 213, , Program terminated.' ) 

STOP 

9096 WRITE(*,9097) 
9097 FORMAT(/' Cannot open file ionic.dat'l 

& ' Program terminated.' I ) 
STOP 

9098 WRITE(*,9099) kkk, ijk 
9099 FORMAT ( , Error or premature end of file found reading file' , 

& ' ionic.dat'I' Appears between values numbered', 13, , and' 
& 13, , .'1 ' Program terminated.' ) 

9100 WRITE(*,9101) FNAMEC, II, III 
9101 FORMAT(/' Error reading 1st line, file " A301 

& ' SubU/Compart-', 213, , Program terminated.' ) 
STOP 

9200 WRITE(*,9201) 
9201 FORMAT ( , Missing alkalinity definition file; re-enter 'I 

& ' file name > ' ) 
READ(*,120) FNAMEC 
OPEN(UNIT-ll,FILE-FNAMEC,STATUS-'old' ,ERR-9230) 
GO TO 1620 

9230 WRITE(*,*) , missed again, terminated' 
STOP 

9250 WRITE(*,925l) FNAMEC, nALK 
9251 FORMAT(/' ERROR in alkalinity definition file named'i IX, A301 

& ' approximately after valid entry on line', 131 ' Terminated' ) 
STOP 

10000 RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE READDAT 

SUBROUTINE READDAT( Ksnow, EYear ) 
Subroutine reads input data files, calls subroutines to convert 
input values to reflect differences between subunits (RAIN, SNOW) 
Creates output files including: 

RAWprec - climatic data adjusted for each subunit; as 
Adjusted climatic data, day a 
SUBUNIT RAIN SNOW DUMMY 
1 0.8050 5.1250 00.00 
2 0.9653 5.1000 00.00 
3 0.8286 5.1750 00.00 
rainconc. file name 
snowconc. file name 

RAWsnom# - MELT/SCA/SUBLIME/PET/Stage of hypolimnion surface, 
and lake ice thickness by subunits, # may vary from 
1 to 9 depending on number of subunits (e.g. up to 
9 such files may be created, each containing 
snowmelt values for MaxFi1es subunits). FORMAT is: 

MELT/SCA/SUBL/PET/stageHyp/Ice WYD 1, Subunits 1 through N 
0000.0000 0000.0000 0000.0000 0000.0000 0000.0000 0000.0000 
0000.0000 0000.0000 0000.0000 0000.0000 0000.0000 0000.0000 

where: N - MAXFILES, format - MAXFILES (6F10.4/) 

"Ksnow" is passed to this only for passing to subroutine MAKEMELT 
(snowmelt optimization) and back to the main program. 
ROUTINES CALLED: 
IWYDATE(function), MAKEMELT, MATCHID, RAINADJ, RAINCHEM, READCHEM, 
SNOWADJ, SORTSIZE, and SUBUSEQ 
commonc.inc included because this routine does test open and read, 
also to set iifreesp of all rainfall and snowfall chemistry files. 
INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'commonc.inc' 
CHARACTER*30 Fname1, rainchm, RainFi1e, snowchem, SnowFi1e 
CHARACTER*17 fi1etyp 
CHARACTER*7 fi1etyp2 
CHARACTER*l iyes. EYear 
DIMENSION stageH(NNU). ThickI(NNU) 
Skip some of this on year 2+. during snowmelt optimization 
IF( newrun .NE. a ) GO TO 39 
Open cross-check file. used by this and other routines 
OPEN(UNIT-9,FILE-'xcheck' .STATUS-'unknown') 
WRITE(9.1) 
FORMAT ( , 

& ' 
WRITE(*.3) 

Cross check of input parameters:'/ 
AREA WIDE PARAMETERS ' / ) 

FORMAT ( , 2) Enter 1 to run in debug mode. any other number' • 
& ' to not debug> ') 

READ(*.4) ibug 
FORMAT(Il) 
WRITE(*,5) 
FORMAT ( , 3) Enter 3 to limit output to selected period. > ') 
READ(*.4) ibug2 
ids tart - a 
IF( ibug2 .EQ. 3) THEN 

WRITE(*.*) , 4) Enter start. end water year date to write> ' 
READ(*.*) idstart. idstop 
IF( idstart .GT. ids top ) GO TO 6 
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ENDIF 
WRITE(*,*) , 5) Enter 99 for all subunit output, or subunit # > ' 
READ(*,*) ibug3 
WRITE(9,*) , subunit to output (99-all) " ibug3 
WRITE(*,7) 

7 FORMAT ( , 6) How many subunits (incl. stream segments & lakes)'/ 
& ' are in the watershed? > ' ) 

READ(*, *) NU 
WRITE(9,*) , Number of subunits interactively selected - " NU 
IF( NU .GT. NNU ) THEN 

WRITE(*,*) , Too many subunits: adjust parameter NNU in' 
WRITE(*,*) , file parametr.inc, recompile.' 
WRITE(*,*) , Will error terminate after checking', NNU,'.' 

ENDIF 
1007 WRITE(*,*) , 7) Enter month, day, yr data files (and run) begin >' 

READ(*,*) imonth, IDAY, Lyear 
IF( Lyear .LT. 1776 ) THEN 

WRITE(*,*) , **** ERROR: year must be integer, exceed 1776' 
GO TO 1007 

ENDIF 
IF( MOD(Lyear,4) .EQ. 0 ) THEN 

WRITE(*,*) , Leap year ... ' 
WRITE(9,*) , Leap year ... ' 

ENDIF 
iDstartB - IWYDate(imonth,IDAY) 
WRITE(9,*) , run starts mo/day/yrfWYDAY' imonth, IDAY, Lyear, 

& iDstartB 
WRITE(*,*) , 8) How many days do you want the program to run? ' 
WRITE(*,*) , (include days to create consolidated input files)' 
idefault = 365 - iDstartB + 1 
IF( MOD(Lyear,4) .EQ. 0 ) idefault - ide fault + 1 
WRITE(*,*)' to end of WY is " idefault 
READ(*,*) NUsrDAYS 
IF( NUsrDAYS .LE. 0 ) NUsrDAYS - ide fault 
WRITE(*,*) , 9) Do you want to save a restart file? > ' 
READ (* , 8) ARESTART 

8 FORMAT( Al ) 
IF( ARESTART .EQ. 'Y' .OR. ARESTART .EQ. 'y' ) THEN 

WRITE(9,*) , restart file will be written' 
WRITE(*,*) , 10) After what WY day? >, 
READ(*,*) iDRest 

ENDIF 
NUsrDAYS - iDstartB + NUsrDAYS - 1 
WRITE(*,*) , 11) Select output units; l-m3, 2=cm, 3-ft3, 4-in. > ' 
READ(*,4) IUNITS 
IF( IUNITS .EQ. 0 ) IUNITS - 2 
GO TO ( 9, 10, 11, 12 ) IUNITS 

9 AUNITS - 'm3 ' 
GO TO 13 

10 AUNITS - 'em' 
GO TO 13 

11 AUNITS - 'ft3' 
GO TO 13 

12 AUNITS ~ 'in.' 
13 WRITE(*,14) 
14 FORMAT ( , 12) Enter name of file with NAMES of files containing '/ 

1 ' hydrologic and chemical constants and observed'/ 
2 ' climatic data> ') 
READ(*,15) Fnamel 

15 FORMAT( A30 ) 



fi1etyp - 'File of Filenames' 
WRITE(9,1015) Fname1 
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1015 FORMAT ( , Hydrologic constants from " A30 ) 
WRITE(*,*) , 13) Enter 1 or 2 for snowmelt optimiz. option lor' 
WRITE(*,*)' 2, 3 or <CR> to bypass snowmelt optimization' 
READ(*,4) MELTOPT 
IF( MELTOPT .EQ. 1 .OR. MELTOPT .EQ. 2 ) THEN 

WRITE(*,*) , 44) ARE YOU SURE you want to optimize melt? > ' 
READ(*,8) iyes 
IF( iyes .NE. 'Y' .AND. iyes .NE. 'y' ) THEN 

MELTOPT - 0 
GO TO 1016 

ENDIF 
C Only a CRAY user would optimize snowmelt with chem. calc. 

IWB - 1 
IF( MELTOPT .EQ. 2 ) THEN 

C Read snowmelt RATEM values from option 1 output file 
OPEN(UNIT-99,FILE-'me1tfact.out' ,STATUS-'OLD' ,ERR-1304) 
DO 2015 I - 1, NU 

2015 READ(99,*,END-1304,ERR-1304) RATEM(I,2) 
CLOSE( UNIT-99 ) 
WRITE(*,*) , 46) Enter obs. 1ake/strm outflow filename' 
READ(*,15) SnowFi1e 
OPEN(UNIT-99,FILE-SnowFi1e,STATUS-'OLD' ,ERR-1306) 
WRITE(*,*) , 46.1) Enter subunit # of ws 1ake/strm> ' 
READ(*,*) N1ake 
WRITE(*,*) , 46.2) Enter Max.(+) Q into subunit', N1ake 
READ(*,*) aMaxQin 
WRITE(*,*) , 46.3) Which subunit should have SRO', 

& ' matching inflows to subunit " N1ake, '?' 
READ(*,*) LakMatch 
OPEN(UNIT-98,FILE-'NEWsnom',STATUS-'unknown' ,ERR-l305) 

ENDIF 
GO TO 38 

END:i:F 
1016 WRITE(*,*) , 14) Enter 1 for water balance only (no chemistry) > ' 

READ(* ,4) WB 
IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 9036 

WRITE(*,*) , 15) Enter 2 to accept 12 default species outputs of:' 
WRITE(*,*) , 1 2 4 5 6 20 102 103 109 112 157 12570' 
WRITE(*,*) , 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 l' 
write(*,*) , in pHalk.out file (total dissolved except NH4=free»' 
READ(*,*) iFreeSp 
IF( iFreeSp .EQ. 2 ) THEN 

iFreeSp - 12 
iiFreeSp(l,l) 
iiFreeSp(1,2) 
iiFreeSp(1,3) 
iiFreeSp(1,4) 
iiFreeSp(1,5) 
iiFreeSp(l,6) 
iiFreeSp (1, 7) 
iiFreeSp (1,8) 
iiFreeSp(l,9) 
iiFreeSp(1,10) 
iiFreeSp(l,11) 
iiFreeSp(l,12) 
iiFreeSp(2,l) 
iiFreeSp(2,2) 
iiFreeSp(2,3) 

= 1 
- 2 
... 4 
- 5 
- 6 
- 20 
... 102 
- 103 
... 109 
~ 112 
- 157 
- 12570 
... 2 
... 2 
- 2 



16 

18 

19 

20 
22 

26 

29 

30 

ENDIF 

iiFreeSp(2,4) - 2 
iiFreeSp(2,S) - 2 
iiFreeSp(2,6) - 2 
iiFreeSp(2,7) - 2 
iiFreeSp(2,8) - 2 
iiFreeSp(2,9) - 2 
iiFreeSp(2,10) - 2 
iiFreeSp(2,11) - 2 
iiFreeSp(2,12) - 1 
GO TO 22 
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WRITE(*,*) , 16) How many species to be output? (max-',MCOMP,'> ' 
READ(*,*) iFreeSp 
IF( iFreeSp .GT. MCOMP ) THEN 

WRITE(*,*) , ** TOO MANY, exceeds MCOMP. TRY AGAIN ***, 
GO TO 16 

ENDIF 
DO 20 ijk - 1, iFreeSp 

WRITE(*,18) ijk 
FORMAT ( , 17) Enter output species ID # " 12, , > ' ) 
READ(*,*) iiFreeSp(l,ijk) 
WRITE(*,19) iiFreeSp(l,ijk) 
FORMAT ( , 18) Enter 1 (free), 2 (total soluble) spec.' ,IS, 

& ' >') 
READ(*,*) iiFreeSp(2,ijk) 

WRITE(*,*) , 19) Enter 1 for acce1. snowpack chern. elution,', 
& ' <CR> for proportional> ' 

READ(*,4) IsnowOpt 
IF( IsnowOpt .NE. 1 ) GO TO 30 

WRITE(*,26) 
FORMAT ( , The snow chemistry decay function is as fo11ows:'// 

& ' C/Cav - A * B * EXP(-B * X) + (l-A) * D * EXP(', 
& ' -D * X)' /' where:'/ 
& ' C - concentration of chemicals in pack free-water/drainage'/ 
& ' Cav - concentration of chemicals in initial whole pack'/ 
& 'X - fraction of initial pack lost to me1t'/ 
& ' A, B, D - parameters you specify'/ ) 

WRITE(*,*) , 20) Enter parameter A > ' 
READ(*,*) Asnow 
WRITE(*,*) , 21) Enter parameter B > ' 
READ(*,*) Bsnow 
WRITE(*,*) , 22) Enter parameter D > ' 
READ(*,*) Dsnow 
IsnoOpt2 - 0 
IsnoOptd - 0 
WRITE(*,*) , 23) Enter 1 to specify day accel. pack elution' 
WRITE(*,*) 'starts (no date -> I.C. reset at ea. precip. event) >' 
READ(*,4) IsnoOpt2 
IF( IsnoOpt2 .NE. 1 ) GO TO 30 

WRITE(*,*) , 24) Enter WY date accelerated pack elution starts> ' 
READ(*,*) IsnoOptd 
WRITE(9,29) IsnoOptd, Asnow, Bsnow, Dsnow 
FORMAT ( , Accelerated snow elution used, starts WYD', 14,/ 

& ' Asnow-', FlO.4, ' Bsnow-', F10.4, ' Dsnow-', FlO.4 ) 

WRITE(*,*) , 25) Enter 1 to eliminate all kinetic reactions >' 
READ(*,4) NoKinet 
IF( NoKinet .EQ. 1 ) THEN 



31 

33 

34 
35 

36 

9036 
37 

WRITE(9,*) , All kinetic rxns eliminated' 
NoLitEq - 2 
ISLitEq - 2 
GO TO 35 

ENDIF 
WRITE(*.3l) 
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FORMAT ( , 26) Enter 2 to skip chern Equi1./kinetics on litter> ' ) 
READ(*.4) NoLitEq 
IF( NoLitEq .EQ. 2 ) THEN 

ISLitEq - 2 
GO TO 35 

ENDIF 
WRITE(*.*) , 27a) Enter 1 for litter kin. on specific subunits>' 
READ(*.4) ISLitEq 
IF( ISLitEq .NE. 1 ) GO TO 35 

DO 34 I-I, NU 
WRITE(*,33) I 
FORMAT ( , 27b) Enter any integer to include litter kinetics' , 

& ' on subunit', 13, ' >, ) 
READ(*.4) ISLitEq2(1) 
IF( ISLitEq2(1) .NE. 0 ) WR1TE(9,*) , Litter kinet., subu', I 

CONTINUE 
WRITE(*.*) , 28) SRO/soil water mixing parameter (0. to 1. OK) > ' 
READ(*.36) SROMIXP 
FORMAT( flO. 0 ) 
IF( SROMIXP .LT. O .. OR. SROMIXP .GT. 1. ) THEN 

WRITE(*,*) , *** Error: not 0.0-1.0 Try again.' 
GO TO 35 

ENDIF 

WRITE(*.*) , 29) Enter 1 to use (untested) surface chern. option> ' 
READ(*,4) ISurfChm 
WRITE(* .37) 
FORMAT ( , 30) Want to use initial conditions from a previous', 

& ' end-of-water-year run? > ') 
READ(*.8) EYear 
IF( EYear .EQ. 'Y' .OR. EYear .EQ. 'y' ) WRITE(9,*) , USING', 

& ' YEAR-END INITIAL CONDITIONS OPTION' 
IF( EYear .EQ. 'Y' .OR. EYear .EQ. 'y' THEN 

1Track - 1 

ENDIF 

CALL RESTART(ITrack) 
GO TO 38 

IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 38 
WRITE(*. ~~) , 31) Enter 1 to turn off nitrogen rxn model> ' 
READ(*.4) NoNitro 
IF( NoNitro .EQ. 1 ) THEN 

WRITE(9,*) , Nitrogen rxn model OFF.' 
ELSE 

WRITE(9,*) , Nitrogen rxn model ON.' 
ENDIF 
WRITE(*. ~\') , 32) Enter 1 to turn off organic aci.ds model> ' 
READ(*,4) NoORGACM 
IF( NoORGACM .EQ. 1 ) THEN 

WRITE(9,*) , Org. acids model OFF.' 
ELSE 

WRITE(9,*) , Org. acids model ON.' 
ENDIF 

38 lJRITE(*.*)' 33) Choose run-progress output (0-3, larger-more)' 
READ(*.4) Iprogres 
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C Snowmelt optimization runs want to restart with same initial 
C conditions, file 10 left open by main, rewound for subsequent 
C "year's" iterations. 

OPEN(UNIT-10,FILE-Fname1,STATUS-'OLD', ERR - 890) 

C Read output options; a one in any of these makes it write the 
C output file: 
C i-1 (expanded) xcheck, i-2 inout.out, i-3 dstor.out, i=4 stor.out, 
C i-5 pha1k.out (or) mod1flow.out, i-6 chembal.out, i-7 bigchem.out 
39 READ(10,40,ERR-1300) ( IOutOpt(i), i - 1, 7 ) 
40 FORMAT(/7I10) 

IF( EYear .EQ. 'Y' .OR. EYear .EQ. 'y' ) GO TO 9040 

C if user chose output file 6, has a choice 
IF( IOutOpt(6) .EQ. 1 .AND. IWB .NE. 1 ) THEN 

WRITE(*,*)' 34) Enter 1) chem. stor. table 2) chemba1 on 1', 
& ' spec.> ' 

READ(*,4) iChemChc 
ENDIF 

C read names of files: ONE PER LINE, A30 MAX, order is: 
c 1 basin wide and subunit physical hydrologic constants 
c 2 chemical I.C. File names 
c 3-4 rainfall, snowfall, 5 flow routing matrix, 6 to 5+nu = 
C snowrnelt/snowcovered area files, 1 per subunit 
c 6+nu to 5 + 2*NU, sublimation/PET files, 1 per subunit 
9040 DO 44 I - 1, 6 

IF( I .EQ. 1 ) fi1etyp - 'hydro. const. ' 
IF( I .EQ. 2 ) fi1etyp - 'chem I.C. Fnames 
IF( I .EQ. 3 ) fi1etyp - 'obs. rainfall 
IF( I .EQ. 4 ) fi1etyp - 'obs. snowfall 
IF( I .EQ. 5 ) fi1etyp - 'obs. air temp. 
IF( I .EQ. 6 ) fi1etyp - 'flow rout matrix' 

C Currently air temp is ignored, no file name can be present. 
IF( I .EQ. 5 ) GO TO 44 

C "chemical file names" file name must be present even for 
C water-balance only run; file need not exist.· 

READ(10,15,END-900) Fname1 
NFILE2 - 10 + I 
IF( newrun .NE. 0 ) GO TO 43 

WRITE(*,4l) Fname1, fi1etyp 
WRITE(9,41) Fnamel, fi1etyp 

41 FORMAT ( , File " A30,' - ' ,A17) 
43 IF( I .EQ. 2 .AND. IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 44 

OPEN(UNIT-NFILE2,FILE-Fnamel,STATUS-'OLD' ,ERR-910) 
44 CONTINUE 

WRITE(*,46) 
46 FORMAT( / ) 
C READ BASIN WIDE CLIMATIC CONSTANTS (First line of input file is 
C a title, but it isn't output anywhere) 
C BASEelev - elevation at which temperature is measured 
C DLAPS - dry adiabatic air temperature lapse rate to use in 
C adjusting subunit temperature on days without rain or snow 
C WLAPS - moist adiabatic air temperature lapse rate to use in 
C adjusting subunit temperature on days with precipitation 
C (no air temp is used, lapse rates aren't either) 

IF( EYear .EQ. 'Y' .OR. EYear .EQ. 'y' ) GO TO 9048 
K - 1 
READ(11,47,END=990) title 

47 FORMAT(A79) 



K - 2 
READ(11,48,ERR-990,END-990) BASEe1ev, DLAPS, WLAPS, SnowFrWM, 

& SnowFrWK 
48 FORMAT ( 5F10.0) 

IF( newrun .NE. 0 ) GO TO 50 
9048 WRITE(9,49) SROMIXP. BASEe1ev, DLAPS, WLAPS, SnowFrWM, 

& SnowFrWK 
49 FORMAT ( , SRO - SOIL WATER MIXING PARAMETER Fl4.6/ 

C 
50 

51 

52 

& ' base elevation F8.0/ 
& ' Dry temp. lapse rate (per 1000 units)* Fl1.3/ 
& ' Wet temp. lapse rate (per 1000 units)* Fl1.3/ 
& ' 1-Day Max. sno fro H20 h1d. cap, fracto - F14.6/ 
& ' Resid. snow free water release fraction F14.6/ 
& ' * Present but not used') 

& 

IF( EYear .EQ. 'Y' .OR. EYear .EQ. 'y' ) GO TO 64 

READ SUBUNIT HYDROLOGIC PARAMETERS 
ioldsub - 0 
tArea - O. 
DO 63 1-1, NU 

K - K + 1 
READ(ll,5l,END-990,ERR-990) ISUBU, NLayers(I) , UType(I) , 
SubName(I) 
FORMAT( / 2110, 9X, Al, lOX, A30 ) 
IF( ISUBU .NE. (ioldsub + 1) ) THEN 

WRITE(*,52) K, (io1dsub + 1), ISUBU 
FORMAT(/ 

~7 

& 
& 
& 
& 
& 

, Subunits (including stream segments) must be listed in'/ 

C 
C 
C 
C 
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C 
C 

& 

ascending numerical order; yours are not.'/ 
, Error is in file of hydrologic constants, line', 13/ 
, looking for subunit', 13, 
" found subunit' ,13/' Program terminated') 
STOP 

ENDIF 
ioldsub = ioldsub + 1 
K - K + 1 
IFreezeM - month subunit freezes 
IFreezeD - day of month subunit freezes 
IThawM - month subunit thaws 
IThawD - day of month subunit thaws 
READ(11,53,END-990,ERR-990) AREA(I) , ELEV(I), aINFILTR(I), 
IRipar(I) , IFreezeM, IFreezeD, IThawM, IThawD 
FORMAT( / 3F10.0, 110, 2(6X,212) ) 
tArea - tArea + AREA(I) 
Convert freeze/thaw to water year day; keep thawed all year 
with blank or same date (valid month, day) freeze and thaw) 
IF( IFreezeM .EQ. 0 .AND. IThawM .EQ. 0 ) THEN 

ENDIF 

IFreeze(I) - 365 
IThaw(I) - 365 
IF( MOD(Lyear,4) .EQ. 0 ) THEN 

IFreeze(I) - 366 
IThaw(I) - 366 

ENDIF 
GO TO 3053 

IFreeze(I) - IWYDate( IFreezeM, IFreezeD ) 
IThaw(I) - IWYDate( IThawM, IThawD ) 

3053 K = K + 1 
C Below line: irain, isnow, frain, fsnow on stream subunit 
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56 

c 
c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

57 
C 
C 

58 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

9058 
59 

61 
C 

63 

c 

C 
64 

65 
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READ(11,55,END-990,EPR-990) IRAIN(I), FRAIN(I), ISNOW(I), 
& FSNOW(I), SNOWPKIC(I), SnoFrWIC(I) , SnoCAo1d(I), SnowIntI(I) 

FORMAT( / 2(IIO,FIO.0), 4FIO.0 ) 
K - K + 1 
READ(11,56,END-990,ERR-990) aINTER1(I) , aINTERI1(I) , 

& aINTER2(I) , aINTERI2(I) , aINTER3(I) , aINTERI3(I) 
FORMAT( / 6F10.0 ) 
DO 61 iii - 1, NLayers(I) 

Except for ET fraction - 1, leave single line blank for 
stream subunit. 
True saturated hydraulic conductivity, if used with the 
unsatuated hydraulic conductivity function for drainage 
from bottom layer will grossly overestimate Darcy flow, 
as the area of flow will equal the subunit area, which 
will be orders of magnitude too large. 
K - K + 1 
Stream/Lake/Rock below should be blank except aETmax. 
READ(11,57,END~990,ERR-990) aETmax(I,iii) , 

& Sdepth(I,iii), Soiln(I,iii), HYDKsat(I,iii), 
& ThetaR(I,iii), ThetaS(I,iii), 
& ThetaW1t(I,iii) , ThetaIC(I,iii) 

FORMAT( // 8F10.0 ) 
If this is a soil covered subunit, read bulk density; 
used only by MINEQL and COMPKIN. Also read THETA on SCA 
IF(UType(I) .EQ. 'n' .OR. UType(I) .EQ. 'N' ) READ (11 , 58) 

& BDEN(I,iii), ThetaIC(I+NU,iii) 
FORMAT( / F10.0, 60X, F10.0 ) 
Below: stage-vol-surface area data for lake, paired, 
continuously increasing, value indexed NumLArea 
(probably not "13") is stage of zero outflow, vol. of 
zero outflow and is required in that position (see 
parametr.inc). "13" in format allows NumLArea to be 
increased as high as 13 without changing format. 
Not all values must be filled, but last stage and vol. 
must be, and others must bracket range found in run. 
IF(UType(I) .EQ. 'L' .OR. UType(I) .EQ. '1' ) THEN 

READ(11,9058) ( stage(I,iiii), iiii - 1, NumLArea ) 
READ(11,59) ( VoIL(I,iiii), iiii - I, NumLArea ) 
READ(11,59) ( sArea(I,iiii), iiii - 1, NumLArea ) 
FORMAT( / 13F10.0 ) 
FORMAT ( 13F10.0 ) 
IF( NumLArea .CT. 13 .OR. ( stage(I,NumLArea) .LE. 

& .0001 .AND. VolL(I,NumLArea) .LE .. 0001»CO TO 1310 
ENDIF 

CONTINUE 
Read stage-Q parameters for lake outflow, init. lake stages 
IF(UType(I) .EQ. 'L' .OR. UType(I) .EQ. 'I' ) READ(11,9058) 

& QK1(I), QK2(I), stageHyp(I) , stageEpi(I), ThickIce(I) 
CONTINUE 
CLOSE(UNIT-11) 
IF( newrun .NE. 0 ) GO TO 350 
IF( MELTOPT .NE. 1 ) CO TO 64 

Determine the descend. order of subu. size for snowmelt rate opt. 
CALL SORTSIZE 
Perform cursory input data quality checks. 
WRITE(9,*) , Total watershed area -' tArea 
DO 70 I = 1, NU 

IF( (aINTER2(I) .CT. 0.0 .OR. aINTER3(I) .CT. 0.0 ) .AND. 
& (UType(I) .NE. 'N' .AND. UType(I) .NE. 'n'» WRITE(9,65) I 

FORMAT ( '***Caution: rock, stream, or lake subu', 13, ' has', 



1065 

2065 

3065 

4065 

66 

67 

6B 

69 
70 
C 

71 
72 

73 

74 

75 

& , rain or snow canopy interception.' ) 
IF( AREA(I) .LE. o. ) WRITE(9,1065) I 
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& 
& 

FORMAT ( '***ERROR: Subunit', 13, , has zero area') 
IF( IRipar(I) .NE. 0 .AND. ( UType(I) .EQ. 's' .OR. 
UType(I) .EQ. 's' .OR. UType(I) .EQ. 'L' .OR. UType(I) .EQ. 
'1' ) ) WRITE(9,2065) I 

& 

& 

& 

& 
& 

& 
& 
& 

& 
& 
& 

& 
& 
& 

FORMAT ( '***ERROR: Stream/lake subunit', 13, , receives', 
, riparian recharge') 
IF( (SNOWPKIC(I) .GT. 0.01 .OR. SnoFrWIC(I) .GT. 0.001) 
.AND. SnoCAo1d(I) .LE .. 0000001 ) THEN 

WRITE(9,3065) I 
WRITE(*,3065) I 
FORMAT(/'***ERROR, SCA equal zero, pack', 
, or SFW > 0, hydconst. file, Subunit', 12 ) 

ENDIF 
IF(SNOWPKIC(I).LT. O.OOOl.AND. SnoCAold(I) .GE .. 00001 ) THEN 

WRITE(9,4065) I 
WRITE(*,4065) I 
FORMAT(/'***ERROR, SCA> zero, pack < 0, Subunit', 12 ) 

ENDIF 
DO 69 ii - 1, NLayers(I) 

IF( IRipar(I) .NE. a .AND. (HYDKsat(I,ii) .LE. O .. OR. 
Sdepth(I,ii) .LE. 0.» WRITE(9,66) 
I, IRipar(I) 
FORMAT(//'***Probable Error: Subunit', 13, 
, g~ts riparian recharge from subunit'/ 14,' but has' 
'eiLher sat. hyd. cond.-O or depth-O for a layer -', 
, 0.0') 

IF( ( ThetaR(I,ii) .LE. O .. OR. ThetaS(I,ii) .LE .. 2 
.OR. ThetaW1t(I,ii) .LE. O .. OR. ThetaIC(I,ii) .LE. O. ) 
.AND. ( UType(I) .EQ. 'N' .OR. UType(I) .EQ. 'n') ) 
WRITE(9,67) I 
FORMAT(' CAUTION: one of these tests caused this write', 
, on subunit', 13/ ' ThetaR .LE. O .. OR. ThetaS .LE. " 
'.2 .OR. ThetaWlt .LE. O .. OR. 1hetaIC .LE. O. (OK if', 
, ThetaIC-O. and SCA - 1.0' ) 

IF( Sdepth(I,ii) .LE. 0.0 .AND. ( UType(I) .EQ. 'N' 
& .OR. UType(I) .EQ. 'n'» WRITE(9,6B) I, ii 

FORMAT ( , Error: soil depth - O. on soil subunit,', 
& ' subunit #', 13, ' soil layer', 12 ) 

CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
Output the input values. 
DO 71 I - 1, NU 

WRITE(9,72) I, SubName(I) 
FORMAT ( 14, A30 ) 
WRITE(9,73) 
FORMAT ( 'Subu Type Soil Area Elev Max. Ripar.', 

& ' Rain Rain Snow Snow Snow Snow'/ 
& no. Layers Ha infilt. rech. " 
& adj. adj. adj. adj. Pack FWE'/ 
& from U' , 
& type Fact. type Fact. IC IC'/) 

DO 74 I - 1, NU 
WRITE(9,75) I, UType(I) , NLayers(I) , AREA(I) , ELEV(I), 

& aINFILTR(I), IRipar(I), lRAIN(I), FRAIN(I), ISNOW(I), 
& FSNOW(I), SNOWPKIC(I), SnoFrWIC(I) 

FORMAT(I3, 3X, AI, IS, FB.2,lX, F6.0, F6.1, 216, IX, F7.2, 
& 14, FB.2, F6.1, F6.2 ) 
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77 

78 

79 

80 

81 

82 

83 
84 

90 

91 

92 

93 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
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WRITE(9,76) 
FORMAT ( , Subu Snow Cov. Rainfall Snow Snow' , 

& ' Canopy Rainfall Canopy'/ 
& ' Area litter Intercpt Litter Interc', 
& 'eption Interception'/ 
& ' IC Const. I.C. I.C. Const. 
& ' I. C . Cons t . I. C.' ) 

DO 77 I - 1, NU 

& 
WRITE(9,78) I, SnoCAo1d(I), aINTER1(I) , aINTERl1(I) , 
SnowlntI(I),aINTER2(I), aINTERI2(I) , aINTER3(I) , aINTERI3(I) 
FORMAT( 14, F9.3, F12.3, F8.3, F7.3, F11.3, F8.3, 2F9.3 ) 

WRITE(9,79) 
FORMAT(//' Subu Layer Max ET Soil Soil Sat. Hyd.', 

& ' Resid. Satd. 
& 'no. no. fracto 
& ' Soil M. Soil M. 

DO 81 I - 1, NU 

Wilt SoilM' / 
Depth N 
Pt. I. C. ') 

Conduct.' , 

DO 81 iii - 1, NLayers(I) 
WRITE(9,80) I, iii, aETmax(I,iii), Sdepth(I,iii) , 

& Soi1n(I,iii), HYDKsat(I,iii), ThetaR(I,iii), 
& ThetaS(I,iii), ThetaWlt(I,iii) , ThetaIC(I,iii) , 
& ThetaIC(I+NU,iii) 

FORMAT ( 14, 16, F9.3, F8.1, F6.2, F10.3, F8.3, F9.3, 
& F8.3, F6.3/ 49X, ' Snow-covered soil-', F6.3 ) 

CONTINUE 
WRITE(9,82) 
FORMAT(// ' Sub Hori Bulk WYD WYD'/ 

& ' # zon Dens. Freeze Thaw') 
DO 84 I - 1, NU 

DO 84 iii - 1, NLayers(I) 
WRITE(9,83) I, iii, BDEN(I,iii), IFreeze(I), IThaw(I) 
FORMAT ( 14, IS, F8.4, 16, 18 ) 

CONTINUE 

WRITE(9,90) (I, I - 1, NumLArea ) 
FORMAT(//' Lakes: stage/volume/surface area data, Stage-Q', 

& ' Eqn.'/ 6X, 13(112:) ) 
DO 93 I - 1, NU 

IF( UType(I) .NE. 'L' .AND. UType(I) .NE. '1' ) GO TO 93 
WRITE(9,*) , Lake subunit', I 
filetyp2 - 'stage ' 
WRITE(9,91) filetyp2, (stage(I,iii), iii~l, NumLArea ) 
FORMAT ( lX, A7, 2X, 13(F12.3:) ) 
fi1etyp2 - 'volume ' 
WRITE(9,9l) filetyp2, (VolL(I,iii), iii-I, NumLArea ) 
filetyp2 - 's Area' 
~mITE(9,9l) filetyp2, (sArea(1,iii), iii-1, NumLArea ) 
WRITE(9,92) QKl(I), stage(I, NumLArea), QK2(I), stageHyp(I) , 

& stageEpi(1), Thick1ce(1) 
FORMAT(/' Q (m3/sec) - " F8.3, ' * ( Stage(m) -', F8.3, 

& ') ** " F9.4// ' Initial Hypo. stage m Epilim. stage m', 
& ' Ice thickness cm'/9X, F13.4, F17.4, F18.4 ) 

CONTINUE 

UNIT-9 remains open for flow matrix output from SubUSeq, and 
outputs from MINEQL and READCHEM, and certain error messages. 
READ matrix that determines where flows from each unit go; file 18 
that has user supplied matrix is already open. 
This is "out of order" considering its file nwnber, but is read 
here because it's relatively quick to read, and if syntax errors 
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C are present user will err off before having to wait for reading 
C and writing much larger files. 
c unit number of input matrix is 16 

IF( EYear .EQ. 'Y' .OR. EYear .EQ. 'y' ) GO TO 94 
NFILE2 - 16 

c Get order in which to process subunits 
CALL SubUSeq( NFILE2 ) 
write(*,*) , , 

94 CLOSE(UNIT-16) 
C Read file with chemical I.C. file names and those files too 

IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) THEN 
CLOSE(UNIT-12) 
GO TO 98 

ENDIF 
IF( EYear .EQ. 'Y' .OR. EYear .EQ. 'y' ) THEN 

CLOSE(UNIT-12) 
GO TO 98 

ENDIF 
CALL READCHEM 

C Ensure chemical indices match on lake compartments 1, 2, 3, and 7 
DO 97 I - 1, NU 

IF( UType(I) .EQ. 'L' .OR. UType(I) .EQ. '1' ) THEN 
CALL MATCHID( I, 7, I, 1 ) 
CALL MATCHID( I, 7, I, 2 ) 
CALL MATCHID( I, 7, I, 3 ) 

ENDIF 
97 CONTINUE 
C READCHEM opened 11, closed units 11 & 12 before returning here. 
98 IF( ibug .EQ. 1 ) WRITE(*,*) , Reading daily data.' 
C OPEN UNIT 18 FOR OUTPUT FILE FOR SUBUNIT RAIN, SNOW, 
C AND (non-existent) AIR TEMP DATA; already exists in case of 
C repetive years during snowmelt optimization. 

OPEN( UNIT-18, FILE-'RAWprec', STATUS -'UNKNOWN') 
C Set variable to control whether or not values should be read from 
C rain or snow file first time through, and that end of files has 
C not been reached yet. 

NoRa in - 0 
NoSnow - 0 
nomorain - 0 
nomosnow - 0 

C ** ** ** DAY LOOP ** ** ** 
K - 0 
WRITE(*, 100) 

100 FORMAT ( 37X, ' Reading rainfall, snowfall data.') 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
105 

DO 200 I = iDstartB, NUsrDAYS 
K - K + 1 
************* Read observed rainfall data *********~'r******* 
Days without rain need'nt be input. Function WYDAY returns 
water year with Oct. 1 - 1, Sept. 30 - 365 or 366 in leap yr 
Converted to rain on each subunit in subroutine RAINADJ 
(first time into this below, I is .GT. NoRain) 
RAIN - O. 
RainFile - ' 
IF( I .LT. NoRa in .OR. nomorain .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 120 

IF( I .EQ. NoRa in ) THEN 
RAIN = RAIN2 
RainFile = rainchm 
GO TO 120 



C 
C 
109 
110 
C 

111 

c <c> 
c 
112 

115 

c 
120 

C 
C 
C 
121 

122 
C 

123 

c 
124 

125 

& 

& 
& 
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ENDIF 
Fixed format read used so chemistry file name for individual 
storm can be read too. 
READ(13,llO,END-lll,ERR-llll) month, iIDAY, RAIN2, rainchm 
FORMAT ( 212,lX,FlO.3, A30 ) 
Blank month and day imply end of file. 
IF( month .EQ. 0 .AND. iIDAY .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 111 
GO TO 112 

nomorain - 1 
GO TO 105 

compute water year day 
for this rainfall; check to match "I" index 
NoRa in - IWYDate( month, iIDAY ) 
IF( NoRa in .EQ. I ) THEN 

RAIN - RAIN2 
RainFile - rainchm 

ENDIF 
IF( NoRain .LT. I ) THEN 

WRITE(*,l15) month, iIDAY 
WRITE(9,l15) month, iIDAY 
FORMAT(/' Caution - rain on / ,12,'-/ ,12,' ignored. " 
'Preceded start date (OK) or out of sequence (not OK)'/) 
GO TO 109 

ENDIF 
Convert observed rainfall data to rain on each subunit. 
CALL RAINADJ( RAIN) 

**************** READ OBSERVED SNOWFALL DATA *************** 
These values must be converted 
to SNOW on each subunit; converted in subroutine SNOWADJ. 
SNOW - O. 
SnowFile - ' 
IF( I .LT. NoSnow .OR. nomosnow .eq. 1 ) GO TO 130 
IF( I .EQ. NoSnow ) THEN 

ENDIF 

SNOW - SNOW2 
SnowFi1e ~ snowchem 
GO TO 130 

READ(14,llO,END-123,ERR-1l23) month, iIDAY, SNOW2, snowchem 
Blank month and day imply end of file. 
IF( month .EQ. 0 .AND. iIDAY .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 123 
GO TO 124 

nomosnow - 1 
GO TO 121 

compute water year day 
NoSnow - IWYDate( month, iIDAY ) 
IF( NoSnow .EQ. I ) THEN 

SNOW - SNOW2 
SnowFi1e ~ snowchem 

ENDIF 
IF( NoSnow .LT. I ) THEN 

WRITE(*,125) month, iIDAY 
WRITE(9,125) month, i1DAY 
FORMAT(/' Caution - snow on ' ,12,'-' ,12,' ignored. 
/ Preceded start date (OK) or out of sequence (not', 
, OK)' /) 
GO TO 122 
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ENDIF 
C Convert snowfall data to snow on each subunit. 
130 CALL SNOWADJ( SNOW) 

C 

140 
C 

190 

194 
195 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

196 

197 

C 
200 

C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 

& 

& 
& 

& 
& 

READ AIR TEMPERATURE INPUT (if modified) 
DO 140 jj - I, NU 

TAIR(jj) - O. 
Write subu. rain, snow, and dummy air temp 
WRITE(lB,190) I 
FORMAT(' Adjusted climatic data, day', 14/ 
, SUBUNIT RAIN SNOW DUMMY FROZEN?') 
DO 194 jj - I, NU 

IF( I .GE. IFreeze(jj) .AND. I .LT. IThaw(jj) ) THEN 
FROZEN - .TRUE. 

ELSE 
FROZEN - . FALSE. 

ENDIF 
WRITE(lB,195) jj, RainU(JJ), SnowU(JJ), TAIR(JJ), FROZEN 
FORMAT ( 14, 3FlO.4, 2X, L4 ) 

************ Rainfall, Snowfall Chemistry Files ************ 
****************** (TEST OPEN, READ ONLY) ****************** 
Write file names with snow and rain chemistry data (will be 
blank if none). Also do a test open and read to be sure they 
are present and OK to avoid a crash well into the run; values 
read will be discarded, later re-read by subroutine REREAD. 
Calling arguments to rainchem include: I-WY day, 1 or 2 
for rain or snow, resp. 3rd argument 1 if just testing file. 
WRITE(IB,196) RainFile 
FORMAT( A30 ) 
NumCRain - 0 
NumCSnow - 0 
IF( RainFile .EQ. , , .OR. 
IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 197 
OPEN(UNIT-B,FILE-RainFile,STATUS-'old' ,ERR-1200) 
ITYPE - 1 
CALL RAINCHEM( I, ITYPE, I ) 
CLOSE(UNIT-B) 
WRITE(lB,196) SnowFile 
IF( SnowFile .EQ. , , .OR. 
IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 200 
OPEN(UNIT-B,FILE-SnowFile,STATUS='old' ,ERR=1210) 
ITYPE - 2 
CALL RAINCHEM( I, ITYPE, 1 ) 
CLOSE(UNIT-8) 
** DAY LOOP FOR PRECIPITATION AND AIR TEMP ENDS 

CONTINUE 
** ** 

CLOSE(UNIT~13) 
CLOSE(UNIT-14) 
air temp file: CLOSE(UNIT=15) 
CLOSE(UNIT=18) 
READDAT now holds unit 9 and 10 (only) open; other files may be 
open from main program. 9 is XCHECK, 10 is file of file names. 
FILE RAWprec WILL BE REOPENED LATER WITH A MORE CONVENIENT UNIT # 

******* SNOWMELT, SCA, SUBLIM, PET, HYPOLIMN., ICE FILES ******** 
MaxFiles is a parameter set at top of this routine. 
READ IN MELT, SCA, SUBLIM., PET, Hypo. stage, lake ice thickness; 
BECAUSE WE DONT KNOW HmJ MANY SUBUNITS THERE ARE, TOO MANY FILES 
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C MIGHT BE OPENED SIMULTANEOUSLY IF ALL WERE OPENED AT THE SAME TIME 
C CONSEQUENTLY, UP TO "MaxFiles" FILES ARE OPENED AT ONE TIME UNTIL 
C ALL ARE READ. This leaves room for units 9 and 10, and unit 8 
C to be opened for reading and writing RAWsnomN filename. After 
C this routine, units 10 and 8 will be closed as will the "MaxFi1es" 
C files opened in this loop. The "read" files are units 11 - 11+NU. 

itimes - 0 
NSTART - 1 
NSTOP .. NU 
IF( ~lU .GT. MaxFi1es ) NSTOP .. MaxFiles 

C track number of times you've been through here 
215 itimes - itimes + 1 
C subunit loop to open files: 

KK .. 0 
DO 250 I - NSTART, NSTOP 

KK-KK+1 
NumSubu - (itimes - 1) * MaxFi1es + KK 

c Index I does not represent number of file names read from the 
c list of file names, because index restarted at nstart;adjust. 

READ(10,15,END-900) Fname1 
NFILE2 - 10 + I 
WRITE(*,228) NumSubu, Fname1 

228 FORMAT(' Subu.', 13, , File', A30, '- snow/ice/ET/lake' ) 
OPEN(UNIT-NFILE2,FILE-Fname1,STATUS-'OLD' ,ERR=910) 

250 CONTINUE 
WRITE(*,251) NSTART,. NSTOP 

251 FORMAT(' Consolidating snow/iee/ET/lake input files, subunits', 
& 13, , - ',13 ) 

C Create file for insertion of NAME of this group of subunits 
C consolidated data file(s). Unit 8 may be open from auto snowmelt 
C estimation during second pass through here, so close. 

C 
C 

261 

270 

C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

289 
290 

292 

CLOSE( UNIT-8 ) 
OPEN(UNIT-8,FILE-'RAWname' ,STATUS-'UNKNOWN' ,ERR-IOOO) 

note: by the format below, user is limited to 9 times through this 
loop, which limits program to MaxFiles*9 subunits 
WRITE(8,261) itimes 
FORMAT('RAWsnom', II ) 
REWIND (UNIT-8) 
READ(8,270) Fnamel 
FORMAT( A30 ) 
CLOSE(UNIT-8) 
FILES ARE OPEN; READ DATA FOR EACH SUBUNIT, PUT INTO FEWER, LARGER 
FILES ( unit 8 ) 
OPEN(UNIT-8,FILE-Fnamel,STATUS-'UNKNOWN' ,ERR-997) 
**** DAY LOOP 
DO 300 J .. iDstartB, NUsrDAYS 

track number of lines read from each file for error message 
K - J 
*** SUBUNIT LOOP TO READ DATA 
DO 290 I - NSTART, NSTOP 

ISUBU .. I 
NFILE2 .. 10 + I 
stageHyp and ThickIce used here would overwrite IC's 
READ(NFILE2,289,END-993,ERR-993) SNOWMELT(I), SnowCA(I), 

& SUBLIME(I), aPET(I), stageH(I), ThickI(I) 
FORMAT ( 6FIO.0 ) 

CONTINUE 
WRITE(8,292) J, NSTART, NSTOP 
FORMAT ( , MELT/SCA/SUBL/PET/stageHyp/lce WYD', 14, 

& " Subunits', 13, ' through',I3) 



C 

293 
298 
300 
C 

310 

C 

C 
C 
C 

& 

SUBUNIT WRITE LOOP 
DO 298 jj - NSTART, NSTOP 

WRITE(8,293) SNOWMELT(jj), SnowCA(jj), SUBLIME(jj), 
aPET(jj), stageH(jj), ThickI(jj) 
FORMAT( 6F10.4 ) 

CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
CLOSE INPUT AND OUTPUT FILES 
DO 310 I - NSTART, NSTOP 

NFILE2 - 10 + I 
CLOSE(UNIT-NFILE2) 

CONTINUE 
CLOSE (UNIT-8) 
make certain all files have been read 
IF( NSTOP .LT. NU ) THEN 

ENDIF 

NSTART - NSTOP + 1 
NSTOP - NSTART + MaxFi1es - 1 
IF( NSTOP .GT. NU ) NSTOP - NU 
GO TO 215 

Files are closed, data read. 
Keep "file of file names" open as unit 10; will rewind (in main 
below 810) and read if optimizing snowmelt. 
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C 
C 
350 

****** SNOWMELT OPTIMIZATION: Create new consolidated SM/SCA/sub1/ 
PET/HYPO/ICE files S.T. Q - Me1t+rainfa11 
IF( MELTOPT .NE. 1 ) GO TO 2000 

CALL MAKEMELT( 1, Ksnow, idone ) 
GO TO 2000 

C ERROR MESSAGES AND END OF SUBROUTINE 
890 WRITE(*,891) Fname1 
891 FORMAT ( , Cannot open file', A30 //25X,' TRY AGAIN'//) 

GO TO 11 

900 WRITE(*,901) 
901 FORMAT(//' FILE MISSING OR INSUFFICIENT NUMBER OF FILE NAMES,'/ 

& ' ( file of file names ended prematurely)') 

910 WRITE(*,9l1) Fname1 
911 FORMAT( //' FILE' ,A30/' IS LISTED IN FILE OF FILE NAMES', 

& ' BUT CANNOT BE OPENED. PROGRAM TERMINATED.') 
STOP 

990 WRITE(*,991) K 
991 FORMAT(' File with hydrologic constants has an error in line', 

& i4,// ' Program terminated.' ) 
IF( NU .GT. NNU ) WRITE(*,992) NNU 

992 FORMAT ( , (Too many subunits (compiled for', 13,')') 
STOP 

993 WRITE(*,994) K, ISUBU 
994 FORMAT ( , Error, line' 13,' of me1t/SCA/sub1/PET/h/lce file,', 

& ' subunit " 13 ) 
STOP 

997 fi1etyp2 ~ 'RAWsnom' 
WRITE(*,998) fi1etyp2, itimes 

998 FORMAT(//' YOU PROBABLY CAN NOT RUN WITH THIS MANY SUBUNITS'/ 
& OR FILE', A7, II, , IS WRITE PROTECTED'/ 
& ' (error occured upon attempt to open file for output)') 



STOP 

1000 WRITE(*,1001) 
1001 FORMAT(//' ERROR OCCURRED OPENING FILE RAWname'/ 

& ' (probably is write protected, unprotect it)') 
STOP 

1111 WRITE(*,1112) month, iIDAY, RAIN2, rainchm 
1112 FORMAT ( , ERROR READING RAINFALL FILE: attempted read was'/ 

& lX, 2I2,lX,F10.3, A30/ ' Run stopped.' ) 
STOP 

1123 WRITE(*,1124) month, iIDAY, SNOW2, snowchem 
1124 FORMAT ( , ERROR READING SNOWFALL FILE: attempted read was'/ 

& lX, 2I2,lX,F10.3, A30/ ' Run stopped.' ) 
STOP 

1200 WRITE(*,1201) RainFi1e 
1201 FORMAT ( , ERROR: Cannot open file with precipitation chemistry:'/ 

& 1X,A30 ) 

1210 

1300 
1301 

1304 

1305 

1306 

1310 
1311 

C 
2000 

STOP 

WRITE(*,1201) SnowFi1e 
STOP 

WRITE(*,1301) Fname1 
FORMAT ( , First 2 lines of file " A30/ ' are supposed to be' , 

& ' blank or headin~s / output se1ections'/ ' format(/6I10) where', 
& ' a one in each f~e1d will write (expanded) xcheck, inout.out,'/ 
& ' dstor.out, stor.out, pha1k. out(or)mod1f1ow. out, chembal.out'/ 
& ' and bigchem.out, respectively.'/ ' Found an error instead.') 

STOP 

WRITE(*,*) , File meltfact.out either cannot be opened or has err' 
STOP 
WRITE(*,*) , Cannot open file NEWsnom for consolo smSCAsubET data' 
STOP 
WRITE(*,*) , Cannot open that file; bye , 
STOP 

WRITE(*,1311) I, NumLArea 
FORMAT(' ERROR: Either you changed NumLArea in parametr.inc to', 

& ' .GT. 13 without'/' changing FORMAT in READDAT, or lake stage', 
& ' and vol. at zero outflow - O. '/' Subunit', 13, , Current', 
& ' NumLArea -', 13) 

STOP 

only files 9 (XCHECK) and 10 ("file of file names" remain open 
RETURN 
END 



C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

95 

100 

190 

200 
C 

250 
260 

275 
280 

300 
310 

SUBROUTINE READKIN 

SUBROUTINE READKIN( ISUBU, ICOMPART ) 
Subroutine reads kinetic data. Will not read more kinetic 
equations than the maximum number (Mkin); will read less. 
INPUT VARIABLES: Mkin OUTPUT VARIABLES: 
AKinK(ISUBU,2+NL,n,3) - constant 
AlphaK(ISUBU,2+NL,n,2) - constant 
ISpeciK(ISUBU,2+NL,n,3) - species ID 
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NUMKIN(ISUBU,ICOMPART) - number of kinetic reactions to consider. 
Above are used in following reltaionship (ignoring SUBU,ICOMPART 
or SUBU, 2+NL indices): 

& 
& 
& 
& 

Conc. of ISpeciK(i,l) - AKinK(i,l) + 
AKinK(i,2) * (ISpeciK(i,2» ** A1phaK(i,1) + 
AKinK(i,3) * (ISpeciK(i,3» ** A1phaK(i,2) + 
FLUX of ISpeciK(i,l) in - FLUX of ISpeciK(i,l) out 

Flux in/out taken care of in MIX, PRECMIX, kinetics in COMPKIN 
corr~on.inc included for NLayers 
INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'commonc.inc' 
IF(ibug.EQ.1) WRITE(*,*) , 
IDAY - 0 

READK1N: sub,compart', 1SUBU, ICOMPART 

M - IDNUMB( ISUBU, ICOMPART, IDAY ) 
NUMKIN(ISUBU,ICOMPART) - 0 
DO 100 ijk - 1, Mkin 

DO 95 jkl - 1, 3 
ISpeciK(ISUBU,M,ijk,jkl) - 0 
AKinK (ISUBU,M,ijk,jkl) - O. 

AlphaK (ISUBU,M,ijk,l) - O. 
AlphaK (ISUBU,M,ijk,2) - o. 

DO 200 ijk - 1, Mkin 
READ(11,190,END-300,ERR-250) ISpeciK(ISUBU,M,ijk,l), 
AKinK(ISUBU,M,ijk,l), AKinK(ISUBU,M,ijk,2), 
ISpeciK(ISUBU,M,ijk,2), A1phaK(ISUBU,M,ijk,1), 
AKinK(ISUBU,M,ijk,3), ISpeciK(ISUBU,M,ijk,3), 
AlphaK(ISUBU,M,ijk,2) 
FORMAT ( 110, F10.0, 2( FIO.O, 110, FIO.O ) ) 
IF( ISpeciK(ISUBU,M,ijk,l) .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 300 
NUMKIN(ISUBU,ICOMPART) - ijk 

CONTINUE 
Check that user didn't enter too many rxns (variables all junk). 
READ(11,190,END-300,ERR-250) ijk, astuff, stuff, IDUMMY, stuff1, 

& stuff2, ii, stuff3 
IF( ijk .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 300 
GO TO 275 
WRITE(*,260) ISUBU, ICOMPART, NUMKIN(ISUBU,ICOMPART) 
FORMAT(II' Error in kinetic input data file, subunit', 13, 

& ' compartment', I2, , line #', 131 ' Program terminated. 'II ) 
STOP 
WRITE(*,280) ISUBU, ICOMPART 
FORMAT( I' Error from READKIN: Subunit', 13, , Compartment " 121 

& ' Attempt to enter too many kinetic reactions 'I 
& '(exceeds maximum number, parameter Mkin in parametr.inc)'1 
& ' Program terminated.'1 ) 

STOP 
WRITE(9,310) NUMK1N(ISUBU,ICOMPART) 
FORMAT ( 5X, 13, , kinetic reactions present' ) 
RETURN 
END 



C 
C 
C 

C 

C 
C 

110 
C 

120 
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SUBROUTINE READORD 

SUBROUTINE ReadOrd( NFILE2 ) 
Reads flow routing matrix. Blank common returns "percent" to main 
Subroutine courtesy Dr. Vijai Gupta, U of AZ Dept. Hydrology & 
Water Resources, Tucson, AZ. 
INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
prcnt - temporary storage for value of variable "percent" 
IF(ibug.EQ.1) WRITE(*,*)' SUBROUTINE ReadOrd' 
Read in the data (this allows flow to leave a subunit in up to 8 
directions unless fewer than 8 receiving subunits) 
istop - 8 
IF( NU .LT. 8 ) istop - NU 
DO 130 I-l,NU 

READ (NFILE2,110 , ERR-140,END-150)(iofrom(I,j), prcnt(I,j), 
& j-1,istop) 

Format ( 8(15, F5.0) ) 
DEFAULTS 
IF( iofrom(I,2) .EQ. 0 .AND. prcnt(I,l) .EQ. O.)prcnt(I,l)-l. 
check - O. 
DO 120 j - 1, istop 

check - check + prcnt(I,j) 

IF( check .LT .. 99 .OR. check .GT. 1.01 ) THEN 
WRITE(*,125) I, (check * 100.) 

125 format(/ 
& ' Error; flows from subunit', 13, ' total' F8.3, 
& ' percent; READORD termination') 

WRITE(9,125) I, (check * 100.) 
STOP 

ENDIF 
130 CONTINUE 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

138 
139 

140 
141 

150 
151 

160 

assign percent of flows; prcnt is "percent goes to" subunit N 
from subunit i, with dimensions (i,j), where j is always l-istop; 
j, however, is the index of the subunit N receiving the flow; 
eg prcnt(5,2) is flow from 5 going to the subunit whose value 
was entered as iofrom(5,2). Therefore we want the index of the 
variable percent to be [5,(iofrom(5,2»), which will imply this 
subunit gets from 5 the percentage stored with the secondary 
index equal to the number of the subunit getting the flow, which 
may be much larger than istop. 
DO 139 I - 1, NU 

DO 138 j - 1, istop 
IF( iofrom(I,j) .LE. 0 ) GO TO 138 

percent(I,iofrom(I,j» - prcnt(I,j) 
CONTINUE 

CONTINUE 
GO TO 160 
WRITE(*,141) I 
format(/ ' Error reading line', 13, ' of subunit flow routing', 

& ' file'/ ' Terminated by ReadOrd.'/ ) 
STOP 
WRITE(*,151) 
formate //' Error - subunit flow routing file has too few lines', 

& ' of data'/ ' Terminated by READORD.') 
STOP 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE REREAD 

SUBROUTINE ReRead( I, IJ ) 
C ************************* AHM MODEL **************************** 
C Opens and reads data files consolidated by SUBROUTINE READDAT 
C Also opens files with rain and snow chemistry data, calls 
C subroutine RainChem to read chemical values in rain or snow. 

INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'commonc.inc' 
CHARACTER*7 SnowName, SnowNam2 
CHARACTER*30 RainFile, SnowFile 
CHARACTER*l AJUNK 

C Decide whether to open or read files. 
IF( IJ .NE. 0 ) GO TO 100 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 ) WRITE(*,*) , SUBROUTINE REREAD part l' 

C ****~'r*** PART 1 OPEN DATA FILES CREATED BY PREVIOUS SUBROUTINES 
OPEN(UNIT-7,FILE-'RAWprec' ,STATUS-'old' ,ERR-130) 

C if this is a restart, skip over data from days preceding restart 
IF( IRESTRT .EQ. 'Y' .OR. IRESTRT .EQ. 'y' ) THEN 

C Run may have been restarted more than once, iDstartB may not 
C be WYD day data files start in that case (is reset below). 
10 WRITE(*,*) , 7) Enter month, day, yr data files begin >' 

READ(*,*) imonth, I DAY , Lyear 
IF( Lyear .LT. 1776 ) THEN 

WRITE(*,*) , **** ERROR: enter integer year> 1776' 
GO TO 10 

ENDIF 
IF( MOD(Lyear,4) .EQ. 0 ) THEN 

WRITE(*,*) , Leap year ... ' 
WRITE(9,*) , Leap year ... ' 

ENDIF 
iDstartB - IWYDate(imonth,IDAY) 

NLAST - (4 + NU) * ( iDRest - iDstartB + 1 ) 
WRITE(*,38) ( iDRest - iDstartB + 1 ) 

38 FORMAT(' Skipping over', 14, ' days climatic data.' ) 
DO 40 ijk - 1, NLAST 

READ(7,39) AJUNK 
39 FORMAT( Al ) 
40 CONTINUE 

ENDIF 
C Open dummy file to write file names in 

OPEN(UNIT-8,FILE-'RAWname' ,STATUS-'unknown', ERR~132) 
C Don't know how many melt/SCA/sublime/PET/stagehyp/thickice files 

itimes ~ 0 
NSTOP ~ NU 
IF( NU .GT. MaxFiles ) NSTOP - MaxFiles 

C NSTOP is number of subunits incl. in file about to be opened 
1F( IRESTRT .EQ. 'Y' .OR. 1RESTRT .EQ. 'y') WR1TE(*,42) 

& ( iDRest - iDstartB + 1 ) 

42 FORMAT(' Skipping over', 14, , days melt/SCA/subl/PET/hypo/ice') 
50 itimes - itimes + 1 

nfile - 20 + itimes 
C Due to snowmelt optimization routine: with no optimization, open 
C files RA\Jsnom#. With optimization: odd year "newrun" is even in 
C MAKEMELT, odd here as 1 added to newrun by main before REREAD. 
C MAKEMELT read from RAWsnom#, wrote new consolidated snow/PET/lake 
C data file RAWsnoW#. If newrun now odd and melt opt. occuring, this 



C 
C 

51 

52 

60 
C 

C 

70 

C 
C 
C 

routine reads output of MAKEMELT (RAWsnoW#), even newrun read 
RAWsnom# 
SnowName - 'RAWsnom' 
K ... MOD( newrun, 2 ) 
IF( K .GT. 0 .AND. MELTOPT .EQ. 1 ) SnowName ~ 'RAWsnow' 
WRITE(8,51) SnowName, itimes 
FORMAT(A7 , Il) 
REWIND (UNIT-8) 
READ(8,52) RainFi1e 
FORMAT( A30 ) 
REWIND (UNIT-8) 
OPEN(UNIT-nfi1e,FILE-RainFi1e.STATUS-'01d', ERR-134) 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 ) WRITE(*.60) nfi1e. RainFi1e 
FORMAT ( , UNIT-', 13, , File - " A30 ) 

560 

IF restart is running. skip one blank line + subunit obs. 
IF( IRESTRT .EQ. 'Y' .OR. IRESTRT .EQ. 'y' ) THEN 

Last line to skip is ( 1 + # subunits in file) * days skipped 
NLAST - ( 1 + NSTOP ) * ( iDRest - iDstartB + 1 ) 
iDstartB ... iDRest + 1 
DO 70 ijk - 1. NLAST 

READ(nfi1e.39) AJUNK 
ENDIF 
below will handle ANY number subunits within system limitations on 
open units ( units 7. 9. & 8 are also open currently. plus any 
opened in main program). 
IF( NU .gt. (MaxFi1es * itimes) ) THEN 

NSTOP - NU - (MaxFi1es * itimes) 
IF(NSTOP .GT. MaxFi1es) NSTOP - MaxFi1es 
GO TO 50 

ENDIF 
C opened files; don't start reading yet. Close dummy file used to 
C name files RAWsnom# and RAWsnoW# 

CLOSE( UNIT - 8 ) 

C 
C 
100 

1101 
C 
C 

101 
102 
C 
C 
C 
C 

103 

C 
C 
C 

RETURN 

*~~****** part 2 ********** 
Read 1 days data from created data files. Skip headings. 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE. idstart ) WRITE(*.*) , SUBROUTINE'. 

& ' REREAD part 2' 
READ (7 , 1101) 
FORMAT(lx/1x) 
Set number of chemical species observed in rainfall and snowfall 
to zero; subroutine RainChem will reset by counting from file. 
NumCRain - 0 
NumCSnow ~ 0 
DO 101 ii - 1. NU 

READ(7.102 ) RainU(ii). SnowU(ii). TAIR(ii). FROZ(ii) 
FORMAT( 4X. 3F10.4. 5X. A1 ) 
Read 2 lines giving file names where chemical data from rainfall 
and snowfall event resides. 
IF it rained or snowed. these file names must be present here; 
files need not be if "water-balance only" run being made. 
READ(7.103) RainFile 
READ(7,103) SnowFile 
FORMAT( A30 ) 
IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 104 

Check if it rained or snowed; read chemical parameters for one or 
both forms of precipitation if it did. If it rained anywhere. it 
rained on subunit 1. Calling arguments are water year day and 1 



C 
C 
C 

1103 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
104 

105 

106 
c 

109 

110 

111 

130 

132 

C 
134 
135 

150 
151 

152 
153 

200 

~1 

(rain) or 2 (snow). 3rd argument is 2 if not just testing file. 
File opening errors should already have stopped program in 
READDAT, but error message included anyway. 
IF( RainU(l) .GT. 0.0 .AND. IWB .NE. 1 ) THEN 

ENDIF 

OPEN(UNIT-8,FILE-RainFile,STATUS-'OLD', ERR - 150) 
WRITE(*,1103) RainFi1e 
FORMAT ( , chern file " A30 ) 
ITYPE - 1 
CALL RAINCHEM( I, ITYPE, 2 ) 
CLOSE(UNIT-8) 

IF( SnowU(l) .GT. 0.0 .AND. IWB .NE. 1 ) THEN 
OPEN(UNIT-8,FILE-SnowFile,STATUS-'OLD', ERR-152) 
WRITE(*,1103) SnowFi1e 

ENDIF 

ITYPE - 2 
CALL RAINCHEM( I, ITYPE, 2 ) 
CLOSE(UNIT-8) 

Read SM/SCA/SUBLIME/PET/hypo stage/ice files; 
Below handles ANY NUMBER of subunits, providing the systems "max. 
number of files open" restriction is not violated. Ignoring files 
opened for output in main program, files 7, 9, 10, and 8 (8 
opens and closes with each rainfall or snowfall event to read 
chemistry) are open. 
NSTART - 1 
NSTOP - NU 
IF( NU .GT. MaxFi1es ) NSTOP - MaxFi1es 
nfi1e - 20 
nfi1e - nfi1e + 1 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE. idstart ) WRITE(*,106) nfi1e 
FORMAT ( , reading unit " 13 ) 
skip single heading 
READ(nfi1e,109) 
FORMAT ( 1x ) 
DO 110 ii - NSTART, NSTOP 

READ(nfi1e,lll) SNOWMELT(ii), SnowCA(ii), SUBLIME(ii), 
& aPET(ii), stageHyp(ii), ThickIce(ii) 

FORMAT ( 6F10.4 ) 
IF( NSTOP .EQ. NU ) GO TO 200 
NSTART - NSTOP + 1 
NSTOP - NSTART + MaxFi1es - 1 
IF(NSTOP .GT. NU) NSTOP - NU 
GO TO 105 
WRITE(*,*) , Sub. REREAD: Cannot open file RAWprec' 
STOP 
WRITE(*.*) , Sub. REREAD: Cannot open file RAWname' 
STOP 
Below: 'rainfile' is consoldated sm/sca/sub/pet/hypo/ice file 
WRITE(*,135) RainFile 
FORMAT(' Sub. REREAD: Cannot open file', A30 ) 
STOP 
WRITE(*,15l) RainFile, I 
FORMAT(/ ' REREAD: Cannot open rain chern. input file' A30/ 

& ' WY Day', 13, '. TERMINATED'/) 
STOP 
WRITE(*,153) RainFile, I 
FORMAT(/ ' REREAD: Cannot open snow chern. input file' A30/ 

& ' WY Day', 13,' TERMINATED'/) 
STOP 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE RESTART 

SUBROUTINE RESTART( ITrack ) 
C ******************** ARM MODEL: Restart data, read ************* 

INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 

20 

21 

C 
25 

C 
30 

31 

40 

INCLUDE 'parm.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'common2.inc' 
INCLUDE 'commonc.inc' 
INCLUDE"flag.inc' 
INCLUDE 'ionic. inc' 
INCLUDE 'surfcom.inc' 
INCLUDE 'var.inc' 

CHARACTER*l iyes 
CHARACTER*30 fname 
IF( ITRACK .EQ. 9999 ) GO TO 25 
IF( ITrack .NE. 0 ) GO TO 30 
WRITE(*,*) , 36) Enter name of restart data file> ' 
READ(*,20) fname 
FORMAT( A30 ) 
OPEN (UNIT-B, FILE-fname, STATUS-'old', FORM-'unformatted') 
WRITE(*,*) , 37) How many more days do you want to run? > ' 
READ(*,*) NXDAYS 
WRITE(*,*) , 38) Do you want to save a new restart file? > ' 
READ(*,2l) ARESTART 
FORMAT( Al ) 
GO TO 40 
Snowmelt optimization IC's 
OPEN(UNIT-8,FILE-'meltout.dat',STATUS-'unknown' , 

& FORM-'unformatted') 
GO TO 40 

restart with end-of-year conditions 
OPEN(UNIT-8, FILE-'chemic.dat', STATUS-'old', FORM-'unformatted') 
WRITE(*,3l) 
FORMAT(' 39) End of year restart: save a new restart file?'/ 

& ' (in addition to automatic end-of-year file)? >') 
READ(*,2l) ARESTART 

READ(8) iDRest, aETmax, aINFILTR, 
& aINTER1, aINTER2, aINTER3, aPET, AREA, BaseQ, BDEN, ELEV, FRAIN 

READ(8) FROZ, FSNOW, HYDKsat, infrom 

READ(8) iofrom, IOutOpt, IRAIN, IRipar, ISNOW 

R~\D(8) iStrmOrd, iunord, NLayers, percent 

R~\D(8) prcnt, RainU, Sdepth, SnowCA 

READ(8) SnoCAold, SnowFrW, SNOWMELT, SnowU, Soiln 

READ(8) SUBLIME, TAIR, ThetaR, ThetaS, ThetaWlt 

READ(8) BASEelev, FROZEN, idstart, iDstartB, idstop, 
& IFreeze, IThaw, IUNITS, nm, Lyear, nmax, NoNi tro, NoORGACM, 
& Nstreams, NU, NUsrDAYS, SnowFrWK, SnowFrTJ,M, tArea, AUNITS, 
& SubName, title, UType 



READ(8) aINTERl1, aINTERI2, aINTERI3, SnoFrWIC, 
& SnowlntI, SNOWPKIC, ThetaIC, ibug, ibug2, 
& ibug3, aET, aET1ayer 

READ(8) baset, DH20inT, Hdrain, oaett, ODRAW, ohdt, or1osst 
READ(8) osrot, osublt, raint, recht, SH20inT, snowt 
READ(8) iETme1t, IsizSort, IsnowZer, ITargDay, ito1ernc, 

& LakMatch, LATE, MELTOPT, newrun, N1ake 
READ(8) aMaxQin, ETme1t, Dpack, PackTo1, Qobs, RAT EM , Sdrain, 

& targetcm 
READ(8) (Q(i), i-I, 185) 
READ(8) (Q(i), i - 186, 366) 

~3 

READ(8) QK1, QK2, SAhypo, stageEpi, stageHyp, Thicklce, VolEpi, 
& VolHypo, Vollce, Vo1Lake, Vo1LakeI 

READ(8) sArea, stage, VolL 

READ(8) ODRAWa, RainUa, Riploss, SnoCAol2, SnowUa, SnowDran, 
& Snowlnt, SnowlntV, SNOWPACK, SNOWvol, SRO, SUBLIME a , TINT1vo1, 
& TINTER1 

READ(8) TINTERa1, TINTERa2, TINTERa3, THETA, boogers, H20in2, 
& H20in3, WET 

IF( ITRACK .EQ. 9999 ) GO TO 223 
C loops necessary to keep record length within desired range «1024) 

DO 100 M - I, Mkin 
DO 100 N - I, 3 
READ(8) «AKinK(I,J,M,N), I-1,NNU), J-1,3+NL) 

100 CONTINUE 

DO 110 M - 1, Mkin 
DO 110 N - 1,2 
READ(8) ( (A1phaK(I,J,M,N), I-1,NNU), J-1,3+NL) 
READ(8) ( (ConcSpec(I,J,M,N), I-1,NNU*2), J-1,3+NL) 

110 CONTINUE 

READ(8) Ba101d, CAP1AHM 

DO 120 I - I, MCOMP 
READ(8) «ChemEqv(N,M,I), N~I,NNU*2), M-1,MCOMPART ) 

120 CONTINUE 

READ(8) GKTHERM 

DO 130 I - I, MTYP36 
READ(8) «GKTMOD(N,M,I), N-1,NNU*2), M-1,MCOMPART ) 

130 CONTINUE 

DO 140 I- I, MCOMP 
READ(8) «Guess(N,M,I), N-l,NNU*2), M-l,MCOMPART ) 

140 CONTINUE 

READ(8) IA1kID, IA1kStoc 

DO 150 I - I, 4 
READ(8) (IATTHERM(M, I), M-l, MTHERM ) 

150 CONTINUE 

DO 160 I-I, MCOMP 
READ(8) «IChemID(N,M,I), N-l,NNU), M-l,MCOMPART ) 

160 CONTINUE 
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READ(8) iChemChc, IChmIDR, IChmIDS, IDTHERM, INTHERM, IBasQtyp 
READ(8) ISLitEq2, ISLitEq, ISurfChm 

DO 170 I - 1, 4 
READ(8) (IDTTHERM(M,I), M - 1, MTHERM ) 

170 CONTINUE 

DO 180 I - 1, MCHNG 
READ(8) «IDYCONAH(N,M,I), N=l,NNU), M=l,MCOMPART ) 

180 CONTINUE 

DO 190 I - 1, MTYP36 
READ(8) «IDYTMOD(N,M,I), N=l,NNU), M-1,MCOMPART ) 

190 CONTINUE 

DO 195 1-1, MCOMP 
READ(8) (iiFreeSp( J, I ), J - 1, 2 ) 

195 CONTINUE 

DO 200 I - 1, Mkin 
DO 200 J - 1, 3 
READ(8) «ISpeciK(N,M,I,J), N-1, NNU), M-l,3+NL ) 

200 CONTINUE 

DO 210 I - 1, 6 
READ(8) «LTYPEAHM(N,M,I), N-l, NNU), M-l,MCOMPART ) 

210 CONTINUE 

220 

READ(8) 
READ(8) 
READ(8) 

READ(8) 
READ(8) 
READ(8) 
READ(8) 
READ(8) 

aMo1esS 
aNH3toON, aNoMix, aPPT 
aN03toON, aN03base 

NUMCOMPO 
NUMCOMNM 
NwnFail 
NwnFail2 
NUMKIN 

DO 220 I - 1, 2 
READ(8) «RainEqv(N,M,I), N=l,NNU), M=l, NPRECOMP) 
CONTINUE 

READ (8) SURFAAHM 
READ(8) SnowEqv 

DO 221 I - 1, MCOMP 
READ(8) «SSmo1es(N,M,I), N-l,NNU*2), M-1,MCOMPART ) 

221 CONTINUE 

DO 222 I - 1, MCOMP 
READ(8) «aMixMole(N,M,I), N-l,NNU*2), M-l,MCOMPART ) 

222 CONTINUE 

223 READ(8) VOLInit, Asnow, Bsnow, Dsnow, IGasDate,iFreeSp, ISINKday, 
& IsnoOptd, IsnoOpt2, IsnowOpt, nALK, NoKinet, NoLitEq, NwnCRain, 
& NwnCSnow, SROMIXP 

READ(8) CBalMax, Iprogres, IPrDayOl, MaxCBalS, MaxIts, MaxItsS 
IF( ITRACK .EQ. 9999 ) GO TO 800 
READ(8) C 



800 

C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
300 
C 

READ(8) IONZ 

CLOSE(UNIT-8) 
IF( ITRACK .EQ. 9999 ) RETURN 
IF( ITrack .NE. 0 ) GO TO 300 
March 92 (moved to REREAD): iDstartB - iDRest + I 
Add number of additional days to run to iDRest, which is water 
year day to write restart file. Below line can cause attempt to 
read past end of composited subunit and climatic data files. 
NUsrDAYS - iDRest + NXDAYS 
WRITE(*,*) , 40) Want to change some parameters? > ' 
READ(*,21) iyes 
IF( iyes .EQ. 'y' .OR. iyes .EQ. 'Y' ) CALL MODPARM 
RETURN 

Restart with end-of-year conditions, starts Oct. 1 
iDstartB - I 
this case, user has to re-enter this data again 
WRITE(*,*) , 42) (Sorry) How many days should program run? ' 
WRITE(*,*) , (include days to create consolidated input files)' 
READ(*,*) NUsrDAYS 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE REWRITE 

SUBROUTINE REWRITE( ITrack ) 
C ******************** ARM MODEL: write re-start data ************* 

INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'parm.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'common2.inc' 
INCLUDE 'commonc.inc' 
INCLUDE 'flag. inc' 
INCLUDE 'ionic. inc' 
INCLUDE 'surfcom.inc' 
INCLUDE 'var.inc' 

CHARACTER*30 fname 
CLOSE (UNIT-8) 
IF( ITRACK .EQ. 9999 ) GO TO 25 
iEndday - 365 
IF( MOD(Lyear,4) .EQ. 0 ) iEndday - 366 
IF( ITrack .GE. iEndday ) GO TO 20 
WRITE(*.*) , 35a) Enter name of restart data file> ' 
READ(*,10) fname 

10 FORMAT( A30 ) 
OPEN(UNIT-8, FILE-fname, STATUS-'unknown', FORM-'unformatted') 

C Number of days to skip over in consolidated input files 
C upon restart is iDRest 

GO TO 30 

20 OPEN(UNIT-8,FILE-'chemic.dat',STATUS-'unknown' ,FORM='unformatted') 
WRITE(*,*) , Writing end-of-water-year I.C. file' 
fname - 'chemic.dat ' 
GO TO 30 

25 OPEN(UNIT-8,FILE-'me1tout.dat',STATUS-'unknown', 
& FORM-'unformatted') 

30 WRITE(8) iDRest, aETmax, aINFILTR, 
& aINTER1, aINTER2, aINTER3, aPET, AREA, BaseQ, BDEN, ELEV, FRAIN 

WRITE(8) FROZ, FSNOW, HYDKsat, infrom 

WRITE(8) iofrom, IOutOpt, lRAIN, IRipar, ISNOW 

WRITE(8) iStrmOrd, iunord, NLayers, percent 

WRITE(8) prcnt, RainU, Sdepth, SnowCA 

\ffiITE(8) SnoCAo1d, SnowFrW, SNOWHELT, SnowU, Soiln 

WRITE(8) SUBLIME, TAIR, ThetaR, ThetaS, ThetaW1t 

WRITE(8) BASEe1ev, FROZEN, idstart, iDstartB, idstop. 
& IFreeze, IThaw, IUNITS, IWB, Lyear, nmax, NoNitro, NoORGACM, 
& Nstreams, NU, NUsrDAYS, SnowFrWK, SnowFrWM, tArea, AUNITS, 
& SubName, title, UType 

WRITE(8) aINTERI1, aINTERI2, aINTERI3, SnoFrWIC, 
& SnowlntI, SNOWPKIC, ThetaIC, ibug, ibug2, 
& ibug3, aET, aET1ayer 

WRITE(8) baset, DH20inT, Hdrain, oaett, o DRAW , ohdt, orlosst 



WRITE(8) osrot. osub1t. raint. recht. SH20inT. snowt 
WRITE(8) iETme1t. IsizSort. IsnowZer. ITargDay. ito1ernc. 

& LakMatch, LATE. MELTOPT. newrun. Nlake 
WRITE(8) aMaxQin. ETmelt. Dpack. PackTo1. Qobs. RATEM. Sdrain. 

& targetcm 
WRITE(8) (Q(i). i - 1, 185) 
WRITE(8) (Q(i). i - 186. 366) 
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WRITE(8) QK1. QK2, SAhypo. stageEpi. stageHyp. Thicklce. Vo1Epi. 
& Vo1Hypo, Vo1Ice. Vo1Lake. Vo1LakeI 

WRITE(8) sArea. stage, Vo1L 

WRITE(8) ODRAWa. RainUa. Rip1oss. SnoCAo12. SnowUa. SnowDran. 
& Snowlnt. SnowlntV. SNOWPACK. SNOWvo1. SRO. SUBLIMEa. TINT1vo1. 
& TINTER1 

WRITE(8) TINTERa1, TINTERa2. TINTERa3. THETA. boogers. H20in2. 
& H20in3. WET 

IF( ITRACK .EQ. 9999 ) GO TO 223 
C loops necessary to keep record length within desired range «1024) 

DO 100 M - 1. Mkin 
DO 100 N - 1. 3 
WRITE(8) ( (AKinK(I,J.M,N), I-1.NNU). J-1.3+NL) 

100 CONTINUE 

DO 110 M - 1. Mkin 
DO 110 N - 1,2 
WRITE(8)( (AlphaK(I,J.M.N). 1-1.NNU). J-1.3+NL) 
WRITE(8)( (ConcSpec(I.J.M.N), 1-1.NNU*2). J-1.3+NL) 

110 CONTINUE 

120 

WRITE(8) Ba101d. CAP1AHM 

DO 120 I - 1. MCOMP 
WRITE(8) ( (ChemEqv(N,M.I). N-1.NNU*2). M-1.MCOMPART ) 
CONTINUE 

WRITE(8) GKTHERM 

DO 130 I - 1, MTYP36 
WRITE(8) ( (GKTMOD(N,M,I), N=l,NNU*2), M=l.MCOMPART ) 

130 CONTINUE 

DO 140 I= 1, MCOMP 
WRITE(8) ( (Guess(N,M,I), N=l,NNU*2). M-1.MCOMPART ) 

140 CONTINUE 

WRITE(8) IA1kID. IA1kStoc 

DO 150 I - 1. 4 
WRITE(8) ( IATTHERM(M. I). M-1, MTHERM ) 

150 CONTINUE 

DO 160 I - I. MCOMP 
WRITE(8) ( (IChemID(N,M,I), N~l.NNU), M-1,MCOMPART ) 

160 CONTINUE 

WRITE(8) iChemChc. IChmIDR, IChmIDS. IDTHERM, INTHERM. IBasQtyp 
WRITE(8) ISLitEq2, ISLitEq, ISurfChm 



DO 170 I - 1, 4 
WRITE(8) ( IDTTHERM(M,I), M - 1, MTHERM ) 

170 CONTINUE 

DO 180 I - 1, MCHNG 
WRITE(8) ( (IDYCONAH(N,M,I), N-1,NNU), M-1,MCOMPART ) 

180 CONTINUE 

DO 190 I ~ 1, MTYP36 
WRITE(8) ( (IDYTMOD(N,M,I), N-1,NNU), M-1,MCOMPART ) 

·190 CONTINUE 

DO 195 1-1, MCOMP 
WRITE(8) ( iiFreeSp( J, I ), J - 1, 2 ) 

195 CONTINUE 

DO 200 I - 1, Mkin 
DO 200 J - 1 3 
WRITE(8) ( (iSpeciK(N,M,I,J), N-1, NNU), M-1,3+NL ) 

200 CONTINUE 

DO 210 I - 1, 6 
WRITE(8) ( (LTYPEAHM(N,M,I), N-1, NNU), M~l,MCOMPART ) 

210 CONTINUE 

WRITE(8) aMo1e3S 
WRITE(8) aNH3toON, aNoMix, aPPT 
WRITE(8) aN03toON, aN03base 

WRITE(8) NUMCOMPO 
WRITE(8) NUMCOMNM 
WRITE(8) NumFai1 
WRITE(8) NumFai12 
WRITE(8) NUMKIN 

DO 220 I - 1, 2 
WRITE(8) ( (RainEqv(N,M,I), N-1,NNU), M-l, NPRECOMP ) 

220 CONTINUE 

WRITE(8) SURFAAHM 
WRITE(8) SnowEqv 

DO 221 I-I, MCOMP 
WRITE(8) ( (SSmo1es(N,M,I), N~1,NNU*2), M~l,MCOMPART ) 

221 CONTINUE 
DO 222 I-I, MCOMP 
WRITE(8) ( (aMixMole(N,M,I), N-l,NNU*2), M=l,MCOMPART ) 

222 CONTINUE 
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223 WRITE(8) VOLInit, Asnow, Bsnow, Dsnow, IGasDate, iFreeSp , ISINKday, 
& IsnoOptd, IsnoOpt2, IsnowOpt, nALK, NoKinet, NoLitEq, NumCRain, 
& NumCSnow, SROMIXP 

WRITE(8) CBalMax, Iprogres, IPrDayOl, MaxCBalS, MaxIts, MaxItsS 
IF( ITRACK .EQ. 9999 ) GO TO 800 
WRITE(8) C 
WRITE(8) IONZ 

800 CLOSE(UNIT~8) 
IF( ITRACK .EQ. 9999 ) RETURN 
WRITE(*,900) fname 

900 FORMAT( I' RESTART FILE WRITTEN, NAME- I A30) 
RETURN 
END 
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21 

C 

C 

C 
C 

C 
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SUBROUTINE RIPARIAN 

SUBROUTINE RIPARIAN( J, I ) 
Determines soil water deficit caused by drainage and ET on 
riparian areas. Deficit is difference between the mean of 
ThetaS and ThetaR, the saturated and residual soil water content 
(latter below which hydraulic conductivity is zero), and 
calculated soil water content (less than this midpoint). 
This is computed so that after all subunits have been run for this 
time step and streamflow in this riparian subunit's designated 
recharge stream has been determined, soil water content of soil 
will be adjusted upward to the midpoint of ThetaS and ThetaR. 
This primarily ensures that ET can proceed nearer to potential 
rates, and that the riparian soils get additional chemicals from 
this streamflow addition. 
When called from stream subunit, just zeros values of ODRAW and 
ODRAWa, because IRipar(J) .EQ. 0 
No water movement is accomplished in this routine, nor are any 
chemical mass adjustments made. 
Stream subunits do not call this routine. 
INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'common2.inc' 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE. ids tart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 .OR. 

& ibug3 .EQ. J) ) WRITE(*,lO) J, I 
FORMAT ( , SUBROUTINE RIPARIAN subunit', 13, , WY day', 13 ) 
Don't do this if not applicable to unit; IRipar(J) is unit this 
subunit uses to replenish its soil moisture. ODRAW is this 
subunits water depletion below the maximum soil water content at 
which recharge can occur (mean of ThetaS and ThetaR). 
IF( IRipar(J) .EQ. 0 ) THEN 

DO 20 ii - 1, NLayers(J) 
ODRAW(J,ii) - O. 
ODRAWa(J,ii) - o. 
ODRAW(J+NU,ii) - O. 
ODRAWa(J+NU,ii) - O. 

CONTINUE 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE. ids tart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 

& .OR. ibu?3 .EQ. J) ) WRITE(*,2l) 
FORMAT ( Leaving Riparian, not a riparian unit' ) 
RETURN 

& 

ENDIF 
If water content not less than residual, overdraw is zero 
DO 30 ii - 1, NLayers(J) 

Snow-free area (SFA): 
IF( SnowCA(J) .GE. 1.0 ) GO TO 25 
IF( THETA(J,U) .GT. ( ThetaS(J,ii) + ThetaR(J,U»/2.) THEN 

ODRAW(J, U) - O. 

ELSE 

ENDIF 

ODRAWa(J,ii) - O. 

Determine how much soil water has been "overdrawn" in cm 
(positive Value) 
ODRAW(J,ii) - ( (ThetaS(J,ii) + ThetaR(J,ii»/2. -
THETA(J,ii) ) * Sdepth(J,ii) 

Snow-covered area (SCA) 
IF( SnowCA(J) .LE. 0.0 ) GO TO 30 
IF( THETA(J+NU,ii) .GT. (ThetaS(J,ii)+ThetaR(J,ii»/2.) THEN 

ODRAW(J+NU,ii) - O. 
ODRAWa(J+NU,ii) - O. 
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ELSE 
ODRAW(J+NU,ii)- ( (ThetaS(J,ii)+ThetaR(J,ii»/2. -

& THETA(J+NU,ii) ) * Sdepth(J,ii) 
ENDIF 

CONTINUE 
At this time whether or not streamflow exists to satisfy 
"overdraw" is unknown; determined by subroutine RIPCHARG. 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE. idstart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 .OR. 

& ibug3 .EQ. J) ) THEN 
DO 40 ii - 1, NLayers(J) 

WRITE(*,41) ODRAW(J,ii), ODRAW(J+NU,ii), ii 
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FORMAT ( , Leaving RIPARIAN, soil water deficits are:'/ 
& ' on SFA - " F12.6, ' On SCA -', F12.6, ' Horizon',I3 ) 

ENDIF 

RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE RIPCHARG 

SUBROUTINE RIPCHARG( I, THRMRITE ) 
************************* ARM MODEL **************************** 
This routine is called from outside of the main programs "J" or 
subunit loop. 
This subroutine: 

1) Sums up inflow on lake/stream subunits by calling INFLOW 
2) determines SRO on stream subunits by calling SROINFLT 
3) Reduces streamflow for ET and "sublimation" on the subunit 

itself by calling STREAMET. 
On lakes, calls LAKE to determine outflow given inflow, 
PET, stage-Q curves, and lake depth-area-vo1ume data. 
Returns value of lake SRO - previous step's epi1imnion 
storage + liquid inflows - ET, and determines total new 
lake vol. 

4) Calls LAKESUBL for sublimation from snowpack on lake ice. 
5) Calls DOCHEM to equilibrate "SRO" (see 3) and do kinetics 
6) extracts water (if available) from designated lake/ 

stream subunits and recharges soil water deficits in 
designated riparian subunits. Moves soluble chemicals with 
recharge water to soil (routine MIX). Effect of this chern. 
movement does not appear in lake/stream chern equi1. output 
(pha1k.out) does show in type 2 chemba1.out output. 

7) Calls LAKE2 on lakes, QChem on streams to add non-bound ppt 
to "mixable" moles in SRO, determine chern. storage in lake 
or stream between time steps. Makes lake SRO-lake outflow. 

INFLOW, SROINFLT, LAKE, LAKESUBL, and STREAMET are called from 
this subunit to simplify accounting for losses due to ET and 
riparian recharge. 
If these routines called in the normal sequence used for other 
subunits, adjustments made to an upstream, lake/stream subunit 
would require successive adjustments to downstream stream 
segments due to the loss on the first, then for the second, etc. 
upstream segment or lake. 

Streamflow previous to this routine was computed without regard 
for withdrawal by ET; ET couldn't be determined until it was 
determined that water is available, which required waiting until 
all other subu. computations are complete, so it is done here. 

DOCHEM is called here during loop through lake/stream subunits so 
that precipitates in one stream segment are identified before that 
lake/stream flows into the next, or before a soil subunit extracts 
riparian recharge. 

Soil and rock subunit computations are complete (other than 
riparian recharge) before SRO from streams or lakes is determined 
in this routine. The result of this is that lake/stream subunits 
may flow only to other lake/stream subunits except through 
riparian recharge. i.e. streams can't flow onto rock or soil 
subunits. 
INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'common 2. inc' 
INCLUDE 'commonc.inc' 
DIMENSION DUMMY(NNU,NL), NoFlow(NNU) 
IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 20 
Dummy calling arguments AO and A1 to avoid compiler warnings 
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AO - O. 
A1 ~ 1. 
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For chemical balance, record current moles of selected species in 
each subunit/s soil layer (combined SFA and SCA) 
DO 19 ijk - 1, NU 

NoF10w( ij k) - 0 
Zero initial value of soil moles to be saved 
DO 12 jk1 - 1, NLayers(ijk) 

DUMMY(ijk,jk1) .. O. 

& 

rock, stream, lake, or non-riparian soil, skip remainder 
IF( (UType(ijk) .NE. 'N' .AND. UType(ijk) .NE. tnt) .OR. 
IRipar(iik) .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 19 

& 

DO 18 jkl - 1, NLayers(ijk) 
DO 17 k1m .. 1, MCOMP 

IF( iSpecBa1 .EQ. IChemID(ijk,11+jk1,k1m) ) THEN 
DUMMY(ijk,jkl) - ChemEqv(ijk,11+jk1,k1m) + 
ChemEqv(ijK+NU,ll+jk1,k1m) 
GO TO 18 

ENDIF 
CONTINUE 
WRITE(*,*) / ERR: RIPCHARG: iSpecBa1 not in soil Subu' ,ijk 
GO TO 19 

CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 

C Loop "number of stream segment" times. Select "first" lake/stream 
C from which to calculate riparian withdrawals (if any). If stream 
C flow or lake epilimnion storage remains after ET, subtract 
C riparian recharge withdrawals (if any). 
C Downstream segments are automatically adjusted for losses from 
C upstream riparian withdrawals because their SRO isn/t computed 
C until upstream flow after losses is determined. 
20 DO 200 ijk - 1, Nstreams 

iStream - iStrmOrd(ijk) 
C This was called outside of main program/s subunit loop, so 
C re-determine if lake/stream subunit is frozen or thm.red. 

IF( I .GE. IFreeze(iStream) .AND. I .LT. IThaw(iStream» THEN 
FROZEN ... TRUE. 

ELSE 
FROZEN ... FALSE. 

ENDIF 
Riploss(iStream) - O. 
ODRAW(iStream,l) .. O. 
ODRAWa(iStream,l)- O. 

C "Odraw"/s zeroed for WATERBAL 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE. idstart ) WRITE(*,2l) iStream, 

& SRO(iStream) 
21 FORMAT ( / SUBR. RIPCHARG: Subunit/, 13, / Q(cm)=', F1S.6) 

IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE. idstart ) WRITE(*,*) / Calling/, 
& / INFLOW from RIPCHARG' 

CALL INFLOW( iStream, I ) 
CALL DBGG( ijk, I, ' inRIPCHR aftr InFlo/) 

IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE. ids tart ) WRITE(*,*) / Calling/, 
& / SROINFLT from RIPCHARG' 

CALL SROINFLT( iStream, I ) 
CALL DBGG( ijk, I, / inRIPCHR aftr SROin/) 
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IF( UType(iStream) .NE. 'L' .AND. UType(iStream) .NE. '1' ) 
& GO TO 23 

& 

& 

CALL LAKE( iStream, I, FractSRO ) 
CALL DBGG( ijk, I, ' inRIPCHR after LAKE') 

Compute effects of sublimation on lake; evap. done by LAKE 
CALL LAKESUBL( iStream, I ) 
CALL DBGG( ijk, I, ' inRIPCHR aftrLakSub') 

GO TO 25 

IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE. idstart ) WRITE(*,*) , Calling', 
, STREAMET from RIPCHARG' 
CALL StreamET( iStream, I ) 
CALL DBGG( ijk, I, , inRIPCHR aftr StrmE') 

Currently, lake "SRO" - old epi. storage + inflow - ET, cm 
cm - SRO( iStream ) 
If no flow remains, chemicals were moved to compartment 7 
from 1, ,,,here they will disappear in SROINFLT next step, 
unless moved back to compart 1 on streams, 3 (hypo) on lakes. 
(movement here must= SROINFLT's move of ARM type l's or l's 
and 2's.) 
IF( cm .LE. O .. AND. IWB .NE. 1 ) THEN 

m - iStream 
Note this does not permit ET to draw do~ hypolimn, 
which should disappear anyway before ep1. gone 
IF(UType(iStream).EQ.'L' .0R.UType(iStream).EQ. '1') 

VolEpi(m) - O. 

NoFlow(iStream) - 1 
DO 27 ii - 1, NUMCOMPO(m,7) + NUMCOMNM(m,7) 

IF(UType(iStream).EQ.'S' .0R.UType(iStream).EQ. 's') THEN 
ChemEqv(m,l,ii) - ChemEqv(m,l,ii) + ChemEqv(m,7,ii) 
ChemEqv(m,7,ii) - O. 

ELSE 

IF( iSpecBal .EQ. IChemID(m,7,ii) ) THEN 
BalNew(m,7) - O. 
Especially uncomfortable with below 2 lines 
BalNew(m,5) - O. 
BalNew(m,8) = ChemEqv(m,l,ii) 

ENDIF 

(LAKE) 
IF( iSpecBal .EQ. IChemID(m,7,ii) ) THEN 

BalOld(m,3) - ChemEqv(m,3,ii) 
BalOld(m,4) - ChemEqv(m,2,ii) 
BalNew(m,5) - O. 

ENDIF 

BalNew(m,7) - O. 
BalNew(m,lO)- ChemEqv(m,3,ii)+ ChemEqv(m,7,ii) 
BalNew(m,12) - O. 

ChemEqv(m,3,ii) - ChemEqv(m,3,ii) + ChemEqv(m,7,ii) 
ChemEqv(m,7,ii) = O. 

ENDIF 
CONTINUE 
Still need to consider other lakes/streams (if this works, 
do same at go to 29 when cm~O 

ENDIF 
Wi th no flow could maybe go to (before) 200? leave for awhile 
aEquil - 'N' 
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IF( cm .LE. O .. OR. IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 29 

IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE. idstart ) WRITE(*,*) , Calling', 
& ' DOCHEM from RIPCHARG' 

& 

& 
& 

& 

CALL DBGG( ijk, I, , inRIPCHR bef. DoChm') 
CALL DOCHEM( iStream, 7, I, cm, THRMRITE ) 
aEquil - 'Y' 

iSCSF - 1 
IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 40 
Store this "initial" value of chern. for chern. balance. to 
determine loss from stream due to riparian recharge. Also, 
set "initial cond." for chemical balance. 
DO 37 kIm - 1, NUMCOMPO(iStream,7) + NUMCOMNM(iStream,7) 

IF( iSpecBal .EQ. IChemID(iStream,7,klm) ) THEN 
DUMMY(iStream,l) - ChemEqv(iStream,7,klm) 

ENDIF 
CONTINUE 

GO TO 40 

WRITE(*,*) , ERR:RIPCHARG, iSpecBal not in SRO, sub' ,iStream 
Loop through subunits potentially getting recharge. Loop 
through here once for SFA, once for SCA. Master subunit is 
jjj, current subunit is ik. 
DO 90 jjj ~ I, NU 

ik - jjj 
IF( iSCSF .EQ. 2 ) ik - jjj + NU 
IF( (iSCSF .EQ. 1 .AND. SnowCA(jjj) .GE. 1.0 ) .OR. 

(iSCSF .EQ. 2 .AND. SnowCA(jjj) .LE. 0.0) ) GO TO 90 

Adjust "iStream" for riparian recharge to appropriate 
units. Due to checking and adjusting "ODRAW" of 
subunits in numerical order, lower numbered subunits 
are recharged first, others get what's left. All snow
free areas get first crack at available flow from a 
stream, then all snow covered areas. 
If this subunit has no designated recharge source or 
its recharge stream is not the one currently under 
consideration in outer (200) loop then skip around it. 
IF( IRipar(jjj) .NE. iStream ) GO TO 90 

Save riparian recharge demand in case actual recharge is 
less. ODRAWa value gets adjusted for recharge, ODRAW 
stays at time-steps demand level. Riparian areas are 
recharged from bottom soil layer up. 
ii - NLayers(jjj) + 1 
DO 83 Ji - 1, NLayers(jjj) 

ii-ii-l 
ICOMPART ~ ii + 11 
ODRAWa(ik, ii) - ODRAW(ik, ii) 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE. ids tart .AND. (ibug3 
.EQ. 99 .OR. ibug3 .EQ. jjj) ) WRITE(*,50) ik, 
iSCSF, ii, ODRAWa(ik,ii) 
FORMAT ( , Subu-' ,13, 'SCA/SFA-' ,11,' soil layer #', 
II, ' ODRAW - " FlO. 3, ' cm' ) 
IF( ODRAW(ik,ii) .LE. 0.0 ) GO TO 83 

Convert rechargeable subunits H20 variables to m3. 
With a few other changes, calls to VOLUME, DEPTH 
could be moved to outer 84 loop. Time savings 
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would be minor, and zero if 1 soil layer. 
CALL VOLUME( ik, I ) 

Convert recharge stream/lake to m3. (index 
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not ik so wasn't fixed by subr. volume). Record 
initial SRO depth. Stream, Lake "independent" SCA. 
cmFrOld - SRO( iStream ) 
SRO(iStream)-SRO(iStream) * 100. * AREA( iStream ) 
Subtract deficit from streamflow. 
QFLOW - SRO(iStream) - ODRAWa(ik,ii) 
1F( QFLOW .LT. O. ) THEN 

IF(ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE.idstart .AND. (ibug3 
.EQ. 99 .OR. ibug3 .EQ. jjj) ) WRITE(*,75)ik,ii, 
SRO(iStream), ODRAWa(ik,ii) 
FORMAT ( , Flow inadequate for complete " 
, riparian recharge of unit', 13, ' soil', 
, layer', 12/ ' SRO-',FIO.O,' Odraw-',FIO.O) 
can't fully recharge soil, and flow -0. 
ODRAWa(ik,ii) - ODRAWa(ik,ii) - SRO( iStream) 
Record loss to riparian recharge from iStream 
Riploss(iStream)-Riploss(iStream) + SRO(iStream) 
THETA(ik,ii) - THETA(ik,ii) + SRO(iStream) 
SRO( iStream ) - 0.0 
convert from volume back to depth. (SRO=O./area) 
CALL DEPTH( ik, I ) 

All remaining soluble chemicals in iStream go 
to this soil layer, unless stream/lake is dry 
before riparian recharge, in which case they 
stay in stream bed. 
1F( cmFrOld .LE. 0.0 .OR. IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 83 

cmFrNew - O. 
CALL MIX( iStream, 7, cmFrOld, cmFrNew, ik, 
ICOMPART, I ) 
CALL DBGG( ijk, I, ' inR1PCHR aftr MIX 1') 

1stream now dry; inform other units, soil layers 
GO TO 83 

END1F 

Flow is adequate to eliminate deficit. 
IF(ibug.EQ.l.AND.I.GE.idstart .AND. (ibug3 
.EQ. 99 .OR. ibug3 .EQ. jjj» WRITE(*,78) ik, ii, 
SRO(iStream), ODRAWa(ik,ii), SnowCA(jjj) 
FORMAT ( , 5 Flow adequate for complete riparian', 
, recharge of unit " 13, ' soil layer', 12/ 
, SRO-' ,FIO.O,' m3, Odraw~' ,F10.0, ' m3, Snow CA=', 
F6.4) 
stuff -100. * AREA(jjj) * (l.-SnowCA(jjj» * 
Sdepth(jjj ,11) 
1F( iSCSF .EQ. 2 ) stuff - 100. ~': AREA(jjj) * 
SnowCA(jjj) * Sdepth(jjj,ii) 
Changing ThetaR in VOLUME or DEPTH would zero it. 
THETA(ik,ii) - ThetaR(jjj,ii) * stuff 

Riploss(iStream)-Riploss(iStream) + ODRAWa(ik,ii) 
Convert SRO to depth separately, index not ik 
SRO(iStream) = QFLOW / ( AREA( iStream )*100.) 
1F(ibug.EQ.l.AND.I.GE.idstart .AND. (ibug3 
.EQ. 99 .OR. ibug3 .EQ. jjj) ) WRITE(*,80) iStream, 
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SRO(iStream) 
FORMAT ( , 6 SUBR. RIPCHARG. adj. SRO flow depth', 
, unit', 13,' -', F1S.6 ) 
ODRAWa(ik,ii) - O. 
("Rip10ss" remains a volume here) 
CALL DEPTH( ik, I ) 
IF(cmFr01d .LE. SRO(iStream).OR. IWB .EQ.1)GO TO 83 

Some remaining chemicals in iStream go to this soil 
layer, some stay in streamflow 
cmFrNew - SRO(iStream) 
CALL MIX(iStrearn, 7, cmFr01d, cmFrNew, ik, 
ICOMPART, I) 
CALL DBGG( ijk, I, ' inRIPCHR aftr MIX 2') 

CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
iSCSF - iSCSF + 1 
IF( iSCSF .EQ. 2 ) GO TO 40 

Convert Rip10ss to area cm for water balance. 
Rip10ss(iStream) - Rip10ss(iStream) / (AREA(iStream) * 100.) 
IF(ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE. ids tart ) WRITE(*, 199) iStream, 
Rip10ss(iStream) 
FORMAT ( , Unit', 13, ' riparian rech. loss, em -', F1S.4/) 

Lakes: 
Value of lake "SRO" is now old epi1imnion storage + liquid 
inflows - ET -ripar. recharge; make lake SRO-Outflow. Lake 
volume was determined by LAKE. Split chern. to SRO(outflw), 
"litter intercept" compart 1 for portion remaining in Epi. 

Lakes and streams: 
Precipitates were not allowed to move into soil with riparian 
recharge from streams OR lakes. PPT that are not bound to 
non-mixing species (AHM type II) are allowed to move in 
surface runoff from streams and lakes, remainder stay in 
epilimnion or bottom storage of lake. 
IF( UType(iStream) .EQ. 'L' .OR. UType(iStream) .EQ. '1' .OR. 
UType(iStream) .EQ. 'S' .OR. UType(iStream) .EQ. 's') THEN 

IF( UType(iStream) .EQ. 'S' .OR. UType(iStream) .EQ.'s') 
THEN 

ELSE 

ENDIF 
ENDIF 

CALL QChem( iStream, I ) 
CALL DBGG( ijk, I, ' inRIPCHR aftr QChem') 

CALL LAKE2( iStream, I, FractSRO, THRMRITE ) 
CALL DBGG( ijk, I, ' inRIPCHR aftr LAKE2') 

200 CONTINUE 

C 

C 

IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 300 

record incoming(soil), outgoing (lake/streams) ripar. rech. chern. 
DO 219 i1k - 1, NU 

rock or non-riparian soil skip remainder of this 
IF( (UType(ijk) .EQ. 'R' .OR. UType(ijk) .EQ. 'r') .OR. 
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( (UType (ij k) . EQ. 'N' . OR. UType(ijk) . EQ. ' n') . AND . 
IRipar(ijk) .EQ. 0) ) GO TO 219 

***** STREAMS AND LAKES 
IF( UType(ijk) .EQ. 's' .OR. UType(ijk) .EQ. 's' .OR. 
UType(ijk) .EQ. 'L' .OR. UType(ijk) .EQ. '1' ) THEN 

IF( NoFlow(ijk) .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 219 

DO 214 kIm - 1, NUMCOMPO(ijk,7) + NUMCOMNM(ijk,7) 
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Below: index "7" - SRO on IChemID, rip. rech. on Ba1New 
IF( iSpecBal .EQ. IChemID(ijk,7,klm) ) THEN 

Record new ripar. rech. chemba1 
Ba1New(ijk,7) - DUMMY(ijk,l) - ( ChemEqv(ijk,7,k1m) + 
ChemEqv(ijk,l,klm) ) 
On lakes, above moles for ripar. rech. at this point 
also include effect of change in hypolimnion and ice: 
MARCH 20 92 replaced previously removed 3 lines below 
IF( UType(ijk).EQ.'L' .OR. UType(ijk) .EQ. '1' ) 
Ba1New(ijk,7) - BalNew(ijk,7) - ( BalNew(ijk,lO)
BalOld(ijk,3) + Ba1New(ijk,11) - Bal01d(ijk,4) ) 
New (streamf10w,lake outflow), "interception" chembal 
BalNew(ijk,5) - ChemEqv(ijk,7,k1m) 
GO TO 219 

ENDIF 
CONTINUE 

ENDIF 

***** SOILS 
DO 218 jkl - 1, NLayers(ijk) 

DO 217 k1m - 1, MCOMP 
IF( iSpecBal .EQ. IChemID(ijk,11+jk1,klm) ) THEN 

Ba1New(ijk,2) - Ba1New(ijk,2) + 
ChemEqv(ijk,ll+jkl,klm) + ChemEqv(ijk+NU,ll+jkl,klm) -
DUMMY(ijk,jkl) 
GO TO 218 

ENDIF 
217 CONTINUE 
218 CONTINUE 
219 CONTINUE 

300 RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE SNOINI 

SUBROUTINE SNOINI( J, I ) 
Sets snow covered area (SCA) to zero if no pack or a positive 
value if snowpack volume exists but read-in SCA is zero. Adjusts 
snowpack water eq. depth, free water eq. depth, and litter 
interception for newly changed SCA. Soil adiustments for change 
in SCA are done by SNOWSOIL, called at end 01 SNOWCOMP. 

Litter and SnowInt litter chemistry are adjusted here only in the 
case where SCA is zero or SCA is one. Smaller changes in SCA or 
an increase to SCA-l due to snowfall cause chemistry adjustments 
to litter/SnowInt in SNOWCOMP, WETMELT. 
INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'common2.inc' 
INCLUDE 'commonc.inc' 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE. idstart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 .OR. 

& ibug3 .EQ. J) ) WRITE(*,lO) J, I, SnoCAold(J), SNOWMELT(J), 
& aINTERI1(J), SnowInt(J), SnowFrW(J) 

FORMAT ( , SUBROUTINE SNOINI subunit', 13, ' WY day', 13 / 
& ' SCA Pot. Melt Rate SFA Litter SCA Litter' , 
&' Snowpack' / 
& ' on SCA Interception Interception', 
&' Free H20'/ 
& ' Start' ,F10.4, F17.6, 2F14.6, F10.6 ) 

Dummy var. for calling "MIX" to avoid some compiler's warnings 
AO - O. 
Al ~ 1. 

C *** ESTABLISH INITIAL CONDITIONS GIVEN VARIABLE SNOW COVERED AREA *** 
C This routine may change SCA, or an inconsistent value may be read 
C in, while the volume of the "ice" and free water must remain as 
C calculated by the program or an imbalance will result. Compute 
C the ratio of snowpack free water to existing snowpack W.E. depth 
C before adjusting pack depth for a new SCA. 
C (snowmelt optimization) Need to know if SCA input file says snow 
C exists 
C Record day SCA goes to zero in input file; area-averaged cm of 
C water as ice in SWE is computed for this date near bottom of 
C subroutine snowcomp, as it is wanted for the end of the day rather 
C than the beginning. 

IF( I .GT. 100 .AND. SnowCA(J) .EQ. O .. AND. ITargDay(J) .EQ. 0 ) 
& ITargDay(J) ~ I 

C Below IF conditional on snow canopy interception to avoid changing 
C SCA twice if canopy interception "DROP"s in SNOWCOMP. 

IF( SNmNo1(J) .LE. 0.0 .AND. TINTERa2(J) .LE. 0.0 ) THEN 
C ******************** NO SNOW ON SUBUNIT ***************** 

SNOWPACK(J) - o. 
SNOWPKIC(J) - O. 
SnoFrWIC(J) - O. 
SnowFrW(J) - O. 

C Set day that snow dissappears as modeled; if run just started 
C after day 100 better get snow today or meltopt won't work. 

IF( I .GT. 100 .AND. I .NE. iDstartB .AND. IsnowZer(J) .EQ. 0 
& ) IsnowZer(J) ~ I - 1 

SnowCA(J) - O. 
C Because no snow, add intercepted water under snowpack to 
C litter interception. 
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aINTERI1(J) - ( TINT1vo1(J) + SnowIntV(J) ) / (AREA(J)* 100.) 
rat - O. 
IF( IWB .EQ. 1 .OR. ( ChemEqv(J,ll,l) .LE. O •• AND. 

& ChemEqv(J,11,2) .LE. O .• AND. ChemEqv(J,11,3) .LE. 0.) 
& .OR. UType(J) .EQ. 'S' .OR. UType(J) .EQ. 's' 
& .OR. UType(J) .EQ. 'L' .OR. UType(J) .EQ. '1' ) GO TO 11 

ELSE 

Add all chemicals from litter interception storage beneath 
snowpack to litter into stor. on snow-free area. (see 
variable defn. of ChemEqv in main program for explanation of 
"from" subunit. 
CALL MIXALL( J, 11, A1, AD, J, 1, I ) 
Calling arguments subunit from, compart. from(SnowInt), orig. 
(dwruny) cm in "from" compart., final cm in "from" compart., 
subunit "to", compart. "to" (litter int.) 
SnowIntI(J) - O. 
SnowIntV(J) - O. 
SnowInt(J) - O. will be set at statement 20 
GO TO 20 

**************** PROBABLY SNOW ON SUBUNIT ***************** 
IF( SNOWPACK(J) .LE. 0.0 ) THEN 

rat - O. 
GO TO 12 

ENDIF 
rat - SnowFrW(J) / SNOWPACK(J) 

ENDIF 
If user says SCA - O. but pack exists, set SCA - previous time 
steps SCA unless that is zero, in which case use SnowCA - .1 
Due to this, it would be wise to set SCA on final day of any 
snowpack's existence to fairly large value to avoid having it stay 
around long time. 
IF( SnowCA(J) .LE. 0.0 .AND. (SNOWvo1(J) .GT. 0.0 .OR. 

& TINTERa2(J) .GT. 0.0) ) THEN 
IF( SnoCAo12(J) .GT. 0.0 ) THEN 

SnowCA(J) - SnoCAo12(J) 
ELSE 

SnowCA(J) - .1 
ENDIF 

C Reset depth of litter interception later. 
ENDIF 

C SnowCA is now greater than zero or would have skipped to 20 or 
C reset SCA to .GT. O. 
C Compute snowpack water equivalent depth and free water eq. depth 
C for this steps SCA. 

SNOWPACK(J) - SNOWvo1(J) / ( SnowCA(J) * AREA(J) * 100. ) 
SNOWPKIC(J) - SNOWPACK(J) 
SnowFrW(J) - SNOWPACK(J) * rat 
SnoFrWIC(J) - SnowFrW(J) 

C Artificial increase in interception above storage capacity due to 
C changing SCA is allowed. 

IF( SnowCA(J) .LT. 1.0 ) GO TO 17 

C No litter interception (on SFA) exists if 100% snow covered 
C TINTERal(J) - O. set at statement 20 in this case 

aINTERIl(J) - O. 
C add this volume to under-snow volume and mixed chemistry; also 
C got rid of write error, assumed users may regularly enter SCA -
C 1.0 on days it snows, though they should let the program change 
C that for them instead. 
C Don't want to change chemicals on stream/lake "litter" as may be 
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C base flow from SS1NK, or lake stor., and no "11" exists on streams. 
Snow1ntV(J) - Snow1ntV(J) + T1NTlvol(J) 
1F( (ChemEqv(J,l,l) .LE. O .. AND. ChemEqv(J,l,2) .LE. O .. AND. 

& ChemEqv(J,l,3) .LE. 0.) .OR. UType(J) .EQ. 's' .OR. UType(J) .EQ. 
& 's' .OR. UType(J) .EQ. 'L' .OR. UType(J) .EQ. '1' ) GO TO 15 

CALL M1XALL( J, 1, AI, AO, J, 11, I ) 
15 T1NTlvol(J) - O. 
C Litter interception under snowpack is distributed over whole 
C subunit as SCA-l, so cm may change, even if volume of litter 
C into under snow unchanged. 

Snow1nt1(J) - Snow1ntV(J) I ( AREA(J) * 100. ) 
GO TO 20 

17 a1NTER1l(J) - T1NTlvol(J) I «1. - SnowCA(J» * AREA(J) * 100. ) 
C SCA is .LT. 1, may be zero 

1F( SnowCA(J) .LE. 0.0 ) THEN 
IF( Snow1ntV(J) .GT. 0.0 ) WR1TE(*,18) J, I 

18 FORMAT(I ' Logic error-SN01N1: SCA -0, positive litter'l 
& ' interception under snowpack.'1 ' Subunit' ,13,' WYDAY' 13) 

Snow1nt1(J) - O. 
GO TO 20 

END1F 
Snow1nt1(J) - Snow1ntV(J) I ( SnowCA(J) * AREA(J) * 100. ) 

C Set adjusted depths of litter interception on SFA and SCA equal to 
C new "initial condition" values. 
20 T1NTERal(J) - a1NTER1l(J) 

Snow1nt(J) - Snow1nt1(J) 
SnoCAold(J) - SnowCA(J) 
1F( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE. idstart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 .OR. 

& ibug3 .EQ. J» WR1TE(*,40) SnowCA(J), T1NTERal(J), Snow1nt(J), 
& SnowFrW(J) 

40 FORMAT ( , end' ,FlO.4, l7X, 2F14.6, FlO.6 ) 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE SNOWADJ 

SUBROUTINE SNOWADJ( SNOW) 
C ADJUSTS SNOWFALL FOR EACH SUBUNIT VIA THE RELATIONSHIP: 
C FSNOW - factor (q) used to compute SNOW on a subunit from base 
C station precipitation via the relationship: 
C SnowU - SNOW + FSNOW * (ELEV -BASEelev)/lOOO. * SNOW 
C ( OR ) 
C Snm'lU - SNOW + FSNOW * SNOW 
C This routine is identical to RAINADJ, and previously the same 
C routine was used for both by varying calling arguments. Separate 
C routines for rain and snow get rid of 2 dimensioned variables 

INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
if( ibug .EQ. 1 ) write(*,*) , SUBROUTINE SNOWadj' 

C LOOP TO ADJUST EACH WATERSHED SUBUNIT FOR THIS WATER YEAR DAY 
DO 100 I -1, NU 

C CHOOSE BETWEEN PRECIP ADJUSTMENT FUNCTIONS. 
IF ( ISNOW(I) .EQ. 2 ) GO TO 50 
SnowU(I) - SNOW + FSNOW(I) * (ELEV(I) - BASEe1ev)/1000. * SNOW 

C ABOVE ENSURES NO PRECIP WHEN NONE OBSERVED; ditto below 
GO TO 100 

50 SnowU(I) - SNOW + FSNOW(I) * SNOW 
100 CONTINUE 
C VARIABLE SnowU RETURNED VIA COMMON 

RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE SNOWCOMP 

SUBROUTINE SNOWCOMP( J, I ) 
Calls CANDRIP, MIX, PRECMIX, WETMELT, SNOWSOIL and MIXALL. 
SNOWSOIL calls MIXALL. CANDRIP and WETMELT call MIX and PRECMIX. 
Inputs required: 
aINTERIl "litter" interception storage I.C. 
aINTER3 interception storage capacity, rain (or melted 

snow), canopy 
RainUa rainfall after litter and canopy interception (if 

snowpack present, litter interception removed by 
this routine under SCA 

SnowCA ~ beginning of this time steps snow covered area(SCA) 
as read in or reset by subroutine SNOINI 

(If it just snowed, snow covered area forced-l. User should not 
enter SCA as 1 for this step (unless it was 1 before the new snow) 

As entered, snow covered area will be used to compute the volume 
of "litter" interception that will be added to the pack (aimed at 
rock subunits; might want to modify code to add to soil if type N 
subunit). The new value of 1 will be used for snowmelt related 
computations. Snowpack W.E. depth and free water E. depth are 
recomputed. ) 

SnoGAold - beginning of this time steps SGA, set in SNOINI, 
stays constant here. 

SnoCAo12 - Value of snow covered area when leaving this routine 
previous time step; last time steps value used for 
current SGA if read-in SCA - ° but snowpack volume 
exists (done in subroutine SNOINI). Here is used 
for determining wet area left behind receeding 
snowpack @ 490, and adjusting soil water and 
chemicals at call to SNOWSOIL. 

SNOWPACK snowpack ice equivalent depth on SCA (not subunit 
areal average) 

SnowFrW snowpack free water equivalent depth on SGA 
SnowFrWK, SnowFrWM (see definitions in main program) 
SNOWMELT - snowmelt, eq. water depth on SGA (changes on output 

to whole subunit average) 
SNOWPKIG - snowpack at beginning of this time step(only used in 

debug write) 
SnowUa - snowfall adjusted for canopy interception 
TINTlvol = volume (m3) of litter interception storage 
TINTERl - time step interception storage, rain, litter 
TINTERal - total Int. storage, rain, litter, snow-free area 
TINTERa2 = total interception storage, snow, canopy, whole subu 
TINTERa3 total interception storage, rain, canopy, whole subu 

Outputs: 
DRIP 

drop 
SnoGAo12 

SnowCA 

- local, XS "rain" canopy interception dripped to pack 
(includes melted snow from canopy int.) All falls 
on snowpack regardless of SGA, XS free water becomes 
SnowDran 

- local, canopy intercepted snow dropped to pack 
- Value of snow covered area upon reaching end of this 
subroutine; previous t-steps value used for current 
SCA if read-in SCA - 0 but snowpack volume exists. 
Also is used for determining wet area left behind 
receeding snowpack. 

- snow covered area, reset to zero if no pack present 
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SnowDran 

Snowpack 

SnowFrW 

before melt occurs, reset to 1. if it snowed this 
step, reset to .1 if snow present in canopy drops 
and no pack exists on ground 
XS free water that can't be held in pack and drains 
out; value is cm W.Eq. on SeA 
snowpack ice W.eq. depth on SeA, adj. for melt and 
snow dropped from snow into storage 
Adj. for rain, melt, drip from "rain" (or melted 
snow) interception storage, litter rain into added 
if fresh snowfall, SnowDran reduces. Applies to SeA 
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SNOWMELT snowmelt, adjusted to represent subunit average. 
(previously was on SeA); MarchApri192 Snowmelt is now 
left as melt on seA (again) 

TINTlvol 
TINT ERa 1 

TINTERa2 

TINTERa3 

volume (m3) of litter interception storage 
total interception storage, rain, litter, applies 
only to snow-free area. Goes to zero if fresh snowfall 
total interception storage, snow, canopy, goes to zero 
if snowmelt exceeds pack + interception, reduced for 
drop to pack when no melt, reduced by melt. Applies to 
whole subunit. 
total interception storage, rain, canopy. Snowmelt from 
TINTERa2 added here first. Applies to whole subunit. 

WET area left wet as snowcover receeds, subunit fraction 
Assumes SNOWPAeK is snow ice equivalent (in cm H20) on snow 
covered area. 

Also, SNOWMELT is melt rate (cm/time increment) on snow covered 
area, except snow interception is subtracted from melt assuming 
100 percent aerial cover. e.g. if snow interception is .1 and seA 
-.5, an input snowmelt value of .3 cm will melt .1 +.2(.5) - .2cm, 
while reducing snowpack by .2 cm on the .5 snow covered area. 
Excess energy falling on snow-free ground is not accounted for 
here; should be handled in subroutine ET (but isn't, as PET is 
external input value). 

When it snows or pack disappears, resets this time step's 
snowcovered area if .LT. 1. or .GT. 0., respectively. 

Adds new snowfall to pack. If no melt, drops 20 percent of 
intercepted snow to pack, which lands on existing SeA. 

Melts snow from both interception and snowpack; melt from 
interception will normally be up to 30 percent of total melt if 
that much interception available. If melting 30% of total from 
interception followed by 70% of total from pack results in 
"negative pack" but snow remaining in interception storage, 
difference will be obtained from interception storage. 

Snow melted from interception storage becomes "rain" interception 
storage. Overflow from rain interception storage is added to snow 
free water content or SnowDran if snowpack all disappears. All 
such drip falls on current time step's snow covered area. Rain 
interception (litter and canopy) are present in storage and have 
been subtracted from rainfall (RainUa(J» when entering this 
routine; litter interception does not apply under snowpack, 
so corrections are made where needed. Snow canopy interception 
has also been removed from snowfall (SnowUa(J». 

Finally, records this time step's snow covered area for use in 
next time step as old value (SnoCAo12). Adjusts soil water/ 
chemistry on SFA/SCA for change in SCA (by calling SNOWSOIL). 
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C When melt is occurring, difference between this and last time 
C step's snow covered area is considered newly wetted area; 
C potential water storage on that area receives snowpack 
C drainage to fill if possible, than that amount of water lumped 
C with rain interception storage on bare rock. 
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Computes dranage from 
between infiltration, 
beneath the snowpack. 
SnowCa changed due to 
in SnowInt volumes or 

the snowpack, but does not partition this 
SRO, or "litter interception" (SnowInt) 
Adjusts equivalent depth of SnowInt if 

new snowfall, but otherwise makes no changes 
chemistry. 

Upon entering this routine snowmelt (as read in) applies to 
snowpack on snow covered area, which is assumed 100 percent in the 
case of intercepted snow. Upon leaving this routine, the variable 
"snowmelt" has been adjusted to a subunit wide aerial average. 
Thought is its only subsequent use is in potential final output, 
which therefore should reflect subunit melt. 
INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'common2.inc' 
INCLUDE 'commonc.inc' 
CommonC included only to zero chern in snowpack drainage, which may 
be an unnecessary step. 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE. idstart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 .OR. 

& ibug3 .EQ. J» WRITE(*,lO) J, I, SnowCA(J), SNOWMELT(J) 
FORMAT ( , SUBROUTINE SNOWCOMP subunit', 13, , WY day', 13/ 

& ' Snow covered area -', E23.3/ 
& Snowmelt rate on SCA - " E23.3 ) 

Dummy calling arguments AO and Al to avoid compiler warnings 
AO = O. 
Al = 1. 
drop - O. 
DRIP - O. 
SnowDran(J) - O. 
WET - O. 
boogers - O. 
Zero chemicals in snowpack drainage (should be done by default in 
mixing previous day): 
DO 20 ijk - 1, MCOMP 

IF( ChemEqv( J, 6, ijk ) .GE .. 000001 ) WRITE(*,19) I, J, 
& ChemEqv( J, 6, ijk ) 

FORMAT ( , SNOWCOMP: resid. chern. in snowdrain, DAY/SUBU', 
& '/MOLES-', 14, 13, ElO.3 ) 

ChemEqv( J, 6, ijk ) - O. 
temp. variables below for debug write within this subroutine. 
(TINTRa2 also for Case 4, part 1): 
TINTRal - TINTERal(J) 
TINTRa2 - T1NTERa2(J) 
TINTRa3 - TINTERa3(J) 
INITIAL CONDITIONS GIVEN VARIABLE SNOW COVERED AREA HAVE BEEN 
FIXED IN SNOINI 
*** *** *** *** ADD NEW SNOW TO THE PACK. *** *** *** *** 
IF(SnowUa(J) .GT. 0.0 ) THEN 

TINTERI has been subtracted from rain; adj. rain + TINTERI 
falls on old SCA, becoming snowpack free water. New snow on 
formerly SFA absorbs existing litter intercept. (intended for 
rock subunits primarily). Drainage from the pack may re-fill 
litter into storage under the pack (SnowInt). 
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SnowCA will be 1. (because of new snow) 
SnowFrW(J) - SnowFrW(J) * SnoCAold(J) 
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Adjust equivalent depth of litter interception beneath pack 
SnowInt(J) - (SnowIntV(J) + aINTERI1(J) * ( 1. - SnoCAo1d(J) ) 
* AREA(J) * 100. ) / ( AREA(J) * 100. ) 

IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 30 
Don't wipe out "litter" chem. from SSINK, BaseQ, Lake stor. 
IF( UType(J) . EQ. 's' .OR. UType(J) .EQ. 's'.OR. UType(J) 
.EQ. 'L' .OR. UType(J) .EQ. '1' ) GO TO 25 

Add rainfall litter into chem. to litter under snowpack. 
Snowfall and rainfall chern will be added later. 
Litter into chem. have yet to be impacted by rain on SFA. 
Even if TINTERal is zero, chemicals may exist in litter 
interception, so use dummy parameters A1, AD. 
Calling arguments subunit from, compartment from (l-litter 
int.), original (dummy) crn in from compartment, final cm in 
from compartment, subunit to, compartment to (5-snowpack free 
H20) 
Chemicals (sol., insol.) in litter interception to SnowInt 
CALL MIXALL( J, 1, Al, AD, J, 11, I ) 

Add snowfall chemistry to snowpack. Use initial snowfall 
rather than SnowUa for cmMix to get complete chemical 
transfer (due to other use of same section of PRECMIX). 
cmMix - SnowU(J) 
CALL PRECMIX( I, 2, cmMix, J, 4 ) 

TINTERal(J)- O. 
TINTlvol(J) ~ O. 
SNOWvol(J) - SNOWvol(J) + SnowUa(J) * AREA(J) * 100. 
SnowCA(J) - 1. 
SNOWPACK(J) - SNOWvol(J) / ( AREA(J) * 100. ) 
Move soil water and chemicals from SFA to SCA as SCA - 1. Has 
to be done here as well as at bottom of routine as fresh snow 
could occur when SCA~O, then all melt giving SCA-O, implying 
SCA did not change, though during SNOWCOMP temporarily was 1. 
DeltSnow ~ 1. - SnoCAo12(J) 
IF( ABS( De1tSnow ) .GT .. 000001 ) CALL SNOWSOIL( J, I, 
DeltSnow ) 
"Old" SCA-l for potential call to SNOWSOIL (bottom, SNOWCOMP) 
SnoCAo12(J) - 1. 

C Drain snowpack, create litter into stor. beneath pack later. 
ENDIF 

Case 1: No snow present, including new snow and interception storage. 
C Without snow, even if (input) snow covered area declined, won't 
C leave wet area behind, also no snowpack drainage. 
C This case doesn't effect chemical transfer between compartments 
C except if "litter interception" beneath snowpack existed, its 
C water and chemicals were have been transfered to litter into on 
C SFA in subroutine SNOINI. Also, if no pack here, then there was 
C none when SNOINI called, so SNTERCPT put all rain on SFA. 

IF( SNOWPACK(J) .LE. 0.0 .AND. TINTERa2(J) .LE. 0.0 ) THEN 
SNOWPACK(J) - O. 
TINTERa2(J) = O. 
SNOWMELT(J) = O. 
SnowFrW(J) = O. 
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SNOWvol(J) - O. 
SnowCA(J) - O. 
TINTERal(J) - TINTlvol(J) / ( AREA(J) * 100. ) 
GO TO 500 

ENDIF 

2: Snowmelt -0, snow is present; move 20 percent of intercepted 
snow to snowpack except on dar it snowed more than post-snowfall 
intterception stor. If user eft SCA-O, has been changed to old 
SCA or .1, unless no snowpack present but intercepted snow was 
present. In latter case, amount of snow is small and free water 
content assumed zero; boost SCA to previous time steps (ending) 
SCA or .1 
IF( SNOWMELT(J) .LE. 0.0 ) THEN 

drop - .2 * TINTERa2(J) 
IF( drop .LE. O .. OR. SnowU(J) .GT. TINTERa2(J) ) THEN 

drop - O. 
GO TO 38 

ENDIF 
cmFrOld - TINTERa2(J) 
TINTERa2(J) - TINTERa2(J) - drop 
IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 35 

Subtract chem. in "drop" from canopy int., add to snowpack. 
CALL MIX( J, 2, cmFrOld, TINTERa2(J), J, 4, I) 

Snowpack is on SCA, while snow canopy interception is subunit 
wide. "drop" is dropped on SCA to avoid setting SCA-l. , 
so divide drop by SCA for correct "depth" of drop (above 
#38). If SCA is zero, (only occurs if snowpack volume was 
zero) raise to a small + value. Add rain. ("drop" positive) 
IF( SnowCA(J) .LE. 0.0 ) THEN 

ENDIF 

IF( SnoCAo12(J) .GT. 0.0 ) THEN 
SnowCA(J) - SnoCAo12(J) 

ELSE 
SnowCA(J) - .1 

ENDIF 
Litter into under new snowpack 
water; latter previously zero. 
into (subtracted from rain) be 
free water content. 
SnowFrW(J) ~ aINTERIl(J) 

becomes snowpack free 
RainUa and time step 

added later to snowpack 

When SCA would be zero but for snow just dropped, chern. 
in lit. into under the newly created SCA should be added 
to snowpack free water. However, this is difficult to 
properly accomplish. Also, drop should be a small 
value, and melt or sublim. Will eliminate this snow, or 
it will snow again, so leave chern. in litter into 
Because no pack previously existed, no SnowInt exists. 
Reset litter interception volume to account for that 
lost under new pack; this is jumping a step ahead, as 
the value of TINTlvol set here is also being reduced for 
timestep interception, which hasn't yet been included in 
snmolpack free water. This way, snowpack free water 
volume needn't be adjusted differently in the case where 
"drop" created a new SCA before "GO TO 500" below.(?!) 
TINTlvol(J) - TINTlvol(J) * ( 1. - SnowCA(J) ) 
Litter interception depth remains unchanged on SFA 

If drop .LE. O. went to 38; if drop> 0., SCA> 0 too 
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SNOWPACK(J) - SNOWPACK(J) + drop / SnowCA(J) 
SNOWvol(J) - SNOWPACK(J) * ( SnowCA(J) * AREA(J) * 100. ) 
TINTERI (time step's litter interception) was subtracted from 
rain, and was not reflected in initial condition litter 
storage absorbed in loop for case where SCA-O before drop. 
Add to snowpack free water. 
SnowFrW(J) - SnowFrW(J) + RainUa(J) + TINTERI 
There are 2 possibilities, either it snowed or it didn't. If 
it snowed, all chern. in rain on SFA and SCA are added to SFW, 
because SCA has been reset to 1, and rainfall functions only 
through snowpack drainage. If it didn't snow, chern. in rain 
on SFA are not added to SFW. The variable cmMix is used here 
to signal subroutine PRECMIX whether or not it snmV'ed. Chern. 
in litter into have already been added to SFW if fresh snow. 
IF( SnowUa(J) .GT. 0.0 ) THEN 

cmMix - 1. 
ELSE 

cmMix - O. 
ENDIF 
IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 40 

"Mix" rain with snowpack free water 
IPTYPE - 1 
CALL PRECMIX( I, IPTYPE, cmMix, J, 5 ) 

IF( SnowFrW(J) .GT. ( SnowFrWM * SNOWPACK(J) ) ) THEN 
SnowDran(J) - SnowFrW(J) - SNOWPACK(J) * SnowFrWM 
don't let this be less than would occur if less snow 
IF( SnowDran(J) .LT. (SnowFrW(J) * SnowFrWK» 
SnowDran(J) - SnowFrW(J) * SnowFrWK 

ELSE 

Reduce chemicals in SFW, add to SnowDran 
cmFrOld - SnowFrW(J) 
SnowFrW(J) - SnowFrW(J) - SnowDran(J) 

SnowDran(J) - SnowFrW(J) * SnowFrWK 
IF( SnowDran(J) .LE. O. ) THEN 

SnowDran(J) - O. 
GO TO 500 

ENDIF 
cmFrOld - SnowFrW(J) 
SnowFrW(J)- SnowFrW(J) - SnowDran(J) 

ENDIF 
IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 500 

cmFrNew - SnowFrW(J) 
CALL MIX( J, 5, cmFrOld, cmFrNew, J, 6, I ) 

GO TO 500 

CASE 3: Potential melt exceeds available snow, all snow melts. 
C Can't reset SCA area to zero here as is needed later to compute 
C snowpack drainage. ET can't affect this water this step because 
C snow there initially. 

IF( ( SNOWPACK(J) + TINTERa2(J) ) .LE. SNOWMELT(J) ) THEN 
C Snow can. into becomes "rain" canopy into 

TINTERa3(J) - TINTERa3(J) + TINTERa2(J) 
IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 45 

C Move all chern. from snow can. int to rain can. into 
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C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
55 

60 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
80 

& 

& 

ENDIF 

CALL MIX( J, 2, AI, AO, J, 3, I ) 

DRIP - O. 
IF( TINTERa3(J) .GT. aINTER3(J) ) CALL CANDRIP( J, I, 
6, DRIP) 
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SnowDran will be applied under SCA currently in use. Rain was 
adj. for time-step/s litter into (TINTERl), which doesn/t 
apply under snowpack, so add step/s litter into to snowdrain 
SnowDran(J) - SnowFrW(J) + SNOWPACK(J) + RainUa(J) + 
DRIP + TINTERI 
IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 55 

Drip chern. have been added to SnowDran, and if it snowed, 
litter into chern. has been added to SFW. Add (all) chern. in 
SFW, snowpack, and rain-on-SCA to SnowDran. 
Mix SFW: 
CALL MIX( J, 5, AI, AO, J, 6, I ) 

mix snowpack to SnowDran 
CALL MIX( J, 4, AI, AO, J, 6, I ) 

Mix "interception" beneath snowpack to SnowDran is done in 
USNOW, as SCA has not been changed though pack gone. 
Mix all rain on SCA to SnowDran; all chern. transfered. 
IPTYPE ~ 1 
CALL PRECMIX( I, IPTYPE, AI, J, 6 ) 

If it snowed, also mix chern. from rain on SFA to snowdran. 
IcompTo - 21 is a "flag" for PRECMIX, not acompartment. 
IF( SnowUa(J) .LE. 0.0 ) GO TO 80 
IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 60 

cmMix - RainUa(J) 
CALL PRECMIX( I, 1, cmMix, J, 21 ) 

RainUa(J) - O. 
If it snowed this step, all the rain will be Snowdran on SCA; 
set to zero for accuracy in wetmelt computations. 
Because all snow is melting, the area left WET behind 
receding snow equals current snow covered area; this differs 
from calc. when some pack remains. In latter case, program 
reads initial SCA, and when some pack remains leaves 
difference between this and preceding time step/s SCA "wet". 
What is "really" wet is difference between beginning of this 
and next time step/s SCA. Latter value unknown currently. 
Recalculate SnowDran and "rain" interception. Wet area-SCA 
WET - SnowCA(J) 
CALL WETMELT( J, I ) 

SNOWPACK(J) = O. 
SnowFrW(J) = O. 
TINTERa2(J) = O. 
SNOWvol(J) - O. 
GO TO 500 

CASE 4: Snowmelt> 0, snow available in pack or canopy exceeds pot. melt 
C case 4 outer loop start ********************* 

IF( ( SNOWPACK(J) + TINTERa2(J) ) .GT. SNOWMELT(J) ) THEN 
C First reduce interception by 30 percent of melt. If pack 
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disappears, XS potential melt can melt additional intercept. 
tempmelt - .3 * SNOWMELT(J) 
case 4 inner loop begins ********** 
IF( TINTERa2(J) .GT. tempmelt ) THEN 

Snow into stor. > 30 percent of total pot. melt; some 
will remain. Add chem. in snow canopy to rain can. into 
cmFrOld - TINTERa2(J) 
TINTERa2(J) - TINTERa2(J) - tempmelt 
IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 200 
cmFrNew - TINTERa2(J) 
CALL MIX( J, 2, cmFrOld, cmFrNew, J, 3, I ) 

TINTERa3(J) - TINTERa3(J) + tempmelt 
DRIP - O. 
IF( TINTERa3(J) .GT. aINTER3(J) ) CALL CANDRIP( J, I, 
5, DRIP) 

Value of SNOWPACK still subject to change; mix later. 
"S" appendage on cmFrOld used to save this value beyond 
next chemical mixing. 
cmFrOldS - SNOWPACK(J) 
SNOWPACK(J)- SNOWPACK(J) - SNOWMELT(J) + tempmelt 
SNOWvol(J) - SNOWPACK(J) *( SnowCA(J) * AREA(J) * 100.) 
Rare possible problem: if snowpack + into > snowmelt, 
but into / snowpack > .3, could leave intercepted snow, 
without enough snow on ground to use remaining potential 
melt. THIS MAKES SNOWPACK NEGATIVE! 
Fix by melting more from interception. Trace of 
intercepted snow is left. Save beginning of time step 
SCA value for INFLOW routine. Canopy interception is 
area wide, snowpack only on SCA. 
IDUMMY forces SCA to be area left wet at statement 490 
lDUMMY - 0 
IF( SNOWPACK(J) .LT. O. ) THEN 

lDUMMY - 1 
In the case where pack disappears but interception 
remains, this causes the intercept. to disappear 
"quicker". This should be uncommon. Pack is Neg. 
Neg. pack "added" to melt from snow into in "rain" 
Int. Stor. 
TINTERa3(J) - TINTERa3(J) - SNOWPACK(J) 
Mix chern from snow into to rain into 
cmFrOld - TINTERa2(J) 
TINTERa2(J) - TINTERa2(J) + SNOWPACK(J) 
IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 230 

cmFrNew - TINTERa2(J) 
CALL MIX( J, 2, crnFrOld, cmFrNew,J, 3, I ) 

IF( TINTERa3(J) .GT. aINTER3(J) ) CALL CANDRIP( J, 
I, 6, DRIP) 

SNOWPACK(J) - O. 
SNOWvol(J) - O. 
tempmelt - TINTRa2 - TINTERa2(J) 
TINTRa2 local, init. snow can. into at start 

ENDIF 
IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 250 

Snowpack value finalized; mix chern from melt into 
SFW. ("S" on cmFrOld belongs there) 
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ELSE 
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cmFrNew - SNOWPACK(J) 
CALL MIX( J, 4, cmFrOldS, cmFrNew, J, 5, I) 

Time-step's rain lit. into previously subtracted from 
rain; add back as doesn't apply under snowpack. SNOWMELT 
value applies to SCA area only. 
Have mixed chemicals from snow can. into to rain can. 
int., "drip" to SFW and litter, melt to SFW. Add chem. 
from rain on SCA if no new snowfall, otherwise from rain 
on SCA and SFA as SCA reset to 1 in SNOWCOMP but SFA 
rain not changed yet. cmMix same as CASE2, above "40". 
IF( SnowUa(J) .GT. 0.0 ) THEN 

cmMix - 1. 
ELSE 

cmMix - O. 
ENDIF 
"Mix" rain with snowpack free water. 
IPTYPE - 1 
CALL PRECMIX( I, IPTYPE, cmMix, J, 5 ) 

SnowFrW(J) ~ SnowFrW(J) + RainUa(J) + SNOWMELT(J) -
tempmelt + DRIP + TINTERl 
snowpack free water release function below 
IF( SnowFrW(J) .GT. (SnowFrWM * SNOWPACK(J» )THEN 

SnowDran will be applied under current SCA. 
SnowDran(J) - SnowFrW(J) - SnowFrWM * SNOWPACK(J) 
don't let this be less than would be if less snow 
IF( SnowDran(J) .LT. (SnowFrW(J) * SnowFrWK» 
SnowDran(J) - SnowFrW(J) * SnowFrHK 

ELSE 

cmFrOld - SnowFrW(J) 
SnowFrW(J) - SnowFrW(J) - SnowDran(J) 

SnowDran(J) - SnowFrW(J) * SnowFrWK 
IF( SnowDran(J) .LE. O. ) THEN 

SnowDran(J) - O. 
GO TO 490 

ENDIF 
cmFrOld ~ SnowFrW(J) 
SnowFrW(J)- SnowFrW(J) - SnowDran(J) 

ENDIF 

IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 490 
cmFrNew - SnowFrW(J) 
CALL MIX( J, 5, cmFr01d, cmFrNew, J, 6, I) 

Recalculate SnowDran and "rain" litter Int. to account 
for wet area left as snowpack recedes @ 490 
GO TO 490 

C CASE 4 inner loop continues ********* 
C Snow into stor .. It. 30 prcnt total pot. melt; all melts 

TINTERa3(J) - TINTERa3(J) + TINTERa2(J) 
IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 270 

C Add all chemicals in snow canopy into to rain can. into 
CALL MIX( J, 2, AI, AO, J, 3, I ) 

270 DRIP - O. 
IF( TINTERa3(J) .GT. aINTER3(J) ) CALL CANDRIP( J, 

& I, 5, DRIP) 

C Mix chemicals from snowpack's snowmelt with SFW 
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& 

cmFrOld - SNOWPACK(J) 
SNOWPACK(J) - SNOWPACK(J) - SNOWMELT(J) + TINTERa2(J) 
IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 290 

cmFrNew - SNOWPACK(J) 
CALL MIX( J, 4, cmFrOld, cmFrNew, J, 5, I ) 
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SNmlvol(J) - SNOWPACK(J) * (SnowCA(J) * AREA(J) * 100.) 
SnowFrW(J) - SnowFrW(J) + RainUa(J) + SNOWMELT(J) -
TINTERa2(J) + DRIP + TINTERl 
Above - free water + rain after rain Int. + total 
snowmelt(on SCA) -(melted) snow Int. Stor. + XS melted 
snow and rain in rain Int. Stor. + previously subtracted 
time step's litter into that doesn't apply under snow. 
IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 300 

See comments at "40" near end CASE 2. 
IF( SnowUa(J) .GT. 0.0 ) THEN 

cmMix - 1. 
ELSE 

cmMix - O. 
ENDIF 
"Mix" rain with snowpack free water. 
IPTYPE - 1 
CALL PRECMIX( I, IPTYPE, cmMix, J, 5 ) 

TINTERa2(J) - O. 
Snowpack free water release function: 
IF( SnowFrW(J) .GT. (SnowFrWM*SNOWPACK(J» ) THEN 

SnowDran(J) - SnowFrW(J) - SnowFrWM * SNOWPACK(J) 
don't let this be less than would be if less snow 
IF( SnowDran(J) .LT. (SnowFrW(J) * SnmvFrWK» THEN 

ELSE 

ENDIF 

SnowDran(J) - SnowFrW(J) * SnowFrWK 
cmFrOld - SnowFrW(J) 
SnowFrW(J) = SnowFrW(J) - SnowDran(J) 
GO TO 309 

cmFrOld - SnowFrW(J) 
SnowFrW(J) - SnowFrWM * SNOWPACK(J) 

SnowDran(J) - SnowFrW(J) ~~ SnowFrWK 
IF( SnowDran(J) .LE. O. ) THEN 

ENDIF 

SnowDran(J) - O. 
GO TO 490 

cmFrOld - SnowFrW(J) 
SnowFrW(J)- SnowFrW(J) - SnowDran(J) 

ENDIF 
309 IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 490 

cmFrNew - SnowFrW(J) 
CALL MIX( J, 5, cmFrOld, cmFrNew, J, 6, I ) 

C Don't want to change snow covered area here; used in 
C inflow for vol. calculations. Adjust snowmelt to 
C Recalculate SnowDran and "rain" interception on rock 
C units at # 490 

GO TO 490 
C case 4 inner loop ends ************ 

ENDIF 
ENDIF 
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C case 4 outer loop end *********************** 
C No way to get passed cases 1-4 above 

WRITE(*,*) , LOGIC ERROR, subroutine SNOWCOMP' 
C Don't calc. newly wetted area of interception left behind receding 
C snowpack (1) if it snowed, as previously stored into water on SFA 
C was added to snowpack free water if it snowed, or (2) current SCA 
C .GT. previous SCA. 

490 WET ~ SnoCAo12(J) - SnowCA(J) 
IF( WET .LE. 0.0 ) GO TO 500 
IF( IDUMMY .EQ. 1 ) WET ~ SnowCA(J) 

C Recalculate SnowDran and "rain" interception with subr. WETMELT 
C to adjust for disappearing snowpack 

CALL WETMELT( J, I ) 

500 

511 

520 

C 
C 
C 

C 

C 
C 

C 
C 

IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE. ids tart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 
& .OR. ibug3 .EQ. J) ) THEN 

& 
& 

WRITE(*,5ll) SNOWPKIC(J), SnoFrWIC(J), TINTRa2, TINTRa3, 
TINTRal, SNOWPACK(J), SnowFrW(J), TINTERa2(J), TINTERa3(J), 
TINTERal(J), DRIP, drop 

& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 

FORMAT ( , 
Rain Lit. 

, IntSt,SFA' / 

Snowpack FreeH20 
DRIP DROP'/ 

, Initial ' ,2F9.4, 3Fll.4/ 

Snow Can. 

IntStor 

, Aft Snowcomp , ,2F9.4, 3Fll.4, 2F7.3/) 

Rain Can.', 

IntStor ' 

WRITE(*,520) SnowUa(J), SNOWMELT(J), SnowDran(J), SnowCA(J), 
& SNOWPACK(J), SNOWvol(J) 

FORMAT ( 
&' Snowfall Snowmelt Snow. Drain SCA Snowpack', 
& Snowpack'/ 
& ' (after Int.) On SCA On SCA WE Depth', 
& ' Volume, m3'/ FlO.3, F15.3, Fl4.3, 2FlO.3, Fl3.l ) 

ENDIF 
SnowCA is now fixed for remainder of this time step, except in the 
case of thawed streams, where it will be set to zero. Move soil 
water, soil chern. from SCA to SFA or vice versa for change in SCA. 
DeltSnow - SnowCA(J) - SnoCAo12(J) 
Above avoids calling SNOWSOIL if fresh snow unless all snow melted 
IF( ABS( DeltSnow ) .GT .. 000001 ) CALL SNOWSOIL( J, I, DeltSnow) 
Save snow covered area at end of this routine for use in case 
where snowpack volume is positive but read-in SCA = O. 
SnoCAo12(J) ~ SnowCA(J) 
Record area-averaged snowpack water equivalent (ice portion) on 
the day the input file says SCA reaches zero after day 100. 
IF( ITargDay(J) .EQ. I ) targetcm(J) - SNOWvol(J) / 

& (AREA(J) * 100. ) 
iEndday - 365 
IF( MOD(Lyear,4) .EQ. 0 ) iEndday - 366 
IF( I .EQ. iEndday .AND. ITargDay(J) .EQ. 0 .AND.IsnowZer(J).EQ.O) 

& targetcm(J) = SNOWvol(J) / ( AREA(J) * 100. ) 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE SNOWMIX 

SUBROUTINE SNOWMIX( ISUBU, I ) 
Subroutine moves chemicals from snowpack to snowpack free-water 
and snowpack drainage compartments of the subunit. Incorporates a 
function that causes early meltwater to have a higher chemical 
concentration than later meltwater. Called after subroutine 
SNOWCOMP completed. 
(Main has limited call to snowrain to once only) 

Prior to this subroutines development, the remainder of ARM had 
been written to move chemicals between compartments proportion
ately with water transfers. Consequently, chemicals are already 
divided between the snowpack, the snowpack's free water, and 
snowpack drainage. Rather than undoing that work done to date, 
calling this routine is a user selected option, retaining ARM's 
ability to use transfer of chemicals from the snowpack pack to 
snowpack drainage proportionately to water flows if so desired. 

When this routine is called, it lumps the sum of chemicals in the 
3 previously specified compartments into a single total, stores 
those chemicals in the "snowpack" chemical compartment, and sets 
chem. concentrations in the other 2 compartments to zero. The 
current volume of the pack (ice as W.E.) + free water + snowpack 
drainage is divided by the initial value of that total sum. One 
(1) minus the "current fraction in storage" of the initial total 
water volume is Xmelt, the fraction of total meltwater "released" 
through this time-step (some will remain as snowpack free water). 
In cases where no snowpack drainage actually occurred, no change 
in total chemical content within the pack occurs, because during 
the next time step this routine moves all the chemicals in 
drainage (0) and free water back to the snowpack and sets chemical 
storage in drainage and free-water to zero again. 

The concentration of chemicals in snowpack drainage and snowpack 
free water content remaining in the pack (relative to the initial 
concentration as expressed as the sum of all chemicals divided by 
the initial water content of the three compartments) is a function 
of Xmelt. Presuming this function is properly selected, and if 
snowpack drainage were to leave the pack in infinitely small 
portions, this function would appropriately move exactly as many 
moles of chemicals to snowpack drainage as existed in the initial 
total. However, the melt process is discrete, and losing half or 
more of the total snowpack in a single time step is not uncommon 
during some seasons. In such cases, a function chosen to 
concentrate a large fraction ( say 5 times the average of the 
total initially available chemicals/initial total water and ice 
in pack) of the total chemistry in early melt will remove 
practically all the chemicals from the pack if 20 percent of the 
total pack melts in the first time step. The function would try 
to move more chemicals to the free-water/drainage phase than 
originally existed if more than 20 percent of the pack drained. 

Also, this concept ignores the fact that dry deposition or 
chemicals input from the tree canopy in "drip" may occur as 
frequently as every time step, and are not included in the 
"initial" total chemical storage. 

As a way around this: 
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(1) initial total chemistry is "bumped" upward whenever dry 
deposition or other input occurs to the snowpack in subroutine 
SSINK (this does nothing to adjust for canopy inputs in the form 
of "drip") 
(2) if the chemical transfer to the water phase via the function 
exceeds the total present, the transfer is completed only to the 
extent that chemicals are present. 
(3) when the snowpack finally dissappears, any remaining chemicals 
are transferred to snowpack drainage if it exists or to litter 
interception or SRO on stream subunits when snowpack drainage 
absent. 
(4) Will not permit snowpack drainage to have less conc. than that 
currently present in the snowpack as a whole. 

Although this routine partitions chemicals between the pack, free
water, and drainage, the free-water partition is of no consequence 
because at the next time-step this routine will combine those 
chemicals with those in the snowpack again. 

Either rainfall or snowfall causes initial conditions to be reset 
(i.e. aMolesS and VOLInit are reset); the amount of rainfall is 
incorporated into the total initial snowpack "VOLInit". This 
resetting takes place in subroutine SNOWRAIN, called just before 
this subroutine. 

Variables: 
AREA 
Asnow 
Bsnow 
Dsnow 
ChemEqv 
IChemID 
IcompFr 
IcompTo 
ISUBU 
aMDrFw 

aMDrFw2 

aMolesS 

NUMCOMPO 
SnowCA 
SnowDran 
SnowFrW 
SNOWPACK 
VOLCurr 

VOLInit 

Xmelt 

user specified parameter, effects rate of chern. loss 
- user specified parameter, effects rate of chern. loss 
= user specified parameter, effects rate of chem. loss 

(local) compartment, used only in error messages 
(local) compartment chemicals are transferred to 
subunit computations are occurring on 
(local) moles in drainage and free water, accelerated 
elution 
(local) moles in drainage and free water, if conc. in 
those compartments were equal to average for pack+ 
freewat + drainage + rain with sum of all chemicals 

- "initial" total moles in the snowpack + 
snow free water + snowpack drainage; becomes greater 
with additions from SSINK. Reset with each rain or 
snow event by SNOWRAIN. 
Dimensioned for subunit and species, as only one 
"compartment" (sum of three) is tracked. The species 
identifier index (second dimension) is taken from those 
for snowpack water equivalent rather than SnowFrW or 
SnowDran. 

(local) current volume of snowpack, including free 
water, ice, and pack drainage, 1. 
Initial snowpack volwne, including free water, ice, and 
snowpack drainage ( total as W.E., 1 ) on each subunit. 
Reset '''ith each rainfall and/or snowfall event by 
SNOWRAIN. 
(local) fraction of total meltwater "released" through 



C this time-step (some will remain as snowpack free 
C water) since pack was "initialized" 
C Y - (local), concentration in snowpack drainage and 
C snowpack free-water as fraction of "initial" 
C concentration 

INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'common2.inc' 
INCLUDE 'commonc.inc' 

IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE. ids tart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 .OR. 
& ibug3 .EQ. ISUBU» WR1TE(*,10) 1SUBU, I 
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10 
C 

FORMAT ( , SUBROUTINE SNOWMIX subunit', 13, , WY day', 13 ) 
Move chern. in pack free water and snowpack drainage to snowpack. 
DO 100 ijk - 1, NUMCOMPO(ISUBU, 4) 

50 

55 

60 

DO 50 jk1 - 1, NUMCOMPO(1SUBU, 5) 
IF( IChemID(ISUBU,5,jk1) .EQ.IChemID(1SUBU,4,ijk»THEN 

ChemEqv(ISUBU,4,ijk) - ChemEqv(ISUBU,4,ijk) + 
& ChemEqv(ISUBU,5,jkl) 

& 
& 
& 

& 

ChemEqv(ISUBU,5,jkl) - O. 
GO TO 60 

ENDIF 
CONTINUE 
IcompFr - 5 
WR1TE(*,55) IChemID(ISUBU,4,ijk), ISUBU, 1compFr 
FORMAT(/' Cannot find species', IS, , in snowpack free', 
, water, is present'I' in snowpack. Re-check input', 
, species list, subunit', 13, , compart. " 12 I 
, Terminated·'/) 
STOP 
DO 70 jkl - 1, NUMCOMPO(ISUBU, 6) 

IF( IChemID(ISUBU,6,jk1) .EQ.IChemID(ISUBU,4,ijk»THEN 
ChemEqv(ISUBU,4,ijk) - ChemEqv(ISUBU,4,ijk) + 
ChemEqv(ISUBU,6,jk1) 
ChemEqv(ISUBU,6,jkl) - O. 
GO TO 100 

ENDIF 
70 CONTINUE 

IcompFr - 6 
WRITE(*,55) IChemID(ISUBU,4,ijk), ISUBU, IcompFr 
STOP 

100 CONTINUE 
C If all chemistry gone, no sense in hanging around 

IF( ChemEqv(ISUBU,4,1) .LE. 1.E-9 .AND. ChemEqv(ISUBU,4,2) .LE. 
& 1.E-9 .AND. ChemEqv(ISUBU,4,3) .LE. 1.E-9 ) RETURN 

C If snowpack is gone, put these chemicals into SnowDran, unless 
C that too is gone, in which case they go to litter interception 
C compartment (1- SRO on stream, as compart 7 zeroed by SROINFLT), 
C then return. 

IF( SNOWPACK( ISUBU ) .GT. 0.0 ) GO TO 149 

IcompTo = 6 
IF( SnowDran(ISUBU) .LE. 0.0 ) IcompTo - 1 

C Move chemicals from snow to litterlSRO 
DO 120 ijk = 1, NUMCOMPO( ISUBU,4 ) 

C Find matching species in "to" compartment 
DO 110 jkl = 1, NUMCOMPO( ISUBU,IcolllpTo ) 

IF( ICheIllID( ISUBU, ICOlllpTo, jkl ) .NE. 
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IChemID(ISUBU,4,ijk» GO TO 110 

ChemEqv(ISUBU,IcompTo,jkl)- ChemEqv(ISUBU,IcompTo,jkl) 
+ ChemEqv(ISUBU,4,ijk) 
ChemEqv(ISUBU,4,ijk) - O. 
GO TO 120 

CONTINUE 
WRITE(*,116) IChemID(ISUBU,4,ijk), ISUBU, IcompTo 
FORMAT(/' Cannot find chern. species', IS, ' in subunit', 

& 13,' compart. " 12 I ' Attempting to move snow', 
& 'chemistry to that compartment after '1' pack dissappeared.', 
& ' Terminated by SNOWMIX.'/) 

STOP 
CONTINUE 
RETURN 

Compute 
VOLCurr 

& 
Compute 
Xmelt = 

current vol. (1) of water eq. (snowpack +freewater + rain) 
= (SNOWPACK(ISUBU) + SnowFrW(ISUBU) + SnowDran(ISUBU) ) 

* SnowCA(ISUBU) * AREA(ISUBU) * 100000. 
fraction of initial "storage" that is now gone 
1. - VOLCurr I VOLlnit(ISUBU) 

Compute concentration in SnowDran and snowpack free water (same) 
as a fraction of initial, "average" (whole pack) concentration. 
Y - Asnow * Bsnow * EXP( - Bsnow * Xme1t ) + 

& (1. - Asnow) * Dsnow * EXP( - Dsnow * Xmelt ) 
Move chemicals from SNOWPACK to SnowDran and snowpack free water 
to the extent available and necessary. 
aLiters - ( SnowFrW(ISUBU) + SnowDran(ISUBU) ) * SnowCA(ISUBU) * 

& AREA(ISUBU) * 100000. 

& 

DO 160 ijk = 1, NUMCOMPO( ISUBU,4 ) 
Moles in drainage and free water - Conc. * liters, acce1. 
aMDrFw - y* aMo1esS(ISUBU,ijk) I VOLlnit( ISUBU ) * aLiters 
If this number of moles less than moles that would be in 
drainage and free water if that water had current average 
"whole pack" concentration, set number of moles to latter 
value. (chemical additions to pack since "initial" 
condition set by SNOWRAIN otherwise might result in xs 
chemistry remaining in pack 'til it disappears). 
M1DrFw2 - aLiters * ChemEqv(ISUBU,4,ijk) I VOLCurr 

(Some species may have valid negative concentrations, which 
requires special care here. (notably H+) 
Any occurrence of a species with positive chemeqv and 
aMolesS whose current ave. conc. in all liters water is 
greater than the calculated accelerated value in drainage and 
free water will cause all accelerated values = ave Conc. 
Any occurrence of a species with positive chemeqv and aMolesS 
whose accelerated concentration in drainage and free water is 
such that it amounts to more moles than are currently present 
will cause all available chemicals to be in the drainage and 
free water. 
IF( aMDrFw2 .GT. aMDrFw .AND. ChemEqv(ISUBU,4,ijk) .GT. O . 
. AND. aMo1esS(ISUBU,ijk) .GT. O. ) GO TO 220 

IF( aMDrFw.GT.ChemEqv(ISUBU,4,ijk) .AND. ChemEqv(ISUBU,4,ijk) 
& .GE. O .. AND. aMolesS(ISUBU,ijk) .GE.O.) GO TO 249 

160 CONTINUE 

DO 200 ijk - 1, NUMCOMPO( ISUBU,4 ) 
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C Acce1. conc. computed was OK; a portion remains in pack ice 
DO 190 jk1 - 1, NUMCOMPO( ISUBU, 5 ) 

190 
192 

& 

& 
& 

& 

& 

& 
& 

& 

IF( IChemID(ISUBU,5,jk1) .NE. IChemID(ISUBU,4,ijk» 
GO TO 190 

ChemEqv(ISUBU,5,jk1) - Y * aMo1esS(ISUBU,ijk)/ 
VOLlnit(ISUBU)*SnowFrW(ISUBU) * SnowCA(ISUBU) * 
AREA(ISUBU) * 100000. 
ChemEqv(ISUBU,4,ijk) - ChemEqv(ISUBU,4,ijk) -
ChemEqv(ISUBU,5,jk1) 
GO TO 192 

CONTINUE 
DO 195 jk1 - 1, NUMCOMPO( ISUBU, 6 ) 

IF(IChemID(ISUBU,6,jk1).NE.IChemID(ISUBU,4,ijk» 
GO TO 195 

ChemEqv(ISUBU,6,jk1) -Y*aMo1esS( ISUBU, ijk ) / 
VOLInit(ISUBU)*SnowDran(ISUBU) * SnowCA(ISUBU) * 
AREA(ISUBU) * 100000. 
ChemEqv(ISUBU,4,ijk) - ChemEqv(ISUBU,4,ijk) -
ChemEqv(ISUBU,6,jk1) 
GO TO 200 

195 CONTINUE 
200 CONTINUE 

RETURN 

C Current ave. conc. in all water in pack+free water + drain etc. 
C exceeds computed acce11erated conc. Therefore pack, drainage 
C and free water will have this concentration. 

220 DO 240 ijk = 1, NUMCOMPO( ISUBU,4 ) 

230 
232 

DO 230 jkl - 1, NUMCOMPO(ISUBU,5) 
IF( IChemID(ISUBU,5,jk1) .NE. IChemID(ISUBU,4,ijk» 

& GO TO 230 

& 

& 

& 

& 

& 

Conc = ChemEqv(ISUBU,4,ijk) / VOLCurr 
ChemEqv(ISUBU,5,jkl) - Conc * SnowFrW(ISUBU) * 
SnowCA(ISUBU) * AREA(ISUBU) * 100000. 
ChemEqv(ISUBU,4,ijk) - ChemEqv(ISUBU,4,ijk) -
ChemEqv(ISUBU,5,jkl) 
GO TO 232 

CONTINUE 
DO 235 jkl - 1, NUMCOMPO( ISUBU, 6 ) 

IF(IChemID(ISUBU,6,jkl).NE.IChemID(ISUBU,4,ijk» 
GO TO 235 

Conc - ChemEqv(ISUBU,4,ijk) / VOLCurr 
ChemEqv(ISUBU,6,jk1) - Conc * SnowDran(ISUBU) * 
SnowCA(ISUBU) * AREA(ISUBU) * 100000. 
ChemEqv(ISUBU,4,ijk) - ChemEqv(ISUBU,4,ijk) -
ChemEqv(ISUBU,6,jk1) 
GO TO 240 

235 CONTINUE 
240 CONTINUE 

RETURN 

C Total moles in snowpack drainage and free water equal the total in 
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C the snowpack, and snowpack ice has none left. Moles in SnowDran 
C and SnowFrW are apportioned according to volume of water in each. 

249 

250 
255 

DO 300 ijk - 1, NUMCOMPO( ISUBU,4 ) 
DO 250 jk1 - 1, NUMCOMPO( ISUBU, 5 ) 

IF( IChemID(ISUBU,5,jk1) .NE. IChemID(ISUBU,4,ijk» 
& GO TO 250 

& 

& 

& 

ChemEqv(ISUBU,5,jk1) - ChemEqv(ISUBU,4,ijk) * 
SnowFrW(ISUBU)/(SnowFrW(ISUBU)+SnowDran(ISUBU) ) 
CO TO 255 

CONTINUE 
DO 280 jk1 - 1, NUMCOMPO( ISUBU, 6 ) 

IF( IChemID(ISUBU,6,jk1) .NE. IChemID(ISUBU,4,ijk» 
GO TO 280 

ChemEqv(ISUBU,6,jk1) - ChemEqv(ISUBU,4,ijk) * 
SnowDran(ISUBU)/(SnowFrW(ISUBU) + SnowDran(ISUBU» 
GO TO 285 

280 CONTINUE 
285 ChemEqv(ISUBU,4,ijk) - O. 
300 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE SNOWRAIN 

SUBROUTINE SNOWRAIN( ISUBU, IDAY ) 
C This subroutine resets "initial" conditions of total water and 
C total chemicals in the snowpack, including the snowpack ice, free 
C water, and snowpack drainage. 
C This routine is optionally called when the user selects the 
C "accellerated" method of chemical transfer from the pack to 
C snowpack drainage. It resets two values: 
C aMolesS - "initial" total moles in the snowpack + 
C snow free water + snowpack drainage; can become greater 
C with additions from SSINK. Reset with each rain or 
C snow event. Dimensioned for subunit and species, as 
C only one "compartment" (sum of three) is tracked. The 
C species identifier index (second dimension) is taken 
C from those for snowpack water equivalent rather than 
C SnowFrW or SnowDran. 
C VOLInit = Initial snowpack volume, including free water, ice, and 
C snowpack drainage ( total as W.E., 1 ) on each subunit. 
C Reset with each rainfall and/or snowfall event. 

INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'common2.inc' 
INCLUDE 'commonc.inc' 

C Only want this to occur if it rained, snowed, first day of 
C computations, or first day of accelerated elution. 
C Lattermost case, only sets "initial conditions" once/subunit 

IF( IsnoOpt2 .EQ. 1 .AND. IsnoOptd .EQ. IDAY ) GO TO 20 
C Below, to reset when new ran or snowfall (MAIN skips any day 
C before start accel. elution day) 

IF( IsnoOpt2 .EQ. 1 .AND. ( RainUa(ISUBU) .GT. 0.0 .OR. 
& SnowUa(ISUBU) .GT. 0.0 ) ) GO TO 20 

C No rain or snow and run didn't just start, no reset 
IF( RainUa(ISUBU) .LE. 0.0 .AND. SnowUa(ISUBU) .LE. 

& 0.0 .AND. IDAY .NE. iDstartB ) RETURN 
C if day to start accellerated elution set, that day not this day, 
C and this day less than start day or this day greater than start 
C day but no rain or snow, return 

IF( IsnoOpt2 .EQ. 1 .AND. IsnoOptd .NE. IDAY ) RETURN 

20 IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. IDAY .GE. idstart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 .OR. 

C 
C 

C 

C 

50 
C 
C 

& ibug3 .EQ. ISUBU) ) WRITE(*,*) , Subr. SNOWRAIN Sub/day=' ,ISUBU, 
& IDAY 

Snowpack, free water, drainage chemistry all tracked only in 
subunits l-NU 
DO 100 ijk - 1, NUMCOMPO(ISUBU, 4) 

Set initial aMolesS - moles in snowpack's ice 
aMolesS( ISUBU, ijk ) - ChemEqv(ISUBU,4,ijk) 
Find matching ID in snowpack's free water, add 
DO 50 jkl ~ 1, NUMCOMPO(ISUBU, 5) 

IF( IChemID(ISUBU,5,jkl) .EQ. IChemID(ISUBU,4,ijk» THEN 
aMolesS( ISUBU. ijk ) - aMolesS( ISUBU. ijk ) + 

& ChemEqv( ISUBU, 5, jkl ) 
GO TO 60 

ENDIF 
CONTINUE 
Subroutine SNOWMIX catches missing values here 
Find matching ID in snowpack drainage, add 
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60 DO 70 jkl - 1, NUMCOMPO(ISUBU, 6) 
IF( IChemID(ISUBU,6,jkl) .EQ. IChemID(ISUBU,4,ijk» THEN 

aMolesS( ISUBU, ijk ) - aMolesS( ISUBU, ijk ) + 
& ChemEqv( ISUBU, 6, jkl ) 

GO TO 100 
ENDIF 

70 CONTINUE 
C Subroutine SNOWMIX will catch missing values here. 
100 CONTINUE 
C Snowpacks chemical 'initial conditions' are set; set initial total 
C water volume (1) in snowpack + free water + snowpack drainage 

VOLInit( ISUBU ) - ( SNOWPACK(ISUBU) + SnowFrW(ISUBU) + 
& SnowDran(ISUBU) ) * SnowCA(ISUBU) * AREA(ISUBU) * 100000. 

RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE SNOWSOIL 

SUBROUTINE SNOWSOIL( ISUBU, I DAY , DeltSnow ) 
C Adjusts soil water and soil chemistry for changes in snow-covered 
C area; calls MIXALL to do chemistry. 
C DeltSnow is difference, current - last step's SCA 

INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'common2.inc' 
INCLUDE 'commonc.inc' 

C streams and lakes have only subunits l-NU, rock intercept. done 
C elsewhere. 

IF( UType(ISUBU) .NE. 'N' .AND. UType(ISUBU) .NE. 'n' ) RETURN 

IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. IDAY .GE. idstart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 .OR. 
& ibug3 .EQ. ISUBU) ) THEN 

WRITE(*,lO) ISUBU, IDAY 
10 FORMAT ( , SUBR. SNOWSOIL subunit', 13, ' WY day', 14/ 

& ' Soil H20, cm Horizon on SFA on SCA SCA' ) 
DO 19 ii - 1, NLayers( ISUBU ) 

19 WRITE(*,20) ii, THETA(ISUBU,ii) * Sdepth(ISUBU,ii), 
& THETA(ISUBU+NU,ii) * Sdepth(ISUBU,ii), SnoCAo12(ISUBU) 

20 FORMAT ( , Start' ,18X, II, F13.s, F10.s, FIO.s ) 
ENDIF 
DO 100 ii ~ 1, NLayers( ISUBU ) 

stuff = AREA(ISUBU) * Sdepth(ISUBU,ii) * 100. 
C Old volume soil water on (old) SCA 

VolSCAo ~ THETA«ISUBU + NU),ii) * SnoCAo12(ISUBU) * stuff 
C Old volume soil water on (old) SFA 

C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
50 
C 

C 

& 

VolSFAo - THETA( ISUBU, ii ) * (1. - SnoCAo12(ISUBU) )* stuff 
Icomp - 11 + 11 
IF( DeltSnow .LE. O. ) GO TO 50 

INCREASING SCA 
New volume of soil water on (new) SCA: (assumes formerly 
snow-free soil added to SCA, increasing SCA water volume, 
probably decreasing THETA.) 
Vo1SCAn - ( THETA«ISUBU + NU),ii) * SnoCAo12(ISUBU) + 
DeltSnow * THETA(ISUBU,ii) ) * stuff 
New volume of soil water on (new) SFA 
VolSFAn - THETA(ISUBU,ii) * ( 1. - SnowCA(ISUBU) ) * stuff 
"Mix" chemicals whether soluble or insoluble from snow-free 
soil to snow-covered soil in direct proportion to SCA change 
IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 60 

IsubTo = ISUBU + NU 
CALL MIXALL( ISUBU, Icomp, Vo1SFAo, Vo1SFAn, IsubTo, Icomp, 

& IDAY ) 

& 

GO TO 60 

DECREASING SCA 
New volume of soil water on (new) SCA (assumes formerly snow
covered soil added to SFA, increasing SFA water volume) 
VolSCAn = THETA«ISUBU + NU),ii) * SnowCA(ISUBU) * stuff 
New volume of soil water on (new) SFA (DeltSnow negative) 
VolSFAn - ( THETA(ISUBU,ii) * (1. - SnoCAo12(ISUBU» -
DeltSnow * THETA«ISUBU + NU),ii) ) * stuff 
"Mix" chemicals whether soluble or insoluble from SCA to SFA 
IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 60 
IsubFr - ISUBU + NU 



C 
60 

C 

65 

C 

100 

119 

120 

C 
C 

125 
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& 
CALL MIXALL( IsubFr, Icomp, Vo1SCAo, Vo1SCAn, ISUBU, Icomp, 
IDAY ) 

Compute new'soi1 water content on SFA, SCA 
IF( SnowCA(ISUBU) .GE. 1.0 ) THEN 

THETA(ISUBU,ii) - O. 
temp debug write 
if( Vo1SFAn .GT .. 2 ) write(*,*) , SNOWS OIL ERR # l' 
GO TO 65 

ENDIF 
THETA(ISUBU,ii) - Vo1SFAn / ( stuff * ( 1. - SnowCA(ISUBU» ) 

IF( SnowCA(ISUBU) .LE. 0.0 ) THEN 

ENDIF 

THETA«ISUBU+NU),ii) - O. 
temp debug write 
if( Vo1SCAn .GT .. 2 ) write(*,*) , SNOWSOIL ERR # 2' 
GO TO 100 

THETA«ISUBU+NU),ii) - Vo1SCAn / ( stuff * SnowCA(ISUBU) ) 
CONTINUE 

IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. IDAY .GE. ids tart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 .OR. 
& ibug3 .EQ. ISUBU) ) THEN 

DO 119 ii - 1, NLayers( ISUBU ) 
WRITE(*,120) ii, THETA(ISUBU,ii) * Sdepth(ISUBU,ii), 

& THETA(ISUBU+NU,ii) * Sdepth(ISUBU,ii), SnowCA(ISUBU) 
FORMAT ( , end' ,20X, 11, F13.5, F10.5, F10.5 ) 

ENDIF 
Other routines to this point haven't effected THETA; this is now 
new initial condition. 
DO 125 ii ~ 1, NLayers( ISUBU ) 

ThetaIC(ISUBU,ii) - THETA(ISUBU,ii) 
ThetaIC(ISUBU+NU,ii) - THETA(ISUBU+NU,ii) 

RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE SNTERCPT 

SUBROUTINE SNTERCPT( J, I ) 
C Computes interception of snowfall/rainfall on each subunit; 
C J is passed as watershed subunit. 

C There are 3 interception constants, one for rain on litter, one 
C for canopy snow, and a third for canopy rain. There is also 
C "interception" on the litter be10"1 the snowpack, which is not 
C dealt with h~re (variables SnowInt, SnowIntI, SnowIntV). 

C Canopy interception is applied to the whole subunit, while litter 
C interception is applicable on snow-free area only. This routine 
C doesn't track effect of snow covered area (SCA) except to split 
C rainfall into 2 areas and determine volume of litter interception 
C storage, while the time-step and total storage depth values in 
C this routine are those depths on snow-free area. 

C Time-step interception is dependent on interception storage 
C available given hold-over interception from the previous day. 

C Splits rainfall chemistry into 2 components, #1 on SFA, #2 on SCA 

C Calls subr. PRECMIX to adjust interception storage and 
C rain/snowfall chemistry (canopy terms only). Does not do litter 
C interception chemistry adjustments (see SROINFLT). 

C INPUT VARIABLES: 
c aINTERl - interception constant of subunit, rainfall, litter 
c aINTER2 - interception constant of subunit, snowfall, canopy 
c aINTER3 - interception constant of subunit, rainfall, canopy 
C NumCRain - number of chemical species observed in rainfall 
C NumCSnow - number of chemical species observed in snowfall 
C RainU - rain on unit before adjustment by this routine 
C RainUa 
C SnowCA - value of snow covered area read in this time 
C step or as set by SNOINI; used in determining litter 
C interception volume 
C SnowU = snow on unit before adjustment by this routine 
C UType 
C TINTERal, TINTERa2, TINTERa3 - interception storage, 
C initially left from the last time step, eventually that left after 
C this time step, same as 1-3 above 

C OUTPUT VARIABLES: 
C TINTlvol - volume of litter interception, m3, set in subroutine 
C INCOND, SNOINI, SNOWCOMP, ET, soi1dran, and here in SNTERCPT. 
C Necessary due to variable snow covered area. 
C RainUa(J) & SnowUa(J) - precipitation values adjusted downward by 
C the amount of interception lost from the rain or snow. Rain 
C is adjusted for litter and canopy interception, snow for 
C canopy only. Adjusted value for rain has to have litter 
C interception added back into rain when rain on snow covered 
C area is considered later. 
C TINTERI - litter into loss for this time step (used in SNOWCOMP) 
C TINTERal, TINTERa2, TINTERa3 

C LOCAL: TINTER2, TINTER3 - canopy into loss for this time step 
INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 



INCLUDE 'common2.inc' 
INCLUDE 'commonc.inc' 

IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE. ids tart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 .OR. 
& ibug3 .EQ. J) ) WRITE(*,lO) J, I 

10 FORMAT ( , SUBROUTINE SNTERCPT subunit', 13, , WY day', 13 ) 

C INTERCEPTION CH~1ISTRY: SPLIT RAINFALL CHEMICAL MASS INTO 2 
C FRACTIONS, #1 ON SNOW-FREE AREA, #2 ON SNOW-COVERED AREA. 
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C (This had to wait until SCA was confirmed by subroutine SNOINI.) 
DO 11 ijk - 1, NumCRain 

RainEqv(J,ijk,2 ) - RainEqv( J, ijk, 1 ) * SnowCA(J) 
RainEqv(J,ijk,l ) - RainEqv( J, ijk, 1 ) * (1.- SnowCA(J» 

11 CONTINUE 

C Don't want to track interception on lake/stream subunits; note, 
C however, that SSINK puts chemicals (including those in base flow) 
C in compartment 1 of streams as a temporary storage location before 
C moving to streamflow. Also, precipitates from streamflow will 
C be stored in compartment 1, as is lake stora?e between steps. 

IF( UType(J) . EQ. 's' .OR. UType(J) .EQ. 's .OR. UType(J) .EQ. 
& 'L' .OR. UType(J) .EQ. '1' ) THEN 

TINTERI - O. 
TINTERal(J) - O. 
TINTERa2(J) - O. 
TINTERa3(J) - O. 
TINTlvol(J) - O. 
RainUa(J) = RainU(J) 
SnowUa(J) - SnowU(J) 

C Rainfall and snowfall chemicals added later in SROINFLT 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE. idstart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 

& .OR. ibug3 .EQ. J) ) WRITE(*,20) 
20 FORMAT ( , stream, no interception') 

RETURN 
ENDIF 

C TINTERal and aINTERIl were set in SNOWINI; aINTERIl not reset. 
aINTERI2(J) - TINTERa2(J) 
aINTERI3(J) - TINTERa3(J) 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE. idstart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 

&.OR.ibug3 .EQ. J) ) THEN 
WRITE(*,30) TINTERa3(J), TINTERal(J), TINTERa2(J) 

30 FORMAT ( 
& ' Time step interception Interception Storage (* -' 
& ' snow-free area only)'/ 
& rain * rain snow rain * rain snow'/ 
& canopy litter canopy canopy litter canopy'/ 
& (not yet applicable)', 4X, 3FB.4,' (start)') 

ENDIF 
C No new rain or snow 

IF( RainU(J) .LE. 0.0 .AND. SnowU(J) .LE. 0.0 ) THEN 
TINTER1 - O. 
TINTER2 - O. 
TINTER3 = O. 

C TINTERa1(J), TINTERa2(J) - no change here 
RainUa(J) - O. 
SnowUa(J) - O. 
GO TO 200 

ENDIF 

C ***** Compute interception of rain, snow, or combination. 



C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
50 

C 
C 

51 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 

C 

60 

C 
C 
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Intial storage avail for rain litter: litter into may be overly 
full (due to SNOINI) but no new litter into occurs if full or 
overfull. Litter into in XS of max. will cause slightly more 
chemical equivalents to leave interception storage than would 
otherwise occur, but this is not significant, especially if the 
step-to-step error in SCA is insignificant. 
TINTERI - aINTERl(J) - TINTERal(J) 
IF( TINTERl .LT. O. ) TINTERl - O. 
rain canopy available storage 
TINTER3 - aINTER3(J) - TINTERa3(J) 
IF( TINTER3 .LT. O. ) TINTER3 - O. 
Storage avail for snow. (In case of rain and snow, inter
ception of both will be included. 
TINTER2 - aINTER2(J) - TINTERa2(J) 
IF( TINTER2 .LT. O. ) TINTER2 - O. 
Actual canopy time step rain interception: 
IF( ( RainU(J) * RIntFrac ) .LE. TINTER3 ) TINTER3 -

& RainU(J) * RIntFrac 
The "ELSE" to above "IF" leaves t.s. canopy interception at 
available storage 
IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 50 

mix rainfall chemistry with canopy interception chemistry 
cmMix ~ cm of rain that will mix with existing canopy interception 
The amount that mixes may exceed the time step's storage. 
Mix even if full, but not if no storage 
IF( aINTER3(J) .LE. O .. OR. RainU(J) .LE. O. ) GO TO 50 
cmMix - RainU(J) * RIntFrac 
CALL PRECMIX( I, 1, cmMix, J, 3 ) 
PRECMIX call above takes care of SFA, SCA 
calling arguements: WY Day, precip type, cmMix, Subunit, 
compartment. 

actual litter time step rain interception (not adj. for SCA): 
IF( ( RainU(J) - TINTER3 ) .LE. TINTERI ) TINTERI -

& RainU(J) - TINTER3 
The "ELSE" to above "IF" leaves time step's litter interception at 
available storage. 
IF( TINTERl .LT. 0.0 ) WRITE(*,51) TINTERI 
FORMAT ( , ERROR FROM SNTERCPT: Litter interception-', F10.4) 
100 percent of remaining rain on SFA mixes with litter 
but not until reach SROINFLT, because receding snowpack may add 
to both adjusted "rainfall" and rainfall chemistry (see WETMELT). 
True snowfall canopy interception: 
IF( ( Snm</U(J) * RIntFrac ) . LT. TINTER2 ) TINTER2 ~ 

& SnowU(J) * RIntFrac 
IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 60 

below is OK because snowfall doesn't really "mix", just adds to 
existing interception if storage available. 
IF( TINTER2 .LE. 0.0 ) GO TO 60 

TINTER2- cm snow "lost" to canopy into (time-step, not total int.) 
CALL PRECMIX( I, 2, TINTER2, J, 2 ) 
TINTERa1(J) - TINTERa1(J) + TINTER1 
TINTERa2(J) - TINTERa2(J) + TINTER2 
TINTERa3(J) - TINTERa3(J) + TINTER3 
RainUa(J) - RainU(J) - TINTER3 - TINTERI 
SnowUa(J) - SnowU(J) - TINTER2 
Interception values and adjusted rain and snow are area cm. Rain 
must be re-adjusted when used on snowcovered area because litter 



C interception (TINTERal) does not apply under snow. (SnowInt does) 

200 

210 

220 

C 
C 
C 

IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE. idstart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 
& .OR. ibug3 .EQ. J) ) THEN 

& 

& 
& 
& 

ENDIF 

WRITE(*,2l0) TINTER3, TINTERl, TINTER2, TINTERa3(J), 
TINTERal(J), TINTERa2(J) 
FORMAT( 3X, 3FS.4, 3X, 3FS.4,' (end)') 
WRITE(*,220) RainU(J), RainUa(J), SnowU(J), SnowUa(J) 
FORMAT ( , Rain Snow'/ 

Before After Before After'/ 
interception interception '/ 4FlO.3 ) 

Reset value of volume of litter interception for subsequent use. 
Changes in snow covered area would cause errors in litter 
interception unless tracked as a volume 
TINTlvol(J) - TINTERal(J) * AREA(J) * ( 1. - SnowCA(J» * 100. 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE SOILDRAN 

SUBROUTINE SOILDRAN( J, I ) 
C ************************ AHM MODEL **************************** 
C This routine drains water from the soil profile, either vertically 
C to underlying soil layers or horizontally to another subunit. 
C Drains water from soil after computing input effects; i.e. 
C previously drained 1st based on last steps soil water content, now 
C uses previous steps soil water content to control infilt. et. al. 
C Computes changes in soil water content due to drainage. 
cMarch 92: draining upper layers first would make no water drain from 
C upper horizon when really wet, as lower layer gets wet from 
C infiltration in SROINFLT, is saturated when it gets to this 
C routine, so has no available storage space; now drains from the 
C bottom horizon up. Fresh inputs may still affect outputs as 
C infilt. can reach lower horizon as well as top. 
C Calls SROMIX, MIX 

C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

All layers incorporate a minimum soil moisture below which no 
drainage takes place (ThetaR). All layers except the bottom one 
drain vertically at a rate equal to their unsaturated hydraulic 
conductivity (see function HYDK). 

The bottom layer is presumed to overlie impermeable bedrock, and 
dr.ainage therefore must simulate saturated "horizontal" flow. I 
de'cided to use the same function for this "horizontal" flow as for 
vertical, unsaturated flow in the layers above. One obvious 
problem with this that the cross-sectional "area" of saturated 
flow is markedly different from the map area of the subunit. 
This can be accounted for by the user through the choice of a 
lower "saturated hydraulic conductivity" value; compute the 
"horizontal" flow through the soil profile at saturation, and pick 
a sat. hyd. K value that will provide this flow given the slope 
and the area of the subunit as parameters in the Darcy equation. 

Soil layers are drained from the bottom up, drainage in all but 
the bottom horizon being limited by available storage in the next 
lower horizon as well as the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity of 
the given draining layer. 

Within a given soil layer, the water present is always assumed to 
be uniformly distributed; there are no saturated and unsaturated 
zones within a given layer, nor tension between layers. 

A single time-step's soil drainage is computed with a number of 
small steps to avoid allowing the step nature of the function to 
drain the soil from a high water-content to residual content in a 
single time step, which otherwise occurs. 

Stream and rock subunits don't call this routine. 
See also INFLOW, SROINFLT subroutines. 

INPUTS (partial): 
J - subunit number 
NLayers - number of layers in soil of this subunit 
Sdepth ~ depth of each soil layer in each subunit 
THETA, ThetaR, ThetaS as per definitions in main program 
Soiln = parameter controlling unsaturated hydraulic 

conductivity ( see subroutine HYDK ); in lowest soil 
layer. Should be greater than 1. Used differently on 
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bottom soil layer; see comments above 

OUTPUTS: 
Hdrain - "horizontal" drainage from soil layer in contact with 

impermeable bedrock; leaves for another subunit; 
previously zeroed in SROINFLT. 

THETA as per definitions in main program, adjusted for inputs 
and drainage 

Local: drain (water draining from an upper horizon during a sub 
time-step 
UHdrain total water drained from upper horizon during tstep 

INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'common2.inc' 
INCLUDE 'commonc.inc' 
DIMENSION cmFrOld(NL), UHdrain(NL) 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE. idstart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 .OR. 

& ibug3 .EQ. J) ) WRITE(*,lO) J, I 

& 
& 

& 
& 

FORMAT ( , SUBROUTINE SOILDRAN, subunit', 13,' WY day', 13 ) 
Hdrain(J) - O. 
Hdrain(J+NU) ~ O. 
Make 2 passes through this routine, first snow-free area, 2nd SCA 
iSCSF ~ 0 
JJ = J 
iSCSF ~ iSCSF + 1 
IF( iSCSF .EQ. 2 ) JJ - J + NU 
Upper horizon drainage: 
DO 22 ii - 1, NLayers(J) 

UHdrain(ii)- O. 
IF( SnowCA(J) .GE. 1.0 .AND. iSCSF .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 20 
IF( SnowCA(J) .LE. O .. AND. iSCSF .EQ. 2 ) GO TO 200 
I.C. water contents (THETAIC) set in SROINFLT, THETA may have been 
changed by RIPCHARG; 
DO 25 ii ~ 1, NLayers(J) 

cmFrOld(ii) - THETA(JJ,ii) * Sdepth(J,ii) 
IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 30 
SROMIX must be called after equilibration, which has occurred. 
Mix SRO with user-specified fraction of water in soil layer 1 (see 
comments in subroutine SROMIX) 
CALL SROMIX( JJ, I ) 
Do soil drainage in a number of small steps (uses same number of 
increments as lake discharge function) 
DO 192 ijk - 1, nResStep 

************ DRAIN WATER FROM SOIL PROFILE ************** 
DO 190 ii - NLayers(J), 1, -1 

ICOMPART - ii + 11 
IF( ii .NE. NLayers(J) ) GO TO 140 

Drain bottom layer: 
Because 1st few periods may blow this up, shorten. In 
first half of nResStep, do 1st hr. In next half, 23 hrs 
IF( ( REAL(ijk)/real(nResStep) ) .LE. 0.5 ) THEN 

HDRts - ( HYDK( THETA(JJ,ii), ThetaR(J,ii), 
ThetaS(J,ii), HYDKsat(J,ii) ,Soiln(J,ii) ,ibug,ibug3, 
idstart, J, I) ) / ( DBLE( nResStep ) * 12. ) 

ELSE 
HDRts = ( HYDK( THETA(JJ,ii), ThetaR(J,ii), 
ThetaS(J,ii), HYDKsat(J,ii),Soiln(J,ii),ibug,ibug3, 
idstart I J I I) ) ~'r 23. /( DBLE( nResStep ) * 12.) 

ENDIF 



& 
& 

IF( (THETA(JJ,ii) - HDRts / Sdepth(J,ii» .LT. 
ThetaR(J,ii) ) HDRts - ( THETA(JJ,ii) -
ThetaR(J,ii) ) * Sdepth(J,ii) 

G09 

C 
C 
C 
C 

Above function will not allow drainage to reduce water 
content below that level at which hydraulic conductivity 
is zero. ET can bring water content below residual 
level, resulting in negative Hdrain; fix it 

C 

IF( HDRts .LT. O. ) HDRts - O. 
THETA(JJ,ii)-THETA(JJ,ii) - ( HDRts / Sdepth(J,ii) ) 
Hdrain(JJ) - Hdrain(JJ) + HDRts 
Total ws soildrain (m3); melt optimiz. screen outputs. 
IF( iSCSF .EQ. 2 ) THEN 

Sdrain -Sdrain + HDRts * SnowCA(J) * AREA(J) * 100. 
ELSE 

Sdrain - Sdrain + HDRts * (l.-SnowCA(J»*AREA(J)*lOO. 
ENDIF 
GO TO 190 

C UPPER HORIZONS 
C Use unsaturated hydraulic conductivity times unit 
C hydraulic gradient to determine drainage from all but 
C bottom layer. "drain" is a local variable, drainage 
C during sub-time step. 1st nresstep/2-lhr, 2nd=23 hrs. 
140 IF( ( REAL(ijk)/real(nResStep) ) .LE. 0.5 ) THEN 

drain -(HYDK(THETA(JJ,ii),ThetaR(J,ii),ThetaS(J,ii), 
& HYDKsat(J,ii), Soiln(J,ii), ibug,ibug3,idstart,J,I»/ 
& ( DBLE( nResStep ) * 12. ) 

ELSE 
drain -(HYDK(THETA(JJ,ii),ThetaR(J,ii),ThetaS(J,ii), 

& HYDKsat(J,ii), Soiln(J,ii), ibug,ibug3,idstart,J,I» 
& * 23. / ( DBLE( nResStep ) * 12. ) 

ENDIF 
C Although unsaturated hydraulic conductivity goes to zero 
C as ThetaR is approached, the stepwise manner in which 
C this program operates can still allow computed 
C unsaturated hydraulic conductivity at the pre-drainage 
C soil water content to be large enough to bring the soil 
C water content below the residual level which by 
C definition is that level below which drainage should 
C be zero. Don't let this happen. 

IF( (THETA(JJ,ii) - drain/Sdepth(J,ii» .LT. 
& ThetaR(J,ii» drain - ( THETA(JJ,ii) - ThetaR(J,ii) ) * 
& Sdepth(J,ii) 

C ET can reduce THETA below ThetaR. Also, if ET has done 
C this, the IF statement directly above can create a 
C negative value of drain if THETA is low enough that 
C "adding" drain/Sdepth still results in a value less than 
C ThetaR. Fix this. 

IF( drain .LT. O. ) drain = O. 
C Don't allow drainage in excess of available storage in 
C next lower layer. 

AvalStor~(ThetaS(J,ii+l)-THETA(JJ,ii+l»* Sdepth(J,ii+l) 
IF( drain .GT. AvalStor ) drain - AvalStor 

C Adjust soil water content of this subunit for outflow 
C drainage and next lower layer for inflow from this 
C layers drainage. 

THETA(JJ,ii) - THETA(JJ,ii) - drain / Sdepth(J,ii) 
THETA(JJ,ii+l) ~ THETA(JJ,ii+l) + drain / Sdepth(J,ii+1) 
UHdrain(ii) = UHdrain(ii) + drain 

190 CONTINUE 
C Continue small steps for SCA/SFA 



192 CONTINUE 

C Mix waters with receiving compart. from bottom horizon upward 
DO 196 ii - NLayers(J), 1, -1 

ICOMPART - ii + 11 
IF( ii .NE. NLayers(J) ) GO TO 194 
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G Bottom layer mixes to hdrain; THETA's may have been modified 
C by drainage from upper horizons 
C May have no HDrain, but may have received UHdrain 

cmFrNew - cmFrOld(ii) - Hdrain(JJ) 
IF( Hdrain(JJ) .LE. 0.0 ) THEN 

c THETA(JJ,ii) - cmFr01d(ii) / Sdepth(J,ii) 
Hdrain(JJ) - O. 
GO TO 196 

ENDIF 
IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 196 

C Add chemicals from soil water to Hdrain 
CALL MIX( JJ, ICOMPART, cmFrOld(ii), cmFrNew, JJ, 8, I ) 
GO TO 196 

C Upper horizons mix to next lower 
194 cmFrNew - cmFrOld(ii) - UHdrain(ii) 

IF( UHdrain(ii) .LE. 0.0 ) THEN 

ENDIF 

THETA(JJ,ii) - cmFr01d(ii) / Sdepth(J,ii) 
GO TO 196 

IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 196 

C Add to receiving horiz., subtract from contrib. horiz. 
CALL MIX(JJ,ICOMPART,cmFr01d(ii), cmFrNew.JJ. (ICOMPART+l).I) 

196 CONTINUE 

IF( iSCSF .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 20 
200 IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 220 

C Track selected specie for chemical balance 
DO 210 ijk - 1, MCOMP 

IF( iSpecBal .EQ. IChemID(J.8.ijk) ) THEN 
BalNew(J,6) - Ba1New(J.6) + ChemEqv(J,8,ijk) + 

& ChemEqv(J+NU,8.ijk) 

ENDIF 
210 CONTINUE 
220 RETURN 

END 

GO TO 220 
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SUBROUTINE SOLID 

SUBROUTINE SOLID(ibug,ibug3,idstart,ISUBU,IDAY) 
INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'parm.inc' 
INCLUDE 'var.inc' 
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IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. IDAY .GE. idstart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 .OR. 
& ibug3 .EQ. ISUBU) ) WRITE(*,10) ISUBU, IDAY 

FORMAT ( , SUBROUTINE SOLID, subu' , 14, ' WYO', 14 ) 
LL - NN(3) + NN(4) 
10 ~ NN(l) + NN(2) + NN(3) + NN(4) + 1 
JO - NNN + 1 

DO 100 L - 1, LL 
10 - 10 - 1 
JO - JO - 1 
FIND JEXC FOR 10 

DO 20 J - 1, JO 
IF ( ABS( A( 10, JO - (J-1) ) ) .GT. 0.001) GO TO 25 
CONTINUE 

WRITE(*,*) , Phase rule violation; (too many precipitates)' 
STOP 
JEXC - JO - ( J - 1 ) 
CALL EXCOL(JEXC,JO,ibug,ibug3,idstart,ISUBU,IDAY) 
NXS .. JO-1 
NCS - 10-1 
MODIFY A,B,T 

DO 30 ijk .. 1, NCS 
DO 30 J .. 1, NXS 
A(ijk,J) ~ A(ijk,J) - A(IO,J) * A(ijk,JO)/ A(IO,JO) 
DO 40 J - 1, NXS 
T(J) .. T(J) - A(IO,J) * T(JO) / A(IO,JO) 
DO 50 ijk - 1, NCS 
GK(ijk) - GK(ijk) - A(ijk,JO) * GK(IO) / A(IO,JO) 

CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE SOLIDX 

SUBROUTINE SOLIDX( KK, I DAY , ISUBU, ICOMPART ) 
INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'parm.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'commonc.inc' 
INCLUDE 'var.inc' 
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IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. IDAY .GE. ids tart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 .OR. 
& ibug3 .EQ. ISUBU) ) WRITE(*,10) ISUBU, IDAY 

FORMAT ( , SUBROUTINE SOLIDX, subu', 14, ' WYD', 14 ) 
KK ~ 0 
IF( NN(3) + NN(4) .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 100 
LL - NN(3) + NN(4) 
II - NN(l) + NN(2) 
10 - NN(l) + NN(2) + 1 
JO - NNN - NN(3) - NN(4) + 1 
MOLE BALANCE MINUS SOLIDS 
DO 20 J - JO, NNN 

Y(J) = -T(J) 
DO 20 ijk = 1, II 

Y(J) - Y(J) + A(ijk,J) * C(ijk) 
CONTINUE 

AMOUNT OF SOLIDS 
DO 80 L - 1, LL 

C(IO) - -Y(JO) / A(IO,JO) 
"GO TO 220" could result in GC not being set below 200 if not 
set here. 
IF( C(IO) .EQ. o. ) THEN 

GC(IO) - -30. 
GO TO 25 

ENDIF 
C could be negative and have incorrect log value 
GC(IO) - LOGIO(ABS(C(IO») 
DO 30 K - JO, NNN 

Y(K) - Y(K) + A(IO,K) * C(IO) 
CONTINUE 
UNMODIFY A,B,T,GX,X 
NXS - JO - 1 
NCS - 10 - 1 
V - GK(IO) 
DO 40 J - 1, NXS 

V - V + A(IO,J) * GX(J) 
GX(JO) - -V / A(IO,JO) 
X(JO) - 10.**(GX(JO» 
DO 50 ijk - 1, NCS 

DO 50 J = 1, NXS 
A(ijk,J) = A(ijk,J) + A(IO,J) * A(ijk,JO) / A(IO,JO) 

DO 60 J - I, NXS 
T(J) - T(J) + A(IO,J) * T(JO) / A(IO,JO) 

DO 70 ijk - 1, NCS 
GK(ijk) - GK(ijk) + A(ijk,JO) * GK(IO) / A(IO,JO) 

10 - 10 + 1 
JO - JO + 1 

CONTINUE 
SOLUBILITY PRODUCTS 
IF( NN(5) + NN(6) .EQ. 0) GO TO 220 
10 = NN(l) + NN(2) + NN(3) + NN(4) + 1 
II = NN(l) + NN(2) + NN(3) + NN(4) + NN(5) + NN(6) 
DO 210 ijk = 10, II 
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v - GK(ijk) 
DO 200 J - 1, NNN 

V - V + A(ijk,J) * GX(J) 
GC(i'k) - V 
C(ij~) ~ 10.**V 

CONTINUE 
CHECK FOR DISSOLUTION 
IF( NN(4) .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 300 
IMIN - 0 
VMIN - 0 
10 - NN(l) + NN(2) + NN(3) + 1 
II ~ NN(l) + NN(2) + NN(3) + NN(4) 
DO 230 ijk - 10, II 

IF( C(ijk) .GT. VMIN ) GO TO 230 
VMIN - C(ijk) 
IMIN - ijk 

CONTINUE 
IF( IMIN .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 300 
IDisPre - IDisPre + 1 
IF( IDisPre .GT. MDisPre ) NoSo1( ISUBU, ICOMPART ) - 1 
IF( Iprogres .NE. 3 ) GO TO 235 
WRITE(*,240) I DAY , ISUBU, ICOMPART, ITER, IDY(IMIN) 
IF( IOutOpt(7) .NE. 1 ) GO TO 250 
WRITE(17,240) I DAY , ISUBU, ICOMPART, ITER, IDY(IMIN) 
FORMAT ( 13X, 14, 5X, 13, lOX, 12,' Iter. " 13, 

&': SOLID' ,IS,' DISSOLVES') 
CALL EXROW( IMIN, II, ISUBU, IDAY ) 
NN(5) - NN(5) + 1 
NN(4) - NN(4) - 1 
KK - -1 
RETURN 

CHECK FOR PRECIPITATION 
IF( NN(5) .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 400 

VMAX ~ 0 
lMAX = 0 
10 = NN(l) + NN(2) + NN(3) + NN(4) + 1 
II = NN(l) + NN(2) + NN(3) + NN(4) + NN(5) 
DO 350 ijk - 10, II 

IF( GC(ijk) .LT. VMAX ) GO TO 350 

VMAX - GC(ijk) 
lMAX - ijk 

CONTINUE 
IF( lMAX .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 400 
IF( Iprogres .NE. 3 ) GO TO 355 

WRITE(*,360) I DAY , ISUBU, ICOMPART, ITER, IDY(IMAX) 
355 IDisPre - IDisPre + 1 

IF( IDisPre .GT. MDisPre ) NoSo1( ISUBU, ICOMPART ) - 1 
IF( IOutOpt(7) .NE. 1 ) GO TO 361 
WRITE(17,360) I DAY , ISUBU, ICOMPART, ITER, IDY(IMAX) 

360 FORMAT ( 13X, 14, 5X, 13, lOX, 12,' Iter. " 13, 
& ': SOLID', IS,' PRECIPITATES') 

361 CALL EXROW( I MAX , 10, ISUBU, IDAY ) 
NN(4) - NN(4) + 1 
NN(5) = NN(5) - 1 
KK = 1 

400 RETURN 
END 

613 



SUBROUTINE SOLVE 

SUBROUTINE SOLVE(ISUBU, ICOMPART, I DAY , ibug, ibug3, 
& idstart, IOutOpt) 

C Subroutines SURFT and SURFZ moved entirely to SOLVE 
C commonc added solely for NoSol() 

INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'parm.inc' 
INCLUDE 'commonc.inc' 
INCLUDE 'var.inc' 
INCLUDE 'surfcom.inc' 
INCLUDE 'ionic.inc' 
INCLUDE 'flag. inc' 
DIMENSION IOutOpt(7) 
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IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. IDAY .GE. ids tart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 .OR. 
& ibug3 .EQ. ISUBU) ) WRITE(*,9) ISUBU, IDAY 

9 FORMAT ( , SUBROUTINE SOLVE, subu', 13, ' WYD', 14 ) 
NC = NN(l) + NN(2) 
NX = NNN - NN(3) - NN(4) 

C COMPLEXES 
10 DO 30 ijk - 1, NC 

V - GK(ijk) 
DO 20 J - I, NX 

20 V - V + A(ijk,J) * GX(J) 
GC(ijk) - V 
C(ijk) ~ 10.**GC(ijk) 

30 CONTINUE 
C MOLE BALANCE 

IF( LSRFLG .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 35 
C Former subroutine SURFT starts 

SCF = SURFA * CONCS / FDAY 
IF( LSRFLG .EQ. 2 ) GO TO 33 

C CONSTANT CAPACITANCE MODEL 
K - IADX(160) 
PSIO - RTFLN * GX(K) 
SIGO - CAPI * PSIO 
T(K) - SIGO * SCF 
GO TO 35 

C **************** TRIPLE LAYER MODEL *************** 
33 K = IADX(160) 

L ~ IADX(161) 
M = IADX(162) 
PSIO = RTFLN * GX(K) 
PSII = RTFLN * GX(L) 
PSID = RTFLN * GX(H) 
SIGO = CAPI * ( PSIO - PSII ) 
SIGD = CAP2 * ( PSID - PSII ) 

C ELECTRONEUTRALLITY 
SIGI - -SIGO - SIGD 
SIGDGC - -SQRT( EERT8 * XHU * SINH( F2RT *PSID ) 
T(K) = SIGO * SCF 
T(L) = SIGI * SCF 
T(M) = SIGD * SCF 

C Former subroutine SURFT ends 

35 DO 50 J = I, NX 
V - -T(J) 
DO 40 ijk - 1, NC 

40 V - V + A(ijk,J) * C(ijk) 
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Y(J) - V 
50 CONTINUE 

C COMPUTE Z 
DO 100 ijk - 1, NX 

DO 100 J - 1, NX 
100 Z(ijk,J) - 0 

DO 150 J - 1, NX 
DO 150 ijk - 1, NC 

DO 150 K - 1, NX 
150 Z(J,K) - Z(J,K) + A(ijk,J) * A(ijk,K) * C(ijk) / X(K) 

IF( LSRFLG .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 160 
C Old subroutine SURFZ added here 
C MODIFIES JACOBIAN 

SCF - SURFA * CONCS / FDAY 
IF( LSRFLG .EQ. 2 ) GO TO 155 

C ************* CONSTANT CAPACITANCE ************* 
K - IADX(160) 

C RTF has been added to SURFCOM.INC for AHM version 2-92 
Z(K,K) - Z(K,K) + CAP1 * RTF / X(K) * SCF 

C 
155 

C 

C 

C$$$ 

C 

GO TO 160 

************* TRIPLE LAYER MODEL **************** 
K = IADX(160) 
L = IADX(161) 
M = IADX(162) 
DEFINE Y(M) TO SUIT DIFFUSE LAYER CHARACTERISTICS 
Y(M) = SIGDGC *SCF - T(M) 
RTF has been added to SURFCOM.INC for AHM version 2-92 
Z(K,K) - Z(K,K) + CAP1 * RTF / X(K) * SCF 
Z(K,L) - Z(K,L) - CAP1 * RTF / X(L) * SCF 
Z(L,K) - Z(L,K) - CAP1 * RTF / X(K) * SCF 
Z(L,L) - Z(L,L) + (CAPI + CAP2) * RTF / X(L) * SCF 
Z(L,M) = -CAP2 * RTF / X(M) * SCF 
Z(M,L) - -CAP2 * RTF / X(L) * SCF 
PSID has not been assigned in AHM version (3-30-90) 
Z(M,M) - (SQRT(EERT8*XMU» * F2RT * COSH(F2RT*PSID) + CAP2 * 

1 RTF / X(M) * SCF 
old subroutine SURFZ ends 

C CONVERGENCE TEST 
160 DO 200 J - 1, NX 

190 

200 

VMAX - ABS( T(J) ) 
DO 190 ijk - 1, NC 

IF( ABS( A(ijk,J) * C(ijk) ) .LT. VMAX ) GO TO 190 

VMAX - ABS( A(ijk,J) * C(ijk) ) 
CONTINUE 
IF ( ABS( Y(J) ) / VMAX .GT. EPS ) GO TO 250 

CONTINUE 
RETURN 

250 ITER - ITER + 1 
IF( ITER .GT. ITMAX ) THEN 

NoSo1(ISUBU, ICOMPART) ~ 1 
RETURN 

ENDIF 

C ITERATE 
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290 
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CALL GAUSS( Z, Y, NX, ibug, ibug3, idstart, ISUBU,ICOMPART, IDAY) 
IF( NoSol(ISUBU,ICOMPART) .EQ. 1 ) RETURN 
DO 300 J - 1, NX 

& 
& 

X(J) - X(J) - Y(J) 
IF( X(J) .GT. O. ) GO TO 290 
X(J) - ( X(J) + Y(J) ) 1 10. 
IF( X(J) .LE. O. ) THEN 

WRITE(*,289) X(J), Y(J), J 
IF( IOutOpt(l) .NE. 1 ) GO TO 290 
WRITE(9,289) X(J), Y(J), J 
FORMAT(/' *** fighting log neg X(J):(X(J)+Y(J»/10'1 
, X(J) - " E14.3, , Y(J) - " E14.3, , J -', 131 
, May need new guess at log10 of concentrations.') 
X(J) - ( X(J) + Y(J) ) 1 10. 

ENDIF 
GX(J) - LOG10( X(J) ) 

CONTINUE 
GO TO 10 
END 
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SUBROUTINE SORTSIZE 

SUBROUTINE SORTSIZE 
********* ARM MODEL, added 6-8-90 for Snowmelt optimization 
This subroutine sorts subunits by size, and records the numbers of 
those units in decreasing order of size. Purpose is for snowmelt 
optimization, wherein adjusting melt rates on larger units first 
speeds the entire optimization process; for example, on a 1000 Ha 
watershed with 20 subunits, if the largest two are input as units 
1 and 20. each with 450 Ha. changing the melt rate on unit 1 will 
typically cause 2-19 to change. perhaps enough to make them run 
out of snow while input files suggest SCA >0. or have snow when 
SCA = O. The melt rates on the 2-19 will be iteratively adjusted 
to zero their snow the proper date. then unit 20 is changed. 
causing 1-19 to need adjusting. and the process would repeat. 

By doing the largest units first, major changes in volume of melt 
will occur early in the iterative process. greatly reducing 
computational time in optimizing melt rates. 
INPUT: NU - Number of subunits 

AREA(i) - area (Ha) of each subunit 
OUTPUT: IsizSort(i) - index numbers of largest-smallest subunits 
Indexing logic from "Numerical Recipes: the Art of Scientific 
Computing". W.H. Press. B.P. Flannery. S.A.Teukolsky. and W.T. 
Vetterling. Cambridge University Press. 1986. 
INCI~DE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
DO 11 IJ - 1. NU 

IsizSort(IJ) ~ IJ 
L - NU/2 + 1 
IR = NU 
CONTINUE 
IF( L .GT. 1 ) THEN 

L = L - 1 

ELSE 

INDXT = IsizSort(L) 
QQ - AREA(INDXT) 

INDXT - IsizSort(IR) 
QQ = AREA(INDXT) 
IsizSort(IR) = IsizSort(l) 
IR = IR - 1 
IF( IR .EQ. 1 ) THEN 

IsizSort(l) = INDXT 
Whole array is now ordered from small to large areas; 
subroutine only called once. so path of least resistance 
taken here to put in descending order. 
jkl - NU + 1 
DO 15 ijk = 1. NU/2 

j kl = jkl - 1 
is tuff - IsizSort(ijk) 
IsizSort(ijk) = IsizSort(jkl) 
IsizSort(jkl) = is tuff 

CONTINUE 
check 
DO 16 ijk = 1. NU 

Write(*.76l5) ijk.AREA(ijk). IsizSort(ijk). 
AREA(IsizSort(ijk) ) 
FORMAT(' i='. 13. ' Area(i)=' .F7.3. ' index='. 13. 
, area(index)=' .F7.3 ) 

CONTINUE 



ENDIF 
ENDIF 
II - L 
IJ - L + L 

RETURN 

20 IF( IJ .LE. IR ) THEN 
IF( IJ .LT. IR ) THEN 
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IF(AREA(IsizSort(IJ» .LT. AREA(IsizSort(IJ+1») IJ-IJ+1 
ENDIF 

ENDIF 

IF( QQ .LT. AREA(IsizSort(IJ» ) THEN 
IsizSort(II) - IsizSort(IJ) 
II - IJ 
IJ - IJ + IJ 

ELSE 
IJ - IR + 1 

ENDIF 
GO TO 20 

IsizSort(II) - INDXT 
GO TO 10 

C "RETURN" 
END 



C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
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C 
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C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
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SUBROUTINE SROINFLT 

SUBROUTINE SROINFLT( J, I ) 
Computes changes in soil water content due to infiltration and 
contributed drainage from other soils. Computes surface runoff, 
which on lake and stream subunits will subsequently be adjusted 
for ET, riparian recharge, and reservoir storage/outflow 
relations. Called for soil, rock, stream, and lake subunits. 

If water bal. error exists, check first between statements 205-250 
Adds baseflow to streams and lakes, variable BaseQ. 

If stream or lake subunit is thawed, all snowpack and snow free 
water content present is added to SRO, and snowpack, snow free 
water, and snow covered area set to zero. 

Soil water exists in one-to-many horizons. The uppermost 
horizon has parameters including a maximum infiltration rate and 
maximum storage capacity above which excess inflows spill as SRO, 
and a value Soiln which defines the shape of the unsaturated 
hydraulic conductivity curve as a function of soil water content. 
Lower layers in the soil lack the maximum infiltration rate 
parameter. All layers also incorporate a minimum soil moisture 
below which no drainage takes place (ThetaR, not used here). All 
layers except the bottom one drain vertically at a rate equal to 
their unsaturated hydraulic conductivity (see function HYDK). 

In operation, externally generated "horizontal drainage" (drainage 
from the bottom soil layer of all contributing subunits) is added 
to this unit, filling available storage progressively from the 
bottom of the soil column toward the top. Excess soil water from 
this input source becomes surface runoff. 

Inflows of rainfall, snowmelt, and surface runoff from contrib
uting subunits are then added to (all) the layers, controlled by 
available storage in (all) layers as well a maximum infiltration 
rate constant. Excess inflows become (additional) surface runoff 
from this subunit. 

Flow of water off the subunit occurs only as surface runoff in 
this routine. See also INFLOW, SoilDRAN subroutines. 

Computations are in area cm. 
INPUTS (partial): 
aINFILTR - infiltration rate, higher yields SRO 
BaseQ = base flow input from groundwater or ? 
J subunit number 
NLayers - number of layers in soil of this subunit 
H20in2 = SRO inputs to subunit from others, area cm. Inputs are 

distributed to SCA/SFA based on SCA, but initial em to 
SCA and SFA do not change due to what happens on other 

H20in3 
Sdepth 
THETA, 
UTYPE 

fraction of the area. 
- "Hdrain" inputs to subunit, area cm. See H20in2. 
- depth of each soil layer in each subunit 

ThetaS as per definitions in main program 
= type of subunit 

OUTPUTS: 
Hdrain "horizontal" drainage from soil layer in contact with 

impermeable bedrock 



C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

10 

C 

20 

C 

C 

C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

30 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
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SRO, THETA as per definitions in main program, adjusted for inputs 
and drainage 

- soil water content upon entering this routine 

1 if loop for snow-free, 2 if snow covered 

ThetaIC 
LOCAL: 
iSCSF ... 
H20in2R - SRO inputs from other units, adjusted down with losses, 

becomes remaining, whole SFA/SCA areal averaged cm 
H20in3R - HDrain inputs from other units, decreases with losses, 

becomes remaining, whole SFA/SCA areal averaged cm 
H20in - SnowDran(J) + H20in2 or RainUa(J) + H20in2; decreases 
INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'common2.inc' 
INCLUDE 'commonc.inc' 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE. ids tart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 .OR. 

& ibug3 .EQ. J) ) WRITE(*,lO) J, I 
FORMAT ( , SUBROUTINE SroInflt subunit', 13,' WY day', 13/ 

& ' Horizon Theta cm H20 Thetasat. Soildepth ' 
& ' SRO') 

Record current soil water content for delta storage, WATERBAL 
DO 20 ii - 1, NLayers(J) 

ThetaIC( J, ii ) - THETA( J, ii ) 
ThetaIC(J+NU,ii) - THETA( J+NU, ii ) 

Copy incoming Hdrain, SRO to areal-averaged variables 
H20in3R - H20in3 
H20in2R - H20in2(J) 
Zero SRO and soil drainage outputs. 
SRO(J) - O. 
SRO(J+NU) - O. 
Hdrain(J) - O. 
Hdrain(J+NU) - O. 
dummy variables for subroutines MIX, PRECMIX to keep certain 
compilers from warning about constants in calling arguments 
Al - 1. 
AO - o. 
IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 35 

Other subunits receive SRO & horiz. drainage chemistry by 
mUltiplying total chemical mass times the fraction of that 
subunit's flow they receive; the total mass tracked in SRO & 
Hdrain is not reduced (they have no storage that is maintained 
between time steps, anyway). Therefore, zero chemistry in SRO and 
Hdrain before they're "MIX"ed with additional chemicals. 
DO 30 ii - 1, MCOMP 

ChemEqv( J, 7, ii) - O. 
ChemEqv( J, 8, ii) - O. 
ChemEqv( J+NU, 7, ii) - O. 
ChemEqv( J+NU, 8, ii) - O. 

If this is a "stream" subunit, no interception values could be 
entered. However, subroutine SSINK allows user to input chemicals 
to "rainfall litter" interception on streams, lake epilimnion 
stores in compart 1 between steps, and SNOWMIX adds chem. for SRO 
on lakes and streams to compart 1. Add these to SRO on lake/ 
stream subunits. Species ID indices were forced to match those in 
SRO by READCHEM, SSINK, MATCHID. Lakes/streams have no separate 
snow-covered and snow-free areas in terms of SRO. 
IF( UType(J) .EQ. 'S' .OR. UType(J) .EQ. 's' .OR. UType(J) .EQ. 

& 'L' .OR. UType(J) .EQ. '1' ) THEN 
DO 32 ii - 1, NUMCOMPO(J,7) + NUMCOMNM(J,7) 



ChemEqv( J, 7, ii ) - ChemEqv( J, 1, ii ) 
ChemEqv( J, 1, ii ) - O. 

32 CONTINUE 
ENDIF 
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C Add discharge from BaseQ (also read by SSINK) to SRO; outside of 
C above IF-THEN due to wbal only option. 
35 IF( UType(J) .EQ. 's' .OR. UType(J) .EQ. 's' .OR. UType(J) .EQ. 

& 'L' .OR. UType(J) .EQ. '1') SRO(J) - BaseQ(J) 

C On stream or rock subunit, all Hdrainage from other units becomes 
C SRO at 300 or 305; no allowance made for "interception" storage 
C from this source, but chemicals mix. 
C Looop through twice, 1st time SFA, second time time SCA 

iSCSF - 0 
100 iSCSF - iSCSF + 1 

IF( iSCSF .EQ. 2 .AND. SnowCA(J) .LE. O. ) GO TO 552 
IF( UType(J) .EQ. 'S' .OR. UType(J) .EQ. 's' .OR. UType(J) .EQ. 

& 'L' .OR. UType(J) .EQ. '1' ) GO TO 300 
IF( iSCSF .EQ. 1 .AND. SnowCA(J) .GE. 1. ) GO TO 100 
IF( UType(J) .EQ. 'R' .OR. UType(J) .EQ. 'r' ) GO TO 305 

C Soil subunit: 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE. idstart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 

& .OR. ibug3 .EQ. J) ) THEN 
DO 120 ii - 1, NLayers(J) 

IF( iSCSF .EQ. 2 ) GO TO III 
WRITE(*,llO) ii, THETA(J,ii), THETA(J,ii)*Sdepth(J,ii), 

& ThetaS(J,ii), Sdepth(J,ii) 
110 FORMAT ( , SFA: " 16, FlO.6, 3F10.4, 20X,' Start') 
III IF( iSCSF .NE. 1 ) WRITE(*,l15) ii, THETA(J+NU,ii), 

& THETA(J+NU,ii) * Sdepth(J,ii), ThetaS(J,ii),Sdepth(J,ii) 
115 FORMAT ( , SCA: " 16, flO. 6, 3FlO. 4, 20X, ' Start' ) 
120 CONTINUE 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 

C 
C 

ENDIF 
XS - H20in3 
IF( XS .LT. O. ) XS - o. 
IF( H20in3 .LE. 0.0 ) GO TO 315 

****ADD HDRAIN FROM OTHER SUBUNITS (to "Soil" units only) 
Add HDRAIN (H20in3), starting at lowest soil layer, progress up. 
SCA, SFA have identical soil depths, number of layers, etc. 
ii - NLayers(J) + 1 . 
DO 250 ijk - 1, NLayers(J) 

ii - Ii - 1 
ICOMPART - ii + 11 
incoming HDRAIN distributed same on SCA, SFA, but soil water 
content may vary 
IF( iSCSF .EQ. 2 ) THEN 

AvalStor-(ThetaS(J,ii)-THETA(J+NU,ii» * Sdepth(J,ii) 
ELSE 

AvalStor-(ThetaS(J,ii)-THETA(J,ii» * Sdepth(J,ii) 
ENDIF 
cmFrOld - H20in3R 
IF( AvalStor .GT. XS ) THEN 

Remaining incoming horiz. drain. absorbed by this layer, 
causes no surface runoff. 
IF( iSCSF .EQ. 2 ) THEN 

THETA(J+NU,ii) - THETA(J+NU,ii) + XS / Sdepth(J,ii) 
H20in3R - H20in3R - XS * SnowCA(J) 
IF( H20in3R .GT .. 0001 ) WRITE(*,*) , ***SROINFLT:', 



& ' LOGIC ERROR, XS Hdrain IN remains' 
ELSE 

THETA(J,ii) - THETA(J,ii) + XS / Sdepth(J,ii) 
H20in3R - H20in3R - XS * ( 1. - SnowCA(J) ) 

ENDIF 
XS - O. 
IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 315 
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C Subtract SCA/SFA fraction of chern. from H20in3, add to 
C SFA/SCA soil Layer 1. 
C On SCA (2nd loop) reach here, all Hdrain chem. to soil. 

ELSE 

IsubTo - J 
IF( iSCSF .EQ. 2 ) IsubTo - J + NU 
CALL MIX( J, 9, cmFrOld, H20in3R, IsubTo, ICOMPART, I) 
GO TO 315 

C This layer saturated, XS remains for other layers or SRO. 
IF( iSCSF .EQ. 2 ) THEN 

THETA(J+NU,ii) - ThetaS(J,ii) 
H20in3R - H20in3R - AvalStor * SnowCA(J) 

ELSE 
THETA(J,ii) - ThetaS(J,ii) 
H20in3R - H20in3R - AvalStor * ( 1. - SnowCA(J) ) 

ENDIF 
XS - XS - AvalStor 
IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 205 

C Subtract chemicals from H20in3, add to soil layer 
IsubTo - J 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
205 

C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

C 
C 

IF( iSCSF .EQ. 2 ) IsubTo - J + NU 
CALL MIX( J, 9, cmFrOld, H20in3R, IsubTo, ICOMPART, I ) 

ENDIF 

************** "Soil" is saturated from external HDRAIN ****** 
If this is the surface soil layer, any remaining excess from 
incoming horizontal drainage becomes SRO along with 
rain, snowpack drainage, and external SRO. Also compute 
litter interception chemistry. H20in2, H20in3 are area wide, 
in cm, same cm apply to SCA, SFA so only chern. adjusted for SCA 
IF( ii .EQ. 1 .AND. XS .GT. O. ) THEN 

IF( iSCSF .EQ. 2 ) THEN 
SRO( J + NU ) - XS + H20in2(J) + SnowDran(J) 
H20in2R set to 0 after MIX 

ELSE 
SRO(J) - XS + H20in2(J) + RainUa(J) 
H20in2R - H20in2(J) * SnowCA(J) 

ENDIF 
IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 500 

Amount of water to SRO, Snowlnt, and litter interception 
has been computed. Compute chemistry of 2 interception 
components. Add all the chemicals and water together on 
"litter", equilibrate if requested, all ppt stay on litter, 
remainder back to SRO. 

**** SNOW COVERED AREA CHEMISTRY (soil sat. from Hdrain) 
IF( iSCSF .EQ. 2 ) THEN 

This is second time through, so all remaining chern move 
Snowpack Drainage to SnowInt (litter): 
CALL MIX( J, 6, SnowDran(J), AD, J, 11, I ) 



C Icomming Hdrain to litter 
CALL MIX( J, 9, XS, AC, J, 11, I ) 

C Incoming SRO to litter 
CALL MIX( J, 10, H20in2R, AO, J, 11, I ) 
H20in2R - O. 
cm - SnowInt( J ) + SnowDran( J ) + H20in2(J) + XS 

C Option to skip equilibration and kinetics on these 
C compartments, all or specific subunits. 

IF( ISLitEq .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 210 
IF( NoLitEq .EQ. 2 ) GO TO 215 
GO TO 211 . 

210 IF( ISLitEq2(J) .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 215 
C Do kinetics, equilibrate, determine soluble portion 
211 CALL DOCHEM( J, 11, I. cm, THRMRITE ) 
C remaining chemicals to SRO 
215 cmFrNew - SnowInt( J ) 

CALL MIX( J, 11. cm. cmFrNew. J + NU, 7. I ) 

ELSE 
C **** SNOW FREE AREA CHEMISTRY: Move all to litter 

cmFr01d - H20in3R 
H20in3R - H20in3R - XS * ( 1. - SnowCA(J) ) 
CALL MIX( J, 9. cmFr01d. H20in3R, J, 1, I ) 
CALL MIX( J, 10, H20in2(J), H20in2R, J, 1, I ) 
IF( RainUa(J) .GT. O. ) CALL PRECMIX( I,l,A1.J,1) 
cm - TINTERal( J ) + RainUa( J ) + H20in2(J) + XS 

C Option to skip equilibration and kinetics on these 
C compartments, all or specific subunits. 

IF( ISLitEq .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 216 
IF( NoLitEq .EQ. 2 ) GO TO 220 
GO TO 217 

216 IF( ISLitEq2(J) .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 220 

217 CALL DOCHEM( J, 1, I, cm, THRMRITE ) 
C remaining rain chemicals to SRO 
220 cmFrNew - TINTERa1( J ) 

CALL MIX( J, 1, cm. cmFrNew, J, 7, I ) 
ENDIF 
GO TO 500 
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C ************** end Soil saturated from external HDRAIN ****** 
ENDIF 

250 CONTINUE 
WRITE(*,*) , **** SROINFLT error. should not reach this' 

C ****LAKE/STREAM ONLY. Hdrain and SRO in, rain, pack drain., etc. 
C SRO may exist from baseflow (BaseQ). IIJII handles both SCA, SFA 
300 SRO(J) - SRO(J) + H20in3 + H20in2(J) + RainUa(J)*(l.-SnowCA(J» + 

& SnowDran(J)*SnowCA(J) 
IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 301 

C Add 100 percent of chemicals in incoming HDRAIN and SRO, 
C SnowDran, and rain on SFA 

CALL MIX( J, 9, H20in3. AO. J. 7. I ) 
CALL MIX( J. 10. H20in2(J). AO. J. 7. I ) 
CALL MIX( J. 6. SnowDran(J). AO. J. 7. I ) 
CALL PRECMIX( I. 1, A1, J. 7 ) 

C If lake/stream thawed, all "snowpack" (incl. fresh snowfall) is 
C dumped in as SRO. 
301 IF( .NOT. FROZEN) THEN 

SRO(J) - SRO(J) + ( SNOWPACK(J) + SnowFrW(J) ) ~'< SnowCA(J) 
IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 302 
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CALL MIX( J, 4, AI, AO, J, 7, I ) 
C mix frozen snow portion above, mix free water below this line 

CALL MIX( J, 5, A1, AO, J, 7, I ) 

302 SnowFrW(J) 
SNOWPACK(J) 
SnowCA(J) 
SNOWvo1(J) 

ENDIF 
THETA(J,l) - o. 
GO TO 500 

- O. 
- o. 
- O. 
- O. 

C ******* ROCK ONLY. 
C No allowance made for additional interception storage from 
C Hdrain, SRO across rock, though chemistry will mix with 
C interception. 

305 cmH - H20in3R 
cmS - H20in2R 
IF( iSCSF .EQ. 2 ) THEN 

ELSE 

SRO( J + NU ) - H20in3 + H20in2(J) + SnowDran(J) 
H20in3R - O. 
H20in2R - O. 
IcompTo - 11 
THETA( J + NU, 1 ) - O. 

SRO(J) - H20in3 + H20in2(J) + RainUa(J) 
H20in3R - H20in3 * SnowCA(J) 
H20in2R - H20in2(J) * SnowCA(J) 
IcompTo - 1 
THETA(J,l) - O. 

ENDIF 
IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 500 

C Add chern. in incoming Hdrain and SRO to litter or SnowInt 
CALL MIX( J, 9, cmH, H20in3R, J, IcompTo, I ) 
CALL MIX( J, 10, cmS, H20in2R, J, IcompTo, I ) 

C Add chern. in rain on SFA to litter, SnowDran to SnowInt, 
C equilibrate litter if desired, mix XS to SRO 

IF( iSCSF .EQ. 2 ) THEN 
CALL MIX( J, 6, A1, AO, J, 11, I ) 
cm - SnowInt( J ) + SnowDran( J ) + H20in2(J) + H20in3 
IF( ISLitEq .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 306 
IF( NoLitEq .EQ. 2 ) GO TO 308 
GO TO 307 

306 IF( ISLitEq2(J) .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 308 

307 CALL DOCHEM( J, 11, I, cm, THRMRITE ) 
C remaining chemicals to SRO 
308 cmFrNew - SnowInt(J) 

ELSE 
CALL MIX( J, 11, cm, cmFrNew, J+NU, 7, I ) 

cm - TINTERa1( J ) + RainUa( J ) + H20in2(J) + H20in3 
IF( RainUa(J) .GT. O. ) CALL PRECMIX( I, 1, A1, J, 1 ) 
IF( ISLitEq .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 309 
IF( NoLitEq .EQ. 2 ) GO TO 311 
GO TO 310 

309 IF( ISLitEq2(J) .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 311 

310 CALL DOCHEM( J, 1, I, cm, THRMRITE ) 
C remaining chemicals to SRO 



311 

C 
C 
C 
315 

C 

C 

C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

316 

317 
C 
318 

C 

319 

320 
C 
321 

CALL MIX( J, I, cm, TINTERal(J), J, 7, I ) 
ENDIF 
GO TO 500 

*********** SOIL SUBUNITS ONLY 
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****** Soil not saturated from incoming HDRAIN, SRO - O. so far ** 
Compute total remaining inputs 
IF( iSCSF .EQ. 2 ) THEN 

ELSE 

H20in - SnowDran(J) + H20in2(J) 
Temporary SRO: 
SRO(J+NU) - H20in 

H20in - RainUa(J) + H20in2(J) 
Temporary SRO: 
SRO(J) - H20in 

ENDIF 
****** do litter, Snowlnt chemistry. 
When XS incoming Hdrain existed on soil-covered (type N) subunits, 
went to #500. Rainfall and incoming SRO interact with litter on 
SFA; on SCA, snowdran and incoming SRO interact with Snowlnt. 
IF( ( H20in .GT. O .• OR. TINTERal(J) .GT. O .• OR. Snowlnt(J) .GT. 

& O. ) .AND. IWB .NE. 1 ) THEN 
Mix litter or SnowInt; equilibrate if requested. Intercept. 
depths previously recorded, so don't change here. 
IF( iSCSF .EQ. 2 ) THEN 

Snowpack drainage chern to SnowInt (under-snow litter) 
was done in USNOW 
incoming SRO to SnowInt (SCA portion - all that's left) 
IF( H20in2(J) .GT. O. ) CALL MIX( J, 10, H20in2R, AO, J, 

& 11, I ) 

ELSE 

& 

& 

cm - SnowInt( J ) + SRO(J+NU) 
IF( ISLitEq .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 316 
IF( NoLitEq .EQ. 2 ) GO TO 318 
GO TO 317 
IF( ISLitEq2(J) .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 318 

CALL DOCHEM( J, 11, I, cm, THRMRITE ) 
XS chemicals move to temporary SRO 
IF( cm .LE. SnowInt(J) ) GO TO 350 
CALL MIX( J, 11, cm, SnowInt(J), J+NU, 7, I ) 

Snow-free area: mix rain and incoming SRO to litter 
IF( RainUa(J) .LE. O .. AND. TINTERal(J) .LE. O .. AND. 
H20in2(J) .LE. O. ) GO TO 350 
IF(RainUa(J).GT. 0.) CALL PRECMIX( I, 1, AI, J, 1 ) 

cmFrNew - H20in2(J) * SnowCA(J) 
IF( H20in2(J) .GT. O. ) CALL MIX( J, 10, H20in2(J), 
cmFrNew, J, 1, I ) 
cm - TINTERal(J) + SRO(J) 
IF( ISLitEq .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 319 
IF( NoLitEq .EQ. 2 ) GO TO 321 
GO TO 320 
IF( ISLitEq2(J) .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 321 

CALL DOCHEM( J, I, I, cm, THRMRITE ) 
XS chemicals moved to temp. SRO 
IF( H20in2(J) .LE. O .. AND. RainUa(J) .LE. 0.) GO TO 350 
CALL MIX( J, I, cm, TINTERal(J), J, 7, I ) 



C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
350 

360 

C 

C 

C 

C 

ENDIF 
ENDIF 
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*************** SRO, INFILTRATION DETERMINATION ***************** 
Determine amount of water avail. for infilt. that infiltrates, and 
amount left in SRO; infilt - lesser, infilt. cap. and avail.stor. 
Letting inflitration continue to total soil capacity in one step 
unless this exceeds max infilt rate parameter. 
cmMix2 ~ O. 
DO 360 ijk - I, NLayers(J) 

IF( iSCSF .EQ. 1 ) cmMix2 - cmMix2 + 
& (ThetaS(J,ijk) - THETA(J,ijk» * Sdepth(J,ijk) 

IF( iSCSF .EQ. 2 ) cmMix2 - cmMix2 + 
& ( ThetaS(J,ijk) - THETA(J+NU,ijk) ) * Sdepth(J,ijk) 

CONTINUE 
IF( cmMix2 .LT. O. ) cmMix2 - O. 
aINFLT - MIN( cmMix2, aINFILTR(J) ) 
IF(iSCSF.EQ.2) THEN 

SCA 
IF( aINFLT .GT. SRO(J+NU) ) aINFLT - SRO(J+NU) 
First fill uppermost soil horizon. 
DO 370 ii - 1, NLayers(J) 

cmFrOld - SRO(J+NU) 
AvalStor-(ThetaS(J,ii)-THETA(J+NU,ii» * Sdepth(J,ii) 
IF( AvalStor .GE. aINFLT ) THEN 

ELSE 

SRO(J+NU) - SRO(J+NU) - aINFLT 
THETA(J+NU,ii)-THETA(J+NU,ii) + aINFLT/Sdepth(J,ii) 
aINFLT - O. 
IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 500 
Have had some -lxlO**-ls's here 
IF( cmFrOld .LT. SRO(J+NU) ) GO TO 370 
mix from (temp) SRO to soil 
CALL MIX( J+NU, 7, cmFrOld,SRO(J+NU),J+NU,ll+ii,I) 

C# Water left for next lower horizon; getting through 
C top without mixing, equil., kinetics (contrasts 
C with soildran) 

SRO(J+NU) - SRO(J+NU) - AvalStor 
THETA(J+NU,ii) - ThetaS(J,ii) 
aINFLT - aINFLT - AvalStor 

C Have had some -lxlO**-ls's here 
IF(IWB .EQ. 1 .OR.(cmFrOld .LT.SRO(J+NU»)GO TO 370 

C mix from (temp) SRO to soil 
CALL MIX( J+NU, 7, cmFrOld,SRO(J+NU),J+NU,ll+ii,I) 

ENDIF 
370 CONTINUE 

ELSE 

C SFA 
IF( aINFLT .GT. SRO(J) ) aINFLT - SRO(J) 
DO 380 ii - I, NLayers(J) 

cmFrOld - SRO(J) 
AvalStor - ( ThetaS(J,ii) - THETA(J,ii) ) * Sdepth(J,ii) 
IF( AvalStor .GE. aINFLT ) THEN 

SRO(J) - SRO(J) - aINFLT 
THETA(J,ii) - THETA(J,ii) + aINFLT / Sdepth(J,ii) 
aINFLT ... O. 
IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 500 



C 

C# 

C 

380 

500 

510 
511 

515 
520 

530 

535 

C 

552 

C 
C 

555 

556 

ELSE 

IF( cmFrOld .LT. SRO(J) ) GO TO 380 

mix from (temp) SRO to soil 
CALL MIX( J, 7, cmFrOld, SRO(J), J, ll+ii, I ) 

Water left for next lower horizon; 
SRO(J) - SRO(J) - AvalStor 
THETA(J,ii) - ThetaS(J,ii) 
aINFLT - aINFLT - AvalStor 
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IF( nIB .EQ. 1 .OR. (cmFrOld .LT. SRO(J»)GO TO 380 

mix from (temp) SRO to soil 
CALL MIX( J, 7, cmFrOld, SRO(J), J, 11+ii, I ) 

END1F 
CONTINUE 

ENDIF 

IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE. ids tart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 
& .OR. ibug3 .EQ. J) ) THEN 

DO 520 ii - 1, NLayers(J) 

& 
& 
& 

& 
& 

IF( iSCSF .EQ. 2 ) GO TO 511 
WRITE(*,510) ii, THETA(J,ii), THETA(J,ii)*Sdepth(J,ii) 
FORMAT ( , SFA: " 16, F10.6, F10.4, 40X, ' End' ) 
IF( UType(J) .NE. 's' .AND. UType(J) .NE. '5' .AND. 
UType(J) .NE. 'L' .AND. UType(J) .NE. '1' .AND. 
iSCSF .NE. 1 ) WRITE(*,515) ii, THETA(J+NU,ii), 
THETA(J+NU,ii) * Sdepth(J,ii) 
FORMAT ( , SCA: " 16, F10.6, F10.4, 40X, ' End' ) 

CONTINUE 
WRITE(*,530) SRO(J) 
FORMAT ( 37X, 'Net for subunit', F10.4, ' SFA' ) 
IF( UType(J) .NE. 's' .AND. UType(J) .NE. '5' .AND. UType(J) 
.NE. 'L' .AND. UType(J) .NE. '1' ) WRITE(*,535) 
SRO(J+NU) 
FORMAT( 52X. F10.4, ' SCA' ) 

ENDIF 

One pass for lakes/streams, 2 for rock, soil 
IF( iSCSF .EQ. 1 .AND. UType(J) .NE. 's' .AND. UType(J) .NE. 's' 

& .AND. UType(J) .NE. 'L' .AND. UType(J) .NE. '1') GO TO 100 

IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 556 

Track selected specie in SRO for chemical balance; on streams, 
this value replaced with new "I.C." following kinetics in RIPCHARG 
DO 555 ijk - 1, MCOMP 

IF( iSpecBa1 .EQ. IChemID(J,7,ijk) ) THEN 
BalNew(J,5) - BalNew(J,5) + ChemEqv(J,7,ijk) + 

& ChemEqv(J+NU,7,ijk) 
GO TO 556 

ENDIF 
CONTINUE 

IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE. ids tart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 
& .OR. ibug3 .EQ. J) ) WRITE(*,*) , END SUBROUTINE SROINFLT' 

RETURN 
END 



SUBROUTINESROMUX 
SUBROUTINE SROMIX( ISUBU, IDAY ) 

C When SRO is occurring, it is probable there are areas where soil 
C water is upwelling as well as areas where SRO infiltrates. This 
C subroutine allows a fraction of the solublp. chemicals in the 
C uppermost soil layer to be mixed with the chemicals in SRO. This 
C is accomplished by adding all (fraction of soil solution and SRO) 
C chemicals, determining the portion of the total water (fract. of 
C soil and SRO) represented as SRO, and then adding that portion of 
C chemicals to the SRO; the addition is proportional if the fraction 
C is specified as I, otherwise proportionately more chem. remain in 
C the soil. The fraction is specified watershed-wide by a single 
C number. Rock and steam subunits don't see this code. 

INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'common2.inc' 
INCLUDE 'commonc.inc' 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. IDAY .GE. idstart .AND. ( ibug3 .EQ. 99 .OR. 

& ibug3 .EQ. ISUBU) ) \lRITE(*,lO) ISUBU, IDAY 
10 FORMAT ( , SUBROUTINE SROMIX: subunit', 13, , WYday', 14) 

IF( SROMIXP .LE. O. ) RETURN 
C Master subunit: 

ISUB - ISUBU 
IF( ISUBU .GT. NU ) ISUB - ISUBU - NU 

C Determine em of water in soil layer 1. ( Compartment-12, layer-I) 
cmsw - THETA(ISUBU,l) * Sdepth(ISUB,l) 

C Determine cm of water in soil layer 1 that can mix with SRO from 
C same subunit. 

cmswmix - cmsw * SROMIXP 
C Determine fraction of SRO / total mixing water 

SROFRACT - SRO(ISUBU) / ( SRO(ISUBU) + cmswmix ) 
C Soil loop 

DO 100 ii - 1, MCOMP 
IF( IChemID(ISUB,12,ii) .EQ. 0 ) RETURN 

C SRO loop 
DO 90 iii - 1, MCOMP 

IF( IChemID(ISUB,7,iii) .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 100 
IF(IChemID(ISUB,12,ii) .EQ. IChemID(ISUB,7,iii» THEN 

C Sum chemicals mixing 
C chemicals mixing - total in soil * fraction of soil 
C water allowed to mix * moles of soluble chemicals + 
C chemicals in SRO 

SOLUTE - aMixMole(ISUBU,12,ii) * SROMIXP 
ALLmix ~ SOLUTE + ChemEqv(ISUBU,7,iii) 
SROold - ChemEqv(ISUBU,7,iii) 

C Moles to SRO 
ChemEqv(ISUBU,7,iii) - ALLmix * SROFRACT 

C What's left in soil layer 1 
ChemEqv(ISUBU,12,ii) - ChemEqv(ISUBU,12,ii) + SROold -

& ChemEqv(ISUBU,7,iii) 
ENDIF 

90 CONTINUE 
100 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE SSINK 

SUBROUTINE SSINK( IDAY ) 
e ************************ AHM PROGRAM *************************** 
e This subroutine adjusts total moles of type 1 chemical components 
e on a subunit to account for source/sink terms. It is used for dry 
e deposition inputs from the atmosphere and any other sources and 
e sinks on any subunit or compartment. Unlike inputs in the kinetic 
e data file, these inputs do not requir~ chemical equilibration to 
C occur before addition/subtraction. This allows sources and sinks 
e to be present on those compartments where equilibration not done. 

e Reads date file, converts to WYD (Oct. 1 - WYD 1), with a blank 
e line between data for each date; i.e. 
e Month, Day 
e data 
e (blank) 
e Month, day 
e data 
e (blank) .... etc., ending with blank line 

e Data includes: (1) subunit (2) compartment (3) chern species ID 
e (4) moles/ha/day of species to add to this compartment ( moles/day 
e or Moles/l on streams with BaseQ) (5) Baseflow, m3/day (6) base-
e flow type (latter 2 values should only be entered on first data 
e line of a subunit/compartment for a given update day) 
e Negative moles may be entered, and are effectively subtracted from 
e the chemical pool in a compartment. 

e Last-read input values are used daily until new values entered. 
e Input is in moles/ha/day to take care of seA changes, (except on 
e stream subunits, where the values are moles, primarily 
e designed for use in baseflow additions). No seA adjustment made 
e on streams. Moles/ha/day are adjusted for seA all compartments of 
e rock and soil subunits. 

e Subroutine SROINFLT zeros chemicals in SRO and HDrain, so 
e source/sink inputs to SRO on "streams" are entered to rain litter 
e compartment (I), which is added to SRO on type S subunits in 
e SROINFLT after zeroing chemicals in SRO (no litter or canopy 
e interception component of water storage can exist on type S 
e subunits). If user accidently puts stream ssinks in compartment 
C 7, this routine moves them to compartment 1. 

e This routine gives the values stored in SSmoles the same index 
e numbers as those in the 'total moles/compartment' (ehemEqv). 

e Additions of chern. to the snowpack, free water, and snowpack 
e drainage are also added to the value of variable aMolesS; reason 
e is discussed in subroutine SNOWMIX. (see variable IsnowOpt). 

e ****** BASEFLm.J (BaseQ) 
e Reads discharge, m3/day, for use as "baseflow"; inputs base flow 
e chemicals into stream compartment 1. Baseflow chemicals and 
e discharge are added to stream SRO in subroutine SROINTFLT. 

e Once a BaseQ has been entered, it can only be reset to "zero" by 
e entering a negative (any .It. -.0001) baseflow, as O. is always 
e read as no entry. (reads only .GT .. 0001 or .1t. -.0001) 
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A species ID must be pre~ent on the line where BaseQ is set 
(including water balance only runs), or end of data for the day 
assumed. Moles of that species can be zero. One basef10w Q entry 
may be followed by many species without re-entering Q. Basef10w Q 
entry must be on first line entered for that subunit/day. A new 
subunit encountered terminates the entry of BaseQ chemistry unless 
another BaseQ entry is present. 

****** SUMMARY 
Input/values tracked summary ("Tracked as" - SSmo1es, BaseQ) 

unit type to compartment Input Tracked as 
s or S 1,3,7 m3/DAY cm/day 

moles/day moles/day 
BaseF1ow: 

Basef10w 1/ 
Other entries: 

s,S,l,L 1,3,7 
Any non S,L 1,2,3,4,5,6, 

7,11, or 12+ 
1/ When optional IBasQtyp - 2 

mo1es/1 moles/day 
mo1es/ha/day same 

In many cases, values can only occupy either SFA or SCA, or apply 
subunit wide. In these cases the moles of chemicals are stored in 
the "master" (SFA) subunit (l-NU) rather than the snow-covered 
subunit. 

Compartment 
1 

Area occupied 
SFA 

Stored in 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12+ 

ionic. inc included for 
INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'cornmon.inc' 
INCLUDE 'cornmonc.inc' 
INCLUDE 'ionic. inc' 

both 
both 

SCA 
SCA 
SCA 

both 
both 

N/A 
N/A 
SCA 

both 
IONZ, the 

SFA 
SFA 
SFA 
SFA 
SFA 
SFA 

both 
both 

N/A 
N/A 
SFA 

both 
charge of species, for charge ba1 

IF(ibug.EQ.1.AND.IDAY.GE.idstart ) WRITE(*,*) , Subroutine SSINK' 
************ Just "restarted" runs only 
IF( (IRESTRT .EQ. 'Y' .OR. IRESTRT .EQ. 'y') .AND. IDAY .EQ. 

& iDstartB ) THEN 
Ksink - 0 
WRITE(*,*) , Checking file ssink.dat for next date. ' 
Re-started run; find date in ssink.dat that is .GE. IDAY 
Ksink - Ksink + 1 
READ(19,202,ERR-20,END~280) imonth, iIDAY 
IF( imonth .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 10 
ICHECK - IWYDate(imonth,iIDAY) 
IF( ICHECK .GE. IDAY ) THEN 

ISINKday - ICHECK 
WRITE(*,*) , Next WY-day ssink.dat changes -', ICHECK 
IF( ICHECK .EQ. IDAY ) THEN 

ENDIF 

WRITE(*,*) , Restart WY-day matches ssink.dat day' 

Use some new source-sink values from file 
GO TO 135 

Use source/sink values in memory 



GO TO 291 
ENDIF 
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C Haven't found appropriate date yet 
GO TO 10 

20 WRITE(*,21) Ksink 
WRITE(9,21) Ksink 

21 FORMAT ( , Error reading date, file ssink.dat line' IS) 
STOP 

ENDIF 

C ************* First WY-day of run; will return to 135 
IF( ISINKday .EQ. 0 .AND. IDAY .EQ. iDstartB ) THEN 

Ksink - 0 
GO TO 201 

ENDIF 

C ************ Subsequent days of run (ISINKday has been reset) 
C First case: use values in memory 

IF( IDAY .LT. ISINKday ) GO TO 291 

C 

25 

Below error message unreachable? 
IF( IDAY .GT. ISINKday ) THEN 

WRITE(*,2s) Ksink, IDAY, ISINKday 
FORMAT ( , WYD is greater than date where new source/sink'/ 

& I values should be read; error from ssink'/ 
& ' ssink.dat line', IS, , WYD " IS, , looking for'/ 
& ' data on WYD " IS ) 

STOP 
ENDIF 

C **** Day is equal to date of next ssink data input; read new data 
135 ijk - 0 
C Read subunit, compartment, chemical species, moles to add 
C or subtract (neg.), and discharge if baseflow; existing SSmoles 
C and discharge remain unchanged unless new line for subu, comp, 
C species, and moles entered. 
140 READ(19,1s0,ERR-410,END-280) isu, ico, isp, AK, QB, IQBT 
150 FORMAT( 3110, 2F10.0, 110 ) 
C Missing species implies end of data this day; write charge balance 
C for last subunit, then read next ISINKday to determine when next 
C changes occur. 

IF( isp .EQ. 0 ) THEN 
IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 201 
ChrBal - SumEqv / TotEqv 
IF( Iprogres .LT. 2 ) GO TO 153 
WRITE(*,155) IDAY, ioldsub, ChrBal 

153 WRITE(9,155) IDAY, ioldsub, ChrBal 
GO TO 201 

ENDIF 
• 

C Allow last-read subunit and compartment for this day to be left 
C blank and re-used for subsequent days. 

ijk - ijk + 1 
IF( ijk .NE. 1 .AND. isu .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 160 
ISUBU - isu 

C Set master subunit 
MSUB - isu 
IF( ISUBU .GT. NU ) MSUB = ISUBU - NU 

C Charge balance info: 
IF( ijk .EQ. 1 ) THEN 



C 

154 
155 

156 

160 

170 

C 
C 

C 
C 

C 
C 

C 
171 

1071 

C 

C 

ENDIF 

io1dsub - ISUBU 
TotEqv ~ O. 
SumEqv - O. 

Write charge balance when new subunit 
IF( ISUBU .NE. io1dsub ) THEN 

IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 156 
ChrBal - SumEqv / TotEqv 
IF( Iprogres .LT. 2 ) GO TO 
WRITE(*,155) IDAY, ioldsub, 
WRITE(9,155) IDAY, ioldsub, 

154 
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encountered 

FORMAT ( , SSINK WYDay' ,14,' 
F12.9 ) 

ChrBal 
ChrBal 
subunit' ,13, , charge balance-' , 

& 
ioldsub - ISUBU 
TotEqv - O. 
SumEqv - O. 

ENDIF 

IF( ijk .NE. 1 .AND. ico .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 170 
ICOMPART - ico 
IF( ICOMPART .LT. 1 .OR. ICOMPART .GT. (11 + NLayers( MSUB » 

& .OR. ICOMPART .EQ. 9 .OR. ICOMPART .EQ. 10 ) GO TO 310 
1 soil layer is assumed on rock, but dry deposition there becomes 
dead storage during the run. 
IF( (UType(MSUB) .EQ. 'R' .OR. UType(MSUB) .EQ. 'r') .AND. 

& ICOMPART .GT. 11 ) GO TO 310 
Sources and sinks to snowpack should be added to subunits 1 
through NU, the "master" subunit, not NU+1 through 2NU. 
IF( ISUBU .LT. 1 .OR. ISUBU .GT. 2*NU ) GO TO 308 
IF( ISUBU .GT. NU .AND. ICOMPART .NE. 7 .AND. ICOMPART .NE. 8 

& .AND. ICOMPART .LT. 12 ) GO TO 310 

Source-sinks to streams, lake EPI should be added to compart. l;if 
added to SRO ("7"), change to compart. "I" at 304, else error. 
IF( (UType(MSUB) .EQ. 's' .OR. UType(MSUB) .EQ. 's' .OR. 

& UType(MSUB) .EQ. 'L' .OR. UType(MSUB) .EQ. 'I') .AND. 
& ICOMPART .NE. 1 ) GO TO 304 

Set baseflow volume (read m3/day, convert to cm) 
IF( QB .GT .. 0001 ) THEN 

WRITE(*,*) , Basef1ow, subu/amount/type~', MSUB, QB, IQBT 
WRITE(9,*) , Baseflow, subu/amount/type-', MSUB, QB, IQBT 
BaseQ( MSUB ) - QB / ( AREA(MSUB) * 100.) 
IF( (UType(MSUB) .NE. 'S' .AND. UType(MSUB) .NE. 's' .AND. 

& UType(MSUB) .NE. 'L' .AND. UType(HSUB) .NE. '1') .OR. 
& ISUBU .GT. NU ) WRITE(*,1071) ISUBU, NU 

FORMAT ( , SSINK CAUTION: baseflow entered on non-stream' , 
& '/lake subu~' ,13/' or Stream subu .GT.' ,13,' (Q discarded,', 
& ' chern. to litter intercept.)'} 

ENDIF 
IF( QB .LT. -.00001 ) BaseQ( ISUBU ) = O. 
If "water balance only" run, only looking for base flow additions 
IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 140 

IF( IQBT .NE. 0 ) THEN 
IF( IQBT .EQ. 2 ) IBasQtyp( MSUB ) - 2 
IF( IQBT .EQ. 1 ) IBasQtyp( MSUB ) = 1 

ENDIF 
Find index of type 1 component that matches species being adjusted 
loop ... NUMCOHPO( HSUB, ICOHPART ) + NUHCOMNM( MSUB, ICOHPART ) 
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C 
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If user is inputting to litter intcpt. on lake/stream (for SRO) , 
use number of (ARM) type 1 & 2 components for SRO 
IF( ( UType( MSUB ) .EQ. 'S' .OR. UType( MSUB ) .EQ. 's' .OR. 

& UType(MSUB) .EQ. 'L' .OR. UType(MSUB) .EQ. '1' ) .AND. 
& ( ICOMPART .EQ. 1 .OR. ICOMPART .EQ. 3) ) THEN 

& 
& 
& 

k - ICOMPART 
loop - NUMCOMPO(MSUB,7) + NUMCOMNM(MSUB,7) 
IF( (NUMCOMPO(MSUB,7) + NUMCOMNM(MSUB,7» .NE. 
(NUMCOMPO(MSUB,k) + NUMCOMNM(MSUB,k» ) WRITE(*,172) ISUBU,k, 
NUMCOMPO(MSUB,k), NUMCOMNM(MSUB,k), NUMCOMPO(MSUB,7), 
NUMCOMNM(MSUB, 7) 
FORMAT ( , (SSINK) CAUTION: lake/stream subunit', 13, ' has', 

& ' different number'/12X, 'of species in compartments 1 and' 
& Il / 
& ' Compartment 1 species 
& Mixing Non-mixing 
& 17, 113, 112, 114 ) 

Compartment 7 species'/ 
Mixing Non-mixing'/ 

& 

& 

& 
& 
& 

ENDIF 
DO 200 ijk - 1, loop 

IF( IChemID(MSUB, ICOMPART, ijk ) .NE. isp ) GO TO 200 
exception for depo. to lake/stream litter 
IF( ijk .GT. NUMCOMPO( MSUB, ICOMPART) ) THEN 

ENDIF 

IF( UType(MSUB) .EQ. 's' .OR. UType(MSUB) .EQ. 's' .OR. 
UType(MSUB) .EQ. 'L' .OR. UType(MSUB) .EQ. '1' ) THEN 

IF( ICOMPART .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 176 
ENDIF 
WRITE(*,17s) ISUBU, ICOMPART, I DAY , isp 
FORMAT ( , CAUTION: ssink.dat, SUB/Compart/WYD', 314, 
" species ID#', IS, ' not a mixing TYPE l' ) 
WRITE(9,17s) IDAY, isp 

SSmoles(ISUBU,ICOMPART,ijk) - AK 
Optional input form: lake/stream can be entered as moles/l 
of baseflow; baseQ is now in cm. 
IF( IBasQtyp( MSUB ) .EQ. 2 .AND. ( UType(MSUB) .EQ. 's' 
.OR. UType(MSUB) .EQ. 's' .OR. UType(MSUB) .EQ. 'L' .OR. 
UType(MSUB) .EQ. '1' ) ) SSmoles(ISUBU,ICOMPART,ijk) -
AK * 1000. * BaseQ(MSUB) * AREA(MSUB) * 100. 

Compute charge balance components 
TotEqv - TotEqv + ABS( SSmoles(ISUBU,ICOMPART,ijk) * 

& DBLE(IONZ(isp») 
SumEqv - SumEqv + SSmoles(ISUBU,ICOMPART,ijk)*DBLE(IONZ(isp» 
GO TO 140 

CONTINUE 
Error; 
GO TO 306 
****************************~. READ NEW ISINKday 
Ksink - Ksink + 1 
READ(19,202,ERR-400,END=280) imonth, iIDAY 
FORMAT(2I2) 
IF( imonth .EQ. a ) GO TO 201 
ICHECK - IWYDate(imonth,iIDAY) 
ISINKday - ICHECK 
WRITE(*,20s) ICHECK 
WRITE(9,20s) ICHECK 
FORMAT ( , ssink.dat: Next change, WY-Day' IS) 
IF( ICHECK .LT. IDAY ) THEN 

WRITE(*,2l0) ISINKday, IDAY, Ksink 
FORMAT ( , WY-day in ssink.dat (', IS, ') is less than', 



& ' WYD in run (', IS, '). Line' IS, , in ssink.dat') 
STOP 

ENDIF 
IF( ICHECK .EQ. IDAY ) GO TO 135 

C Have new date for next change in ssink.dat; 
GO TO 291 

280 ISINKday - 99999 
WRITE(*,285) IDAY 
WRITE(9,285) IDAY 

285 FORMAT ( , No changes noted in file ssink.dat after WYD', IS ) 

C *********************** ADD SOURCE/SINKS TO COMPARTMENTS 
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C Add SSmoles (after any necessary SCA adjustments) for this day 
C whether changes occurred or not. Array indices of SSmoles already 
C match ChemEqv indices in receiving compartment. Moles are added 
C to subunits indexed larger than NU for SCA subunits, though 
C entered by user in subunit l-NU. Exceptions: SRO, HDrain, Soil. 
CAUTION: IF program modified to permit different order of entry of 
chemical species in SCA vs SFA, this may need work (index matching) 
291 DO 300 ii - 1, ( 2 * NU ) 
C Set master subunit number "ik" 

ik - ii 
IF( ii .GT. NU ) ik - ii - NU 

C Streams, lakes don't have separate SCA, SFA subunits 
IF«UType(ik) .EQ. 's' .OR. UType(ik) .EQ. 's' .OR. 

& UType(ik) .EQ. 'L' .OR. UType(ik) .EQ. '1') .AND. ii .GT. NU) 
& GO TO 300 

Ncomp - 11 + NLayers(ik) 
C "Rock" tracked as having one soil layer, but it doesn't 

IF( UType(ik) .EQ. 'R' .OR. UType(ik) .EQ. 'r' ) Ncomp = 11 
C Sources and sinks on streams are forced to compartment 1 
C Lake may go to 1 (epi) or 3 (hypo) 

IF( UType(ik) .EQ. 's' .OR. UType(ik) .EQ. 's' ) Ncomp - 1 
IF( UType(ik) .EQ. 'L' .OR. UType(ik) .EQ. '1' ) Ncomp ~ 3 

C Compartment loop: 
DO 299 III - 1, Ncomp 

C If subu. is .GT. NU only store values for SRO, HDRAIN, and 
C SOIL. On streams, III - 1 always. 

IF( (ii .GT. NU .AND. III .NE. 7 .AND. III .NE. 8 .AND.III 
& .LT. 12) .OR. (III .EQ. 9 .OR. III .EQ. 10) )GO TO 299 

DO 298 1111 - 1, NUMCOMPO(ik,III) + NUMCOMNM(ik,III) 
IF(UType(ik) .EQ. 's' .OR. UType(ik).EQ.'s' .OR. 

& UType(ik) .EQ. 'L' .OR. UType(ik) .EQ. '1') THEN 
stuff - SSmoles(ii,III,IIII) 
GO TO 295 

ENDIF 
stuff = SSmoles(ii,III,IIII) * AREA(ik) 

C SCA adjustments: III = 2,3 use above value unchanged 
IF( III .EQ. 1 .OR. ( ( ii .LE. NU ) .AND. ( III .EQ. 

C 
295 

& 7 .OR. III .EQ. 8 .OR. III .GE. 12) ) ) THEN 
stuff - stuff * ( 1. - SnowCA(ik) ) 
GO TO 295 

ENDIF 
IF( III .EQ. 4 .OR. III .EQ. 5 .OR. III .EQ. 6 .OR. 

& I II . EQ. 11 . OR. ( ( i i . GT. NU ) . AND. ( II I . EQ. 7 
& .OR. III .EQ. 8 .OR. III .GE. 12 ) ) ) stuff = stuff * 
& SnowCA(ik) 

Add source/sink to total moles/compartment 
ChemEqv(ii,III,IIII) - ChemEqv(ii,III,IIII) + stuff 
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C Source-sink chemicals added to snowpack may also be 
C used in determining accelerated snowpack elution. 

IF( III .EQ. 4 .OR. III .EQ. 5 .OR. III .EQ. 6 ) 
& aMo1esS(ik,IIII) - aMo1esS(ik,IIII) + stuff 

C Track selected specie for chemical balance 
IF( iSpecBa1 .EQ. IChemID(ik,III,IIII» Ba1New(ik,l) = 

& Ba1New(ik,l) + stuff 
C Add to total moles from ssink for this entire run 
C or since restart for restarted runs (desire for this 
C output may be why run restarted). 
C3 20-92 changed first index below to ik from ii 

EXTMOLES(ik,III,IIII,2)-EXTMOLES(ik,III,IIII,2) +stuff 
298 CONTINUE 
299 CONTINUE 
300 CONTINUE 

GO TO 500 
C Stream/lake sources and sinks sent to other than compartment 1: 
304 IF( ICOMPART .EQ. 7 ) THEN 

ICOMPART - 1 
GO TO 171 

ENDIF 
IF( ICOMPART .EQ. 3 .AND. ( UType(MSUB) .EQ. 'L' .OR. UType(MSUB) 

& .EQ. '1' ) ) GO TO 171 
C ********* ERROR MESSAGES only ********* 

WRITE(*,30s) ICOMPART, ISUBU, IDAY 
305 FORMAT( / ' ERROR: file ssink.dat lists compartment #', IS, 

& ' on subunit #', 13, " WY-DAY', 14/' (sources and sinks', 
& ' to stream/Epilimn should go to compart. 1)' / ' terminated') 

STOP 
306 WRITE(*,307) I DAY , isp, ISUBU, ICOMPART 
307 FORMAT(/' ERROR: file ssink.dat on WY-DAY " 13, ' lists', 

& ' species # " 15/ ' This is not a type 1 component', 
& ' for subunit' ,13, ' compartment', 121 
& ' run terminated'/) 

STOP 
308 WRITE(*,309) ISUBU, ico, IDAY 
309 FORMAT( / ' ERROR: file ssink.dat lists subunit #', IS, 

& ' compartment', 13, ' on WY-DAY " 13 I ' Run terminated' ) 
STOP 

310 WRITE(*,3ll) I COM PART , ISUBU, IDAY 
311 FORMAT( / ' ERROR: file ssink.dat lists compartment #', IS, 

& ' on subunit #', 13, ' on WY-DAY " 13 / ' (does not match # ' 
& 'soil layers, or is otherwise bad)' I ' Run terminated' ) 

STOP 
400 WRITE(*,401) IDAY, Ksink 
401 FORMAT( / ' ERROR reading water-year day, file ssink.dat'/ 

& ' Computational WY-day = " 16, ' ssink.dat line', IS / 
& ' Run terminated.' / ) 

STOP 
410 WR1TE(*,411) i1DAY 
411 FORMAT( / ' ERROR reading sUbunit/comp/species/chemical addition', 

& " file ssink.dat'/ ' WY-day - " 16 I ' Terminated.' /) 
STOP 

500 IF( IDAY .EQ. iDstartB .AND. ( ARESTART .EQ. 'Y' .OR. ARESTART 
& .EQ. 'y' ) .AND. ( 1RESTRT .NE. 'Y' .AND. 1RESTRT .NE. 'y'» THEN 

WR1TE(*,*) , mid-year restart file will be written' 
WRITE(*,*) , 43) After what WY day should this file write? > ' 
READ(*,*) iDRest 

END1F 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE STREAMET 

SUBROUTINE StreamET( J, I ) 
C Computes ET or sublimation from stream subunits. 
C H20in2 is sum of surface runoff from other units delivered to this 
C stream subunit. Output values of sub1im. and ET are subunit-wide. 

INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'common2.inc' 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE. idstart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 .OR. 

& ibug3 .EQ. J) ) HRITE(*,10) J, I 
10 FORMAT ( , subroutine StreamET subunit', 13, ' WY day' 13) 

C reduces surface runoff in thawed stream using ET, reduces 
C snowcover on frozen stream with sublimation. 
C Adjusts ET and sublimation for available water or snowpack ice. 

C 

C 

200 

210 

THETA(J,l) ~ O. 
aET(J) - aPET(J) * aETmax(J,l) 
SUBLIMEa(J) - SUBLIME(J) 
IF( aPET(J) .LE. 0.0 .AND. SUBLIME(J) .LE. 0.0 ) RETURN 

Local variable SUM 
SUM - SNOWPACK(J) + SnowFrW(J) 
Reduce stream subunit SRO (if any) by ET 
IF ( .NOT. FROZEN) THEN 

IF( SRO(J) .GE. aET(J) ) THEN 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE. ids tart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 

& 99 .OR. ibug3 .EQ. J) ) WRITE(*,200) SRO(J), aET(J) 
FORMAT(' Thawed stream, SRO was', f12.S,' reduced by , 

& 'ET - " F12.S ) 

ELSE 

SRO(J) - SRO(J) - aET(J) 
SUBLIMEa(J) - O. 

IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE. idstart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 
& 99 .OR. ibug3 .EQ. J) ) WRITE(*,210) SRO(J), aET(J) 

FORMAT(' Thawed stream, SRO was " f12.2, " ET ~ , 
& F12.S, " adjusted SRO=O.' ) 

aET(J) - SRO(J) 
SRO(J)~O. 
SUBLIMEa(J) = O. 

ENDIF 
GO TO SOO 

ENDIF 

C *** .. ~'.'" STREAM IS FROZEN 
C If pot. sublimation is input as zero it is possible to get no ET 
C fr0m "flowing over-top" frozen stream, though pot. ET is positive. 

IF( sua .GT. SUBLIMEa(J) ) THEN 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE. ids tart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 

& 99 .OR. ibug3 .EQ. J) ) WRITE(*,2S0) 
2S0 FOR}~T(' Frozen stream, positive pack and sublimation') 
C Favor removing snowpack over free water if more snowpack 
C and snowpack free "Tater than potential sublimation. 
C Not adjusting snowpack free water for loss of snow here, 
C unless snow goes to zero. 

C 

SNOWPACK(J) ~ SNOWPACK(J) - SUBLIMEa(J) 
aET(J) - O. 
IF( SNOWPACK(J) .LT. o. ) THEN 

assume very small difference between total of 



C 

C 
C 
C 
C 

260 

270 
C 
C 
C 

C 
500 
C 

C 

ENDIF 

snowpack + free water and pot. sub1im., set to O. 
SUBLIMEa(J) - SUM 
SnowFrW(J) - O. 
SNOWPACK(J) - O. 

If snowpack on ice is gone but surface runoff from other 
units to this stream occurred, reduce this streams 
runoff using the greater of adjusted ET or sublimation. 
Temporary, local variable zz. 

ELSEIF( SUM .LE. O .. AND. H20in2(J) .GT. O. ) THEN 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE. ids tart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 

& 99 .OR. ibug3 .EQ. J) ) WRITE(*,260) 
FORMAT(' Frozen stream, zero snowpack, receiving SRO') 
IF( aET(J) .GT. SUBLIMEa(J) ) THEN 

ELSE 

ENDIF 

zz - aET(J) 
SUBLIMEa(J) - O. 

zz - SUBLIMEa(J) 
aET(J) - zz 
SUBLIMEa(J) - O. 

IF( (H20in2(J) - zz) .LE. o. ) THEN 
SRO(J) - SRO(J) - H20in2(J) 
aET(J) - H20in2(J) 

ELSE 
SRO(J) - SRO(J) - zz 

ENDIF 

ELSEIF( SUM .LE. SUBLIMEa(J) ) THEN 

& 

ENDIF 

IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE. idstart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 
99 .OR. ibug3 .EQ. J) ) WRITE(*,270) 
FORMAT(' Frozen stream, pack .LT. sublimation') 
"Stream" ice (not in snowpack) does not sublimate when 
snow gone; SRO doesn't evaporate when some snow left on 
stream, though SRO may be above frozen surface. 
aET(J) - O. 
SUBLIMEa(J) 
SNOWPACK(J) 
SnowFrW(J) 

- SUM 
- O. 
- O. 

reset volume of snowpack to account for sum1imation loss 
SNOWvol(J) - SNOWPACK(J) * SnowCA(J) * AREA(J) * 100. 
ET, SRO, and sublimation are tracked subunit wide on streams. 
SUBLIMEa(J) - SUBLIMEa(J) * SnowCA(J) 
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Compute m3 of ET, subunits whose ET is added to melt (optimize) 
IF( iETme1t(J) .EQ. 1 ) ETme1t - ETme1t + aET(J) * AREA(J) * 100. 
RETURN 
END 



c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C 
C 
C 

SUBROUTINE SUBUSEQ 

SUBROUTINE SubUSeq( NFILE2 ) 
Subroutine courtesy Dr. Vijai Gupta, U of AZ Dept. Hydrology & 
Water Resources, Tucson, AZ. 
Parameters needed that are available when subr. called are 
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NNU, the file name containing the flow-ordering matrix (for error 
message only), NU, the user specified number of subunits, and 
Utype, the type of subunit. 
Subroutine takes input matrix consisting of where flows from each 
subunit (or stream channel segment) go, determines where each 
gets flows from, and determines the order in which computations 
must procede in order to have necessary inflows available when 
doing computations on a given subunit. 
Also counts number of subunits that are "stream segments" and 
determines the order in which they must be evaluated for ET and 
riparian recharge withdrawals. 
INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
CHARACTER*31 atype 
DIMENSION DUMMY(NNU) 
IF(ibug.EQ.1) WRITE(*,*)' SUBROUTINE SUBUSEQ' 
nmax - 0 

c ... initia1ize the arrays 
DO 10 I - 1, NNU 

iunord(I) ~ 0 

10 

DO 10 j ~ 1, NNU 
iofrom(I,j) - 0 
percent(I,j) - O. 
infrom(I,j) - 0 

c <c> Read subunit output connection info 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

15 

16 

CALL ReadOrd( NFILE2) 
print out the data read in 
because the parameter percent, which is percent of flow from a 
given subunit, was arbitrarily cut off allowing outflows to a max 
of 8 subunits to be quantified, the following write statements are 
also cut off at 8 

WRITE(9,15) 
FORMATU/// 

& ' USER INPUT 
& 'SUB- 1 Fractional % of 
& 'UNIT 1 N % N % 
&' N % N %') 

WRITE(9,16) 
FORMAT ( 

- WHERE FLOW GOES:'// 
subunits flow going to subunit N '/ 

N % N % N % N %', 

& '------1------------------------------------------------------') 
istop - 8 
IF( NU .LT. 8 ) istop = NU 
DO 20 I - 1, NU 

WRITE(9,17) I, (iofrom(I,j), prcnt(I,j), j ~ 1, istop) 
17 FORMAT ( 2X, 12, 2X, , I', i2,lx,f5.3, SO(i3,lX,FS.3:) ) 
20 CONTINUE 
c ... Get subunit computation order 
c Convert output to input structure 

CALL orioin 
c Convert input structure to order 

CALL oriniu 

c ... determine how large it must be, then 
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c ... print out the intermediate matrix ( we don't know how many subunits 
c ... may flow into another) 

DO 26 I - 1, NU 
DO 25 j - 1, NU 

IF( infrom(I,j) .NE. 0 .AND. nmax .LT. j ) nmax - j 
25 CONTINUE 
26 CONTINUE 

28 

C 

29 

30 

WRITE(9,28) 
FORMATUIII 

&' PROGRAM DETERMINATION - SUBUNIT INFLOWS 
& 'SUB
& 'UNIT 
&' N 

I Fractional % of subunit N' ,1h', 's outflow 
N % N % N % N % N % 
% N %') 

WRITE(9,16) 
DO 30 I - 1, NU 

Avoid attempting to write percent(O,I) 
DO 29 II = 1, nmax 

DUMMY(II) - O. 
IF( infrom(I,II) .LE. 0 ) GO TO 29 
DUMMY(II) - percent(infrom(I,II),I) 

CONTINUE 
WRITE(9,l7) I, (infrom(I ,j), DUMMY(j), j-1, nmax) 

CONTINUE 

c ... print the results 

WRITE(9,35) 
35 FORMAT (1111 

& ' COMPUTATIONAL ORDER (PROGRAM DETERMINED): '11 

~ : ~~~~~::-~-I-~~~~~::-::::-~~----------------') 
Nstreams - a 
DO 50 I - 1, NU 

atype - ' Normal soil covered subuni t ~~ , 
j - iunord(I) 

'II 
received'i 

N %', 

c Count # & return the order of stream/1ake computations. 
IF( UType(j) .EQ. 'S' .OR. UType(j) .EQ. 's' .OR. 

& UType(j) .EQ. 'L' .OR. UType(j) .EQ. '1' ) THEN 
Nstreams - Nstreams + 1 
atype - ' Steam channel segment 
1F( UType(j) .EQ. 'V .OR. UType(j) .EQ. '1' ) atype = 

& ' Lake or Reservoir ' 
iStrmOrd(Nstreams) = J 

END1F 

1F( UType(j) .EQ. 'R' .OR. UType(j) .EQ. 'r' ) 
& atype - ' Rock outcrop , 

C Talus entered as soil, type N or n 

WR1TE(9,45) j, atype 
45 FORMAT( 4X, 12, 5X, ' I " A31 ) 

50 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 



c 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

10 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

200 

201 
C 
C 
C 

SUBROUTINE SURFIN 

SUBROUTINE SURFIN( ISUBU, ICOMPART, TLITERS, IDAY ) 
A SURFEQL subroutine 
INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'commonc.inc' 
INCLUDE 'surfcom.inc' 
INCLUDE 'flag. inc' 
common. inc included for variables UType, BDEN, Sdepth, ibug, 
ibug3, idstart 
parametr.inc and commonc.inc included for passing capacitance 
(MINEQL var. "CAPl"), specific surface m**2/g (MINEQL var. 
"SURFA"), and for computing solid/liquid ratio (MINEQL var. 
"CONCS") 
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IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. IDAY .GE. ids tart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 .OR. 
& ibug3 .EQ. ISUBU) ) WRITE(*,lO) ISUBU, IDAY 

FORMAT ( , SUBROUTINE SURFIN, subu', 13, ' WYD', 14 ) 
Master subunit: 
ISUB - ISUBU 
IF( ISUBU .GT. NU ) ISUB - ISUBU - NU 

CONSTANT CAPACITANCE OR TRIPLE LAYER MODELS AVAILABLE 
PREFORM SURFACE EQUILIBRIUM CALCULATIONS 

LSRFLG - 1 or zero set in subroutine MINEQL based on presence or 
absence of non-mixing type I species 

CAPI - CAP1AHM( ISUB, ICOMPART ) 
SURFA = SURFAAHM( ISUB, ICOMPART ) 
Compute the solid to liquid ratio, gIl; for soil layers, this 
will equal total number of grams of soil / TLITERS. Grams of soil 
can be determined by area(ha) * depth (cm) * 100,000,000. * dry 
bulk density (g/cm**3). 
need to do something special here for rock outcrops; Lakes & 
streams default to .001 gIl 
CONCS - .001 
IF( UType(ISUB) .EQ. 's' .OR. UType(ISUB) .EQ. 's' .OR. 

& UType(ISUB) .EQ. 'L' .OR. UType(ISUB) .EQ. 'I' ) THEN 
WRITE(*,*) , SURFIN: lake/stream solid/liq. =.001 gIl' 
GO TO 202 

ENDIF 
IF( UType(ISUB) .NE. 'N' .AND. UType(ISUB) .NE. 'n' ) GO TO 200 

LAYER = ICOMPART - 11 
Adjust for SCA 
FRACT - SnowCA(ISUB) 
IF( ISUB .EQ. ISUBU ) FRACT - 1. - SnowCA(ISUB) 
CONCS - ( AREA(ISUB) * Sdepth(ISUB,LAYER) * 100000000. * FRACT * 

& BDEN(ISUB,LAYER) ) / TLITERS 
GO TO 202 

IF( UType(ISUB) .NE. 'r' .AND. UType(ISUB) .NE. 'R' ) 
& WRITE(*,20l) UType(ISUB) 

FORMAT(/' Unrecognizable subunit type', A1, ' found in SURFIN'/ ) 
Assume rock type; lets CONCS = subunit area in m**2 / Tliters, 
Users entry for "SURFA" for rock (only) should be relative ratio 
of surface area desired for chemistry to planimetric surface area. 
CONCS - AREA(ISUB) * 10000. / TLITERS 

C ********* CONSTANTS *******************"~*****"~'k*** 
202 TO = 298.16 



RO - 8.314 
EERT8 - 6.95E-7 * RO * TO * 8.00 
FDAY - 96487.0 
F2RT - FDAY / ( 2.0 * RO *TO ) 
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C One may reasonable question why this takes the double precision 
C log10 of 10 instead of using l.DO ... 

RTFLN - DLOG10(10.DO) * RO * TO / FDAY 
RTF - RO * TO / FDAY 
RETURN 
END 



SUBROUTINE SURFPR 

SUBROUTINE SURFPR(ibug,ibug3,idstart,ISUBU,IDAY) 
C A SURFEQL subroutine 
C Prints surface chemistry data 
C This routine not called if IOutOpt(7) .NE. 1 
C parametr.inc added for IMPLICIT REAL*8 

INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'surfcom.inc' 
INCLUDE 'flag. inc' 
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IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. IDAY .GE. idstart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 .OR. 
& ibug3 .EQ. ISUBU) ) WRITE(*,lO) ISUBU, IDAY 

10 FORMAT ( , SUBROUTINE SURFPR, subu', 13, ' WYD', 14) 
IF( LSRFLG .EQ. 2 ) GO TO 200 

C CONSTANT CAPACITANCE MODEL 
WRITE(17,100) 

100 FORMAT( T25,'CONSTANT CAPACITANCE MODEL') 
WRITE(17,150) CAP1, SURFA, CONCS 

150 FORMAT( / ' SURF. PROPERTIES: C(F/M**2)-', F5.3, 4X, 
l'SA(M**2/G)-', F6.l, 4X, 'SC(G/L)-', F10.3 ) 
WRITE(17,160) PSIO, SIGO 

160 FORMAT(' ELECTROSTATIC VARIABLES: PSI(V)- " F7.4, 
l4X, 'SIGMA(C/M**2)= " F7.4 ) 

RETURN 

C ****** TRIPLE LAYER MODEL ******** 
200 WRITE(17,2l0) 
210 FORMAT( T25,' TRIPLE LAYER MODEL') 

WRITE(17,220) CAP1, CAP2, SURFA, CONCS 
220 FORMAT(' SURFACE PROPERTIES: CAP1(F/m**2)- " 

& F5.3, 4X, 'CAP2= " F5.3 / T24, 'SA(m**2/g)- ' 
& F7.3, 4X, 'SC(g/l) -', F9.3 ) 

C PSID has not been assigned; this routine hasn't been used during 
C model development or testing. R.A.W. 

WRITE(17,230) PSIO, PSI1, PSID, SIGO, SIG1, SIGD 
230 FORMAT(' ELECTROSTATIC VARIABLES: PSIO(V)-', 

& F7.4, 2X, 'PSIl - " F7.4, 2X, 'PSID -', F7.4 / 
& 'SIGMAO(C/M**2)- " F7.4, 2X, 'SIGMAl -', F7.4, 
& 2X, 'SIGM.A.D - " F7.4 ) 

RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE USNOW 

SUBROUTINE USNOW( J, I ) 
C This subroutine determines the amount of "litter interception" 
C storage filled by snowpack drainage beneath the snowpack. It 
C calls MIX to adjust chemistry of this storage and that in 
C SnowDran. Values set and used in this routine apply to "current 
C SnowCA". (7 1 90 "current" SCA is that set in snoini, and may be 
C positive though snowpack may be gone." 

C Adds all snowpack drainage to litter interception storage on SCA, 
C sets value of SnowDran to zero, mixes chemistry of drainage and 
C litter into storage, returns H20 XS and its chemicals to SnowDran. 

C Water in this U(nder) Snow litter interception storage isn't 
C effected further during this time step, except for chemical 
C equilibration and kinetics. 

INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'common2.inc' 
INCLUDE 'commonc.inc' 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE. idstart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 

& .OR. ibug3 .EQ. J) ) THEN 
WRITE(*,lO) J, I 

10 FORMAT(/' Subroutine USNOW, subunit', 13, , WYday', 14/ 
&' USNOW U-snow U-snow U-snow Snowpack Snowdran', 
& SnowCA Rain Snow'/ 
& Int. Int. Vol Int. IC cm on SCA cm on SCA', 
& ' held Litter FrW') 

WRITE(*,ll) SnowInt(J), SnowIntV(J), SnowIntI(J), 
& SNOWPACK(J), SnowDran(J), SnowCA(J), TINTERa1(J), SnowFrW(J) 

11 FORMAT ( , Start USNO', FB.4, F11.4, FB.4, F9.4, F10.4, F7.4, 
& 2FB.4 ) 

ENDIF 
AO - O. 
Al - 1. 

C If snowpack is gone, SCA will still be tracked as .GT. O. if pack 
C was present at beginning of this step. Need to put all water in 
C under-snow litter interception in rainfall litter interception. 

IF( SNOWPACK(J) .LE .. 00001 ) THEN 
SNOWPACK(J) - O. 

C Add under-snow interception to litter interception 
TINT1vol(J) - TINT1vol(J) + SnowIntV(J) 
SnowlntV(J) - O. 

C 
C 
C 

& 

30 ENDIF 

Snowlnt(J) - O. 
TINTERa1(J) - TINT1vo1(J) / «l.-SnowCA(J» * AREA(J) * 100.) 
IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 30 

Add chemicals in snowint to litter interception (dwruny cm) 
unless no chemicals appear to be present (snow may have been 
absent for months) 
IF( ChemEqv(J,ll,l) .LE. O .. AND. ChemEqv(J,11,2) .LE. O . 
. AND. ChemEqv(J ,11,3) .LE. O. ) GO TO 35 
CALL MlXALL( J, 11, AI, AO, J, 1, I ) 

35 IF( SnowDran(J) .LE. 0.0 ) GO TO 200 

C Add all water in snowpack drainage to litter interception beneath 
C pack. 



Snowlnt(J) - Snowlnt(J) + SnowDran(J) 
SnowDran(J) - O. 

C Add all chern. in SnowDran to litter into under pack. SROINFLT 
C will move chern. from XS interception. 

IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 40 
CALL MIX( J, 6, A1, AO, J, 11, I ) 

C Determine XS that will drain, add chemicals back to drainage. 
C (This is done in SROINFLT; that commented out c@@ 
40 IF( Snowlnt(J) .GT. aINTER1(J) ) THEN 

SnowDran(J) - Snowlnt(J) - aINTER1(J) 
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C Add chemicals in XS litter intercept. under pack to SnowDran 
Snowlnt(j) - aINTER1(J) 

ENDIF 
C Determine new volume of "litter interception" beneath snowpack 

IF( SnowCA(J) .LE. 0.0 ) THEN 
WRITE(*,100) SnowDran(J), SnowCA(J) 

100 FORMAT(/ ' FROM USNOW: snowpack drainage ~ " F10.S, 
& ' cm while SCA =', F10.S ) 

ENDIF 
SnowlntV(J) - Snowlnt(J) * SnowCA(J) * AREA(J) * 100. 

200 IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE. ids tart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 
& .OR. ibug3 .EQ. J) ) WRITE(*,210) Snowlnt(J), SnowlntV(J), 
& SnowlntI(J), SNOWPACK(J), SnowDran(J), SnowCA(J), TINTERa1(J), 
& SnowFrW(J) 

210 FORMAT ( , End USNOW ' ,FB.4, F11.4, FB.4, F9.4, F10.4, F7.4,2FB.4/) 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE VOLUME 

SUBROUTINE VOLUME( J, I ) 
C Called from RIPCHARG, WATERBAL 
C Converts selected values of water "depth" (or % of depth in the 
C case of theta) to volumes in cubic meters. 

INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'cornmon2.inc' 

C Define as snow-free or snow-covered area, and "master" subunit JJ 
IF( J .GT. NU ) THEN 

JJ - J - NU 
Fract - SnowCA(JJ) 
GO TO 10 

ENDIF 
JJ - J 
Fract - 1. - SnowCA(J) 

C m3 - cm * (.OlM / cm) * (10,000 M2 / hectare) * hectares 
10 aM3perCM - 100. * AREA(JJ) 

IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE. ids tart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 .OR. 
& ibug3 .EQ. JJ) ) WRITE(*,*)' subroutine VOLUME, subunit', J 

C *****Lakes and Streams are independent of snow cover, except for 
C most values directly related to snowpack. No intercptn, Hdrain, 
C soil water, riparian area deficit. "J" .LE. NU ..... 

IF( UType(JJ) .EQ. 's' .OR. UType(JJ) .EQ. 's' .OR. UType(JJ) .EQ. 
& 'L' .OR. UType(JJ) .EQ. '1' ) THEN 

RainU(J) - RainU(J) * aM3perCM 
SnowU(J) - SnowU(J) * aM3perCM 
aET(J) = aET(J) * aM3perCM 
BaseQ(J) - BaseQ(J) * aM3perCM 
SRO(J) - SRO(J) * aM3perCM 

C STREAMET sets stream sub1im. to area ave., unlike other units 
SUBLIMEa(J) = SUBLIMEa(J) * aM3perCM 

C For snowpack and snowpack free water use "old" SCA, the SCA 
C as read for this step, set near bottom of SNOINI 

SnoFrWIC(J) - SnoFrWIC(J) * aM3perCM * SnoCAo1d(J) 
SNOWPKIC(J) - SNOWPKIC(J) * aM3perCM * SnoCAo1d(J) 
SnowDran(J) - SnowDran(J) * aM3perCM * SnowCA(J) 
SnowFrW(J) = SnowFrW(J) * aM3perCM * SnowCA(J) 
SNOWPACK(J) = SNOWPACK(J) * aM3perCM * SnowCA(J) 
RETURN 

ENDIF 

C Rock and soil subunits, differentiate between SCA, SFA, as 
C computation is only for that fraction of area. No BaseQ. 
C# A number of variables are tracked solely with indices that 
C indicate "snow-free" area, including those that describe snow 
C conditions. Rain, snow, canopy interception converted for whole 
C subunit, independent of SCA. 

aM3S - aM3perCM * Fract 
RainU(JJ) - RainU(JJ) * aM3perCM 
SnowU(JJ) - SnowU(JJ) * aM3perCM 
aINTERI2(JJ)= aINTERI2(JJ) * a.H3perCM 
aINTERI3(JJ)= aINTERI3(JJ) * aM3perCM 
TINTERa2(JJ)- TINTERa2(JJ) * aM3perCM 
TINTERa3(JJ)= TINTERa3(JJ) * aM3perCM 
aET(J) = aET(J) * aM3S 
Hdrain(J) = Hdrain(J) * aM3S 
SRO(J) - SRO(J) * aM3S 



SUBLIMEa(J) - SUBLIMEa(J) * aM3S 

DO 100 iii - 1, NLayers(JJ) 
THETA(J,iii) - THETA(J,iii) * Sdepth(JJ,iii) * aM3S 
ThetaIC(J,iii)- ThetaIC(J,iii) * Sdepth(JJ,iii) * aM3S 

C ODRAW was actual cm of water, incorporating soil depth 
ODRAW(J,iii) - ODRAW(J,iii) * aM3S 

100 ODRAWa(J,iii) - ODRAWa(J,iii) * aM3S 

C aINTERl1 is litter interception at start of time step; adjust 
C using "old" SCA which is SCA as read for this step, set near 
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C bottom of subroutine SNOINI. Ditto for snowpack, snowpack free 
C water, and "litter interception" under snowpack (SnowlntI) IC's. 

aINTERl1(JJ) - aINTERl1(JJ) * aM3perCM * (1.-SnoCAo1d(JJ» 
SnoFrWIC(JJ) = SnoFrWIC(JJ) * aM3perCM * SnoCAo1d(JJ) 
SNOWPKIC(JJ) - SNOWPKIC(JJ) * aM3perCM * SnoCAo1d(JJ) 
SnowlntI(JJ) - SnowlntI(JJ) * aM3perCM * SnoCAo1d(JJ) 
Snowlnt(JJ) - Snowlnt(JJ) * aM3S 
SnowDran(JJ) = SnowDran(JJ) * aM3S 
SnowFrW(JJ) = SnowFrW(JJ) * aM3S 
SNOWPACK(JJ) = SNOWPACK(JJ) * aM3S 
TINTERa1(JJ) - TINTERa1(JJ) * aM3perCM * ( 1. - SnowCA(JJ) ) 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE WATERBAL 

SUBROUTINE WATERBAL(I) 
C Subroutine is called outside main programs "J" or subunit loop. 
C Sumarizes inputs and outputs to each unit; compares inflow -
C outflow - change in storage. Writes 3 output files: stor.out, 
C dstor.out, and inout.out. 
C Very similar to subroutine INFLOW, but recharge to riparian areas 
C was not available at that point in "time". 
C Has quite a few undefined local variables easily explained by 
C subroutine itself. 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

1 

2 

3 

4 
10 

C 
C 
C 

C 

& 
& 

& 
& 

C 

INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'common2.inc' 
DIMENSION tttheta(NL) 
IF«ibug2 .EQ. 3).AND.(I .LT. ids tart .OR. I .GT. idstop» RETURN 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 ) WRITE(*,*) , SUBROUTINE WATERBAL' 
IF( I .LT. idstart ) RETURN 
nmax - maximum number of subunits that flow into the subunit 

with the most contributing subunits. 
converts inputs to volumes using local variables 
Incoming "areas" are hectares, other observations are in cm 
Outputs are (IUNITS -) 1=m3, 2-cm, 3=ft3, 4-in. 
GO TO ( 1, 2, 3, 4 ) IUNITS 
ck - 1. 
GO TO 10 
ck - 1. 
GO TO 10 
ck - 35.3147 
GO TO 10 
ck - .3937 
DO 200 Ji - 1, NU 

IF( IUNITS .EQ. 2 .OR. IUNITS .EQ. 4 ) GO TO 15 
************ OUTPUTS ARE VOLUME UNITS ****** 
Convert "Master" subunit's values to volumes; VolLake and its 
initial condition are already volumes 
CALL VOLUME( Ji, I ) 
CONVERT Riparian loss values to volume 
IF( UType(Ji) .EQ. 's' .OR. UType(Ji) .EQ. 's' .OR. 

UType(Ji) .EQ. 'L' .OR. UType(Ji) .EQ. '1' ) 
Riploss(Ji) = Riploss(Ji) * ( AREA(Ji) * 100. ) 

IF( UType(Ji) .EQ. 's' .OR. UType(Ji) .EQ. 's' .OR. 
UType(Ji) .EQ. 'L' .OR. UType(Ji) .EQ. '1' .OR. 
SnowCA(Ji) .LE. O. ) GO TO 26 

Convert SCA values to volumes 
aM3perCM = 100. * AREA(Ji) * SnowCA(Ji) 
aET(Ji+NU) - aET(Ji+NU) * aM3perCM 
Hdrain(Ji+NU) - Hdrain(Ji+NU) * aM3perCM 
SRO(Ji+NU) - SRO(Ji+NU) * aM3perCM 
SUBLIMEa(Ji+NU)- SUBLIMEa(Ji+NU)* aM3perCM 
DO 14 L - 1, NLayers(Ji) 

THETA(Ji+NU, L) = THETA(Ji+NU, L)*aM3perCM*Sdepth(Ji,L) 
ThetaIC(Ji+NU,L)= ThetaIC(Ji+NU,L)*aM3perCM*Sdepth(Ji,L) 
ODRAW(Ji+NU, L) = ODRAW(Ji+NU, L) * aM3perCM 

14 ODRAWa(Ji+NU, L) = ODRAWa(Ji+NU, L) * aM3perCM 
GO TO 26 

C ************ OUTPUTS ARE DEPTH UNITS **~I:*** 
15 IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE. ids tart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 
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99 .OR. ibug3 .EQ. Ji) ) THEN 
WRITE(*,16) Ji 
FORMAT( I' WATERBAL, w/o, with SCA ADJ, subu ' ,131 
, snowpk snowpk snowpk snowpk snowpk Litter Litter 
, SCA SCA USnow USnow'l 
, free freeW SWE SWE drain- Intcpt.lntcpt. 

OLD Littr Littr'l 
, water I.C. (ice) IC(ice) age SFA SFA IC 

INT 1. C. ') 
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WRITE(*,17) SnowFrW(Ji), SnoFrWIC(Ji), SNOWPACK(Ji) , 
SNOWPKIC(Ji), SnowDran(Ji) , TINTERal(Ji), aINTERll(Ji), 
SnowCA(Ji), SnoCAold(Ji), Snowlnt(Ji), SnowIntI(Ji) 
FORMAT( 2(F6.4,lX), 2(F6.2,lX),F6.4,lX, 5(F6.4,lX),F6.4) 

ENDIF 
Subr. VOLUME adjusted outputs for SCA; if depth outputs, 
SCA needs adjusting, and VolLake must be cm. 
IF( UType(Ji) .EQ. 'L' .OR. UType(Ji) .EQ. '1' ) THEN 

VolLake(Ji) = VolLake(Ji) I (AREA(Ji) * 100.) 
VolLakeI(Ji) - VolLakeI(Ji) I (AREA(Ji) * 100.) 

ENDIF 
IF( UType(Ji) .EQ. 's' .OR. UType(Ji) .EQ. 's' .OR. 

UType(Ji) .EQ. 'L' .OR. UType(Ji) .EQ. '1' ) GO TO 21 
aET(Ji) = aET(Ji) * ( 1. - SnowCA(Ji) ) 
Hdrain(Ji) - Hdrain(Ji) * ( 1. - SnowCA(Ji) ) 
SRO(Ji) - SRO(Ji) * ( 1. - SnowCA(Ji) ) 
SUBLIMEa(Ji)= SUBLIMEa(Ji)* ( 1. - SnowCA(Ji) ) 
DO 20 L - 1, NLayers(Ji) 

THETA(Ji,L) = THETA(Ji,L) * ( 1. - SnowCA(Ji) ) 
ThetaIC(Ji,L)- ThetaIC(Ji,L)* ( 1. - SnowCA(Ji) ) 
ODRAW(Ji,L) = ODRAW(Ji,L) * ( 1. - SnowCA(Ji) ) 
ODRAWa(Ji,L) - ODRAWa(Ji,L) * ( 1. - SnowCA(Ji) ) 

SnowFrW(Ji) = SnowFrW(Ji) * SnowCA(Ji) 
SNOWPACK(Ji) - SNOWPACK(Ji) * SnowCA(Ji) 
SnowDran(Ji) = SnowDran(Ji) * SnowCA(Ji) 
See comment about SnowCAold for aINTERl1, pack, pack free 
water, and Snowlnt in subroutine VOLUME. 
SnoFrWIC(Ji) = SnoFrWIC(Ji) * SnoCAold(Ji) 
SNOWPKIC(Ji) = SNOWPKIC(Ji) * SnoCAold(Ji) 
IF( UType(Ji) .EQ. 's' .OR. UType(Ji) .EQ. 's' .OR. 

UType(Ji) .EQ. 'L' .OR. UType(Ji) .EQ. '1' ) THEN 
SnowInt(Ji) - O. 
SnowIntI(Ji) = O. 
aINTERI1(Ji) - O. 
TINTERa1(Ji) - O. 
GO TO 23 

ENDIF 
Snowlnt(Ji) = Snowlnt(Ji) * SnowCA(Ji) 
SnowlntI(Ji) = SnowlntI(Ji) * SnoCAold(Ji) 
aINTERl1(Ji) = aINTERIl(Ji) * (1. - SnoCAold(Ji» 
TINTERal(Ji) = TINTERa1(Ji) * (1. - SnowCA(Ji» 
SCA adjustment, depth outputs, snow-covered portion 

IF( UType(Ji) .EQ. 's' .OR. UType(Ji) .EQ. 's' .OR. 
UType(Ji) .EQ. '1' .OR. UType(Ji) .EQ. '1' ) 
GO TO 26 

aET(Ji+NU) - aET(Ji+NU) * SnowCA(Ji) 
Hdrain(Ji+NU) = Hdrain(Ji+NU) * SnowCA(Ji) 
SRO(Ji+NU) = SRO(Ji+NU) * SnowCA(Ji) 
SUBLIMEa(Ji+NU)= SUBLIMEa(Ji+NU)* SnowCA(Ji) 
DO 24 L - 1, NLayers(Ji) 
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THETA(Ji+NU, L) - THETA(Ji+NU, L) * SnowCA(Ji) 
ThetaIC(Ji+NU, L)- ThetaIC(Ji+NU, L)* SnowCA(Ji) 
ODRAW(Ji+NU, L) - ODRAW(Ji+NU, L) * SnowCA(Ji) 
ODRAWa(Ji+NU, L) - ODRAWa(Ji+NU, L) * SnowCA(Ji) 

--------------- SUBUNIT WATER BALANCE -- OUTFLOWS 
OHdrain - ( Hdrain(Ji) + Hdrain(Ji+NU) ) * ck 
OSRO - ( SRO(Ji) + SRO(Ji+NU) ) * ck 
OaET - ( aET(Ji) + aET(Ji+NU) ) * ck 
Osub1 - ( SUBLIMEa(Ji) + SUBLHfEa(Ji+NU) ) * ck 
oR1oss - Rip1oss(Ji) * ck 
Tota1out = OHdrain + OSRO + OaET + Osub1 + oR1oss 
--------------- SUBUNIT WATER BALANCE INPUTS 
OrainU = RainU(Ji) * ck 
OsnowU - SnowU(Ji) * ck 
ObaseQ - BaseQ(Ji) * ck 
recharg = O. 
DO 30 ii - 1, NLayers(Ji) 
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recharg - recharg + ( ( ODRAW(Ji,ii) - ODRAWa(Ji,ii) )+ 
( ODRAW(Ji+NU,ii) - ODRAWa(Ji+NU,ii) ) ) * ck 

Tota1in = OrainU + OsnowU + recharg + ObaseQ 
IF( IOutOpt(2) .NE. 1 ) GO TO 35 

IF( Ji .EQ. 1 ) WRITE(11,31) 
FORMAT(lX) 
WRITE(11,34) Ji, UType(Ji), I, OrainU, OsnowU, ObaseQ, 
recharg, IRipar(Ji), OSRO, OaET, Osub1, OHdrain, oR1oss 
FORMAT (14 , 2X,A1, 1X,I3,lX, 3(E9.3E2,lx), 
E9.3E2,I3, 22X, 5(E9.3E2,lX) ) 
raint(Ji) - raint(Ji) + OrainU 
snowt(Ji) = snowt(Ji) + OsnowU 
baset(Ji) - baset(Ji) + ObaseQ 
recht(Ji) - recht(Ji) + recharg 
osrot(Ji) - osrot(Ji) + OSRO 
oaett(Ji) - oaett(Ji) + OaET 
osub1t(Ji) - osub1t(Ji) + Osub1 
ohdt(Ji) - ohdt(Ji) + OHdrain 
or1osst(Ji) - or1osst(Ji) + oR1oss 
IF ( infrom(Ji,l) .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 110 

DH20in - O. 
SH20in - O. 
Dtota1 - O. 
Stota1 - O. 
----- INPUTS from other subunits SRO and horiz. drainage 
DO 60 ii = 1, nmax 

Computations in here initially give m3; conversion to m3 
necessary because these subunits array index not Ji. 
Don't compute if no more values to add. 
IF ( infrom(Ji,ii) .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 65 
Set master, SCA subunit numbers 
ISUBM - infrom(Ji,ii) 
Add soil drainage from other units SFA/SCA (streams=O) 
DH20in - Hdrain( ISUBM ) * ( 1. - SnowCA(ISUBM) ) * 
percent( ISUBM, Ji ) * AREA( ISUBM ) * 100. 
DH20inS - Hdrain( ISUBM + NU ) * SnowGA( ISUBM ) * 
percent( ISUBM, Ji ) * AREA( ISUBM ) * 100. 
Dtotal = Dtotal + DH20in + DH20inS 
Add SRO from other units SFA/SGA; no stream SGA adjust. 
IF( UType( ISUBM ) .EQ. 's' .OR. UType( ISUBH ) .EQ. 's' 
.OR. UType(ISUBM ) .EQ. 'L' .OR. UType( ISUBH ).EQ. '1') 
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THEN 
SH20in = SRO( ISUBM ) * percent( ISUBM, Ji ) * 
AREA ( ISUBM ) * 100. 
SH20inS - O. 
GO TO 40 

ENDIF 
SH20in - SRO( ISUBM ) * percent( ISUBM, Ji ) * 
AREA ( ISUBM ) * 100. * ( 1. - SnowCA(ISUBM) ) 
SH20inS - SRO( ISUBM + NU ) * percent( ISUBM, Ji ) * 
AREA ( ISUBM ) * 100. * SnowCA(ISUBM) 
Stotal - Stotal + SH20in + SH20inS 
Totals are adjusted for area (if necessary) outside loop 
60. 
Convert Hdrain and SRO inputs to cm, then multiply by ck 
IF( IUNITS .EQ. 2 .OR. IUNITS .EQ. 4 ) THEN 

ENDIF 

DH20in - (DH20in+DH20inS) / ( 100. * AREA(Ji» * ck 
SH20in - (SH20in+SH20inS) / ( 100. * AREA(Ji» * ck 
ELSE 
DH20in - (DH20in+DH20inS) * ck 
SH20in - (SH20in+SH20inS) * ck 

IF( IOutOpt(2) .NE. 1 ) GO TO 59 

WRITE(11,50) I, DH20in, infrom(Ji,ii), SH20in, 
infrom(Ji,ii) 
FORMAT ( 8X, 13, 43X, E7.2El, 13, E9.3El,I3 ) 
DH20inT(Ji) - DH20inT(Ji) + DH20in 
SH20inT(Ji) - SH20inT(Ji) + SH20in 

CONTINUE 
Compute subunit sum. Values currently are m3; convert to cm 
and multiply by ck if depth outputs, adjust for ft3 if needed 
IF( IUNITS .EQ. 2 .OR. IUNITS .EQ. 4 ) THEN 

ENDIF 

Dtota1 - Dtota1 / ( 100. * AREA(Ji» * ck 
Stotal - Stota1 / ( 100. * AREA(Ji» * ck 
ELSE 
Dtota1 - Dtota1 * ck 
Stota1 - Stota1 * ck 

Totalin - Totalin + Dtotal + Stotal 

*** SUBUNIT H20 BALANCE -- Storage and Changes in Storage *** 
Variables whose end of time step storages are effected by 
snow covered area were multiplied by (l.-SnowCA) or SnowCA 
near top of this routine; aINTERIl was multiplied by 
(l-SnoCAold), etc. 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE. idstart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 
99 .OR. ibug3 .EQ. Ji) ) WRITE(*,17) SnowFrW(Ji) , 
SnoFrWIC(Ji), SNOWPACK(Ji), SNOWPKIC(Ji), SnowDran(Ji) , 
TINTERal(Ji), aINTERI1(Ji), SnowCA(Ji) , SnoCAold(Ji) , 
SnowInt(Ji) , SnowIntI(Ji) 
Subunit average changes in storage: 
dInt1 - ( TINTERal(Ji) - aINTERI1(Ji) ) * ck 
dInt2 - ( TINTERa2(Ji) - aINTERI2(Ji) ) * ck 
dInt3 - ( TINTERa3(Ji) - aINTERI3(Ji) ) * ck 
dsnfw ~ (SnowFrW(Ji) - SnoFrWIC(Ji) ) * ck 
dSpack= ( SNOWPACK(Ji) - SNOWPKIC(Ji) ) * ck 
dSnInt= (SnowInt(Ji) - SnowIntI(Ji) ) * ck 
dLakev= O. 
Lake volume includes snowpack; therefore, changes in snowpack 
outputs will be double counted if not removed here. 
Sublimation was accounted for in change in snowpack and 
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snowpack free water, not needed in change in lake vol. 
removed -Osub1 from end of 2nd line below - Osubl 

IF( UType(Ji) .EQ. 'L' .OR. UType(Ji) .EQ. '1' ) dLakev -
( VolLake(Ji) - VolLakeI(Ji) ) * ck - dsnfw - dSpack 
Total subunit average storage: 
tIntl - TINTERal(Ji)* ck 
tInt2 - TINTERa2(Ji)* ck 
tInt3 - TINTERa3(Ji)* ck 
tsnfw - SnowFrW(Ji) * ck 
tSpack - SNOWPACK(Ji)* ck 
tSnInt - SnowInt(Ji) * ck 
tLakev - O. 
Lake volume includes snowpack; 
IF( UType(Ji) .EQ. eL' .OR. UType(Ji) .EQ. '1' ) tLakev -
Vo1Lake(Ji) * ck - tsnfw - tSpack 
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Theta is fractional volume adjusted for SCA, unless iunits = 
1 or 3, in which case it already has been converted to m3. 
For "depth" output, convert to cm (inches) of water. 
ttheta - O. 
dtheta - O. 
DO 115 ii - I, NLayers(Ji) 

IF( IUNITS .EQ. 2 .OR. IUNITS .EQ. 4 ) THEN 

ELSE 

ENDIF 
CONTINUE 

IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE. idstart .AND. ~~bug3 
.EQ. 99 .OR. ibug3 .EQ. Ji) ) WRITE(*,l12) LL, 
THETA(Ji,ii), ThetaIC(Ji,ii), THETA(Ji+NU,ii), 
ThetaIC(Ji+NU,ii) 
FORMAT ( , Horizon', 
, SFA THETA SFA ThetaIC SCA THETA SCA ThetaIC' , 
, (all SCA adjusted)'/ 
15, F13.6, F14.6, Fll.6, F13.6 ) 
dtheta - dtheta+(THETA(Ji,ii)-ThetaIC(Ji,ii» * 
Sdepth(Ji,ii) * ck 
dthetaS- ( THETA( Ji+NU, ii ) - ThetaIC(Ji+NU,ii»* 
Sdepth(Ji,ii) * ck 
Combine change in theta, SFA, SCA, previous layers 
dtheta - dtheta + dthetaS 
tttheta(ii) - THETA(Ji,ii) * Sdepth(Ji,ii) * ck 
ttthetaS = THETA(Ji+NU,ii) * Sdepth(Ji,ii) * ck 
Add snowfree + snow-covered theta for layer 
tttheta(ii) - tttheta(ii) + ttthetaS 
Total soil water for subunit (NLayers): 
ttheta - ttheta + tttheta(ii) 

dtheta-dtheta+( THETA(Ji,ii) - ThetaIC(Ji,ii) ) * 
ck 
dthetaS = ( THETA(Ji+NU,ii) - ThetaIC(Ji+NU,ii) ) * 
ck 
Combine change in theta, SFA, SCA, previous layers 
dtheta = dtheta + dthetaS 
tttheta(ii) = THETA(Ji,ii) * ck 
ttthetaS - THETA(Ji+NU,ii) * ck 
Add SFA+SCA theta for layer 
tttheta(ii) - tttheta(ii) + ttthetaS 
Total soil water for subunit (NLayers): 
ttheta - ttheta + tttheta(ii) 

totalDS-dlntl+dlnt2+dlnt3 + dsnfw + dSpack + dSnlnt + dLakev+ 
dtheta 
totalstr=tlntl+tlnt2+tlnt3+ tsnfw + tSpack + tSnInt + tLakev+ 
ttheta 
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Ba1Unit. - Tota1in - Tota1out - tota1DS 
Changes in storage outputs 
IF( IOutOpt(3) .NE. 1 ) GO TO 117 

IF( Ji .EQ. 1 ) WRITE(12,31) 
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WRITE(12,116) Ji, UType(Ji), I, dInt1, dInt3, dInt2, dSnInt, 
dsnfw, dSpack, dtheta, dLakev, Tota1in, Tota1out, tota1DS, 
Ba1Unit 
FORMAT( 14, 3X,A1, 2X,I3, F10.4, 9F10.4, F10.4, F12.4 ) 
Storage outputs 
IF( IOutOpt(4) .NE. 1 ) GO TO 150 

IF( Ji .EQ. 1 ) WRITE(13,31) 
WRITE(13,118) Ji, UType(Ji), I, tInt1, tInt3, tInt2, tSnInt, 
tsnfw, tSpack, ttheta, tttheta(l), tLakev, tota1str, 
SnowCA(Ji), Ba1Unit 
FORMAT( 14, 3X,A1, 2X,I3, F10.4, SF10.4, F14.4, F10.4,F12.4) 
DO 122 ii - 2, NLayers(Ji) 

WRITE(13,123) tttheta(ii) 
FORMAT( 83X, F10.4 ) 

IF iunits - 1 or 3, have total vol. meas. already. 
Convert depth totals to volume (m3) measurements; dividing 
new addition by ck converts to cm, whether cm (ck~l) or 
inches (ck-.3937) 
IF(IUNITS .EQ. 2 .OR. IUNITS .EQ. 4) GO TO 160 

convert values back to depth for next time step 
CALL DEPTH( Ji, I ) 
Convert Riparian loss values to depth 
IF( UType(Ji) .EQ. 's' .OR. UType(Ji) .EQ. 's' .OR. 

UType(Ji) .EQ. '1' .OR. UType(Ji) .EQ. '1' ) THEN 
Rip10ss(Ji) - Rip10ss(Ji) / ( AREA(Ji) * 100. ) 
GO TO 200 

ENDIF 
IF( SnowCA(Ji) .LE. O. ) GO TO 200 

C Convert SCA values back to depth 
aM3perCM ~ 100. * AREA(Ji) * SnowCA(Ji) 
aET(Ji+NU) - aET(Ji+NU) / aM3perCM 
Hdrain(Ji+NU) - Hdrain(Ji+NU) / aM3perCM 
SRO(Ji+NU) = SRO(Ji+NU) / aM3perCM 
SUBLIMEa(Ji+NU)- SUBLIMEa(Ji+NU)/ aM3perCM 
DO 151 L = 1, NLayers(Ji) 

THETA(Ji+NU, L)- THETA(Ji+NU, L)/(aM3perCM*Sdepth(Ji,L» 
ThetaIC(Ji+NU,L)=ThetaIC(Ji+NU,L)/(aM3perCM*Sdepth(Ji,L» 
ODRAW(Ji+NU, L) ~ ODRAW(Ji+NU, L) / aM3perCM 

151 ODRAWa(Ji+NU, L) = ODRAWa(Ji+NU, L)/ M13perCM 
GO TO 200 

C DEPTH removed SCA from volume outputs; do same outputs units 
C were depth. If SnowCA is practically zero, free water, 
C pack, IC, and drainage will be set to zero to avoid division 
C by zero. Also set lake vo1wne back to volume from cm 
160 IF( UType(Ji) .EQ. '1' .OR. UType(Ji) .EQ. '1' ) THEN 

Vo1Lake(Ji) - Vo1Lake(Ji) * (AREA(Ji) * 100.) 
VolLakeI(Ji) ~ VolLakeI(Ji) * (AREA(Ji) * 100.) 

ENDIF 
IF( SnowCA(Ji) .LE. 0.0 ) GO TO 170 
SnowDran(Ji) = SnowDran(Ji) / SnowCA(Ji) 
SnowFrW(Ji) = SnowFrW(Ji) / SnowCA(Ji) 
Snowlnt(Ji) = SnowInt(Ji) / SnowCA(Ji) 



C 
C 

SNOWPACK(Ji) - SNOWPACK(Ji) / SnowCA(Ji) 

SCA adjustment, depth outputs, snow-covered portion 
(If SCA is .LE. 0 assume these are a1eady zero) 
IF( UType(Ji) .EQ. 's' .OR. UType(Ji) .EQ. 's' .OR. 
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& UType(Ji) .EQ. 'L' .OR. UType(Ji) .EQ. '1' ) GO TO 175 

aET(Ji+NU) - aET(Ji+NU) / SnowCA(Ji) 
Hdrain(Ji+NU) - Hdrain(Ji+NU) / SnowCA(Ji) 
SRO(Ji+NU) - SRO(Ji+NU) / SnowCA(Ji) 
SUBLIMEa(Ji+NU)- SUBLIMEa(Ji+NU)/ SnowCA(Ji) 
DO 165 L - I, NLayers(Ji) 

THETA(Ji+NU, L) - THETA(Ji+NU, L) / SnowCA(Ji) 
ThetaIC(Ji+NU, L)- ThetaIC(Ji+NU, L)/ SnowCA(Ji) 
ODRAW(Ji+NU, L) - ODRAW(Ji+NU, L) / SnowCA(Ji) 

165 ODRAWa(Ji+NU, L) - ODRAWa(Ji+NU, L) / SnowCA(Ji) 
GO TO 175 

170 SnowDran(Ji) - O. 
SnowFrW(Ji) - O. 
Snowlnt(Ji) = O. 
SNOWPACK(Ji) - O. 

175 IF( SnoCAo1d(Ji) .LE. 0.0 ) GO TO 176 

SnoFrWIC(Ji) - SnoFrWIC(Ji) / SnoCAo1d(Ji) 
SnowIntI(Ji) = SnowIntI(Ji) / SnoCAo1d(Ji) 
SNOWPKIC(Ji) - SNOWPKIC(Ji) / SnoCAo1d(Ji) 
GO TO 180 

176 SnoFrWIC(Ji) - O. 
SnowlntI(Ji) - O. 
SNOWPKIC(Ji) - o. 

C If snow covered area approx. I, then variable dependent on 
C snow free area set to zero to avoid division by zero. 
180 IF( SnoCAo1d(Ji) .GE. 1.0 ) GO TO 185 

185 
186 

& 
& 

aINTERI1(Ji) = aINTERI1(Ji) / (1. - SnoCAo1d(Ji» 
GO TO 186 

aINTERI1(Ji) - O. 
IF( UType(Ji) .EQ. 's' .OR. UType(Ji) .EQ. '5' .OR. 

UType(Ji) .EQ. 'L' .OR. UType(Ji) .EQ. '1' .OR. 
SnowCA(Ji) .GE. 1.0 ) GO TO 190 

aET(Ji) - aET(Ji) / ( 1. - SnowCA(Ji) ) 
Hdrain(Ji) - Hdrain(Ji) / ( 1. - SnowCA(Ji) ) 
SRO(Ji) = SRO(Ji) / ( 1. - SnowCA(Ji) ) 
SUBLIMEa(Ji)= SUBLIMEa(Ji)/ ( 1. - SnowCA(Ji) ) 
DO 188 L = 1, NLayers(Ji) 

THETA(Ji,L) - THETA(Ji,L) / ( 1. - SnowCA(Ji) ) 
ThetaIC(Ji,L)- ThetaIC(Ji,L)/ ( 1. - SnowCA(Ji) ) 
ODRAW(Ji,L) - ODRAW(Ji,L) / ( 1. - SnowCA(Ji) ) 

188 ODRAWa(Ji,L) - ODRAWa(Ji,L) / ( 1. - SnowCA(Ji) ) 

TINTERa1(Ji) = TINTERa1(Ji) / (1. - SnowCA(Ji» 
GO TO 200 

190 TINTERa1(Ji) = O. 
200 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE WETMELT 

SUBROUTINE WETMELT ( J, I ) 
C Used by subroutine SNOWCOMP to determine water left as "rain" 
C interception behind a receeding snowpack. This skips around 
C subroutine SNOWRAIN and SNOWMIX, that are used to calculate 
C accelerated elution of chemistry from pack, thus mixing chemicals 
C proportionately to fraction of water moved. I don't see this as a 
C problem, however, as typically only a very small portion of the 
C area is left "wet" behind a receding pack, unless a large portion 
C of the pack remaining melts, in which case either method should 
C give similar results given that it must be late in the season. 

C INPUT VARIABLES: 
C WET - difference between this and previous time steps snow covered 
C area (0-1 fraction). If all snow disappears this time step, 
C then WET equals previous time steps snow covered area. 
C SnowCA, SnowDran, aINTER1, TINTERal 

C OUTPUT VARIABLES 
C TINTERal and SnowDran as adjusted to leave area behind receeding 
C pack wet. 

INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'common2.inc' 

C Dummy calling arguments AO and Al to avoid compiler warnings 
AO - O. 
Al - 1. 

C Don't compute wetted area on streams or lakes. 
IF( UType(J) .EQ. 's' .OR. UType(J) .EQ. 's' .OR. 

& UType(J) .EQ. 'L' .OR. UType(J) .EQ. '1' ) RETURN 
C Adj. rainfall below can include xs snowpack drainage 

IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE. idstart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 
& .OR. ibug3 .EQ. J) ) THEN 

WRITE(*,lO) J, I, SnowDran(J), TINTlvol(J), TINTERal(J), 
& SnowCA(J), WET, RainUa(J) 

10 FORMAT ( , SUBROUTINE WETMELT, Subunit=' ,13, , WYday=' ,14/ 
&' Snowpack Litter Litter SnowCA' 
& ' Area Wetted Adj. Rain-'/ 
&' drainage Int. Vol. Int. Depth 
& '(0 if SCA=O) fall (sic)'/ 
& ' WETM start ' ,FB.4, Fll.4, Fl2.4, 2F9.4, F12.4 ) 

ENDIF 

C Available litter storage for melt on new snow-free area is 
C aINTER1(J), cm. Melted snow becomes "rain" interception there. 
C The storage value will be expressed as area cm over entire 
C current snow-free area, and lumped with existing storage there. 
C Except for "rain" interception created by change in snow covered 
C area, snow drainage and melt use this steps snow covered area. 
C Litter interception has been adjusted for changing snow covered 
C area in SNOWCOMP. 
C Record initial snowpack drainage for chemical adjustment at end of 
C this routine. 

cmFrOld = SnowDran(J) 
C It is possible to have SCA - 1 in case where it just snowed, then 
C all snow melts in same time-step. If so, add all pack drainage to 
C litter interception. (also anytime SCA =1, all melts) 

IF( SnowCA(J) .GE. 1.0 .AND. WET .GE. 1.0 ) THEN 
TINTlvol(J) - TINTlvol(J) + SnowDran(J) * AREA(J) * 100. 



C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

100 

101 
C 
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TINTERal(J) - TINTlvol(J) / ( ARSA(J) * 100. ) 
Above interception value may exceed storage capacity; 
normally XS should go to SnowDran. However, although all 
snow has melted SCA still is 1.00; this makes the litter 
interception value effectively zero. Setting SCA to zero 
fixes litter into problem, but then SnowDran will effectively 
be zero, so XS cannot become runoff. RainUa has been 
adjusted for loss to litter interception at this point (by 
sntercpt), without accounting for SCA. 
Problem can be addressed by setting SCA to 0, adding XS 
litter interception to incoming SRO, SnowDran to zero. 
IF( TINTERal(J) .GT. aINTERl(J) ) H20in2(J) - TINTERal(J) -
aINTERl(J) 
TINTERal(J) - TINTERal(J) - H20in2(J) 
TINTlvol(J) - TINTERal(J) * AREA(J) * 100. 
SnowCA(J) - O. 
SnowDran(J) - O. 
boogers set up special handling by INFLOW 
boogers - 1. 
IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 100 

Add (all) snowdran chemicals to litter interception 
CALL MIX( J, 6, cmFrOld, AO, J, 1, I ) 
Add all chern in intercept under pack to rain litter intercpt. 
CALL MIX( J, 11, AI, AO, J, 1, I ) 
Chemistry of rain on snowpack was already added to snowpack 
and drainage; chemicals in rain on SCA should equal O. If it 
snowed too, all chemicals in rain on SFA have also been added 
to SFW. 
Add chern. from XS to H20in2; add to SRO or soil in SROINFLT 
IF( H20in2(J) .GT. 0.0 ) THEN 

IcompTo is a dummy. 
cmFrOld - TINTERal(J) + H20in2(J) 
CALL MIX( J, 1, cmFrOld, TINTERal(J), J, 10, I ) 

ENDIF 
IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE. idstart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 

& .OR. ibug3 .EQ. J) ) WRITE(*,lOl) J 

ENDIF 

FORMAT(' WETMELT: SCA went from 1. to 0., subunit', 13 ) 
Convert cm H20in2 to m3 to match initial part of INFLOW 
H20in2(J) ~ H20in2(J) * AREA(J) * 100. 
GO TO 200 

C Check if snowpack drainage on whole snow covered area is 
C sufficient to fill newly wetted storage or not, fill and adjust 
C drainage. XS drainage remains as drainage. 

IF( 

& 

C 

C 
C 

ELSE 
C 
C 
C 

& 

(SnowDran(J)*SnowCA(J» .GT. (aINTER1(J) * WET) ) THEN 
TINTlvol(J)-( TINTERal(J)*(l.-SnowCA(J» + aINTER1(J)*WET ) * 
AREA(J) * 100. 
TINTERal(J) - TINTlvol(J) / «l.-SnowCA(J» * AREA(J) * 100.) 
SnowDran is still in (snowcovered area) cm 
SnowDran(J) - SnowDran(J) - ( aINTER1(J) * WET ) / SnowCA(J) 
(SnowCA = 0 won't be a problem, as is maintained at 
initial value for SnowDran computation) 

Not enough drainage to fill storage on newly wetted area; 
fill as much as available water allows, reset snowpack 
drainage to zero. 
TINTlvol(J) - ( TINTERal(J)*(l.-SnowCA(J» + SnowDran(J) * 
SnowCA(J) ) * AREA(J) * 100. 
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TINTERa1(J) - TINT1vo1(J) / «l.-SnowCA(J» * AREA(J) * 100.) 
SnowDran(J) - O. 

ENDIF 

IF( IWB .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 200 
C Add chemicals in SnowDran (compartment 6) lost to litter 
C interception to chemicals in litter interception (compartment 1). 
C This is added on an area where "litter interception" previously 
C was absent. 

CALL MIX( J, 6, cmFrOld, SnowDran(J), J, 1, I ) 
200 IF( ibug .EQ. 1 .AND. I .GE. ids tart .AND. (ibug3 .EQ. 99 

& .OR. ibug3 .EQ. J) ) THEN 
WRITE(*,210) SnowDran(J), TINTlvo1(J), TINTERa1(J), 

& SnowCA(J), WET, RainUa(J) 
210 FORMAT(' WETM END ',F8.4, F11.4, F12.4, 2F9.4, F12.4) 

ENDIF 
RETURN 
END 



C 

10 

11 

12 

20 

21 

22 
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SUBROUTINE ZER02 

SUBROUTINE ZER02 
Zeros all common variables 
INCLUDE 'parametr.inc' 
INCLUDE 'parm.inc' 
INCLUDE 'common. inc' 
INCLUDE 'common2.inc' 
INCLUDE 'commonc.inc' 
WRITE(*,lO) 
FORMATYII 

&' * 
&' I \ 
&' I 
&' 
&' 
&' 
&' 
&' 
&' I') 

\ 

I 

WRITE(*,ll) 
FORMAT ( 

&' 
&' 
&' 
&' 
&' I 

I 

I 
1'1 
I 

I 
\ * I 

I 

\ I 
I 

1\1\1\/1 

I I 
I (0) (0) 
C ) 

\ 

&' Resources'l 
&' 
&' 
&' 
WRITE(*,12) 
FORMAT ( , 

1,/1 'I 
1_\ 

DO 20 I - 1, 366 
Q(I) = O. 

I 

DO 100 I = 1, NNU 
aINFILTR(I) = O. 
aINTERl(I) = O. 
aINTER2(I) = O. 
aINTER3 (I) - O. 
aINTERIl(I) - O. 
aINTERI2 (I) - O. 
aINTERI3(I) = O. 
raint(I) - O. 
snowt(I) - O. 
baset(I) - O. 
recht(I) - O. 
osrot(I) - O. 
oaett(I) - O. 
osublt(I) - O. 
ohdt(I) - O. 
orlosst(I) = O. 
DH20inT (I) - O. 
SH20inT(I) = O. 
aPET(I) = O. 
AREA(I) - O. 
DO 21 J = 1, 12 + NL 

BalNew(I,J) = O. 
DO 22 J = 1, 5 + NL 

BalOld(I,J) - O. 

* 
\ 

except those for MINEQL routines. 

* 1\'1 
* I \'1 * IAHM: version 1.0'1 
I \'1 

\ an Alpine Hydrogeochemical Model'l 
\ I \'1 

\1 \'1 
\written by Ross A. Wolford', 

\ \', 

\ \1'1 
\ \'1 

Dept. of Hydrology and Water', 

University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ'I 
July 30, 1992') 

\' I l3X, ' E .M. S. ' I I I) 



BaseQ(I) - O. 
ELEV(I) - o. 
FRAIN(I) - o. 
FSNOW(I) - O. 
H20in2(I) - O. 
IFreeze(I) - 0 
IRAIN(I) - 0 
IRipar(I) - 0 
IsizSort(I) - 0 
ISNOW(I) - 0 
IsnowZer(I) - 0 
iStrmOrd(I) - 0 
ITargDay(I) - 0 
IThaw(I) - 0 
iunord(I) - 0 
LATE(I) - 0 
NLayers(I) - 0 
RainU(I) - O. 
RainUa(I) - O. 
SAhypo(I) - O. 
SnowCA(I) - O. 
SnoCAold(I) - O. 
SnoFrWIC(I) - O. 
SnowlntI(I) - O. 
SNOWPKIC (I) - O. 
SnowFrW (I) ~ o. 
SNOWMELT(I) - O. 
SnowU(I) - O. 
SUBLIME (I ) - o. 
TAIR(I) - O. 
targetcm(I) - O. 
UType(I) , , 
Vo 1 Ep i ( I ) - O. 
VoIHypo(I) - O. 
VolIce(I) - O. 
VoILake(I) - O. 
VoILakeI(I) - O. 
DO 30 J ~ 1, 3 

30 RATEM(I,J) - O. 
Riploss (I) - O. 
SnoCAoI2(I) - O. 
SnowUa(I) - O. 
SnowDran(I) - O. 
SnowInt(I) - O. 
SnowIntV(I) - O. 
SNOWPACK(I) - O. 
SNOWvol (I) - O. 
TINTlvol (I) - O. 
TINTERal(I) - O. 
TINTERa2(I) - O. 
TINTERa3(I) - O. 
VOLInit(I) - O. 
DO 80 II - 1, NNU 

infrom(I,II) - 0 
iofrom(I,II) - 0 

80 percent(I,II)~ O. 
DO 90 J - 1, NL 

aETmax(I,J) = O. 
BDEN(I,J) = O. 
HYDKsat(I,J) = O. 
Sdepth(I,J) - O. 
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Soiln(I,J) - O. 
ThetaR(I,J) - O. 
ThetaS(I,J) - O. 
ThetaWlt(I,J)- O. 

90 aETlayer(I,J)- O. 
DO 95 J - 1, 8 

95 prcnt(I,J) - O. 
100 CONTINUE 

DO 110 I - 1, 2 
DO 110 J - 1, 10 

110 iiFreeSp(I,J) - 0 
BASEe1ev - O. 
FROZEN - . FALSE. 
iDRest - 0 
ids tart - 0 
iDstartB - 0 
ids top - 0 
iFreeSp - 0 
IUNITS - 2 
nm - 2 
nmax - 0 
Nstreams - 0 
NU - 0 
NUsrDAYS - 0 
SnowFrWK - O. 
tArea - O. 
H20in3 - O. 
WET - O. 
Asnow - O. 
Bsnow - O. 
Dsnow - O. 
IGasDate - 0 
ISINKday - 0 
IsnowOpt - 0 
nALK -0 
NumCRain - 0 
NumCSnow - 0 
DO 200 I - 1, NNU 

DO 140 J - 1, MCOMP 
aMo1esS(I,J) - O. 
DO 140 ijk - 1, 2 

aNoMix(I,ijk,J)- O. 
140 aPPT(I,ijk,J) = O. 

DO 150 J - 1, NPRECOMP 
SnowEqv(I,J) - O. 
DO 150 JJ - 1, 2 

150 RainEqv(I,J,JJ) = O. 
DO 190 J ~ 1 HCOMPART 

aNH3toON(I,J) - O. 
CAP1AHM(I,J) = O. 
NUMCOMPO(I,J) - 0 
NUMCOMNM(I,J) - 0 
NUMKIN(I,J) - 0 
SURFAAHM(I,J) - O. 
DO 160 JJ - 1, 6 

160 LTYPEAHM(I,J,JJ) = 0 
DO 165 JJ - 1, MCOMP 

165 IChemID(I,J,JJ) = 0 
DO 170 JJ - 1, MCHNG 

170 IDYCONAH(I,J,JJ) = 0 
DO 175 JJ - 1, MTYP36 
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GKTMOD(I,J,JJ) - O. 
175 IDYTMOD(I,J,JJ) - 0 
190 CONTINUE 

DO 195 J - 1, (3+NL) 
no 195 JJ - 1, Mkin 

DO 192 JJJ - 1, 3 
AKinK(I,J,JJ,JJJ) - O. 

192 ISpeciK(I,J,JJ,JJJ)- 0 
DO 194 JJJ - 1, 2 

194 A1phaK(I,J,JJ,JJJ) - O. 
195 CONTINUE 
200 CONTINUE 

DO 300 I - 1, MTHERM 
GKTHERM(I) - o. 
IDTHERM(I) - 0 

DO 300 J - 1, 4 
IATTHERM(I,J) - 0 

300 IDTTHERM(I,J) - 0 
DO 400 I - 1, NNa1k 

IA1kID(I) - 0 
400 IA1kStoc(I) - 0 

DO 500 I - 1, NPRECOMP 
IChrnIDR(I) - 0 

500 IChrnIDS(I) - 0 
DO 550 I - 1, 5 

550 INTHERM(I) - 0 
C variables with separate subunits on SCA 

DO 650 I - 1, 2*NNU 
aET(I) - O. 
Hdrain(I) - O. 
SRO(I) - O. 
SUBLIMEa(I) - O. 
DO 560 J - 1, NL 

ThetaIC(I,J) - O. 
ODRAW(I,J) - O. 
ODRAWa(I,J) - O. 

560 THETA(I,J) - o. 
DO 570 J - 1, MCOMPART 

NoSo1(I,J) - O. 
NumFai1(I,J) - O. 
NumFai12(I,J) - O. 
DO 570 K - 1, MCOMP 

aMixMo1e(I,J,K) = O. 
ChernEqv(I,J,K) = O. 
Guess(I,J,K) - O. 

570 SSrnoles(I,J,K) - O. 
DO 580 J = 1, 3+NL 

DO 580 K = 1, Mkin 
DO 580 L - 1, 2 

580 ConcSpec(I,J,K,L) - O. 
650 CONTINUE 
C Subunit wide chern values 

DO 660 I - 1, NNU 
DO 660 J - 1, MCOMPART 

DO 660 K = 1, MCOMP 
DO 660 L = 1, 3 

C EXTMOLES initially zero on restarted runs 
EXTMOLES(I,J,K,L) - O. 

660 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 

660 
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"INCLUDE" FILES: 

INCLUDE FILE COMMON.INC 

C Variables changed to 2*NNU for snow covered area include: 
C ThetaIC(NNU*2,NL) 
C DIMENSION FOR MAX # OF SUBUNITS SET WITH PARAMETER STATEMENT in 
C 'parametr.inc' 
C DESIRED # OF DAYS TO RUN SET BY USER AT CONSOLE 
C NU is user selected number of subunits in the run. 
C NLayers is user selected number of soil layers for each subunit; 
C# With lots of subunits, SubName may violate compiler limits on 
C CHARACTER type allocation. There are also lots of dimensioned 
C character variables in subroutine OUTPUT of MINEQL. 

CHARACTER*l UType, ARES TART , IRESTRT, FROZ 
CHARACTER*3 AUNITS 
CHARACTER*79 title 
CHARACTER*30 SubName(NNU) 
LOGICAL FROZEN 
DIMENSION aETmax(NNU,NL), aINFILTR(NNU), aINTERl(NNU), 

& aINTER2(NNU), aINTER3(NNU), aPET(NNU), AREA (NNU), BaseQ(NNU), 
& BDEN(NNU,NL), ELEV(NNU), FRAIN (NNU), FROZ(NNU), FSNOW(NNU), 
& HYDKsat(NNU,NL) 

DIMENSION IFreeze(NNU), infrom(NNU,NNU), iofrom(NNU,NNU), 
& IOutOpt(7), lRAIN(NNU), IRipar(NNU), ISNOW(NNU), iStrmOrd(NNU), 
& IThaw(NNU), iunord(NNU), NLayers(NNU), percent(NNU,NNU), 
& prcnt(NNU,8) , RainU(NNU), 
& Sdepth(NNU,NL), SnowCA(NNU), SnoCAold(NNU), 
& SnowFrW(NNU), SNOWMELT(NNU), 
& SnowU(NNU), Soiln(NNU,NL), SUBLIME(NNU),TAIR(NNU), 
& ThetaR(NNU,NL), ThetaS(NNU,NL), ThetaWlt(NNU,NL), lIType(NNU) 

C IOutOpt is also dimensioned in subroutine SOLVE of mineql routines 
C Real blank common: 

COMMON aETmax, aINFILTR, aINTERl, aINTER2, aINTER3, aPET, AREA, 
& BaseQ, BDEN, ELEV, FRAIN, FSNOW, HYDKsat, percent, prcnt, RainU, 
& Sdepth, SnowCA, SnoCAold, SnowFrW, SNOWMELT, SnowU, Soiln, 
& SUBLIME, TAIR, ThetaR, ThetaS, ThetaWlt, 
& BASEelev, SnowFrWK, SnowFrWM, tArea 

C common variables (above) without dimensions (basin-wide) start at 
C BASEelev line 
C Integer common 

COMMON /INTGR/ iDRest, idstart, iDstartB, idstop, IFreeze, infrom, 
& iofrom, IOutOpt, lRAIN, IRipar, ISNOW, iStrmOrd, IThaw, 
& IUNITS, iunord, IWB, Lyear, NLayers, runax, NoNitro, NoORGACM, 
& Nstreams, NU, NUsrDAYS 

C .. DLAPS & WLAPS needn't be here 
C Alphameric, logical common 

COMMON /ALPH/ ARESTART, AUNITS, FROZ, IRESTRT, SubName, title, 
& UType 

COMMON /LOGI/ FROZEN 

C INITIAL CONDITION COMMON (all real) 
DIMENSION aINTERIl(NNU), aINTERI2(NNU), aINTERI3(NNU), 

& SnoFrWIC(NNU), SnowIntI(NNU), SNOWPKIC(NNU), ThetaIC(NNU*2,NL) 
COMMON /IC/ aINTERIl, aINTERI2, aINTERI3, SnoFrWIC, SnowIntI, 

& SNOWPKIC, ThetaIC 



COMMON /debug/ ibug, ibug2, ibug3 

C Snowmelt optimization common 
DIMENSION Dpack(NNU), iETmelt(NNU), IsizSort(NNU), IsnowZer(NNU), 

& ITargDay(NNU), LATE (NNU), PackTol(NNU), Q(366), 
& RATEM(NNU,3), targetcm(NNU) 

COMMON /SNOW/ iETmelt, IsizSort, IsnowZer, ITargDay, itolernc, 
& LakMatch, LASTDAY, LATE, MELTOPT, newrun, Nlake 

cc COMMON /SNOWreal/ Dpack, PaekTol, Q, RAT EM , Sdrain, targetcm 
COMMON /SNOWreal/ aMaxQin, ETmelt, Dpack, PackTol, Q, Qobs, RAT EM , 

& Sdrain, targetem 

C Part 2 Snowmelt optimization, added Qobs, FROZ(above) , Nlake 
C Need to add these to main's descriptions. 

C Lake common; all real, incl. initial condo 
DIMENSION QK1(NNU), QK2(NNU), SAhypo(NNU), sArea(NNU,NumLArea), 

& stage (NNU,NumLArea), stageEpi(NNU), stageHyp(NNU), ThickIce(NNU), 
& VolEpi(NNU), VolHypo(NNU), VolIce(NNU), VolL(NNU,NumLArea), 
& VolLake(NNU), VolLakeI(NNU) 

COMMON /LAKECOM/ QK1, QK2, SAhypo, sArea, stage, stageEpi, 
& stageHyp, Thicklee, VolEpi, VolHypo, Vollee, VolL, VolLake, 
& VolLakel 



C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
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INCLUDE FILE COMMON2.INC 

************* ARM MODEL: CALCULATED VALUE COMMON *************** 
File is "conunon2.inc". 
Includes conunonly used variables that are not returned from the 
subroutine READDAT. "include" after parametr.inc to set NNU, NL 
Does not include any conunon specific to lakes. 
DIMENSION aET(NNU*2), aETlayer(NNU,NL), 

& baset(NNU), DH20inT(NNU), Hdrain(NNU*2), H20in2(NNU), oaett(NNU), 
& ODRAW(NNU*2,NL), ODRAWa(NNU*2,NL), ohdt(NNU), orlosst(NNU), 
& osrot(NNU), osublt(NNU), raint(NNU), RainUa(NNU), recht(NNU), 
& Riploss(NNU), SH20inT(NNU), SnoCAol2(NNU), SnowUa(NNU), 
& SnowDran(NNU), SnowInt(NNU), SnowIntV(NNU), SNOWPACK(NNU), 
& snowt(NNU), SNOWvol(NNU), SRO(NNU*2), SUBLIMEa(NNU*2), 
& TINTlvol(NNU), TINTERal(NNU), TINTERa2(NNU), TINTERa3(NNU), 
& THETA(NNU*2,NL) 

C Computed values all real; boogers-WET = scalar 
COMMON /COMPUTE/ aET, aETlayer, baset, DH20inT, 

& Hdrain, H20in2, oaett, o DRAW , ODRAWa, ohdt, orlosst, 
& osrot, osublt, raint, RainUa, recht, Riploss, SH20inT, SnoCAo12, 
& SnowUa, SnowDran, SnowInt, SnowIntV, SNOWPACK, 
& snowt, SNOWvol, SRO, SUBLIME a , TINTlvol, 
& TINTERal, TINTERa2, TINTERa3, THETA, 
& boogers, TINTERl, H20in3, WET 
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INCLUDE FILE COMMONC.INC 

C chemical common file "commonc.inc" 
C incorporated at compile time by INCLUDE statements 
C contains common variables related solely to chemical computations 
C NUMCOMPO is number of chemical components in a subunit (mineql 
C type 1) that mix between compartments 
C NUMCOMNM is the number of mineql type 1 components that don't mix 
C between compartments, but stay constant through the run (eg soil 
C surface reaction sites, etc. (NM implies NOMIX) ) 

DIMENSION AKinK(NNU,3+NL,Mkin,3), 
& AlphaK(NNU,3+NL,Mkin,2), aMixMole(NNU*2,MCOMPART,MCOMP), 
& aMolesS(NNU,MCOMP),aNH3toON(NNU*2,MCOMPART), 
& aN03toON(NNU*2,MCOMPART), aN03base(NNU*2,MCOMPART), 
& aNoMix(NNU,2,MCOMP),aPPT(NNU,2,MCOMP), 
& BalNew(NNU, 12+NL), BalOld(NNU, 5+NL), CAP1AHM(NNU,MCOMPART), 
& ChemEqv(NNU*2,MCOMPART,MCOMP), ConcSpec(NNU*2,3+NL,Mkin,2), 
& GKTHERM(MTHERM), GKTMOD(NNU*2,MCOMPART,MTYP36), 
& Guess(NNU*2,MCOMPART,MCOMP), IAlkID(NNalk), IAlkStoc(NNalk), 
& IATTHERM(MTHERM,4), IChemID(NNU,MCOMPART,MCOMP), 
& IChmIDR(NPRECOMP),IChmIDS(NPRECOMP), IDTHERM(MTHERM) 

C Arbitrary split to avoid certain compiler limits on contino lines 
DIMENSION IDTTHERM(MTHERM,4), IDYCONAH(NNU,MCOMPART,MCHNG), 

& IDYTMOD(NNU,MCOMPART,MTYP36), iiFreeSp(2,MCOMP), 
& INTHERM(5), IBasQtyp(NNU), ISLitEq2(NNU), 
& ISpeciK(NNU, 3+NL,Mkin, 3) , LTYPEAHM(NNU,MCOMPART,6), 
& NoSol(NNU*2,MCOMPART), NUMCOMPO(NNU,MCOMPART), 
& NUMCOMNM(NNU,MCOMPART), NumFai1(NNU*2,MCOMPART), 
& NumFai12(NNU*2,MCOMPART), NUMKIN(NNU,MCOMPART), 
& RainEqv(NNU,NPRECOMP,2), SURFAAHM(NNU,MCOMPART), 
& SnowEqv(NNU,NPRECOMP), SSmoles(NNU*2,MCOMPART,MCOMP), 
& VOLInit(NNU) 

COMMON /CHEMint/ IAlkID, IA1kStoc, IATTHERM, IBasQtyp, IChemID, 
& iChemChc, 
& IChmIDR, IChmIDS, IDisPre, IDTHERM, IDTTHERM, IDYCONAH, I DYTMOD, 
& IGasDate, iFreeSp, iiFreeSp, INTHERM, ISINKday, ISLitEq, 
& ISLitEq2, IsnoOpt2, IsnowOpt, IsnoOptd, ISpeciK, ISurfChm, 
& LTYPEAlill, nALK, NoKinet, NoLitEq, NoSol, NUMCOMPO, NUMCOMNM, 
& NumCRain, NumCSnow, NumFail, NumFai12, NUMKIN 

COMMON /CHEMreal/ AKinK, AlphaK, ~lixMole, aMolesS, aNH3toON, 
& aN03toON, aN03base, aNoMix, aPPT, Asnow, BalNew, BalOld, Bsnow, 
& CAPIAHM, Cbalance, CBalMax,ChemEqv,ConcSpec, Dsnow, GKTHERM, 
& GKTMOD,Guess, RainEqv, SROMIXP, SURFAAHM, SnowEqv, SSmoles, 
& VOLInit 

C Below used for writing to screen to indicate progress of run; 
COMMON /CHEM3/ Iprogres, IPrDayOl, MaxCBalS, Maxlts, MaxItsS 

C Below used to track total run-length inputs of chern species from 
C precipitation, source/sink, and kinetics (6-21-91). If memory 
C short delete this here and from ssink.for rainchem.for compkin.for 
C zero2.for. Also note the only reason "compartment" was included 
C here is it made programming easier (delete, reduce size to 1/12 or 
C less of current variable memo req.). 

DIMENSION EXTMOLES(NNU,MCOMPART,MCOMP,3) 
COMMON /CHEM4/ EXTMOLES 



INCLUDE FILE FLAG.INC 

C MINEQL COMMON FILE flag. inc (no dimensioned variables) 
COMMON /FLAG/ IONFLG, LCAOPT, LSRFLG 

INCLUDE FILE IONIC.INC 

C MINEQL COMMON FILE ionic. inc 
CHARACTER*4 NAME(200) 
DIMENSION IDYCON(MCHNG), IONZ(200) 
COMMON /IONICint/ IDYCON, IONZ 
COMMON /IONICr/ XMU, GFO 
COMMON /IONICnam/ NAME 

INCLUDE FILE PARM.INC 

C MINEQL COMMON FILE parm.inc 
DIMENSION NN(7) 
COMMON /PARM/ ITER, NN, NNN 
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C NNN is redundant, always equals NN(I), but still appears in NOMIX 
C and perhaps elsewhere (has been removed from NOMIX) 

INCLUDE FILE SURFCOM.INC 

C MINEQL COMMON FILE surfcom.inc (no dimensioned variables) 
COMMON /SURF/ CAPl, CAP2, CONCS, EERT8, FDAY, F2RT, PSIO, PSIl, 

& PSIDRTF, RTF, RTFLN, SIGO, SIGl, SIGD, SIGDGC, SURFA 
c PSIDRTF is not used anywhere; added RTF 2-92 

INCLUDE FILE VAR.INC 

C MINEQL common file var.inc 
C real*8 results in much faster convergence of equilibration at 
C small EPS, and better charge balance. (done by parametr.inc) 

DIMENSION A(MSPEC,MCOMP), C(MSPEC), IDX(MCOMP), 
& IDY(MSPEC), GC(MSPEC), GK(MSPEC), 
& GX(MCOMP), T(MCOMP), X(MCOMP), Y(MCOMP), 
& Z(MC0l1P ,MCOMP) 

COMMON /VARint/ IDX, IDY 
COMMON /VARreal/ A, C, GC, GK, GX, T, X, Y, Z 
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INCLUDE FILE PARAMETR.INC 

C ***************** ARM MODEL: PARAMETERS **************** 
C Density1 - density of ice, g/cm3. used in determining water 
C equivalent volume of ice. 
C EPS - convergence criteria in chemical equilibration. When the 
C absolute value of the calculated - observed molarity of 
C all idividual species divided by the observed total 
C molarity of those individual species (which varies in 
C cases such as C03 which may increase due to partial 
C pressure) is less than EPS, solution is assumed and 
C iteration ceases. 
C iSpecBal- 1D of chern. species used in computing chemical mole 
C balance for whole subunit (in-out-delta stor. - 0.) 
C Also is used for species totaled by subunit and for whole 
C watershed in subroutine CHEMTAB. 
C ITMAX - maximum nuber of iterations MINEQL routine will make 
C before stopping entire run. Generally 100 is OK, less if 
C your willing to have more "missed equilibrations". 
C MaxFiles - number of SM/SCA/SUBLIME/PET/HYPO/1CE files to 
C incorporate into each consolidated input file; larger 
C number puts more files into each consolidated file, can 
C speed up run. This is also the number of these files open 
C simultaneously, so you could exceed some system limits 
C easily. "12" (perhaps up to l7?) is OK on PC 
C compatibles. 22 have been used on SUN workstaions; 200 
C probably would have been OK on those. No advantage is 
C gained making this larger than number of subunits in a 
C run. 
C MCHNG - 1 greater than max number of MINEQL type 7 species user 
C can enter 
c MCOMP - max number of MINEQL type 1 components (AHM type 1 and 2) 
C MCOMPART - number of water storing compartments in soil-type sub-
C unit with the most soil horizons (must equal 11 plus the 
C max number of soil horizons (ll+NL) ) 
C MDisPre - max number of successive precipitations/dissolutions 
C that can occur in MINEQL's subroutine SOLIDX before no 
C solution assumed possible. This probably occurs when 
C near a solution, so a complete halt as currently present 
C may not be necessary (i.e. print output and continue?) 
C Mkin - max number of kinetic reactions on single compartment 
c MTYP36 - max number of combined species types 2-6 user can enter, 
c including the blank line after each type's list of 
C species ID's; this limitation applies only within 
C subroutine READCHEM, and has no effect on MINEQL if run 
C gets past READCHEM. 
c MSPEC - max number of species in equilibration computation 
C MTHERM - max number of species for which thermodynamic data may 
C be included in file thrm.dat 
C NPRECOMP - (Max) number of chemical components in precipitation 
C NNalk = max number of species that can be used to make up total 
C acid neutalizing capacity. All compartments that are run 
C through mineql must contain at least those species the 
C user enters in the alkalinity computation input file. 
C NNU - maximum number of subunits program can handle; value 
C larger than necessary is OK. 
C NL = maximum number of soil layers program can handle; value 
C larger than necessary is OK. See also MCOMPART. 
C nResStep - number of sub-time steps reservoir inflow-ET-outflow is 
C divided into in subroutine LAKE. This is also the number 
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C of sub-time steps used in computing soil drainage in 
C subroutine SOILDRAN; there, the first nResStep/2 sub-
C time steps apply to the first hour, and the other half to 
C the next 23 hours. 
C NumLArea - max. number of lake stage/vo1./surface area entries/ 
C per lake; changing NumLArea requires changing READDAT 
C format. Last values of stage and vol are that at which 
C discharge - 0, values preceding last ones must be in 
C ascending order. 
C RIntFrac - fraction of rainfall that passes into canopy 
C interception and that mixes with canopy interception; 
C for snowfall fraction that passes into interception 
C only, not mixed. 
C SecPerTS - seconds per time-step. Appears only in subroutine 
C LAKE. This is used to simplify later conversion to 
C time-step other than daily if someone so desires; now 
C must be 86400. 

C REAL*8 below requires changes at least in: ANC (LOG10 - DLOG10) 
C LAKEHYPM (DABS - ABS) MIX (DABS - ABS) SNOWCOMP (DABS - ABS) 
C SROINFLT (DMIN1 - AMIN1) 

IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z) 
PARAMETER ( DensityI - .92 ) 

C 3-3-91 changed EPS from .00001 to .0000001 
PARAMETER ( EPS - .0000001 ) 
PARAMETER ( iSpecBal - 102 ) 
PARAMETER ( ITMAX - 100 ) 
PARAMETER ( MaxFiles - 12 ) 
PARAMETER ( MCHNG-S ) 

C See definition of MCHNG before altering 
PARAMETER ( MCOMP-19 ) 
PARAMETER ( MCOMPART-13 ) 
PARAMETER ( MDisPre - 12 ) 
PARAMETER ( Mkin - 10 ) 
PARAMETER ( MTYP36-10 ) 
PARAMETER ( MSPEC-75 ) 
PARAMETER ( MTHERM-75 ) 
PARAMETER ( NPRECOMP-19 ) 
PARAMETER ( NNalk - 20 ) 
PARAMETER ( NNU - 6 ) 
PARAMETER ( NL = 2 ) 
PARAMETER ( nResStep - 48 ) 
PARAMETER ( NumLArea - 8 ) 
PARAMETER ( RlntFrac-.3 ) 
PARAMETER ( SecPerTS - 86400. ) 
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